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THE

METHODIST QUAETEELY EEVIEW.

JANUARY, 1852.

Art. L—faith AND SCIENCE— COMTE'S POSITIVE
PHILOSOPHY.

Court de Philosophic Positive. Par M. ^ugnste Conile. Jnrien Elive de I'Ecole
Polytcchniquc

; Rcpititeiir d'Analysr Transcendentalc,et dc Mecaniq^ie Rationnelle
it la dite Ecole. Paris ; Bacliulicr. Ib;j0-1842. 6 tomes, 8vo.

TwELYK long years elapsed during the slow publication of the succes-
sive volumes of .M. Comte's Cours de Philosopliie Positive, and nearfv
ten more have passed away since it was submitted in its complete
form to the tribunal of public opinion. The writings of Mr. Lewes
M. ].ittre, and M. Pinel, and also those of Prof. .WhewcU and
Mr. .Mill, forbid our supposing that M. Comte's views have been
wholly without influence; yd, during the whole period of the^-
twenty-one years, in which this system of Positive Philosophy ha^
attained its legal majority, it has been but twice noticed as far as
wc are aware, m the periodical criticism of Europe,* and never in
that of America ;t and even the name of its illustrious author would
have remained a nomcn ignonnn to the large mnjority of the literarr
world but for a cursory and unsatisflvctory critique upon the work in
Mr. Morell s Philosophy of the ^^meteenth Century, and a less meacM-e
Init scarcely more aderpinte examination of his doctrines in MrB .key s History of the Philosophy of Mind. From these scantv

or ic[^ T
'^^P^^allyfi-om Mr. Morell's vei-y limited and borrowed

M rr;. T-i
'"/^'"["^ '^'' ^''''

1^^^^^'^S observations upon

ILoT ^'^''rf'y:
''^'''^^ J'^^c ^een occasionally hazarded inthe oj.hemcral publications of the day. The compamtively recent

«rt. ,, and Pi-^f. hm.Ie ^ai.sct in the Revue dea deux Mcndos. This " striutreB'lcnce IS noticed by M. Comte himself.-Tome vi. Pr.face p xxi
^

i^'oLiiTH Sehiks, Vol. IV.—

1
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production of the political and social doctrine to -whicli the specula-

tive system of Positivism serves as a propedeutic, has recalled our

attention to that elaborate scheme which constitutes its basis. We
would have enlarged our rubric and our text by the addition of the
'' Kcpublique Occidcntalc,'' but the fallacies of the latter can be duly

appreciated only after a candid estimate of the merits and defects

of the great preliminary Avork. Moreover, we are not disposed to

increase the magnitude and diversity of a subject already too ample
and complex, by connecting with its examination an inquiry into

•another topic which more appropriately demands independent treat-

ment, and may receive it at our hands on some future occasion. We
shall fmd it iieccssary to trim doAvn even the contents of the volumes
which form our text into manageable size and shape, by the exclu-

sion of almost everything which is not immediately connected with

M. Comte's philosophic raetliod; and while yielding to this neces-

sity, we cannot be guilty of the inconsistency of augmenting the

range of view on another side, by bringing within the sweep of our

horizon another work which can well await a separate consideration.

W'c arc anxious, pro virili parte, to atone for the neglect with which

M. Comte's labours have been hitherto visited, and to present a suf-

ficient and impartial estimate of that philosophic system, which

forms in itself a complete and symmetrical method, and one which

is assimilated so closely in many respects to the intellectual instincts

and appetites of the day, that its secret influence Avill be almost

exactly proportionate to the degree of public disregard with which

it may be visited. In that struggle between religion and science,

between philosophy and faith, which has already commenced, and

which must play so important a part in the intellectual history of the

remainder of the century, a large, ingenious, and learned party must

recognise Comte as their apostle, and the Positive Philosophy as

their creed ; nor can the votaries of the Christian faith be prepared

to resist the rising deluge of error, unless they have first patiendy

weighed and dispassionately appreciated the current forms of meta-

physical or speculative delusion—and Positivism amoiig the rest.

For these reasons, late though it may appear to be, we propose at

this time to exhibit the doctrines of ^I. Comte, to examine their

validit}', to acknowledge their occasional and limited truth, and, so

far as we may be able to do so, to expose their fallacies, and refute

the principles from which we conceive that their errors proceed.

In the solitary review of the Avork, which has hitherto appeared

in the English journals, only the first two volumes Avere considered

by Sir David Brewster. In these the philosophy of Comte Avas

barely indicated, but by no means developed ; and Avbat was impor-

1*





1852.] Faith and Science. n
•tant or original even in the fragment reviewed, was unappreciated or
misunderstood in the feeble essay of the reviewer. We can scarcely
conceive anything more unfortunately inapposite and irrelevant to

the intellectual characteristics of the author reviewed, than the
smooth, elegant, and plausible remarks with which Sir David com-
mences his criticism. Yet, notwithstanding his limited comprehen-
sion, or, rather, total misapprehension, of the scope and nature of tiie

treatise of M. Comte, he commends it as " a work of profound sci-

ence, marked with great acuteness of reasoning, and conspicuous for
the highest attributes of intellectual power."" Equally strong and
flattering is the testimony to its merits offered by the few°other
writers in England who have spoken of it. Morell admits " the
admiration excited by the author's brilliant scientific genius."*
Jihkcy's eulogy is to the like effect. -Mill, Avho is s? largely
indebted to it for much that is most valuable in his own celebrated
treatise on logic, frankly acknowledges his indebtedness, and con-
stantly^ bestows upon Comte cordial and generous commendation.
" Within a few years," says he, " three writers, profoundly Versed in
pliysical science, and not unaccustomed to cany their speculations
mto higher regions of knowledge, have made attempts of unequal,
but all of very great merit, towards the creation of a philosophy of
mduction

:
Sir John Herschel, in his Discourse on the Study of

Natural Philosophy
; Mr. \\' hcwell, in his History and Philosophy

of the Inductive Sciences ; and, greatest of all. .AI. Auguste Comte,
m his Cours de Philosophic Positive, a work which only requires to
be better known to place its author in the first class of European
thinkers."t Prof ^Vhewell. in the works io which Mr. :Mill refers,
has paid the Positive Philosophy of M. Comte the very significant
compliment of borrowing from it to a vast extent, without' making
any acknowledgment wliatever. These works of Dr. Whewell's were
evidently suggested to hira by Sir John Ilerschers Discourse on the
Study of Is'atural Philosophy. j The leading idea in the plan of the
iiistory is due partly to Victor Cousin, and' partly to Comte ;§ and
the larger portion of the p/iilosophy which has any appearance of
novelty or depth may be traced to the more or less' distinct intima-

° Morc-irs knowledge of Comte seems to have been taken at second-hand from
the o.'-.vavs of l^rcwster and Saissct.

t-^f ill's Wie, b. iii. ch. i. See also his estimate more explicitly recorded
b. HI, ch. T, ch. xviv; b. vi, ch. x.

_:
The frcrtns of the-e works may be found in a review of Sir John Herschel's

Ih.conrse, evidently writt^^n by Trof. Whewell, in the London Quarterly KcTiew
for July, IS.Jl.

§ This fact, with respect to Victor Cousin, appears sufficiently established in
the 'outbcrn Quarterly Review for July, 1842.
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tions of Kant and Comte.* Yet his very great obligations to these

authors arc no^yhcrc acknowledged further than by a rare and reluc-

tant reference to their "writings.! }ilr. ]Mill proclaims liberally, and

in strong terms, the aid which he derived in the composition of his

system of logic from the above-mentioned works of Dr. Whewell

;

-but, with the exception of a few happily invented technical phrases,

all the assistance which was obtained from those soui'ces might have

been more efficienth' obtained from the Cours de Philosophic Posi-

tive, either by the direct adoption or the suggested refutation of the

conclusions of M. Comte.

"When such high encomiums have been bestowed upon the elabo-

mte treatise of M. Comte by the concurrent testimony of the few

distinguished writers who have studied its contents and availed

themselves of its results, it may appear singular that it has never,

in the course of the nine years which have elapsed since its com-

pletion, been brought to the test of full and intelligent criticism

in Europe or America. This may in some measure be account-

ed for by the immense range of varied erudition exhibited in it.

which seems to require an analogous, though not necessarily equi-

valent, -oXvpaOia^ in any one who should undertake to give a com-
plete analysis or refutation of its conclusions. Moreover, the

originality and abstruscness of many of the speculations, which
rest on the vast scaffolding of the author's acquired knowledge, can

only be apprehf-nded in their full significance, and weighed in a just

balance, by a mind more untrammelled by ordinary prejudices, and
less wedded to received formulas, than can be readily found in the

present day. In addition to all this, the boldness, the novelty, the

exhaustless variety, the copiousness, the logical coherence, and the

remarkable extent of the Avork. combine to render a thorough ex-

amination and appreciation of its doctrines eminently difficult. It

may appear paradoxical to mention it? rigiil logical connexion among
the obstacles tending to prevent an earlier criticism of the Avork : but

the perfect harmony and mutual dependence of all its parts necessi-

tate the clear apprehension of the system as a whole, before any
satisfactory judgment on it can be rendered.! And the difficulty, as

*= Wc do not mean to accuse Whewell of downricrlt placriiu-isiu, thoutrh this

charge niisht be ju.-^iiiied by some incidents in his litersa-y career, but only of
.such indebtedness as ought to have k-eu acknowledged. His appropriations re-

appear as identical arguments and conclusions, as modified doctrines, or as con-

tradictory views, all, however, cviilently suggested h\ the writers mentioned al)Ove.

t If we renieml>er correctly, there are two references to Comte in I\Ir. Whe-
well's History of the Inductive ?>cieuces.

X '-Sans doute la nature de ce cours no saurait ttrc complt'tement appreciee.

dc maniere li pouvoir s'cn former une opinion di'tinitive, que lorsquc les diverse?
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well as rarity, of such apprehension may be easily estimated by

any one who lias noted the sinj^ular incapacity of the contemporane-

ous generation for enlarged and connected speculation,* and ^vho is

aware of the deficiency of modem thinkers and writers in everything

appertaining to strict logical investigation and extended logical

concatenation. Every one who has studied the works of Leibnitz

must have observed how utterly ridiculous and anomalous his pecu-

liar doctrines appear, when severed from that grand but fallacious

scheme of which they constitute such essential details.! Eminently

plausible when considered in their native setting and hanuonious

correlation, they e.xcite only a smile when e.xliibited in naked isola-

tion. In the same way, to understand the separate dogmas of

Comtc, we must contem.plate them in their symmetrical con-es-

pon<h>nce with, and dependence on, that vast redintegration and

e.\j)ansion of the whole body of the sciences, which he has so ably

endeavoured to constitute. }3ut in order to do this effectually,

we must wander through the maze of all known or conjectural sci-

ence, and digest the immense mass of important doctrine which is

thickly spread over the five thousand pages of the Cours de Philoso-

phic Positive. If we judge from the long silence of the critics, this

is a task almost beyond the capacity of human performance—it is

certainly not achieved by Prof Saisset—it is one which, if satisfac-

torily executed, would require, according to the mode of its accom-

l>li^hment. either nearly equal or else greater genius and learning

than have been displayed by M. Comtc in the construction of this

miglity monument of intellectual power. It is not always, but it

certainly is sometimes true, that the correction of speculative er-

rors and aberrations requires greater abilities and attainments

than their creation. "We have no hesitation in declaring that such

will be the case whenever ]M. Comte's system of philosophy may

parties en auront etc- successivemcut devOloppecs."

—

Comle, Coun de Phil. Pos.,

tome i, p. 1. The composition of a •work so extensive and so closely articulated

as (V,],ue's is a remarkable anomaly in this age, and justifies his own remark

:

•' .K unc .'pofiue de divagation intellectuelle, et de versatilite politique, toute

lou^tie j^rsd-Tf^rance dans une direction rigourcusement invariable, pent, eans

ilouU'. «-in; justoment sigualee au jiublic, comme une solide garantie de lour (les

fjouvi-.-iui pri!u-ijH.>si eonslstance, et m." me de Icur opportuuite," &c.—Tome vi, p.iv.

-'' The contracted and limited horixou with which men of .science bound their

»iews in our day is constantly noted and reprehended by Conite. Cours de Phil.

Toe., tonic i, p. -JO : vi, pp. xxii, \n, 23, 2S9-*jrt2, 340, 643, G7r>.

t The mutual inter<lep>endehce of the doctrines of Leibnitz is traced with oome

p.bility by Morell, Crit. Hist. I'hil. Sec. ; and better in Brucker's able summary,
IlisC Crit. I'hil., tome v, jip. 397-44G; but can be fully appreciated only from

the direct .studv of the works of Lcibuitz himself.
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meet with a full, adequate, and dispassionate refutation, coextensive

"with tlio ]-ange of the heresy, equally comprehensive in its general

principles, and equally complete in its details.

W'e have perhaps already given an ample excuse to exonerate the

pericdical criticism pf Europe and America from any very harsh

censure for its long neglect of M. Comtc ; and we have assuredly

said enough to manifest our full sense of our own inefficiency for the

adequate performance of the task. But while the bow of Ulysses

stands idle in the hall, and the twenty years of hopeless wandering

and anxious expectation have been consumed before the master's

hand has been extended to draw it, we may perhaps be pardoned if,

as no Ulysses appears, wc adapt the boAv to our strength and endea-

vom- to wield it, without laying claim to any permanent acquisition of

it; for, until the bow be bent and the arrow sped to the mark, it will

be the source of enls innumerable to men, instead of defending them

against the calamities which it might be potent to avert.

IIoXAaiif yup rode rofoi' apiar/jag K^Kadijasi

QvfioiJ Kal ipvxijr.

We shall not attempt to review the whole ground over which the

labours of M. Comte extend—a task for which we candidly confess our

own incompetency, and which, even if not beyond our ability, would

be precluded by the necessary limits of this article. Neglecting for

the time his skilful elaboration of a new classification of the sciences,*

and the valuable strictures on the several departments of human know-

ledge with which he ha? enriched his work, we will confine our atten-

tion to the examination of that system of Positive Philosophy, of Avhich

he so loftily and constantl}" claims to be the foimder,t and whose defi-

nite establishment he boldly proclaims in his Repuhlicpie Occiden-

tale. In thus separating the leading element from the rest of these

important labours, and concentrating our regards upon it. we deem
that we shall be rendering better service to our readers than we
should have done, had cither ability or inclination permitted us to enter

upon that full examination of the complete work which we recognise

as beyond our strength ; for thus we should only have dissipated the

force of our remarks over an infinite multiplicity and diversity of

details. jM. Comte's contributions to the philosophy of the induc-

tive sciences have been already in part appropriated by Dr. Whe-
^ Of tliis Mr. Mill speaks in those terms: "M. Comte, whose view of the phi-

losophy of classification, in the third volume of his great work, is the most com-

plete with which I am acquaintcl," Lc.— Los;ic, b.'iv, ch. vii.

t " Lc FonJatfcur d' une noiivello philosophic."

—

Cours de Phil. Pon., tome vi,

pr^f., p. vi. "Fonduteur d' unc nouvcUe philosophic gcncrale, a la fois historiquc

et dogmatique."—Tome vi, p. xxviii, of. p. 2SS, and numerous other passages.
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y\(A\, and, in some measure, criticised and appreciated by Mr. Mill.

His systematic classification of the sciences, or. as he terms it him-

eclf,
'•

ifi vraic hierarchic encyclopedique," " cette hierarchic fonda-

lucntalc dcs sciences positives,"* can be more profitably estimated

ill connexion \;\i\\ the elaborate but somewhat grotesque scheme of

M. Ampcre.t ^vho has been largely, but perhaps unconsciously, aided

by iiis predecessor; and his criticisms on the separate sciences may
be judiciously referred, on his o^^^l principles,! to the special exami-

nation of the cultivators of the several sciences respectively. Ilis

I'hilosophy of Ilistory, -which is eminently ingenious, and in many
respects profound, and which has been unjustly neglected by Fer-

rari, § may occasionally furnish us -with some necessary illustrations,

but cannot be permitted to break the unity of our aims; while his

creation of Social Philosophy, so loudly and so rightfully claimed by
him as exclusively his own, is well entitled, by its extent and impor-
tance, to an indei)eudent discussion, without which its merits and its

defects cannot be fairly tested. By this division of labour alone is

there aTiy prospect of the formation of a just estimate of the value

and the results of M. Comte's labours; and in this way, what might
be beyond the separate ability of one to accomplish, may be se})a-

rately achieved by the distinct but concurring exertions of many.
We hove divided our strand from the cord as appropriate to the

time, the occasion, and our o\a\ ability; we have taken for our text

what may seem the least part of M. Comte's work, but it is the lea-

ven which leaveneth the whole lump ; and if we refute his pliilosophy,

liis errors are crushed in the germ. We shall therefore limit our view
almost exclusively to the nature, value, and tendencies of M. Comte's
system of Positive Philosophy. We shall, however, remember,
and our readers should remember also, that M. Comte's intellectual

rank is to be judged by no such partial criterion, but from the aggre-
gate of his labours, and from the extent, compactness, profundit}",

and universality of his researches. Perhaps, when all that he has
done is taken into sober consideration, it may be thought that he
slands next to Bacon among modern philosophers

—

proximus, sed
lougo intervaUo. lie is superior to the sage of Yerulam in every-
tbuig but sobriety of judgment, poetic richness of imagination, and

' Cornte. Cours do Phil. Pos., tome vi, pitfoce, p. vii; tome i, p. 98.

t Kssiii do Philosoi.Lie: on Exposition Analytique d'une Classification Natu-
irlle de toutcs lo<? coniiaissanecs huniaincs. Tar Andre Mario Amprro. 2 vols.,

8va I'uris: iNi-^-lSja.

\ Comtc, Cours dc Pliil. Po3., lo<;ou Ivii.

§ I'errari, E».sai sur lo l>rincipc et lea Limites de la PhilosopLie de 1' Histoire.

Paris: 1813.
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that first and loftiest of all gifts of genius, justice of conception.

But Avhatever may be thought of him in comparison with the founder

of modern science—and he himself pretends to no equality—he is

certainly entitled to rank with, if not above, Hobbes, Descartes, and

Leibnitz—perhaps we might add Kant.

Before entering, however, upon the analysis of the Positive Phi-

losophy, some previous notice of the author, of his motives in writ-

ing this work, of the circumstances under which it was composed,

and of its genei-al character, may be acceptable to our readers, par-

ticularly as both the book and the author are so little known among

us. A few brief remarks upon these topics are all that we can ven-

ture to indulge in before entering upoii the character and tendencies

of the Positive Philosophy.

M. Comte states, in his personal preface to thje sixth volume of

his work, that he was sprung from a Catholic and royalist family in

the south of France, and brought up in the midst of royalist and

Catholic influences. lie appears, nevertheless, to have thrown him-

self at a very early age into the cmTcnt of revolutionary feeling.

From his birth and education he may have imbibed that bitter de-

testation of the name and fame of Kapoleon which is so frequently

and so singularly exemplified in his works. Educated at the Poly-

technic School, he was early initiated into that mathematical and

scientific discipline which he makes the basis, and we might almost

say the sum, of all valuable learning. Regarding the instruction ob-

tained at this celebrated institute as incomplete and insufficient, he
prepared himself for his already contemplated renovation of sciences

and societies, by sedulous application to the more recondite study

of the phenomena of social existence and the phases of humanity in

past ages. He was thus led to the discovery in 1S12, at the age of

twenty-four, of what he calls " the true encycloptedical hierarchy of

the sciences," and of the complete harmony and mutual interdepen-

dence of his intellectual and political speculations. But not content

with the mere repetition and extension of the accredited doctrines

handed down by others, nor even with the vague fancies of possible

regeneration which floated dimly before his eyes, he plunged boldly

into the vortex of those wilder speculations which were broached

obscurely in liis youth, and he appears to have been one of the first,

as he certainly was the most distinguished, of the acolytes of Saint-

Simon. In that scanty band of enthusiasts and fanatics, whose
reveries were barely redeemed from insanity by the high and solemn,

though impracticable, nature of their aims, he seems to have ren-

dered himself equally notorious by his talents and by his cold and
sweeping infidelity. So fixed, so calm, so cold, indeed, was this inti-
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(lelity, tliat it was rebuked even by Saint- Simon on his death-bed.

From the ranks of the Saint- Simonians, however, M. Comte -svith-

drcw after a short period of service ; and he now looks back with

repentance, regret, and no shght scorn, to his former connexion with

the singular founder of that singular sect.* But, notwithstanding

this secession, and the bitterness which it has left behind, he has car-

ried with him into the wider sphere of his own original speculations,

the same feelings, the same objects, and frequently the same doctrines

as were entertained by the gi'otesque and erratic hierarch Avhose

ministry he had abjured. Certain it is that the impress of Saint-

Simon is often to be detected in the most characteristic positions of

the I'iiilusophie Positive. It was while yet numbered among the

Saint- Simonians that M. Comte gave the first distinct intimations

of that colossal scheme whicli he has since accomplished. He had

liocn (ii'stincd for the great Avork of the renovation of the sciences

and the regeneration of society by Saint-Simon himself; he had

Wvu by liim designated as a fitting Elisha on whom the mantle of

Klijah sliould descend; and he laid the foundation-stone of the con-

temjdated edifice by the publication of his Systeme de Politique

Positive in 1S22, Perhaps dissatisfied Avith the mysticism which

encircled tlie hard and practical, though fantastic, realities of Saint-

Simonism
;
perhaps unwilling to remain trammelled by adherence

to a system which, notwithstanding its tendencies to libertinism, was

vet reluctant to renounce wholly the recognition of a Deit}", or the

necessity of religion ;t M. Comte withdrew from the communion of

that sect, A\hich was ready to honom- him as the anointed successor

to their founder, and boldly undertook the construction of an inde-

pendent system for himself

He had scarcely, however, entered upon the oral exposition of

those new doctrines which are embodied in his Cours de Philosophic

Positive, when his labours were inten'upted by an attack of mental

derangement, which he has characterized as "mie crise cerebrale,"

and attributed to the combined influence of great distress and exces-

sive labour. When medicine and science desjiaired of a cure, nature

was left to her own unrestricted energies; and, indeed, by judicious

nursing, " the inherent strength of his constitution triumphed over

his disease, and even over the doctor's prescriptions."! M. Comte,
after liis recovery, immediately resumed the thread of his specula-

* See what lie says of his Saint'Siinonian fever. Cours de Phil. Pes., tome vi,

pp. vii, viii.

t This seems to have been the principal cause of the schism. Cours dc Pbil.

PoB., tome y\, p. ix, note.

I Cours dc Phil. Pos., tome vi, p. x, note.
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tions, and concluded, in 1S20, the oral clal)oration of his views,

which had been broken off by his mental alienation three years be-

fore. He boasts that this terrible episode in his career in no respect

affected the perfect continuity of his intellectual development ;. but

those who arc disposed to criticise his philosophy harshly, may sus-

pect that some traces of insanity may yet be detected in some of the

extravagant propositions of the Positive Philosophy, and especially

in its sweeping and impassive atheism.

M. Corate informs us that he has, during his whole life, been

wholly dependent on his own exertions for support; that he was en-

tirely without private fortune at the commencement of his career;

that from the age of eighteen he has been teaching mathematics from

six to eight hours a day;* that it was not until 1S32 that he was

admitted into the fiiculty of the Polytechnic School, and then only

as a tutor of the lowest grade; that at the age of forty- five, when he

completed the publication of the Cours de Philosophic Positive, his

means were still uncertain and limited: and that he was without any

assured j)rovision for his old age, though he expresses an entire

confidence in the generous support of his countrymen, and appeals,

for the estimation of his labours, from the neglect and injustice of

his compeers, to the bar of the public opinion of Franco and Europe.

Of the weight to be attached to his criminations of the Polytechnic

School, of the Institute, of the Government, and of the mathemati-

cians of France,—though, in regard to the last, they have been re-

pexited by Iloene Wrouski,—we cannot and need not judge ;t but we
cannot refrain from expressing our admiration of the high senti-

ments which are conveyed, and the lofty spirit of philosophic inde-

pendence which is breathed by the language of his appeal.t

Another appeal to the " Occidental Public," which is appended as

a post-scriptum to the " Republiquc Occidcntale," enables us to

bring down M. Comtc's personal history to the middle of the year

1S48. It reveals a more melancholy condition than its predecessor.

He says that his persecutions have extended even beyond his previ-

ous apprehensions. In tlic July of 1844 he was summarily ejected

from his office in the Polytechnic School b}- the machinations and

" In singular contrailioti>ju to CointL-'s own declarations, Morell says: "Up to

the ye.ar ISIG he was a toacher in the Polytechnic School at Paris."

—

Crit. Hist.

Phil. XIX. Century, p. 354.

t Tome vi, pp. x-xxxiv. After the revolution of February, liowever, M. Comte
retracted his language with respect to M. Arago, whom he had termed " fidt Ic

organe spontauc des passions et dcs aberrations propres a la classe qu'il domine

aujourd'liui si dcplorablement.'"—Tome vi, p. xvi, note. The retractiou is re-

peated in the preface to the P.i'publique Occidcntale, pp. xi, xii.

I Cours do Phil. Pos., tome vi, pp. sxxii-xxxiy.
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iiij list ice of his scientific enemies. He has had to return to the

occupation of private instnictiou, and " commenced his second half-

century hy resuming for life the humble and laborious profession

wliich seemed appropriate only to his more youthful years."*

Notwithstanding the noble appeal of M. Comte to the public opin-

ion of Europe, his labours remain to this day unappreciated. By
some few thinkers his conclusions have been rashly adopted with

indiscriminate admiration ; by a few others they have been repro-

bated with midistinguishhig acrimony; and by Mr. Mill, as far as

they ran parallel with his own studies, they have been cordially ap-

preciated : but no suitable response has been given to the manly
appeal of their author. Yet, Avheu we examine his work, it is diffi-

cult to determine -whether we ought to admire most the constant in-

dustry and the unswerving perseverance of twenty years devoted to

its composition, or the genius, profundity, boldness, originality, and
learning displayed on every page. These characteristics are entitled

to our earnest approbation, whether M. Comte's conclusions be con-

sidered accurate or not. Indeed, no more memorable instance has
fallen under our cognizance of patient, continued, and logical inves-

tigation, and of unflinching perseverance in defiance of all obstacles,

than is displayed in the volumes imder review. In spite of his

constant and common-place avocations; of the difficulties and trials

of his private life; of the jealousy or animosity of men distin-

guished equally by their talents, their reputation, and their influ-

ence;^ of the interruptions of sickness, the seductions of deceptive
theories, and the scantiness of leisure liours—in spite of all these
things, and, worse than all, of the grinding oppression of poveiiy,
M. Comte has pressed steadily onwards, from his youth to the
tm-n of mature life, towards the final accomphshment of his early
meditated desigu.s, and has ultimately succeeded in completing the
immense elaboration of his vast system in the Cours de PhiTuso-
phie Positive. Considering this, however, as merely the necessai-y
nitroduction to more immediately practical labours, he closes his
long work with the promise and the delineation of those ulterior
si)Cculations, for which all that he has already accomplished is
rogardod merely as the indispensable preparation. It would be
difljcult, if not impossible, in the present age to find a parallel for the
immense learning and labour of the Cours de Philosophic Positive

;

It would be (juestionable whether in any age an analogous case could
be discovered, in which such labours had been contemplated bv their
author as merely the scaffulding for higher and more important con-
structions, designed and to be erected by liimst-If. These are con-

* Republique Occiclentale, p. 398.
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sidcrations whicli entitle M. Oomte to our admiration, Avholly

iiTCspective of the error or the truth of his conclusions, or of the

beneficial or pernicious tendency of his writings.

One of the most remarkable peculiarities connected Avith the com-

position of this work, is the singularly brief time in which its differ-

ent parts were written. In the midst of all other engagements and

distractions, these five thousand pages were composed in twenty-two

months of actual labour, as appears from the data communicated by

M. Comte in the general table of contents appended to the sixth

volume. The publication, owing to a variety of delays, was pro-

longed through the tedious term of tAvelve years ; but the treatise

was written by scraps at different times, which in the aggregate

amount to only the above-mentioned period of twenty-two months.

It is, true that long previous meditation had already developed in his

mind the connected scheme of the Positive Philosophy, and his pub-

lic lectures had in a great measure settled the form and systematized

the order of its exposition ; still, when we consider the range, the

variety, and the learning of the work, the extreme rajudity of its

composition must be regarded as not the least remarkable of its

characteristics. It adds to our admiration also, that, though this

hasty execution has occasioned prolixity and needless repetition, it

has in no wise impaired the strict logical concatenation, the close

interdependence, or the symmetry of its respective parts.

Before concluding tliis rapid notice of the critical merits of ]M.

Comte, we must commend the perspicuity and translucent clearness

of his style, the quaint but vigorous originality of his expressions,

and the happy grace of his forcible mode of argumentation. His
literary excellences are by no means inferior either to his philoso-

phical profundity or his scientific attainments.

The motives which inspired the composition of this great philo-

sophical system may be in some measure infeiTcd from our previous

remarks; but they arc so closely connected with the satisHiction of

the wants, and with the realization of the most active ap[)etencies of

the age—and, furthermore, they shed so much light upon the charac-

ter of the system itself, that if we had the space, we would scarcely

deem it irrelevant to accord to them a more extended examination

here. Moreover, we regard the feeling which prompted M. Comte's
vast exertions, guided his investigations, and determined his utter-

ance, as being that feeling which it is most important to awaken in the

minds of the passing generation ; for, whatever may be our estiniate

of the method or of tiic results of the Positive Philosojihy, there is

no room for doubting the urgent Jieccssity for a general intellectual

regeneration, though we would have it irradiated by a very different
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spirit from that which breathes through the creed of M. Comte.

I^evcrthelcss, the full and clear-sighted recognition of such a neces-

sity has furnished the main-spring of his labours, and the desire of

suitably supplying the -vvant has given birth to his great treatise.

He says of himself:

—

" When I had barely attained the age of fourteen, I had already, of my own

acconl, run over all the essential degrees cf the revolr.tionary spirit, and expe-

rioneod tlu; fundamental necessity of a universal regeneration, at ouce politi-

cal and philosophical, under the active energy of that salutary crisL*, whose

principal phase had preceded my birth."

M. Comte may, perhaps, have deceived himself in tmciug to so

early a period the origin of his particular philosophy, from the desire

to assimilate his own intellectual development to that of Lord Bacon,

v.hum he regards, most erroneously, as the apostle of Positivism;*

but the anxiety to prepare the ysAy, and, if possible, to determine

the form for tliis second instauration of the sciences has undoubtedly

been the actuating principle of his philosophical life. Our estimate

of the results and aims of his philosophy Avill accordingly depend to

no slight extent upon oui- agreement or disagreement -with his con-

clusions in regard to the social, political, and intellectual condition

of modern civiUzation.

For ourselves, we have no hesitation in declaring that vre assent

most cordially to nearly all of M. Corate's strictures on the present

age. With him we recognise its total want of consistent principles.

and the entire absence of an3-thing like logical or philosoplucal

sequence in its schemes, its practices, and its reasonings. "We per-

ceive most clearly the universal spirit of resistance to all authority,

resulting in anarchy intellectual, political, social, and religious : the

substitution of false and petty aims in life for the noble sentiments

of right and duty; the degradation of all science into the mere

instrument of pecuniary advancement, and the concomitant decline

of science itself Like him, we admit and lament the mammoniza-
tlon of all the springs, processes, and results of human action, whether

Collective or individual: and we reg.-ird these evils as being pre-em-
inently the characteristics of this self-glorifying, self-stultifying age

of intellect. To these things, as not very remote causes, we trace

the social and political calamities and revolutions Avhich have illus-

trated the history of the recent yetu-s ; and we can conceive of no

remedy for the jjresent condition of the European world, and possibly

for the impending fate of America, whieh does not commence -with a

" " Lcs deux eterncls h'gislatcurs primitifs dc !a philosophic positive. Bacon
et Descartes.'"— Cowrs de Phil. Pos., tome vi, p. 4f»5; v, pp. iiOH, 7i»G, 7S4, S86.
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complete reformation and reor;^anization of our philosophy. Thus
our opinions are in perfect unison with those of M. Comte as to the

task which is proposed to the present generation, and the nature of

the medium in which it is to be accomplished ; and, however widely

we may differ from him in our choice of the modes of procedure to

be adopted, and dissent from the fundamental principles of the

required philosophy proposed b}"- him, we acknowledge the valuable

services which he has rendered by precisely stating the conditions

of the problem, and offer the cordial tribute of our admiration to the

singular genius, learaing, and sagacity with which they have been

Fettled, proved, and illustrated.

A vague and latent feeling of these pernicious characteristics

of the times, with their dependent consequences, led to the prema-

ture, fantastic, and irrational reveries of Saint- Simon, Fourier, and

Owen. But, however chimerical we may deem their views, and how-

ever delusive or demoralizing we may consider their projects, these

Avriters are entitled to our conscientious regard for the promptitude

with which they detected the obscure nature of the disease, the bold-

ness Avith which they attempted to expose it, and the faithful dili-

gence with which they endeavoured to discover and apply a remedy

;

for these growing evils were then imminent, and they are still im-

pending fatally over the human race—more fatally for the recent

explosion in Europe—and they demand a prompt, a clear, and a

sufficient solution.

It was the common recognition of the same phenomena and the

same necessities, which led M. Comte to associate himself with Saint-

Simon : they were inspired with the same hopes, and actuated by
the same spirit. They both saw the urgency of a complete intel-

lectual regeneration, which might revivify every department of human
speculation and practice, and might effectually reorganize the vari-

ous systems of social co-ordination. M. Saint-Simon was an enthu-

siast, a fanatic, and the constant dupe of his own vanity : he was
uneducated, and his mind was undisciplined, and consequently his

refuge and his creed was mysticism. M. Comte is more learned,

more sober, more practical, and more profound; but both aimed at

the same end, and hoped for its achievement by analogous menus.

If the one degraded and the other denied religion, they both did so

under the delusion that Christianity was effete or false, and proved

to be so by the utter decay of its influence over the lives and actions

of men, and by its apparent inetllcacy to remedy those social disor-

ders which they did not perceive had sprung from infidelity of

heart, and from practical disregard of its precepts and solemn

ordinances.
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Out of the ranks of tlic Saint- Simonians, as in tbera, M. Comte still

kept the same liigh objects in view. He thought, he studied, he lec-

tured, he taught, and he Avrote, to call the attention of mankind to

their condition and their wants ; to awaken them to the recognition

of the necessity of an instant and thorough intellectual regeneration

;

to urge them to the laborious accomplishment of the great task
;
and

to offer them what seemed to himself a sufficient, and the only suffi-

cient guide for their labours, and remedy for their distempers.

>Yhether, in this estimate, he has not deceived himself, we shall

hereafter inquire : but it is to the constant stimulus of such views

and feelings that we owe the composition of the Cours de Philosophie

Positive; and we freely acknowledge our deep gratitude for the gift.

We shall censure as strongly as any one the fallacies and sophistries

of its infidelity, and the errors which we deem its author to have

aMiimittcd; but, on the Avhole, we regard it as i\xe great and most

valuable legacy which the first half of the nineteenth century has

bequeathed to posterity. M. Comte recognises, illustrates, and

probes, with a delicate and fiiithful hand, the nature and sources of

that universal distemperature of the times, which threatens to con-

vert the human fiimily into a pandemonium upon earth, and to ren-

der all huinan achievement, all human civilization, and all human

science, the instruments of the most complete and wide-spreading

debasement of society. He points out the gross intellectual aberra-

tions into which this enlightened age has fallen; the deep-seated

intellectual anarchy and licentiousness which prevail, to the discom-

fiture of science, philosophy, and social organization : to these

Eoiu-ces he traces the revolutionary character of the day, the wants

and miseries of the masses, and the advancing disintegration of all

intellectual systems. But, not content with merely calling atten-

tion to the existence of evil—a mission which Carlyle has performed

with the ignorance, but also with the frenzied inspiration of a

priestess of Delphi or Dodona—he endeavours to characterize its

nature an<l discover its origin ; and unsatisfied even Avith this, he sug-

gests remedies, and offers what he deems a panacea in a new method

of science, a new instauration of learning, a new philosophy without

a creed, and a concomitant and accordant reoi'ganization of society.

Such is the purpose of the Cours de Philosophic Positive.

Referring the social difficulties and disorders of the times to the

unsouTulness of our intellectual principles, to the vague and fluctu-

ating nattn-e of all our speculations about men and states, and to the

logical fallacies involved in all our scientific processes, M. Comte
dooms it necessary to constitute the general science of societies

(Sociology) before proceeding to examine questions of politics
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proper, or of political economy. But, in order duly to create this

social science, he examines the groimds and truth of all other human
sciences, regarding them as the necessary preliminaries to the

examination of the phenomena of social existence. These propae-

deutic studies, each of ^vhich has its oy^u independent value, can.

however, ho neither criticised nor examined, except in their mutual

relations and interdependence ; nor can they he reformed or corrected

^vithout a constant reference to some fixed scientific method. Hence
the necessity of commencing these labours by a fonnal classification

of the sciences : and hence also the necessity of making such classi-

fication dependent upon a clearly defined method. This method

must of course be determined by the nature of the faculties of the

human mind, by the degree of certainty conceived to appertain to

human knoAvledge, and by tlie character -which belongs to all human
reasoning. All methods agree in seeking their deternnnation from

these sources, and the diversities by which they may be separated

from each other thus spring entirely from the different modes in

which these problems are interpreted by different minds.

Under the influence of these considerations. ^I. Comte determines

the character, conditions, and limitations of human knoAvledge, and

the method of scientific inquiry to be pursued in accordance with

such restrictions, which method he terms the Positive Philosophy.

He then proceeds, by the application and development of this

method, to build up the several sciences in regular order and due

serpience, raising them stage by stage above each other in beautiful

and harmonious co-ordination, thus constructing his new classifica-

tion of the sciences, or llicrarchie des Sciences Positives. As he

advances, he points out the peculiarities, the excellences, and the

defects of tlie several sciences—he determines what conclusions are

solid, what doubtful, and what fiillacious—develops the positive

method concurrently with his criticism—and thus passes through all

the subordinate and interdependent degi-ees to those biological stu-

dies which, though not cultivated philosophically as yet, neverthe-

less form the indispensable link of transition to the study of the

actions of 3nasses of men, the doctrine of communities, or what he

has named Social or Sociological science.

This orderly and logical mode of procedure suggests to us the

course to be adopted in our examination of M. Comte's svstom of

philosophy. Leaving out of view the application of his doctrines to

the separate sciences, and neglecting his scheme of classification, as

not s])ecially belonging to the present inquiry, we shall first consider

briefly his views of the nature and limitations of human knowledge:

then proceed to an examination of his Method; next investigate the
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character and efficiency of the Positive Philosophy ; and conclude with

an estimate of the validity, the tendencies, and the defects of this re-

cent counterpart to the Instau.ratio Magna of Lord Bacon. Through-

out this examination, wc shall find at every step new cause for admi-

ration, in the work, though we may ultimately conclude that the views

therein .^et forth are impei-fect, impracticable, or fallacious ; and may

find that the writer has overlooked many of the most vital pheno-

mena and most important characteristics of human life and know-

ledge; and may even discover that the new method, as understood

by its promulgator, involves such fillacies and inconsistencies as

defeat its satisfactory application to the solution of the social and

intellectual difficulties of the present age. Such is the mode of

procedure which we shall adopt, in order to afford a critical and

impartial estimate of the Positive Philosophy of M. Comte.

in a former essay we discussed the general question of the cer-

tainty and limitations of human knowledge,* and indicated the posi-

tion assumed by the Positive Philosophy in regard to this funda-

mental point. On the present occasion, accordingly, we need only

repeat briefly what we then exhibited more fully, and notice the

fatal and all-pervading errors which have sprang from fallacious

views on this subject.

The human mind, according to the doctrine of M. Comte, recog-

nises the impossibility of attaining to absolute knowledge, renounces

all inquiry into the origin and destination of the universe and into

the intimate causes of phenomena, and seeks only to discover, by a

happy combination of reasoning and observation, the laws of their

action; that is to say, their uniform relations of succession and

resemblance. The explanation of facts, thus reduced to precise

terms, becomes thenceforward the established connexion between

the diverse particular phenomena and certain general facts, whose

numbers diminish AVith the progress of science.t The statement of

tliese general facts, in scientific language constitutes what is habitu-

ally understood by the laws of nature.

We deem ^I. Comte, as we said on the previous occasion, to

have taken a correct view of the nature of strict science, in con-

sidering its laws as merely the theoretical colligation of pheno-

mena, and as possessing no demonstrative truth beyond their cor-

respondence with the facts obtained by observation, and their

conformity with the consequences developed by accurate reasoning

tlierefrom
; but he errs in ignoring and cashiering everything which

^ April, la-Jl. Art. 1., rhilosophy and Faith,

t Cours de Phil. Pos., Icjon i, tome i, pp. 4, 5.

FouuTJi Series, Vol. IV.—2.
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does not fall -within the range of strict scientific demonstration.

The limitation proposed by M. Comte only distinguishes scientific

from unscientific kno^vledge : it exjilodes neither the existence nor

the practical utility, under certain conditions, of the latter. All sci-

ence, indeed, in its earlier stages had belonged to this same category

of vague, undefined, unsystematized knoAvlcdge; and if the rule of

the Positive Philosophy is of universal application, the existence of

the grain of truth in former speculation, Avhich has fructified into our

modern science, is denied by the same negation which in our time

affects to repudiate everytliing but that small portion of human

knowledge which admits of scientific co-ordination. Every round

in the long ladder of human progress by Avhich our present advance-

ment has been attained, would be thus proved to have been utterly

rotten and nugatory, and unavailing even for those purposes which

it had subserved. Yet, despite of this, we would continue to claim

as valid the ])Osition to which we had ultimately arrived by their

assistance. M. Comte asserts, and most justly, that the only tnie

method of philosophical exposition must be principally historical,^'

and must explain, absorb, and harmonize all the previous stages of

progress ; but certainly the leading dogma of Positivism in regard

to the conditions of human knowledge is strangely at vanance with

this doctrine of an historical mode of philosophy. iS'evertheless,

this inconsistency is by no means the sole or the principal objection

to the application of M. Comte's theory to the extent contemplated

by him. Its great fallacy is. that it excludes from even practical

validity that great portion of human knowledge and opinion which.

though not systematized into science, furnishes the sufiicicnt and

only attainable rules of our ordinary life and action, continues to

supply, as it has hitherto sup])lied, the material for the further

advancement of scfencc itself, and affords a substitute for scientific

direction in anticipation of the time when the development of sci-

ence enables it to furni.-h more satisfactory and demonstrative pre-

scriptions. Our life and intellect are submitted to the harmonious

guidance of a self-expanding, self-expounding science, and an luide-

fincd arbiter, half-reason, haU-instiuct, which supplies the deficiencies

of the former. This unsystematized reason is the sole guide of the

untutored ages of humanity. With the advance of civilization it con-

cedes daily more and more of its once exclusive authority to tlie hands

of its younger, but more showy and disciplined sister: but it never

entirely resigns the reins of human conduct, nor can discord be

introduced between the two, or a usurped and exclusive jurisdiction

conferred upon the puisne sovereign, without endangering the founda-

'^ Cour3 dc PLil. Pos., lecon Iviii, tome vi, p. 658.
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tions of all reason, and introducing fatal schisms and inconsistencies

into our Avbolc reasoning and practice.

The ostentatious profundity of modern times, which derides as

puperstition all that admits not of explication by the formalism of

its scientific processes, has narrowed and cramped the range of the

human intellect, and palsied the play of human feeling. It has cut

us off from all recognition of those vague impulses, those mystical

aspirations, those prophetic instincts, and hallowed fancies, which,

yielding not to the trammels of science, are sublimated by the alem-

bic or eliminated by the calculus, but wluch nevertheless are calcu-

lated to sanctify and adorn our daily life and conversation, and to

shed the brilliancy of a heavenly origin' around the cold formalities

of the world. All that is essential to redeem science from its hard

and impassive narrowness—to counteract its dangerous seductions

—

lies beyond its horizon. Every appeal to the imagination, the affec-

tions, and the nobler principles of our being, is drawn from springs

deeper than the finite plummet of human intellect has ever sounded.

There can be no sympathetic comprehension of the wide universe in

which we are placed, no quickening recognition of our manifold

relations to it, unless we breathe a more empyrean air than that

which can be compressed by the force-pump of scientific demonstra-
tion. iSIay, we must travel beyond the sphere of human systems,

before wc can discover those eternal founts of light, vrhich are requi-

site for the irradiation, the enlargement, and the elevation of science

itself How unwise then, how unworthy of our boasted intelligence,

to dwarf the midefmcd world of human apprehension to the straitened

compass of scientific truths !

\V e arc no advocates for the wild and feverish delusions of theoretic

fantasy; no rebels against the wholesome restrictions of sober reason

:

no architects of unsubstantial systems framed by reasoning a priori.

All tliat we maintain is, that a broad line of distinction—wide as the

chasm which separates Dives and Lazarus—exists, and should be
recognised, between scientific conclusions and unscientific knov^dedge.
W c agree most entirely and cordially v.ith M. Comte in our estimate
of tlic character of the former, but we are unwilling with him to
blind ourselves to the existence and importance of the latter. Wo
would cheerfully render unto Crosar the things that be Cojsar's ; but
wc think that the most essential part of the tribute remains unpaid
until wc render unto God the things which arc God's, without
attempting to absolve the human intellect from its highest and
noblest functions.

It would not be difficult to show that M. Comte's position, so far
as it is true—that is to say, when confined to the characterization of
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scientific kno\Yledge—bad been in some degi-co anticipated by Lord

Bacon himself, and indicated by liim in a remarkable passage of his

works, which probably suggested to our author the designation of

the Positive Philosophy.* His great predecessor has, however,

with his wonted comprehensive grasp of intellect, recognised also

that distinction between knowledge capable of systematization and

knowledge incapable of it, on which we have insisted; though he has

left Ids views undeveloped. Perhaps we might go back three cen-

tm-ies in time, and find M. Comte's theory obscurely intimated in

the great precursor and namesake of the sage of Verulam :
—

" Tota

philosophioi intcntio non est nisi rerum naturas et prpprietates

evolvere."t If by " the nature of things," Roger Bacon contem-

plated only their phenomenal nature, this passage might have formed

a suitable motto to the Cours.jifi .Philosophic Positive. And that

^uch was his intention might perhaps be safely inferred from other

remarks contained in the Opus ?.Iajus, especially from that profound

observation in which he anticipates the wisdom of Lord Bacon
already referred to :

—

" Sod tamen omne ul super quol potest intcllectus noster, ut intelllirat et

sciat, oportet quod sit indignum rc-jpectu coruni, ad qu» in principiocredenda
sua dobib'tate obligctur, sicut sunt divina^ veritates et multa secreta naturae et

artis comj)lentis naturam, de quibus nulla ratio liumana darl potest in prln-

cipio
; sod oportet quod per experientlam illuniinatlonis interioris a Deo recipiat

intellectual, ^^z., in sacris vcritatibus prati.T? et gloria?, ct per expcrientiarn sen-

sibilem in arcanis naturae ct artis expergefactus iuveniat rationem.":t

But whether it be tine or not that the position of Comtc was indis-

tinctly perceived by friar Bacon, under its due limitations, there

can be no doubt that he has sup])lied a valid criticism on its exclu-

sive application:

—

" Non est honiini gloriandum de sapientia, ncc debet aliquis magnificare et

cxtollere qua? scit. Pauea enim i^unt ct vilia respectu eoruni, quaj non intelli-

-git sed credit, ct longc pauciora rrspectu eorum qua; ignorat."5

We' do not mean to strip M. Comte of his laurels. He looks

up to Lord Bacon as the prophet, and almost as the founder of

the Positive Philosophy ; and whatever may have been the views

of either Bacon on this subject, they certainly never designed them

to be accepted in the sense in which they have been expounded by

* ° ^ "ut doctrinam ^uandam positivam.et tanquara fide cxperimentali." "^ '

Fab. Cupid., Bacon's vorks, vol. xi, p. 9'.), ed. Montagu. The vihole passage is

cited Moth. Qu. rxev.. vol. xxxiii, p. 19S.

f Opus Majus, ps. ii, c. viii, p. 21, ed. Venet.

X opus Majus, ps, i, c. x, p. 11.

§ Opus Majus, ps, i, c. x, p. 11.
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Comte, nor did thej anticipate him in the elaboration of an entire

Echeme of philosophy on this basis. JMoreover, Lord Bacon, ^vith

his " natura naturans," his " latens schematismus," and such techni-

c:il phrases of an antiquated metaphysical system, was far from

attaining the perspicuity, the accuracy, and the precision with-^-hich

this ^reat doctrine has been enunciated by M. Comte, whose sole

error consists in rendering it exclusive.

jjut besides the general objections, which have been just stated,

there are others, springing immediately from this erroneous estimate

of the nature and limitations of human knowledge, which peculiarly

infect tlie whole scheme of the Positive Philosophy. Such, for exam-

ple, is the entire negation of logic and metaphysics ; such is also the

absolute repudiation of all religious belief, and the substitution of the

a'loration of a tj'pical humanit}* for all forms of divine worship.

These errors flow legitimately and necessarily from the fundamental

fallacy which we have noticed : the latter will be more appropriately

treated when we come to speak of the tendencies of M. Comte's

system ; the former we will discuss in connexion with the positive

mctltod, which we proceed at once to consider.

If science (as indeed is true) be necessarily founded upon ob-

servation and induction, and if all reliable knowledge (which, how-

ever, is not true) be that which admits of a scientific character, then

all knowledge which docs not possess the characteristics specified by

M. Comte as essential to its validity, must be utterly unworthy of

the recognition of a disciplined philosopher, and may accordingly be

ca.<;liiercd by him as altogether nugntory. Such an undigested body

of knowledge may indeed have formed the avenue along Avhich the

human mind has advanced to the apprehension of positive truth; it

may have been the sole and indispensable support of previous ages

of ignorance; but its mission is wholly ended on the appearance of

the new dispensation. We may, indeed, assign to it an historical

and factitious value, as indicating the line of march and the stages

of advancement by which the world has arrived at its present puri-

fied intelligence ; we ma}^ regard it with interest and respect as the

chrys.ilis in which the vital germ of our present glorious science lay

buried until the appointed time of its manifestation: but independ-
ently of these considerations, and considerations which spring from

these, it can have no claim upon our veneration, as it has none upon

our credence. In characterizing the gradual ])rogress of human
nUelligeiice, as in estimating tlie value of contemporary philosophy,

and determining the method to be pursued, the simple thread to

gtndc us through the labyrinth will be found in the relation which
diflVrcnt systems bear to the fundamental principle of the Positive
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Philosophy. As this aspires only to the discovery of phenomenal

laAvs, and proceeds entirely by sensible observation and reasoning

therefrom; so that doctrine -which derives its facts from an unques-

tioning belief in the evidence of sense and feeling, draws its certitude

from an unreasoning conviction, and builds its conclusions by deduc-

tion from loosely assumed premises, is most widely antagonistic to

it, and belongs to the early ages of humanity, and the ruder periods

of human reason. Midway between these opposing systems is a

method which cautiousl}'- examines into the premises which it re-

ceives, curiously detects and exposes the weak points of the sj-stem

of faith, and then diligently attempts to close up the wounds which

it has made, by instituting a theoretic reconstruction of the whole

fabric of human life and knowledge, which is supposed to be valid

if it does not offend against any of the theories which have been

established as the chracadabra of the creed. This manner of reason-

ing is the intermediate link between the other two, and furnishes the

means of transition from the blind credulity of the one to the equally

blind scepticism of the other. The three systems, when arranged

in their logical and chronological order, have been designated

by M. Comte the theolugical, the metaphysical or critical, and the

positive methods. The first maintains a belief in supernatural

agency, seeks into the hidden nature of being, and endeavours to

discover efficient and final causes ; the second is only a modifica-

tion of the first, and consists in substituthig ideal entities for the

supernatural agencies of its predecessor ; and the third is such as

we have already described it."^'-

In the above remarks we have attempted to exhibit the chain of

reasoning by which jI. Comte appears to have been led to the spe-

cification and adoption of the positive method. It will be observed,

that the apphcation of the names or epithets to the three successive

systems is a piece of ])hilo3ophical legerdemain, designed to excite

prejudices for an ulterior purpose ; and that the links of the deduc-

tion are by no means free from flaw ; while the whole chain is de-

pendent upon an hypothetical premiss v,-hich we have shown to be
fallacious.

Eut further: although the reasonings of the human mind may be
justly distinguished into these three classes, the distinction is valid

only in regard to its progress in particular and often fragmentary
branches of inquiry. In the individual intellect, as in the histoiy
of humanity, all three modes exist concurrently together, and are
concurrently applied to different subjects, or different members of
the same subject. We do not drive the sciences abreast—such an

° Cours de I'hil. Pos., 109011 i, tome i, pp. 2, 3.
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idea is aJmlsssiblc only in the magnificent hyperbole of Fontenelle ;*

but the sciences themselves, and their different subdivisions, always

exhibit diverse degrees of advancement, and a coexistent subordi-

nation to all of these methods. It is true, indeed, that the employ-

ment of the one or the otKer may so far preponderate as to give

n prevailijig tinge to the procedure of a system, the philosophy of a

period, or the reasonings of a man. Still, such prevalence by no

jneans indicates the exclusion of the other modes ; nor is it in con-

travention of their validity vrithin their own appropriate range. In

the darkest infancy of civilization, so far as history or tradition can

inform us, some inide arts were possessed, and consequently there

mast have been some exercise of positive reasoning. In the en-

lightenment of modern times, some entities and some supernatural

powers are still recognised, although M. Comte and M. Strauss

would ex])lode them by the establishment of their own foregone con-

clusions. M. Comte perceives that the contemporary character of

(lifTerent sciences is analogous to the historical development of a par-

ticular one—that all three modes of philosophy coexist in the differ-

ent conditions of distinct bodies of contemporary learning, as they

have succeeded each other in the evolution of a special department

of knowledge. Indeed, much of the positive method, and the whole

"Hierarchic fondamentale des Sciences Positives," spring from

this basis. Yet, apprehending this truth, he fails to see how fatally

it is at variance with the supposition of the exclusive validity of

any one method. The truth is, that the various modes do not suc-

ceed each other in their systematic integrity: suck succession

reveals merely the course pursued in the attainment of each separate

acquisition. The tendency of the human intellect is undoubtedly

to render scientific all the conquests of reason which can be co-ordi-

natoi under general laws ; that is to say, to bring all its information

under the category of positive philosophy. In its advances towards

this goal, it passes through the two other previous stages; and so

far the positions of Comte arc correct. The positive method is

correct and exclusive so far as it is applicoble. but it is not of uni-

ver.-Jnl ap]ilication ; for much of our knowledge still remains in the

transition state, and may never pass beyond it, though the domain

of this intermediate system must shrink up with the progress of

.science. But that large portion of human knowledge or conviction

which, as fri;ir Bacon says, we believe but do not understand, may
continue in the unresolved nebulous form of its primitive condition.

° " Tarcil en quelriue sort aux aiuiens qui avaicnt ra<lrc??e dc nieiitr jusqu'ii

huit clicvaux attcles dc front, il luciia dc front toutcs les sciences."

—

Fonte-

wlle Eloge de Leibnitz. Leibn. Qluvrcs, vol. ii, p. 1.
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and may admit of but partial conversion into cither of the other

states, although one has attempted to ab:;orb and transmute it, and

the other to supplant or deny it. Supposing that the scientific pro-

gress of man -was complete—as complete as human faculties and a

finite inteliigonce would permit—all knowledge -would not even then

be scientific or positive, but much would still remain in that vague

and indistinct state, out of which all oui' science had been tediously

evolved. Even then we should not be justified in abusing the author-

ity of science to abjure that whole body of knowledge, Avithout

which science itself could never have been. In such an event, the

intermediate philosophy might relapse into its earlier condition in

part, and in the main become blended into science, and so vanish;

but then, as now, our life would be )-egulated and illumined by the tM'O

great lights of heaven—the sun of faith to rule by day over our earthly

duties and heavenward aspirations, and the moon of science to rule

by night over the darkness of human reason and human achievement.

It is a vain effort to endeavour to reduce all knowledge to a single

precise and unvarying form. As it is in its nature relative, both in

its subjective and objective respects, both with respect to the mind
which knows and the thing which is known, it must of consequence

vary in a manner coiTCsponding Avith the different relations which

subsist between both. Plencc our convictions are founded upon dif-

ferent kinds and degrees of evidence, which must produce a charac-

teristic ditlorence in the nature of the conviction itself The princi-

ple of belief may be the same, but the certainty exists under a differ-

ence of form. The ancients, and the earlier philosophers of modern
times, in their recognition of distinct species of intellectual appre-

hension, were wiser in the vagueness and uncertainty of their lan-

guage, than the gi-eat reasoners of our own day in that attempted

perspicuity which is attainable only by the sacrifice of some of the

most important forms of truth. Valid objections may, indeed, be
'

raised to the various modes in Avhich it has been proposed to distri-

bute human knowledge into its species. With the scholiast David.

we may admit five powers or faculties of knovdedge—perception,

conjecture, opinion, understanding, and pure reason ;' or, Avith Olym-
piodorus,t Ave may prefer a novenar}-, or Avith Aristotle,! a septen-

ai-y, or Avith Spinoza, § a quaternary, or Avith Hobbes,|| a binar}'

** Tto7'/.o'i^ uvtt3a0af>lq Ktxfirirac rtc ha } ru r}/v di'Aoaooiav Oi/.ei yup yni'.aKsiv

Tu^ nh-re yvunriKar dvidfiei^- t'lol i^'e avvnt aiaGtiaic, davracia, 66^a, Sua-oia, Koi

vovf. DaTid Ih-olegnmena Pliilosopliia:, ap. Soliol. Aristot., p. 14, b. i!0.

t Pavifl. ibid., b. 33. | Kth. Nicouuich, lib. vi, c. iii. p. 1139.

^ Dc la r.cformc de rEnteudcuunt. CKuvres, e<l. t?iiispet, vol. ii, pp. 2S0, 2S].

II
Ap. MoroU, Crit. Hist. Phil., ic, p. 73.
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division of knowledge : but wliicliever mode we adopt, we cannot,

unless blinded by the partiality of system, fail to recognise that no

single form will embrace all the specific characteristics of knowledge.

To attempt, then, to restrict the sphere of human belief, and to limit

the circle of valid knowledge merely to that which has attained, or is

capable of attaining, a scientific or positive form, is the fallacy of

mistaking a part for the whole, and is equally erroneous as to sup-

pose, because some truths must be received by faith and are incapa-

ble of demonstration, that therefore all must be so. Both errors

spring from the same defective view: the former is the eiTor of

]\I. Comte; the latter, that of the narrow-minded theology which

generates an hostility between science and religion, by utterly deny-

ing the independent validity of scientific reasoning, and has led, as

a consequence of the same fundamental sophism, to Comte's utter

negation of religion itself, and his repetition of the assumption of his

adversaries, that science and religion are incompatible with each

other.

May it be permitted us here to remark in all humility, and with-

out pretending to except ourselves from the censure, that these

errors, and nearly all others connected with the abstruse questions

regarding the foundations and characteristics of knowledge, arise

from the almost hopeless incapacity of the human mind to contem-

plate in their coexistence and interdependence the complex multi-

plicity of natural phenomena, whence men are driven to seek for a

delusive simplicity by a necessary exclusion of those data which

refuse to be systematized, and to forget in the pride of their ovrn

labours that such exclusion has prevented the results obtained from

being anything more than a partial representation and explication

of the facts, and thus to mistake their imperfect systems for a com-
plete, all-comprehending exposition. This is the great danger of

scientific systems—a danger which justifies, if it did not suggest.

Lord Bacon's reprehension of systematic science.

Having shown, by these general considerations, the invalidity of the

exclusive claims of the Positive Philosophy, as a complete system or

method of universal application, we proceed to examine more closely

the characteristics of the Positive Method itself. The development

of each individual mind being analogous to the progressive develop-

ment of humanity, or the human mind in its totality,—a doctrine

borrowed from Kegel, and true under certain limitations,—and the

logical construction of science corresponding with its chronological

improvement, n correct philosophy must rest upon a wide induction

from the phenomena ofhuman progress. Those stages, then, through

which the intellect of humanity has passed, may be regarded as the
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landmarks for determining the facts, and, consequently, the positive

laws of philosophic advancement; and the goal towards which this

progress tends, will exhibit the essential condition of a valid philoso-

phy. In this manner ^1. Comte is led to the institution of the

Historical Method of Philosophy, as it has been well termed by

Mr. Mill ; and from this method springs, by an easy and legitimate

descent, that beautiful and admirable classification of the sciences,

which even Mr. Morell acknowledges to be " unquestionably a master-

piece of scientific thinking, as simple as it is comprehensive."^^-

But the question next arises, AYhat are the stages of historical pro-

gress? or under what general and characteristic heads may the suc-

cessive conditions of the human mind, in its onward march, be

appropriately classified? They are, according to M. Comte, those

already discussed, and termed by him the theological, the 7ncta-

physical, and the positive. The whole of the fifth and nearly half

of the sixth volume of the Coins dc Philosophic Positive are devoted

to the proof of the justice of this division, which is there endeavoured

to be deduced from an examination of the whole stream of human
story. With this Philosophy of History, admirable as it is in many
respects, singularly acute, ingenious, and sagacious as it nearly

always is, we shall not concern ourselves in the present essay, as it

would require too much space, and too seriously interrupt the con-

tinuity of our exposition of the system. But in the classification

which it is intended to support, there is so much truth mixed up

with a fatal leaven of error, that, even at the risk of some delay, we
must stop to estimate its value. We might object that the terms

employed arc metaph3'sical in their application; that they extend

to a Avhole period that which is but partially characteristic of it

;

that they are indistinct, uncertain, and inapposite; and that they

rather convey such meaning, and just so much, as the loose imagina-

tions or the prejudices of the reader may be disposed to attribute to

them, than any determinate idea. But, though much might be

appropriately said upon these points, we are not disposed to avail

ourselves of any arguments having the semblance of a quibble in the

discussion of so important and vital a feature of the Positive Philo-

sophy, or in the confutation of an author for whose sincerity and

profundity Ave entertain so high an admiration as we feel for M.
Comte's. AVe shall, therefore, endeavour to estimate the value of

the ideas rather than of the terms ; to show in Avhat respect they

are vague and shadowy, even as conceived by the great founder of

the system ; and to detect the germ of subsequent and consequen-

tial fallacies in this very obscurity.

"" Crit. Hist. I'hil., S^c, p. O.JG.
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M. Comtc says,* that the attraction of an unlimited empire over

the external worki, considered as designed for man's use, and linked

to his existence by intimate and continual ties ; that the chimerical

hopes and exaggerated ideas of the importance of man, which are

incident to the earliest ages of society, give birth to theology and

the theological character of all kno-^dedge or speculation in those

ages. ^Ve would deny the existence of the causes alleged, and the

connexion between the assumed causes and the supposed effects.

M. Comte has represented the retrospective judgment of the philoso-

pher, looking back from the vantage ground of modern science, on

the primitive condition of society, rather than the feelings of the

society itself: he has learned the destiny from the event, and attri-

buted the same knowledge as an anticipation present to those who
commenced its fulfilment. The history of the early ages of hu-

manity, and the early condition of societies, represents them as pos-

sessed b}' sentiments utterly at variance with these views. A
crushing, despondent subjection to the unseen powers of nature; an

unquestioning belief in a supernatural decree; an indisposition to

look into the future, and a reckless contentment with the present

;

a belief in the almost hopeless inutilit}' of human effort, and the

absolute dependence of man on supernatural authority; a humiliat-

ing sense of individual insignificance—such are the characteristics

of the earliest centuries of liumanity of which tradition or history

gives us an account. We can readily conceive how such feelings as

these might generate a blind, unreasoning theology, with which they

would certainly be in harmony; but we cannot, in the slightest

degi-ee, comprehend how the theological character of early times

could ai'ise out of the causes supposed by M. Comte. We admit

this theological character, though we think it requires to be guarded
with precision: but we think it is due to the simplicity of the rude

and uninformed mind, susceptible to all the terrors and impressions

of the natural world, and the unstilled murmurs of the mystic voice

within, still unweaned from its divine original, which gives birth to

the religious character of these times. It is the vague, undefined
mystery of confused feelings, struggling to realize and embody itself

m the world without, Avhich gives rise to that low ty^e of religion

which M. Comte not inappropriately terms fetichism ; for, in such
ages, man humbles himself before the god whose presence he beholds
in the cloud, the sunshine, or the shower, and whose anger he hears

in the thunder and the tempest. The great secret, however, is that

then the mind of man, and his wild untutored nature, yield them-
selves facile to his instinctive impulses, which have not yet learned

^ Couxs de riiil. Po.s., tonic i, p. 11.
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to analyze themselves, or to clothe themselves in the barren pre-

cision of metaphysical expressions. Under these circumstances,

all the relations of life, all the phenomena of nature, are sup-

posed to be under the immediate governance or agency of super-

natural powers. The human mind has not yet claimed its due

participation in the changes -which take place around it ; and

every action, even the simplest, becomes connected more or less

vvith religious observances. Rtdigion— a blind superstition, in

great measure it m^y be, but hardly a theology—religion thus

engrosses all of human life, claiming not merely Avhat is its due,

but what awaits the development of the human mind to become

legitimately^ dcjjcndent upon other control. "When this period

arrives, religion is only relieved of the superintendence of a domain

which did not rightfully belong to her,—not exiled from her own : her

eternal rights remain unimpaired, though some temporary usurpa-

tions she may abandon.

It will thus be observed, that what M. Comte terms the theological

state, or the theological period, is that in whicli an unreasoning

superstition absorbs the whole domain of luunan intelligence, and

perceives the imminent agency of the divinity in every phenomenon
of nature. That there is such a condition, both in the progress of

society and in the development of the human mind, is indisputable

;

but the abuse of the religious feeling is not religion, and a blind

superstition is not theology, no matter hovr closely or how frequently

it may appear to bo connected with it. Let us add here also, en

parcntlivse, that theology presupposes metaphysics,* as it is the

union of religion and metaphysics, the systematization of religious

creeds and doctrines by metaphysical reasoning. The important

truth contained in ]M. Comte's view is, that the faith which is essen-

tial to religion exists in excess in that particular state or era, and is

equally characteristic of all belief; and that an immediate divine

agency is then employed to explain everything, even those things

vy-hich in more enlightened ages arc justly referred to the operation

of natural laws. The vital fallacies consist in confounding religion

with its aberrations ; in fiiiling to perceive that religion, in a narrower

or wider sense, is characteristic of all ages, and cannot therefore be

assumed as the speciGc diilerence of one ; and in supposing that its

restriction within due limits is a virtual demonstration of its absolute

falsehood and inefficacies.

We mtiy make nearly the same observations in regard to ^1.

Comte's conception of the mclophysical era, for the fallacies

° So rocogni«ccl appt'rently hy Aristotle and tbc ancient?. Arist. Mctnph.,

V. i, p. 1026, n. 24, and Scbol. Alex. ApLrod. ad loc.
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involved are similar. The cultivation of the reasoning faculties of

man soon brings him to the recognition of intermediate links of cau-

sation ; and the difficulty of grappling Avith the shadowy forms of

imdefmcd causes, induces him to give a name and an independent

existence to these causes. Thus arises the doctrine of entities, and

the whole framcAvork of the Realistic philosophy. The habit of mind

producing these results, when it pursues its logical evolution to

extremes, undermines the foundations on which religious belief is

supported, by hypostatizing all things, and reducing all entities, even

the being of God, to the mere creations of the human intellect.

Thus it constitutes the transition stage to the entire negation of all,

religion. But observe, that these entities do not necessarily apper-

tain to metaphysics, but are characteristic of only one form of

metaphysical philosophy—Realism. It is true, that it is with great

difficulty that the passage from Realism to Conceptualism or ISIomi-

nalism is eflected. It is equally true, though we need not dwell

upon it here, that these other forms of ontology lead, in like manner,

to scepticism, when developed to their ultimate consequences. But
the point to be noted is, that the characteristics which jNI. Comte
assigns generally to metaphysics are incident to merely one form of

it, and cannot therefore be assumed as the properties of the science

itself It must be further remembered, that before religion is sys-

tematized into theology, it must be moulded into that form by union

with metaphysics ; and it might be shown, though we may not have

the time to do it on the present occasion, that even science must be

fallacious unless it rests upon a con-ect basis of metaphysics, and

recognises its dependence thereon, so that even in the Positive state

the concurrent existence of metaphysics is required.

We might again repeat nearly the same observations in passing

to the consideration of the Positive state; but as the Positive Phi-

losophy is the subject of this essay, their repetition is unnecessary,

and we may safely leave them to be more particularly gathered from
our general criticism, which must be deferred to the next issue of
this journal.
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Art. II.—latin LEXICOGRAPHY.

A Cojnous and Critical Latin-English Lexicon, fcxindcd on the larger Latin-Ger-

man Lexicon of Dr. William Freuiid : tcilh .idditions and Corrections from the

Lei'iccns of Gesner, Facciolati, SchcUcr, Georges, etc. By E. A. Andrews, LL. D.

Pp. 1663. New-York : Harper & IJrotliers. 1851.

Lexicograpiiy is a branch of literature of comparatively modern

origin. Neither tlie Greeks nor the Ilomans had anything like

dictionaries. Indeed, the terms lexicon and diciionariwn are not

found in the classic period of their literature. The Dc Lingua
Latina of Varro, -who bore the title of the ''most learned of the

j^omans,"" (Cic. Acad, i, '2, 3,) is the nearest approach to a diction-

ary that we find. This originally consisted of twenty-four books,

only six of which are extant, and these are imperfect, and injm-cd

in their value b}' numerous corruptions. Still the remains of this

treatise are of much importance; for many terms and forms which

would otherwise have been lost or have remained unintelligible arc

here preserved and explained. The subject of the first seven books

was the origin of words and the application of terms. The plan

which Varro adopted, of referring Latin words, as far as possible,

to the old Italian dialects, instead of the Greek, was correct, and as

applied by modern philologists has led to some very satisfactory

results. Eut in carrying out his plan he seems to be guided by no
philosophical rules, and falls into many absurd derivations. For
example: cojiis is from cano, because dogs give signals by bark-

ing at night and in the chase, as trumpets give signals {canunt) in

battle ; and ao;nns (a lamb) is so called because it is agnatiis, con-

nected by birth with the sheep. Similar examples may be found on
almost every page. Indeed, the Latin authors who venture into the

province of etymology often suggest very improbable derivations. =^'

The first that can properly be called a dictionary of the Latin

language was the Catholicon of John Balbus, of Genoa, who died

121)8. This contained betAveen seven and eight hundred folio pages,

and was first printed at Mentz, 14C0, by Gutenberg. Several edi-

tions of this work were published. Though it Avas very imperfect,

and contained many errors, yet it was not without merit, especiallv

in terms relating to theology.

Calepin, an Italian monk, prepared a Latin dictionary, v.hich was
first published at Keggio, in 1502. This edition was so full of errors

as to be of comparatively little value. It passed through quite a

'- Thus Ci..-orD cannccts/Jci witli/io. (Dc OSTi'.iis, I. 7. 23.)
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number of editions, and was so much improved as to become almost

a new work. AVe have a copy of the edition printed at Basle, 1584,

before us. It is a polyglot in eight languages. The first Aldine

edition of Calepin bears the date of 1542.

'JMie Thesaurus Liyiguce Lalince of Robert Stephens, the cele-

brated scholar and printer, was published in 1531. It was a work

of great value. Two editions were subsequently published by the

autiior, and in 1735 a corrected and enlarged edition was issued at

Jjondon.

Facciolati, of the University of Padua, assisted by Egedio For-

cellini, prepared an edition of Calepin, which was published in 1731.

It was while engaged in this work that Forcellini projected a Latin

lexicon on an entirely new plan ; and to the preparation of the

worlc, which bears his name in connexion Avith Facciolati, under

whose direction it is probable that he acted in a great measure, he

devoted the best energies of his life. He writes that he spent three

years and a lialf on the letter A : and on the whole w ork he spent

forty years. At the close of the preface he says :
" By God's per-

mission I have brought this book to an end ; and now, if my life is

granted to me, I shall re-read and then deliver it to another to copy.'"

Ue read it a second time in two years. The cop^'ing occupied eight.

Forcellini did not live to sec it completed. Both the plan and

execution of this Avork are admirable : its vocabulary is full, and

it well deserves the name it bears, Tolius Latinitatis Lcxico?i.

The definitions are precise, their classification systematic and philo-

sophical, tlie citations of authorities are abundant, and arranged in

chronological order.

Very soon after the revival of learning, the German scholars gave

their attention to Latin lexicography. In 1571 Faber"s Thesaurus
Lingua; Scholasticce Avas published at Leipsic. This Avas a Avork of

much learning, and A'aluable for the time of its publication. It en-

t'Tcd largely into geography, history, and myth.ology, as well as

peculiar idioms and unusual constructions. Gcsner published an

t'Jition of this Avork in 172(5. About tAventy years later, Gesner.
taking tlic Thesaurus of Bobert Stephens, correcting its errors.

*n<\ making muny additions, produced a lexicon of gi-eat value

to the student and to subsequent lexicograpliers. ITis definitions

arc accurate, and his authorities abundant. The vocabulary is

fuller than that of Forcellini. This Thesaurus Lingua Latincc
of Gesner was published at Leipsic, 1741», in four vols, folio. Schel-
ler's Lexicon, Avhich Avas published in 17S3, Avas better adapted to the

wants of students. The alphaijctical arrangement is employed
mstcad of the etymological. The Avhole Avork is carried out with
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more than ordinar}' completeness of detail. It was for a long time

in general use in the schools of Germany. A valuable Manual

Lexicon was prepared mainly from this by LiJneraann.

As we do not intend to write the history of Latin lexicography,

we have omitted all notice of the labours of the English classical

scholars in this department. Not that their labours were Avithout

some valuable results, but we only design in this sketch to refer

to the lexicons that have furnished materials for those hitherto in

use among us. Leverett's Lexicon, which has been in general use

in our schools for the past fifteen years, was based on Forcellini,

with additions from Scheller and Liinemann.

The publication of Freund's Wurtcrbuch der Lateinischen

Spraclie, marked a new era in Latin lexicography. This vrork is

in four volumes, the first of which appeared in 1834, and the last in

1S45. As it forms the basis of the lexicon we have placed at the

head of this article, we shall notice somewhat at length the plan of

the work, and the general principles upon which the author pro-

ceeded in its preparation.

No one seems to have had abetter idea ofwhat a Latin lexicon should

be, in the advances philology had made, than Freund ; and we may
safely say that no previous lexicographer possessed superior fitness

for the work, or had such abundant means for carrying out his plan.

Other lexicographers had gathered materials, and some had sys-

tematically arranged them ; but many new facts had been developed,

and the general impulse given to philological pursuits in the early

part of the present century, had brought about results that demanded,

to some extent, new methods in lexicography.

A complete lexicon of the laiiguage, no longer spoken, of an intel-

lectual and highly cultivated people, must be the product of the

scholarship of different ages and different nations : for the lexico-

grapher who designs to give the full history of every word of a lan-

guage, will find it demands a range of inquiry for which human life

seems too short, and that it requires a combination of qualities rarely

seen in any one man. To define accurately the words of any lan-

guage in the terms of another, requires not only extensive reading

to be able to seize the exact force of the word, but also nice dis-

crimination to express its meaning. Often it is not possible to find

terms exactly equivalent in signiiication : and this difiiculty is felt

not only in those expressions which are idiomatic, but also in such

as mark the peculiar mental character of a nation. Take the word

Iwncstum, for example. It often has a signification that can be ex-

pressed by no one English word : for honourablcness, honesty, and

virtue are defective renderings, not ffivin<]r the full meaning. It
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ratlier denotes whatever 'is becomin;]j to a man, or moral excellence.

It is said, tiiat -while the Greek viewed moral excellence imder the

aspect of beauty, rd KaXov, as was natural to their taste, the more

grave Roman looked at it as connected with dignity and propriety.

Freund lays down in his preface the general principles of his

Avork. He gives his views, 1, of the idea and elements of Latin

lexicography; 2, the compass of his dictionary; 3, the method of

handling the several articles; and, 4, the arrangement of the articles.

The object of the lexicogi-apher is to give the history of every

word of the lan'-^uage. " The history of a word consists in unfold-

iiif its outer nature, that is, its form, class, syntactical connexions.

and the like, t'-icrethcr with its iniier nature or meaning." Since in

all cultivated languages every word has not a form peculiar to itself

but belongs to a class of words presenting similar meanings and un-

der'-'oimr like changes; and as it is the province of grammar to

clas.MTv the forms of words and mark their changes, the lexicogi-apher

is only re-juired io designate the class to which a word belongs.

Thus, •vvheu he adds ae to mensa, he uses a convenient abbreviation

win'ch rendei-s it unnecessary to mention the other inflections.

However, when a word deviates from the regular form, that should

be noticed, otherwise the extenial history would be incomplete.

This is called the grammatical element of lexicography. The word
CMpio will illustrate the author's method of treating this element.

Thus :—" capio, cepi, captum, 3. (a very old form of the fut. exact.

capso. Plant. Bac. 4, 4, Gl : capsit, id. Pseud. 4, 3, 6: Att. in J^on.

4>3, lL»; of Fest. p. 44: capsimus, Plant. Piud. 2, 1, 15: CAPsrs,

ace. to Cic. Or. 45, 154, erroneously treated by him as if contracted
from cape si vis

;
Quint. 1, 5, GG Spald.— Old orthog. of the pe;/.

CEPKT—cepit, like exemet, dedet, etc., Columna Ftostrata.)"

As languages of much cultivation arc made up of derivatives, it

belongs to the external histoiy of the word to show from what root*
it is derived. This is the etymological element. It is no easy
matter for the lexicographer to treat this element satisfactorily.'

Compound words, and derivatives from simpler forms of the lan-
guage, are readily disposed of. But scientific etymology aims to

tli^^cuvcr the origin of these simple forms. It becomes, then, a ques-
tion (.f great practical importance to the lexicographer, how far he
shall aftemjit to develop this element. The early etymologists seem
to have no definite rules of procedure, and refer the words of one
language to another most arbitrarily, from some resemblance in
?ound and signification.* But a more philosophical spirit pervades

" In Miushfn's "Guide to the Tongues," cd. 1C17, tailor,- ii derived from toUo.
t> tuke away, beeau.sf it is taken away from tlic* flesh \

ruiuTii Series, Vol. IY.—3
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the new system; and the philologist, instead of accumulating hun-
dreds of vocabularies

.
to compare together, sits down to investigate

thoroughly the whole structure of a single family of languages.
It was once common to refer, as far as possible, all Latinl"orms to

the Greek. But later and more extensive researches showed that
the Sanscrit was a language of high antic^uity, and capable of explain-
ing many Latin forms far better than the Greek. And yet the ques-
tion of the Sanscritorigin of the Latin is by no means settled, for there
are advocates for its Teutonic or German origin. Hence Freund
thought he might be " called over-hasty if he al^J^Yed the Sanscrit or
the German clement to have the predominance." The course he
adopts seems to be the only practical one.

The mternal history of a word consists in giving its meaning.
This is the cxegetical, and the most important element of lexico-
graphy. Freund lays it down as a settled principle, that amon^ the
several meanings of a word, the one which has been obtained from
its etymology should be assumed as the original. This has not
however, been generally acted upon by Latin lexicographers; for they
prepared their lexicons generally for the study of works of a particu-

lar period of the language, and therefore gave prominence to that
signification of a word in which it was most frequently used. They
paid hardly any attention to the remains of old Latin—to the fra»-

ments of the Twelve Tables, the remains of Ennius, Pacuvius, and
Cato; and comparatively little to the Latinity of Plautus, Terence,

Lucretius, and VaiTO. Their soin-ces of authority for the significa-

tions of words went back only to Cicero and Cresar. Freund, on the

contrary, introduces the oldest remains of Latin literature from the

Leges Regire, the Laws of the Twelve Tables, down to Lucretius

and Yarro.

A second principle adopted is, that in the order of meanings the

proper meaning, as the original, should precede the tropical, as the

derived. In order to make clear distinctions it is also necessary

to make subdivisions of the tropical meanings. An example will

most readily illustrate this. .4rcna is used in four different

senses in the following passages:—(1.) Magnus congcstus arenas,

Lucr. G, 7"24
; (2.) Missum in arenam aprum jaculis desuper petiit,

Suet. Tib., 72; (3.) Vectio Prisco, quantum plurimum potuero,

prrestabo pnosertim in arena mea, hoc est apud Centum viros, Plin.

Ep. G, 12, 2; (4.) Quid facies, Oenone? Quid arenae semina man-
das? Ov. ller. 5, 115. In the first passage it means sancK in the

second the oniphifhcatre, in the third the sphere of one's calling,

and in the fourth is a proverbial expression for something inifniitful.

If these meanings were classed under the head of literal and tropical,

3*
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ajf the tcnns have hitherto been applied by lexicographers, we should

have one literal and three tropical, thus: (1.) lit., sand; (2.) trop.,

(a) the amphitheatre, (b) the sphere of one's calling, (c) proverb., for

something unfruitful.

Such an arrangement is clearly unphilosophical : for the meaning,

the .sphere of ones calling, is evidently derived from that of the

uwphitJicatre ; hence it is not co-ordinate -with it, but subordinate,

constituting a trope vrithin a trope. In the second place, the de-

rived meaning ampJntheatre "has quite another relation to the simple

one sand, from that of one's sphere to aniphithcatre." In the tlrsfe

histance, the general notion, sand, is individualized into a certain

Bandy place, sandy path, &c. ; but it is not taken out of the class of

concretes. In the second instance, the concrete notion o^i amphithe-

atre is changed to the abstract one of a place of contest or exercise,

sphere of vocation. This distinction between individuahzing a

general notion and spiritualizing a physical one, Freund considered

to be of too much importance to be lost sight of in lexicography.

He has therefore given to the signification arising in the former

vay the name of metonymic ; to the latter that of tropical. "W^ith

this distinction the first three senses of arena may be classed thus :

(1.) lit., sand; (2.) mctonym., the place of contest in che amphithe-

atre bestrewed with sand. Therefore (b) tropic, every place of

contest, place of exhibiting any kind of activity, place of exercise,

iV:c. And so arbor, used for navis, is a metonymy, since the physical

meaning is individualized; while calor for amor is a trope, since the

physiciil meaning passes into an abstract and spiritual one. The

proverbial use of words is placed under the literal signification, for

in classifying proverbial expressions lexicography and rhetoric must

be guided by different rules. As the rhetorician takes into view

the sense of the whole expression, he classes it with the tropical use

of language. On the other hand, the lexicographer, having to deal

with the single word, finds nothing in it to remove it from the sphere

of the literal. Thus arena, in the proverbial expression arenoi

scmina niandare, has received no signification foreign to its literal

meaning, as it has in the phrase prccstaho in mca arena. In the

latter insUince mea arena cannot mean my sand, w hile arenas semina
mandarc always means to commit seed to the sand.

In order to make the origin of some significations clear, Freund
compares the usage of other languages. This is a department of

lexicography that requires to be most judiciously handled ; and in

different methods in different languages. In a language whose lite-

rary monuments are few, some words may occur so seldom that the

lexicographer cannot satisfy himself as to their true import without
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reference to cognate languages. Gesenius, in his Hebrew Thesau-

rus, has pursued this course with most satisfactory results. We do

not now allude to the comparison of corresponding forms, but to the

illustration of words by the analogy of sigiiificatiou. This compari-

son is not to be confined to cognate dialects, for languages of a differ-

ent class often fiu-nish striking analogies. Thus V;-""Kj diminutive

of d^wNj (man), is used with -^yj (eye), to denote the pupil, the apple

of the eye, literally the little man of the eye. The Arabic, the Per-

sian, and several other languages use equivalent terms. And some-

what analogous is the Jjai'm piJpilla, a diminutive of pupa, (a girl,)

in its hteral sense used to denote an orphan girl or Avard, in its

transfeiTcd, the pupil of the eye. Freund docs not give this illus-

tration, but he has a number like it. Thus Calendae, (from calo, to

call,) in the sense of proclamation-day, is compared with the He-

brew usuge of si-,p:9 i?^,p • and the syntactical construction of cavcre,

even to the miusual form cavcre cum aliquo, is illustrated by the

analogous use of the Niphal of Tc'^.

In some instances erroneous explanations have been corrected as

the result of such comparisons. For example : bidens, as applied to

a sheep fit for sacrifice, has been refen-ed to his and an nits. Thus
Facciolati, under this word, says :

" Prime bidennis, d littera im-

missa quasi biennis a his et annus.''' He also gives another view

of its derivation, as if from his and dens, and sustains its application

to a sheep fit for sacrifice, by a passage from Higinus hi Aulus Gel-

lius (IG. G) :
" Bidcnies hostia; quce per retatem duos dcntes altiores

habent." Freund, however, says it is more coiTCct to understand

by hulens an animal for offering, whose two rows of teeth are com-

plete, as yi, tooth, in the dual denotes the two rows of teeth. ]Many

other analogies are noticed which are interesting to the scholar, not

as pointing to a common origin of langaages, but as showing

that the human intellect, in unfolding identical notions, falls into

parallel expressions, even in languages most diverse in theiv structure.

If the student will compare the various meanings of curnn with -pp.

vertex, (froui verto, ) ;is applied to the top or cvo\r[\ of the head, with

-fp-]^^ (from --;::.) and the expression fcrire foedus with r-'^,:^ r.-a

he will be struck with the fact, thnt in the diversit}' of lan'-'uacre

there is a certain unity in the operations of the human mind.

We consider the special attention which Freund bestows upon the

historical development of the Latin language as one of the promi-

nent excellencies of his lexicon. The Latin was not gradually and

systematically unfolded from a single germ, as seems to have been

the history of the Greek. The different tribes of Italy originally
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used Jialects doubtless having a common origin : and as Rome suc-

cessively conquered these difierent Italian tribes, there would natur-

nlly be a gradual combination of these elements, the various dialects

modifying the common language of Rome. After the Roman con-

quests in Soutlieru Italy had made them acquainted with the Gre-

cian arts and literature, the language received still greater modifica-

tions. Not only may wc suppose that many words were borrowed

from the Greek, but a new impulse being given to the cultivation of

letters, the Latin tongue began to develop more symmetrically, and

to be more carefully guarded from corruption. The results of this

were riot few nor unimportant. The language of the ca))ital became
the standard, to which every educated man must refer. The gene-

ral principles of the language became settled, anomalies were no

longer prevalent, and the foreign elements were united into a con-

sistent whole.

In the time of Cicero the Latin language had reached a high state

of cultivation : and to Cicero, more than to any other one writer, it

is indebted for its copiousness. He brought into use many words

of the old poets, that had become almost obsolete, and coined new
words after the analogy of the Greek. Yet, while he increased the

vocabulary of the language by a number of abstract and philosophi-

cal terms, he jealously guarded its idiomatic structure and opposed

unnecessary innovations. Though in his philosophical works he
was often obli^-ed to have recourse to the Greek, from the paucity

of abstract terms in his own tongue, yet the construction of his sen-

tences is purely idiomatic, and very few (jnecisms occur in his writ-

ings. His style is remarkable for its clearness: and in his effort to

secure this there is often a redundancy of expression, very different

from the studied conciseness and pregnant brevity of Tacitus. But
we ought to bear in mind that Cicero M'as writing upon philosophical

subjects that w^re comparatively new to his countrymen, and that

his perspicuity was carefully studied to avoid obscurity. He found

that man}' of the views of the Gi^ek philosophers could be expressed

only by circumlocutions—that his own tongue was poor in philo-

sophical and scientific terms. Even a century later, after the Ro-
itiaii.H h:id given more attention to philosophy, Seneca says. "I have

never folt more sensibly than noAv the great indigence, or rather the

abject poverty of our language. When we speak of the doctrines of

I'lato, a tliousand ideas ])resent themselves for which we have no

name." So that what has been called tlie diifuseness or too extended

amplification of Cicero's style, was a necessary result of the charac-

ter of the language, and of the state of philosophical studies among
his countrymen.
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We attach mucli importance to the influence of Cicero in develop-

ing the resources and perfecting the structure of his native tongue, but

we must consider it as reaching its highest point of cultivation in the

reign of Augustus. The civil commotions that had preceded this pe-

riod were far from being favourable to the geneial cultivation of letters.

The camp and the forum were tlie fields that called for the efforts of

the noblest intellects. But a change in the structure of the govern-

ment produced great effects in literature. After the downfoll of the

republic, the administration of public affiirs being entirely in the

hands of the emperor and his creatures, men of genius, v.hose ambi-

tion in preceding times Tvould have led them to seek for the high

offices of state, devoted themselves to the pursuit of letters. This

was the age of the first among the Latin poets, Horace and Virgil,

when purity of diction and elegance of expression were especiallj'

sought for, and the Latin tongue, while it was free from the rigidity

of its early forms, had not yet degenerated into the turgid and de-

clamatory style prevalent in its decay.

Freund arranges the Latin authors into the following periods :

—

1. Ante-classical, extending from the oldest fragments to Lucretius

and Varro. 2. Classical, from Cicero and Csesai" to Tacitus, Sue-

tonius, and the younger Pliny, inclusive. 3. Post-classical, embrac-

ing the writers from the last period to the fifth century. Classical

Latinity is also subdivided into (a) the Ciceronian, (b) the Augustan,

and (c) the post-Augustan. The post- classical, notwithstanding the

length of its period and the difference of its character during the

progress of the decay of the language, is not subdivided. Only the

term, "late Latin," is given to the language of the fourth and fifth cen-

turies. According to this arrangement, every word—and, if its differ-

ent meanings belong to different periods, each meaning—has appended

to it the general remark in all pcnods, or the special one, ante-classi-

cal, Ciceronian, Augustan, post-Augustan, post-classical, late Latin.

As it sometimes happens that words and significations cun-ent in

one period have been disused in the next, and then emplo3'ed again

in the succeeding,* the terms ante and post-classical, ante-classical

and post-Augustari, are attaqlicd to the signification of a word. An
examination of almost an}' word will show with what fidelity and
patience Freund lias developed this element of lexicography.

And equally careful attention is bestowed upon the rhetorical

element. The kind of composition in which a word is used is

stated, whether in prose and j)oetry, only in prose or poetical, in the

poets or in the higher kinds of prose, peculiar to the comic poets or

" Multa rentiscentur qure jam ceciilcre, cadent^iue

.
" Qure nunc sunt iu bonore vocabula, si volet u.-jus.—Ilor. Ard. Foet.
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to tlie epistolary style. In no other lexicon have the technical terms

of the lani^ua^e been so clearly marked. And this is a matter of

«-s])ecial importance in the Latin, for one of its most striking pecu-

liarities is the prevailing use of concrete forms. The Roman mind

>v:is eminently practical, and the Latin is better adapted to repre-

Kent objects of perception than impressions and emotions. As we

have already said, there are but fevi abstract terms. Seneca com-

plains that he can find no equivalent in Latin for tlie to 6v of the

Greeks.

In the best productions of Roman literature -we find many terms

of art taken from the temple, the tribunal, and the camp, which have

transferred their significations to other relations of life. As Freund

says, " Many Latiii words take a circular path in the historical pro-

gress of their meanings. From common, eveiy-day life, they pass

over into a definite practical sphere, and after almost losing their

identity b}- means of the secondary notions attached to them, are

taken up again b}^ common life, and employed in quite another than

their original import. Thus the word orbiler denotes, etymologi-

cally, an eye-witness. Together with this signification, which was

in use in all periods and in all kinds of style, it obtained in the lan-

guage of the law, even as early as the Twelve Tables, that of an um-
pire : from this lega,l sphere the poetry of the Augustan age adopted

it in the sense of a commander or master, and imparted it in this

seu.se to the post- Augustan prose."

The frequency or rareness of the use of a word is denoted by the

terms, " very fre<iue)it/' "frequent," '^rare." This, which Freund

calls the statistic element, can of course only reach approximate

certainty ; but in such words as we have had occasion to examine

with this in view, we have been struck with the discriminating accu-

racy of the author. Words which occur only once, or which are used

only once in a particular signification, or by a particular author, are

specially designated. Of course it is hardly possible to decide in

every instance with confidence.

In the arrangement of the articles of a lexicon different methods
are pursued: some lexicographers, as Gesner and Stephens, adopting
the etymological, and others the alphabetical. Freund follows the

latter method, with only such deviations as the gi-ammatical and
cxegetical clement demand.

It ordy remains for us to notice how far the work we have placed

at the head of this article, whieli purports to be " founded on the

Larger Latin- German Lexicon of 1 round," represents the results

of his labours. At first sigh.t it seems hardly possible that all

of real value to the student in the four volumes of Freund, cou-
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taining about four thousand five hundred pages, could be com-

prised in the single octavo of the American edition. The real

difference in amount of matter is not so great as the apparent,

the German being printed in a veiy open type. Nor is there

any systcDiatic deviation from Freund's method. Indeed, in

some particulars his plan is more fully caiTied out. All the defi-

nitions and philological remarks are retained, tij^ether witii the

references to Latin authors. The examples cited are retrenched by
dispensing with such parts as did not tend to illustrate the particu-

lar signification for which the citation was introduced. Some cita-

tions of minor importance are wholly omitted. But in every case,

both of omission and retrenchment, the full reference to the original

Latin author hos been retained; so that the student can readily

refer to the author for the particular use of the word, and for the

connexion in which it occurs.

It seems to have been the design of the translators not merely to

give an English rendering of the German definitions, but to adapt

them to the peculiar genius of our language, so as to furnish the

student with idiomatic renderings of the Latin terms. One who is

constantly using this lexicon will see how successfully this has been

accomplished. In accuracy of definition and clearness in expressing

the nice shades of meaning, Avhich are among the peculiar excel-

lencies of Freund, the American edition can be favourably compared

Avith the original. In the treatment of the particles, Freund is con-

fessedly superior to any preceding lexicographer. He most fully

elucidates their various shades of meaning, and especially notes the

force of the prepositions that enter into the composition of words.

And these excellencies we find reproduced in the work before us.

But Freund is not fiiultless. He retains, in some instances, old

and erroneous definitions, and in others admits new and incorrect

ones—the result of too hasty conclusions. The editors have aimed

to correct such defects, and have, we believe, generally succeeded.

To do this it was found necessary, in some instances, to entirely

remodel an article. We should have been glad if they had allowed,

themselves more latitude in supplying deficiencies in the original work.

We have found some judicious additions, and we think the number

might have been increased. Thus, among the d~a^ /.eyoiiFA-a might be

placed lureo, a conjectural reading of Heinsius, in Hercules Furens

of Seneca.* This reading is adopted by Bothe and also by Beck.

That such a verb as hircu was once in use, seems probable from

analogy. The adjective luridus, and the noun htror, appear, which

could be referred to l>n-eo, just as h/ciJus, liqiiidiis, lividus, ttmidus

° Coacavie lurent genai, 7G7 v. The comniou reading ia lucent.
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have the verbal roots, luceo, liqueo, liveo, timeo. That it is found

only in this instance, need not be a reason for rejecting it. Accord-

ing to Dillenburger, there are seventeen a-a^ ker'/ofieva in Horace.

We do not find rcUceor, although it occurs in one MS. copy of

l)e Officiis (3, 16) : contra relicealur. As this reading is adopte<l

ly Zumpt and Bonnel, it is entitled to some consideration.

Under profagio, the signification, to flee from or heforc, to flee,

to fly from anything, is mvirkcfi j:)Ost-Augustan. But Cicero, in his

oration Pro Sextio, (22, 50,) has vim profiigisset. It is also said

that timco is not used -with an object-clause by Cicero ; but in his

oration Pro Roscio (1, 4) Ave find quo nomen referrc in tahiilis

iimeat.* There are some other articles that arc not as full in their

treatment as we could wish : among them are alhico, copulatus

cxcnlco, and rcfragor. But in a work of such a character, embrac-

ing so many thousand articles, we must expect to find some omissions.

As we have made almost daily use of this work since its publica-

tion, we are prepared to appreciate its excellencies. The thanks of

scholars are due to the pains-taking editors who have so faithfully

reproduced the merits of the German edition, and to the publishers

who have issued the work in a form at once elegant and substantial.

Art. m.—DANTE.

1. La Divina Vommedia di Dante Alighieri con Spiegazioni tratte dai Migliori Com-

mentnrii e colla Vita di Dante. Dv Giovanni Boccacio. Paris : Fii'uiin Diilot

Fivres. 1844.

2. The Vision; or. Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise of Dante Jlighieri. Translated

by Rev. Henry Francis Cap.t. Illu.strated by designs by John Flaxman, II. A.

New-York : D. A^jplctou & Co. 1845.

Seldom has a work gone through more editions in its native tongue

than Dante's Divina Com^nedia ; and our French publishers have,

from the best of these—viz., the La Minerva, (Padua, 1822;) that

of Ciardetti, (Florence, 1830;) and that of Nicolini and Bezzuoli,

(Moreuce, 1840)—produced, by critical collation, an edition supe-
rior to any of tbem,—certainly the best specimen of the Italian

classics within the range of our acquaintance.

Two translations of the Commedia have appeared in Engli.sh.

One, by J. A. Carlyle, a brother of the well-known essayist and his-

torian, has been put forth in England, and immediately republished
in this country. It is a respectable work, and had no other been

«> Dr. Siedliof, Bib. Sac, Aug., 1847.
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known, or had an inferior one preceded it, doubtless it would have

received a high place among our translations of foreign authors. But

it does not give us Dante, and on this ground >Ye lay it aside.

Gary's translation has been the work of his life. In 1797 he was

at his task, and seventeen years rolled away before he completed it.

The edition then published was small, and its readers were few.

Some of them, with Coleridge at their head, called for another edi-

tion, which appeared in 1S19 ; a third was issued in 1831 ; and in

1844 the present one was published. The translator, now grown

gray in service at the library of the British Museum, has enriched

this edition Avith the fruits of a life of study. Aided by such men
as Thomas Carlyle and Darley, he has criticised his own sugges-

tions, and reviewed and passed mature sentence on his former

opinions. He evidently looks to this work as the monument of his

reputation : and not without reason. The student, however versed in

modern Italian, finds it no easy task to render Dante even in tolerable

English prose ; but Gary has executed the work in blank verse with a

vigour and fidelity to which no other version in a modern tongue can

pretend. The labour has, indeed, been to him a continual feast. " He
has felt his individual recollections suspended, and, as it were, lulled to

sleep amid the music of nobler thoughts." Gonscious of his proud

office in introducing to his countrymen the great Italian epic, he

looks for his own reward in being named when Dante shall be

admired by Englishmen. And such a reward he has most unques-

tionably eanied.

!No book, since the revival of letters, has received more attention

than the " Vision "' of Dante. Tt is indeed no wonder that the world

pays good heed to its epics, for they form the noblest department

of its literature. Of all artists in other forms—orators, moralists,

historians, nay, even of poets, lyric, tragic, or miscellaneous—we
may say, to use Dante's own expression, that they are all in the outer

circles of art. The inner parts are more thinl}- peopled, candidates

for entrance there being rare as the sloAvly-recurring (.'pochs of entire

social revolutions. We comit but four as having, in the course of lite-

rature, risen to the first class of epic poets—Homer, Virgil, Dante, and

Milton. Kor are we too exclusive. It is impossible for us here to dis-

cuss the individual pretensions of the crowds of fine poets who may
apply for admission. Klopstock is a candidate for the place ; but. be-

sides that the detail of the " Messiah" is too tedious for any but Ger-

man patience, the very conception of it is faulty. The story of the

cross admits no burnishing from art, nor can men of letters improve

what inspiration has pronounced sufficient. Camoens, with his many
beauties, is too often servile. Such power as appears in many parts
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of the Lusiad should never have been bent to minister to the crude

taste of Portuguese or even of European society of his time. The

true epic j)oet feels himself secure of approbation, because he has

reached its permanent source in the depths of human nature. Con-

fident that hence a stream of praise must sooner or later floAv, he

awaits quietly his time, seeking no adventitious fame, nor conde-

scending to pander for present popularity. For his failure here, we

condemn the author of the Lusiad. Ariosto is perpetually trifling;

Tasso is deficient in character.

In the true epic rank, then, -we place but four. The Iliad, the

iEneid, the Vision, and Paradise Lost, exhaust our catalogue. And
this scarcity is unavoidable. To the epic poet must belong a mind

of such endoAvments as are not often allotted to man, and the spirit

of the age must be fitted to stimulate such a mind to its utmost.

When these conditions exist together, there may be an epic : the

former without the latter may produce excellent poetry, indeed, but

not of this highest rank. Homer's inspiration Avas the universal

idea of his age—gods and demi-gods mingling -with men in human
form, and with household language; Virgil was moved to song by

the sublime spectacle of the world resting in solemn slumber on

the arm of a Caesar ; Dante touched his harp when life and order

were emerging from the social chaos of deluged Christendom ; and

Milton arose when liberty was gilding earth's hilltops with its new-

born radiance. Each found inspiration in his time.

The epic, therefore, becomes a key to its age. Li modern science,

the comparative anatomist takes from the rock a fossil, and deter-

mines the frame of which it is a relic. He goes farther, and from

this as a type, he depicts the forms and habits of contemporary mon-
sters, peopling v.-ith corresponding natures the primeval landscape.

So from the true epic the critic reads the entire character of society

at the time when it was produced—its laws and institutions, its pro-

gress in refinement, the manners and thoughts of public and private

life. Wliat copious schemes of history have been filled out to fit

the framework of Homer's historical allusions! True, we may,
thruugh his medium, sometimes see things obscurely— " men as trees

walking"—but without him all the period now partially enlivened,

would be an unpeopled desert, wrapped in a gloom as profound as

covers the kings before Agamemnon.
Epic poetry has another characteristic. It combines nearly every

other style of composition. Other poetry exhibits one form, this all

the fonns of feeling. The epic poet must glow in description, must
HH'lt in love, must sting in sarcasm. lie must reason, declaim, and

criticise. Other writings may give a single picture of life—the epic
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must furnish a gallery. Is it strange that such talent as it requires is

rare—that to the honours of its first rank but four are really admitted?

In turning our attention especially to the great author before us,

vve must first glance at the spirit and history of his time.

When the northern deluge prostrated and overwhelmed the Roman
Empire in the West, one part of it, the municipal towns, appeaix'd

to ofter substantial resistance to its fury. The hordes might sweep
and pillage them, but their pent-up walls offered to barbarians no
inducement to a permanent residence. They had too recently been

the denizens of Avi<le plains and forests, to relish the confinement or

the pursuits of the towns. If, then, these were plundered, the

frightened inhabitants soon returned, and their industry repaired

the devastation. Clustering around the ruins, they plied the arts or

practised commerce, until, by degrees, their streets were rebuilt, their

walls restored, their prosperity re-established. But these to^vns

gradually became not only the seats of opulence, but of patriotism

and refinement, and the meanest burgher felt something of the aggre-

gate dignity of his city. A spirit of life and enterprise, Avhich after-

wards led to voyages of distant commerce and discovery, pervaded
all ranks.

It was beyond their limits that the dark ages were in reality

found. There the feudal landholders, the descendants of the con-

querors, lived in gloomy seclusion within their fortresses. At the

foot of the castles were the villages of the serfs, the humble tillers of

the soil ; and often in the same jticture might be seen some convent,

to which the chieftain gave patronage, in return for the keepin:^ of

his conscience, and the absolution of his sins. These barons were
absolute despots, and their power was supreme up to the limits of the

towns. ,Clad in steel, they could ride with impunity over the ranks

of the burghers ; holding the soil, they could cut off their supplies,

and keep them hemmed within their gates. The towns, at first,

as might be expected of a weaker party, sought alliances with the

landed nobility.

In the progress of events, however, the scale began to turn. Com-
mercial wealth outweighed lauds and castles, and freemen proved

superior to vassals. If the cities furnished no lances of their own,

adventurers from the north were glad to enter their service. Situ-

ated happily for trade, they accunmlatcd what has been, in every

age, " the sinews of war." 2v'ow the nobility became the party out

of power, the ones to sue for alliances, and offer concessions ; and
so plain was this, that at one time, in the middle of the eleventh

century, there could be found, of the Italian nobility, only the Mar-
quis of Montferrat, who had not submitted to some town, his rival.
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The inhabitants of these cities had liberal views of the arts, and

honoured the success of artists. They -\vere vigilant, enterprising.

skilful in business, patrons of letters, lovers of liberty, and jealous

of its infnngeuicnt. Here their good qualities terminate, and the

reverse of the picture is gloomy. The student will recognise, in the

history of these cities, that of Greece previous to Philip : for, though

the lapse of centuries and the ^vaves of the Adriatic separate the

theatres, and the Italian actors are less illustrious than the Grecian,

yet the tragedy throughout is the same. Hatred, jealousy, and

atrocious revenge, are the ingi-edients of every character. Feuds,

springing often from false or trifling causes, revolve vrithin feuds,

and faction subdivides factions, the small and great being alike im-

placable. Does one city triumph over its ^Yeaker neighbom- ? The
latter is perhaps razed, and its inhabitants reduced to a state little

short of helotism. So Milan treated Lodi in 1111. Does a sedi-

tion prevail in a city ? Its adversaries are put to death or banished

—

having lost their property—to nurse their -svrath and await their time

of vengeance. Are the parties of equal strength? They waste

each other in a struggle of irreconcilable animosity.

Such was the state of Italy from the tenth to the fourteenth cen-

tury. The great parties were the G uclphs and Ghibellines—the ad-

herents, respectively, of the Church and the Emperor. The Guelphs

wore the natural Italian party ; but many opposed the claims of the

pope, and many more loved the protection of the Gcrjnan crown.

Fruni these causes, the Ghibellines gained adherents in every city

—

in some, even the majority. The Guelphs were torn with dissen-

sions, and the enmity of the black and white Guelphs was as merci-

less as that between both and the Ghibellines.

Before leaving the politics of Italy, which we have traced thus

far, in order to make Dante's fortunes intelligible, we may glance at

the peculiar character of the Italian patriotism. Each man gave his

whole heart to his city, Avhilc, perhaps, half of its people vrere his

deadly enemies. The sound of its name awoke in him, at once, the

keenest emotions of tenderness and vengeance. Thus Dante sheds

n patriot's tear at the sound of •' la bella Firenze," while vengeance
clouds his spirit, even in the depths of eternal light, as his thoughts

rest lor a moment on her citizens. We may see, too, why this

land is,

" Coiifiuered ov conquering, still alike a slave."

And, indeed, if Italy is, in our day, to be free from both the triple

and the iron crown, she must first become—what for more than a

thousand years she has not been—a unit.
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The last scholar of the ancient world was Boethius. At his death,

beneath the relentless hand of Thcodoric, though he were not to be

ranked with those who had preceded him, Ave date the extinction of

literature ; for henceforth the language of Cicero and of classical

learning were silenced. The northern hordes despised what they had

neither leisure nor inclination to acquire. The clerg}', by their pre-

judice against profane literature, completed its overthrow: the

monks alone, with humble industry, collected and hoarded its ruins.

Learning had sunk to reappear ; but what prophet could have fore-

told the place of its rising? Not on Greece or Italy, but on the

Ultima Thule of its former temtory, did it throw the early beams

of its second dawn.

The monasteries of Ireland, even before the end of the sixth cen-

tury, drew students from the continent, and sent teachers thither.

Under the care of Theodore, the first primate of England, learning

flourished. Bcde and Alcuin soon after did it essential service:

the latter, passing over to the continent, contributed effectually to its

establishment in the empire of Charlemagne. Aristotle and the

scholastic philosophy gradually gained the attention of ecclesiastics.

Meanwhile, from the fertilizing dust of perished literature, there was
springing in the south a new species of composition. Provence led

the way in developing the poetical capacities of a native dialect

;

France, Castile, and Italy followed.

This employment of vernaculars is an era in literary annals. The
Provencal dates from "William Duke of Prienne, in 1096 ; the

Spanish, from the Cid, in 1150; the Italian, from Dante, in 1304.

These are the leading dialects of the Latin, derived from it mainlv

by marking oblique cases with particles rather than endings, by modi-

fying ille and unus into articles, and by dropping or making silent the

verbal terminations. Two of these dialects, it will be noticed, con-

taining as yet no literature but poetry, had appeared when Dante arose.

Even he, at first, reluctantly attempted the creation of a language for

his use, since few Tuscans had thought of such a thing as possible.

Happily, however, he laid on a master's hand, and fixed the sweetly

noble dialect of Florence. His Avorkmanship was often rough, and
many of his words have since been discarded from the langua<^e

;

but it Avas effective, and its best monument is the lingua Toscana.

Much obscurity hangs over the life of our poet. Boccaccio, Avho

lived near his time, is the Avorst of biographers; giving rhapsodies

for facts, and for incidents, epigrammatical comments on his own
conceits. Other Avritcrs, Arctino and Vollutello, ha\-e done better.

There was a brave knight of Florence, Avho fouglit under Conrad
m., and perished hi the holy wars. This knight, Cacciaguida, hav-
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\i\g maiTicd one of the noble family of the Aligliieri, his descendants

adopted their maternal as their family name. The name Dante,

generally supposed to be an abbreviation of Durante, Boccaccio

claims to have been conferred by a special providence; inasmuch

as its possessor was to be " di maravigliosa dottrina dutorc "—a pun-

ning fancy that fairly represents its author. Dante was born in

Florence, in May, 1265. Every burgher of the Italian cities was a

Eoldier, and Dante was early inured with his follows to every mili-

iaxy exercise. His first literary precej^tor, Brunette Latini, Avas a,

man of reputation and of real acquirements for his time. By him

Dante was initiated into all the learning then in vogue. Brunetto

was a "greedy- tempered" man, for which he was afterwards assigned

by his scholar to a place in hell, whence he dispenses to his pupil,

en passant, much wholesome advice, which his own example pointedly

enforces.

Very little is definitely known of our poet's history until after his

twenty- fourth year. He appears to have studied with great credit

in some of the universities of Italy; and it is claimed that he visited

Paris, and even Oxford. One thing all allow, that he lost his juve-

nile heart at the tender age of nine years. His Beatrice, afterwards

his guide through Paradise, was the daughter of Folco Portinari, a

respectable citizen of Florence, and at the time of her conquest had
not passed her own eighth year. Dante, as might be expected, now
grew poetical. Boccaccio says that no one ever enacted the part of a

lover better than he. His canzonets were touching and appropi'iate;

liis raptures at her smiles, his tearful sighings at her cloudiness or

absence, were " onestissimi." But, alas ! the halcyon days of human
life are ever few ! As our poet approached his twenty-fourth year,

his "donna eccellentissima" died. Copious was his grief, and even
his life was endangered by its depth and continuance. This sad
event coloured the whole subsequent career of Dante. His dreams
for this life were ended; the susceptible boy and ardent lover is

known henceforth as the deep-feeling, melancholy, unforgiving man.
He next appears as a soldier. At the battle of Campaldino,

^iK-re the Guelphs with the Florentines, defeated the Ghibcllines
*'ith Uie Aretini, he took a fearless part. In the next year he was
>-ith his countrymen in an en^^agement near Pisa, when they took
trou> the Pisrms the castle of Caprona.

Gru'f for Beatrice stiU weighing heavily upon him, his fi-icnds
urged a marriage with a member of a family who were afterwards
jiis most bitter political opponents. It was a matter of expediency

;

the lady of their choice had no place in Dante's heart. Some, at a
Joss to account for this, have tried to paint her as a Xanthippe.
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This is MTong. She did not—probably no one could have done it

—

fill the place of the lost Beatrice ; but she was a tender, faithful wife.

She withstood the influence of her fanuly, and was true to her hus-

band in all his fortunes. She mana;:^ed to rear, and even educate

respectably, her children on the most limited means. Must so de-

voted a woman be accounted a savage in temper, to explain why her

husband felt not for her the ardour o1 first love? If there be faulc

anyv.here, it is his. What he says of her is, indeed, equivocal : \ct,

for a hundred years after, no one speaks of her as harsh or violent.

In 1300, Dante was made chief of the Priors, then the ruling party

at Florence. The black Guclphs having triumphed over the white,

who were, in secret, Ghibellines, the latter, with Dante, who had been

suspected of favouring them in his administration, were banished

from the city. From this hour he was a mail of sorrows, an exile,

and a vranderer. An attempt, on the part of the exiles, to restore

themselves by force, failed, and Dante -went to Yerona, where he

spent some 3'ears under the protection of the munificent Can Grande.

Dependence was a cruel thing to his spirit. It mortified him to

"climb the stairs of other men;" their ''salt" was "bitter" to his

taste. He strove again to obtain by entreat}' what he could not get

by force ; and even took the desperate resolution of renouncing the

Guelphs, and joining the Ghibellines under Henry of Lnxembourgh,

hoping thereby to return to Florence. Every effort was vain.

On leaving Yerona. he wandered from one city to another, until

a proposal for return was made to him by the Florentines, on the

condition of a confession of ignominy and the payment of a heavy
fine. Any offer, on such terms, he proudly rejected. He saw his

rising fame. He declared that he would one day return

" In other guise, and standing up
At his baptismal font, .should claim the wreath

Due to the poet'.s temples."

Bright visions of his future reputation now reconciled him to even

an exile's lot. His last sojourn with Guide Novella di Polenta wa3

his happiest one; for his patron was himself a poet, and could sym-

pathize with another.

But his career drew to a close; and in July, 1321, the soitows of

his exile, and the gratulations of his flmie, were hushed in death.

Guide honoured his remahis with a magnificent funeral. And now

the Athenians of Florence awoke to the value of what they had so

wantonly lost. More than once have their posterity petitioned for

the ashes of their banished poet ; but these, for more than five hun-

dred years, have rested in their costly sepulchre at Bavenna, while
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a cenoUipb is tlic boast of ungrateful, too late repentant .Flo-

rence.

lu the eumincr of 1840, as vforkmen were removing a part of the

oticient cliapcl of tlic Podesta, now long used by the Florentines as

tiiCtr citv prison, a portrait Avas discovered in the ])l:ister, purporting

to 1.-0 lliat of Dante. It might have been identified from Boccaccio's

t!<-!scriptioii. It represents a man of middle stature and solemn de-

nurtiiuiit ; the C3'es large and dark, the cheek bones prominent, and

the beard bl:'.ck and curly. The original of the portrait was a man

of ftiw words, of inelastic temper, given less to mirth than to melan-

choly, often sarcastic, but always plain and prudent.

In reviewing the intellectual chnracter of Dante, we cannot but won-

ikr at Ijis iunnense erudition. Tlie treasures of classical learning, the

j4ii!r'S..j,liy of Aristotle and the schools, and the literature of the

O.urvii, were his own property. Towards whatever point he directs

Ki-* attention, the resources of his mind, well marshalled and brought

t> h'-.w, make his sweep irresistible. Fram the dim illumination

•Hi: :ch truth cast upon his age, it was not to be expected that he would

always .'••him errors ; and to judge him by the light of oicrdoj, would

be iincandid. SulTico it that he v.as very far in advance of his con-

temporaries, as well as of his predecessors. His delighted country-

ruMi ahuost regarded him as one of the " old prophets risen again;"

and ids titles,
"^"11

Divino," "II Teologo," testify their reverence..

h wa.'i as if, at one of the ancient games, a sti'anger had appeared

uj^-.stj the ]ilain, and thrown his quoit among the marks of former

CA*t», which tradition had ascribed to the demi-gods."

ills inond character, also, inust be judged ^rith charitable refer-

cnvo to lii.«; time. He was a Catholic, and saw in the Church, which,

with all its errors, then connnanded almost universal acquiescence,

the direct institution of CIn-ist and his apostles. He believed that

tii'.> .•spiritual authority of fathers and councils gave to its figments

'<•'' ^-auction of inspiration. Deeply impressed that much in the

<'hnrch was utterly wron<i, he, with a true Romish discrimination,

nbfolvcs Jtr,; and arraigns^her administrators. He distributes popes

R-'-'l j-relntcs freely along the gulfs and sounds of perdition, and in-

^^•i^^.^ again.^t thein witli all the truthfulness and intense energy of

B rvfonurr; b\it f})ares the most abusive, as well as the most trivial,

n-:»:;e}> of the Church. Yet such has been the inconsistency of many
;:!>i.d and earnc'^t men, and such was for a while that of Luther.

W'v may regret that such jiower as Dante displays v/as not exerted

against the whole selieme of papal error; while we must grant tiiat

lie did well, where he had no predecessor, in rebuking what he judged

to he within tlio scope of human disapproval.

Foiinii Seuies, Vol. IV.—

4
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In private life his manners -were pure, and, if wo except his unfor-

giving sternness, in harmony with religion. How much of this single

unplcasing trait must be pardoned, in view of an inveterate national

constitution and habit, and how much may be resolved into a rea-

sonable resentment, we dare not say. AVc can find but one act of

his life,—his adoption of the Ghibollines,—over which it was suf-

fered to cast a shade of dishonour. In his great work, he appears

not more a poet than a teacher of sound theoretical and practical

moralty.

Besides his epic, he was the author of several prose works, famous

in their time. Of these, a Treatise on [Monarchy, and two books on

the Common Use of Language, are in harsh Latin. The former is

now of questionable value ; the latter give a philosophical and com-

prehensive view of the rise of the vernacular literature. His best

prose works are in Tuscan. One, the Vita Kuova, is a history of

his love for Beatrice, containing many valuable things, particularly

a plaintive and beautiful sonnet, written after her death. The Con-
vito is principally devoted to a justification of his employment of

the Tuscan, rather than of the Latin or Provencal; an excuse

for which may to us appear needless, but the Tuscan, until he

adopted it, had neither dignity nor compass. Of his lyric poems,
some are sportive, but the greater ]iart solemn and earnest. Their
diction is often purer than that of the Commedia.
On this last production, however, rests Dante's fame. The criti-

cism of ages has approved it, and it has given character to the poetry

of modem Europe. The plan is that of an allegory, which often

admits of both an historical and moral interpretation; and is often

confessedly obscure, aa, indeed, are all allegories, except the match-
less Pilgrim's Progress. In the opening, the poet is lost in a wood,

—Bunyan's " wilderness of this world."—where, coming to a moun-
tain, he is prevented from ascending by a beautiful leopard, sym-
bolical of pleasure :

—

"The hour was mornin<;'8 prime; nnd on his way
Aloft the sun a.«cendcil, with those .stars

That with him rose when Love bivine first niOTcd

Those its fair works : su tliat with joyous hope
All thing? consjiircil to fill ini'—tho ^ray skin

Of that swift animal, tlie matin dawn,

And the sweet season."

Other teiTors awaited him : a lion, ambition, came against him so

fearfully that

" All the air was fear-struck ;"

4*
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and a she-wolf, avarice, appearing in his -vray, he sinks back in

despair, when
" The sun in silence rests "

—

a metaphor for darkness, which occurs again in the poem, and is

copied in Milton's Samson Agonistes. The historical interpretation

makes the three animals here introduced represent, successively, llo-

rcnce, the king of France, and the court of Rnuie ; but as this invo-

lution of allegories is dependent on the ingenuity of commentators,

and is often fanciful, the reader of Daute need pay it no attention.

Virgil, commissioned by Beatrice, who is sent for this purpose by
Divine mercy and a heavenly dignity, sympathizes with him, and
offers to guide him from the wild by a path which shall lead through

the abode of those who "invoke a second death," and- of those who
"dwell content" for their allotted time, "in fire." Hell and purga-

tory passed, he will resign his charge to a "worthier spirit," the

description of whom is truly beautiful, who shall be his guide through

paradise. The tuneful pair pass the gate of hell, the last line of

whose inscription chills Dante's heart :—

" AH hope abandon, ye who ent€r here."

They are met bj-
" Outcries of woe,

Accents of anger, voices deep and hoarse;"

which, with

" Palms together smote, that swell'd the sounds.

Made up a tumult that forever whirls

Rouud through that air, with solid darkness stain'd."

The dwellers here were

' Too bad for a blessing, too good for a curse ;"

and while

"Fame of them the world has none,"

they never pass the border of hell, lest the "accursed tribe" should

glory at receiving men of a respectable negative goodness to theu*

company. Here they live, while

"Mercy and justice scorn them both."

Farther onward they find a crowd, among whom is Pope Celestine V.,

awaiting their passage across " the woful tide of Acheron," one of

the few borrowed ingredients of the poem.

Beyond this are the spirits of those Avho have died " subject to

the wrath of God," dwelling in the regio propria of hell. This is

divided into twenty-three distinct compartments, comprised in nine
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regions or circles. It may be presumed to require no small effort

of genius to maintain even a tolerable interest throughout so atten-

uated and detailed a scheme ; but in reading the Inferno the atten-

tion never lags. Every grade of guilt, from lack of baptism to trea-

son towards benefactors, here receives its demerit ; and offenders of

every rank and time, from Sinon of Tro}' to ^lohammed and Nicho-

las v., from the age of Homer to that of Dante, und-ergo the penalties

of their crimes. Every variety of punishment—despair, remorse,
" fierce heat and ice"—is employed in the different circles. The
imagery employed has no parallel. The classical hades, the reve-

lations of Scripture, and the boundless fancy of the poet, are all laid

under contribution. At every step we are melted in pity or chilled

•with terror.

It may be a fault of the Inferno, that the writer, in order to peo-

ple with different characters his nutaerous scenes, is occasionally

forced to employ a minuteness of description almost grotesque.

Usually, however, no writer uses fewer strokes than Dante. His
Ugolino and Francesca cannot possibly be abridged, yet their por-

traiture is perfect.

The immediate and amazing popularity of this part of the work is

attributable to a cause independent of its real worth. Italians of

the thirteenth century figure in it. The Florentines saw their late

rulers,—their characters vividly drawn, and their eternal state power-

fully defined. The scholar beheld characters of his day, grouped

with those from early and even fabulous history, according to gene-

ral standards of merit. This interest, which pervaded Dante's

contemporaries, is lost to us ; but there is enough in his masterly

use of language, his life-like portraits, and his condensed sublimity

of rhetoric, to interest and repay the reader of every age.

A noble company majestically moved through Limbo, composed

of the classic heroes, the good Saladin, and all the unbaptized noble

ones, who, dwelling in calm inditfcrence,

" Spake

Seltlom, but all their words were tuneful sweet."

In the second circle he meets Francesca. She was the daughter

of Guide of Ravenna, and was given in marriage to the lord of

Kiraini ; but, charmed by the superior accomplishments of his bro-

ther, proved faithless, and being taken in adultery, was slain, together

with her paramour, by her enraged husband. On being interrogated

by the poet, she proceeds,

"As one who woc}is and tells his tale. Oue day,

For our dtliglt, wc read of Lancelot

—
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How biia love thrall'd. Alone -we were, and no
Suspicion near us. Ofttimcs, hy that reading
Our eyes were drawn together, and the hue
Fled from oua- alter'd cheek. But at one point
Alone -we fell. When of that smile we read,

The wished smile, so rapturously kiss'd

By one so deep in love—then he who ne'er
From me shall separate, at once my lips

All trembling kiss'd. The book and writer both
Were love's purveyors. In its leaves, that day,
We read no more."

\S\\o does not detect in the abashed and delicate language of this
episode the gem of Leigh Hunt's Rimini ?

^

Tussing through the various regions of hell, he finds the ninth
circle to be its frozen zone—ice here replacing the fire of other cir-
cles. Among the traitors to whom this is appropriated, there is one
worthy of special notice. Count Ugolino had betrayed a fiiction of
the Guclphs in Pisa, but himself, in reverse of fortune, had fallen
into the hands of Archbishop Ruggieri, who, though a' Ghibelline
leader, was the Count's personal enemy. Being given back by him
to the Pisans Avhom he had betrayed, he, with two sons and two
grandsons, was star^'ed to glut their vengeance. He ceases from
the ghastly retribution which he is inflicting on his foe, now his eter-
nal companion, to tell a tale of horror unrivalled in any language.
After their confinement, he says :

"I wept not, so all stone I felt vathin.
They wept ; and one, my little Anselm, cried:
'Thou lookest so, father, what ails thee?' Yet
I shed no tear, nor answer'd all that day.
Nor the next night, until another sun
Came out upon the world. When a faint beam ' '

Had to oui- doleful prison made its wnv.
And in four countenances I descried
The image of my own, on either hand
Through agony I bit; and they who thought
I did it through desire of feeding, rose
0' the sudden, and cried :

' Father, we should grieve
Far less if thou wouldst eat of us : thou gav'st
These weeds of miserable flesh we wear,
And do thou strip them off from us again !'

Then, not to make them sadder, I kcp^t down
i^fy spirit in stillness. That day and the next
We all were silent. Ah, obdurate earth

!

Why opeii'dst iwi upon us ? When we came
To the fourth rlay. tlien Gaddo at my feet

Outi^trctch'd did tiiug him, crying, 'Hast no help
For mc, my father?' There he died ; and e'en
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riajnly as thou seest mc, saw I the three

Fall oue by one, 'twixt the fifth day and sixth.

Whence I betook me, now grown blind, to grope

Over them all, and for three days aloud

Called on them, who were dead. Then fasting

Got the mastery of grief."

The poet utters a terrible invective on the cruel Pisans, and passes on.

We feel a relief, as ^Ye arrive "with him before dawn among the

fresh breezes that play about the isle of Purgatory. A strain, too,

of more cheerful verse, welcomes us to the region,

"In which the human soul, from sinful blot

Is purged, and for ascent to heaven prepared."

The inmates of purgatory suffer indeed, but " dwell content in

fu-e;" for hope, assurance, beams in every heart. They know that

tliey shall issue forth to eternal life : they feel that each pang puri-

fies, each toil brings them towards their goal. They live quite like

Protestant saints on earth, rejoicing that

"Their suffering time will soon be o'er;"

or, perhaps, like the elect of a certain creed, fail they cannot, pre-

vail, at some time, they surely will ; therefore they make tolerable

shift for the present. A very fair place is purgatory ; and one of

its inmates, Casella, an old friend of the poet, would entertain him
by singing one of his own canzoni,

—

"Love that discourses in my thoughts."

But here stem Cato of Utica, who, though unbaptized, is here, by
special commission, to introduce our wayfarers, bids him better mind
th'e dignity of the place. Occasionally an impatient soul importunes

Dante to procure additional prayers and pious acts from its friends

on earth, in order to hasten the time of its release.

A gi-eeting given to A^irgil by a fellow ]\Iantuan, goes to the heart

of the poet, as it reminds him bitterly of his own state, an exile,

driven from his home by his own citizens. He breaks out against

the ruinous factions of Italy and Florence, comparing the latter to a

poor wretch who

" Finds no rest upon her couch, but oft

Shifting her side, short respite seeks from jiain."

As the)'' proceed, the discourse turns on the different modes of

violating the laws of Christian morality, pointed illustrations of

which are constantly occurring, while characters illustrious for the

opposite of such vices, arc mentioned by way of praise. Kings and
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hermits, the great and the humble, appear here as their respective

moral diuracters require them to be placed. The poet summons
them \vith earthly differences laid aside, and nods them ^vith unfliil-

in^ discernment to their appropriate stations, forming of them a

s])l('ndid historical gallery. ^Varmth and glow increase in the poem,

a.s we draw near the terrestrial paradise. Objects of lustre gleam

in the gi-owing light, fair young forms appear, and strains of melody
float on the fragrance of zephyrs. The terrestrial paradise is not

unlike the laud of Beulah.

Virgil now resigns his charge to another being, Matilda, who guides

the poet through scenes that we Avill not mutilate, until he finds

Beatrice. The sight of her awoke his " ancient love." The long-

restrained influence that had thrilled his boyish heart in the halls of

Portinari, streamed anew on his spirit. His vision faltered, and he
would Jiave hid himself; but Beatrice chided and encouraged him

—

still he could not lift up his eyes. A choir of virgins c-arol out a

prayer :

—

" 'Turn, Beatrice,' was their song; ' 0, turn

Thy saintly sight on this thy faithful one,

Who, to behold thee, many a weary pace

Hath measured. Gracious at our prayer vouchsafe,

Unveil to him thy cheeks, that he may mark
Thy second beauty, now conceal'd.' "

A draught from a heavenly stream gives him power sufficient " for

mounting to the stars."

The Paradise is the feeblest of the divisions of the Comedy. We
think tlic reason lies in the subject, rather than in the poet.

'

It is a
law of nature that sweet tilings pall the sense. A succession of terrors

keeps us awake, while we grow weary of the unalloyed beautiful.

The sweet draught must be relieved by an ingredient of bitter, or it

loses its relish. To maintain a high interest throughout a poem of
thirty-five cantos, filled with forms of unmixed happiness, is beyond
the capacity of any human genius. The Inferno seizes on the heart
by the two gi-eat emotions of pity and terror. It brings at every
step some new and startling object of sympathy. There is no re-

petition, there is no stagnation : it is the master-piece. The Pur-
gatorio sends forth the cheerful influence of hope. We see pain
alleviated by the certainty that each moment diminishes its dura-
tion. Amid the groans of toil, we fancy that we hear the infant
accents of praise. Over the gloom of sins unforgiven, wo see the
dawn of peace, of pardon, and of heaven. But in the Paradise we
are affected by contentment alone. The pleasurable emotions which
arise at seeing felicity made perfect, admit of few varieties. We gaze.
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we are pleased; but our complacency becomes fatiguing,—vre are

restless, and wish to avert our vision. Dante has exhausted his sub-

ject. Nothing could have been done, which he has left undone
;
yet,

before we finish reading it, a sense of satiety comes over us. Still,

had Dante written nothing else, the Paradiso would have established

for him no common fame. The first seven cantos are a constant flow

of soft and brilliant poetry. No language can furnish their supe-

rior. They are gentle without being sluggish, and tender Avithoufc

being feeble.

As he proceeds on his way, the saints whom he meets explain to

him the rites of the Church and the mysteries of faith and providence.

Cacciaguida, the knight already named, recounts to his descendant

his ovm history and that of his native city, and advises his future

course. Fircnze, that loved, yet hateful name, comes in once more,

while stern remembrances darken the exile's heart, even in the glo-

ries of the heavenly vision. His spirit nowhere forgets its burning

wrongs. Still he ascends, and the Church triumpliant bursts upon
his view; its glorified Lord pouring the full beatitude of his presence

upon the faithful, toilworn host. Farther on, St. Peter catechises

him on faith, St. James on hope, and St. John on charity. They
are satisfied with his answers, at which he takes courage to hope

that he shall one day prevail over the cruelty

" That bars liim forth

Of the fair shccpfokl where, a sleeping lauib,

The wolves set on, and f;\in had worried him."

St. Peter adds the weight of his own authority to what saints of less

degree have already abundantl}'^ said ; inveighing against the prevail-

ing wicketlness of prelates and priests, from his own representative

in the Vatican down to the humblest curate.

Beatrice finally takes him into the empyrean, and shows him, at

one grand view, the blessedness of angels and perfected saints ; then

she resigns him to St. Bernard, who inducts him into the climacteric

of mysteries, that of the Holy Trinity :

—

"Here vigour fail'd tlic towering fantasy,

But yet the will rolled onward like a wheel,

In even luoliou, hy that love inipell'd

'NVhich niovcii the sun in heaven and all the stars."

The Vision is concluded. "\V'e may be pardoned for passing the

other works of Dante with no other criticism than has already been
given.

His claim to originality deserves more notice, inasmuch as it has

been often and closely questioned. That he has borrowed much
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from Virgil, is not denied. The fate of his suicides, for instance, is

clcarl}' taken from the Polydorus of the ^-Eneid. Some other fea-

tures of the sccneiy of Inferno are also borrowed. Much of the

Vision has been attributed to the Somnium Scipionis of Cicero.

But by far the greater part has been credited to the Vision of Albe-

rico, a monk who, two hundred years before, had seemed to behold

the mysteries of the future worlds.

^Ve do not claim that Dante employed an entirely new method

of communication, or ventured upon wholly untried subjects, or in-

troduced perfectly unique conveyances of thought. We claim, how-

ever, that if the conception be not novel, yet the grand and mag-

nificent outline, the tremendous and unparalleled framework, the

unwearied train of appalling or lovely, terrific or tender images and

incidents that fill it up, the prodigious and comprehensive erudition

that disjdays itself on every page—these are Dante's own ; and they

constitute iiim an original poet. They who e.xpect more than thrsc

from an author, before they consent to rank him among creative

minds, expect what Shakspeare, perhaps even Homer, cannot furnish.

Tliey seem to seek, without knowing it, an intellectual monster, not

a man.

It is no small proof of Dante's merit, that he has filled so large a

place in the world of letters. We have remarked his influence on

his native language. Soon after his death, Florence established a

professorship to expound his poem ; and Boccaccio, the first poet of

his age, was proud to occupy the chair. We think that no Italian

poet can be found who does not exhibit traces of Dante—some
marks to show whom he regards as his master. No writer has so

affected English literature, as has ]])ante that of Italy. Nor was his

influence confined to the south of Europe : Milton and Chaucer wor-

Fhipped at this shrine, and culled many a gem from the wTiter

" Whose rlietoric so sweet cnlumined Italy."

Later still, German research has found a rich field for its toil in

the Florentine's pages. Such influence must have a source ade-
quate to its issue, and that source is the work

" AVith which all Europe rang from side to side."

In every part of the work appears the author—in hell, in pur-

gatory, and in paradise—the same searching student, the same tender,

nK-lanchol}^ "unforgiving man. A person of different temperament
would never have written the A^ision. To compare him with Mil-
ton, is a work to which the accurate judgment of Macaulay has been
incidentally directed. The decision of the English critic is brief.
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and it seems to us unfair. He had ]Milton in his vernacular.

Dante, if -vve may judge by a quotation in Jiis essay on Milton, he

seems to have known, either by an imperfect acquaintance with Tus-

can, or by a buni^Hng prose translation. Now there are two methods

by which the sublimity of Dante may be reached. One is, to think

and feel with him as Milton did, in his own rich tongue—a work for

which few have leisure or inclination ; the other is, to read Gary's

translation, the fruit of a long life's toil, and of a genial sympathy

with the poet and his times. We cannot see that Macaulay has

employed either mode. In the true sublime, Dante is inferior to

Milton. He has nothing equal to Milton's Satan. Yet he falls short

only a little; the Inferno is full of a well-sustained sublimity. The
sublime in Milton is often like the deafening peal, which ceases, and

v\-e breathe again; in Dante, it is Hke a heavy roar, varying its tone,

but nevei' parting with its strength. If Milton is more impressive,

Dante is more copious ; if the former has a loftier, the latter has a

stronger and more even flight. The fertility of the one could not

sustain the Paradise Regained, the latter keeps up an equal interest

through nearl}' a hundred cantos of his poem. On the whole, we
think that in originality and fertility of mind, Dante is superior to

INIilton ; while in true sublimity and poetic power, he is below him.

Among the ranks of feeble men that filled the earth in the thir-

teenth century, one reared himself like the forms of earlier times,

and Homer and Yirgil had a companion. Farther down, Milton

arose, a companion to the three. AVhen shall ayc see the fifth? We
shall sec men of science, of art, and eloquence ; we shall sec bards

of honourable fame ; but we may wait long, yet never see another of

the gi-eat creative minds—the true epic poets.

Art. IV.—METHODIST PREACHING.

We sit down, in a somewhat desultory mood, to pen some thoughts

for the leism-e reading of our ^^lethodist patrons, and our ministerial

brethren in particular, on the subject presented in the above title.

We consider the peculiarities of ]\Iethodist preaching as not a little

distinctive of oui- history—as important denominational character-

istics. Their very importance, however—the boldness of their

relief—has rendered them obvious and familiar; while, then, we
offer our readers other articles sufficiently elaborate, we may in this

indulge, perhaps not without advantage to them and ourselves, in

the freedom of spontaneous rellections—reflections which, though
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cuvsoril}'' uttered from the heart, may not be without their

k'*son.

Tlie old Methodist preacliing I AVe do honestly confess a sort of

pride for its noble naturalness, its moral power, and the grandeur

of its results, and somewhat of a tinge of denominational bigotry in

favour of the unadulterated preservation of its essential qualities.

If that apparatus is best which best accomplishes its ends, who will

say that Methodist preaching has not been the best preaching extant

in our world for a hundred years V Denominations which had been

in the American field a hundred years and more before Methodism

had an adherent ; denominations having the essential truth, and an

educated ministry, and traditional prestige, and the influence of

popular respectability, have been left a century in the rear of

Methodism ; and some of the single annual additions of the latter

Lave equalled the whole numerical strength of the former. This is

a point to be touched delicately, we know; but we would here hold

in abeyance our aforesaid bigotry, if possible, and present the strik-

ing fact as full of significance, not to gi'atify our denominational

vanity, but to teacii us an admonitory lesson ; for let us be assm-ed,

that the preaching of the word is the great means of evangeliza-

tion in the earth, and that the pecuharities which have given pre-

eminent success to our preaching should be held with an unyield-

ing grasp.

Doubtless om" denominational progress is attributable to a gi-eat

many conditions, but our preaching has been the chief one; it has

been related to, and has empowered all others. Suppose we had

had our itinerancy, and even our wholesome doctrines, but a

stereotyped, lifeless, however refined, preaching—a ministry with

even the cultm-c of education, but heartlessly lisping manuscript

essays from appointment to appointment—would our cause have

broken out on the right and on the left, overwhelming the land, as

it has tlnough the labours of the men who have made it a glory in the

world ? And does any one doubt, that if all the Christian preaching

of the earth were conducted in the same style of directness, energy,

aT\d unction that these men used, the gospel would overflow the

worlil, as Methodism has so rapidly its own immediate fields in

Great Britain and the United States? Notwithstanding all the

drawbacks which the sectarian delicacy of such illustrations must

present, even to many not over-fastidious Methodist readers, yet the

actual force of them is felt immediately and conclusively. Turn all

the pulpits of Christendom into such batteries as were the original

pulpits of Methodism, and the evangelic combat would soon resound

through the world. Hesitate as we may at the apparent boastfulness
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of the remark, we Methodists "vvho have known that ministry, feel

"the full assurance of faith" in its truthfulness.

From the very nature of the subject, it is impossible for us to

speak of it justly, without this apparent sectarian egotism. ^Ye

must be permitted, therefore, to make another laudatory assertion

respecting this ministry, namely, that it not only excelled in the legiti-

mate results of the ofiice, but has been marked by an unusual amount

of genuine talent, using this word in its popular acceptation.

Taken as a whole, tho English Wesleyan ministry is not only the

most effective, but the most able bod_y of men in Great Britain, and

if we were to express fully our own personal opinion, we should add,

in the world. They are the best serraonizers, and the best pulpit

speakers (being, besides the Roman priests, the only extemporizers)

in the United Kingdom ; and if once in an age the Kirk presents a

pulpit prodigy hke Chalmers, or the Baptists a Hall, cases which

admit of no denominational comparisons, yet English Methodism, in

the number, if not in the genius of its "first-rate" men, has stood

.pre-eminent. More masterly minds have not been connected with

.the religious affairs of modern England than the Watsons, Bunt-

ings, IS'ewtons, Jacksons, Dixons, Hannahs, and others who have

managed the interests of Wesleyan ^Methodism during the last fifty

years.

In this country, our ministry has never been destitute of masterly

intellects. Asbury will yet be placed, if not at the head, yet among

the foremost ecclesiastical characters in American history. Our enrly

bishops, ]M'Kendree, George, lloberts, Soule,Hedding, have been men
of the highest pulpit power—such power as results not merely from

the moral peculiarities of Methodist preaching, but from commanding

faculties and great personal characteristics. Meanwhile, there have

ever and anon appeared in our pulpits rare lights, Avhich have hardly

found conteiuporary rivals elsewhere, such as Summerfield, Ross,

Bascom, Ruter, Emory, Fisk, Olin, and not a fcAv others dead or

alive. It is our sober opinion, that if we take the aggregate of

"first-rate" pulpit men of all American Christian sects, Methodism

would be found to have decidedly the largest proportion. We speak

not now of learning, but of great pulpit ability, and great personal

traits.

It has not been for want of superior men that Methodism has not

commanded more public respect ; it has been cbiefly because of its

rigorous peculiarities, which have repelled the world, and adventi-

tious circumstances connected with the social sphere, to Avhich it has

chiefiy directed its labours.

The mass of the Methodist ministry has not been able to compaie
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with that of other sects in education ; but this is the only point (and

we acknowledge it to have been a very material one) in which the

comparison is disparaging to it. In natural talent, in sound Scrip-

tural kiio\vle<]ge, in all the great traits of individual character, what

body of men lias ever surpassed them? " Their works do follow

them;" and these are the best criterion of their capacity.

While, however, we unreservedly contend for thus much, we do

nut iicsitate to admit that our claim may not have been equally high

in respect to the lowest rank of the American ministries. \\"\\\\ the

exception of one or two other denominations, education has been a

general prerequisite for the pulpit among American sects. This con-

dition alone would be sufficient to preclude from them almost entirely

a certain class of labourers, of which ^Methodism has availed itself with

great advantage among the popular masses. While this class has

perhaps been tlic occasion of a lower estimate of our ministry gene-

rally, it has really been no ground of comparison with other sects,

as it constitutes a peculiar rank, almost entirely exceptional in their

raiuisti-ies. The question, as we have been reviewing it, is not

whether taken aggregately, but taken proportionally, Methodism

has had as competent a ministry, or, if you please, a more competent

miui&try, than other sects.

It would not be just for us to leave this admission respecting

the very lowest rank of the ministry, without a qualification. " We
would not disparage it by saying that (with one or two exceptions)

it is peculiar to ourselves. This is a fact, but it is no disparaging

fact ; on the contrary, were it demanded of us to say which class of our

labourers has actually most extended Methodism in the land, and

most peopled heaven with its converts, we should hesitate to award

I he honour to any other than this very class. Our world has need

of such a class of evangelical workmen, and it will always have this

need; and God grant that Methodism may always perceive the fact,

and provide for it ! We are known to all our readers as the advo-

cate of education and ministerial improvement, but wc should con-

sider it most consummate impolicy—an act of ecclesiastical fclo de

se—for Methodism to adopt any exclusive standard of ministerial

qualification. Let it have its standard, and a good one. and constrain

all to it whom it can ; but keep also that discretionary liberty ofjudg-

ment, by whieh Wesley founded the modern lay nnnistry, and with-

out whieh Methodism would probably have been unknown as a
distinct bwly at this day.

^ow, what is the purport of all these remarks, trenching so much
as they of necessity have had to, on the modesty with which collec-

tive, as well as individual men should speak of themselves? Have
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they been •written for self-gi-atulation, for invidious disparagement

of sister Ciiurches? Verily not; we have set out to present some

vioAYS on the peculiarities of Mctliodist Preachins;—pecuharities

which we fear need to be somewhat renewed and vindicated among

us ; and we hope our readers will, with ourselves, deem these intro-

ductory observations on the character and usefulness of our denomi-

national ministry, not irrelevant to the design. Let us now look at

some of these characteristic peculiarities.

One of them, and doubtless the most important one, was the fact

that the saving elementary truths of the gospel icere contiivialhj

reiterated. Our primitive preachers were great readers of the

Scriptures, and of their own theological standards ; their range of

study was limited, but it was fertile. It afforded them resources

for varied preaching, and they did prcacli variously ; they had also

provocatives enough to lead them into polemical discussions ; but,

whether preaching polemics or didactics, or pouring forth their favour-

ite, general, and rousing exhortations, they had the happy art of

mingling the essential doctrines of grace with all. Seldom did the

man who was inquiring "What shall 1 do to be saved?" hear a

Methodist preacher, without bearing away with him the precise an-

swer. The lost condition of the soul by nature, repentance towards

God, faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ, justification, sanctifica-

tion, the witness of the Spirit—such truths seemed to make up the

alphabet out of which the very syllabification of their discourses was

formed; so that it may be said, witli but little qualification, that

wliosoever heard an ordinary Mctliodist sermon, however casually,

thenceforward knew most, if not all, of the doctrines of grace.

This very excellence may not have been without a fault—the ex-

cess of a good thing ; but if faulty, its eiTor was on the safe side.

Considering, however, the circumstances of those times, the necessity

of direct saving preaching, amidst the universal declension of piety,

it may well be doubted whether this general uniformity was in any

wise a defect.

There mms a generousness, a sort of evangelical liberalism,

about the subject-matter of the old ]\Iethodist preaching, which

could not but inspire both the preacher and his hearers. It repelled

everywhere the dogmatic restrictions which the prevalent creed had

put upon the promises of the gospel. God had concluded all men in

imbclief, that he might have mercy upon all, was its affirmation,

in the face of all teaching to the contrary. Wlierc sin abounds,

grace much more abound-s. it asserted. L^niversal redemption,

the universal help of the Holy Spirit, free, present, perfect, and

etenial salvation for all men who would accept it—this was its
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grand predication ; and men bearing such a message could not but

proclaim it as ^vith the sound of trumpets.

There were, doubtless, man}' other elements of moral force in the

pre:\ohiug of our fathers, some of which we shall proceed to mention

;

but we cannot refrain from pausing here to put unwonted emphasis on

the one specified. The saving truths of revelation are the great ele-

ments of moral power in the world. God's word is " God's almighti-

ncss" among men ; and he that invests himself with its great essential

energies, is the mighty man in the moral world. ^Michael or Gabriel

wielded no mightier sword in the wars of the angels. If nine-tenths

of all the doginatic theology extant were at once extinguished from

the earth, and tlie doctrines immediately related to conversion and

sanctification were brought forth in our pulpits and religious litera-

ture with proportionately more fulness and frequency, who doubts

that all the energies of Christianity would be redoubled? The early

Mi'diudist preachei-3, being mostly men who were powerfully con-

verted from down-right sinfulness, went forth with their souls im-

bued and flaming with these powerful truths, and, with whatever ina-

bility otherwise, preached them in demonstration of the Spirit

and power. The hardened multitude hailed them with shouts of

derision; but listening, wept, fell often like dead men to the earth,

and went to their homes praying, and exclaiming " These are the

men who show us the way of salvation
!"

As we prize our ministerial vocation, let us stud}" well this exam-

ple of our fathers, and learn well its lesson. Woe to us when the

generalities or moralities of religion, however glorious, shall take the

place of those direct, soul-quickening doctrines which M'ere the chief

tiiemes of our first ministry.

So much for the main themes of Methodist preaching. We do

not aflirm that these were peculiar to it, but that this habitual reite-

ration of them was. Other ministries preached them; but it is, w^e

suppose, quite generally acknowledged, tliat when Methodism Avent

forth through the land, the stated ministries of the country dealt

nuistly in the general didactics of religion. When Jesse Lee entered
^>'e^v- England, a half century had passed since the last extensive

revival—that of Edwards's day.

But not in its themes only was Methodist preaching peculiar : it

was notably so in its sti/le. Our fathers, more than any other

modern ministr}-, preached ad popubim. They came out from tlie

people, and knew how to address the people ; and the popular eflects

of their preaching, the great massive ingatherings of the people into

their communion, are a demonstration of their pov.er nothiisg short

of magnificent—proof of character and capacity, above all polemic
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tomes or literary demonstrations Avhich ever proceeded from clerical

heads. In referring to their st//lc of preaching, we speak comprehen-

sivel}', meaning not only their verhal style, but their mode of illustrat-

ing the truth, and their style of elocution ; and in all these respects we"

have the presumption to say that, take them as a ^vhole, they had

more manly genuineness, more practical adaptcdness, and therefore

more effectiveness, than any other ministry since the days of the

apostles. The sectarian egotism of this remark viust be excused,

for the fact is, to our vision, an outstanding one, and may be seen

and read of all men, in the results of their labours.

In regard to their verbal style, -we are prepared to admit the

charge that they were generally unlettered, and therefore unprepared

to present their public instructions with those traits of literary purity

and elevation which education alone can confer, and which we
acknowledge to be desirable in public religious teachers, both as be-

fitting the exalted character of moral truth, and as an auxiliary

means of the elevation of the popular taste. We would not, in the

least, depreciate any genuine accomplishment which can be brought

to the aid of religion. '\Vith the lack of literar}^ polish, however, our

early mini.?try had those advantages of the simple, direct, and often

strenuous speech of the people, which educated men arc too apt to

lose, but ought not to lose in their professional diction. The true

purity of Saxon consists not merely in its simple words, but also in

a sort of colloquial facility and aptness of phrases, of sentences.

Addison's contrast vnth Johnson is not in vrords only, but in their

collocation. Isow, what we would remark is, that the untutored

style of our early ministry had this great excellence—this colloquial

directness aiid force. And this is an inestimable excellence in

popular address. It brought the truth not only to the hearing of

the people, but to their comprehension ; and not only to their com-

prehension, but to their interest. Men will readily fall asleep under

the literary style of a manuscript sermon, but an earnest conversa-

tional style keeps the attention; it leads the mind of the hearer

into a sort of interlocution with the speaker, and thus the truth

insinuates itself into the conscience and the heart. This was the

stylo of the Great Teacher himself

Their mode of illustrating: the truth was of similar character.

Similitudes drawn, like Christ's, from familiar life, allusions to local

or passing events, the thrilling anecdote—these were the staple of

their expositions. We do not deny that in individual cases the}'

were excessive, and became too characteristic, so as to change the

j)reacher somewhat into the anecdote-monger ; but such were excep-

tional to the general character of the ministry. While the great
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mass of the itinerancy avoided this abuse, they tnivcrsed the laud,

wifldiuf;;, in their homely, earnest speech and popular illustrations,

a power over the common mind, compared Avith -which the customary

niul more refined prelections of the pulpits of the day Avere only as

the music of the piper compared Aviththe wind abroad in it? strength

— tlie •'mi^t^hty rushing wind."

One of their characteristics, seemingly at first view a fault, but

really a great excellence, ought to be more particularl}" noticed ; we
mean the almost general ha,bit of giving experimental illustrations

from their -own personal religious history. The egotism which

would seem to accompany this course under more stately circum-

stances, couM hardly suggest itself to them or their hearers in the

simplicity of their primitive assemblies—held often in barns, kitch-

ens, school-houses, or under the trees of the forest. Studying the

truth in their Bibles, these laborious men found its appropriate com-

ments written by the Holy Spirit, as in lines of fire, upon their own
souls; and when those commeiits were read aloud, with tears and

sobbing adoration, the effect was resistless. Ho;w often, Avhen the

rest of the discourse has apparently failed of impression, have we
8ccn the multitudes melt with emotion when these experimental

attestations have been adduced ! Such references to their own his-

tory, could not fail to kindle their religious feelings, and to spread

an intense s^-mpathetic emotion through their assemblies.

As to the oratorical style of the early Methodist preachers, much
might be said, though wc doubt not the phrase is looked upon at

this moment, by some of our readers, with quite equivocal thoughts.

None, liowever, share such thoughts who lived in their day and heard

tliem often ; we doubt, indeed, whether any such one now reads these

lines who is not ready to affinn, that, whatever literary improvement
may have since been made by our ministry, in genuine oratory it

cannot now pretend to rival its earlier periods. ^Ve speak of "the

average ministry—there are exceptional cases of pre-eminence now,
and there were then ; but we doubt much whether the mass of the

ministry now equals in genuine pulpit eloquence our preachers of
thirty or forty years ago.

Thei-c was an unusual pro]iortion of strong, stout-bodied men
among them

; their itinerant habits gave tJiem robust frames,
and trumpet-like voices; and their popular mode of addressing
the masses, gave them the right command of their vocal powers,

the right modulation and the right gesticulation. What preacht-rs

now extant among us surpass, in personal dignity and vocal power.
Josso Lee, Bostwick, lluter, Beauchamp, lioszol, Merwin, Brod-
nond? Xot only the dignified mien, but the sonorous and cloqueuv

l'\>ruTH Series, Vol. IV.—

5
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tones of tliesc men arc remembered throughout the Church. The

last of them, especially, was a noLle specimen of manhood and ora-

tor}"; he often preached on the final judgment, and usually uith a

dignity of bearing and a sublimity of voice Avhich comported even

with that lofty theme. Those -who heard him could hardly have

been more awe-smitten if thc}^ had seen the heavens fleeing away at

the approach of the Judge ; and often scores fell to the earth, and lay

as dead men, while "the trumpet waxed louder and louder."

The naturalness, the colloquial facility of which we have spoken,

were adapted to true oratory. Introducing their discourses thus,

our old preachers usually rose with the subject to higher strains,

until the sublimcst declamation was often reached, and the awe-

struck people wept or groaned aloud. There were doubtless faults

about them, excesses of good qualities; but these defects were but

exceptional, and were always preferable to the opposite ones.

The traits already enumerated tended to produce another charac-

teristic, namely, direct results. Our fiithers expected to see men
awakened and converted under their sermons, and the expectation

led to an adaptation of their discourses to this end. A sermon that

had not som.e visible effect was hardly satisfactory, whatever might

be the hope of its future results. It was usual with tliem to end the

discourse with a home-directed and overwhelming application, and

often to follow it immediately with exercises of prayer, that they

might gather up the shaken fruit on the spot. Hence revivals flamed

along their extended circuits. They were ivorhnen, and workmen
that needed not to be ashamed.

This aim at direct results was the secret of one half the success

of ]\Iethodism—it is the explanation of most of our history. ^Fen

actuated and thrilled by such a purpose—how could they be otherwise

than eloquent and demonstrative? It would make ordinary talents

extraordinary, and convert weakness itself into strength.

]S^ow take a cor])s of robust men, possessed of good strong sense,

the vigorous vernacular of the people, staunch sonorous voices, and

sanctified hearts, and inspirit them with the purpose and expectation

of immediate rcsidts from their labours, and you will have a

specimen of the old Methodist ministry. How, we again ask, could

such men be otherwise than eloquent and genuinely great? As a

man thinkcth, says Solomon, so is he ; much more may it bo said,

as a man purposeth, so is he. Of the truly great men of the world

we suppose it can be proved, that more owed their success to ener-

getic purpose than to great faculties. One thing, at least, seems

certain, namely, that good ordinary farulties being given, and a deter-

mined purpose added, success is certain, except where some adven-

5*
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titious obstacle, be3-ond all human control, intei-venes. The M-ill

is a presiding, .1 pervading faculty. The other powers are indi-
vidually independent, to a great extent. A man may have a
strung imagination, and be an intellectual coxcomb; or a stron^
memory, and be a blockhead ; or a cautious judgment, and be a
granite post, at once as insusceptible and as immovable: but an
energetic will seems related to all the other Ciculties, and energizes
(hem all.

^

There are exceptions, to be sure: the ass may sometimes
be determined, but the hero is always so.

]iring a man, in we care not what position, whether a mechanic
at his bench or a captain at the head of hosts, to concentrate
Lis endeavours on one absorbing purpose, and you add to all his re-
sources for that purpose an energy, which, if history is not wholly a
lie. is more important than they all ; and which, in some cases, when
the destinies of states have impended, and all other resources have
been confounded, has seemed like God's own fiat, to evoke a universe
of means out of nothing. He must be the great man who manfully
«ud persistently keeps his soul up to a great purpose. If even un-
controllable circumstances interdict to him great achievements, still
Lis soul will be great within him.
Our fathers, like the apostles, had the sublimest aim possible to

man-the eternal redemption of human souls. They made this an
immediate work, and directed every energy to it. A sermon with
them wa.s not an entertaining exposition, to be heard by a self-com-
placent audience through a leisure hour, nor an expert pdemical di.^-
section, nor a didactic example of clerical scholarship: others could
so preach, for they had qualified themselves for it; but the untutored,
oarnest-hearted .Alethodist ministry woidd have converted itself into
a herd ot ecclesiastical apes, by attempting to assume such a char-
acter. Preaching, on the contrary, was with them '' soundin- the
alarm" through the land. They were as men standing on° the
'"ights of the shore, and crying out and pointing out to° wrecked
manners the way to the land, amidst the tumults of the storm.

hat,_ under such circumstances, could they do with rhetorical
o\-pIetives with circumlocutory descriptions, or finical gesticula-
iions. Ihcy would jioint immediately and energetically to the
place ot satcty—thoy must speak in the directest ^n^\ most ur-ent
tvrms. ^

>Jow, though there is some qualification to be given to this de-
KTiption. though there were occasionally circumstances in which a
Uifr.Tcnt style of discourse was a.lopted and was suitable, yet we
contend that this was the usual character of the old iVlethodist
rroachmg. and also that it is the legitimate style of the ambassador
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of God—that it is not only -what the moral vrants of the world de-

mand, but that, more than any other mode of preaching, it naturally

tends to true eloquence—not only the elociucnce of earnest thought

and feeling, but to that simple, direct, urgent style which always ac-

companies the highest order of oratory, and to that natural but ener-

getic manner which secures the right modulation, both of voice and

gesture.

The subject suggests a practical remark Avluch vre cannot forbear

uttering. This energetic dij'ecfness of aim furnishes a rule of suc-

cess almost infallible, and one that is 2i}'<^ctical)Ie to alt men. No
ambassador of Christ should be content to be an ordinary m.an. He
professes to believe himself armed with a preternatural authority,

and supplied with preternatural endowments. These, if nothing

else, should give him an extraordinary character, based upon an ex-

traordinary, a pure and sublime self- consciousness of diis olEcial

position. Yet how often do wc find in the saci'ed office men who

pass through year after year .of sheer ineffectiveness, uniform only

in their lack of positive traits, or positive residts. This should

never be the case. We care not what want of marked ability, or

what inopportune circumstances there may be, a man of piety and

of but ordinary faculties, should, in such an extraordinary function,

be an extraordinary man ; and he needs but one additional quality,

and that, as we have said, a universally practicable one, to make him
so—he needs but this resolute directness of purpose. Let the un-

successful young man, that now, perchance, sits in his study reading

these lines, and desponding, it may be, over the failure of his course,

the declension of his congi-egation, the absence of conversions, the

dispirited temper of his official supporters—let him, upon his knees,

vow that he will now, by the help of God, begin his work anew, with

an energetic aim at appreciable and immediate results ; and what, if he

persists in his resolution, will follow V Why, immediately this new pur-

pose will change his own mood quite visibly—he will become inspirit-

ed,—and soon all around him will catch the salutary contagion of liis

example. His subjects will now be chosen A^ith more reference to their

direct impression: his illustrations, his whole train of thought, his

very words, will take somewhat of a new character, from the ener-

getic pur])ose which sways him—a purpose which he recognised

always, to be sure, but wliich has now become ignited and luminous

in his soul. Thus, resolutely reaching beyond all i\jctitious or se-

condary appliances, and bearing down with all his might on the one
design before him. he will assuredly beconic a mightier man. If

he is so naturally destitute of talent, as not, even under such an im-

pulse, to be able to develop any new or higher ability than before, yet
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will his small talents, more earnestly used, become more interesting

to his hearers. They will feel the power of his heart, if not of his

Lead. An earnest character in a good cause can never fail to com-
mand the symjiathy of the great popular heart. Put such a man any-

where, and he will carry v.ith him the popular respect, if not the popu-
lar :ip|)Iause,—nay, he will, sooner or later, compel along with him, to

ny small extent, the popular co-operation. Can we not recall foots

in jjroof of these remarks? How often have we knovrn preachers
who, with very ordinary abilities, were, nevertheless, always received
well, and who have sometimes been in general demand V And why ?

The only answer is, they were eai-nest, hard-working men, good visi-

tors among the people, assiduous in the Smiday-school interest,

energetic in social meetings, sympathetic with the sick and poor-
men, in a word, who ai'c intent on their one work—the rescue of
fouls.

Whatever then may be your talent, rouse yourself, man of God,
to a renewed and soul-stimng consciousness of yoiu- high call-

ing ! If you have brilliant endowments, remember that their direct

appropriation to the single ultimate purpose of your office will only
exalt and improve them. If your gifts are small, remember yom-
graces and energy need not be so. Open j^our Bible and select sub-

jects which will lead men directly to God. Go into the pulpit ex-

pecting, intensely praying that souls may be rescued under the dis-

course of the hour
;
go into the prayer-meeting urging the people

unto the cross
;
go forth into the streets, not to idle away time with

colloquial common-places, or twaddling jokes, but, like Paul, to

"M'arn" the people "from house to house with tears." Act tlius,

and heaven and earth shall pass away rather than the word of God
liiil in your hands, or you be an ineffective man.
But is there no considerable qualification to be admitted here?

Is it the case, that the Christian teacher does not need the more in-

direct and collateral modes of labour as well as this energetic course?
The {\illacy of the question consists in the tacit assumption that the
earnest, direct aim we contend for, cannot apply to such collateral
modes; and what is most deplorable is, that this assumption is

generally practical, as well as tacit. How common is it that doc-
trinal or ethical preachers assume a distinctive character as such,
sacrificing to their elaborateness or their apathy the force that,

awakens souls and quickens the Church ! We must indeed i)reaeh
doctrines, and morals, and the generalities of religion, and we may
do this, too, with all intellectual and literary appliances ; but a direct
find even intense ami at what we have called t!ie "single ultimate
I'ui-posc " of our ofiice, may modify and thrill with power all such
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topics and appliances. This is what we contend for ; and we contend

that the characteristic effectiveness of our early preaching consisted

in this ; and that the great reason of the comparative ineffectiveness

of the pulpit, throughout the world, arises from the want of it.*

Another characteristic quite peculiar to the early Methodist preach-

ing, in this country at least, and an almost necessary counterpart of

the excellencies we have described, was its ecrtemporaneuits delivery.

We are inclined to speak with some eui})hasis, and yet Avith care, on

this subject. The tendency to a contrary mode of preaching, which

is incipiently developing itself among us, we deem not so much a

fatal, practical heresy as an unwise policy. Some very excellent

and influential brethren encourage it by their example, at least ; we

Avould not give them provocation by unnecessary severity. We
propose to offer a few reflections on the subject, which may com-

mend themselves to their candid consideration.

Extemporaneous preaching was, until lately, the universal usage of

om- ministry. It was more than this.—it was, as we have intimated,

a necessary characteristic of the kind of preaching avc have attributed

to them. We cannot, indeed, conceive of the preaching we have

described as other than extemporaneous. Reading never could be

preaching, in this sense, any more than the letters of the one word

spell the other. How those heroic men could have gone thundering

through the land, prostrating multitudes to the earth, or melting

them to tears, by the reading of manuscripts, is a problem which

certainly no experiment ever solved, and no logic can show. It is,

hi fact, quite clear, a priori, that they would have been an entirely

different class of men, and ^lethodism a cpiite different affair, if they

had been readers instead ofwhat they pre-eminently were—preachers.

ISot only is extemporaneous preaching adapted to the tJiemes, the

style, and the immediate effect which we have attributed to our

primitive preaching, but we contend that it is consistent with the

best style of public discourse—with just thought, accurate instruc-

tion, and a sufficiently accurate verbal style. These latter excellen-

cies, of course, depend largely upon previous training, and the pre-

paration of the discourse; but it must be remembered also, that this

is the case in regard to written sermons,—a speaker, without previous

education and immediate study of the discourse in hand, would hardly

succeed better in reciting it, than in delivering it extempore.

'^ The late lamented President Olin, was a notable example of such a union of

effective directness with all the traits and topics of an educated preacher. He

could preach on no sulject without immediate and profound effect; and had his

healtli pcnnittcd, he would have stood forth before the American public a national

model of pulpit efFectivencss.
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lie that would be a successful extemporizer should have a well-

stort'd mind, and should thoroughly meditate his subjects—so

thoroughly, indeed, that the whole }jerspective of the main ideas of

liis discourse, from the exordium to the peroration, shall be clearl}'

ojK'u before his mental Wsion when he rises in the pulpit. This

is requisite, for two reasons : first, that he may have something

to sa}' ; and secondly, that he naay have the confidence which will

enable him to say it with self-possession and force. Self-posses-

sion, based upon a sufficient preparation, is the whole secret of

success in extemporaneous speaking. A speaker thus sustained

can hardly fail to have, spontaneously, the right language and due

emotion; he has incomparably more facilities for them than the

manuscript preacher. We say j-ight language; and that is right

which is appropriate to the occasion. It may not be as precise as

the pen would aflbrd,—but ought it always to be so ? Would it be

desirable, that the free, irregular but idiomatic facility of ordinary

conversation should be superseded at om- hearths by the prim pre-

cision and literary nicety of book-makers ? There is a style for

books, a style for conversation, and a style for the rostra or the

pulpit. He who rises in the latter, with his mind fraught with the

ideas of his subject, and his heart inspired with its spirit, will, in most

cases, spontaneously utter himself anght. If he is occasionally dif-

fuse or repetitious, yet it may be legitimate to the occasion or the

subject that he should be so. If his style may not read as well as it

was heard, ycL even this may be because of its peculiar adaptation

to be heard rather than read.

We affirm further, that both the design and history of preaching

arc in favour of extempore delivery. The earnestness and direct-

ness for which we have contended may consist, as we have shown,

>\ith all varieties of talents and topics, but it is hardly compatible

v.ith pulpit reading. Very rarely indeed does a powerful reader,

like Chalmers, appear in the pulpit. We know not another case like

his m the history of the Christian ministry. Chalmers tried the ex-

periment of extemporizing in his countiy parish, but prematurely

abandoned it
;
yet when in his full splendour at Glasgow, his biog-

njpher says, that his occasional extempore discourses, in the private

houses of his poor parishioners, teemed with more glorious elo(|uence

than ever dazzled the crowded congregation of the Tron kirk.

The two greatest preachers of modern times, Whitefield and Robert

Hall, were exteinporizers—their written sermons were coi?i])Osod

after delivery. We have said that the Wesleyan preachers of Eng-

land are, as a body, the best serraonizers, and the most succes.-ful

speakers, in the United Kingdom ; and they are the only extempo-
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rizcrs in it, except the Roman Catholics. Such a thin^; as a manu-

script sennon is never seen in the pulpits of the continent, except

when American or English clergymen happen to ascend them.

If the European clergy, Catholic or Protestant, write their discourses,

they have, nevertheless, the good sense to deliver them meinoyiter,

and thereby save them from the dulness of reading. In like manner

did the old and unrivalled pulpit orators of France, jMassillon, Bos-

suet, Bourdaloue, Fletcher, Fenelon, eschew the manuscript. The
latter, in his " Dialogues on Eloquence," contends for extempore

speaking; he argues that even the classic orators Avcre mostly ex-

temporizers.*

The Anglo-Saxon pulpit, against all the predilections of that race,

is, in fine, the only place where reading is tolerated, as a mode of

popular address. The member of parliament, or of congress, who
should attempt to read his speech, would almost inevitably break

down. The advocate at the bar, contending for the life of his client,

would be considered recreant to all the urgency of the occasion were

he to stand up before the jury to read his plea. The popular orator

who should attempt to read the masses into enthusiasm, on some
high occasion of national exigency, would be dubbed a jackass.

Why can manly and powerful elofiuence be successful everywhere

else but in the pulpit? The pulpit is its most legitimate arena.

The themes and aims of the puljtit are all adapted to it. The reli-

gious congregation is the true popular assembly, and there, if any-

where, ought eloquence to appear in all its liberties and powers.

So almost intuitive is our percc]»tioii of the inappropriateness of

manuscript preaching to the popular religious assembly, that we can-

not conceive of Oirist reading hi.s discourses to the multitudes of

Judea, or St. Paid preaching on Mars Hill from a scroll. "We hnoiv

this could not have been, not from any historifal testimony, but from

the manifest absurdity of the supposition. For the same reason we
cannot associate it with the old powt-rful Methodist preaching, nor,

indeed, with any really popular and domnn.strative preaching.

We cannot conclude these remarks without deprecating most ear-

nestly any considerable deviation from this excellent custom of om'
fathers. Be assured, thnt he who can preach at all, can preach ex-

temporaneousl}', if he will but persevere in the experiment. The
young man of good education, v-ho, from his academic habits or na-

tural diffidence, or any other cause, is now addicting himself to pul-

°Thoie is iiuicli to lie .^aul on both .-iiKs of this qacstLmi. The most probable
sui'p(i<ition is. that the classic orators wrote tlitir discourses, memorizing their
sub.staii'o, but delivering them without much regard to the written language.
Set- Feneion.
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|ut reading, is putting his ^yllolG professional life under a servile

restraint, -which will not only consume unnecessarily large amounts
of his time, but trammel the development of all his pulpit powers.
Let liira study thoroughly his subjects ; but let him devote to the
sttiring of his mind the time noAv spent in mere verbal preparation
for the desk; let him resolutely stumble along through whatever em-
barrassments till he acquires the confidence which habit will surely
produce

;
lot him understand well tliat what he Avants ibr the pulpit

is thought and sentiment, and that these secured, direct unpretend-
ing utterance, right home to the souls of the people, is the only true
style for him—the noblest eloquence. If, in the experiment, lie

sometimes falls below the tame mediocrity of his former manuscript
efTorts, yet will he oftener rise transcendently above it, in the exult-
ing freedom of an inspired and untrammelled mind.
One fact let him be assured of, namely, that whatever uniform and

respectable character ids maiiuscript preaching may have, the jnax-
nniiin power of preaching can never be attained by the sermon reader.
He sacrifices all hope of this; and no young man should ever make
thi.s sacrifice. With God's commission upon him, with the Holy
Spirit within him, with all the assistance of books and nature about
him, with the solemnities of eternity before him, let him tlirow him-
self with all directness and energy- into his work, speaking to tlie

people in their oya\ strong and simple speech, seeking no° to ape
the rhetorician, but to save souls, "pulling them out oflhe fire:" he
will then speak from his heart with infinitely more eloquence than he
could utter from his manuscript.
We contend then for the old Methodist school of preaching—not

because it is oZr/— traditional authority weighs Uttle with u° ; but
traditional success does weigh with us ; and our whole denominational
history is a demonstration of the utiHty of extempore preaching.

Such were some of the characteristic traits of the preaching which
has made Methodism what it is in this land. We have not referred
to the peculiar piety, the special anointing, which some of us claim
lor our early ministry ; this, if not taken for granted, might be
deemod mvidious. ^Vith this, however, the traits enumerated were,
in our estimation, their marked distinctions—the right themes, the
right style, energetic aim at direct results, and pojjular or cxtcm-
V07-ancous addresses. We have not said how far these character-
istics are yet retained by our ministry ; this has not, tlms far, been
relevant to our purpose. We may hi-reafter give a frank opinion on
the subject in an article on what modifications of the primitive school
of Motliodist preaching may be rendered desirable by the progress
of the times.

°
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ART. v.—TENDENCY OF CURRENT EVENTS IN THE MORAL
AND MATERIAL WORLD.

Dr. Chalmers, in his work on the Romans, says :
" There is a

sort of vague, nndefinablc impression, we think, upon all spirits,

of some great evolution of the present system under Avhich we live

—some looking towards, as well as longing after, immortality

—

some mysterious but yet powerful sense within every heart, of the

present, as a state of confinement and thraldom ; and that yet a day
of light, and largeness, and libei-ty is coming. We cannot imagine

of unbelievers, that they have any precise or perhaps confident an-

ticipation on the subject, any more than the world at large had of

the advent of our Messiah—though a very general expectation was
abroad of the approaching arrival of some great personage upon
earth. ^Vnd, iu like manner, there is abroad even now the dim and

the distant vision of another advent of a brighter and blander period,

that is now obscurely seen or guessed at through the gloom by -which

humanity is encompassed—^akind of floating anticipation, suggested,

perhaps, by the experimental feeling that there is now the straitness

of an oppressdl and limited condition, and that still we are among
the toils, and the difTiculties, and the struggles of an cmbrj'o state of

existence. It is altogether worthy of remark, that in like manner
as through the various countries of the world there is a very ivide

impression of a primeval condition of virtue and blessedness from

which we have fallen, so there seems a very wide expectation of the

species being at length restored to the same health, and harmony,

and loveliness as before. The vision of a golden age at some re-

mote period of antiquity is not unaccompanied with the vision of a

yet splendid and general revival of all things. Even apart from

revelation there floats before the world's eye the brilliant perspec-

tive of this earth being yet covered with a righteous and a regene-

rated family. This is a topic on v.hich even philosophy has its

fascinating dreams; and there arc philanthropists in om- day who
disown Christianity, and yet arc urged forward to enterprise by the

power and the pleasinc of an anticipation so beautiful. They do

not think of death ; they only think of the moral and political gloi-ies

of a renovated world, and of these glories as unfading. It is an im-

mortality, after all, that tlicy are picturing. While they look on

that gospel which brouglit life and immortality to light as a fable,

still they find that the whole capacity of their spirits is not filled

unless they can regale them with the prospect uf an immortality of
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their own. Nothin;; short of this will satisfy them ; and whether
}ou look at those who speculate on the perfectibility of mankind, or
those who think, in economic theories, that they are*^ laying the basis
on which might be reared the permanent happiness of nations, you
sec but the creature spurning at the narrowness of its present con-
dition, and waiting in earnest expectancy for the manifestation of the
sons of God."

These words speak for themselves. They are introduced as well
for the high authority of the sentiments they contain as for their
eloquence and beauty

; and as opening an attractive vista to the
thoughts and events to which the reader s attention is invited.

Hope, that passion of the human heart, or power of the mind or
both united, so indispensable to our every-day comfort, so needful
to make our toils and struggles endiu-able, is ever m^nn^ us to look
forward to the future. It either paints for the foscination of the
nimd s eye, with prismatic hues, the scenes which revelation has
opened to our view, or in the wide blank of uncertain futurity it
creates lovely scenes of its own. St. Paul asserts, that - we are
saved by hope." Whether we shall ever enjoy, as precise realities
the sp endid visions it unfoLls in perspective, or shall find on a nearer
view the gilded spots of the landscape, as we pass along, dimmed of
their lustre, the influence of hope on our spirits is yet the same It
bears us patiently, or vigorously, or cheerfully onward, to the dis-
charge of new duties

: to the enjoyment of new privile-^es : to the
endurance of new toils ; to the encounter of new perils. The present
only contents us for the passing moment ; the future is made tolera-
ble or pleasant by hope. Or, if the present, by unwelcome vexations
may with difficulty be borne, it is a merciful arrano-ement of a be-
nevolent Providence, by which the mind turns with confidence to the
future to rid it of its ills.

To a mind accustomed to close examination of evidence and ear-
nest m tlic pursuit of truth, the comfort derived from the' expecta-
tions of futurity is in proportion to the reasonable probability on

Trol .n r ^fi^^f
t^t^^»^ ^^st. If promises of reward or of gratuity

u e he d lor h, the encouraging trust of realizing a fulfilment in due

u^, r.i
''' ^^' P'°°^ ''^'''^' '' ^^tained of the integntv andpo^i of the source from which they emanate. Fancies, it mly be.

e.s bright to the vision, often play before other minds, neither
used to carefu investigation nor anxious to ascertain what will be
'live to take place. There are myriads of men whose talents are
r^uried in the earth; whose walk is not on the highway of honc=t and
sober reflection; who are taking no pains so to improve the j^resont
luut they may enhance the value of the future; who, ncverthek-s
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in the iBdolcncc of an intellectual sleep, dream golden dreams, which

they hope to enjoy as waking realities, after the existing contest with

evil shall end. It is true the feeling is a vague one, whether it relate

to the anticipation of individual joys, or to the expectation of more

general good to the race at large. But Chi-istians—they who have

adopted as their guide the word of authenticated revelation—have a

better dcfmed field of observation before them. They are not left to

the ambiguity of impulsive and extravagant imagination, as the sole

monitor of things to come, while threading their Avay through the

straits and windings of this mortal career. A messenger, invested

with the authority of a higher and diviner world, has been amongst

them. '' God manifested in the flesh" has tabernacled on earth, and

spoken, " as never man spake." Besides accomplishing by the united

agency of divine and human nature, in the joint person of the God-

man, the glorious work of atonement, through which God can be just

and yet the justificr of all who believe in Jesus, he has given lessons of

profound wisdom to direct the movenients of humanity through the

intricacies of an evil state, and uttered predictions of events yet to

come, with which the most splendid achievements of human sagacity,

and the happiest condition " mortal ever dreamed of," may not com-

pare. Besides the fresh predictions of future glory which iMessiah

announced during his earthly sojourn, he confirmed, by liis reverent

allusions, the divine authority with Avhich !Moscs and the Jewish

prophets wrote ; thus making their promises his own, and stamping,

with the indubitable seal of divinity, those visions of more tlian

poetic beauty and bliss, which Isaiah and his inspired fellows had

held up to awaken the hopes of mankind. From the time Jesus

said, " If they hear not Closes and the prophets, neither will they be

persuaded though one rose from the dead,"—if there had been any

lack of evidence before to give a divine sanction to their words,

which there had not been,—from that time the pictures which they

alleged had been drawn by a divine hand upon the canvass of the

AVorkVs futm-e history, rely, for their truth and exactness, upon the

authority of Jesus himself And the same divine authority affixes

its seal to the predictions which were afterirards uttered by the

apostles—those holy men, upon whom he breathed, and to whom he

said, " Kcceivc ye the Holy Ghost." AVe are permitted, then, in the

spirit of humble and docile disciples, to avail ourselves, for brightening

our hopes, of all that prophetic illumination which centres in the Son
of God, and radiates through those inspired men, both before and

after his advent, avIio spoke as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.

While "the times and the seasons," as well as the precise {ovm of

the fullllmeut of the grand events to Avhich they awaken our atten-
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tioi"), arc concealed from our view, a conspicuous outline of the

general character of these events is yet given. It may be for the

purpose of liei^jitcning the value of those circumstances with which

the divine goodness designs to suiTound our ransomed race in the

fuhiess of time, that this partial obscurity is kept up. If all tlic

particulars of this map of approacliing blessedness were minutely

traced out, it would be invested with sucli an air of familiarity as

would strip us of that wonder, and curiosity, and longing desire for

the unenjoyed good, which 3'ield3 us now so many a pleasant emotion.

and which, giving place to the freshness of noTclty, will add so much
to the rapture of enjoyment. '' It doth not yet appear what we shall

be; but we know that when lie shall appear, we shall ba like Idrii,

for we shall see him as he is." Amid the ambiguity of our antici-

pations, enough of certainty is afforded us to animate our hopes, and
make us willing to substitute the renovated condition which is pro-

mised for the mixed state of good and evil which is endured. But
on this side of the consummation of the promises of Christianity, be-

fore the unchangeable and immortal state shall be entered upon, there

arc predictions of a vast and glorious change in the aspect of society.

A great enlargement of knowledge and. piety is to take place on

the earth. The time is^ coming when neighbour shall not say to

neighbour, Knowest thou the Lord ? but all shall know him, from the

least unto the gi-eatest. ]Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge
shall be increased. Righteousness shall cover the earth, as tlie

waters cover the place of the great deep. Abundant prosperity shall

attend the labours of the husbandman ; and with gladness and grati-

tude shall men oat the fruits of the earth. The wilderness and the

solitary place shall be glad; and the desert shall rejoice and blossom
as the rose. They shall rejoice with joy and singing ; the glory of

licbanon shall bo given to it—the excellency of Ca)-mel and Sharon.

The obscure and long-neglected regions of the globe shall be sought
out, and exchange the grossness of barbarity for tlie refinement of

civilization. The humane precepts of Christian kindness and for-

bearance shall cidightcn the dark places of the earth which have been
the habitations of cruelty. And instead of lust, and wars, and ru-

mours of wars, love and peace shall prevail among individuals and
nations; and they shall learn war no more.

Let us now look abroad at what is doing in the world. Let us
Kcc whether '• the signs of the times " are favourable to the approach
of that meliorated state of human history which we have been led to

anticipate,—whether the tendency of current events in the moral
and material world really opens to our view the prospect of the im-
proved and elevated condition of mankind, indicatdl, as well by the
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vague iinpressioiis and desultory fancies of the thoughtless and un-

concerned, as by the more definite hopes of the serious and con-

siderate.

That survey of the condition and prospects of human society is too

limitedwhicli looks only at existing evils, and at the possibility of future

reUef The vhole ground of a probability of improvement cannot

be taken into the estimate without comprehending a far -wider field.

In order to ascertain Avith what likelihood the expectation of remov-

ing present ills may be entertained, we must glance at the numerous
ills of a by-gone age, and the vigour and success v.'ith -which they

have been encountered and overcome. The observing eye must fix

itself upon the struggles and victories of successive generations in

the past, in order to collect the data for a nice calculation of the

future. If, indeed, the first half of the present century, -which has

just expired, has been crowded with startling facts, no less impor-

tant than unexpected, so as almost to bewilder the imagination of

living observei-s ; we and our successors may draw a fair inference

therefrom, that surprising, nay, overwhelming disclosures, changing

in equal proportion the drift of human thoughts and habits, and

quickening the speed of human operations, must not be regarded as

impossible. Meantime such exhibitions of ingenuity as have already

happened, and as are likely, in a ratio of geometrical progression, yet

to happen, may be regarded rather as developing the power of man
to can-y forward the purposes of his being and destination, than as

affecting the fundamental principles of his nature, or the desires of

his heart. So that no new discoveries of the hitherto latent springs

of physical force will, in any degree, lessen the wish and aptitude of

the human species for increasing moral melioration and greater ma-
terial comfort.

The world (including that part of mankind who have and profess

neither love to Christ nor fear of God) and the Church (including

all the other part) occupy peculiar relative positions, either to the

other. While the two maybe regarded as antagonist forces—as ar-

rayed on opposite sides of the greatest practical question in morals,

whether it is right and expedient to regard the Divine will as the

highest rule of life or not—neither is ever insensible of a powerful

influence which is wielded by the other. Few things are ever under-

taken b}'^ the one, or by any of its individual members, without a

considerable solicitude to know in what estimation these things are

held by the other. Nor does this anxiety imply a renunciation of

integrity of principle—an abandonment of allegiance to authority

already acknowledged and submitted to, for allegiance to a hostile

authority. It implies merely that outside of the b^'-laws and tech-
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nical re^^ulations bj Avhich either, for itself, holds itself to be bound;

there are nuiuy tilings lovely and of good re-port which may not,

Avithuut harm, be overlooked; and that none are so apt to detect a

deficiency of accomplishment in these things as those whose attitude

of hostility naturally hinders lenity and forbearance. The first of

these parties aims solely at the well-being or enjoyment of the pre-

sent life; the other connects the transient enjoyment of the present

life with the ever-during enjoyment of a future, and is careful to

make no sacrifices to the demands of passion here, which might mar
the prospect of greater good hereafter.

Our Saviour has not left his disciples without the sanction of his

divine wisdom, in looking to the successful achievements of the

children of the world in their own sphere of operations, as a stimu-

lus to greater diligence and activity. And we should lose much of

the force of this lesson if we failed to calculate the impulse wltich

mere worldly enterprise has given, and which it is destined yet to

give, to the kindly aggressive movements of the Church, in perfuini-

iiig its mission of mercy. In this way may the spirit of rivalry, so

natural to the heart of man, so difficult, perhaps impossible, to be

wholly eradicated from it, find an ample and glorious field for the

exercise of its largest powers. To a no less important use are the

labours of the world to be turned by the vigilance of the ChurclL in

the grand project of abating the evils, both moral and physical, which

lie in its path. It so happens, that many of the enterprises which

arc undertaken for the purpose of abetting the convenience and the

comfort of mankind, are not so exclusively confined to the acknowl-

edged domains of either of these great parties, as to deprive the

other of a share both of the labour and the benefit. And while it

must be admitted that the vicious spirit of the former, invariably

tends to coiTupt whatever it touches or has to do with, it must also

be conceded, tliat the pure influence of the latter exerts a restorative

power upon evei-y person and society in the range of its operations.

Which of the two counteracting forces is destined ultimately to pre-

dominate over the affections and habits of the race, and conquer the

globe as a field of undisputed occupation, is the very theme of our

present inquiry. To those of us whose hopes are strong in the gra-

cious promises of revelation, the risks of the remaining conflict pre-

sent no appalling aspect. With the utmost composure can we
survey the positions and outposts of the embattled legions, and form

our conclusions as to the issue of the struggle ; and this, too, with

so much the more freedom from anxiety, as designs of good to the

vanrpjishcd are so deeply lodged in the bosom of the Church.

Among the things of which the pco]dc of the world take an im-
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portant ])art, and vrhich arc made auxiliary to the furtherance of the

gospel, cofn/ncrcc and its great ally, favility of traucL arc to be taken

largely into the account. In respect to both of these, the improve-

ments of the present century have been immense. Since its com-

mencement the circle of commercial reciprocity has been vastly

enlarged, and the rate of loconiotion has been almost miraculously

increased. The primitive branch of the Anglo-Saxon family, so

long the commercial mistress of the -world, has kept its place in ad-

vance of old, and new, and zealous competition. Our o^vn branch of

the same family, partaking the spirit and activity of the original

stock, though still somewhat in the rear of British enterprise, bids

fair to lead the v."ay in this busy rivalry. ^lost of the inferior com-

mercial States, allured by our splendid success, are bestirring them-

selves -with redoubled diligence. Russia, the Dutch, France, Turkey,

and China, are expanding the markets of the world by new and more

energetic movements. And the eyes of the curious and the enter-

prising are intent upon the discovery of the secrets of science and

wealth hidden in distant regions long unexplored. The unworked

and undug treasures of Africa and Australia are already beginning

to swell the list of the great prospective assessment which is to be

levied for the comfort and the luxury of the four quarters of the globe.

New and ingenious machinery is, time after time, improving the

quality and value of old fabrics, and multiplying, to an almost in-

credible degree, the elements of trade. And. such is the cupidity

of man, the demands for other means of indulging his desires and

supplying his wants increase in exact proportion to the frequency of

their gratification. The necessities of commerce, as well as the

desires of mankind to widen their sphere of observation and inter-

course, are constanth' suggesting ncAV and swifter methods of loco-

motion. It is barely requisite to refer to this great fact, so distin-

guishing to the character of the present generation, in order to

bring into view all its magnitude and importance. Such have

already been the mighty results of mechanical genius applying

itself to this bra.nch of labour, that journeys of thousands of

miles are now performed in less time than a century ago would

have been taken to travel as many hundreds. And the electric

speed with which news is transmitted between any given points,

however distant, which are connected merely by a metal string, is

awaking the iucpiiry in the active minds of the day. whether masses

of matter may not be propelled with a somewhat similar rapidity

;

whether a costly freight, with its attendant supercargo, may not be

despatched to the market, where it is already sold, at nearly, if not

quite the same i-ate at which an ethcrial agent went to make the
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bar^^ain. In very deed, the men wlio are flivoured witli a birth in

this ^oldcn s.ge are ^vitiiesses to the fulfilment of Shakspeare's pro-

phetic words,

" Thcic are mote things in heaveii and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy."

llow long the sccrcl of air-navigation—a secret in possession of

iiiillions of the fro.thered tribe during thousands of years—shall keep

itself hid from the scrutiny of an age which has invaded the light-

ning's sanctuary, and led captive the j^rimwn mobile of material

nature, the future vrill unfold. The power of elevating and sustain-.,

ing aloft, fur considerable periods of time, vessels of imposing dimen-

sions has been long known and practised. The facility of steering

and moving these vessels at the joint will of a helmsman and en-

gineer, awaits onl}' the unlocking of a few more modes of motive

jKiwer. The power already is proven to exist. To get it within the

gi-usp of human ingeiuiity is the only part of the problem remaining

to be solved, before fleets laden with cargoes and men shall plunge

into the hazardous element above us and outstrip the tardy motions

of steam, which arc now frisking so merrily across the briny deep, as

far as the flight of " the falcon, towering in his pride of place," ex-,

coeds the trot of the elephant or the gallop of the steed. We do not

utter this as projjhec}^ ; but such further practical dcmonstr-ation of

the forces lodged in the arcana of tangible nature around us will not

bo a whit more astounding to us or our successors, than the present

operations of steam and electricity would have been to our progeni-

tors of the eighteenth century. Scores of comforts and convcniences.

have ever lain unenjoyed within the reach of mankind. Difticulties.

it is true, have generally hedged them about; but these difficulties

have yielded their long-forbidden treasures to the ardent desire and
determined will and earnest efforts of man av^'akened to a Imowledge
of his power, and athirst for nobler enjoyment.

Aeiiievements in physics, as Avell as in morals, seem to lie within

cert:rin spheres prescribed by the creative hand. Faith, or confidence

of the possibility of success, is a necessary preliminary and adjunct

to successful labour in either. It is very true, indecil. that impracti-

cable schemes in both, without any other foundation than the visions

of overheated imagination, have been attempted and have failed.

And the past would cease to afford any index to the future, if in the

time to come similar experiments should never be maile. It would,

however, be bad philosophy and economy too. to suffer these "base-
less fibrics of a vision" to deter sober minds from those grand ex-

pluUs which arc likely to illustrate yet further the power of genius

Fouuxn Seuies, Vol. IV.—G
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and of faith. "Without controversy wc must expect, as a matter of

entire probabihty, that the goodly price which recent success has paid

to tlie confident and active labours of ingenious mechanism, will ofler

a boon which cannot fail to stimulate to the highest degree of in-

tensity the intelligent and resolute workers of the present and a

coming age. And with the most reverent use of the words of Holy
Writ, are we warranted, by what has already occurred, in believing

that " eye hath not seen, nor car heard, neither have entered into the

heart of man, the things " which are yet to be discovered and enjoyed

in the possibilities of surrounding nature.

i^ot to anticipate too eagerly the competition of the balloon with

the eagle in graceful and rapid flight through the azure firmament,

let us admit into our meditations the projects of merchants, states-

men, and topographers, for the enlargement of human happiness

—

projects which are based upon the certain ground of successful ex-

periment—projects which are only the repeated continuous applica-

tion of mechanical organization already in use.

It is now in contemplation by many of the leading spirits of this

republic to traverse the wide plains between the Mississippi and the

Pacific by a highv.-ay and railroad. Nothing stands in the way of

reducing this splendid idea to reality but a national resolve to do it,

or to confer a charter of permission, with a slip of vacant land, upon
an enterprising citizen. Ocean steamers are paddling regularly

every week between Europe and our eastern shores. Similar

vehicles of rapid transmission are connecting the Sandwich Isles

with our western shores. Commerce is alread}'- calling for an exten-

sion of this route from the Sandwich Islands to China. It is hardly

probable that tAvelve months twice told will pass before these

packets will be plying between the bay of Canton and the bay of

Francisco. A railway or ship-canal across the isthmus of Suez—

a

project already in earnest contemplation in Europe— is all that will

be wanting to complete a belt of steam travel, not veiy f;ir from be-

ing a direct line around the globe. A perfectly direct line of high-

way, crossing the continent of Asia from cast to west, will be re-

garded as a commercial desideratum not long to be postponed.

IIa|)py for the sjiiritual prospects of our species it is, that all these

gigantic conveniences of intercommunication between tribes and
nations, created for the purpose of exchanging material commodities,

and thus ministering to the gratification of luxury, or to the relief of

pressing want—that all these gigantic conveniences of intercommuni-

cation should bring the Bible, and the Sabbath, ami the preaching

of the gospel, into the dark regions of heathenism and idolatry

—

that the flash of the engine's f.res, and the roar of its impetuous
6*
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speed shall bear along Avith them the heavenly light of truth, and the
loud and distinct call, " Come, and be ye saved, all ye end's of the
earth." Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.
To corac in contact with the heralds and ambassadors who are com-
missionod to utter it, is needful, in order to the production of its ap-
propriate fruits. For centuries insuperable obstacles have inter-
posed between those who have possessed the advantage of the oracles
of God and those who have been perishing for lack of knowled-e
The concealed and cruel devices of the prince of this world ha^^e
long hedged in the habitations of his too willing subjects with bar-
riers which have too effectually obstructed all intercourse with others
favoured with more light and liberty. It is lamentable, indeed, that
so much of the earth's surface should, through such a series of a-^es
have been subjugated and oppressed by diis gloomy despotisni.'
J>ut the time for a general revolt—for an universal uprising against
that dark and cruel sceptre—would seem to be not far off;'^a\?nues
of ocramunication and approach are steadily and rapidly openino-
into tlic heart of heathen territory, through which are to issue host?
of Christian warriors, strong in the strength of their invincible Cap-
tarn and fraught with every implement to aid the oppressed millions
to tiuw off their yoke, and assert the rights and privileges of re-
deemed men.

_

In the work of diffusing evangelical knowledge and its rc'-renerat-
irig influence throughout the wide regions of Idolatry, in different
quarters of the world, it would be contradicting well-established facts
to deny that great conquests have yet to be achieved. With many
c-ncouraging exceptions skirting the coast of Africa, vast portions of
Its sun-burnt territory arc still blackened by a far more desolatin-
barbarism. And over the outstretching plains of Asia-the oiftcml
vvorum of the human race-thc oriental garden, perfumed with
iragrant spices-the site at once of man's earliest being and of his
earnest sin, the spirit of disaffection to the sovereignty of almio-hty
^race st,

1 ^-lokls a potent sceptre. Eut there, too, liany a st?oncr

r!/r''n ""r Tr''''^
^^ ^^^" "™' "^ ^^'^ ^'«^^^' ^''^ <^^'er many of itsmast tu-t,le fields the Christian banner spreads its ample fold.

^..ountn.g the number ofyears that Christianity has been "afield"
aganist Its numerous and resolute foes, and comparing the conquests
ot trrntory gamed with those which are vet to be gained ere every
a..ta.j^onf.st •'principality and power" shall be subdued to the truth it
^H>.ihl be both a dull and unscientific calculation to suppose that a
P^npnruonate length of time must still elapse, before all the people
«ncl he nations, and the kingdoms of the earth shall be subjected to
t'^^- dominion of the Saviour. To dispel the illusion of so common
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but erroneous an estimate, ^Ye must take into tlic account, as over-

balancing the opposite probabilities, the immense experience ^Yhich

the tedious toils and desperate struggles on the enemy's gi'ound have

added to the strength of our ranks. It must also be borne in mind,

that in the invasion of an enemy's tcmtory every success inspirits

the aggressor, and proportionately disheartens the foc; and that when
a firm foothold has been obtained, furnishing a radiating centre for

convenient hostile excursions : and iiuich more, when sucli radiating

centres are so multiplied as to alarm the apprehension and distract

the attention of the force which at first concentrated its efforts and

vaunted in the confidence of an easy triumph, the work of finishing

the aggressive onset, or of completing the victory, is comparatively

light. This is precisely the relative situation of Christianity in view

of the hostile moral forces of the world which remain to be subdued.

Christianity has fought its way from the smallest and most dis-

couraging outset to large conquests and ver}' commanding positions.

It numbers among its votaries the mightiest and niDst civilized na-

tions of the earth. The people who, at this day, are most renowned

for arts and arms, whose explorations in science and enterprises in

commerce have surpassed the energies and the skill of every com-

petitor, unfold to the admiring gaze of millions of spectators as the

most auspicious insignia of their escutcheon, the lion and the

CROSS ; at the same time, that they are the most busy, and the most
successful in conveying to distant realms the precious realities of

which those insignia are the symbols. And while England, the pre-

siding genius of the eastern hemisphere, whose dominions, domestic

and colonial, extend so far that the sun never sets upon them, and

whose political influence is as dominant as its commercial, is alike

active in diffusing Christian principles at home and abroad, America,

the junior branch of the same great fomily, holding the same posi-

tion of relative importance in the inestern hemisphere, is active too,

according to the ratio of its advancement in the (jualities which adorn

and the virtues which strengthen the civilized state : at the same

time, the feebler and less enterjU'ising, but yet the mighty and the

enterprising secondary powers of Europe, except a single state,

and all the states on our side of the Atlantic, except the vagrant

aboriginal tribes, whose very being is held by a precarious tenure,

boast of their right to the Christian name. Such is the ascendency

of Christian nations at this very day, that their united voice on any
question affecting the political welfare of the world would hush into

silence every pagan munnur of dissent. With this reckoning on the

balance sheet of the probable future, the hopes which revelation in-

sj^ires may well be cheerful.
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There are two prominent historical events pertaining to our age

and country, very different, indeed, in the sensations which they have

excited, yet bearing with great weight upon the destinies of the two
continents, Asia and Africa, which supply the largest fields for the

furtlier extension of civilization and Christianity. The first of these

events is the perplexed and perplexing question of negi'o slavery ex-

isting in the southern part of the United States. The second is. the

hitherto unheard-of rapidity with which along hidden and lately de-

veloped source of wealth has brought into existence a new and im-
portant State on our Pacific coast, giving, at the same time, by its

vicinity, a fresh impulse to the energies of the Oregon settlements,

which are probably destined to take rank in future political and
commercial usefulness with California itself. As already intimated,

this occu})atiou of the extreme western limits of our extended terri-

tory, which is now busily arranging a swift transit across the entire

breadth of the continent, is pointing to a frequent and steady com-
munication between the United States and China—-a great Christian

and a great pagan nation—a communication which is indispensable

to that interchange of commodities which the increasing wants of

mankind, in an era of progressive civilization, imperiously demand.
Difficult as is the solution of the problem which the first of these

prominent events holds forth, yet we think the principle of its solu-

tion is not wholly obscured from our view when looked at through
the medium of those declarations and promises of the mighty Arl-ittr

of nations which lie has vouchsafed to open to us in the inspired
record of his will. We are there informed that it is in just'such
perplexities as this, whether in individual or national histoiy,—wlion

the boasted wisdom ofman is at a stand; when the web of his inge-

nuity is hopelessly tangled; when, whether his pride will acknow-
ledge it or not, it is apparent to all observers, that he knows not
what to do,—it is just then that the Father of mercies stoops to aid
his impotence and clear away the obstructions from his path.

^

At a time when the bosom of the nation is still heaving with emo-
tion from the excitement of an intense strife between conflicting
parties on a kindred topic, or rather on a certain aspect of this very
t«.>|)ic, instead of any proposition which might tend to renew the strife

and keep up the excitement, it may not be amiss to take a hasty
gkmce at a few of the leading facts which the topic includes, and to
sec whether some hopeful inference may not fall witliin the range of
vision likely to augment our coufidonce in His overruling wis'iom,
and goodness, and power, who " makes the wrath of man to praise
him, and restrains the remainder of it."

There are now under the civil and relidous influence of this
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Christian nation between two and three millions of the descendants

of African parents. Without stopping to take into view the mixed

feelings of avarice and recklessness of human sutl'ering which had to

do with the forcible abduction of the ancestors of these millions from

kindred, and home, and country, with all the pleasant associations

which the most degrading barbarism cannot destroy, and with their

subjection to severe and unaccustomed labour in a foreign land,

under the rigid discipline of the planters on our Atlantic coast, it

is not to be denied that, to the extent of these two or three millions,

there are so many of the sons and daughters of Africa rescued from

the hideous barbarity and shameless idolatry of their fatherland.

It is not to be denied, that tliis great multitude of men, and women,

and children, (inferior as is their social condition to the European
descendants around them,) have, to quite a respectable extent, been

polislied by contact and intercourse with superior manners and en-

lightened piety. It is not to be denied that the Americanized

African finds the climate and the soil of his ancestral home an abode

congenial to his nature and his wants,—that under the warmer suns

of the country of Ham, -where the white man faints and dies, the

American negro lives and thrives. It is matter of history, that

under the patronage of a benevolent association in America a pro-

mising republic of colonized negroes has within a few years sprung

up on the shores of Africa—that with more than the wonted success

which has accompanied the growth of states having a colonial origin,

the new Americo- African empire is increasing in importance, in all

the modes of political prosperity, in agricultural industry and pro-

duction, in commerce, in piety, in literature, and in the culture of

peaceful relations with the neighbouring tribes, and offering to them
the benefit of its power to improve and elevate their condition. It

is alike beyond dispute, that it has advanced with vastly greater

celerity in all these respects than did the first British colonies in

America, the forerunners of our great republic, within the same
space of time.

With strong ho{)es and unshaken confidence in the perpetuated

union of these States as at once an asylum for the oppressed and a

beacon for the guidance of the world, and as yet in the dark as to

the methods to which political wisdom will resort to give back to a

benighted quarter of the earth its exiled sons, and however patiently

the desires of the philanthropist may have to wait amid sectional

jealousies and acrimonious struggles ere it witness this " consumuui-

tion, so devoutly to be wished," we cannot but anticipate its occur-

rence, as most likely to be suggested to our rulers, as the best

arrangement for both the dominant and the subjugated race. "W'e
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cannot but look for tlic deepening conviction, as events glide along,

that the crippled energies and depressed prosperity of the sections

where the proprietors of the soil rely upon tlie labours of those ^-hose

liomiage is an inevitable clog to forethought, and industry, and

enterprise, can find no relief so effectual as loosening the bonds and

letting the oppressed go free to the home of their fathers and their

brethren. Contrary, too, to much narrow-minded prejudice, and to

many short-sighted calculations of interest, it is gi-atifying to believe

that this view of probable events is beginning to be entertained by
leading American statesmen and patriots ; a:nd that the project

before congress, of a line of ocean steamers to ply between Liberia

and this country, will be an important step toward the accom-
plishment of this grand design. Arid to do away, as far as

possible, with an unwelcome use of power in compelling the gra-

dual emigration of so many people from our shores, the prospects

arc daily brightening that tlie fertile soil of Ethiopia will furnish as

many attractions to the oppressed in the United States, as our own
rich plains and valleys furaish to the oppressed in continental

Europe, and in Great Britain and Ireland. So that, after all, the

beneficent wisdom of Him who educes '• good from evil," is likely in

the issue to pour into a benighted land a stream of civil and re-

ligious influence of great power, Avhich a protracted bondage in a

distant realm had been preparing for the work. How rejoicing to

every humble believer's heart the persuasion, that the centrifugal

force of our Southern slavery, no less than the centripetal force of

Californian gold, is appropriately working in the system of moral
harmonies, and tending to the more rapid and certain triumph of

Christianity over the whole earth

!

There are many relevant facts of recent date and continuous ex-

istence which might well be interwoven in an essay on the tendency
of current events in the moral and material world. Among these

might be enumerated the Evangelical Alliance—a great convention
of Protestant Christians, held in London, in 1S4G, for the arrange-
nient of a better understanding between the various branches of the

Church
; and a correlative project in political circles, receiving, we

would fain trust, more and more consideration year after year, for

the institution of a common centre of arbitration between the differ-

ent nations, by which a peaceful instead of a military adjustment of
all national disputes may be made. These, and a multitude of in-

ferior, though important topics of meditation might be well in-

troduced
; and they may yet be the basis of another and similar

argument. At present we forbear taxing further the patience of our
readers.
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Art. VI.—recent EDITIONS OF THE ANTIGONE OF
SOPIIOKLES.

[JIRST P.AJ*EIl.l

1. Sophoclis Antigona Codicum 31SS. omniumque Exemplarium scripture dis-

crepantia enotata Integra, cum SchoUis vetustis, Virorumquc doclorum curis presse

suhnotatis, emendatior aOpce explicatior edita a Fr. Cakolo Wkx. 2 vols., 8vo.

lipsiae. 1829, 1831.

2. Ad Sophndis Tragrrdins Annotatlone^ GriJEiJUi Dixdorfii. 8vo. Oxonii : e

Typogi'apheo Clarendoniano. 1836.

3. Des Sophokles Antigone, Gricchisch und Deutsch, herausgegeben von AuouST
BoECKH. 8vo. Berlin. 18i3.

4. Sophoclis Tragwdicp. llecensuit et cxplanavit Eduardcs Wunderus. Vol. I.,

Sect. IV. Coiitiuens Antigonam. Editio tcrtia multis locis emendata. Gothoe

et Erfordia;. 1846.

6. Sophoclis TragadicE svpcrstites ex recensione Q. PiXDor.Fn. Editio sccunda

emendatior. Oxonii. 1849.

6. TTie Antigone of Sophokles, in Greek and English. With an Introduction and

Notes by J. W. Doxaldson, B. D. London. 1848.

7. Adolphi Emperii Opuscula Philologica et Historica amicorum studio coUecta

edidit F. G. ScHXKinEwtx. Gotting^Tj. 1847.

8. The Antigone of Sophocles. With Notes, for the use of colleges in the United

States, by T. D. Woolsey, I'rcsideut of Yale College. Boston. 18o2.

So MUCH during the last twenty years has been effected for the

literature of the Antigone of Sophokles, that we consider no apology

due to our readers for calling attention to a brief critical investiga-

tion of those more important and valuable editions which are placed

at the head of this article. We have no hesitation in confessing at

the outset that our principal aim -will be to defend, as far as we are

able, the traditionary and manuscript readings from being entirely

overwhelmed by that rage for conjectural criticism which we shall

find, as we proceed, too frequent occasion to notice and rebuke.

Whilst condemning, however, the licentious extravagance of those

commentators whose design apparently is to shine as authors rather

than as editors, we frankly concede that the established proprieties

of form, sense, syntax, and metre must not be surrendered too

hastily to the fluctunting authority of manuscripts so mutilated and

corrupt as those of /Eschylos and Sophokles ; and that, in instances

too numerous to mention, the whole learned world has had abundant

reason to rejoice in the beneficial results which have followed acute

and rightly regulated criticism. Still we believe that, other things

being equal, the tenacity with which the best manuscript authority

is adhered to, tlio ability with which the accuracy of the old readings

is vindicated and upheld, the success with which intentional ob-
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Bcuritv, scholastic subtlety of allusion, and bold strokes of diction

or uK'taplior are elucidated and confirmed, ^vill furnish us with the

bi'st criteria we can hope to attain of the precise merits of each

book we are now about to review. We assume it to be undisputed

by all who are competent to form an opinion on the subject, that

there are but three sources to which a discreet editor of any

classical author can resort for the restoration of a corrupt or im-

perfect text :— the MSS. copies, citations in the old lexicographers

and grammarians, and the commentaries of the scholiasts. How
slight an influence the remembrance of a fact, whose truth is ap-

parent on the surface, has exerted upon the minds of recent critics,

must h:ave attracted the notice and stirred the indignation of all who
arc fimiliar M'ith their labours. To state that many of them employ

the text of the classics as a mere " paxillus " on which to suspend

some " novam hacresim," in the shape of the so-called "higher cri-

ticism," or lengthened disquisitions upon laws, customs, arts, do-

mestic life, philosophy, in a word, upon everything that is foreign

to their own proper task of throwing light upon the language of the

Greeks, (by far the most important occupation of the scholar,) is to

affirm what is true of almost every commentary that in these later

days has reached our haiids. To assert, again, that many evince

as ranch anxiety to illustrate their own skill in that which lias been

termed the "much neglected art of emendation," and busy them-
selves in attempting, with a measure of success that corresponds

but poorly with their energy and zeal, to prove their o^Yn judgment,

taste, and mastery of the language to be infinitely superior to those

of their author, is to advance an accusation which they would hardly

care to repel, ovtc txov-oq ttw alaxvvrjv rovrov rov epyou, fpigovroc

<if: Tt Kal 66^7]r fid^Aov. In these respects, as in many others, the

work which we have placed last upon otir list deserves our marked
and especial commendation ; and we most heartily wish that all suc-

ceeding editors, who have profited by the former labors of Prof.

^\ oolsoy to a much greater extent than the learned public are aware,

had imitated the caution and conscientiousness with which he in-

variably treats all suggestions of alteration. We have neither space
nor inclination to display to our readers how greatly such criticisms

as "locus valde corruptus," "aliquid turbatum," "hoc vocabulum
pro addiuimento imperiti librarii habendum," "error librarii," and
the like, have multiplied since the publication, at Oxford, in l.^^G, of

Khnsloy's collation of the readings and scholia of the best Sophoklean
MS. (we mean that generally known as the Codex Laurentianus A);
— every such observation being, of course, the precursor of some
fresh " attempt at emendation." Nor does this folly seem likely to
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suffer an immedinte abatement : for the wisdom of the course pursued

by Mr. Badham in his recent edition of the Helena and Iphig-yueia

in Tauri has been endorsed in high places : and in the last edition

of our play, that of Mr. Donaldson, no less than a hundred and

thirteen alterations, of which more than thirty are his own, have

been inserted in the text. We by no means seek unjustly to detract

from the general value of his book. Some of his translations are

ingenious ; many of his criticisms, although somewhat too much in

the " Sir Oracle " style, both useful and profound ; and we have

ample reason to believe liis own assurance in the preface

:

" 'T is not the hasty product of a day,

But the well-ripcn'd fruit of -wise delay."

The text of Mr. Dindorf, whoso edition can alone claim the distinc-

tion of being a new recension of the text of Sophokles, besides re-

taining a great number of unnecessary conjectures of Erunck, is

distinguished, beyond all others, by its perpetual and profligate de-

viations fi'om the authorized readings ; whilst his commentary, which

does little or nothing in the way of enlightened criticism or ex-

planation of his author, abounds in still more numerous proposals

of emendation—many of them so hastily conceived as to furnish

convincing proof that he is far more ready to assume the existence

of interpolation, than to ascertain, by careful comparison and in-

vestigation, the exact value and authority of manuscript evidence.

The edition of ^Ir. Wex, undoubtedly the most complete, is highly

valuable, not only as containing the results of all that has been done

for the elucidation of our play up to the time of its publication, but

for some original and very meritorious criticism of his own. Its

greatest error is, perhaps, the diffuseness of its commentary; in reply

to which it may reasonably be urged, that it has been prepared as

a manual for the scholar ratlier than the student, and that fulness

is, in this view, preferable to obscure brevity. AYe are disposed to

pronounce the edition of Mr. Wunder as likely to prove, next to that

of Prof Woolsey, the most serviceable and acceptable to the bulk of

our students. It affords us indeed the highest pleasure to offer our

testimony to tlie very great obligations under which he has placed

every lover of Sophokles by the preparation of his edition, not only

of this, but also of all the remaining plays of our poet ; and we re-

joice that the rapid s\tccession of new editions, and their very ex-

tensive circulation both in England and Germany, supply signal and

conclusive proof of the high appreciation with which his labours are

regarded. We must notice in terms of especial approbation the

compression of his notes. It is their distinguishing excellence to
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have hit the n'jrht mean between too mucli and too little, contrasting,

irj this respect, very favourably with the reputation which English

annotation has acquired for prolixity, and which, judging from the

book of Mr. Donaldson, it seems determined to retain. We cannot,

ou the other hand, refrain from observing, that a more precise render-

ing of tlie words of the poet would sometimes be preferable to the

periphrasis of his thought which is given in its place; and that

niany verbal interpretations, which can readil}^ be obtained from any

good lexicon, might be advantageously omitted. There is also too

much translation, if we may be permitted to regard his book as de-

signed chiefly for the upper classes of the school-room. We indeed

agree most thoroughly in opinion with Mr. Donaldson, that nothing

is wanted by the tyro who enjoys the advantage of oral instruction

from a competent teacher, except a good text of the author he is

reading ; but a.s the majority of those wlio profess to teach Greek

are theuiselves unfortunately destitute of the requisite appliances

fur communicating a thorough knowledge of this most difficult poet,

we are unfeignedly rejoiced that their pupils may obtain, at an ex-

tremely moderate cost, the results of long and careful study by a

scholar who is, to say the least, both Icanied and accurate. The value

of the book would have been materially enhanced by the addition of

a brief development of the idea which lies at the foundation of the

tragedy, and of which it is to be considered the artistic realization.

It is no small recommendation of the work of Frof Woolsey,

— l^iiKQog fih' ecoT difiac d/./M iiaxririjr,

ti)at it is adorned with a concise and carefully written analysis, not

merely of the ohovouia of the play, but also of the impressions

created by its perusal, and the important advantage of a distinct

and luminous apprehension of their origin and character insured

to his readers.

Before addressing ourselves to the task more immediately before
\is. a few observations upon the subject to which we have just al-

luded, and upon some other considerations in connexion with this

drama, will not, we trust, be Avholly unacceptable to our readers.

Without denying the right of every individual to express his own
Bubjective opinion upon the ethical ground-work of this tragedy-,

unquestionably not far removed from that which still keenly agitates

the breasts of mankind,—we mean the antagonism between the duty
of obedience to the positive ordinances of the constituted authority

of a State, and the duty of obedience to that still higher law of re-

ligious and family piety, whose scat is not in the written parchment,
l^ut in the consciences of men,—we must still caution the student
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that all such opinions must not usurp the name of real criticism, or

be regarded as of universally acknoAvIcdged and binding authority.

And it is from this circumstance that we derive our justification in

venturing to express, -with that degree of self-distrust -which is be-

coming, our dissent from the view of those eminent scholars, who
seem inclined to fiivour the notion that the self-sacrificing death of

Antigone, purely on account of her sublime intrepidity in standing

forth, like some early Christian martyr, as the defendant of the

higher law, and the punishment of her murderer for his cruel and

contemptuous disregard of all that Greece and humanity held holy,

is the fundamental thought which was present to the mind of the

poet, and evoked the sympathies of his Athenian audience. We
need scarcely remind our readers that the burial of the dead, al-

though imperatively required at the hands of surviving relatives and

friends, in order that the soul of the departed might obtain a peace-

ful entrance to the mansions of Hades, was, nevertheless, in the

heroic oge frequently forbidden by the conqueror, in wars especially

that were attended with unusual exasperation of feeling, or were

undertaken for purposes of vengeance. Taking, then, our stand-

point from the period referred to, can it be denied that, in conformity

with Greek usage, no less than with that principle of Greek ethics

which enjoined unfiltoring vengeance upDn the enemy of the State,

Kreon Avas abundantly justified in promulgating his edict that the

remains of the man who had led the Argive array against Thebes

should be deprived of the honours of a tomb ? So far there can be

no doubt that his conduct was consistent with precedent and the

authority he held. His fovlt consists in his forgctfulness of the

fact that Pol3meikes was, after all, his near kinsman,— in the in-

temperate passion with which a one-sided view of his duty as a ruler

hurries him onward to a complete disregard of far higher and holier

behests,— in the immovable and obdurate rejection of the subdued

and respectful warnings of the chorus, the impressive and sublime

justification of Antigone, the calm and dignified intercession of

Ilremon, as the exponent of the unanimous opinions of the citizens,

— in the mental blindness engendered by his dogmatism, and the

absurd persuasion that those who differ from his opinions must
necessarily be hypocrites or traitors,— in the fierce and luimeasured

denunciations he heaps upon the watchmen, the munnuring citizens,

the guileless Ismene, — in his unnatural treatment of ITitimon, and
frantic invectives against Teiresias, the representative of the gods.

Tt is, in fact, the self-will nnd unmeasured passion with which Kreon
strives to maintain and enforce an edict not tyraiuiical or illegal in

itself, that overwhelms him in ruin.
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The same faults, although less in dc;^vce, are also perceptible in

the conduct of Antigone. Animated bj the most pure and sisterly

affection for the deceased Polyneikes, and strong in the conscious-

ness that she is intent upon a deed whose fulfilment is a duty alike

to the departed and to the infernal gods, she Avholly overlooks the

fact that the counter-resolution of Kreon admits in its turn of recip-

rocal justification. Taking at the outset an attitude of uncom-

promising antagonism to the ruler of Thebes, she denounces him

as a foe and a tyrant ; in all he does, discerns evidence only of cruel

and rancorous hostility ; disdains the suggestions of milder counsels,

of leaving the burial of her brother to the care of the gods ; rushes

into the opposite extreme, (t~' toxaroi' dQaoovc,) and repels with

words of haughty loathing the affectionate jdeadings of her sister,

that she would remember the ancient evils of her house, the prescribed

limits of her station and se.x, the duty of obedience. With un-

maidenly violence and impetuosity she glories in the manifestation

of her opposition to Kreon, exasperates him still more by her scora,

courts death without one thought of her sister, her lover, or her own

real inferiority to that "goddess-born" stranger, with whose most

piteous death she identifies her own. J^'rom these, and numerous

other facts which wo forbear to specify, the inference seems to us

unavoidable, that no Athenian hearer could have supposed it the

intention of the poet to represent Antigone, who, in speaking of

her own deed, calls it "a pious a-imc," as entirely free from guilt;

but rather, that in her case, no less than in that of Kreon, the

(tipf-vibv 6v(;6p6vi07' auaQri'jjtara were the direct and real cause of her

destruction.

In the same way, moreover, the death of Ilxmon, in a large de-

gree attributable to the violence and scorn of hi.s fiither, is neverthe-

less exhibited as really his OAvn act, and deserving reprehension.

With admirable moderation and self-control, and from wise pni-

dential and political considerations, he had opposed the destruction,

without bringing prominently into view his own love for Antigone

;

but failing of success, with dark, vague threatenings, which excite

anew the furious resolutions of the moiiarch, he hurries away, and

avenges his disappointment by the fatal aOnoavvi] of a suicidal death.

From these considerations, then, we think it will be hardl}" doubted

by our readers that the tragic pivot in the Antigone is not so much

the strife of the principles of government and duty abstractedly

considered, as the collision of divine Avith human law in the motives

which impelled the conduct of two persons of self-willed and pas-

sionate natures.

So far, then, with respect to the ethical basis of this tragedy.
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Let us now direct oiu- attention to the external and political influences,

which, at the period of its production, must have produced no small

impression upon the mind of its author, and are, as we believe, the

subject of constant and multiplied reference in the plot no less than

in the diction and sentiments of the play. From the testimony of

Strabo, iSuidas, Aristophanes of Byzantium, and other sources of

information, there seems no reason to question the statement that

the Antigone was exiiibited shortly before the outbreak of the Samian

war; and that the public enthusiasm with which it was received, led

to the nomination of Sophoklcs as one of the ten generals appointed

to conduct hostilities against that island. Hence the important in-

quiry, What could have procured for Sophoklcs a reward so different

from that usually paid to the successful competitor in a mere dramatic

contest? Can we suppose that this was due solely and entirely to

the poetical superiority of his drama, or shall we not find, upon a

closer investigation of the circumstances of the times, that reasons

of a far different nature must have inspired the minds of his country-

men when they conferred upon him so extraordinary a distinction ?

Ttic early youth of Sophoklcs (born about B. C. 496) was spent

in that exciting and buoyant period when xithens passed so resplen-

dently through the fiery ordeal of the first and second Persian inva-

sions ; and when upon its young democracy had first dawned that idea

of a higher and nobler destiny, which, coinciding with the sudden

expansion of their maritime activity and the overthrow of the Pei-

sistratidfe, was to open up a new career for themselves and their

country. Ilis later youth and ripening manhood belonged to those

stormy times in which Athens, fully aroused to the consciousness of

its strength, broke down the supremacy of the long dominant Sparta,

pursued its victories abroad with untiring energy, converted the

iEgoan into an Attic lake, and acquired supreme dominion over numer-

ous cities on the coasts of Thrace and Asia Minor. This extraordi-

nary development of its foreign power, with which we must closely

associate the no less surprising progress of liberal opinions at home,

the consolidation of the power of the democracy, and the general dif-

fusion of comfort, intellectual culture and art, was effected in spite of

the most bitter party conflicts and opposition of almost every de-

scription. At the head of the movement or progress-party stood

Themistokles, the victor of Salamis, whose intuitive sagacity and
far-sighted views of foreign policy led him to press the adoption of

every means which could insure for Athens ascendency at sea, ob-

tain her recognition as head and protectress of tlie Greeks of the

islands and Asiatic cities, and by fleets and colonies secure for her

citizens at home a life radiant with delights and replete with every
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cnrthlj enjoyment. His opponents, on the other hand, that grand con-

servative party, Avho.sclea<Ier-vvas ^Vi-isteides, and ^vhose inspired priest-

poet was the tragedian .T'jschylos, viewed with strongdisapprobation all

these and similar projects, declaimed earnestly against the supposed

necessity of augmenting their naval force, and sought rather to con-

vert their comitry into a strong land-power, which, standing aloof

from the perils and vicissitudes necessarily attached to schemes of

more extended dominion, should remain peacefully contented with

the acquisitions it had already won. The conflict was maintained

with var3dng success until Themistokles succumbed to the oligarchical

party, who Avere mainly indebted for their triumph to the military

exploits, splendid liberality, and personal popularity of Kimon. The
victory thus attained was, hoAvever, of short duration ; for as Kimon
had overthrown Themistokles so he and his party were, in their turn,

compelled to submit to the rising influence of Perikles, Avho, equally

great as statesman, orator, and commander, acquired and exercised

power solely through and for the benefit of the people. In the year

440, in the early spring of which Sophokles produced the Antigone,

Perikles, by devoting his eloquence to the promotion of the general

good, by a munificent but judicious expenditure of the surplus reve-

nues in the fortification and sculptural and architectural embellish-

ments of the city, by the celebration of magnificent games and re-

ligious festivals, by his brilliantly successful labours for the enlarge-

ment of the political influence of Athens, his thoughtful and disinter-

ested care for the liberties and material well-being of all classes of

the citizens, had just succeeded in breaking down that great and
firmly united aristocratical party which, under Thukydides, son of

-Melesias, had so long opposed and embarrassed his movements.
How decisive was his victory is shown, not merely by the circum-

stance that we hear, during the remaining career of Perikles, of no
other individual really formidable as a leader of opposition, but also

by the fact that the great statesman suffered his fallen advei-sary to

bo recalled, and to be subsequently sent with two colleagues to his

assistance in the war against Samos.
We have thus attempted to present to our readers some of the

more salient and general features of the times of the Antigone, and,

in especial, to indicate the profound influence which the immense
expansion of trade and navigation, the rapid succession of dazzling

conquests abroad, the triumphs and constitutional consolidation of

the power of the democracy at homo, the embellishment of public and

private life with ever}'- adornment of art. luxury, and learning, and
the splendour of tiiat ])atriotic oratory Avhich created and sustained

the widely- diffused and magnificent public spirit of the Periklean
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age, niust have exerted upon the mind of every imaginative and cul-

tivated Athenian. Alas 1 that amidst all the grandeur and glory of

the scene, his countrymen's injustice and tyranny abroad, their insa-

tiable ambition and inordinate love of enjoyment at home, their un-

grateful depreciation of the disinterested purity of the great states-

man, vrhose eloquence, sagacity, and victories had contributed so

largely to the ascendency of their city, should reveal to his gaze the

first germs of decay.

In the sixth year of the thirty years' truce, (B. C. 440-439,) the

Milesians, having been vanquished by the Samians in a contest re-

specting the possession of the little to-wn of Pricne, implored help

of Athens, among whose tributar}^ allies the}^ had been previously

enrolled. Their prayer Avas seconded by some Samian democrats,

who had been banished from their homes by the power of the oli-

garchical faction then dominant in that island. Samos was, at this

cpocli, next to Athens, the most important naval power in the

iiSgean, and threatened, by a slight extension of its fleet, to become

a dangerous and formidable opponent of Athenian ascendency.

The Athenians required the contending parties to refer their dispute

to arbitration at Athens—a behest with which Samos refused to com-

ply. In this dilemma Pcrikles was compelled to choose between

the immediate humiliation of Samos, and the abandonment of the

policy which Athens had hitherto invariably pursued with respect to

her allies. His decision could not be doubtful; war against Samos
was felt to be an imperious necessity, and an armament decreed to

be despatched to the island. Among the opponents of his adminis-

tration, however, men were not wanting who attributed the war to a

Avholly different motive, with v.hich Perikles was directly and per-

"

sonally interested. That gifted and accomplished female, whose
name is still recognised as the ideal of all that is externally lovely

and graceful in Avoman, Aspasia, the friend and counsellor of Perikles,-

was a native of Miletos. Who could doubt that she had exerted the

whole ,Aveight of her personal influence over the mind and heart of

the great Athenian in favour of her countrymen ? How plausible

the assumption, that no motives of political foresight or anxiety for

the interests of the State, but love and compliance with the prayers

of so beautiful a petitioner, had drawn upon the Samians the hostile

fleet of the Athenians 1 The specious but unfounded calumny was
publicly uttered and extensively circulated; vainly, as it seemed, for

the war was commenced, and Perikles, with the poet of the Antigone,

nominated as commanders.

If we consider this tragedy with relation to the circumstances thus

briefly recounted, and to the growing conviction of the more sober
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and patriotic party represented by Perikles, tliat a curb must be put

uj>ou the extravagant lust of a large number of the Athenians for

new, distant, and uncertain conquests—that a period had arrived when

the ambition of the people must be repressed rather than encouraged.

wo cannot fiiil to discern a multitude of allusions which prove that

Soplioklcs was, to say the least, as keenly interested in the politics

of the day as .-rEsehylos, ^vhen he sought in his Eu?nenidcs to defend

the Aroopagos from the attacks of those vrho were labouring to

weaken its aristocratic character and influence. The constant re-

iteration of its fundamental rnaxim, that reason and moderation are

the highest good, passion, pride, and excess, the greatest evil to a

people, must have bet-n well understood by the audience to whom it

^yus addressed, in its direct and practical bearing upon the views

that were rife in regard to the extension of Athenian empire, and the

treatment of the debris of that great aristocratical party which had

so long sought the restriction of their rights. The language of the

chorus in the second stasimon (vv. G17-6'25, ed. Woolsey) must

have been received as a marked and palpable hit. by those among
the audience who, unsatisfied with the thousand tributary cities

vhich bowed to the yoke of their city, were still busied with projects

of more unlimited aggrandizement. And what Athenian could have

heard the first stasimon sung by the chorus, (vv. 332-375,) without

the instantaneous conviction that the almost miraculous growth of his

native Athens, her mastery at sea, and the beneficence of Dcmeter,

who at Eleusis had first bestowed upon mortals the fruits of the field,

were immediately present to the thought of the poet? Who could

have been so blind as not to perceive in the same choral song the

numerous references to the party strifes of the day, to the relative

situations of the rival leaders, Thukydides and Perikles, (vv. 367-375,)
and to the inventive genius of Artemon, that Lacedaemonian me-
chanician, whose military engines were soon to lay in ruins the

proud walls of Samos V

Again : there can be little difficulty in recognising the political pre-

dih'ctions of the poet, his ardent admiration and warm attachment
to IV'riklcs, in the opening address of Kreon to the chorus. The
sentiments tliere enunciated are far less suited to the character of a

tyrant thaji to the first ciTr^EX (Thuk. 2, 65) of a free State; whilst

all that Kreon utters respecting the duty of the ruler, the necessity

under which he lies to sacrifice personal interests and private frieud-

Khips to considerations of public welfiire and advantage, is precisely

in harmony with the aetions, no less than the opinions, of Perikles.

^o, too. the lofty and unsurpassed disinterestedness of Perikles, his

miigiuinimous contempt of all opportunities to enrich himself or his

FouKTu Series, Vol. IV.—
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friends at the expense of the national treasury, or from the profits of

ofEcc, must have been the subject of the poet's reference in the noble

words :

—

"For there is nothing

Of all the coinage current in the world

So base as silver. This it is, naught else,

That sacks the city; this it is, naught else,

That parts the goodman from his hearth and home

;

This too unteaches and perverts the minds

Of upright mortals, till they take their jwst

Upon the side of ignominious actions

;

This points the way of knavery to mankind,

And finds a school for every deed of sin."

The statement of Hreraon, that the eye of the mler alone restrained

the utterances of disaffection, (vv. 090. GOT, of Ai. 167, seqq.,) must

have been coupled by every Athenian auditor with the majestic form

of the gi-eat orator, of Avhom it is recorded, as a special characteristic,

that he disdained to flatter the people, but maintoined a proud and

cold demeanour to the masses ; and ^vho, to quote the language of

Thukydides, "vrhenevcr he perceived them insolently and unsea-

sonably confident, so shaped his speeches as to alarm and beat them

down." The reiterated assertion of Kreon, abundantly verified by

his action and conduct, that lie Avould never submit to the influence

of a woman, and the no less emphatic assurances of Harmon, that

love to Antigone was in no respect the mainspring of his opposition

to his father's decree, could not be viewed as anything else than an

unmistakable allusion to the relations existing between Perikles and

Aspasia, and the rumors in circulation with respect to the action of

the latter in supporting the cause of Miletos against its opponents.

In the same way, the following words in the choral invocation to

Eros,

—

VLKa 6' h'aQy/)g (^^^(pdgMv ifiegog evXeKTQOv

vvu(pag, Tibv [j, e y a X (o v rrdpedpof ev aQ^^^^^

deafio)v. djia-xog yap ennai-

^ei ^edg 'A(j)Qo6ira,—

must have been understood to point clearly to the not unserviceable

or feeble influence of the beautiful and accomplished Milesian upon
the great legislator of the day. Lastly, the words of Kreon :

" There
is no greater ill than disobedience," (v. G7'2, seqq.,) have a direct and
obvious allusion to the obedience which Perikles so rigidly enforced

at horae, and to the strict subordination which he exacted from the

tributaiy dependencies abroad.
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\Vc have said, we trust, enough to demonstrate how simply and

naturally the political ethics of the Antigone may be explained by

a reference to immediately antecedent and contemporaneous events,

and to explain the connexion between the publication of the play

and the appointment of its author as one of the ten strategoi in the

Samian war. Here, then, we would rest, merely guarding ourselves

from misapprehension, by disavowing all sympathy with the notion

that Sophokles has sought simply to unfold his political preferences

under dramatic drapery in the tragedy before us, that we are to re-

gard Kreon in his pride of power as Perikles in his unbounded in-

fluence over the minds of the Athenians, and to see in the care of

Antigone for the burial of her brother, nothing more than the earnest

interference of Aspasia in support of the prayer of her fellow-

countrymen, the Milesian envoys.

We now proceed to the more immediate object of this paper, and

respectfully invite the attention of our readers whilst we journey

onwards through the "critica dumeta salebrasque grammaticas,"

which spread themselves before us.

V. 2. op' olo'^' on Zevq rcjv a,-' OISIttov kckC^v

bnolov ovx^ i-wv t'T/ (^(baaiv reXsi',

Such is the reading which, after Hermann, all recent editors have

adopted, and -which Mr. Donaldson pronounces to be '" now established

in the favour of the critics." Mr. Wunder explains the construction

by asserting that re. ovxt might have been substituted, without es-

sential difference of meaning, for drrolor oix^, and that the language

of the poet is simply a "more vivid" form of expression for -dvra
rd uaKo, reXel. in this opinion he was formerly supported by
Lobeck, who, in his note on Ai. 1416, maintains that o-t and b-nlov

are of almost identical signification, and that 6-olov ov follows o~t

in the sense of 7rdi> brtovv. Upon this " somewhat fragile founda-

tion," as Emper rightly terms it, he proceeds to compare our passage
'with those of which CEd. Kol. 1135, Eur. Phrpii. S92, and other

examples cited from Demosthenes by Boeckh, are appropriate

spociinons. The only really analogous example is that long ago quoted
by Hermann from the CEcliptts Rex: dpa iiov fieav7]a&' on, of
'V}« ')(>«Trtc vfilv elra 6ei'q' lCn> brrol' e-rpaaaov avdic. The va-

lidity of any inference from this isolated passage (in itsielf some-

>vhat doubtful) is greatly shaken by the fact, pointed out by Emper,
that it may be explained as an asyndeton. The common reading

(",~0 must indeed be abandoned, if explicable only as a double inter-

i^''gation with .the omission of Hal, like the Homeric ric Trodev ecoi.

io this explanation the wide separation of the two interrogative
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pronouns, no less than the absence of any just gi'oimcl of comparison

bet-\vccu the stereotype formula alluded to and an artistically

elaborated construction like our own, present formidable, if not in-

superable opposition. Prof AYoolsey explains upon the supposition

that Sophokles forgot the commencement of his sentence wliile

inditing the end, as in those numerous instances, both in poetry

and prose, in which the causal particles ori, and io<; are joined by a

blending of two constructions, with the infinitive: e. g., '^ofill^d) on
oarig tv ~o/.ejtu) wj' araaid^ei rrpoc tov up\o}'Ta, rovrov n^dg rijv

iavrov comjQiav araaid^eiv. As_ we are reluctant, however, to

admit two auacolutha (for anotlicr is assumed at v. 4, below) in the

very commencement of a traged}^ so austere and finished as the play

before us, and as the sentence apparently owes no small portion of its

significance to the very peculiarity of its construction, we prefer, with

the same scholar in his second edition, to retain the nilgate. Antigone
opens her communication with the passionate inquiry whether Zeus
is not accomplishing in the life-time of herself and Ismene, eve?'y

evil which can happen from their relationship to (Edipus ; a thought

which, had nothing more been intended, might have been expressed

without the introduction of o-olov

:

— of/ olcn?' u-i Zevg ribi' d-'

Oldi~ov icaKwv ovx' ^'^'^^' ^~'- ^d)oaiv reXel. But, in addition to

the statement that no one of these evils fails to reach them, she ex-

presses, by the insertion of 6~olov, the fm'thcr notion that in point of

kind or specific character, no less than in point of number, these mis-
fortunes are in course of fulfihnent. Both tlicse ideas are carefully

reiterated in the lines which immediately follow,

—

"for there is no
single circumstance of wretchedness or ruin, of inward degradation

or external dishonour, of such sort, that in thy and my misfortunes

I have not seen it manifest,"—where brrolov is repeated. In support
of this view we may quote the words of Hermann :

' 6-i ad summam
malonan, b~olov ad gem/s rcfcrtur, in quihus nan magis quidpiam
vitiose diction., quam si cui omnia omnis generis mala evenisse di-

catur." The well-known canon of Dawes, that oTrnloq cannot be used
as an interrogative, is refuted by several passages in the Attic poets.

Cf Eur. Rhcs. 702 : tcV, -odev ij rzolag -drQac ; 6-oiov evxerai
rov v-arov deov; upon which passage Lobeck, on Phryn.. p. 57, re-

marks :
" Ncniinem hodie viventmin relativu/n {b-olov) offcndet

in d ire c t a in terrogatione positu)n, v. Brunck ad Ar. Pint.

392, qui quod dicit b-nolog. 6~iog, wf, barig ccntics apud Atticos poctas
occiirrcre in intcrrogatione, idem valet, de scriptorihus cujusvis ge-
neris et in relativis omnibus.'" So Ucliod. 7, 14: oTToiotg aw-
rev^oiieda

; Plat. Rep. III., p. 414, D : ovk utSa b~oia roXiirj rj -oioig
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4, 5. The commentators are just!}' oflfended with the form no less

than the sense of tlic words drrjg dreg. Wunder, Schrefer, and

Knipor approve tlie emendation of Coray. Mr. Ponaldson edits from

his own conjecture drriv dyov, tending to caliimhj, which we deny

to be Greek. Porson sui-mised that dreg originated in the gloss

or//(»" for drrinov, written over the words of the text as explanatory

of some periphrase with drj], and hence proposed dri]^ ^;\;;o3', whilst

Brunck conjectures aTj'iQinv,—unfortunately a "vox iguota" to the

Greeks. In his second edition Prof Woolsey followed Boeckh and

Wcx in considering the clause parenthetic, and in giving dreg the

same force as dvtv imd x^^'^'^ i^^ similar collocations fre(|uent in

Plato and the orators. iN^ow he observes that " the sense thus elicited

is not good. Why should not Antigone speak of the drr] of her

race? Perhaps it is hardly necessary to add Dindorf's explanation

:

' id est ovr oi-K dTT]g dreg, negationc ex prcccedente ov(Uv rc-

pclenda' '' As we do not understand how the intolerable con-

struction (or to use the more euphemistic expression of Dindorf, the

*'ncgligentior orationis conformatio ") of the verse as it stands, can

be excused by the " tanta pcrspicuitas sententire," we believe the

reading to be cornipt, and admit that the learned have here legitimate

grounds for illustrating their skill in emendation. It is to be regretted

that the metre will not allow us to read arieTov, as in ^Esch. Eum.
385 : dr Lfi' dr iera daijievac ^dxrj.

19. Mr. Donaldson, referring to his New Cratylus, p. 358, has edited

elvtKu. ^Ye are aware that it has been proposed by several scholars

to write e'lveKa, wherever ovveKa is used as a preposition, and that

tliis suggestion has in one or two cases, e. g. ^^sch. Suppl. 185,

the consent of the MSS. [In Thuk. 6, 5G, Demosth. p. 1358, 11,

Kriiger properly restores "veKa.l Since, 'however, Sophokles may
be said, from the unanimous testimony of the codices, never to have

employed either tvsKa or elveKa, whilst he is in the frequent habit

of^constructing ovvena with the genitive, (in precisely the same way
as Ilcrodotos joins that case with the words /i^tpi^" ov,) we need
hardly express our disapproval of any change in the common reading

of this verse.

20. Emper observes correctly that l-rroc KaXxaiveiv does nut mean
propter oliquod dictum perturhatuin esse. Equally inaccurate is

the supposition of Wex that errog signifies aliquid or res. On the

contrary it refers plainly to some communication Antigone is about

to make to Ismenc, and must be rendered propter aliquid quod

dictum es.

21. "We differ from Mr. "Wunder in referring rd<l>ov to -ngoTiaaq,

and from Mr. Donaldson in considering it a genitive of relation
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dependent upon both participles. The connexion of ideas has been

excellently pointed out by Emper. " The primary thou;^ht, on which

all the emphasis lies, is cleiirly the non-burial of Polyneikes ; and

the secondary or subordinate thought, subserving merely the purpose

of heightening the outrage enjoined to be practised against Ids re-

mains, the sepultural honours of Eteokles. This is shown by the

ver}^ form of the expression; for rbv fxiv -poriaag is evidently

inserted parenthetically, or exLra cojistructionemr Hence rdc^ov

must bo joined Avith drifidaag, as a genitive of privation.

24. ^\'p;;cn9f/V. " Supply airO). Treatmg him according to

righteous justice and law.'^ IIer)nann, on the other hand, properly

remarks that x9'j'^^^^? cannot be taken for ^YP'^'^d/zei-of. The objec-

tions to his ovra emendation are well stated in the note of Mr. Donald-

son, who, comparing EL 933, where -(joi^ddrai is used of additional

honours^ paid to the tomb of Agamemnon, substitutes in its place

the words -rrpogdetg diKaia. Mr. ^Vunder gets over all difficulty by

omitting the verse, and is followed b}'' Dindorf, who contents him-

self with a mere reference to the authority of liis predecessor. Such

a proceeding in opposition to the testimony of the MSS., all of which

e.xhibit this line without the slightest variation, cannot be too severely

censured. To Mr. Wunder's assertion that the conjunction of diKaiog

with the substantive diui] is wholly inadmissible, we oppose the

more accurate remark of Prof ^Vool^ey that this epithet is added

"because the decree against Polyneikes might be called dim], but

was yet very far from being diKaia, {dihaiov scil. Ki'iQv^i.ia'i cf v. 8,)

while it was according to law and justice for Kreon to inter the

deceased as next of kin." It is, moreover, in entire accordance with

Buch combinations as ydjioi; dyaiioc;, -ovog dnovog, and the Latm
jus justum and jus injustum. All necessity for alteration in the

common reading is superseded by regarding x^^l'^^-'-'^ as passive,

not only in form, but also in sense, as in J )em. Mid. 1C>, llerod. 7, 1-44.

Referred to Kreon, it would, according to Prof Klotz, signify d e n,

der gebraucht wird, in a meaning equivalent to the German
expression, der sich so brauchen, der sich so finden
1 i c s s , and the Latin usi eo sutitus, habuimus cuut. Such a render-

ing duni se justa cum juslitia ac lege ejrhibel, harmonizes very

"well with the " faint praise," which, even in the matter of Eteokles'

burial, we may suppose that Antigone would be disposed to assign

to Kreon.

40. We are happy to find that Porson's elegant emendation

Xvova' flV d^' u-rovoa , which best preserves tlie symmetry of

form characteristic of proverbial expressions, has been preferred

by Wex to ?Sova' ui' tJ '(paTrrovoa, as edited by all the rest. That
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tWe may stand in place of ?/, is clear from Ai. 178, (Hd. Tyr. 517,

^Esch. Ag. 1404.

4S. Mr. Diudorf edits /z' e'i(^>yeiv [i6ra, with Brunck. Unneces-
sarily, for the personal pronoun, omitted in all the MSS., is fully im-

])licd in the construction,— the genitive tgjv e^iibv being unques-

tionably masculine.

57. The expression fiopov s^yd^eadai e~i a?JJi?Mv, and the po-

sition occupied by x^^polv have proved great stumbling-blocks to the

commentators. To remove the first, Hermann proposed e-aXXiiXoiv,

which adjective, although used exclusively by later writers, and
only in the sense one upon anotlier, continuous, (Polyb. 2, 11, 7;
Died. 3, 35 ; Ilerodian 2, 7, 6,) is nevertheless received by Dindorf
and Donaldson. Cf. Klotz in Jahn's Jahrb. f. Phil. B. 21. S. 162 ^y.

Mr. Wunder proposes the transposition of the words iiogov and
_;tfpon', which few, we imagine, will approve. The datives ;^ep/, xei^olv

;VT(7au' arc frequently so placed in the tragedies, (cf 12S1, Ai. 1047,)

and were used in a quasi-adverbial sense, almost = (3iaci,K.

Boissonade conjectures •t'rr' d?A7j?.otv, Emper vrc' dX^JjXov, for

reasons which, he says, may be seen in the context. AVith Prof
Woolsey we see no necessity for change. Emper objects to the

construction ^n'jdeadai ri hni -lvl, quoted by AYuuder in support of

the expression jiogov KarepydCeo^ai k-i nvt, that in p)6eG-&aL the

notion of purpose or intention (consulcre in aliquem) is mainly, if

not exclusively, conveyed. A reference, however, to Horn. //. 10, 52,

22, 395, Od. 24, 426 Avill satisfoctorily show that /fc/cd f^ydea^al rwa
is certainly equivalent to Kaud 6Qdv nva. So, too, in lEsch. Cho'cjili.

991 with tni and the dative. We think, therefore, that the illustra-

tion is in point; but should it still be objected to, the employment
of the preposition may be justified by numerous other passages,

such as PhiloJit. 197, 1138, Eur. Med. 1262, Phen. 629, Avherelee
Porson. If, lastly, Hermann's correction should be preferred, it will

be better to take it in its usunl meaning, continuis coidihus (in re-

ference to the outrage just before stated to have been committed
by (Edipus, and to the suicide of lokasta), than in the sense of
d}.\r]Xo<pov6iv.

C3, Gi. Mr. Donaldson explains the construction: d?J,' ivvoeli'

XV') "TOVTO fiiv on iti^vfiKV yvvaiKe, L)g , trreira 6e ovvcKa dp\d-
fitada [oV*] uKovuv. In this way ovveKa, as at Philokt. 232. is a
simple synonym for o-i. Assuming this to be correct we still think
Prof AVoolsey's cxjdanation, that the employment of the infinitive is

duo to a construction Kara avveaiv (the verb «()Yo/'P<Ti9a involving
here the notion usually expressed by dvayKai^('>in:da), in every way
preferable to the supposition of an ellipse of o)(;rc. We would.
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however, understand ovvsKa in its causative sense, quia, and supply

Xgff to aKoveiv, as suggested b}' Jakobs.

70. Prof. Woolsey properly supplies qtol from enov with ijdeug,

the adverb being referred in a general way to the subject of the

principal clause. ]Mr. Wundcr periphrases : ovk dv eItj jiol ijdv, el

fier' qwv dp(;')q<^. Quite right, says Emper, as respects the sense,

but whence the necessity for tlie periphrasc ? To the precisely

analogous illustration cited from Eur. Bacch. TOG, add Plat. Thcat.

p. IGI, C: ra fitv ua?m uoi irdw /jdecoc £ip7]Kev, and v. 436, below.

Mr. Dindorf, vrhile censuring Brunck's version lahejis te utar

adjutrice, has shown, by his absurd rendering liihens mecum
fades, that he has himself wholly misconceived the meaning of

the poet.

71. Wunder and Donaldson follow Hermann in reading b-oia.

Mr. Dindoif edits «aA' lo^' 6-oia, which coincides with the scholion

:

roiavTTj yevov, 6-oia Kai fiovXei. But as the preponderance of

authority is in favour of mi?' o-old aot ihKel, and this yields an ex-

cellent sense, we cannot see that any change is required, "lo^' is

the imperative of olSa, but decide on such things as .

83. ^Ir. Dindorf retains the common reading iirj fiov, but the anti-

thesis requires jj-rj 'fiov.

S8. "We prefer Erfurdt's explanation to that of Hermann. Ismene

is transported by the taunt of her sister beyond her accustomed

gentleness, and indulges in something like sarcasm at the passionate

impetuosity of Antigone. The phraseology is doubtless proverbial,

for the Greeks called that which was vain and unprofitable tlwxpov.

See Eur. Alkest. 363. a passage best explained by Ilel. 35. The
sense of our verse will therefore be : tJtou art fervid and rash in a

matter lohich can come to no profitable end.

93. Mr. Donaldson has admitted a conjecture attributed by Emper
to Prof Lehrs, according to which ^'.^i^pil (sic scriptuui) is joined

with diKi], his reason being that cT/a:;/ witliout any epithet is an

"awkward and languid" termination to the line. " 'E^'i^pa 6iKT] is

jus inij7iicorum, and tlio meaning thus imj)arted to our passage is

jure iniinicorum apud rnortuum erisT These are the words of

Emper. The common reading gives, nevertheless, as good, if not

a better sense, whilst tlio emendation and its interpretation appear

to us equally destitute of credit. The dative f5//^;/ has here an ad-

verbial force, as at EL 70, 561, 1212, 1255, whore it occurs, as in

our oivn line, without a preposition. Its position in the verse is

justified by the emphasis attached to its notion. A^ery dissimilar,

therefore, is the .Eschylean expression: 61ki] J' o [j, a
i

i^. cj v koq-u

iiv 7r(>ofrf'AA£rat.
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100. Mr. Dindorf reada with two manuscripts aKrlq aeXioio, omit-

tin;^ the article before KaXXiarov. The common reading aKrli; atXiov

rv KnX/AOTov is defended not merely by the majority of the codices,

but by the scholiast and Eustathius. Cf. Pind. fragm. p. 231, ed.

Di-sseu, Eur. Med. 1218. The article, so far from behig " inepte ad-

dilurn," is required to isolate and heighten the force of the super-

lative. The construction of a partitive genitive, involving the

notion of time antecedent, with superlatives whose subject is re-

ferred retrospectively to the whole circle of objects denoted by the

former, is frequent in poetry and prose. The tyro may compare

the following examples from Thuk3-didcs and Xenophon: noXey.o^

a^ioXoyw-raroq rwr rrgoyeyrjuh'on', tepo-pe.~eoTarog doKslg elvai twv
'npoyr)'(n-?]uev(i)v, 'A-drjvaloi apx'ip' i"?/!' TJdr] fie^/iar7]v rwr re ttqIv 'EA-

Xi'jviov Kai Tuyv vvv Ke.Kr7]VTat.

lOG. Mr. Dindoif completes the measure by reading with Her-

mann 'Ap^odev Ik (scil. tfcfidrra). We prefer Boeckh's correction

'A{)yt:tnv. The same diaeresis occurs in rv. 971, 984, 1115.

108. d^vrepi^ Kiv7]aaoa xaXivCi. Mr. Wunder approves Mus-
grave's explanation celerior reditus fuit quam acccssus, a harsh

and unsatisfactory mode of accounting for the employment of the

comparative. Mr. Donaldson asserts that Emper alone has seen its

full significance. " The defeated Argives marched away during the

night. The beams of the rising sun, which the chorus here ad-

dresses, impel them to a swifter flight, i. e. swifter than their retreat

during the darkness, for with the advance of day the peril of pursuit

became more threatening." That Mr. Donaldson, who confidently

aflirms that certain works in a list subjoined to his introduction sup-

ply " either at first or at second hand every original observation re-

specting the Antigone which has hitherto been given to the world,"

should be ignorant that precisely the same explanation, by far the

best that can be given of ofi^r/pw, had been brought forward long

previously to the publication of Empcr's criticisms by Prof. Woolsey,
is in no degree surprising. We are, however, disposed to prefer

b^vTuQui, the reading of the three best manuscripts, explained by
Welckcr as equivalent to the frcena lupata of Horace and Virgil.

Hermann tx^'^ rovruv dvfidv irrrroyvibnova, urges in opposition to

this view that frcena lupata are better adapted to restrain than

to accelerate the speed of a flying horse, and that the contrary

notion frcenis rcmissis would be Hxr more suitable to the routed

Argives.

110. That the common reading is corrupt is shown by both

syntax and metre. The accusative m> has no verb to which it can

be referred, and a dipodia is wanting in the anaprestic system.
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Mr. Dindorf thinks that the first difficulty is due to an anacokithon.

The poet having "written the accusative as if //yaye was to follow,

has substituted in place of the finite verb the fuller description:

agdei<; alerog eg ydv vnepETrra. Kiihner considers op to de-

pend upon KXd^on-, as in ^sch. Ag. 48: K^MCovreg "Aprj,—but this

explanation will hardly meet acceptance. Mr. W under, followed by
Prof. AV'oolsey in his second edition, pays little heed to the metrical

difficulty, and edits wnth Jjrunck oc TIo?A:rsii;ovg. Conceding

to these scholars that anapicstic verses, when introduced between the

strophe and antistrophe, do not always correspond very precisely

either in number or composition, we. nevertheless, believe with Mr.

"Wex that the equilibrium of the anapajstic system in this Parodos

must be strictly maintained. We are strengthened in this conviction

from observing the close connexion both in sense and construction

between these verses, the close of the strophe, and the anapaestic

antisystema. If it is correct we must then admit a lacuna, and re-

store the constmction by supplying a finite verb. For although the

participles avvayeiQag and dyayon-' would meet the want of the syntax,

they would make Polyneikes the principal subject, whereas it is

clear that the metaphor of the white-winged eagle is intended for the

Axgives, whose vrhite shields are most assuredly the ground of the

comparison. The deficiency in the text will for these reasons be

best supplied in the way proposed by Mr. Wex :
—

[^TJyeipev 6 (5'] aleroc elg ydv (og

o^m K/.d^on' v~eQf~ra.

This highly ingenious emendation is derived fi-om the words of the

scholiast: ovnva orparov 'Apyeic^v h^ diKptXoyGn' veiKtcov dpdelg

TJyayev 6 JioXvrdKTig, where the Avord 'Xpyeiu)v is probably a cor-

ruption of avf/pcji', so that the scholiast was explaining the yyeiQev

of his text by the periphrase dyelponf ijyaye. Cf. llom. //. 4, 377.

(Ed. KoJ. 1306.

117. Prof Woolsey has received Boeckh's emendation (l>ovu)aaioiv.

This is unquestionably coiTOct, and ma}' be infciTcd from the an-

notation of the scholiast to have stood in his copy. The common
reading is opposed to both the sense and the metre.

130. All the ^ISS. exhibit v-tponring, a "vox nihili," as Ellendt

righth' terms it. 'Mr. "\Vunder assumes from iha words of the scholiast

that Sophokles wrote some such word as vrrepoTrrorepovg in this

sense: vrrFpo-rroreQnvg ij Kara Kavax^jv, i7isnlc?}fio>-es rpiam pro
fro^ore, for this is the meaning of ij Hard Kai'ax''iv after the com-
parative. "Mr. Wunder would probably object to this explanation,

and direct us to understand ^XfuaoD Kavax^ig not in a general sense,
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but of the rattling of the Argive arms : their arrogance sur^jassed

the {proud) rattling of their golden weapons. But this thought

seems too recondite and far-fetched. Emper, from whose note we
have taken the preceding observations, suggests vrrepoTrAf/i^ra^, a

contracted form of v-spo-kyjevrag. Mr. Donaldson reads ^vpviroi)

Kuvaxii ^' vTTep&rrXovg : but however admirable the sense yielded by
his suggestion, its lack of authority ought to have forbidden its inser-

tion in the text. We prefer with Mr. Dindorf to adopt the word
vTTtpd-nrag, which is written between the lines in the Cod. Laur. d, and

in one of the Parisian ]MSS., is supported by the e.xplanation of the

Bcholiast, and is well adapted to the sense and the metre. The
authority of Thukydides is against the supposition of We.x, who in-

fers from CEd. Tyr. 883 that this word may be constructed with the

dative. As we can find no support for a collocation so harsh as

pei'fia Kavuxrig, we would connect ;t,pv(7ou with pei'iian, and from the

words of the scholiast, fu-a x(?^'<^ov Kat nuvaxi]g, feel no hesitation

as to the propriety of inserting re after the second genitive. Road,
therefore : ^pt'aoi) Kavaxi](; i?' virepo-rrrag.

133. dgnojvra. Mr. Donaldson is, doubtless, correct in con-

demning AYunder's translation, eu?n, qui parahat, but goes greatly

too far in receiving a mere inadvertence, for so we must regard it,

as one of the " numberless instances of inaccurate syntactical know-
ledge on the part of professed scholars in Germany." The Latin

is, qui is, it is true, gencrall}- expressed in Greek by the participle

with the article, but there are many exceptions both in poetr}- and
prose. Eur. Pho^n. 270 : d-av-a ydp roXucbai ddva (paiverat. Plat.

Gorg. p. 498, A : vovv txovra [oviro) eldeg) Xv~ovfLEvov Kat xoi-povra.

Id. Legg. p. 795, E : diacpepei 6s na'^-oXv ^ladibv ju?) [zadovrog uai

b yvfivaaduevog tov fir} yeyviLvaofievov.

138-140. The common reading ra fiev, aXXa rd 6e, is evidently

corrupt. Boeckh emends ra ^lev, dXXa 6\ and this correction has been
received by all subsequent editors. Mr. Wundcr explains : vcrtit
avtem aliorsnm hcec, alia vero mala aliis inferehat Mars,
i. e., Ares averted mischief from the Thebans by turning aside the
danger threatened by Kapaneus, and overwhelmed the Argives with
destruction in other parts of the field. Against this emendation, as
Emper says, a two-fold objection may be urged. " The first is that

the metre requires a long syllable instead of piv at the end of the

verse; the second, that the removal of the danger menaced by
Kapaneus cannot possibly have been attributed to xVres, since the

preceding verses expressly 'represent his overthrow to have been
effected by the thunderbolt of Zeus." To translate e?%e 6' uXXa
ra fiEv, with Mr. Donaldson, some things happened in one luai/, i. e.,
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Kapaneus was destroyed by Zeus in the manner just mentioned,

removes certainly the second objection, but seems to us very frigid.

We believe that the poet wrote as follows : eZ;\;e 6' uXXa ^iv d'AA'-
jj

dXXa d' err' d?^?i.oig k. r. A. The corruption of the vulgate arose,

doubtless, from the circumstance that some interpreter having ap-

pended TO. [tev TO, di' as a marginal explanation of cAAa /.dv

dXXa 6e, this gloss crept subsequently into the text. The g/IA'

(i. e. d?.Xa) at the conclusion of the first line is for aAAwf, as at

iRsch. Eu)n. 533: dX?M 6' dXX' Icjiogevei, and the sense is: some
things Ares I'estrained in one ivay, or differently ; but upon others

bestowed other things.

156. Mr. Diudorf edits from his own conjecture veoxfiolot for

veoxLiog veaQaioi, and is, as usual, followed by Wunder. On the

other hand we believe, if the common reading is inaccurate, the cor-

ruption is not to be sought in the thoroughly tragic collocation sus-

pected by !Mr. Dindorf The majority of modern critics, considering

the verses antistrophic, suppose that some words have perished from

the text, and hence Boeckh introduces the words veov elXrjxCjq dQxf]v

between Islevomnoc and veoxfiog veagaloL,—a supplement which Mr.

Donaldson has printed in his text. The supposition of a lacuna is

highly probable, but we have no hesitation respecting the propriety

of retaining veoxiiog veanalat, which the scholiast found in his copy.

In favour of Boeckh's emendation it may certainly be urged that it

leaves the reading of the MISS, unaltered, supplies a sense which

harmonizes excellently Avith the evident intention of the poet to

poitray strongly the novelty of the circumstances under which

Kreon is just about to make his apju^arancc, and derives some little

countenance from the language of the scholiast, which, as Erfurdt

pointed out, warrants the inference that he found a participle

in his text.

158. Hermann's emendation rira S/j is preferable to the reading

Tivd ch'] of the common copies. It is supported by two manuscripts,

one of which exhibits rro/ar as a gloss. The A^dgate represents the

chorus as saying : I conclude from the convocation of the Gerusia

that Kreon has some plan or a plan. This is opposed by the

position of the particle f5//, which, when used with indefinite pronomis

or with -ore to increase the notion of indcfiniteness, is always placed

first: Si'i TIC, qiiidaiii ncscio quis; 61] ~otf, quondam nesciu quando.

According to Hermann's alteration the chorus expresses a desire to

learn v:hat plan he entertains; and this accords with its almost

constant habit of questioning every new-comer, in order that certain

necessary information as to the subsequent action may be imparted

to the spectators. This inquiry meets a direct response in the words
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of tiio monarcli, and it is no trifling argument in fiivour of the inter-

ro"ative pronoun that it estabUshes a direct relation between the

antecedent and subsequent language.

ISG. ]''rom the use of dvri in comparisons arises its notion of

suhstUution or of value. Render, ai the cost of ?m/ oivn safety;

for there is here an antithesis between the individual aorrj^ia and

tiic public dr?].

'203. Most editors adopt Musgrave's reading ^:KKEK7]<;)VK-ai in

place of the common tKKeKrjQvxdat. Some critics assume an ana-

coluthon, and refer the infinitive to Kr]Qv^a^ e^w. Thus Prof. Woolsey

observes that " such tautology can only be accounted for by the

poet's having forgotten the structure and supplied P.t'yo before the

infinitive." We think that Erfurdt and Wyttenbach are right in

maintaining that an absolute ellipse of such a verb, which, by the

way, is inconsistent with the notion of the poet's having forgotten

the construction, is wholly unsupported by authority, and believe

that the infinitive is here used for the imperative: liunc ne quis

sepcliat ji/ssinn esfo,—in which view, the employment of the perfect

is very appropriate.

211. Air. Diudorf emends fcdg rov evjievT] 7t6?.€i, the common
reading being Kai roi' evft. -6Xei. The preposition is inserted to con-

nect the line with the clause ool ravr' dpeoKec in the preceding verse.

But this, to say nothing of the omission of the preposition before

rdv— digvovv and the very doubtful construction dgicnu nvl tl

elq TLva, is inferior in emphasis to the MSS. reading, and more dif-

ficult to be understood. The dissatisfaction of the chorus is ap-

parent from the studied brevity of the language.

213. The vulgate -navrl nov r' is given up by all the critics, ex-

cept Klotz, who thinks that rrov r' is for Kat 6-ovovr. In this view

the plena locutio would be : vojko 6e ;^p7;ai9ai b-olu) deXeig Ivto-rl aoi.

Mr. Dindorf edits rravri nov ndQeari, Hermann vravri Trdvr', and
Donaldson navraxov -dgeari : but these suggestions are exceedingly

harsh, and diverge too widely from the reading of the MSS. We
believe with Boeckh that Erfurdt's conjecture -avrl -ov y, although

denied by Hermann to be a Greek collocation, is a genuine restoration

of the original writing ; and that the omission of ixov or ye would be

altogether destructive of the etlios of the passage. The words of the

chorus imply dissatisfaction with the mandate of Krcon in con-

junction with a carefully subdued and almost imperceptible irony.

We must protest against the statement that this rejjly of the cliorus

18 to be understood as the expression of its servile and unconditional

acquiescence in all that had just fallen from tlie lips of the king.

Submission to authority is, indeed, expressed, in accordance with the
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lesson universally inculcated in the days preceding Sophokles, that

deference to the ruling powers was the highest virtue. For Greek
philosophy and Greek ethics viewed men principally as constituent

parts of a ttoXic, considering this to be the real end for which all

should live, and iu which alone the hidividual could attain his highest

and most complete development. Hence there is no just cause for

offence in finding the chorus, with a proper appreciation of its own
personality and subordination to the leading personages of the play,

always disposed to uphold, or at least not open!}'- to contravene, the

authority of Kreon. At the same time the Sophoklean fZpwveta,

as the critics have observed, is palpable and clear. The words of

the chorus neither unreservedly approve nor openly contradict the

yvMiiT] of its ruler, but refer everything and al! responsibility to his

own will and pleasure.

215. We are surprised, with Mr. Donaldson, at the favour shown

by better men to Dindorfs conjecture, rribr dv gkotxol vvv elre. The
chorus had just professed its submission to Kreon and his edict.

The king replies to the protestation, the ironical character of which

he doubtless detects : What your opinion upon the subject of my
authority may be, I neither know nor care ; think upon that matter

as pleases yourselves, dummndo nunc cnstodes sitis eonnn quce

edixi. See the scholiast and Ehnsley on O^d. Kol. 15G. The con-

junctive with i>)<; dv has, in this passage, a quasi-imperatival force;

or, to speak with greater accuracy, an antecedent clause is implied

in the very nature of the construction.

2 1 S. The reading oaAgj, which has the support of the best MSS.,
is rejected by Donaldson in his text, but preserved in his translation

:

What further office hast thou for another?

220. Prof Woolsey's note upon the construction is as follows

:

"''Oc sometimes follows ovrug instead of the usual ucre. Comp.

Matthiae's Gr. Gr. 478, Obs. 1." If the student has the authority

referred to, he will find the same fact pointed out in almost the same

phraseology. Our objection to this kind of annotation is, that it

teaches the student nothing more than he has already learned, from a

mere perusal of the passage before him. If conuncnt is necessary,

the principle by which the Greeks (chiefly with a negation or in an

interrogative sentence) substituted a relative clause with og or more

usually ootk; in place of (^^gre after ovro^r, should be stated and en-

forced. "In the same way," says Kriiger, "as they said («T)po^ og

davdi' t()a, so also, omitting the demonstrative or some antecedent

general notion, did they say : (oldfig) ric ovrco ^zwpo?- og davelv epp."

Examples abound in Demosthenes and Xenophon.

(Conclusiou in the April Number.)
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Art. Vn—WILLIAM PENN.

1. William Penn : an Historical Biography,fram New Sources, with an extra Chapter

on the " Macaulay Charges." By William Hepworth Dl\o\. 12nio., pi>. 353,

rUilak-lphia: Blanch ard & Lea. 1851.

2. The History of England from the .Accession of James II. By Thomas Babinoton

.Macai'lay. Vol. I., Chap. IV., 8vo. New-York: Harper & Brothers. 1S49.

Ik 1G44, according to Mr. Dixon, there -were two great events in

England: the first was the birth of Quakerism; the second, the

birth of WiUiam Penn. The first happened after this wise. Three

Leicestersliire rustics, one of whom was a rude and saturnine lad of

nineteen, met at a fair, and resolved to have a stoup of ale together.

j\fler exhausting the first supply, two of the bumpkins feeling some-

what mellow called for more, and vowed that he who would not drink

should pay the score. The other, Avho neither relished deep draughts

himself nor paying for them for others, demurred, and taking a groat

from his pocket laid it on the table, and said, " If it be so, I will leave

you,"—which he did, and went home filled with strange and gloomy

thoughts. " This simple village ale-house incident," says Mr. Dixon,

"was one of the most 'important events which had yet happened in

the history of the Anglo-Saxon race; for out of it was to come
Quakerism, the writings and teachings of Penn and Barclay, the

colony and constitution of Pennsylvania, the republics of the west,

and, in no very remote degree, the vast movement of liberal idei>s in

Great Britain and America in more modern times." Now we mean
no disrespect to Mr. Dixon when we say that we do not believe a

word of all this twaddle. "We believe that both Quakerism and

modem liberty in England and America had a much deeper and

more dignified origin than the empty breeches-pocket of George
Fox. The burning of the Ephesian temple may have caused the

fiery energy of the Macedonian madman, the silence of the Delphic

oracle ma^ have been occasioned by the yet greater birth to which it is

fouirtimos referred ; but the day for such marvels is passed, or at

least, with our knowledge of the facts, we cannot compress all the

great events to which Mr. Dixon alludes into these empty ale-pots

of the Leicestershire fair. We believe Quakerism to have been a

phenomenon of not only interest but importance in the Avorld's his-

tory, whether we look at its religious or political results ; and we
believe its actual origin to have occurred in the labours of George
Eo.\; but we can neither regard the fountain to be so small, nor the

stream so large, as represented by the enthusiastic biographer of

Howard and Penn.
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Quakerism is simply one of the manifestations which the human
mind will put forth, under the influence of Christianity, in an age of

religious earnestness. There arc three prominent forms in which
the religious element of the race is prone to manifest itself, all of

which are exaggerations of a portion of truth. These forms are

scepticism, formalism, and mysticism : the first an extravagant asser-

tion of the rational or logical powers ; the second, of the sensihilities,

which demand something tangible and visible for their excitement;

and the third, of the moral or spiritual powers, which isolate the soul,

and link it directly to God. These typal forms we have in the Sad-
ducce, who believed too little; the Pharisee, who believed too much:
and the Essene, who did not believe at all, so much as feel, and in

whom the intense action of the moral element subordinated both the

natural reason and the natural emotions in one eager desire after a

species of absorption in the divine essence. Kow, of the three we
are free to confess that our sjunpathies are mainly with the last. If

we must have an exaggeration at all, we think that of the mystic de-

cidedly to be preferred to that of the sceptic or formalist, as it rests

on a higher and nobler element of our nature than either of the

others. It is not, therefore, with any depreciating estimate of

Quakerism, that we rank it among the manifestations of mysticism
in Christianit^^ The essential principle of mysticism is a belief in,

and a reliance upon, subjective rather than objective manifestations

of God; and a consequent tendency to regard as at least of co-ordi-

nate, if not of paramount authority to the written revelation of the

Scriptures, the revelation that is made by God in the soul. Believ-

ing in a direct communication of the divine nature to the human, it

makes these inward revelations the standard by which to interpret

and decide upon the outward, rather than the outward to be the rule

by which to try them. It is to this general principle that we must
refer the Quaker doctrine of an inward light, as far as it is pecuhar
to their creed. As sometimes explained, it is difficult to discrimi-

nate betv/een it and the common doctrines of union with Christ, the

inhabitation of the Spirit in the soul, and the universal grace of the

Remonstrants. But as held by those most deeply imbued with the

essential principles of the system, it really embodies all that is pecu-
liar to mysticism, as a distinctive manifestation of the relirrious ele-

ment in our nature. Hence the written revelation is neither called

the word of God, nor is it regarded as the sole and supreme rule of

faith and practice. The Scriptures, being themselves only the

records of that portion of the divine light that was imparted to their

ViTiters, vhilst they are regarded with reverence as the testimony

which these men gave to the nature and reality of this inward shin-
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iu<^ of the Godhead, are jct deemed only as co-ordinate manifesta-

tiuiis of this light, which is given to each man to profit -withal. There

is a more sure word of prophec}'', to which all must give earnest heed,

a.s to a light shining in a dark place, until the day dawn and the Day-

Kt-ir arise in tlieir heaiis. This is the real light to our feet and lamp

to our path which is given to guide us on our pilgrimage through life.

llonco we are urged by Quakerism to look at the light within, rather

tiiaii at that without ; to seek the Christ revealed in the soid, rather

than the Christ revealed in the Scriptures. This V)'e believe to be

the fundamental principle of Quakerism, and to be essentially identi-

cal with that of mysticism as we find it existing under the action of

Christianity.

It is curiou.s to sec the affiliation between apparently remote forms

of thought. It rerjuires but a few steps of logical induction to de-

velop from this principle all the creed of modern scepticism, Avhich

ad)nits an inspiration and a revelation, but affirms that they are not

pocuhar to the Avriters of the Scriptm-es ; that they did not reach

their highest or most authoritative form in them ; and that they can-

not be ascribed to a writing at all; and, therefore, that no writing can

claim from the human mind that submission wliich we are bound to

give to a clear revelation of God. ISfow, so far as Quakerism has

given currency to these principles, its influence as a theological ele-

ment has been of the highest importance. The mythical theory of

Strauss, has been anticipated by some of the early Friends ; and it is

worthy of inquiry Avhcthcr the system of Schleiermachcr, which is

now vrorking its way so widely in the new school of theological

thinkers, had not its origin in the mystical leaven that was instilled

into or evolved from his mind by his carl}' ^Moravian training.

The causes that gave occasion and success to this movement are

not obscure. It was an age of deep religious earnestness, and men
wore asking, with a real and profound anxiety, " What shall I do to bo

saved?" The establishment of the great doctrine of justification by
faith through the Reformation had disfranchised the Church of that

])lenipoteatiary power which she once wielded in the matter of sal-

vation, and made it an individual transaction between the soul and
God. IJut such was the deadncss and corruption of the Reformed
Church of England, that the gospel itself had lost its vitality and

heart, and become a mere system of formalism. Now tliere Avcrc

two possible directions which an awakened religious earnestness

iiiiglit take,—the one an objective, which v.-ould strive to breathe into

the Church and the Bible their ancient and real .^significance, and
inukc the dead letter of each a living word ; tli;; other a subjective.

^vl^n•h, by a more intense development of that earnestness itself

Fourth Series, Vol. IV —8
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should evolve somewhat that should in a measure take the place of

both, and be a birth of the new rather than a resuscitation of tlie old.

The first direction was taken by Puritanism, the second by Quaker-

ism. The first made Cromwell, Owen, Baxter, Hampden, and the

stern colonists &f the Mayflower; the second produced Fox, Bar-

clay, Keith, Penn, and the quiet settlers of the fertile fields of Penn-

sylvania. The first, from its very objectivity, and consequent

necessity of being embodied in fixed forms, had an element of hard-

ness, which was also an element of firmness and permanence; the

second, from its subjective character, and its existence as a life rather

than as a system, was more vague and indeterminate in its mani-

'

festations, and had less enduring activity in the original forms in

which it was embodied. The first was the system from which Wil-

liam Penn received the early mould and impulse of his character, the

second the result to which the peculiarities of his individual nature

led him in the circumstances in which he was placed.

There are three aspects in which Penn presents himself to us,

which, although not the successive phases of his character in exact

chronological order, yet in the main appear in the three great divi-

sions of his life. These aspects are, as a courtier, a Cliristian, and a

colonist. We propose to consider him briefly in each of these

characters, in the first of which he Avas the representative of the state

of things from which Quakerism had its origin, its necessity, and its

conditions of success; in the second, the type of Quakerism as a re-

ligious life; and in the third, the embodiment of Quakerism as a

political system, or at least as an element in civil life. We shall

probably discover that all these combined influences are perceptible

in the resultant of the forces exhibited in his life; and that wdiiist he

did not cease to be a Christian when he became a colonist, neither

did he entirel}- cease to be a courtier when he became a Christian.

The best influences of both his courtliness and his Christianity ap-

pear mingled in the policj^ and tone of his colonial life.

To those who have formed their notions of Penn from that fat old

;gentlcman with a broad-brimmed beaver and all the orthodox habili-

ments of Quakerism, who flourishes in West's painting and the vari-

ous cngi'avings of the Shakamaxon treaty, it may seem almost an

irreverent abuse of terms to speak of William Penn the courtier.

And yet it is nevertheless true that, whilst not open to the charges

that have been made against him of the courtly vices as well as the

courtly graces, he was for a considerable period of his life, and that

not the least important in its influence on his subsequent history, a

courtier.

His father. Admiral Penn, was one of the most sagacious and suc-

8*
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ccssful of that long line of heroes that adorn the naval history of

Kiigland, although in his loyalty he -was a sort of quarter-deck Vicar

of l^i-uy. The successor of Blake and the conqueror of Van Tromp,

he excites our admiration by his prowess and abilities; but the

proffered betrayer of Cromvrell, who was willing to be the Arnold of

the great rebellion, and the secret correspondent of Charles whilst

he ate the bread of the Commonwealth, ho calls forth our commis-
cnition and contempt. But as treachery to the Protectorate was
construed to be fidelity to the Bestoration, the return of the profligate

Charles brought the admiral again in connexion with the court, and
opened dreams of ambition for his family, that he might make it

one of the patrician races of England. To attain this end, it was
necessary that his eldest son should be brought under such training

as would fit him to maintain the honours of his father's house. For
this purpose a university course was essential, and he was ac-

cordingly sent to Oxford, at the age of fifteen. Unfortunately
for the admiral's purpose, there sat in the dean's chair the form
of John Owen, whose high-hearted Puritanism was too earnest and
real a thing not to prove contagious to sympathetic natures. Penn,
having but a few years before been led by his father's imprisonment
under Cromwell to serious reflections, and even to a supposed vision,

Boon became deeply susceptible to the Puritan influence, and plunged
profoundly into the great theological controversies of the day. Hence,
when Owen was displaced by the Bestoration parliament' the sym-
pathies of Penn and others were all arrayed strongly and indignantly

against the new regime. At this critical juncture there appeared
at Oxford a Thomas Loe, who came to proclaim the new doctrines

of George Fox, and who found in the excited minds of these recusant

adherents of Owen a ready sympathy with his own protest against

prevalent spiritual wickedness in high places. A furious crusade of

the enthusiastic reformers against the unscriptural abomination of
gowns, very naturally procured their expulsion from the university.
The ambitious admiral was horror-struck at the thought of the heir
and hope of his house becoming a ranting fanatic, and received him
with cold and angry contempt. But finding this course unavailing,
he determined to try what has cured so many of all taint of serious-
ness or sobriety—a tour of continental travel, which should expose
hinUo the brilliant seductions of courtly life in Paris and elsewhere
in Europe. The plan was so far successful that the silent and al-

most satumine boy became somewhat of a polished man of the world,
a<lo[>ting the dress and manners of the fine gentleman, disarming his
antagonist in a street duel with rapiers, and able to utter those soft
and elegant nothings that formed the staple of fashionable conversa-
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tion in that frivolous age. But there ^vere two circumstances that

deposited counteracting^ influences in his mind, the effects of which

w.ere long afterwards developed. The first was a course of theo-

logical study under the direction of the celebrated Amyrault, of Sau-

mur, whose name is so prominent in the controversies of the Reformed

Church of France. Those who have looked into these controversies,

will not wonder that, under the guidance of this subtle and powerful

intellect, materials should have been accumulated in the mind of

Penn which afterwards were used with such force upon Ilicks, Kiffin,

Baxter, and others whom he met in his countless controversies.

The second circumstance was the acquaintance of Algernon Sidney,

from whom he imbibed notions that were afterwards attempted to

be realized in " the holy experiment '' that was made on the fertile

banks of the Delaware. But in spite of the theological and political

elements that were then infused into his mind, he returned to

England, and made his appearance in the gay court of Charles.

a finished cavalier. But again were his old Puritan longings

awakened by that terrible visitation on London, the plague, in which

the phantom of the pale horse and the thirsty dart made many a

godless and thoughtless heart tix-mble ; and again did the admiral

interpose to save his heir apparent from fanaticism. He therefore

sent him to Ireland, where the scheme seemed likely again to be

crowned with complete success. The brilliant but virtuous court of

Ormonde presented so many counteracting influences, that, having

tasted the excitement of military life in an insurrection at Carrick-

fergus, he became anxious to enter the army, and actually had him-

self painted, the first and only time in his life, in the costume of a

Boldier. His father refused his consent to this scheme, supposing

that all was going to his mind in regard to his son. But a seeming
accident dashed all these expectations, and settled the destiny of

Penn. Hearing, on a visit to Coik, that his quondam apostle.

Thomas Loe, was to preach that night, he Avent to hear him, rather

from Guriosity than any deeper emotion. The fiery words of the

earnest Quaker fell, like living coals, on the smouldering elements of

religious fervour that yet slumbered in his heart; and inspired with

a ne\v purpose, he turned his back on the peerage and splendour
intended for him by liis father, and identifled himself with the fol-

lowers of George Fox. His father, hearing of it, sent for him, and
being unutterably scandalized by his adherence to a sect that would
not dofl" the hat. even in the presence of monarchy itself, the in-

dignant old admiral turned him out of doors. Although readmitted

to his father's house, an impassable gulf existed between the two,

which continued to separate them, until the admiral was enabled to
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ju<l;];e of the "wisdom of his son's choice in that solemn and scarch-

'"n ^'n^^'^
*'''-^ ^'^^^^ ^^ earthly things from a death-hed, vrhen his

lieart relented, and he left his son his fortune and his blessing.

Tims ended the courtier epoch of Penn's life : and though, like the

rn«hing tide of the Missouri, after mingling "with the placid Father

of ^\':lttrs, Avc may trace its turbid elements long afterwards in the

flow of his life, yet at this point it loses its separate character, and

is joined by another set of influences, which bring before us William

I'enn the Christian.

When we pronounce Penn to be a representative of Quakerism

as a religious principle, we are not to be understood as affirming

that he was a complete type of this movement. Indeed, tlicre was

something in the original bent of his mind that did not wholly sym-

phonize with the essential character of Quakerism. Penn was by

nature an enthusiast, but not a mystic, and it is in the combination

of the two tliat we find the genuine representation of their religious

movement. There were two facts in his nature that drew him to-

ward Quakerism. The one was his Puritanism—the deep and solemn

impression of spiritual tilings that possessed his soul, and prepared

him to unite with any class of men, who could share these profound

and powerful emotions. The other fact was, his English love of fair-

play, and sympathy Avith the oppressed, who Avere aiming to estnblish

some great principle. "We firmly believe that had Cromwell lived,

and given, as he desired, free toleration to all religious professions,

—had Quakerism been allowed without opposition to lift up its voice

against steeple-houses, mass-houses, taking off hats, and wearing

Babylonish apparel, Penn never would have been a Quaker. There

was in him, however, a John Bull honesty, with a spice of obstinacy

and pugnacity which belongs to the same type of character, that

drew him to the persecuted followers of Fox, with all the kindling

sympathies of a noble nature hating unfairness and oppression of the

weak. Hence his services to the cause were mainly of a polemic

character, and he was rather the Ulrich von Iliitten or the Theodore

Agi-ippaD'Aubigne of this movement, than the type of its spiritual

character. It is perfectly obvious that his sympathies were even

stronger with such men as Sidney, Hampden, and Locke, than with

Fox, Loo, or the noisy peripatetics who shocked drowsy hirelings in

steeple-houses, or fulminated to gaping crowds in market-places, with

their testimony against the evil of the times. There is no evidence

that he was over very fondly regarded by Fox. but rather the contrary,

in the absence of all confidinc: and commendatory allusion to him in

Fox's private journal, such as we should expect to find with regard to

one who rendered the cause such good service. Nor is there any-
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tiling in this fact that is surprising. Quakerism, from its origin

in such a man as Fox, was a protest agaiust all that was esteemed

conformity to the world in dress, deportment, and manner of living;

and with that pertinacious magnifying of little things, which our

nature is always prone to when we lose sight of soher reason and

revelation as our guides, it became fiercely intolerant about trifles,

whilst denouncing an intolerance about matters of gi'eater im-

portance. This strain of opposition was entirely in accordance

with the tastes of many of the early converts, but could not be fully

embodied in the son of Admiral Penn, and the friend of Rochester

and the two monarchs of the Restoration. He always retained a

weakness for the creature comforts and even the elegancies of life,

that was sorcl}' scandalizing to his more cynical brethren, and was
made the ground of bitter accusations. It is very easy to see that

other feelings besides those of a holy indignation against worldly

conformity might arise in the lean and gaunt apostles of Fox, when
they saw Penn decked out in periwigs of the finest curl and powder,

against which they had borne special testimony, and, together with

his family, indulging in the gaudy superfluities of silk, and gold, and
silver in their apparel ; living in a house whose furniture had an
elegance that made it vie with a palace ; and keeping up a table that

not only groaned with the dainties and delicacies of the jvalatc, but

also flittered with the elegancies and splendours of the side-board.

j\Ir. ]5ixon himself, whilst attempting to deny this want of sympathy
with his brethren, furnishes unconsciously at Oiicc the proof and the

explanation of the fact in his own statements. He tells us distinctly

that the men who stood by him in his miifurtunes were not his

fellow-Quakers, but such meii as Rochester, lumelagh, Tillotson,

and Locke. And it is only this fact that can redeem the whole sect

from a verdict of the most infamous ingratitude in thus forsaking

him after his eminent services and suflerings for them. Did we
believe that he enjoyed their sympathies and confidence wholly, as

one of them in every respect, we should denounce them witli in-

dignant severity for thus deserting him in his hour of need. Ad-
mitting the fact we allege, we have an explanation of their conduct,

which, whilst it cannot justify its ingratitude, yet relieves it from
the charge of monstrous nnd unmitigated baseness.

The service rendered by Penn to his sect was very considerable.

With that restless activity and enterprise that belonged to his Eng-
lish nature, he went forth as a missionary to proclaim these new
doctrines on the continent. Here he at once gave and received im-

pulses that continued to act long after his missionary toiu' was ended.

In visilin^ir Holland, he came in contact with some of those exiles for
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conscience' sake who were looking to the New "World as the theatre

for the establishment of their prhiciplcs ; and dreams of a holy com-

nionwoalth began to arise in his mind, which were afterwaixls to be

embodied in the experiment of Pennsylvania. His labours also at

home, in battling for the new faith with his tongue and pen, were by
no means inconsidei'able. His fluency and ready memory gave him
great advantages in oral discussion, whilst a smooth, and at times

somewhat energetic style of expression, in spite of his tendency to

what Iiurnet calls " a tedious, luscious way of talking," go ve fitting

expression to his thoughts. Here also he used to great advantage

the treasures that he had accumulated, and the polemic subtilty and
skill he had accpiired under Owen, at Oxford, and Amyrault, at Sau-

mur; and the Catenae Patrum, and Loci Communes, which now
seem to us such stores of learned lumber, Avere wielded with no
small eftoct in that age of theological dialectics.

]>ut, perhaps, his greatest services were rendered in the social

and civil relations of th.e new sect. The public adherence of such

a man tended to redeem the new movement from the character of

absolute -vulgarity, and shield it from that utter contempt with

which men generally would be disposed to regard it. But contehopt

was not the only influence to be dreaded. Hatred and open hostility,

the more intense because of the mingling of political and religious

feelings so clo?ely in that day, were visited on the Quakers, not only

ill acts of popular violence, but also in the rigorous enforcement

of laws, which, however at variance with English liberty in its essen-

tial principles, yet found their place on the Engli-h statute-book.

And whilst we cannot, with Mr. Dixon, consider Penn as placing

the rights of juries, and the guarantees of prisoners, in the com-
manding position which they now hold, by his own individual trial,

yet we must admit that it was one of the battles that was fought for

these great principles, and that in contesting the positions taken by
the court, he did a valuable service not only to his sect, but also to

his nation. And whilst we cannot fully reconcile his course Avith

his principles of passive non-resistance, yet this is but in accordance
with the general view we have taken of his Christian and Quaker
character. That he was not bound by his principles to obey a bad
law is true, but that this unresisting passivity, which his sect pro-

claimed as Chnstian meekness, was consistent with an attempt to

induce, first the court, and then the jury, to set aside the law, and
assume the power of annulling and virtually repealing it, whilst they

had sworn to decide under and according to the law; and also with

his influence in prevailing upon the imprisoned jurors to sue out a

writ ai habeas corpus for their discharge,—that such sturdy and man-
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ful battling for victory, even in a good causc, -was exactly Quakerish,

is a foct which many will be slow to perceive. But the world owes
many of its greatest blessings to the inconsistency of its benefactors,

and will judge much more leniently of the man who is inconsistently

right, than of him who is always consistently^ wrong. But, however

we may decide the questions of casuistry that arise here, it is obvi-

ous that the bold and successful stand that was taken by Penn in

regard to this species of legal persecution, was the means of saving

his compeers from much petty annoyance and harassing diihculty.

The connexion of Penn with James II. presents nothing which,

with our view of his Christian character, was inconsistent with his

duties or relations. It is true, that had he been a disciple of the

grain of blunt old Fox, there might have arisen between the Quaker
and the Papist some exciting discussions about mass-houses, rag-

religion, and unseemly vanities, if not on graver topics ; but we re-

gard the absence of these things in the connexion between the

monarch and subject, as equally consistent Avith the good sense and

good manners of both, and not inconsistent with the sincerity of

each in his religious professions. The i-elations between James
and Penn were produced b}^ two causes, the first of which was

highly honourable to both, and the second at least highly natural

in view of the circumstances of the case. Admiral Penn was the

friend of the Stuarts in their exile and misfortune, and descended

even to treachery to advance their interests, and after their restora-

tion to power continued their loyal and devoted subject in a depart-

ment of service in which his eminent abilities were peculiarly valu-

able, and in which England had a special pride. It was, therefore,

natural that he should be regarded with special favour, and that

wdien, on his death-bed, he commended his son to the royal favour,

James, then Duke of Yoj'k, should undertake his guardianship out

of afiection to the dying hero. This guardianship he exercised be-

fore he ascended the throne, and betbre his patronage could be

referred to any motives of state policy. This was the first and
main cause of the intimacy thus so strangely cxistir^g between the

republican Quaker and the despotic Papist. The second cause was
one Avliich cannot be regarded as serittusly open to objection. Penn
was contending as a Quaker for liberty of conscience, because he

believed that it was sinful to repress the nianifestations of the in-

ward light, and unjust to deprive an Englishman of the power of

doing what was not morally v/rong. James was desirous of obtain-

ing this liberty because he himself needed its protection, and be-

cause thus his desigiis in introducing Popery could the more effec-

tually be promoted. Different, however, as were their motives, the
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result aimed at v^aa the same—the abolition of all penal restrictions

on religious belief; and therefore it was not sm-prising that both,

feeliu;^ themselves to be Aveak, should seek mutually to strengthen

one another in attaining a common end. iVs Quaker and Papist

>vere classed together in common hate and hostility, and oppressed

by common disabilities of law, it is not matter of surprise that they

should unite in striving to obtain common safety and protection.

.Such a union was, under the circumstances, natural in the highest

degree.

Mr. Dixon devotes an extra chapter to " the Macaulay charges,"

which ho denies, and tries to disprove with great spirit, and as to

the most serious of them, with success. But with that proneness to

hero-worship which seems to be strong in his nature, he thinks it

needful to show that, because Macaiday is wrong about some things,

he is wrong about everything, and that his hero is the very Bayard
of the broad-brimmed chivalry. This claim, however, has certainly

not been made out either by Dixon or Forster for William Penn.

Mr. l)ixo]i reduces ^lacaulay's charges to five; the first of which

is, that Penn's connexion with James in 16S4, caused his own sect

to look coldly upon him. Mr. D. replies to this, that " his only au-

thority for this statement is Gerard Croese, a Dutchman, who was

never in England in his life," and that the records of the society

show that he was in good standing. Now it so happens that Mr. D.

has wholly blmidercd in replying to this charge, missing its vulner-

able point, repl3-ing to a charge which was not made, and asserting

a fact -which was not true. It is not only not true that Croese was

never in England, but the evidence of this fiict is found in the very

passage quoted by ]Macaulay. And the fact exhibited from the

Society Records does not bear on the charge, any more than the

fact that Thomas Jefferson was elected to high office and never im-

peached proves that there was no suspicion and dislike felt toward

him. The allegation is not of anything publicly and formally ex-

pressed, but of coldness and dislike, which would naturally take a

less open form. The proof that this feeling exists is spread out on

I'i.von's own pages. The only point where the charge is really wl-
nerable is overlooked by ]Mr. Dixon. It is in assigning the cause

of this Avant of cordiality solely to his connexion with James. It

had other causes, as we have suggested, more creditable to Penn,

and perhaps less creditable to his associates, although not involving

anvLliing in them at variance with the common laws of human
nature.

The second charge, that Penn " extorted money" from the girls

of Taunton for the maids of honour, is the most serious, and is fully
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set aside by Mr. DLxon. He gives eight reasons against this charge,

the first of Avhich is, that the letter on which it was based was
directed to George Pennp, and not to William Penn. Kow this is

really all that is needed, and the other points raised are like the

twelve reasons that were proffered for the absence of a juror, the first

of which was that he was dead—a reason which was deemed wholly

satisfactory^ by the Court, and the others were dispensed with.

Mr. D. having clearly made out that it was Penne, not Penn, who
was engaged in this mean business, the charge must be withdrawn,

and we believe has been withdrawn by jMacaulay himself That

it should ever have been made by one Avho had studied the high and

honourable character of Penn in all pecuniary transactions, is cer-

tainly somewhat surprising.

In regard to the other charges, we believe that Mr. D. has ad-

duced proof that satisfactorily establishes the substantial innocence

of Penn, although in some cases he does not fairl}^ meet the state-

ments of Macaulay. In the transaction with Kiffin, all that Mr. D.

adduces is negative, as far as respects the charge that James pre-

vailed on Penn to use his influence with Kiffin to accept the alder-

manship, and thot this influence was ineffectual. It may be true

that Penn did advise Kiflin to the step, and yet that his advice was

not at first followed, whilst afterwards, when stronger influences were

brought to bear, the oflice was accepted. But the charge itself really

involves no guilt on the part of Penn, considering his relations with

the king.

jNIr. Dixon also indulges in the heroics somewhat, at the remark

of jNJacaulay that Penn had become " a tool of the king and the

Jesuits," and utters some very indignant bursts of eloquent interro-

gation concerning Penn's boldness and decided Protestantism.

Now the remark of Macaulay contains no imputation on either, for

his employment as a tool of Jesuitical intrigue was not with his

complete knowledge of the extent of the designs which he was em-
ployed to further. He was an unconscious instrument, and uncon-

scious because of the very unsuspecting nobleness of his nature, and

the more effectual because of the simple integrity of purpose with

which he acted. The crafty Jesuits used him as they have so often

used noble natures, and are using them at this hour, by playing

upon the very excellencies of their character, and enlisting them in

their service. All that is proved there, by such a charge, is, that

Penn was not as wily or profound a plotter as those with whom he

was associated by circumstances ; a fact which few persons v,-ill re-

gard as much to his disadvantage.

As far, then, as these charges seriously affect the Christian char-
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hcicr of Penn, we believe they have been successfully answered by

his (U-fomlers ; but as far as they show him to be a man of like

wcakuc?»es and foibles with his fellovrs, Ave regard the effort at vin-

dioaliou as at once'unnecessary and unsuccessful. Penn, although

a dceidod Quaker, was neither an ascetic nor a mystic, nor did he

On-xxu it necessary to become a bare-footed friar because he had be-

cc'ino a Christian. His aim was not to go out of the world, but to

bf dflivcrcd from its evil; and whilst, according to the rules of St.

Duiuinic, and, indeed, according to the rules of honest old George,

U3 expounded by such teachers as Bugg, (the man with the misa-

voury name, as Southey calls him,) he cannot be canonized as a

saint, yet, according to the broad and liberal canons of the word

of (lod, he can be welcomed and loved by us as a Clnistiim.

The tliird aspect in which we see him is, as a colonist. This por-

tion of liis life is set forth in ample detail by Mr. Dixon, and the

perusal uf it Avill excite feelings of the livehest admiration for the

cnerg^V of the colonist, and of the profoundest melancholy in view of

the ob-stinacy and ingratitude which he encountered in his great en-

terjirise. llis thoughts were directed to this work by his disap-

pointments in England. An ardent friend of liberty, and trembhng

for its fate in the feeble hands of Charles II., he strained eveiy

nerve to have Algernon Sidney returned to parliament, and suc-

ceeded, but was disappointed by the treachery and intrigue of the

royiili.sts, -who procured his rejection from the house, although twice

Icgidly elected. Disheartened by these iniquitous measures, he be-

^an to look aromid him for some more hopeful field for the culture

of these gTcat principles of liberty. His eyes Avere naturally directed

to that .land of hope, the iS'ew World, concerning which his youth-

ful enthusiasm had been kindled by his f.ither's stories of the tropi-

cal spk'iidoiu- of the West Indies, and his later expectations excited

by the Holland emigrants, Avho sought on the shores of 2<ew-Eng-
lanil '• freedom to worship God." Fortunately circumstances ojiened

up a way by Avhich these longings could be gratified. His father

h:id bcijueathed to him claims on the government for money lent,

and arrearages of pay, amounting to fifteen thousand pounds, equiv-

alent to near fifty thousand in our day. The empty exchequer of

Cisarles was of course unable to meet such a claim, after its lavish

siiuandcrings on scandalous and worthless favourites, and hence pay-

laeiit was from time to time postponed. Penn noAV proposed to

t;»ke in satisfaction for his claim a portion of the crown lands in the

New World. This claim was o])posed by the royalists, because of

the republican notions he nieant to ingraft on the colony; and a

tiiOusan<l delays, and vexations, and disajipointments were invented
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to baffle and defeat the project. At length, ho^vever, he succeeded,

and a charter was made out for a tract of land, which Penn wished

to name New-Wales, or Sylvania, but Charles, in honour of liis

father, called Pennsylvania. Of the vast region thus deeded away,

he was made absolute proprietor. Ilis next step was to devise a

plan of settlement and government for his new colony, which he did,

with the aid of his friend Sidney; and altliongh we cannot, with ]\Ir,

Dixon, find in this the germ of the United States and the fountain

of Amcncan liberty, yet .we can unite with him in regarding it as a

remarkable proof of the sagacity and political wisdom of its framers.

To which of them it owes most, we cannot now decide ; but there is

honour enough for both, thus to throw themselves so far in advance

of the ideas of their generation, and embody so fully the gi-eat prin-

ciples of civil and religious liberty. Having determined the plan,

the next step was to obtain suitable emigrants, which, in that rest-

less and dissatisfied age, was not a matter of much difficulty. When
it was understood that the enthusiastic follower of Fox, and the

high-hearted friend of Sidney, had matured the plan of " a holy ex-

periment" on the virgin soil of the west, in which the dreams of

Harrington, Move, and Locke should be gloriously embodied, many
were found ready to flock around his standard. Accordingly, expe-

ditions were soon fitted out, and in due time the proprietor himself

followed, and began his noble and arduous work. He organized the

government, embodying in it his ])rinciplcs of peace and justice;

laid out a great city ; made treaties with the Indians, of which Vol-

taire sarcastically said, that they were the only ones never sworn to,

and never broken ; and founded his new republic on principles the

most wise, equitable, and comprehensive. Having finished this

work he returned to England.

Now, however, his days began to be darkened with thick and
gloomy clouds. The scenes that folk^wcd the accession and expul-

sion of James, and the breaking out of the French war involved

him in great trouble. Under jiretext that his Quaker principles

were incomj^atible with the safet)' of the colony, and the military

defence of tlic countr}*, he was deprived of its government by an
order of council, which annexed it to that of New-York. The blow was
a sudden and crushing one. His whole fortune had been expended on
his colony, so that one hundred and twenty tliousand pounds would not

cover the loss. The cherished dreams of his life were embodied in

this "holy experiment," which now seemed about to be wrested

from his hand. His Irish estates were ruined b}'- the war of the

revolution. His English property was covered up with fraudulent

claims by the villanous Fords, whom he had so confidingly trusted.
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I if v.-as thus reduced to poverty from an unbounded affluence,

menaced ^vith disgrace, threatened ^vith illegal prosecutions, harassed

vitli perjurers and slanderers, robbed of his proprietary rights, and

to erown the crushing ^veight of misfortune, his high and noble-

lieartod wife, the lovely Guli, died, and left him to stmgglo Avith

Iho gathering sorrows that thickened around, in loneliness and

b'Toaveuicnt. We know of few sadder sights in history than Penn

at this midnight of his life. But the cup of his bitiernesg was not

vet full. In consequence of the resistance offered by the colonial

government to Col. Fletcher, the royal deputy, it was actually proposed

to withdraw the charter, and thus rob him of his land. He wa^

aroused from the depth of his grief by this new outrage, and desirous

of going to America to adjust the dilliculty. But he was actually too

poor to pay the outfit. He bethought himself of his colonists on

whom he had expended a princely fortune, and who were at that

time owing him a largo amount of quit-rents. He therefore wrote

a letter, in which he touchingly laid bare his poverty, and asked those

who were in his debt to loan him a few thousands, that he might

come out and shield them from this threatened outrage. To their.

eternal disgrace, they refused the loan, and even made his mis-

fortunes the occasion of trying to exact new privileges from his

generous and yielding nature. We wonder not that this utter

baseness called forth such indignant complaints from him, and dis-

turbed the quiet placidity of his usual mildness. That the colonists

should be ever grasping increased grants of power, disputing his

authority over them, and striving to limit his prerogative was the

natural result of the unnatural mixture of feudalism and democracy

that existed in his constitution ; but that they should refuse to pay

their lawful dues, neglect him in his misfortune, decline even a loan

in his poverty, when they had in their o\ni hands security for repay-

ment, and make his very weakness the pretext for fresh rapacity,

shows a thorough meanness and ingratitude of nature that hold them
up to execration and contempt.

But matters began soon to brighten somewhat, as this chequered

life wore nearer to its sunset. His government was restored to him
by an order in council, and the sunshine friends who forsook him
in his adversity began to return as the clouds dispersed. But his

troubles were still not ended. He returned to Pennsylvania, intend-

ing to spend the remainder of bis life in elegant retirement at Penns-

bury, on the Delaware. But before he had been long there, he was

alarmed by hearing of a new attempt in England to wrest from him
bis charter, and thus rob him of his property. Calling the colonial

assembly together he tu-ged them to take such steps as would remove
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all pretext for this high-handed outrago, promising them all aid in

his power in placing the colony on a permanent basis. Instead of

responding to his generous patriotism, they again attempted to Tvring

out of his misfortune some gain for themselves, and presented him
a long list of the most exorbitant and exacting demands, as insulting

as they were unjust. Penn, however, calmly reasoned with them,

until they became ashamed of their most mpacious demands, and
were reduced to less outrageous terms ; but to the last they refused

to take on themselves the expenses of their own government, which

he had all along bome from his private means, and forced him to the

necessity of selling land to raise the means of returning to England.

At length he returned ; and although the project of wresting the

charter from him was abandoned, other troubles met him. The
Fords, his sly and villanous agents, trumped up an enormous account

against him, which, proven as it was by perjury, was forced to extreme

process, and the generous old man, by whose unsuspicious confidence

they were enabled to defraud him so basely, was arrested in meeting,

and in his old age thrown into prison, because of his inability

.

to pay an unjust debt. At length this matter was adjusted; but

new difficulties appeared in the colony. Penn desired to return,

but could not because of his poverty. Again he asked them for aid,

desiring only the settlement of a stated sahiry upon him as governor.

But again, with consistent meanness, his brethren refused to grant

his request. He then wrote them a calm and touching letter, reciting

his sleepless anxieties, his sacrifices, and his poverty, all endured for

their sakes, and then offered to transfer tiicm to the crown, if they

desired the change. His letter seems to have produced a good effect,

and the next session of the assembly was more rational and grateful,

so that the old man's henrt was gladdened by the evidence of re-

turning reason, before he passed away.

But before a second assembly could convene he was beyond the in-

fluence of earthly trouble. Picpeated strokes of palsy reduced him. to a

second childhood, and although for five years he lingered on, enjoying

comparatively good health, the free and manly intellect was gone. His

sole employment was gambolling with the children, and gazing at

the beautiful furniture of his mansion with infantile delight. The
powers of speech and memory gradually left him ; and although there

lingered a sweet and holy radiance about his wrecked nature, like a

twilight on the columns of the Parthenon, yet it only made the

more touching and mournful the shattered nobleness that it illumined.

At length, after the columns of his earthly tabernacle had been gently

taken down one by one, the final summons came, and without a

struggle, or a gleam of conscious recognition of the weeping ones
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who hung above the shattered niins of the weary and wayworn

jiil;j;riin, he fell asleep, as the first gray dapplings of the da-wn vieve

Iriirhteiiing in the sky, on the morning of July 30, 1718. His end

at least Avas peace.

Such was ^V'illiaxn Penn, the courtier, tlic Christian, and the colonist,

vrhose life, though stormy and eventful to a dcgi-ce unusual even in

an age of event and storm, yet may be said to have had two child-

hoods and two deaths. AVithout being intellectually great, he did

that by the unity, energy, and directness of his purposes which

gi-cntncps foiled to accomplish; and without being that faultless

monster which his eulogists endeavour to depict him, he was a high-

Boulcd, manly, and open-hearted Englishman, a friend Avho never

shrank from avowing his affection, a patriot who scorned to conceal

his sentiments, and a Christian who was never ashamed of his cross.

Altliough we cannot, Avith Mr. Di.xon, make him the Romulus or

Lycurgus of American liberty, yet we recognise his wisdom, pacific

policy, and liberal views as among the most important elements

that go to form the inheritance we enjoy, and his embodied iniluence

in the colony he founded as giving marked and decided tone to many
of our institutions. "Without being either a myth, a hero, or a martyr,

his rare combination of excellencies has exalted him into a species

of mythical apotheosis, his success has invested him with a halo of

heroism, and his sufferings have imparted tohis life some of the sublime

interest of martyi'dom. Inferior to many of his contemporaries in

separate qualities, he yet combined the available in f^icultios with

the advantageous in circumstances, so as to accomplish that which

they attempted in vain. Of his biographer we have only space to say,

that he has done a good service to the memory of his hero, although

failing to accomplish much that he has attempted. But we are

bound in justice to add, that this failure arises from the impossibility

of the case rather than from the inability of the writer ; and our only

objection is that he has had the folly to attempt what was impossible,

and thus to render a partial failure certain. If he has not made a

hero out of a warm, noble-hearted, and active Englishman, he has at

least shown us that, in the various aspects under which we see Wil-

liam Tenn, he was a man to be admired, loved, and even revered,

and one whose memory the world will not, soon or willingly, permit

to die.
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Art. Vm.—positive SCIENCE.

Vestiges of Civilization ; or, the Aetiology of History, Religious, Aesthetical, Political

and Philosophical. New-York: H. Bailliere. 1851.

The work before us is the first-fruit in this country of the Positive

Philosophy of xVuguste Comte, of which a survey is given in a

former article in our present number. The author admits that he

owes his "fundamental principle" to ^1. Comte, whom he stjdes the

" greater Newton, succeeding the greater Kepler, of social and univer-

sal science." But the disciple is not only bold enough, like his master,

to differ from all previous thinkers, but also to extend the A'iews of

the master himself if not to forsake them in a most important appli-

cation of the fundamental principle, as v.ill fm'ther appear in our brief

analysis of the work.

But before entering upon this analysis, we must characterize tlie

work briefly, at least in some of its more prominent, though acci-

dental, attributes. The task of the book is no less tlian to constitute

a scientific theory (Jhc scientific theory its author would say) of

universal nature and universal knowledge, by wliich both are brought

under one and the same Jan: of progressive cvoIutio?2. It is, in a

word, the great project, so often essayed by philosoi)hers, both ancient

and modern, from Thales and Xenophancs dovra to Fichte and

Hegel, of explaining and determining the knoieablc. And yet the

author concludes, in his introduction, that " a theorj', thus compris-

ing all principles and comprised in all experience, may be made
.evident and irresistible to the plainest understanding;" and he

hopes " to give the largest generality of readers a conception, clear

and consecutive, of both the natural laws of civilization and the

essential conditions of science 1" A more conclusive proof could

hardly be furnished that he belongs to the

Gens ratione ferox cl mentem pasta chimreris.

And like all the rest of tlie tribe he dogmatizes throughout with the

loftiest confidence that his theory is the theory—that the organism

of the universe is in his hands, and that the law of development, for

man and natui-e, after struggling through the darkness of ages, has

at last found its expounder—not even in Auguste Comte, but in

the author of the " Vestiges of Civilization'." To this complexion

the thing comes at last, notwithstanding the author's disclaimer

—

repeated at intervals through the work when some new burst of his

own arrogance or irreverence has awakened even his slumbering

modesty—of individual claims to pre-eminence, except of position.
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Quite consistent with this self-assumed superiority, as the oracle of

the new and final instauratio scientiannn, is the writer s systematic

depreciation of theology, of theologians, and of spiritual religion,

throughout the work. No possible opportunity for a sneer is ever

lost ; and when the finer edge cannot be employed, the writer does

not disdain to employ ribaldry as thorough, and, we regret to say, as

vulgar, as that of Paine. The Hebrew Bible is for him " a crude

niisccllauy," less ripe than the collections of Trismegistus—" a far-

rago of nursery tales, imagined two or three thousand years ago, by

a handful of scrofulous barbarians." The "priesthood" were the

"professional executioners of early days, and are, in all days, too

full of the afflatus of divinity to have place for humanity in their

hearts. It is upon society, alone, that the holy men in question feed,

and feast, and fatten." The apologist for the Bible must either

justify it on the ground of the infantile imbecility of the Jewish

mind, or " excuse it for indecencies which would be thought too dis-

gusting, by a voluptuary of any refinement, to insert in a book of

obscenity." The writer who can thus insult the cherished convic-

tions of millions of his fellows—nay, of the wisest and best among
those millions—show^s himself as destitute of discretion as he is of

decency. His whole procedure in this regard seems to us to lack

few of the elements of madness. Even the heathen oracles were

too sane to disgust their auilitors : this climax of folly remained to

be achieved by the hierophant of the "Age of Science."

But the theologians may take comfort ; the blows of our author's

ponderous bludgeon fall as heavily upon all other classes of thinkers.

According to him, the " historians " have never produced anything but

" a jumble of opinions without consistency and of facts without cohe-

sion ;" JS'ifbnhr is but a " reputed reformer," and Prescott writes his-

tory " with the philosophy of a fairy tale." The metaphysicians have

produced nothing but " reveries ;" Mr. Whewell sets up " the concep-

tive capacity of a clergyman as the model of all truth and the mea-

sure of all creation;" the sphere of philology "has never yet been

penetrated by a steady ray of science." These are but slight indi-

cations of the spirit of the book throughout—a spirit unworthy of the

genuinely scientific mind which the author of this book unquestion-

ably possesses.

Another feature, so prominent as to force itself upon our attention

everywhere, is the writer's almost servile deference to the French

niind, and his conseciuent depreciation of the English and the Ger-

man intellect. The Ereuchman not only speaks " the most perfect,

without a second, of human tongues," but is, co nomine, a philosopher:

wiiilo the ]']nglish mind is essentially unscientific and unconstructive;

EoiuTK Skries, Vol. IV.—

9
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and the Gorman '"' wallows in a chaos of crudities.""-^ Injustice to the

German miud is flagrant on ahnost every pai^e of the work ; and this,

too, while the writer is obviously ignorant of a sentence of the lan-

guage, and owes his half-knowledge of the theories he dismisses so

summarily wholly to French or English translators or expositors!

To this ignorance he is indebted for one of his " pregnant and perti-

nent proofs " that the French mind is now ripe for philosophical

history :
—

" The word historicaJ" he says, " is not used in French, as

in our own and other idioms, to denote a mere matter of record, but is

now become significant of matter of fact, in contradistinction to matter

of fable !" How long the German language preceded the French in

this use of the word we leave our author to iind out; Avhile avc beg to

assure him, that inaccuracies like this, so positively offered, go far to

weaken our confidence in his verifications in general. And in quit-

ting these general views upon his book, we tell him also that if we
-ivere disposed to retort upon him even the slightest measure of the

sarcasm he so lavishes upon Christianity and Christian ministers, it

would be the easiest thing in the world to draw from his own book
materials enough so instinct with the ridiculous, that no skill of ours

would be requisite to barb the arrow—no mahgnity to poison it.

But
Non tali an.xilio ncc dcfeiisorlbus istis

is the sacred cause of truth and of God to be defended. The author

is a man of profoundly scientific mind—his work is one of the most
logically concatenated treatises we have ever read—and we trust,

spite of all the provocations he has given us, to treat both him and
bis book as they deserve to be treated—on scientific grounds. We
proceed then to our summai-y analysis, only regretting that our
limits bind us to the closest brevity of exposition.

The object of the work is, as we have stated, identical with that of
those philosophers, in all times, who have sought to construct univer-

sal systems. But all previous systems, according to the Positive
Philosophy, rested upon assumptions which were, moreover, meta-
physical or negative phantasies, such as the Universal Unity, the
Ego, the Absolute, the Fom-is of the Understanding, etc. And they
were not only chimerical, but incomplete—leaving unbridged the
gulf between Man and >^ature. Thus Schelling'^ notion ""of the
Absolute implies an opposition between ]Man and IS^ature not less

than does the all-creative Ego of Fichtc ; for it. too. makes mind
and man the measure of the universe. All those theories (hypothe-

•* Strange that the French nuncl, all soionlific as it is, shouM have paid so little
heed to the new Apostle of Hvicnce, that .M. Comtc's groat work on Sociology (his
crowning ta.sk) cannot find a publisher in Paris

!
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scs, rather) are -well compared by our author to "a squin-el in a

rcvolvin;^ engo." Unlike these, or any other attempts of the kind,

the work before us attempts to reduce the t^vo elements of mind and

nature to tlie same genetical laws, under a conception of real ov posi-

tive objcctivAty—and this^ too, the objectivity not of entities, material

or mental, but of relation. And, what is still more strikingly char-

acteristic of the work, it seeks to found this law upon a pure induc-

tion offacts, in all the sciences and to all the senses.

To Sense there are two fticts indubitable and fundamental : 1. The
existence of what we call matter, or, more strictly, its impression

upon, or rather its relation to the percipient. 2. The changes of

such relations, as continuous, or as recumng after intervals of disap-

pearance. But these last form the group of conditions which we
name Motion, Space, and Time. So certain are all and each of these,

when properly viewed as relations, that it is absurd to deny and

impossible to disbelieve thera. Moreover, each member of this

group implies the other ; and while they presuppose no special object

or phenomenon in the universe, there is no known or even imagina-

ble object in Avhich the}^ are not presupposed. These three are the

only postulates of the new theory ; and it must be owned that few

demonstrations could offer a more simple and reliable basis. So

much for the facts of sense.

The facts of Science on which the theory is finally rested, are the

same elementary facts of Sensation, generalized into the abstract

conceptions termed Lav/s. In this maturer form, they are recognised

in the triad of sciences called Mathematics—in the laws (or general

relations) of Number, Extension, and figure. The certainty of these

is axiomatic and proverbial. And with these few and familiar elements

the theory is ready to proceed on its adventurous way. ]\Iotion pass-

ing Matter by progressive preponderance from the primordial state of

indefinite diffusion (IS umber) into a state of special direction, (Exten-

sion,) and bringing inevitably two or more such formations into opposi-

tion (Figure)—in other terms, Gravitation, Affmity, Polarity—this is

the triad of forces by Avhose incessant revolution upon its previous

results, accumulating through an eternity of ages, the theory before

us pretend^ to evolve the whole fair universe, in all its past history

and in all its present phases

—

including the Human Mind and the

Social System, its highest development ! It is the very Gospel of

Materialism.

The writer puts the system to a crucial test in boldly applying it

to the Social System, which is, as we have said, the last development

of the human mind. The highest term of an organic series includes

and images all the rest ; and so the history of Humanity, in its aggre-
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gate evolution, must reproduce, though of course on an enormously

complicated scale, the successive triplicifcy of the three laws of all

formatiou as above given. This three-fold division is supplied to

the author in Comte's law of historical progression or of social evolu-

tion, viz., that the human mind, science, and society, pass through three

successive stages, the Theological, the Metaphysical, and the Positive.*

The author divides his work, according to this law of evolution, into

three cycles, which, by a modification of Comte's nomenclature, he calls

the Mythological, the I^Ietaphysical, and tlie Scientific. This modi-

fication, however, implies no substantial change; but in the use of

the term Metaphj'sical our author somewhat differs from Comte,

who characterizes the ^Metaphysical epoch as philosophizing upon
" entities," whereas in the work before us these entities themselves

are resolved into the type of "Will. So, also, the "divinities" and

"laws" of Comte's theological and positive eras respectively, are

here resolved into the subjective principles of Sensation and Reason.

But, as we remarked in the beginning, the writer essays a far bolder

flight than even Comte, in the full establishment of his theory. The

French philosopher discovered his law, and still maintains it, upon

purely empirical grounds. He does not attempt to explain hoio

things came to be as they are, but confines himself to their actual

existence and operations. lie formally disclaims all gevctic causa-

tion—not that he denies it, but only insists that its mode and con-

ditions are unattainable to the human faculties. 1l\\\?> pct'Uio princi-

pii is the fatal flaw in Comte's system ; and our author attempts no

less than to remedy it by supplying the genetic causation or explica-

tion, which he not only seeks to carry down through the mental

elements and epochs of civilization, but also to extend back through

all physical creation.

The three-fold arrangement of the work is, according to our author,

"a compound and necessary result (1) of the logical organization of

the mind conceiving, (2; of the cosmical order among the things to

be conceived, and (3) of the consequent ]Modes of the Conception."

These three factors are explained in a preliminary Part, Avhich treats,

in three chapters, I. of the Human Mind, II. of Cosmical Nature,

III. of ^Method. All these are treated analytically ; and herein the

author differs from most system-makers, wlio generally, after fixing

their principles, proceed dogmatically upon them. Nay more, as if

in bravado of confidence in his theory, he gives his analysis in the

order above stated, though, according to the law of evolution, he

should have begun with the ^Vorld instead of the Mind. His first

attempt then is to detect the normal tri])licity of his general law in

the recognised attributes of the mind, which he resolves into the one
° See page 30 of tliis Bcview.
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fiin;;le faculty of Perception, developing itself progressively under

nine processes in passing through the triple formulas as repeated in

the three cycles. These processes are

1st. Cycle Sensation, Memory, Imagination,

iM. do Reflection, Abstraction, Generalization,

3d. do Eeasoning, Comparison, Method.

To complete the furniture of the mature intellect, you must add the

<^rnrric or conceptivc principles of which these triads are species

;

nnd these prove to be the types of the three cycles, viz., Sensation,

(or Life,) Will, and Reason. To corroborate these analytic results

the author goes into a ^vide induction of facts, from Mathematics

even up to Theology ; for the theory, be it remembered, is to sulce

all qtirstions ivithin the sphere of the human intellect. The mathe-

matical coiToboration is dra-wn from Plato's doctrine of i)\e triangle

:

the moral, from the stages of individual gro^vth, viz., Infancy, Ado-
lescence, and Maturity, (animal, moral, rational :) the physiological^

from the three centres of vital organism—the stomach, the heart, and
the brain: the historical, from the traditional attribution of the

mental functions to each of these organs : the theological from the

trinities of all duly developed religions. We need hardly recall

Schelling to the minds of our philosophical readers -vN-hile they sur-

vey this universal evolution of triplicity. Schelling proved"^ it as

M'ell from his stand-point of objective idealism, as our author from
his bold materialism. But in point of logical skill, the latter is cer-

tainly erpial to the former. The second chapter of this first part
treat^s, as 'ivc have said, of the Constitution of Nature, and the third,

of Universal Method. The double mode of procedure before indi-

cated is can-ied through both these chapters ; but our space forbids

us to enter upon their details. The result of the second chapter is

a resolution of the external world into the solo agency of Motion,
disposing matter under three progressive combinations of attributes,
and composing each upon three subordinate but similar forms of
e.xistf'Mccs—both resulting in three predicables and nine categories,
fts follows :

—

Predicables. Categories.

Co-existence, Number, Quantity, Figin-e,

Co-occurrence Force, Mixture, Structure,
Co-oporation Growth, Life, Mind.

In the third chapter Method is defined to be " the means of plac-
nig thf- perceiving mind upon the track of creative nature." Its type
or fundamental form is found in Induction. Here, again, unable to
follow the steps of the analysis, we can only state its results, viz.,

that "the universal method of Induction, in loading the human mind
throughout the labyrinth of nature," accomplishes the route by three
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systematic survcj^s, witli three similar and subordinate stages to

each as follows, viz. :

—

Sj-stems. Methods.

Logic . . . Enumeration: Analogy: Syllogism:

Analytic . . Observation : Instrumentation : Experimentation

:

Synthetic . . Deduction : Classification : Taxonomy.*

In the conclusion of the chapter the results are brought together and

verified by a classification of the sciences, which consists, in fact, in

little more than changing the terms employed in the diflerent cate-

gories into technical forms, and subordinating them all, in strict

accordance with all previous developments of the system, into a final

formula, the science of humanity, viz., Civilizatton". And here he

goes beyond Comte (who refers the moral and intellectual operations

to the category of mere natural or physical man, but under the term

Social PJujsics) in placing Humanity at the head of the scale as an

organic unity,
—

" a hcins; whose constituent elements are the mass

of human individuals ; whose distinguishing attributes are language,

reflection, reason ; and whose organic structure is composed of arts,

institutions, and sciences."

The fourth chapter gives an analysis of Motive, which, quite con-

sistently with the character of the whole system, makes Pain and

Pleasure, in reference to individuals, Evil and Good with reference

to society, the supreme, nay, the sole motives of the human mind.

After having thus constructed, and. as he supposes, established his

system, our author proceeds in Part II. to apply it to the history of all

arts, institutions, systems, and religions through what he calls the

Mythological and the Metaphysical ages successively. As for the

Scientific age. he only claims to be its herald, not its liistorian. His

course is marked, throughout, by the same acuteness that we have so

freely accorded to the former steps of the investigation. It is out of

the question for us to attempt even a summary of the procedure.

Our imperfect analysis of the work will suffice to show to all who are

interested in such speculations, that no such comprehensive attempt

at the construction of a scientific system has ever been made on
American soil—nor. indeed, upon English. Purposing to return to

the work, if possible, for a more full examination than is now possible,

and for such a refutation of its errors, both of theory and of ap-

plication, as we may be able to offer, we can only now make a remark
or two upon its tendency.

The whole scheme, as we liave seen, is materialistic to the highest

"^ For taxonomy we suppose the author meant to coin the word taxitiofny. The
book iiTmnnds in in;\i\-uraci.\s of typography, and in inaccuracies, besides, for
which the author is resiionsihle. For many of these the undue hasto with which
the book was written ofiurs no apohjgy. The book and the world could both hare
afforded to wait a little longer.
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de^cG. On its basis the conception of Deity is a mere generaliza-

tion of experience—and the last work of the human mind, in clear-

in;; its way to science, is to get rid of that conception entirely.

The idea of a Divine Designer of the imiverse is but a relic of the

superstitious infancy of the human race. Of course, the notion of

filial causes is absurd. The morality of the scheme is,, as is quite ne-

cessary, the lowest and meanest sensualism. The freedom of the

will is a chimrora—the will itself " is a mere eflPect."' Human n^Ids

arc " entified appetites." Romanism is the true tj-pe of Christianity ;

and the Jesuit m.axim, that "the end sanctifies the means," has

" never been refuted on Christian principles, and never can be."

Can that system bo pliiiosopJiicaL which leads to these results?

Ko—it is the negation of philosophy—it is, in fact, the assertion

that philosophy is impossible, for it ignores all the tcoI questions of

philosophy as out of its sphere. It declares that all knowledge is

limited to the recognition of phenomena, and to the explanation of

merely j)henomenal laws. The consequences of this position were

fully set forth in the article on Philosophy and Faith in our number

for April, 1851, and we need not repeat them here. The fundamental

vice of the exclusive pi-ocedurc of the Positive Philosophy is abund-

antly exposed in that article, and in the first of our present number

:

and to these, with the one to follow in our April number, we commend
our readers for a full exhibition of the limits and the fiiults of that

philosophy. AVe do not fear any harm to Christianity from the widest

application of the Positive Method to the Avorld of phenomena.

]iut so miserable is the failm-e of the grand attempt before us, when

the author seeks to apply it to subjects beyond its sphere, that a

sentence or two will sufiice to indicate it. The Bible, according to this

writer, is a "farrago of nursery tales," originating in the "infantile

imbecility" of the Jewish mind. Now vionotheism is the turning

point from the " Mythological " to the " Metaphysical " cycles, and

the author himself employs the first chapter of Genesis to inaugurate

the advent of his second epoch. The " infantile " mind of the race of

" scrofulous barbarians " had anticipated the progi-ess of the universal

mind of the race by fifteen hundred years ! How does our author

account for this? Why, by the vague assertion that Moses ''might

have imported a species of personal monotheism, then breahng

vpon the van of the Egyptian intellect .'" That the human mind

has a range of thought beyond phenomena, and independent of them

—so far as its sources are concerned—this is the indestructible

position on which we rest : a position confirmed at once by the con-

Kciousness, and even by the experience of inankind, and verified by

the f;iilm-e of every system of metajdiysics or of science which has

Bought or claimed to be universal.
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Art. IX.—short RP:VIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(1.) It is seldom we have the gratification of calling the attention of our

readers to so inzportant and valuable a -vvork as " The Xew 2'estament

Expounded and Illustrated, according to the usual Marginal References, in the

very vjords of Holy Scripture, together vnth the Notes and Translations, and a

complete Marginal Harmony of the Gospels, by Clemkxt Moody, ]\I. A."

(New-York : Lane & Scott, 1 852 ; royal 8vo., pp. GOo.) Every student of the

Bible knows what floods of light the comparison of scripture with soriptiu-e

throws upon the sacred text ; the juxtaposition of parallel passages is often the

best of commentaries. But the trouble and delay of making this comparison

prevent ordinary readers from enjoying its benefits to the full extent ; and

besides, when one has turned to several passages, it is diflicult to bear them all

in mind at once. The work before us is designed to meet these diificulties,

and does it most ei^{ici\\A\y,hy printing the parallel passages m full, or so much

of them as may be necessary to illustrate the text, at the foot of each page, in

the form of a commentary. The sense of each reference is made complete in

itself, so as to save all further search on the part of the reader, except only in

those places where the text and the parallel arc identical both in sentiment and

language, where it would have been obviously useless to encumber the page

with anything more than a reference. We shall be greatly mistaken if this

does not turn out to be one of the most popular as well as most useful works

ever issued from tlie IMethodist Book Concern. It raeets a want which is felt

alike by the theologian, the ordinary reader of Scripture, and the Sabbath-

school teacher—and we cordially commend it to all who really desire to

" search the Scriptures."

(2.) T\''e have called the attention of our readers from time to time to the

successive issues of the " Iconographic Encyclopccdia of Science, Literature and

Art," (New-York : Budolph Garrigue,) as they have issued from the press ; but

our notices, given in this way, have been necessarily fragmentary and imper-

fect. The complete work now lies before us, and we must give it a more ex-

tended survey, though we regret that our space will allow us, even now, to

give a notice by no means commensurate, either in extent or minuteness, with

the magnitude and importance of the work.

The work is founded upon the " Bildcr Atlas zum Conversations-Lexicon,"

just published in Leipzig, and edited by J. G. IlncK. The American edi-

tion, which is in many respects a modification of the original ratlier than a

translation, comprises four large 8vo. volumes, containing over 3,200 pages of

text, with five hundred steel plates in quarto, including 12,000 separate figures.

The title is sufiicienlly comiirehensive to embrace the whole range of human

knowledge, but Biography. Speculative riiilosophy, and the Abstract Sciences

in general, are expressly shut out ; and even with this exclusion, it is obvious

that the utmost power of conipression must be employed to give even a sketch

of the vast field of human knowledge in so compendious a form. Accordingly,

the work is confined pretty strictly to a clear statement of the asccrt,ilned/irc^5
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of human knowledge, with the view of furnishing a book to which tlie gene-

ral loader may safely apply for an explanation of the principal physical facts

which come under his notice. The arrangement adopted is not alphabetical,

but that of a systematic grouping of distinct treatises, according to their na-

tural aflinities. The work thus contains, in part, a series of text-boobs, many
of which " are fuller in tlieir details than most of the popular treatises of the

day." Full tables of contents and indexes are given with each volume to facil-

itate occasional reference, giving the work all the advantage of the alphabeti-

cal arrangement.

The supervision of the whole work has been carried on by Professor S. F.

IjAIRD, formerly of Dickinson College, and now Assistant-Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institute. "We assured our readers, in our first announcement

of the work, of Professor Baird's ample qualifications for the task of editing it,

and we find all our promises more than confirmed by the result. Indeed,

there has been no instance in this country in which a great literary task, involv-

ing the labour of many hands, and extending necessarily over a large space

of time, has been so promptly completed according to its original promi.-e,

with so much credit both to editor and publisher, as the Iconographic Ency-

cloj):cdia. The labour, in addition to actual translation, which has devolved

uj>on the editor and liis coadjutors, may be best learned by the follo(viug

extract from the preface :

—

" In undertaking an English version of the Iconographic Encycloposdia it was
eoon found that a literal translation of the original would not satisfy the wants
of the American public. Written in and for Germany, the diflerent subjects

were treated of raucli more fully iu relation to that country than to the rest of

the world. In some articles, too, owing to the lapse of time or other causes, cer-

tain omissions of data occun-ed, which did not allow of their being considered as

representing the present state of science, or as suiting the wants of the. United
States. This, therefore, has rendered it necessary to make copious additions,

alterations, and abridgments in the respective translations; while, in some
instances, it has been thought proper to rewrite entiie articles. Several of

these original papers have been prepared by the Editor, and the remainder kindly

furnished by some of his friends. Some of these again have relieved him of tlie

burden of transhiting, and have added much to the merit of their work by judi-

cious alterations and additions ; while others have revised Lis MSS. and enriched
them with important suggestions. The authority and value of the assi.^tance

thus obtained will be sufficiently erident from the names of those who have so

kindly rendered it. To all he here takes the opportunity of returning his warm-
est acknowledgments.
"The second volume, or the one containing Botany, Zoology, and Anthropology,

has bi-en entirely rewritten. The articles in it not prepared by the Editor are
Iiireitcbratc Zoology, by Prof. S. S. IIaijpEmax; Ornithology, by John Cassi.n,

Esq. ; and Mammalia, by Chaules Girakd, Esq.
" The frii-nds to whom he is indebted for cai-eful revision of his MSS. arc Prof.

^Votx:uTTGIKr.s, (Chnni&try ;) Prof. J. D. Dana. {Mineralogy;) Prof. L. Agas^iz,
{Geognosy and Geology,-) Dr. Asa Ghay, {Botany;) Dr. T. G. AVouiiLET, {Jna-
tomy ;) and Hf.rman LrnEwm, Esq., {Geography.)

" Those who have assisted him by translating and editing entire articles are,

Wm. M. Uad'.d, Esq., {Ethnology of the Pre/eytt Day;) Major C. H. Lakxed, U. S.

.Army, (Military and Xarnl Scuuces ;) F. A. J'r.Tr.r.sEN. Esq., (.irchiticture .) Prof,

Cjias. E; 15rxMKNT)lAE, {Mythology and Religious Rites :) Prof. AVm. TfRXEn, {Fine

>Artx ;) and Samuel CoorEJt, Esq., {Technology.)"

It Is not possible for us to go into a separate examination of the different

divisions of the work. Suffice it to sav, that while some are more carefullv
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elaborated than others, all are prepared with general fidelity and accuracy.

The plates are far beyond anything heretofore given by way of graphic illus-

tration to works of this class, and constitute, in part, a pictorial cyclopaedia of

human knowledge. We commend the work to all our readers who can com-

mand the money to buy it.

(3.) Ox no subject are instruction and reproof more needed by the American

jjeople—hue upon line and precept upon precept—than on the training of

children. We welcome every book resting upon sound principles that treats

of the topic, and none has appeared in which the fundamental grounds are

sounder, and the practical advice clearer than " The Governimnt of Child>-en,

by John A. Gere, of the Baltimore Annual Conference." (New-York:

Lane & Scott, ISmo., pp. 157.) If one lesson of this book,—viz., that the

child's obedience mu.-:t be secured In the first months of its conscious being,

—

were but sufficiently impre.s.-^cd upon the minds of parents, and wrought out in

general practice, there would be more hope for the next gem-ration. The

work is divided into five chapters, of wlilch the first treats of the government

of habit, the second of government by the intonations of the voice, the third

of government by authority, the fourth of government by reason and motives,

while the fifth gives valuable miscellaneous advices. The book is a practical

one, we have said; for Mr. Gere has himself done in his own household all

that he advises others to do. We should rejulce to learn that the book had

found Its way into every Christian family in the land.

(4.) Mrs. Tuthill'-s story books arc of a cl:u«s that may In general be freely

recommended. They all aim, if not to dItVase pure religion, at least to Incul-

cate the virtues, and to Impress them upon the minds of youth. Such a book

is " Braggadocio, a hook for Boiis and Girlt;." (New-York : Charles Scribner,

1851 ; ISmo., pp. 227.)

(5.) TiiK tide of emigration to California has abated, but yet.there are, double-

less, multitudes still eager to seek their fortunes amid her golden sands. All

such aspirants would do w ell to read " Si.c/€c?i Months at the Gold Diggings,

by Dakikl B. Woods." (Ncw-Y'ork: Harper & Brothers, 12mo., pp. 199.)

The book gives a graphic account of the labours and privations of the miner's

life, and answers, cjuite satisfactorily, the practical question, " Who should

go to the mines .*"

(G.) '•rainhlrx in Europe; in a Series of Familiar Letters, by Kev. M.
TuAFTOX, M. A." (Boston : C. H. Teirce & Co., 1S52 ; 12mo., pp. 377.) The
substance of this book apjicared originally in " ZIon's Herald" and the
" Ladles' Repository." The letters were worth gathering inty a volume, and
we are glad to welcome It. Mr. Trafton observes well, and writes in an easy,

spirited style, which always carries the reader along without weariness. The
following is a specimen at once of the American ^' go~ah<adatictness " of the

writer, (to use his own phrase,) and of his style of writing :

—

" T wa.s very anxious to visit tlie House of Lords, as, indued, all are who come
to this city of wundurs. Eiit, thou, you must know it is not uii easy thing to get
in; not that the emraucc is so Uiiiicult, so narrow, or so steep, but the rules, my
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friend, tbe rules. You do not expect to visit any s/tojy-place, or menagerie, with-

out a f>cruiit, nor can you here. You must have a pass from a peer, or some
gran<U-€, or from your minister. And now, I had called on Mr. Lawrence, at

13S I'iccadilly, hut he was out of the city, and I hud not the honour of an acquain-

tance, thin, with any lord, and as Victoria and Albert were both out of the city,

I was in a strait. But I must go in, for I could not return and be obliged to

pay 1 did not visit the House of Lords. My host sympathized witli me, and so did

my fellow-boarders. But, said I to them, I shall get into the House to<lay ! I

feel thankful for that characteristic of the Yankees

—

go-aheadalivtticss.

"At twenty minutes to five I found myself opposite the I'arliaraent House ; a
crowd was gathered to witness the gathering of the lords, temjioral and spiritual,

as they severally arrived and were set down at their door. Some in coach and
outriders, some on horseback, attended by their grooms, some in a do'^-cart : let

not my readers imagine this a burlesque; a dog-cart is a most fashionable car-

riage, on two low v.heels, with a box under the body for dogs, when going on
shooting excursions.

" I directly saw the crowd running toward a particular point, and, turning my
eyes in that direction, saw coming towards me an ohl gentleman on a bay horse,
his knees drawn almost up to his saddle-bow, his chin dropped upon his breast,

with an enormous excess of nose, projecting far ahead like the cut-water of a
canal boat, his body, lank and lean, swaying right and left, a dull gray eye. and
sunken cheeks, plainly dressed, with a silver star on his coat collar—and the
conqueror of Kupoleon rode past me! England's idol—the iron duke. AVaterloo,
with all its horrors, its thunder, its flames, its shouts, its furious charges, its

shrieks, and groans, and agonies, its destinies, and results, all came floating past.

How many wives has that feeble old man made widows—how many mothers child-

less ! Look at him, as his well-trained horse walks slowly jiast ; it was next to

seeing Napoleon. You see only a man, and one of no remarkable talents ; cool
and- self-possessed—his great quality obstinacy. You can almost hear that, as
bis head drops upon his breast at each step of his horse—'I wont.' I was glad
to have seen this man on horseback for the first time ; I saw him next in the
House of Lords.

" It was now full five o'clock, and the House opens at this hour. But I am not
yet in.

" I decided the matter at once. Taking one of my cards from my pocket, 1

hastily wrote under my name the magic words, 'Boston, United States;' then
inarching boldly uji to the sentry at the outer door, I handed it to him, remark-
ing, 'Send this card to Lord Brougham.' He passed it to another, and I followed
it into the ante-room: in a few minutes out came the noble lord; I bowed—he
seized my hand and shook it with great cordiality. ' 1 am happy to see you, sir ;

I will introduce you to the House, sir; come in, sir.' I followed him, of course,
supposing he would give me in charge of some lacquey, who would conduct me
to some quiet place in the gallery, where I could see without being seen ; but ah,

' The plans of mice and men
Gang oft awry,'

—

and I found myself on the floor of the House of Lords. I had more faith in tnys-
ttnous iujiuences, for it must be that seeing WelUnglon had inspired me ; for
never man attempted more rash things than that same duke, and he succeeded
by perfiveranee. He conquered Napoleon—why should not a Yankee conquer that
greater tyrant, etiquette ?

"The rules require that you be 'in full dress.' "Well, I V'as fully dressed. I

had on a tiuakcr frock-coat, buttoned up to the chin, gray pants, black satin vest,
black stock, with a screen cotton umbrella under my arm'!

" I inarched in ; the gallery was filled, but the House was thinly attended. Im-
mediately lAjrd Brougham commenced makinft a sj.eech of about twenty minutes,
as I supposed for my especial benefit, as it related to nothing th.n "before the
House, but something he had done .'omctime before. Not more than twenty
members were present, with but two bi-hops. ^Yeliington was walking around,
with his hands behind him, but in a few minutes he left. It is, I suppose, some
time before they get fairly under way, and the session runs far into the night.
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"One of the gcntleman-Jw/K-r* came and made himself sociable, pointing out to

me the notable characters present. After standing until I tras weary I sat

down on the steps of the throne, a little elevated platform with crimson hangings,

Buch as I think you often see. or mny see, in Odd Fellows' halls.

" I was not struck with the appearance of ' the lords.' I have seen a gathering

of country farmers, to discuss some agricultural project, whose appearance was
quite as i-espcctable and intelligent. Lounging on the benches, chatting about
the recent races, or the coming shooting season, they seemed to take but little

interest in what was going on.
" Brougham is the master-spirit, and the working man ; busy, bustling, cross

—

he keeps something moving. Look at him, as he stands tliere by the woolsack,

addressing 'my lord,' the speaker. He is about five feet ten inches in height,

spare, straight, and nervous. His head is not large, and covered with gray hair,

which needs a brash. His forehead is low and narrow, his organs of perception

large, and his firmness rises up like a small tower. His eyes, gray and twinkling,

retiring far back into his head. His nose, small, thin, and turns up at the end,

as though designed for rooting up evils. AVhen he walks, his heels come down
upon the floor earnestly, saying thereby, ' I am here.' He speaks quick, and his

voice drives into your ear like a jet of water. You can see his wonderful powers
of sarcasm all over his face ; he looks as though he would bite. The members
are afraid of him. He is a greut man. 1 wished to hear him on some great ques-

tion, but could not."

(7.) " The Gospel Harmony Chronologicalhj arranged in Separate Lessons, for

Sunday Schools and Bible Classes, by Walter King, A. ]M.," (New-York

:

M. W. Dodd, 18mo., pp. 235,) is, as it appears to us, a work judiciously pre-

pared on an excellent principle. A digest of a Gospel harmony is given in

lessons, with careful questions on each, carrying a class regularly on through

the life of the Saviour and the record of his teachings. It is well adapted for

use in families as well as iu Sunday schools and Bible classes.

(8.) '^Hungary and Kossuth: or an American Exposition of the late Hun-

garian Revolution, by Rr.v. B. F. Tefkt, D. D." (rbilaJelphia and New-

Orleans : John Ball, 1852 ; 12mo., pp. 378.) This book, timely as it is, is not

the result of hasty preparation to meet Kossuth's arrival, but is the fruit of

years of interest in the subject, and of earnest and faithful study. As a reper-

tory of facts in the history and geography of Hungary, it has no rival among

American publications. The first two chapters treat of the character of the

country and the origin of the people ; the third, of the religions of Hungary
;

the fourth, of the language and literature of the ^lagyars ; the fifth, of the

Hungarian Constitution. After this exposition of the internal state of the

country. Dr. Teft^t proceeds to sot forth its external relations, and gives, in

three closely written chapters, a clear history of the development of the Hun-

garian nationality, and of the various attempts to overthrow it before the

recent revolution. The ninth chapter, under the title of the " Austrian Revo-

lution," traces the recent movement from the seed sown by Luther up to the

general movement of 1848. The remaining cluipters give the history of the

late E.evolution and of its great hero, Kossuth, with great clearness, directness,

and impartiality. The absurd statements of some American (!) writers,

taken from Austrian and English sources, that this ]Magyar movement

throughout has been an aristocratic one, and that its success would have

been in fact the enslavement of the whole non-Magyar population of Hun-
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pan', find ample refutation in these lucid and accurate pages. One can

Jinnllv avoid believing that the Austrian government, poor as it is, has found

"1)1(1 cnoui^h to set the pens of hireling -svriters at work in England, as \>c\\

a* on the continent of Europe, if not in America, to turn back, if possible,

the tide of popular sympathy, -which now, through all the free nations of the

earth, runs so strongly in favour of Hungary and Kossuth. It is all in vain.

Tlie day hastens on—may Cod speed it!—when both England and America

will rise to " the height of the great argument " embodied in the concluding

words of Dr. TetTt's able and excellent work:—" Hungary has a future ; and

when her Lour shall come, as surely It n-Ill come, the civilized world will have

a duty to perform. By tfiat time the free nations of the earth will have learned

the rights and the wrongs of this race of self-sacrificing democrats. The

American Rcjiublic will have learned them ; and whatever it may be wise and

prudent for the government to do, or not to do, when the next crisis comes,

the people will not fail to show themselves the enemies of oppression and the

friends of universal freedom."

(9.) " Ezcei-f'ta ex P. Ocidii Xa.sonis Canninibus" (Philadelphia: Blanchard

& Lea, 1851 ; ISmo., pp. 245) is another of Schmitz and Zumpt's classical

series, edited in the same judicious spirit, and got up in the same neat and

cheap style as the books of the same series heretofore noticed.

(10.) Coleridge tells us that he found no book so unfailing a source of

enjoyment as Southey's Life of Wesley; and the interest of the story is, in

fact, inexhaustible. It must and will be written, and rewritten, over and over

again, to meet the wants of successive generations and of ditTerent classes of

mankind. " Wed-eij and his Coadjutors, by Eev. W. C. LAr.nAr.EE, A. ]M.,"

(Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Power, 2 vols., r2mo.,) is a series of graphic

sketf^hes of the prominent events in "Wesley's wonderful career, with notices

of the more remarkable of his co-labourers. Like everything else Avhich Dr.

Larrabee writes, it is clear, easy, and natural in style, while the writer's love for

Lis theme warms his writing at times into a genial glow of eloquence. We
bespeak for the -vs-ork a wide circulation.

(11.) Works on Ecclesiastes have multiplied greatly of late, but they have

been mostly critical and exegetlcal. We have now before us a practical one

in " The Royal Preacher: Lectures on Ecclesiastes, by James Hamilton',

D. D." (New-York: 11. Carter & Brothers, 1851; 12mo., pp. 353.) The

style is animated and generally chaste, and the spirit of the work is excellent.

(12.) A FULL account of the doctrines and polity of ]\Iethodism in a com-

pendious form has long been a desideratum. The want is now to a great

cxtont supplied by ".1 Compendium of Methodism, by Kev. James Porter,

A. ^L" (Boston : C H. Pcirce ^- Co., 1H51 ; 12mo., pp. 501.) The work is

divided into four parts, of which I'art I. gives a historical sketch of Methodism

frcira its rise to the present time, both in England and America. A large

amount of information is here condensed into a comparatively small compass.
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Part IT. sets forth the doctrinal views of Methodists as distinguished from those

of. other denominations. Part III. treats of the government of the Church,

with a preliminary exhibition of various systems of Ciiurch government, which

is very well drawn up. Then follow a statement and defence of the peculiari-

ties of our own system—especially of our Episcopacy. In Part IV. the pru-

dential arrangements peculiar to the ditfcrent sects of Wcsleyans are set forth.

Two of our most marked peculiarities—Itinerancy and Class-meetings—are

exhibited and defended with skill and force. The work, throughout, is not a

criticism on Methodist usages, but a statement and defence of them. As such

we trust it will meet with the wide circulation it deserves, both in and out of

the Church. We are sorry to see so good a book disfigured by so many typo-

graphical errors.

(13.) "The Christian's Daily Treasury, by Ebknezer Temple," (Boston :

Gould & Lincoln, 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 431,) contains a religious exercise, in the

form of a brief exposition of Scripture, for even- day in the year. The utility

of such manuals, for family worship as well as in private devotion, is unques-

tionable; and this one has the merits of bi-evity, simplicity, and directness.

The work manifests neither remarkable power of interpretation, nor profound-

ness of thought; but it abounds in proofs of Christian feeling and of reverence

for the oracles of God.

(14.) " A Concise History of England, from the Jirst Invasion by the liomans

to the Accession of Queen Victoria, by AV. Clakic, Esq., edited, with additions,

by J. C. MoEEATT, ^I. A., Professor of Latin Literature in Miami Universitv."

(Cincinnati : Moore & Anderson, 1 H[> 1 ; 1 2mo., pp. 344.) This book answers a

good purpose in presenting a continuous outline of English history in chrono-

logical order and in compact form. It was originally issued in England ; and

the American editor has made a nuuiber of useful and judicious additions.

The book is avcU adapted for use in school.s. It is strange, however, that

neither the author nor the editor should have given us—what arc indispensable

appendages to such a work—a chronological table and an index.

(lo.) "Duties of ^^a.^<tcrs to Servants" (Charleston, 1851; 18mo., pp. 151)

contains three premium essays, by Rev. II. N. ^IcTycire, Kcv. C. F. Siurjiis,

and Rev. A. T. Holmes, published under the auspices of the Southern Baptist

Publication Society. The first c.^say is the best of the three. If slaves were

to be treated universally as these writers recommend, slavery would soon come

to an end.

(16.) On'LY within the last quarter have we received a copy of " Lectures on

tiie Scientific Evidences of jyatural and Revealed Ileliyion, by W. C. Lar-

RAREE, A M.," (Cincinnati : Swormstcdt & Power, pp. Ti')'),) though the work

was issued more than a year ago. It is an excellent sunuuary of tlic argument

from design, extended through a great variety of illustrations from the natural

world. The style is easy and agreeable, and the book is one calculated to be

very useful.
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(17.) Messrs. ITakper & Brothers have commenced a reprint of Jacob

Abbott's series of books in practical religion, of which we have before us the

fust volume,, viz., " The Young Christian, verj/ grenthj imprnvcd and enlarrjed."

(12mo., pp. 402.) The wide circulation of this book, not merely at home, but

in ahucBt every civilized country in the world, is one of the best proofs of its

excellence ; books of this class do not gain such circulation without, at least,

the merit of adaptation to their end. The present edition is carefully revised,

as the title-page states, and is, besides, illustrated by numerous engravings.

Of all Mr. Abbott's writings these volumes will doubtless be those on which

he will look back with most pleasure in old age, or from heaven : and their

reissue, in their improved form, is ibr him, no doubt, a labour of love, as it is

for others, most assuredly, a work of blessing.

(IS.) ''The Episth of Paul to the Philippian.^, practically explained, by
AuGixTUS Xeam>f.r, translated by ]Mi-s. H. C. Coxant." (New-York:
L. Colby & Co., 12mo., pp. 140.) A beautiful exhibition of Neandcr's great

jtowor of exegesis—not in the way of critiial discussion, Imt of th.e profoundcst

Fvmpathy with the spirit of the te.xt and the fullest comprehension of its scope.

Tliis practical exposition rests upon a thoroughly scientific ground, but is free

from any scholastic forms, and is adapted to the general reading of Christians.

A few passages are not interpreted as we undci-stand them—but tliat does not

hinder us from commending the work to our readers as a precious one. The
Etvlc of the translation is admirable.

(19.) " We make too little of our homes ; and one reason of this is that the

Pulpit holds itself so much aloof from the common routine of domestic life."

These truths led to the preparation of a course of lectures now embodied in

" The Bible in the Famihj, or Hints on Domestic Happiness, by II. A. Boaud-
MAK. Pastor of the Tenth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia." (Philadelphia

:

Lippincott, (Irambo & Co., 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 341.) The lectures set forth, in

a plain, sensible, and practical style, the scope of the family tie in all its rami-

fications, and the duties that spring from it, as taught in the Bible. It is

worthy of general circulation.

(20.) Collections of select poems have long been a favourite stvle of fancy

books, and one that docs not seem to go out of fashion. Amonj the most
recent of these we have ''Blossoms of Childhood," just issued from the press of

Carter & Brothers of this city, consisting of nearly two hundred short pieces

relating to childhood and children. These poems are generally by modern
authors of established reputation—many of them Americans. In style and
literary character they are respectable, though not in all cases above criticism,

or perfect models of their kind. The moral character of the pieces appears

to be unexceptionable, and the book may be safely commended to public

favour.

(21.) " Chri<tianit>/ Tested by Eminent Men" is a series of brief sketches of

Cliiibtiau Biography, originally made by the late Professor Caldwell, of
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Dickinson College, and edited, with an introduction, by Rev. S. M. Vail,

Professor at Concord. (New-York: Lane & Scott, 18mo., pp. 216.) It was

a distinguishing ti-ait of Professor Caldwell's eminently Christian character,

that he was ready to work in any department of labour for the moral welfare

of mankind, and especially of the young: and the volume before us is a

specimen of how much good may be done, by a wise and thoughtful mind that

will employ itself for a good purpose, even in an humble species of authorship.

The- work gives sketelies of a number of the world's greatest men—such as

Franklin, Davy, and othei's, In the sphere of science ; Hale, FLichelleu, Washing-

ton, and other statesmen and jurists—all testifying to the truth and power of

Christianity. So far a.s the evidence from human authority can go, this volume

is a valuable book of '• Chnstian Evidences," and we trust it will be widely

circulated.

(22.) " The Merchant's Daughter, and other Narratives, by Kev. J. T. Bare,"

(New-York: Lane & Scott, 1851 ; ISrao., pp. 228,) is a series of sketches for

the young, illustrating the fatal consequences of sin and the happy efl'ects of

true piety even in this life. Extraordinary as some of the incidents related

in tbis volume are, every one of them is a v,ell authenticated fact. Truth is,

indeed, stranger than fiction. The book proves a valuable addition to that,

array of good books for the young furnished by the Methodist Book Concern.

(23.) Among the most valuable issues in Bohn's Standard Library is " Nean-

der's History of the Planting and Training of the Christian Churches by the

Apostles, with his An(ignostiL-us," (2 vols., 12mo.,) cchted by Dr. J. E.

Kylaxd. In this nev,- edition of the Planting and Training all Neander's

corrections and additions to his third and fourth editions are given—not, how-

ever, wrought into the text, as we could have wished, but given as a pendant

to the work. The Antignostil:us appears lor the first time in an English dress.

Another of the recent issues is the first volume of" Christian Iconography, by

W. DiDROX, translated by E. J. Mii.i.ingto.v," being an illustrated history of

the image-system of the Pvoman CatholI<; Church iu the middle age. These,

with all the other valuable works of Bohn's-seiics, are kept on sale by Messrs.

Bangs, Brother & Co., New-York.

(24.) " The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World, from Marathon to Waterloo,

by E. S. Creasy, M. A." (New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1851; 12mo.,

pp. 304.) The taking title of this book, as well a-s its subject, was suggested to

the author by a remark of Ilallam's upon the battle of Tours—"It may justly

be reckoned among those few battles of whi(di a contrary event would have

essentially varied the drama of the world in all its subsequent scenes." To de-

termine what battles should fall into this decisive class is no easy task ; indeed,

hardly any two inquirers would be likely to coincide in a decision. Certainly

we cannot agree that all or even the greater part of the battles cited by Mr,

Creasy were of such uioment to the world's historj' as he supposes. Tlie bat-

tle of jNIarathon might have been decided in favour of the Persians without

affecting the tenor of human events very greatly. The fate of Carthage was
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sc.iltHl before the battle of the :\retaurus. Blenheim signalized the shame of
Loiii.-i rather than any vital change in the historj- of mankind. Had Burgoyne
conquered at Saratoga, he would have united with Clinton in vain. In'deed,
wo cannot «;c that Mr. Creasy has been guided by any philosophical principle
in his selection of decisive conflicts. But he has certainly chosen fifteen im-
portant battles, and described them with a goal deal of graphic power. His
rtylc, however, is ambitious and inelegant—a bad imitatFon of a bad model.
AIi:«on.

(2.5.) We have received the second volume 0? '• Lives of the Queens of Scot-
land and EnQliih Princesses connected ivith the ro>/al succession of Great Britain.
by Agn-ks Stricklaxd." (New-York: Harper & Brothers, 1851 ; 12mo.,

pp. 402.) In this volume the sketch of IMarj- of Lorraine (second queen of
James V.) is completed, and a pretf "^ " '

• ... .._._-
garct Douglass, Countess of Lenox.

James V.) is completed, and a pretty full biography is given of the Lady IMar-

umn
co-

me a

(2G.) " Sk-etrhes ofthe Life and Labours ofJames Quinn, by JoHX F. "Wjufiin
of the Ohio Conference." (Cincinnati: 1851; 12mo., pp. 324.) Mr. Qui
was for nearly half a centuiy a minister of the gospel in the Methodi.t Epi^
pal Church, and this book is a record of his labours, and at the same tim^
sketch of the growth of the West not only in Methodism but in population and
power. The world has yet to learn what the early pioneers of Methodism on
the American frontier have done, sulTcred, and achieved, in bclialf of religion
and civilization. To this band of heroes Mr. Quinn belonged, and it was
fitting that this memorial of him should be preserved. The work is sold for
the benefit of his aged widow; and on this account, as well as in view of it.<

intnnsic merit, we commend it to our readers.

(27.) BisnoP McIlvaine's " Ckarf/e delivered to the Clerg,j of thr Diore<e of
Ohio, in St. Paul's Church, Cleveland, October 11, 1851," (New-York : Harper
& Brothers, pp. 50,) is, in the main, a sensible protest against Romanizin-
views, in an exposition of the -necessity, the nature, and the means of re-ener"
alion. While the good bishop's productions, in general, are not remarkable
or scope or vigour of thought, and always show traces of a narrow theolo-ical
training they are yet so thoroughly imbued with Christian earnestncs« as to
I'.rm valuable contributions to practical theology. The appendix contains a
larallol between the revival me<isures adopted in some of the Protestant
t.lmrrh,-s, and the recent operations of the Kedemptorists in the Roman
Latlioli,: Churches, which is a curious nuxture of sense and preiudice, of dis-
crimination and simplicity.

(2S.) Almost simultaneously with Keys's " Class-Leader's ^Manual," of uhich
^<? pave a notice some time since, there appeared in Cincinnati a '• Treatise
on Class-Meetings, by Rev. Joh.v Mii.ky, A. M.," f]8mo., ]>p. 22 J.) with an
'ntro|hiet.on by Bi.4,op Morris, written in his usual style of clear and maidv
ftunplir-ty. The book treats, in order, of the social principle of class-meetin<r^

touiiTH Series, Vol. IV.—10
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their design, and their obligation. The objectio)*.s to such meetings are then

considered, and their benefits set forth. The work conchides with a chapter

upon the mode of conducting class-meetings, and upon tlie duties of leaders and

members. All these topics are well and carefully worked out, and the book

thronghout is eminently adapted for usefulness.

(29.) ''Mohy-Dlch: or the Whale" (New-York : Harper & Brothers, 1851'

12mo., pp. 63 1,) is the latest effusion of IIkrmax i^lELViLLE's versatile crenius.

It is a wonderful mixture of fact and fancy—of information about the whale

and its liabits, and of the wildest whimsies of a seething brain. The book dis-

plays the same |X)wer of dashing description, of vivid picture-painting, which

characterizes all the other works of this writer. "\\'e are bound to sav, how-
ever, that the book contains a number of .'lings at rehgion, and even of vulirar

immoralities that render it unfit for general circulation. We regret that Mr.
Melville should allow himself to sink so low.

(30.) The question of the recognition of friends in the future life is one in-

volving our human affections so deeply that luirdly any discussion of it can fail

to be interesting. Quite a copious treatise on the subject is given in " The
Heavenly liecognilion ; or, an Earnest and Scriptural Discussion, of the Question.,

Will (shall) h-e know ourfrienils in IIcav€)i,hy Rev. IIknry IIaubaugii, A. M."
(Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakl^ton

; r2mo., pp. 288.) The writer first

looks amoug the pagans for glimpses of the belief, not merely in a future state,

but in the joys of friendship and love there. The question is then examined
in the light of reason and history; and the final appeal is made to the teach-

ings of Christ and the apo,-.tles. The views thus obtained are confirmed bv
the teachings (incidental rather than direct) of the Fathers of the Church, and
of many eminent theologians of ancient and njodeiii times. Finally, the com-
mon objections to the doctrine arc cited and refuted at length. Mr. Har-
baugh v.rites with a warm Christian feeling ; and although his treatise is un-
necessarily diffuse, it is, perhaps, the best extant upon the subject.

(31.) The third volume of " Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Thomas
Chalmers, by Rev. William IIanxa," (Xew-Yoik: Harper & Brothers,

1851
; pp. .530,) brings the biography up to the year 1835. Accordinir to the

original announcement the work was to have been completed in three volumes •

but Dr. Hauna, it seems, miscalculated the amount of his material, and finds

that he must issue a fourth as the final volume. A little more compression
would not only have fulfilled the first intention of the writer, but have made
the book a better and more useful one. There are many pa^es of matter in

this volume quite as worthless as the following about a sloop that contained
Dr. C.'s furniture :

—

" Drccmler Uh.—This morning I was put into a sad alarm before breakfast by
the information that a sloop had been stranded overnight, and was now amonf
the rocks.

°

" Dicei.ibcr oth.—I have been tantalized with two appearances to-day in the
offing, neither of which turned out as I had hoped fur; and as yet there is no-
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thine within vpr,2e of the horizon that cfin be iiitor['retefl into our vessel. The
wrather, fiowever, has become nioderate, and the surf on the beach has abated

greailv. The- water looks quite calm in the hay ; and should this fair and jet

p-ntU'bn.ozo continue, it may cast up in the course of to-morrow am
in pr<'at peace and comfort. I am floundering on through my course of moral
philosophy, and I think that I can see how, helter-skelter, 1 shall arrive at the

ItTmiiiivtion of it.

" Dicctiilirr 8.'A.—There was a vessel this day reported to have turned Fifeness,

and wliii'h beat against the wind, as we all thought, for St. Andrews. It went by
tho name of Dr. Chalmcr's sloop, and when on its last tack, as we thought, to

tiie pier, a pilot-boat went out, on which she turned immediately for tlie West
Fands, where she lies at anchor. The inference is, that she is a vessel which has
just come in for shelter. The weather is more moderate to-night, and we shall

be looking out to-morrow.
" December 0th. Tuesday,—Five o'clock.—No appearance yet of our vessel. I

came up from the shore before dinner with the impression that it was really un-

accountable now; but Mr. Duncan tells me that he held conversation with a
fishtniian about it, who said that, from the direction of the wind, there was still

a difhculty in turning the point.
" December \Oth.—I make no delay in informing you that the sloop arrived this

morning, and is lying aground off the harbour. There will be no unpacking till

lo-rnorrow.''

Think, too, of the folly of printing such "diary-work " as the following :

—

" Thursday.—Got up Ijetweeu eight and nine. Family worship and breakfast.

Have rather fallen behind in my pulpit preparations, but I hope to do something
to-<lay. After breakfast 1 wrote a little. The chaise came to the door and took

me and two of the Misses Oliphant to Freeland, where we called on Lady Ruth-
ven. Lord R. M'as at Perth. Ifcr ladyship is remarkably clever, and was re-

markably kind. She has been much in Greece, and showed me many admirable
drawings. Her mother, Mrs. Campbell of Shawfield, was there, who appears a
remarkably wholesome and well-disposed person; but the most interesting of the

whole was Miss Ruthven, a sister of his lord>hip, and a most saintly and nd-

nsirable person. She lives in Perth, but was at Freeland for a day or two.

Freeland is quite a paradise of beauty.
" Friday.--Got up at eight. Expounded at family worship for the first time.

After breakfast two horses arrived at the door for an equestrian ex'^ursion be-

tween me and Mr. James. Previous to that, however, I com)>osed somewhat, and

had an interesting conversation with Mr. Oliphant, the invalid, more satisfactory

than before. Were soon overtaken with rain, and so stopped in our excursion,

but had a very good refuge in the manse of Mr. Young the clergyman, with whom
we sat an hour. As the rain continued, we walked home with umbrellas, and
sent a servant from the house for the horses."

The chapter on the Collegiate session of 1824-25 at St. Andrews is very good,

afibnllng additional illustration, if such were necessary, of Dr. Chalmers's im-

mense capacity for work. Tiie journal of 18?5-2C is much more spiritual, and

contains less twaddle than that of the preceding year. The volume increases

in interest as it proceeds—but the general impression it makes is that of regret

that Dr. Chalmers's papers have fallen into tlio hands of so incompetent a biog-

rapher.

(32.) JunCK IIalyiit-i^tox has appeared in two new characters—of states-

man and plagiarist—in " Rule and ^fi.<rufr of the Enr/lish in Arnrrira." (New-

York : Harper & Brothers, 12mo., pp. 379.) The statesmanship is of a ver)-

humble sort—the plagiarism may stand in the front rank, according to ]\Ir. Ilil-

tlrctli's showin<T.
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(33.) " Dealh-Bcd Scenes ; or, dying with and without Religion, designed to illus-

trate the truth and power of Chri'tiainig, edited by D.vvrs W. Clark, D. D."

(New-York : Lane & Scott, 1 2mo., pp. 5C9.) This book belonn'3 to an unpre-

tending but useful class of compilations. It is divided into two parts : I. The

Dying Christian, containing a number of examples of the power of Christian

faith in sustaining the soul of man in the dying hour : II. Dying without Re-

ligion, giving accounts of the deatli-beds of a number of persons of remarkable

character but destitute of faith. Tlie subortlinate classification under each of

these heads is clear and useful, and in this respect the work is better than any

compilation of tlie kind that we have seen. The book combines attractive and

useful qualities to a remarkable degree, and we trust it will have a large cir-

culation.

(34.) No science has sprung more rapidly into notice and extent than Eth-

nology. Everywhere active minds are engaged upon it, andlaooks about it, of

more or less value, are issued constantly. Among the latest is " The Natural

History of the Human Species, by Lieut. Col. C. H. Smith," (Boston: Gould

& Lincoln, 1851 ; r2rao., pp. 423,) which we cannot recommend to any one who

wishes to understand what he reads. A more clumsy and obscure book, in all

respects, we have seldom seen. The introduction to the volume (by Dr. Knee-

land, of Boston) is the only part of it worth reading ; and its value consists in a

tolerably distinct statement of the arguments,^™ and con., on the question of the

unity of the human race. We arc more and more disposed to wonder why it

is that naturalists, in these days, cannot write intelligibly.

(35.) We have before announced Mr. Putnam's contemplated series ofencyclo-

paedic volumes, each complete in itself, and designed to form compact manuals

of the most useful knowledge. Two of the series are now before us, of which the

first is the " Hand-Book of Literature and the Finn Arts, compiled and arranged

by Geokge Ripley and Bayaud Taylor." (12mo., pp. 647.) The work
comprises ''complete and accurate definitions of all terms employed in Bclles-

Lettres, Philosophy, Theology, Law, Mythology, Painting, Music, Sculpture,

Architecture, and all kindred arts." Nor is this ample promise of the title-

page belied in the book itself. So tar as our brief examination enables us to

judge, the work is as complete a vocabulary of art and science, Virought up to

the latest periods of knowledge, as could be furnished in so portable a shape,

and should find a place on the table of every situdcnt and in every library.

The other is a " Hand-Book of Unb-ersal Biography, by Parke Godwin."
(12ino., pp. 821.) The biwk is prepared on the basis of Maunder's Biographi-

cal Treasury, but most of the articles have been rewritten, and a vast number
of names have been added, especially in American biography, which is almost

wholly neglected in Maunder, as indeed in all works of foreign origin. Such
a book ha-s long been needed, not only for the use of llterarv men, but of the

general reading public, and the appearance of this is therefore most timely.

If the other volumts of Mr. Putnam's series approach in excellence to those

already issued, its success cannot be doubted.
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(SG.) The American press has seldom produced a more beautiful book, in all

rxtcrior qualities, than " The Nile-Boat, or Glimpses of the Land of Egypl, by

W. II. 15AUTI.KTT." (New-York: Harper & Brothcri:, 1851 ; 8vo., pp. 218.)

The er.'Taviii'^ are so abundant as to make the book a complete picture gal-

lery of P^jryptian scenes, and the text is a well-wrought and graphic com-

mentarv upon them. All the illustrations were drawn upon the spot by Mr.

Jbrtlott, and aiTord a series of illustrated sketches of the monuments of Egypt

hi they are, and of the manners and customs of its present people, as wtll as of

the characten.->tic scener}- of their ancient ruins. Xo man exceeds Mr. Bart-

Ictt in the power of combining pen and pencil to pro<2uce distinct impressions

of natural objects, and this work is quite as successful as liis former ones. A
more beautiful book for a present could not be found.

(.37.) "jVi/ Youthful Days; an authentic Narratice, by Rev. Georgk
Coi.KS." (New-York : Lane &: Scott, ISmo., pp. 2G7.) The excellent author

of this work is well known throughout the Church as a former Editor of the

("hristlan Advocate and Journal, and as a writer of books specially adajited to

the youthful mind. " That an account of the youthful days of such a man,

written by his own hand, will l)e Interesting and instructive to thousands, can-

not be doubted." Mr. Coles was born in England, and his account of his early

home, of the village sports of Old England, of the Church service, and of Me-

thodism in England, is full of interest. The concluding chapters give a

graphic account of hLs voyage of emigration and of his first impressions in

America. "We commend the book not only to the young, but to all readers,

as an entertaining and instructive narrative.

(38.) " llie Life of a Vagrant" (New-York : R. Carter & Brothers, 1851 ;

pp. 1 G4,) is the simple story of a poor boy, brought up In an English workhouse,

who led the life of a common tramper for years, and was finally brought to

experience the trath and power of the gospel to refomi and elevate even the

lowest of mankind.

(39.) " The Rainbow in the North, by S. Tuckkr," (New-York: R. Carter &
Brothers, 12mo., pp. 308,) is a brief account of the first establishment of Chris-

ti.inity in Rupert's Land by the Church Missionary Soclctj-. It is a very in-

teresting narration of missionary labours, privations, and success. The book

has several very fine illustrations.

(10.) OfR missionaries in Germany continue their actlnty in printing as well

as in preaching. We have just received a copv of our Gcnnan Hymn Book,

" Sivnmluiig von Gcistlichen Liedern fur KirciUichen iirtd Handichen Gottes-

dicnst" (Bremen: J. G. Hoyse, 1851; pp.544.) It is neatly printed and

bound, and sold at a very low price.

(41.) No purely American work of art, so far as we can remcmljcr, has equalled

in nuignlficence ''The Home-Book of the Pictitresi^ue." (Nuw-York : G. P. Put-
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nam, 1852 ; 4to., pp. 188.) The book contains thirteen engravings on steel, from

pictures by American artiste, illustrating some of the finest and most picturesque

spots in our wide land—so fertile in scones of beauty- The engravings are all

well done, and although, as remarked in the preface, they are perhaps of too

moderate size to do justice to the original pictures, they are yet highly credita-

ble specimens of that branch of art. The letter-press consists chiefly of de-

scriptions of the scenes illustrated in the ensravings, by such writers as Coo[)er,

Irving, Bayard Taylor, Bryant, and Bethuue. It is a good omen to see such

noble works taldng the place, as gift-books, of the empty " annuals" of former

years.

(42.) Mkssrs. R. Carter & Brothers have just issued a new and neat

edition of the well-known book ^^ Bcci-iion, or Helljum mu.-^l be all oris noOilng,

by Grace Kf.xnkdv." (ISmo., pp. 98.) Its dramatic form gives it great

attraction for young readers.

(43.) '' Mernorials of the Life and Trials of a Youthful Christian" (New-

York: C. Scribner, 1851 ; 12mo., pp. 355) is a touching tribute of fraternal

affection, as well as a remarkable record of Christian resignation under long-

continued disease. The subject of the memoir, Dr. Nathaniel Chcever, was an

invalid almost from his birth, and his wliule life was a continued struggle with

persistent and painful infirmities. T'ndcr these trials his mind grew and his

heart was disciplined: devout love to God, and a tender, submissive spirit,

breathe through all the journals and letters of the youthful and suffering saint.

The memoir is prefaced by Kev. II. T. Cheevcr, with an introduction by Dr.

G. B. Cheever,—both brothers of tlio subject of the narrative.

(44.) " 77(6 Sheaf" (Boston : II. Y. Degcn, l<*mo., pp. 155) is a highly-wrought

account (written much in the mystical vein) of the religious experience of Mrs.

Cordelia Thomas, ilrs. Thomas believed herself at one time to be the subject

of" special spiritual manifestations," and, in reading an Adventist tract, " con-

taining their arguments to prove that the Sabbath of the world was at hand,"

she " felt, from an inward experience of the Spirit, that it was even so." She

soon commenced (if wc correctly understand her somewhat vague and cloudy

statements) proclaiming the second advent. That she was mistaken soon

appeared—but she docs not seem to have drawn from her exy)erience its proper

lesson. We cannot recommend (he book, nor any book of its class, as tending

to wholesome Christian culture.

(45.) The fourth volume of '' DaiJij Bilh Ilhtslnilions, by JoHX KiTTO,
LL.D.," (New-York : 11. Carter & Brothers, 1851 ; 1 2mo., pp. 138,) completes

the scries of illu-tralions founded upon the historical books of the Old Testa-

ment. Wc have before sjioken of tliis excellent series of dally readings, in its

special adaptation to use in the family—and we now renew our commendation

of the work to all our readers.
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(10.) " OUve-I^ave.s^hyTslv^. Sigourney," (New-York : R. Carter & Brothers,

18ii)0., pp. SOI.) is a scries of beautiful narratives, with a few poetical pieces,

intoii-IcJ for the young. The name of Mrs. Sigourney is at once a pledge of

thfir fxiellcncc, and a sure passport to public favour. The volume is beauti-

fully illustrated.

(17.) OcR Sunday-School Press, under Dr. Kidder's energetic hand, has been

pi-olific of good issues of late. Among the books laid on our table we find

''KnglUk Country Pictures, by Old Humphrey," (iSmo., pp. 182,)—

a scries of sketches of home and cernntry scenes in merry England by a well-

known writer. '^Village Science" (18mo., pp. 28D) contains simple and

familiar explanations of a number of physical laws, by the author of " Peeps

of Nature." " Memoir of Eliza M. Barker, by A. C. Kose," (18mo., pp. 108,) is

designed to encourage parents to teach religion to their children when very

young. But we think it no merit in the parents of the good child whose me-

moir is given in the book, that " at the early age of five years and ten montlis

she hail read her New Testament through," and this, too, while she was in very

feeble health, and should, in fact, not have even learned to read at that age.

"Memory's Pictures" (18mo., pp. 69) contains a number of pretty incidents.

" Good Health ; the possihilitij, duty, and means of ohtaining and keeping it,''

(18mo.,pp. 214) is an excellent little treatise on diet, regimen, &c., giving /;?-inct-

ples rather than precise rules of living. '• Female Dead " (18mo., pp. 355) con-

sists of short sketches of departed Christian females, and of their last hours

upon earth. •' Sunday antong the Puritans " (l8mo. pp. 95) is a record ofhow the

Puritans spent their first twenty Sundays in Xew-England, with the just infer-

ence that the noble elements of Puritan character were not a little due to their

Sabbath-keeping. " Christian Love, contrasted with the Love of the World" is

a narrative in a series of letters, designed to illustrate the contrast stated in the

title-page. " Senior Classes in Sunday Schools " contains Cooper's Prize Essay,

and several other treatises, on the importance of such classes, and the best

method of conducting them. '^lona" is a history of the fiimous Druids' Isle,

and of the changes to which it has been subject in the course of years. The

'^Sunday-School Anniversary Bool'" gives much good advice with regard to

Sunday-school celebrations, with copious exercises tor such occasions.

Among smaller books we find the following neat issues In Library B.,

viz.: Cecil, or the Boy that did not like Work, the title of which indicates sulH-

ciently the nature of its contents ; Uj} and he Doing, and Everything has its

J'ricc—two nice little pictorial stories; The Sun-hcam, translated from the

French; Simeon Green, a man that cured his bad neighboui-s, by Ilev. J. A.

James; Passing CVowc/i-, and other stories, by Old Humphrey; Jennie Duncan,

or (he Young Dressmaker; Ligratitude, being the story of Asa Trott, in ver.^e

;

Ishmael, the Abyssinian Boy.
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Art. X.—literary INTELLIGENCE.

EUROPEAN.

The death of Ch.usles Gitzlaff should

not pass without some notice in these pages,

of a man -nhi'SC name has heen so long be-

fore the religious and literary world. As
scholar, traveller, and missionary, he

laboured long and faithfully, and though

his career v.as marked by not a few indis-

cretions, we think that, now that he is dead,

all men will unite in honouring him for

what he intended, and, in some resp(;cts,

.for what he accomplished. Born at Stettin,

iu Pomerania, in 1S02, he attracted atten-

tion at an early age by his zeal in study,

and by the promise of actidty which his

youth afforded. The way was open for

him to ijosts of usefulness at home, but
" having resolved to devote himself to mis-

sionary labour in foreign parts, he volun-

teered to go to the Dutch settlements

in the East, under the auspices of the

Netherlands Missionary Society." Before

proceeding thither he came to England,

where he met Dr. Monison, the eminent
Chinese scholar and missionary, and re-

ceived a strung Lias towanl China as his

ultimate field of labour. In 1S2.3 he pro-

ceeded to Singapore, and it is said that

before he had been there two years, he was
able to converse fluently in five Eastern

languages, and to read and write as many
more. In August, 1S2S, in comp;\ny with

Mr. Toulmin, Gutzlatf ^vent to Siam, i\ here

he remained more than a year. In 18:?1 he

went to China. Between IfcBl and 1S34 he

made throe voyages along the coast, and
published a journal of his observations in

18.31. He subscfitiently published a " His-

tory of China," and also "China Opened:

an Account of the Topocrraiihy, History,

Laws, &c., of the Chinese Empire," (2 vols.)

From 1834 to the time of his death he held

oflice nnder the Briti-h government, as in-

terpreter and secretary to the Minister.

He died on the 9th of" August. I.'nSI. Of
his way of life, the LiUmr^ GinMe gives

the following account :

—

"The whole of the early morning: ^vas

devoted to the religious instruction of

successive classes of Chinese who came to

his house. From ten till four he was
occuj'ied with government duties. After

a very brief interval, he went out for the

rest of the evening, preaching in public

places, or teaching from house to house.

He also, from time to time, made excur-

sions to ditTcrent j)laces, accompanied by
native teachers. .\11 this toil was volun-

tary and unremunerated, for, except when
he first went out to the East, he was not

connected with any missionary society. A
few friends in Xew-York and London sent

occasionally, we believe, some contributions

for purchasing liooks and medicines, but the

work was mainly caiTied on at his own co.st.

He was a man of generous, self-denying

spirit, in zeal for every good work untir-

ing, and in laV'iur indefatigable. He early

inured himself to hardships, and in his

devotcdness to his work of spreading Chris-

tian truth, he was regardless of privations

and dangers. Ilis medical skill and great

learning often opened a way for him where
few Europeans could have gained access,

and wherever he was known he was beloved

by tlie natives. They used to say some-

times that he must be a descendant of

some Chinese family, who had emigrated

to the Isles of the Western Ocean."

Of the result, of Gutzlaff's labours we
are not yet sufTiciently informed to speak

with any certainty ; but his efforts for the

cause of religion, and of Christian civiliza-

tion in China, deserve to be held in the

grateful remembrance of the Church.

The fir.st volume of the Rev. Henry Al-

ford's edition of the Greek Testament was
severely reviewed last year in the Clii^tian

Remembrancer. The author has answered
his critic iu a very able and temperate
pamphlet, entitled '' Audi, Alteram Rirtcm."
The second volume of Mr. Alford's work is

now announced as ready for publication.

The fourth and concluding volume of the
Rev. Dr. Fcik's Annotations on the New
Testament is announced as in the press in

London.

We sec announced in London (Bagst-er

& ."^ons) two elementary works which, if

well executed, are likely to be useful, viz.,

" S!j/riac litndiuj Ia-xhohi, icith the dmientg

of Si/rific Grammar," and " Ch'M'e Read-
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iiig Lessont, consisting of the -whole of the

Biblical Chal Joe, with a grammatical Praxis

*nil an intorliueary translation."

A yv.vr edition of Stier's Heden dee fferm

Jtmi (C vols., Svo.) is soon to be issued.

ilr.. Krw.>i.^.s- (the pervert) lalwurs at his

Tmhapjiy work with indefatigaLle activity.

lie bus lately issued a volume of " Lectures

OH Me Present Position of Catholics in Eng-

land," the ?cope of which may be estimated

from the following summary of contents :

—

'» Lecture I. Frotestant View of the Catho-

lic Church, n. Tradition the Sustaining

Power of the Protestant View. HI. Fable

the Rasis of the Protestant View. IV. True
Testimony unequal to the Protestant View.

V. Logical Inconsistency of the Protestant

View. Vl. Prejudice the Life of the Pro-

testant View. VII. Assumed Principles

the Iiiti'Ilectual Listrumi nt of the Protest-

ant View. VIII. Want of Intereourse with

Catholics the Protection of the Protestant

View. IX. Duties of Catholics towards
the Protestant View."

^Ve see flattel-ing mention made in Eng-
lish journals of " The Bible Student's Guide

to the more correct understanding of the

English Translation of the Old Testament,
by reference to the original Hebrew. By
the Ilev. W. Wilson, D. D., Canon of Win"-

chester," (demy 4to. : price, £2 2s.) " The
object of this work is to furnish the accu-

rate student of-tlie Bible with an imtuedinte

rfferencp to tJie original of every word in our
tereion of the Old Testament: at the same
time, an opportunity is atTorded of compar-
ing the original with all other words simi-

larly rendered, and of so attaining a more
distinct apprehension of words which ap-

pear to be synonymous. If the reader
were guided in his understanding of a
phrase simply by the idea conveyed by the
one English word, he must necessarily fall

short of an accurate knowledge of the
Inspired meaning, and probably may put
an import on the word which is not war-
ranted by the original language. The
knowledge of the Hebrew language is not
necessary to the profitable use of this work

;

and it is believed that many devout and
accurate' stuiients of the Bible, entirely
unacquainted with it, will derive great
advantage from frequent reference to these
pages."

In the Theologischcg LUeraturhlatt zur

Allijtmeinen Kirciwnzi-itwuj (Xo. 103, August,
Wi\) we find a highly laudatory review of

* brief life of Wesley, published at Halle

under the title "2)e« Johann Wesley Lelen
und Wirken, von K. C. S. Schmidt, Prof, in

Naumburg." The reviewer remarks that
"no phenomenon, since the Reformation,
can compare in religious and ecclesiastical

importance with Methodism." Of Wesley
himself the reviewer says, in view of his

immense activity in preaching, in writing,

and in the superintendence of a great re-

ligious body, that '• perhaj.s the world has
never seen a more useful man."

The name of Abelard, full of interest to

all mankind from his guilt and his sorrows,

as well as to the theologian and the philo-

sopher, from his learning and his genius,

has been brought before us anew uf late

years by 'M. Cousin's edition of his before in-

edited works. Among them was repub-

lished his collection of "Sentences," but
the editing of the work was not satisfac-

torily done. A new and careful revision

of the text has been made by two German
theologians, and is now before us under
the original title, " Pttri Ahaelardl Sic et

JS'bn — Primum integrum ediderunt E. L.

D. Henke et 6. S. Lindenkohl." (Marburg,

1851. Svo. 41:0 pp.)

Die Evnngdis<:he Lelire auf dem Grunde

der HeiUgen Schrift, von W. Kritz, Pastor

in Leipzig," (18.51, 337 pp., Svo.,) is an ex-

hibition of Christian doctrines in their con-

nexion, drawn from the Holy Scriptures,

for the use of the laity. We need books

of this class sadly in our own language.

A NEW version of the Bible (undertaken

for the use of the British Jews) is now in

progress. Part I. having appeared, under

the title, ''Jewish School and Family Bible.

Phrt First, containing the Pentateuch, by Dr.

D. A. Bemsch," (London.) The editor

states that " while, in the ceremonial law,

the translation is a faithful exposition of

Jewish opinions, in every other respect it

is a strictly impartial performance, em-

bodying the results of long-continued

studies and numerous patient researches,

the labour of many years."

Wr have received a copy of " A'eiie Pro-

phrtra— drci hiitorisch-pjUtisrhc Kirchiti-

bilder, von Dr. Karl Hase." (Leipzig, l'^."«l.

12mo., 307 pp. ) The " three pictures " are

The Inlaid of Orleans, Savonarala. and the

Anabaptists. The text is marked by Hase's

usual sarcastic keenness and beauty of

style— and the notes arc full of literary

and historical information.

Too late for any examination we have

received a copy of " Tlicologie, von Dr. L.
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J. Riickert, Erster Theil," (Leipzig, 18.51.

8vo. pp. 373.) : also of " Dr. Chios fTarm's

LebcnsbcKchreibiinij, ver/dsset von ihm sdb>^."

(Kiel, 1S.">1. -JM pp.) : of a treatise, " Utber

den KiufiHiS dtr Paldxtimtthrn Excgete anf
die alexandrinische Hermeneutik, von Dr. J.

JVankfl (Leipzig. 1S.!>L 8vo. 2.j1: pp.): of

" Die Wisacuscknftlichkeit der modcrnen spe-

eiilativeit Thcologie in ihren Principien be-

leuchM, von C. A. Thilo." (Leipzig, 1851.

344 pp.)

Wk have noticed in this number of our

journal the American translation of Nean-

der's "Practical Exposition of the Philip-

pian.^;" and we have since received the

German edition of his exposition of 1 John,

(" Pnikti'scJi" Er/'inlerunj des er6t,^n Brie/es

dc» Johaimea." Berlin, IS-Iil. 2j8 pp.,)

•which is executed in the same spirit, and

•will, we hope, be translated by the same
admirable hand.

Thk complete edition of Zwingle's works

published by SchuUhess, in Zurich, leJited

by S<:hulthes^ A Schiiler, 1^28-1842,) can

DOW be had for seven thalers.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of the leading journals of Thoolo::}'

and Sacred Literature, and of those which

represent special ecclesiastical iutere.<ts.

The Jonrnnl of Sacred Literature (Oc-

tober) contains the following articles:

—

I. A new explanation of the Taxing in

Luke n, 1-5: U. The 'Jesuits: III. The

Sabbath day : IV. Davidson's Introduc-

tion to the Xew Testament : V. \Viclilfe's

Bible : Yl. The septenary arrangement of

Scripttije : MI. The Rephaim, and their

connexion with Egyptian history : VIII. Mo
dern Judaism : IX. Scripture Purulleiisms

:

X. Queried texts : XI. On the Evangeliza-

tion of India : XII. Correspondence.

Thi; British Quart'Trbj Bn-inr, Novem-
ber:— I. Prussia and Austria, iloniirchy

V. Nationality : 11. Willmott's Pleasures of

Literature: III. Julius Miiller—the Doc-

trine of Sin: rV'. Early English Houses and

Households: V. The Duke of Ar-yll on

the Twofold Protest : VI. History by Mo-

dern Frenchmen: VII. Bushnell's Dis-

courses : VIII. Geological Observations

—

Survey of Britain : IX. Martintau on

Apo.stolio Christianity: X. England and
Italy: XI. l'opery--its Nature and IXncl-

opment: Xll. Louis Kossuth and Lord
Palmerstou.

The Chriitiin Rt-nwvthroncrr, (London,)

October, contains the fdlowiiii,' articles :—
I. Roman Law: II. Quakerism: III. Fari-

ni's Roman State: TV. Tlie Sacramental

System : V. The Synod of Exeter : VL
Notices.

The North British Jieview, November,
contains :—I. The Peace Congress : II. Prin-

ciples of Taxation : III. The Fine .\rt3 in

Edinburgh : IV. The Old Testament—New-
man and Greg: V. Burns and his School

:

VI. John Owen: VII. Comparative Phi-

lology — Humlwldt : Vm. The Frontier

AVars of India : IX. Translations from the

Classics — -Eschylus : X. The Christian

Struggle in (Jemiany.

TliK contents of the Theologischi .'^tudien

u. Krilil'-n for ( )ctober, 1851, are as follows :

—I. Observations on the Ditferent Concep-

tions of lUligion, with special reference to

psychologicul questions, by Dr. Lechler, of

AVinnenden : II. Lucian and Cliri>tianity

—a contribution to the Church Hi-tory of

the second century, by Rev. A. Planck, of

Heidenheim: III. Additional observations

on the authorship of the phrase In nece»-

gariiji nnitan, in non uecesmriis libertaa, in

utrivque mrita/t, by Dr. F. Liicke: IV. Re-
view of Hahn's Genchichte der Ketzer im
ilittdaUfr : V. Review of Hiibsch's ^rcAi-

ttktiir und ihr Vcrhakniat zitrheutigcn Jfa^erei

w>d .^-nlptiir : VI. Kling on the ^('Ui/;^^!>cAe

Kirch>-nordnuitf/ for Westphalia and the

Rhine province.

Thk J'ro'-p'^live Jieciew (November) con-

tains the following articles:—I. Recent
Transl.itions of Classical Poets: 11. Polemi-

cal liction: HI. The American Fugitive

.Slave .\ct: IV. The Harmony of the Intui-

tional and Liigical Elements in the ultimate

grounds of Religious Belief.

Thiijiogicd Critic, (edited by T. K. Ar-

nold.) September :—I. Scipio de Ricci :

II. The Ecclesiastical and Religious Con-
dition of Geneva : III. The Beast from the

Sea: IV. De lA'clesiastica; Britonum Scoto-

ruiuiinellistoriip fontibusdissernit Carolus
Guli.-lnius Seholl: V. Galatians iii, 4r-6:

VI. Ou the Authority of Plato and Aristotle

in the Middle Ages: VU. Hebrew Metrol-

ogy: VIII. John vi, 51, 58, 59, "Things
New and Old."

Fclntic Brriac, fi'picmhcr

:

—I. Prof. Mau-
rice's Works: II. Companions of my
Solitude: HI. Shepherd's History of the

Church of Rome: IV. Mrs. Browning's Casa

Guidi Windows: V. .\tkinson A Martineau

on Man's Nature: VI. Scott's Lelio; a

Vision of Reality : \1I. The Spanish Pro-

testants: VITI. Waring's Recollections of

the Bard of Glamorgan: IX. Local Self-
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goTernment and Centralization. October:

—I. L:iin:u-tine'g Restoration of Monarchy

in France: II. The Creed of Christendom:

III. Majhew's Revelations of London: IV.

Sherni.iu's Memoirs of William Allen : V.

Recent Poetry: VI. Neapolitan Atrocities

—Mr. Gladstone's Letters: VII. Episcopal

Revenues. November:—I. British Anti-

State Church Association : IL. Arab Travels

in Central Africa: III. Porter's Textual

Criticism: IV. The Ballad Poetry of Seot-

lan.l: V. Adventures of a Gold Seeker: VI.

South African Missions—Freeman and Dr.

Gray: VII. Pvelii^ious Scandal—Story of

My "Life: ^TII. Religious Aspects of the

Exhibition. DfvenJ^r :—I. New Reforma-

tion in Ireland—The Rival Successions : 11.

Colonel Dixon's Sketches of Mairnara:
III. Warburton's Memoirs of Horace Wal-
pole: IV. Halley's Congregational Lec-

tures—.'^acra^^ent.al Theories : V. Carlyle's

Life of Sterling : VI. The Flax Movement

:

VII. Marriage with the Sister of a Deceased
Wife : MIL Kossuth and the Hungarian
Revolution.

Amoxg the works in theology and kindred
topics recently announced on the continent

arc:

Die Lehre der altesten Kirche vom Opfer
im Leben iind Cultus der Christen, von J.

W. F. Hofling. Eriangcn, 1S51. 236 pp.

Griechisch-deutsches Worterbuch zum
Neueu Testament, von Dr. S. C. Schirlitz.

Oiessen, IS-jI.

Golgatha. Seine Kirchen und Kloster.

Nach Quellen und Anschau von Dr. Titus

Tobler, prakt. Arzte in Horn am Bodensee.

Mit Ansi^ten u. Pliinen (auch insehriftl.

BeUag.) St. Gallen u. Bern, 1451. 5.34 pp.

8vo.

Die Wissenschaftlichkeit der modernen
•gpcculativen Theologie in ihren Principieu

beleuchtet, von C. A. Thilo. Leipzig, 1S.5I.

Die Glossolalie in der alien Kirche, in

dom Zusammenhaug der Geistesgaben und
dt s Geisteslebens des alten Christenthums.
Fine esegelisch-historische Untersuchuiig,
von Ad. Hilgeufeld, Dr. phil., Lie. Theul.,

ord..Mitgl.d.hist.-theol.Gesellsch.zuLcipz.

I^ipzig, ]S0<3. 102 pp. 8vo.

Predigten iiber die ncuesten Zeitbewe-
gungen, von Ih". A. Tholuck. 3. Heft: 10
kirchliche Zeitpredigten. Halle, 1851.
142 pp. 3vo.

Abhandlung iiber die Cosmogonie der

kcidnischen Vulker vor der Zeit Jesn und
i'T Apo.n^;!. Von Adolf Wutkt^ Privat-

doc. d. Philos un d. Univ. Breslau. Haag,
l-Vt. l:;upp. Svo.

Essai sur I'esprit et I'influence de la r6-

forrnation de Luther, par Charles de Villers.

Cinquieme edit., augmentee du precis his-

torique de la vie de Martin Luther par

Melanthon : revne et publiee avec une pre-

face et des notes par A. Maeder. Paris,

IS51. 346 pp. 12mo.

Corpus .'Vpologetarum christianorum sae-

culisecundi. Edidit J. C. T. Otto. Vol.YL
Tatianus AssjtIus. Jenae, 18.51. pp. XL
u. 192. Svo.

Beitrage zu den theologisohen Wissen-

schaften in Verbindung mit der theolog.

Gesellschaft heransgeg. von Ed.Reus^und
Dr. Ed. Cuuitz. 2 Bdchen. Jena, 1S51.

231 pp. Svo.

La Bible. Traduction nouvelle, avec

I'hebreu en regard, accompagne des points-

voyelles et des accents toniques, avec des

notes philologiques, geograph. et litteraires,

et des variants de la version des scptante

et du teste samaritain. Par S. Cahen.

Tom. XV. Les Hagiographes. Tom. HI.

(Jyob) Job. Accompagne d'line esquisse

sur la philosophie du pocme de Job, par

Js. Caben. Paris, I.S.51. Svo.

Bibliotheca judaica. Bibliographisches

Handbuch der gesammten jiidischen Lite-

ratnr mit Einscliluss der Schriften iiber

Juden u. Judenthum und einer Gesohichte

der jiidischen Bibliographic. Nach alfabet.

Orduung der Verfasser. bearb. von Dr. Jul.

Fiirst. 2.Thl.I—M.Leipz.,lS51.4O0pp. Svo.

Amoncs the works in Theology and kin-

dred subjects recently announced in Great

Britain are the following :

—

Thouihts on the Land of the Morning

;

a Record of Two Visits to Palestine. By
H. B. "VVhittaker Chiirton, M.A., crown Svo.

:

—Lectures for the Use of Sick IV^^on3, by

the Rev. H. B. Bacon, fcp. Svo.:—The

Church of England and the Church of

Rome; a Charge delivered to the Clergy

of Chichester, by the Ven. James Garliett,

5r..\., Archdeacon of Chichester, Svo. :

—

Sermons : Preached for the most part in a

Village Church in the Diocese of Durham,

by the Rev. John Edmunds, M.A., fcp. Svo.

:

—A First Series of Practical Sermons, by

the Rev. Frederic Jackson, fcp. Svo. ;

—

Sermons, by the Rev. Stcuart Adolphu.*

Pears, B.D., one of the Assistant Masters

of Harrow School, 12mo. :—Hippolytus and

his .\ge; or. Doctrine and Practice of the

Church of Rome under Commodus and

Alexander Severus. 'With an Appendix,

containing J. Beruaysii Bonnensis Epistola

Critiat ad Buusenium, by C. C. J. Bunseu,
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D.C.L., 2 vols, post 8vo. :—The Popes : an

HLstorical Summary, from Li vius to Pius LX.,

by G. A. F. Wilks.'M.D., Svo. :—A History

of Erastiauism, by Archck-acon Wilbtirforce,

post Svo. :—An Inquiry into the Theology

of the Anglican Pieformers : with Extracts

from their Writings on the Apostolical

Succession, Baptism, the Holy Eucharist,

lYedestinarion, Faith, and Works. With a

concluding Dissertation on theii' value and

authority in illustrating the teaching of the

Church of England, by a Priest of the Dio-

cese of Exeter, 1 vol. post Svo.:—Fore-

shadows ; or. Lectures on our Lord's Mira-

eh.-s and Parables as Earnests of the Age to

come, by I">r. Cuniraiugs, 2 vols. :—The

Apocalypse Unveiled : an Analysis, a Har-

mony, a Brief Exposition, and a Practical

Improvement of the-Visions contained in

iht^ Book of the Revelation, by the Piev. Jas.

Young, Vol. L, fcp. Sro. :—The Nestorians

and their Rituals, with the Narrative of a

Mission to Mesopotaihia and Coordistan in

lS42-lS-i4, and of a late visit to those

Countries in 1S.50; also. Researches into

the Present Condition of the .'^yriau Jacob-

ites, Papal. Syrians, and Chaldeans, and an

Inquiry into the Religious Tenets of the

Yezeedees, by the Rev. George Percy Bad-

ger, (Subscription price £2 :)—A Xew
Commentary on the Apocalypse, by the

Rev. Isaac Williams, B. D., in Eight Vols.

;

in small 8vo.:—Letters to a Seccder from

the Church of England trr the Communion
of Rome, by W. E. Scudamore, M.A., in post

Svo. :—A Ilarmony of the Apocah-jise ; in a

Revised Translation, from the best 5ISS.,

by Christopher Wordsworth, D. D., Canon

of Westminster ;—Protestantism and Po-

pery contr.isted by the acknowledged and

authentic Teaching of each Religion, edited

by the Rev. John Edmund Cox, M.A., F.S.A.,

of All Souls' College, Oxford ; 2 vols. Svo.

:

—The Church of Christ, in its Idea, .Attri-

butes, and Ministry : with an especial re-

ference to the Controversy on the Subject

between Romanists and Protestants, by Ed-

ward Arthur Litton, M. A., late Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford, Svo. :—A Practical

Exposition of St. Paul's Epistles to the

Thessalonians, to Timothy, Titus, Phile-

mon, and the Hebrews, in the Form of

Lectures, intended to assist the Practice

of Domestic Instruction and Devotion, by
John Bird, Lord .\rchbishop of Canterbury,

ill Svo. :—Footsteps of our Lord and His
Apostles : a Succession of Visits to the

Sites and Scenes of New-Testament Nar-
rative, by W. H. P.artlett, Author of " Walks
about Jerusalem -."—The Wycliffe Versions

—The Holy Bible, containing the Old and
NewTestanient^.w ith theApocrj-])hal Books,

in the earliest English Versions made from
the Latin Vulgate, by John Wycliffe and
his Followers; edited by the Rev. Josiah

Forshall, F.R.S., late Fellow of Exeter Col-

lege, and Sir Frederic Madden, K.H., F.R.S.,

Keeper of the MSS. in the British Museum,
4 vols. tto. :—On the Unity and Order of the

Epistles of St. Paul to the Churches, by the

Rev. Alfred T. Paget, M.A., of Shrewsbury
School, Svo. :—Toleratio Intolerabilis ; or,

the free development of the Romish System
proved, by copious reference to its Canon
Law, Councils, i-c, to be inconsistent with

the Safety and Welf;tre of the State, bv the

Rev. Henry T. J. Bagge, B.A. :—PhilipDod-
dri<lge: His Life and Labours; a Centenary

Memorial, by John Stoughton, fcp. Svo. :

—

First Lines of Christian Theology, in the

Form of a Syllabus, prepared for the use

of the Students in Homerton College, by
the h.te Rev. J. Pyo Smith, D.D., edited by
Rev. W. Farrer, LL.B., Secretary and Libra-

rian ofNew College, London :—The Inquisi-

tiun Revealed, in its Cruelties and History ;

with Memoirs of its Victims in France,

Spain, Portugal, Italy, England, India, and
other Countries, by Rev. T. Timpson. De-

dicated to Cardinal Wiseman, l:.'mo. :

—

Sketch of the Religious History of the

Slavonic Nations; being a Second Edition

of lii.s Lectures on this Subject, revised and
enlarged, by Count Valerian Krasinski :

—

Democratic Ecclesiasticism ; an Inquiry

into the Principles of Church Government,
advocated in " A Manual of Congregational

Principles, by G. Payne, LL.D.." and in a

Treatise on "Congregational Independ-

ency, by R. Wardlaw, D.D." By G. Turner.

AMERICAN.

PRorosALS have been issued for the pub-

lication in Philadelphia of a new quarterly

journal, to be called the "Presbyterian

Quiirterly R.?view," and to be " secon<l to

no Review in Europe or America." The
names of the editors (Rev. Messrs. Wallace,

Barnes, Brainard, Parker, and Gilbert) ore

a sntticient guarantee that the work will be

undertaken with ability and spirit.

We understand that Dr. Gkokge Peck
has iu preparation a v(»lume of " Lctturrg to

Young Men on the Funnution of a J/uii{y
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Chararter," wLich will be issued early in

thf spring, ^^'e can promise our readers,

Ix'forehanJ, a work at once resting: upon a

basis of sound religion and philosophy, and

carefully workiuj: out the one main thought

of" the formation of a manly character."

MoSUF.im's 'Coinmentarii de rebus Chris-

tiniiorum antr Cotistnutinum JfajMin," is now

to l>o put bei'ore the public in an Eng:lish

tlress. Vidal's translation of Vol. I has

boon revised and rearranged, and Vol. II

has been translated by the venerable Dr.

James Murdock, and published by Mr.

Sherman Converse, in two elegant Svo. vo-

lumes, under the title of ' Historical Com-
mentaries on the State of Christianity du-

ring; the first three hundred and twenty-five

years from the Christian Era."

It will gratify our readers, and the re-

ligious world generally, to know that the

Messrs. Harpers of this city have in ])re3s

the writinirs of the late Dr. Oliii. They
will be comprised in four volumes, uni-

form in size with his Travels in Europe.

Tlie first volume will contain Sermons

and Sketches of Sermons from his MSS.,

vhich have never yet appeared in print.

The second volume will be made up of

Addresses on various occasions, and miscel-

laneous articles from his powerful pen.

His admirable Lectures to the Students of

the University on the Theory and Practice

of Scholastic Life, with his Baccalaurean

Discourses, will make a third volume:

and the fourth will comprise an e.x^tended

ami graphic account of Greece and Con-

stantinople. The volumes may be expected

early in the ensuing spring. They pass

through the press under the supervision

of Dr. Floy.

Wk continue our summaries of the con-

tents of the leading American Theological

Journals :

—

ChrtJttian Exnmimr, (Boston,) Novem-
ber:—!. Elias Hioks and the Hicksite Qua-
kers: II. The German in America : HI. In-

stitution for Idiots in Berlin: IV. Stuart's

Commentiiry on Daniel : V. Barkman's Con-
spiracy of Pontiac: VI. Animal Magnet-
ism: VII. The Poet Riickert.

M'-rrrrxbvrij ]u virtr, November :—I. Early

Christianity: II. Tr;ippi;r"s Life: III. Re-

verence and Religion : r\'. Significance of

the Christian Name : V. Christian Prayer.

Nnc-EnrflamUr, (New-Haven,) Novem-
Wr.—1. Physical Science and the Useful

Arts in their relation to Christian Civiliza-

tion : II. Dr. Isaac Barrow: III. Lord's

KjKjch of Creation: TV. Puritan Element

of the American Character : V. Campbell's

Age of Gospel Light : VI. Stephen's Farm-

ers' Guide: VII. Wilson's Church Identi-

fied : VIII. Memoirs of Wordsworth.

Biblical Rrprrtonj, (I'rinceton,) October:

—I. Proceedings of the General Assembly

of the Free Church of Scotland : 11. McCush
on the Method of Divine Government : III.

Philosophy of Philo: IV. Relation of the

Old to the New Dispensation: V. SchalY's

Church History : VI. History of the Vau-

dois Church : VH. Review of Prof. Parke's

last notice of the Repertory : \T;II. Short

notices of recent works, and Literary In-

telligence.

Bibliotkeca Sacra, (Andover,) October :

—

I. Life of Zuingli : H. Proofs of the Ex-

istence of God : III. Harrison's English

Language: IV. Government and Popular

Education: V. Latin Lexicography: VI.

Nature and Kind of the Sounds of Sj.etch :

VII. Import of '-They pierced my hniids

and feet," Psa. ixii, 17: VIE. Neander as

a Church Historian : IX. Recent Works ou

Asia Minor.

Southern Presbyterian Brt-icio, (Columbia,

S. C) October :—I. Validity of Popish Bap-

tism : n. Chivalry and Civilization: HI.

Life of Thomas Paine : TV. Moral, Social,

and Professional Duties of Attornies and

Solicitors : V. Scripturalism and Rational-

ism : VI. Harmony of Revelation with Na-

tural Science, with special reference to

Geology. (Second article.)

Evangelical Bevieir, (Gettysburg, Pa.,) Oc-

tober:—I. -Memoir of H. H. Muhlcuburg,

D. D. : II. Lutheran Doctrine of the Lord's

5uppc I. Historv of the Jews: IV.

The Protestant Principle: V. Bibliography:

VI. Hymns from the German.

Broicnsims Quarterly, (Boston,) October

:

—I. Newman on the True Basis of The-

ology : U. St. Bonnet on Social Restora-

tion : ni. The Hungarian Nation :
IV.

The Edinburgh Review on Ultramontane

Doubts.

Church Bcrictc, (New-Haven,) October:—

I. Jubilee Year, or God in History ;
II. Ca-

nadian Clergy Reserves: IH. Sermons for

Servants : IV. Obedience to l-aw and Pri-

vate Judsrment: V. Divirvf Rule "f the

Church's Legislation: VI. Jiiihthah's Vow :

VII. Wilberforce's Theory and I'antbeism.

Christian Review, (New-York.) October:—

I. Grote's Greece: II. Dr. Woods on In-

fant Baptism : III. Beneficence the Nol-lest

Aim: IV. Objections to this Life as the
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only period of Probation, considered : V.

Annexation of Louisiana: VI. Ultimate

Supremacy of the Kingdom of Redemption

:

VII. Temporal Pover of the Popes.

Theo/o<jical and Literary Journal, (Scw-

York,) October:—I. Brown on Christ's

Second Coming: 11. Designation of the

Figures in Isaiah xiv, iv, xvi, xvii : UI.

Foreiifu Missions and Millenarianism : IV.

The Holy Ghost the Author of the only

Advancement of Mankind : V. Todd on the

Prophecies: VT. Ferguson's Eastern Archi-

tecture.

Sinithcm MnhodUt QuarierJy, October :—
I. Footj)rints of the Creator: 11. Relation

of Infidelity to Civil Government : III.

Analysis and Review of the first eight

chapters of Romans : IV. Poems by Ma-
tilda: V. Chalmers and Sydney Smith on
Methodism : W. The Methodist Episcopal

Church, South.

CTlassical anb ilUscclla neons.
EUROPEAN.

The UxiTERsrr? of Berlin had, during

the summer semester of 1 Sol, 1.329 students,

of vihom there were studyin? Theolo;cy 181-,

Law 5JS, Mtdicine 232, Philosophy and
Philology 354. The Theological Faculty

contains 5 Professors ordlimrii. 5 extraordi-

narii, and-4 priiat-docenUn. The Philoso-

phical Faculty numbers 30 Professors ordi-

narit, 27 cxtraordinarii, and 32 priiat-do-

centen. The UxmiRsiTY of Bonk num-
bered for the same half year, ICnX) students,

of whom lOG belonged to the Catholic

Theological iltjiartment and 77 to the Pro-

testant. The Juristical department num-
bered 374, the Medical 12"., and the Philo-

Bophiral 228. At Kni..\yGi:x there are 401

students, 170 in Theology, l.^iO in Law, 53

in Medicine, and 22 in' Philosophy and
Philolog}-. At Fi;EiBL'Kfi there wore 355,

of whom 160 studied Theology, 65 Law, 73

Medicine, and 4S Philosophy and Philo-

logy. At GiESSEK there were 409 students,

of whom 70 stiidifd Theologv. At Heidel-
BERG there were 603 students, of w hom 47

were Theological. The L'niversity of Jen.a.

numbered 621 students, of whom 8.5 were
Theological. At LEirsu-r there were S46,

of whom 16S were Theological students;

at TtBiKGEN 768, of whom 299 studied

Theology.

Jelf's Greek Grammar has passed to a

second edition, 2 vols. Hvn, which is said to

Ik; corrected .ind enlarged.

A Conors review of all recent works of

value in Latin Graram.ar is given by
W'eis.sexboks in the n<;t«? Jahrh'dcher Jiir

PhdolocfU und Rrdarjoyik for July and Au-

gust, l.<51.

The Introductory L<ctt:res delivered by
the l*rofessors at the opening of th*' New
<>>llege, (Congregational,) St. John's Wood,

are announced as in press. The subjects

of the lectures are as follows, viz. :—I. The
Inspiration of the Sacred Scriptures. By
Rev. .John Harris, D.D., Principal, and Pro-

fessor of Systematic and Pastoral Theolos^y :

II. Karliest Form of Christianity. By Rev.
J. H. Godwin, Professor of New-Testament
Exegesis, and Mental and Moral Philoso-

phy : HI. The Study of the Natural-History
Sciences. By Edwin Lankester, Esq.,M.D.,
F. R. S., Professor of the Natural-History

Sciences: IV. The Study of Mathematics.
By Rev. P. Smith, B. A.,'Professor of Pure
and Mixed Malliematics : V. Old-Testament
Exegesis. By Rev. Maurice Nenner, Profes-

sor of Hebrew .ind the Oriental Langua-es,
and of Old-Testament Exegesis: Vl. The
History of Classical Learning. By William
Smith, Esq.. L.L. D., Professor of "the Greek
and Latin Languages, and Literature.

The October number of Jahn's Jahr-

bilcker commences a valuable survey of all

the works on Rninan antiquities that have
appeared since 1810. The first article re-

views Ruperti, Zeiss, Becker, Gottling,

Walter, Burchordi, Ruckert, Schuch, and
others.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of the principal foreign Journals.

London Qitnrlrrfy, October :—I. Widow-
Buminsr: II. Life and Works of Bishop
Ken: III. Purit,ini>m in the Highlands

—

the Men : IV. Correspondence between Mira-

beau and the Count de la Marck : V. Wil-

kin's I'dition of Sir Thomas Browne: Vl.

The Lexington Papers : MI. Lyell on Life

and its Successive Devilupnients : VIII.

Papal Pretensions : IX. Ri:volutionary Lit-

erature.

Jri'nh Qunrtfrly Review, September:—I.

Moir's (Delta) Poets of the Past Half Cen-
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tort: II Phiel: ITI. Historic Literature of

Irrl-ind: TV. Mr. Monta<riie Dempsey's Ex-

{>rri<iictn of tbo Landed Interest : V. Gov-

rrnmi'iit I'atronagc at Home and Abroad.

ir'.fmi'iufrr ;?.-i-i'.pic, October :—L West-

MTi Africa: IL The Marlborougbs and

Rj-i^'ii of Queen Auiie : IIL Reason and

Faith: IV. N'twman's Political Economy:

V. (irvijorv of Xazianzum: Yl. Decisive

ll.i'tl. »: Vrr. Process of Pleading: VIII.

l.itV- and Iiniuurtality : IX. Foreigu Litera-

EllnUirgh Rrvinr,0<:iciher:—^I. Compara-

tive Philoloi^'v : 11. Pcnnistoun's Dukes of

Urliino: IIL Sources of Expression iu

Ar.-hitt'cture : R'. Juvenile Delinquency :

V. MiraW-au's I'orrespondenee : VI. ^Meta-

morphoses of Apuleius: VII. Neapolitan

Jnsli.-e : VIII. The Aiiglo-Catholic Theory :

IX. Oilii-i.il Cat.ilogue of the Great Exhibi-

tion.

A»<'Mi the books in Classical and Gene-

nil I-iteniture, recently announced ou the

continent of Europe are the following:

—

Allaemeino Geschichto der Literatur von

den altesteu Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart.

Ein Handhuch fur alle Gebildeten. Von
Dr. Joh. Scherr. l.Halfle. Stuttgart, 1851.

859 pp. Large 8vo.

Chitoaubriand, sa vie et ses ecrits, avec

Uttres iti'Hlit.-s u I'auteur, par F. Z. Col-

lomKn. Lyon et Paris, 1S51. 8vo.

Die Weltalter. Von Dr. K. Ch. Planck,

I'rivatdocent. 2. Thoil : Das Reich des

Idealismus odor zur Philosophic der Ge-

schichte. Tubingen, 1S.51. 309 pp. 8vo.

Histoire des peuples auciens et de leurs

cuUcs, oil le monde primitif, histori.que et

iut>numontal, ou I'archcologie primitive,

par M. Pabbt' Desroches. Caen, 18-51. 4to.

St.itisti.iue dos peuples de I'antiquite.

I-r* E'/yptiens, les H-lireux, les Grecs, les

R'>ni:iii)s et les Ganlois. Economic sociale,

civile et dfitnostique de ces peuples; terri-

tniro, p-ipjilafinn, origiue, races, castes et

cla-"!^*; a-.Ti-'iilhire, indu^trie, commerce,
riche^te pnblique; forces militaires. Par
Alex. Mon-au de Jonnos, memtire de I'ln-

•titute. 2 vols. Paris, 1 <*."]. Svo.

Arica. Scrip-it Paul Hoot ticher, phil.Dr.

Halae, IS",!. 11.") pp. 8vo.

L< hrbuch der huheren Mathematik, ent-

lialt.'nd die DifTcrcntial und Iiitcgnil-

llnbi.ung, Varlations-Rcchnuug und ana-

lytische Geometrie. Nebst vielen Beispie-

len. Von Dr. T. Franke, Prof, zu Han-
nover. Hannover, 18.51. 759 pp. Svo.

Dictionnaire des .sciences philosophiques;

par une Socie'te de professeurs et de savants.

Tom. V. (Terse'e—Quantite.) Paris, 1851.

Large Svo.

JI. Cousin et ses doctrines, p.ar M. Roux-
Lavergne. Bruxell., 1851. 112 pp. Svo.

Christian Metaphysics ; or, Plato, ^^ale-

branche, and Gioberte; the old and new
Outologists compared with the Modern
Schools of Psych.ilogy. By the Rev. Ch.

Bohn Smyth. "
Lond., 1S51. 2G6 pp. Svo.

Lehrbuch der Psychologic. Von Dr. O.

Schilling, Prof, zu Giessen. Leipzig, 1851.

214 pp. Svo.

Among the works in Classical and Gene-

ral Literature receutly announced iu Great

Britain are the following:

—

History of the Roman State, from
1815-50, by Luigi Cailo Farini, tran^atcl

by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M. P.,

2 vols. Svo.:—The Germania of Tacitus, with

Ethnological Dissertations and Notes,by Dr.

R. G. Latham, Author of the " English Lan-

guage," (.tc.,deray8vo :—A Handbook of the

English Language, by Dr. R. G. Latham, late

Professor of the English Language and Lite-

rature in University College, London, 1 vol.

12mo. :—Lectures on the History of France,

delivered in the University of Cambridfirc,

by the Right Hon. James Stephen, K. C. B.,

LL. D., Professor of Modern History in the

University of Cambridge :—Outlines of

Universal History, from the Creation of the

World to the Present Time, translated from

the German of Dr. George "Weber, by

Dr. M. Bchr, Professor of German Lite-

rature, Winchester College:—Memoirs of

Marquis of Rockingliam and his Con-

temporaries, from Original T,etters and

Documents now first published, by the

Right Hon, the Earl of Albemarle. 2 vols.

Svo.:—Travels in the East iu lS5iV-r)l, in-

cluding a Visit to Nineveh, by Lieut, the

Hon. Frederick Walpole, author of " Four

Years in the Pacific," 2 vols. Svo :—Kccol-

lections of Manilla and the Philli|pinos, iu

1848, 1849, and 1850, by Robert M'.Micking,

post Svo. :—History of Greece, fruin its

Conquest by the Crusaders to its Conquest

by the Turks, and of the Empire of Trebi.

zond, 120-1-1 101, by (Jeur^'o Finlay, K.sq. :_
Travels in European Turkey iu 1850,

through Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria, SLicedo-
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nia, Roumelia, Albania, ami Epirus, with a

Visit to Greece and the Ionian Islands, and

a Homeward Tour throusrh Hungary and

the Sc!a^ onian Provinces of Austria on the

Lower Danube, by E. Spt-ncer, Esq., 2 vols.

8vo. :—The Ili.-tory of the War in ArtVhanis-

tan, by .Tfihn William Kaye, v.ritten from the

Unpublished Letters and Journals of the

Most L»istinguished iliiitary and Political

Offi'-ers employed in Affghauiitan through-

out the momentous years of British Con-

nexion with that country, 2 vols. Svo. :

—

Journal of a Visit to Thessaly, Albania, and

Mount Athos, by the IIj-v. George F. Boweii,

Rector of the Greek University in Corfu, in

one volume :—A New Volume of Essavs, by

the Rev. S. R. Maitlaud, D.D., F.R.'s. :—
A New Edition of Porsou's Euripides,

edited by Professor Scholefield, Svo. :—

A

Tour in South Africa, with Notices of Natal,

Mauritius, Madagascar, Ceylon, Egypt, and

Palestine, by Rev. J. J. Freeman, Home
Secretary of the London Missionary So-

ciety :—The Ansayrii, or Assassins, with

Travels in the Further East, including a

Visit to Nineveh, by Lieutenant the Hon.

Fred. Walpole, R. N., 3 vols. Svo., with Il-

lustrations :—Travels from the Rocky Moun-

tains to California, by the Hon. Henry

Coke, post Svo.:—^The Life and Times of

IVantc, by Count Cesare Balbo, edited, with

an Introduction and notes, by Mrs. Bun-

bury, 2 vols, post Svo. :—Sir W. Hamil-

ton'.s Critical Discussions from the Edin-

burgh Review, corrected and enlarged,

Svo. :— History of the English Puiil-

way, its Social Relations and Revelations,

by John Francis, 2 vols. Svo. :—History of

Greek Classical Literature, with an Intro-

duction on the Langu.TLre, Biographical

Notices, an Account of the Periods in which

each principal Author lived and wrote, so

far as Litt-iature was atl'ected by such His-

tory, and observations on the Works them-

selves, by R. W. Browne, Professor of Clas-

sics at King's CoUege, London. 2 vols. Svo.

:

—Spain as it is, by G. A. Iloskins, Esq.,

Autlior of "Travels in Ethiojiia,'' "A Visit

to the Great Oasis," Ac, 2 vols., with Illus-

trations:—Outlines of the History of the

English Language, with illustrative speci-

mens, for the u?e of colleges and schools,

by George L. Craik, Professor of History

and of English Literature in Queen's Col-

lege, Belfast, 1 vol. fcp. :—The History of

England under the Houses of York and Lan-

caster, with an Introductory Sketch of the

Early UctV)rmation,Svo.:—Fresh Discoveries

at Nineveh, and Researches at Babylon,

being the Results of the Second E.xpedition

toAss}Tia,alsoajoiirneytotheKhabour,the

Desert, Lake Van, Ancient Armenia. Kur-

distan, and the borders of the Euphrates,

by Austen Henry Layard, D.C.L., with

wood cuts, 2 vols. Svo :—Illustrations of the

S<'ulpturc3, Vases, and Bronzes recently

discovered at Nineveh, principally Bas-re-

liefs of the Wars and Exploits of Sennach-

erib from his Palace at Kouyunjik, from

dra>\iugs made on the spot, by Austen

Henry Layard, D.C.L., folio, uniform with

" Layanl's Monuments of Nineveh:"

—

Some Account of the Danes and Northmen

in England, Scotland, and Ireland, by J.J.

A. ^^u^saae, of Copenhagen, For. F.S.A.,

London, wood-cuts, Svo.:—Memoirs of the

late Emperor of China, and the Court

of Pekin, by the Rev. Dr. Gntzlatf:—

Su^arow and his last Campaign, by

Major Macready:—Pictures of Life in

Mexico, 2 vols., by R. H. ^lason, Esq. :

—

China during the War and Since the Peace,

by Sir J. F. Davis, Bart., late Minister Pleni-

putentiary in China, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Colony of Hong
Kong, 2 vols. :

—

lUntory of Attcirnt Pottery ;

Egyptian, Asiatic, Greek, Roman, Etrus-

can, and Celtic. By Samuel Birch, F.S.A.,

assistant keeper of the antiquities in the

El iii'^h Museum. With illustrations. Svo.:

—Women of Christianity, Exemplary for

Piuty and Charity, by Miss Julia Kavanagh,

with Portraits :—Memoirs of Horace Wal-

pole and his Contemporaries, including

numerous Original Letters from Straw-

berry Hill, edited by Eliot Wai-burton,

Esq., 2 vols. Svo. :—Lectures on the His-

tory of France, delivered before the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, by the Right Hon.

Sir James Stephen, K.C.B., 2 vols. Svo. :

—

The Buok of Almanacs, with Lidex, by

which the .\lmanacs belonging to any year

preceding A. D. 2i»3 can be found, with

Cleans of Finding New aud Full iloons

from B. C. 2iXW to A. D. 2(.»J, by Augustus

de Morgan, Professor of Mathematics in

University College, London, demy Svo. ob-

long, price OS. cloth.
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Cnitrs de Philosophic Positive. Par M. Auguite Comte, Ancim Elive de VEoie
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The fallacy involved in M. Comte's distribution of states and periods

consists, in great measure, in mistaking a predominant cliaractcristic

for a specific difference, and hence in supposing them to be recipro-

cally exclusive of. each other. It would, indeed, be doing injustice

to M. Comte, which we are very iar from having any disposition to

do, to conceal his recognition of the actual co-existence of all, wliich

is prominently and continually brought forward in the Avhole course

of his elaborate work. But this admission recognises them merely

in their antagonism, which is supposed to lead to an ultimate ex-

clusion, and therefore we are perfectly correct in saying that, on his

theory, they are logically exclusive of each other. It may seem,

strange that a doctrine, leading to such a result, should have beeii

deliberately embraced by one who regards the theological liabit of

mind as spontaneous,* whence it should have been acknov,ledgcd as

indestructible also; and who professes to have systematized and

proclaimed the historical method, T,-hich ought to recognise as also

indestructible, though not as incapable of restriction, all tendencies

which have been characteristically manifested at any period of tho

progress of humanity. But it is not with these tilings, but with the

consequences to which they lead, that v.o are principally concerned

at present.

° "Lc dijToloppcment spontano des conceptious thtJoIogiiues." I'hiloe. Posit.,

Iciou i, tome i, p. 9.

i'^ouuTii Series, Vol. IV.—11
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If these intellectiml conditions are severally exclusive of each other,

then the attainment of the Positive habit of mind must be a nega-

tion and complete overthrow of the Tlicolop;ical and Metaphysical

;

or, in plain language, such as M. Comte delights to use, Science

is entirely incompatible with Religion and Metaphysics,* and the

acceptance of the Positive Philosophy is the rejection of both. As
"we have sho^vn briefly that this supposed exclusion is fallacious,

we might here arrest our argiuucnt, for the presumption is at least

in favour of the possible co-existence of Science, Metaphysics, and

Keligion, and we might wait till ]\I. CJomte had altered or modified

his premises, and replaced the defective threads of his Logic. But
as he unequivocally cashiers Logic aUogether, we will proceed with

our refutation by showing that not merely are his premises false,

but his conclusions and their consequences erroneous. "We do not

mean to say that they are inconsistent Avith such incorrect premises,

for the logical concatenation of the I'osltive Philosophy is almost

without flaw, and constitutes one of its most admirable characteristics;

but they are at variance with the truth.

We will again wave the discussion of M. Comte's irreligion, re-

marking only that there is a gross inconsistency in this abnegation

of the validity of a belief which is attested as one of the fundamental

facts of human nature by the whole course of that history on which

his whole philosophy is erected, and which is confirmed by the

universal experience and observation on which he relies as the in-

struments by which seiencc is established. Nay more : so absolutely

impossible is it to escape from the recognition and influence of this

necessary belief, that even i\L Comte himself, undoubting and total

as is his infidehty in respect to all revealed or accredited religion,

concludes his long labours by appending to them as a corollary a

proposition for the institution of a new creed and a new worship,

of which the divinity shall be an ideali::ed humanity.t

Vfe are in no danger of being sup{)0sed to argue from a prejudiced

point of view—at any rate the argument will not be suspected of

springing from a foregone conclusion—when we discuss M. Comte's

rejection of Mettiphysics ; and on this subject, therefore, we shall

venture to dwell at gix\ater length, inasmuch as its repudiation arises

from the same principles which have led to' the abnegation of religion,

and involves fallacies strikingly analogous to those Mhich are con-

nected with the rejection of Theology.

* "I-a tliooloeie-ct la physique sont si profond.'^ment iiicompatiLlcs." Pliilos.

Pos., lc<;on i, tome i, p. 13; loron Ivii, tome vi, pp. 551, 552; lo<;on Iviii, p. 714;

et- passim.

t Ktpubliquo OcciJenlale, Conclusion GcmJrale, pp. 01o-393.
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It is generally conceived that Logic and Metaphysics are two

distinct branches of moral science : but this position is not now, and

never has been of universal acceptance; for sometimes Metaphysics

has been regarded as a part of Logic, and more frequently Logic

\\{\a> been treated as a mere application of Metaphysics. The Scotch

school has included all the Logic which it recognises in their narrow

Psychology, while the Scholastics and many others, ourselves among
the number, are disposed to comprehend within the range of Logic

whatever can be distinctly known of Metaphysics. It does not fall

within our province at this time to discuss which of these opinions

is correct,—whether they constitute one or two sciences. M. Comte
rejects both, and while we concede the propriety of this double re-

jection as a single and immediate consequence of that distribution

of the states of mind which we have just animadverted on, we will

consider the propriety of the abrogation of each, separately and

distinctly.

It might still be a question whether the one or the other. should

have the precedence in this discussion ; and a very important question

it would be, if w^e intended to make the validity of either dependent

upon the other. But, inasmuch as Metaphysics in its loose accepta-

tion contemplates a larger scope than is ordinarily comprehended by
Logic; and inasmuch as M. Comte's rejection of Metaphysics is

absolute, while with regard to Logic he rather proposes to discard

the tei-m than the reality, and to substitute another Organon for the

Aristotelian Logic, we shall first consider his grounds for the denial

of Metaphysics and their validity, and then prosecute a similar in-

quiry in regard to his dethronement of Logic.

We have seen that the rejection of Metaphysics follows immediately

from the principles of the Positive Philosophy as expounded by M.
Comte; but he further objects to its claims to be regarded as a

branch of knowledge, that it is a resuscitation of a defunct theology,

that it is purely critical, meaning thereby that it only criticises other

systems and is only adapted to a crisis or transition-stage of intel-

lectual progress, that it has proved wholly unfruitful for two thou-

sand years, that it can boast of no real discoveries, that its whole

substance is a patch-work of imperfectly comprehended metaphors

mistaken for reasoning, and that, when it attempts to place itself

on the same platform with the other modern sciences, by supposing

a distinction between internal and external observation, and thereon

constructing a psychology, it makes only a futile efibrt.* In con-

nexion Avith the last objection, he asks with more acutcness than

ingenuity, How can any observation take place, when the organ ob-

^ Cours de Thil. Pos., le^on i, tome i, pp. 3t-33.
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served and the organ observing arc identical? But, however con-

clusive such an inquii-y might be if addressed by or to a philosopher

"Svho rigidly adhered to the old Aristotelian maxim, " vcre scire est

per causas scire,"* it comes with a bad grace from one vrhose funda-

mental maxim is that the " quid," the fact or phenomenon, can alone

be known,t and that the " quomodo," or manner—the how—lies ab-

solutely beyond human cognition. Kor is the question of any weight

with those who admit this ruaxim in metaphysics as in other science,

and attempt to give to its shadowy doctrines, as much as possible,

a scientific ov positive form. In our day few metaphysicians pretend

to trace causation

—

"scire per cavsos:" the impossibilit}- of such

knowledge has been recognised in great measure, not in consequence

of its promulgation by the Positive Philosophy, but in consequence

of the diihculties which were shown to attend it by the metaphysicians

Hume and Brown. 'We have not inserted in these objections M.
Comte's opposition to metaphysics in consequence of its supposition

of entities, in pai't because we have shown this to be characteristic

merely of one form of ontology, not of all, and in part because it

is connected with the religious part of the inquiry, since M. Comte
regards God as only a metaphysical entity.

Let us now examine briefly and separately M. Comte's objections.

They present a strong array of charges, we will not aflect to disguise

it, and they contain much truth in them, but they have been alleged

by other philosophers, themselves mcta})hysicians, not as destructive

of tliis branch of knowloclge, or conclu.^ive against its e.xistence, but

as evidence of the inherent difficulty of the subject, and of the ne-

cessity for cautious and careful reconstruction.

We pass over once more the theological objection, and address

oiurselves to the charge of I\letaphysic3 being purely critical. If ve
regard this accusation as meaning that it merely criticises other

philosophies, it might have been suggested by a loose apprehension

of the significance of Kant's great work ; but, in all probability,

it is original with M. Comte, as' a transition-state of intellect can

have no independent philosophy of its own,—the very idea of an
intellectual crisis or transition supposing a merely provisional bodv
of doctrine to bridge over the chasm which separates one original

or normal (we cannot avoid using the expression) system from
the other. If we consider the accusation as implying that J\leta-

* TTilvreg yup t)jv cnrpiav tuv apx^'V Kal rijv alriij'.' (paclf dvac yi'uccv. Alex.

Aphrod. ychol. Aristot., p. 525.

t "t'XV yup TO i^Ti • Koi cl TovTo (palvoiTO apKOVVTur, ovdtv TTpoadFijaEt to diori.

Aristot. Eth. Nicom.. lib. i, c. ii, p. I09r,, h. 6.; scd coutra Mctaph. lib. i, c. 1,

p. 981, n. 29. It is still more applicable to the rrur.
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physical science is cliaracteristic of a crisis, wo may ask in what

respects it is so. It cannot be in all -respects, for it has existed in

all a^es since the march of intellect commenced. It was born and

very acutely developed imder the Polytheism of Greece, which

M. Couitc considers only one or two removes from Feticliism ; it was

found in company with the mythology of the Hindoos ; it grew up

with the extension and development of Christianity. But if it thus

accompanied all forms of Theology but the first, it has existed con-

currently 'with the earlier stages of the Positive Philosophy, and

may continue to co-exist with its further progress; and M. Comte
himself regards as one of the originators of that Philosophy, whicli

he supposes to be final and exclusive, that very Descartes,* who is

universally reverenced as the father of modern Metaphysics. The
truth is that a metaphysical doctrine is not necessaril}- transitional,

except inasmuch as all change is a transition ; but a transitional state

is nccessaril}' metaphysical. The difference may be in appearance

onl}'' verbal, but it is nevertheless one of vast importance. During
a period of transition, Metaphysics encroaches upon the domain of

both Theology and Science, and retains its command of them till

the one has been established and the other reconstructed. It ex-

tends its sway at such a time bej-ond its legitimate kingdom; but
it possesses a lawful sovereignty within which it is afterwards

restricted. Its usurpations alone are peculiarly connected with a
transitional state ; its peculiar and just reign is eternal. We think
that the vagueness of M. Comte's conception of Metaphysics, and
his application of the epithet, Metaphysical, to a crisis in intellecta;d

development, have sprung ver}^ much from his recognition of the

predominance in oui- day of both the Metaphysical and the critical

spirit, and a hasty induction therefrom. Jl^ow we acknowledge most
freely that this is an age of criticism,—it has long been asserted by
metaphysicians

; t we admit that it is also an age of transition; and
we have already confessed that an era of transition is necessarily

metaphysical, (the reasons for which opinion we may hereafter have
an opportunity of alleging;) but we cannot assent to the position
that Metaphysics belongs only to a crisis, and is nothing but a

criticism. How fiir it is essentially critical ; why it is so far critical;

and what is its independent or positive value, we shall endeavour
to explain after replying to ^l. Comte's other objections.

M. Comte further charges upon Metaphysics its litter barrenness
for two thousand years, and its inability to point to any real dis-

" Cours (le Pliil. Tos., tome vi, pp. •IJ"., C9j, T/jG, 8S0.

T "Notre sieolo est le siecle cle la critique: tout doit y t'tre soumis." Kant.
Crit. (le la Kaisou Puiv, vol. i, p. 7, note, trud. Tiasot; aud Logique, ^ iv, p. 43.
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coverics. This count in the indictment is rendered still more grave

by its bein;^, in some measure, supported by the high authority of

Kant." We >Yill examine its validity as an objection, supposing it

to be true; and then estimate its truth.

The period of infertility assigned by M. Comte makes us conjecture

that he regards it as extending from the times of Aristotle to our

own. This seems to admit that it had been fruitful previous to that

time ; and, if so, then, although it may have carl}-- attained its highest

possible development, and may have been thenceforward stagnant,

yet it must have been a valid branch of knowledge before, and at

the time of its maturity, and must have possessed some value.

"Whatever value it then had, it must still possess, except so far as

the same purposes are better subserved by some other philosophy,

unless its whole scope is embraced in other science, which will not

be pretended. Certainl}^, if M. Comte recognises its value or utility

at any time, which he does distinctly on numerous occasions, its in-

capability of further advancement docs not destroy that validity or

authorize him to deny ifc at a future time. AVe may- venture to say
that Arithmetic is a constituted science, tola, teres, et rotunda, ad-

mitting no further development worthy of consideration, and already

in great measure supplanted by Algebra. Yet no one, not even
M. Comte himself, will presume to deny either the existence or the

value of such a branch of knowledc!;e as Arithmetic. We may also

allege that Moral Philosophy lias certainly made even fewer notable

advances, as a purely human science, than ^letaph3'sics since the

Ethics of Aristotle and the Offices of Cicero
;
yet M. Comte pro-

fesses his belief in the validity and existence of such a philosophy,

though he would alter and amend it. and re-organize it on a new basis.

Metaphysics may, in like manurr. rdjuire a new basis, and may have
been so long barren for want of it; but we have assuredly no ri'^ht

to conclude from its long fiiilurc to advance that it may riot resume
its progi'css at some future time. The ^^ciencc of Astronomy was
almost retrograde for fourteen hundred years from Ptolemy to Co-
pernicus, and did not in consequence prove ultimately to be either

futile or barren.f Consequently, even if Metaphysics be all that

it is represented to be in this unfavourable picture, its stac^nant con-
dition would not furnish in the slightest respect a reason for its

entire negation.

But, notwithstanding the allegations of M. Comte, and their partial

confirmation by Kant, we deny that Meta})hy»ics has been sta^^nant.

'^ Grit, de la Raison Pure, preface de la secoude t'dition, toI. i, p. .331.

t By some such reasouinp Kant appears to have satisfied himself with reitard

to the doubt which ho had suggested. Grit, de la liaison Pure, vol. i, p. 302.
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The facts of which it takes cognizance are ahnosfc entirely facts of

internal consciousness. These are its data, and they have ahvays

been equally possessed by all ages and classes of men. No mechanic

tirts, no curious instruments are requisite for their apprehension;

thcv cannot be multiplied by the advancement of science, nor enlarged

by 'any process of invention. All that can be done is to observe

them more clearly, to harmonize and explain them more accurately

and consistently, and to detect their mutual relations and dependence

more precisely. The subject-matter, then, of Metaphysics, once

determined with any degree of completeness, remains thenceforward

incapable of any considerable expansion, except when the science

transcends its domain. Hence, as the territory of the science does

not enlarge it appears to be stagnant—nay, as it usurps ground in

its earlier stages which does not rightfully belong to it, and which

it must ultimately surrender, it may appear to recede. But pro-

duction may be increased by cultivation as well as by an extension

of the area—the power and the action may equally exist when con-

centrated, as when they w^ere diffused. And such, we think, has been

the case. But, again, a new source of delusion is opened. The

Hiutfulness of Metaphysics consists in the clearer determination of

common notions and first principles ; and the moment this greater

perspicuity is attained, the man of science and the politician, the

philosopher and the crowd, all avail themselves of the conquest;

it is received and absorbed by the general intellect of the cun-cnt

and succeeding ages, and all forget the instrument by which it has

been achieved, and deny the claims of the benefactress to their

gratitude. Yet it might be easy to show that every intellectual

reformation had been heralded, facilitated, or effected by a preceding

improvement in the very Metaphysics which is so despitcfully

entreated. If even, then,' it could not now point to any real dis-

coveries which would be generally credited to it, nevertheless it

might have rendered most essential aid to the progress of society

and of science, by dispelling those delusion^ which impeded their

growth, and rendered it impossible. It might have ministered, as

undoubtedly it has, to the advancement of both, by rendering all

our notions more clear, distinct, and precise than they had previously

been, or would otherwise have been ; and surely this service would

have been of no slight magnitude. Thus the absence of real dis-

coveries, if such were thc'^iiict, Avould not be an argument against

cither the utility or the validity of metaphysical speculation.

But we arc disposed, also, to deny its asserted failure to produce

real discoveries. It proceeds through a succession of analogous

changes, which are renewed again and again with each completion
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of the circle ; and hence its history, to the eyes of the prejudiced or

the uninitiated, appears to be merely a silly recm-rencc of identically

the same doctrines. But it is not so : the progress, as the fertility

of iMetaphysics, consists in the more clear apprehension and ex-

planation of the same subjects—in the gradually expanding com-

prehension of eacli rccun'ing system—and, however close may be

the analogy between the philosophies of Kant and Aristotle, of Hegel

and Plato, of Schclling and the Xeo-Platonists, of Comte and Hippo,

none will allege that the modern systems are not in advance of the

ancient, because the points of vievr respectively may be identically

the same. This progress implies discoveries
;
perhaps not such as

M. Comte contemplates : but what docs he mean by real discoveries?

It has not invented a' new motive power, nor analyzed soils, nor dis-

covered another planet ; but such discoveries belong not to its sphere.

Eut it has discovered the conceptions, and invented and defined their

appropriate terms, by which our science, our philosophy, and all our

higher speculations are carried on. If wc were required to specify

an instance of real discovery, we would say, it has proved that in-

ability to comprehend causation v.hich is the corner-stone of the

vast edifice Avhich M. Comte has erected. He did not deduce this

doctrine from his own premises or for himself; he did not receive it

from Eacon or any of the earlier lights of the Positive school ; but

he boiTOwed it from Hume. Can he say that this is not a real dis-

covery? If he does, then he denies absolutely the sole foundation

on which his whole colossal scheme is reared.

It is but too tuie that metaphysical speculation has been frequently .

little more than a patch-work of half-cornprchended metaphors, which

have been employed with fluctuating significations. Eut this ob-

jection does not affect its substance; it only touches its vesture.

It were to be desired that a defect so grievous should be remedied,

and it may be remedied to a very great extent. The nature of the

human mind, and the manner in vrhich its knowledge is acquired,

necessitate the employment of direct metaphors, borrovred from the

sensible Avorld, in iletaphysics, more than in any other department

of human study. We cannot reason about things ideal with ideal

symbols: when we speak of these abstrase subjects, v>-e are obliged

to apply to their discussion the torras of the common vocabulary

with which all are fiimiliar. Eut the metaphors which we employ
gradually become fixed and definite, and lose their metaphorical

character, in the same manner that most of the words of our ordinary

language have been formed by the conversion of metaphorical into

direct expressions. Much care may, indeed, be needed to prevent

the illusions which spring from their origin; still more to avoid the
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illusions -which arise from their vagueness and corruption in vulgar

use. The charge is a valid censure on those metaphysicians who

employ metaphors loosely, and do not adhere to any strict well-

denned si:!;iiiiication ; but it cannot be conceived to constitute a

valid objection against the vrhole existing body of metaphysical

doctrine—still less against the possibility or value oi any such

doctrine.

But the unkindest cut of all is to complain of the effort -wliich

Metaphysics has made to become positive—according to ^L Comte,

the only mode in Avhich science passes from an imperfect into a

comparatively perfect state. We do not ourselves believe in the

possibility or expediency of Metaphysics assuming a strict scientific

form, but vre think that it partially admits of a positive complexion

;

and that the more it can clothe itself with this type, the better,

provided it does not exclude or fail to recognise the existence of

what is incapable of this conversion. We think, too, that the manner

iu which the Scotch school has sought to attain a positive character

has been lamentably indiscreet, and has, in some measure, conceded

the argument to M. Comte ; but what shall we say of his own pro-

posal to construct a Psychology on the positive basis, after rejecting

Metaphysics altogether, and cavilling at its attempt to assume a

positive form at all V

Having answered these objections, let us be indulged in a few brief

remarks on the validity, the use, and the importance of ^Metaphysics.

After what we said in our previous essay, we shall not be suspected of

a disposition to exaggerate these. Metaphysics must be valid, because

it is spontaneous, inevitable, indestructible, and subserves purposes

not otherwise to be effected. At the very foundation of all reasoning,

and especially of all science, lie primitive and abstract ideas, such

as matter, substance, being, property, cause, effect, change, nature,

time, space, relation, number, quantity, quality, accident, occ, wliich

must be defined and explained—or it must be shown how far they

are explicable, and how far inexplicable—before science is possible.

If these explanations be scriousl}^ incorrect, science will ultimately

suffer its share of the penalty; and before the science can be re-

formed, the Metaphysics must be amended. The Metaphysical
speculations of Leibnitz, dependent upon those of Descartes and
Spinoza, led to the theory of the vis viva, which long troubled

^^cchanic3, and has not yet received its final solution. Even
Mathematics is nothing more than the development of special meta-

physical ideas by a congenial metaphysical process ; and the present

confusion and prospective barrenness (we retort upon M. Comte
"with his own word with peculiar pleasure) must seek its remedy
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from a renewed and more accurate analysis of the Metaphysical

principles on which the higher parts of the Calculus rest. All our

reasoning and science depend upon first principles, which lie within

the domain of IMetaphysics. AVe may except to the name, and

propose another, but still there is the domain, whether it belongs to

an acknowledged lord and master, or not : we may hew it in pieces

and apportion the fragments among the various sciences, but the

mutilated members can be gathered up, and they will gi'ow together

like the limbs of the rejuvenated iEson when removed from the

caldron. The partition, as the change of name, is a kind of jugglery

which can deceive no one but those who are too weak to avoid de-

ception, or determined to be deceived. If there must be then a body

of knowledge concerned with first principles, to explain the very

foundations of science and all other reasoning, we caimot refuse to

acknowledge the validity, the utility, and the importance of Meta-

physics.

But to remove misapprehension, and prevent the confusion Avhich

may so naturally flow from the tenor of M. Comte's remarks

—

throe parts true, and one part false as they are,—we promised also

to show why Metaphysical speculation was critical, and how far it

was so. Its critical character proceeds, in gi-eat measure, from the

nature of the subject-matter, as wc have already mentioned. As its

data are immutable and incapable of multiplication, all that can be

done in the development of meta])hysical doctrine is to examine

them : and as they form the latent premises of all knowledge, we
cannot hope in our examination to advance a single step beyond

them, or to discover facts or laws of greater generality than those

which meet us at the outset. Hence progress in this kind of specula-

tion must consist in the criticism of those facts, and of the previous

explications which have been given to them; for they are not

tangible, they scarcely admit of intentional modification or experi-

ment, and their difl'orcnt aspects consist almost entirely of the dif-

ferent interpretations Avhich have been put upon them. But it is

only with respect to such first principles that Metaphysics is

essentially critical ; its further deductions are spon.taneous and
original, although it may be necessary, in confirmation of their

validity, to show how they explain or refute other conflicting theories

which profess to be founded upon the same facts.

Again : Metaphysics is characteristic of a crisis, because, during a

transition from one intellectual system to another, before the goal

towards w-hich the movement tends has been discovered, the only

hope of advancement must be sought in the analysis of existing or

anterior systems, in oi'der to detect the germs of truth which com-
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municated to them their past vitality, and the sources of error -which

have resulted in their present state of paralysis. In a season of

doubt and difficulty "sve are irresistibly thrown back upon a renewed

examination of the first principles of our knowledge; and this, as

has already been said, is the peculiar province of Metaphysics.

1'hat, at such a time, it claims more than its due share of human

thought and regard may be very true. It follows from the tendency

of the human mind to render every principle which it adopts, and

every theory which it receives, sovereign and exclusive. But this

tendency is just as strongly manifested in M. Comtc's Positive

Philosophy, and the present claim of Science to iiTiiversal empire,

as in Metaphysics, and is further illustrated by the past or present

conflicts of all the various branches of human knowledge. If Hegel

and Schelling in our own day assign to Metaphysics an all-embracing

empire, a like claim has been advanced in favour of Mathematics

by M. llocne \Yronski, and in favour of science by ^I. Comte, and

loss systematically by the gi'eat mass of men of science. In reply

to M. Comte's objections, let it be stated that the period of the

greatest influence and activity of Metaphysics is not at any central

epoch between two systems, as he seems to suppose, but just on the

eve of a new advancement of positive discovery, and is so because

its conquests are essential to the further progress of Science. x\s-

suredly recent years, which have Avitnesscd such a brilliant career of

science, have been more illustrated by the pi'ominence of meta-

physical speculation than the centuries which preceded them.

Hence, though ^Metaphysical science appertains to a crisis or period

of transition, so far as wo have admitted, and for the reasons which

we have assigned, it does not exclude, though it does and it ought

to colour, the coincident evolution of both theology and science,

for even under the alleged domination of the Metaphysical spirit,

and despite its attempts to secure a usurped jurisdiction, science has

so rapidly advanced as in these latter days to press claims still more

exclusive than those of JNIetaphysics have ever been.

\Vc have thus endeavoured to exhibit both the truth and error of

M. Comte's views in regard to ^Metaphysics : it is not the first time

that ^Metaphysics has been rejected, nor is it the first time that the

futility of such rejection has been shown. About three centuries

ago, Marius Nizolius, of Brescia, in like manner aflTirmcd Meta-

physics to be partly false, and partly superfluous and unnecessary,

and was answered long afterwards by Leibnitz.*

" "Mctapbysicam ])artim falsam, partira supcrvacancara, ct non ncccssariam

cssn, afErmaimis." Mar. Nizol. I)c ver. princip. philosophandl, lib. iii, cap. iv,

p. 217, ap. Leibnitii opera. Ed. Dutens, torn, i, ps. i, p. 72. Vide ctiam pp. GO, 01.
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But", like his predecessor, Nizolius,* M. Conite entertains liardly

any greater consideration for Logic than for Metaphysics. He does

not, indeed, deny the existence of logical processes and logical

procedure, and he speaks continually of logical laws, and boasts of

the logical consistency of his T,-ork,t but he conceives that the prin-

ciples of Logic cannot be manifested otherwise than in a concrete

state, and can be exhibited only in connexion with the reasoning of

the separate sciences. He considers that Logic as a science is denied

in the negation of^iletaphysics ; and that Logic as an art of reasoning,

and a doctrine to be separately taught, is eminently futile and

ridiculous. Ho contemplates, however, the possibility at some

future time of constructing a Positive Logic, or, in other words,

a Logic of Inductive Philosophy, but thinks that the time for such

Bystematization has not yet arrived; and we are strongly inclined to

agi-ee with him in this opinion, notwithstanding the profound and

elaborate attempt of ^Ir. ^lill. But ho conceives that, even if such

a body of Logical rules and principles could be constructed, it would

be of very little avail, and entirely useless except in its combination

with specific scientific inquiries.^

On this criticism we have several observations to make.

'M. Comte, of course, does not pretend to den}'- that correct reason-

ing differs from incorrect; he is, therefore, obliged to recognise the

existence of Logic in its loose sense of accurate argumentation.

He further admits that there are principles and that there must be

rules, by which such accuracy is to be determined, but he deems

any attempt as yet to discover them from the analysis of scientific

procedure, premature. Prom this source, however, he thinks that

the only valid or Positive Logig can bo derived. Ko one has done

more than ]\L Comte tovrards the enlargement of the field of Logic

;

no one has with equal skill and judgment analyzed the organization

of the sciences, and indicated more clearly the nature and the manner

of their conclusions. We willingly accept from him his important

discoveries in this respect, and cordially welcome them as valuable

accessions to the domain of Logic. Indeed, we regard his inductive

philosophy, as systematized by Mr. jNlill, to be the only considerable

^ " Nunc ad Nizolli errores redcuudum est, ex quibus, post Aristotelem inter-

prctibus confusurn, palmarius est, oinnnnoda ilia Lialacticic et ^lotaphysicae

abolitio, quam tanK-n ct Nominalos, iisi'em principiis nixi, rctlnucvint. Et vero

quis ncg^'t, esse qu;eJam pricccpta turn avtis cogltandl sou scioiitiie de mente,

turn jiietatis naturali.s, sou scientiiC de summa- rcrum," ii;c. Lcibuitz, Trtef. ad

Mar. Nizol., § xxix, Opera torn, iv, ps. i, p. GO.

t "Toujours guidi's par Ics piincipcs logiqucs poseS au tome quatriOme," Lc.

Cours de Phil. Pos., Ici^on Ivii, tome vi, p. 491.

\ Cours de PMl. Pes., lei;on i, tome i, pp. 38-10; leson Ivili. pp. 7C1-7C3.
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enlargement of Logic, ^vllicll has been effected since the ^vritings of

Aristotle. But ve cannot pay the price Avhich he asks for this

au'^mcutation; we cannot consent to regard it as subversive or ex-

clusive of Avhat we may call, for want of a better term, syllogistic

Lo'^ic. Without this, indeed, the new addition would have been

impossible as it would be valueless. Every branch of knowledge,

wlicn iiually organized as a science, is so constituted by the process

of deduction, and this M. Comte recognises. The facts are dis-

covered and stripped of their deceptive appearance by observation

and experiment : the general laws which regulate or co-ordinate those

facts are gathered by induction ; but the development of those laws

into a science, their employment for the discovery or explanation of

new f:ict3, are the work of deductive or syllogistic reasoning, tested

of course in each case by observation and experiment. We may go

one step further and say, that induction itself presupposes deduction

and employs the syllogism.* M. Comte perceives and acknowledges

the necessary assumption of the proposition, that the operation of

the laws of nature is general, in all inductive reasoning. This is

the latent but indispensable major premiss in every inductive

enthymem.e. But here Comte would object, that, though this be true,

yet we reason without having learned Logic, and adopt this premiss,

as we pursue accurate reasoning, vv-ithout reference to any technical

iides of the syllogism. Tliese objections are the old ones, which

have been so often refuted before that we will not answer them again.

They proceed upon the common delusion that Logic is the art of

thinking and one mode of reasoning. It is not one mode, but tlie

only possible mode of reasoning, notwithstanding Dugald Stewart

asserts that "there are various modes of reasoning to which the

syllogistic theory does not apply! "r It is not the art of thinking.

but the art of avoiding and detecting incorrect reasoning, and

recognising the correspondence of argument with the formal con-

ditions of accurate demonstration. It is solely concerned with the

form of the argument, not with its substance or subject matter.

It does not pretend to furnish a man with the facts about v."hich he

reasons, but it guards him against fallacious deductions from those

facts. M. Comte's objections to Logic are founded, like those of

Dugald Stewart and its other antagonists, upon an entire miscon-

ception of the nature and functions of Logic. A due respect to

^ AVe arc aware that this is directly in contravention of the thesis of Mr. Mill,

which has boon so highly commondeJ, (Logic, book ii, chap, iii,) which is not-

withstandino; invalid and illo!;ical.

t Philosophy of the Human Mind, pt. ii, c. iv, p. 112; vide p. Ill, and pt. ii,

chap, iii, sect. L
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this science rnij^ht have saved him from that confusion of its

equivocal meanings, and that utter ignorance of its true scope and

character, -which have led him to reject it. It is strange, indeed,

that so much should have heen written in disparagement of Logic,

and yet not one of the distinguished authors -who have impugned it

has had the lease acquaintance T^ith its true objects and nature.

From John Locke to Augustus Comte not one of its adversaries has

clearly understood ^vhat the Logic was -which they condemned.

As the science -which explains the natural la-\vs and procedure of the

human mind in reasoning, it is essentially indestructible; as the

art -which applies to daily use the rules gathered from those la-ws,

it is of the highest importance, although it docs not teach us to reason,

nor apprize us of the conclusions of science, but acts within a much
more limited range. We ourselves care little fur the censure of those

meagre systems of Logic which have long been regarded as con-

stituting the science ; but when an attack is made upon the validity

of deductive Logic, in general terms, we must express om- positive

dissent.

This tendency to reject Logic has sprung from the negligent

study of Bacon, and a misapprehension of the tenor and design of

his remarks. He objected to the a priori construction of science

by deduction from assumed premises, and indicated the necessity

of collecting these premises by induction from observation and ex-

periment. l)Ut he clearly, distinctly, and continually avowed the value

and importance of deductive Logic, in its proper sphere, and in tlie

development of the -various branches of Ethical science.* The
blunder of denying the value of Logic, and of supposing that Bacon
denied it, must be charged exclusively upon the ignorance of his

followers of the precepts given by their master. When Logic boasts

of such advocates as Aristotle, Bacon, Leibnitz, Kant, Plegel, and
Mill—the chiefs of the most various philosophies—it may smile at

the opposition of Dugald Stewart and the Scotch school, and may
disregard the rebellion of i\L Comte. Its validity and its use have
been proclaimed by the greatest minds of all ages, and the stronf^

eulogies of the Scholastics have been paralleled by the more sedate

praise of Bacon ;t the vivid mind of Leibnitz insisted strenuously

° De Augni. Sci., lib. ii, vol. viii, p. S3 ; lib. v, c. i, p. 2jG ; c. ii, p. 2G2.

Fab. Cup., vol. xi, p. 99. Adv. Learning, vol. i, p. 193.

t Thcro has been so mucli misapprcheubion of Bacon's vie-ws of Logic that -wc

take the liberty of quoting one passage:— "Pars istalluniatiao Philosophia?, qusc
ad Logicatn speotat, ingeniorum plurimorum gustui ac palate minus grata est;

ct nihil aliuJ videtur quam Bpinosaj subtilitatis laqueus nc tendicula. "^ ° At
istud lumen siccum plurimorum moUia et madida ingouia oflcndit et torrct
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upon its indispensable necessity ;^= and the critical depth of Kant is

enraptured with " the certainty, the beauty, and even the utility of

Lof^ic." t If all positive knowledge is scientific, it is attained by
reasoning ; if attained by reasoning, its accui'acy or inaccuracy must
be determined by Logic, which only professes to determine the

formal conditions of correct or fallacious argument. Had M. Comte
not rejected Logical science he would have avoided the fundamental
error of his philosophy of assuming a part for the whole, and of

concluding that what might be true of a part was also true of the

whole. He might have gone further, and, as ho has traced the an-

archy and revolutionary character of our times to its intellectual

aberrations, he might have traced back these aberrations to the il-

logical character (which he recognises) and the disregard of Logic,

which have prevailed for the last three centuries. So far as his ob-

jections to Logic are just, they are inapplicable to either the art or

the science
. properly understood: so far as they are applicable,

they are unreasonable.

Having thus taken notice of those important branches of human
knowledge which M. Comte rejects, we are prepared to enter inio

the further consideration of the Positive Method, as illustrated by
that Hierarchy of the Sciences, constructed or to be constructed,

which he recognises. But we deem it proper to stop here for one

moment to state the reasons which have induced us to dwell so long

upon inquiries that may seem almost excluded by the nature of

]M. Comte's system, and may consequently appear to be merely pre-

liminary to its discussion. In reality, however, these are the most

important points presented in the discussion of tlie Positive Philo-

sophy. The key-note to any system of philosophy must be sought

in its fundamental principles and method : the criticism of these is

the most satisfactory, as well as the briefest criticism of the whole

;

for the entire edifice is determined as soon as the data and method
arc established. But in the philosophy of M. Comte the exclusion

of Theology and Metaphysics is one of the fundamental axioms,

because it is rather assumed as a basis for Positivism than legitimately

Cetcrum unamquamque rem propria si placet diguitate metiri, Eatior.rJcs

Scietttue reliqitarum omnino claves simt. Atque qucmadmodum manus instni-

iQcntum instrumentonim, anima forma formarura, ita et ill-cc artcs artiu^n

ponendce sunt." Do Au^tn. Sci., lib. v, c. i, voL \iii, pp. 255, 25G. By Alo\iin.

Kabanus Maurus, and Abclard Logric was called "Disoipliaa disciplinarum,"

"dux univcrsic scieutirc," " sola diceuai scicntia;" and of it they said, "Lx'c

docet docere, hscc docct discere," and "?cit scire sola."

° Do Conform. Fid. cum Rat., g§ G2, Go ; Opera, pp. 102, 10.5, Sij 27-31 ; tome i,

pp. S-1-S7. Leibnitz (Euvres, ed. Jacques, vol. ii, pp. do, 9G, 76-77.

t Kant Logiquc, trad. Tissot, pp. v, vi.
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deduced from it; and this exclusion decides, in great measure, the

character of the method. It is this, -which "we regard as the vital

error of the -whole creed, and consequently on this point the validity

or the invalidity of the scheme mainly turns. We have recognised

and are -willing to repeat our conviction of the justice and solidity

of the Positive system as strictly applied and confined to science;

but -we maintain also the absolute necessity of recognising a hno-w-

ledgc which lies beyond the circle of scientific systems, of retaining

those very branches of learning -which JM. Comte rejects, and -we

deem this to be as much required by tlic interests of science as by
the claims of a correct and all-embracing philosophy. TJicrc is a

peculiar difficulty in refuting a long and elaborate ^vork, -s^'hose details

are for the most part as correct as they are profound, and spring

legitimately from a philosophy in -v^'hich truth and error are closely

intermingled, -with a very decided predominance of the former.

It is easy enough to repl}'' to positions and sj'stcms entirely erroneous

;

but -when more than half is true, it is an arduous task to detect those

fallacies from which the dangerous tendencies iio-w, -without denying

that -which is just and solid, ^yc have attempted to do this, render-

ing free credit and assent to what is valid in M. Comte's system,

and at the same time refusing and refuting his errors, and tracing

their origin and dependence. Their source -r-c have detected in his

illogical divisions and illogical exclusions, and as this part of our

labours is virtually a refutation of the fundamental sophistry involved

in the Cours dc Philosophie Positive, -^vc have been obliged to dwell

upon these topics at greater length than a superficial observer might

have deemed cither requisite or appropriate. This apparent delay,

ho-wcver, enables us to achieve the remainder of our task -within com-

paratively brief limits, though "we shall be detained some-what by a

discussion of M. Comte's estimate of jMatheraatical Science, in con-

sequence of its conriexion -with the Logic and Metaphysics -which

he has rejected.

As the simplest or least complex fiicts are those -\\-hich are first

observed and explained; so in the development of the Positive Method
and its application to the classification of the sciences, these must
succeed each other in proportion to the increasing com})lexity of

their subject-matter. As each science requires for its fall com-
prehension the aid of all the previous sciences, that Avhich involves

the simplest ideas and stands at the commencement of the scale,

must constitute the proper introduction to all the others. Such
is the position of Mathematics, and such is one of its functions.

We might except to these principles, inasmuch as the sciences react

upon each other and mutually require the aid of all the others ; but
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as this scheme of classification is the most clear and comprehensive

that \vc have seen or can conceive, and probably as pei-fect as the

nature of the case -vvill permit, we receive it "without question, and

concede to ^M. Comte the praise of having solved a diOiculty -which

Bacon could not master, and -which D'Alembert could not diminish.*

The progress of the sciences, as history attests and as their pre-

sent condition coniii-ms, has been in the main, perhaps not entirely,

in accordance with the principles just laid down, and therefore in

proportion to theii' simplicity. Hence Mathematics "constitutes

the first and the most perfect of all the fundamental sciences."-!"

In regard to its exquisite perfection there can be no doubt, though

we may find it necessary to examine into its extent and its cx-plana-

tion ; but it can only be regarded as the first and fundamental

science, by cashiering iMctaph^'sics altogether, denying the possibility

of a!iy metaphysical doctrine, and striking it completely out of the

field of view. This, as we have already stated, M. Comte docs

:

he says that beyond jMathematics we cannot go without falling into

the dream-land of Metaphysics.; This is, indeed, the only step

beyond; but, as we have also said before, his reluctance to take this

step—his arbitrary and arrogant negation of any such conceivable

Bcience—his eftbrt to establish all human knowledge on a new basis,

and to reform all modes of science, without recourse to metaphysical

inquiry—constitute the really weak and defective side of his system,

neutralize much that is good in it, and render it essentially imperfect,

and insufficient for the ultimate purposes designed. It was intended

to render this scheme of philosophy the spear of Ithuriel to test the

validity of all knowledge, but the head of the spear, with all its magic

virtue, is Avanting, and the pointless shaft will not be found to be the

wand of the true enchanter. All science must rest ultimately on the

data and conclusions of the philosophy of the human mind : without

these the support for the superstructure is wanting; and it is this

basis— the noD orcb of all human knowledge— which Comte has

deliberately refused to employ.

It is singular enough that this sneer at ^Metaphysics, which con-

taminates his whole reasoning, should be presented in connexion

with Mathematics, and alleged as a reason for regarding the latter

science as primary and fundamental. But Mathematics is purely

a concrete form of Metaphysics—being eminently metaphysical in

° Dug. Stewart's Di?s. on the Progress of Mctapliys. and Thil. Supplement td

Kncjclop. Britan., vol. i.

t Cours do rhil. Tos., loi.-oii iii, tome i, p. 14.j.

I "0;i no ?aiirait tenter d'aller plus loin yans tom^icr inevitablenicnt dans Ie3

r." veries rnvtaphysique?." Cour.s do I'hil. Pos., lecon iii, tome i, p. 14j.

Fourth Series. Vol. IY.—12
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its conceptions, its materials, and its development. The substratum,

which Comte deems it impossible to .discover, is the connexion of

the la-ivs and processes of human reasoning with the materials to

which it is applied. Take away the subjecta materia, quantity and

relation, and the residuum -will be the abstract la-\ys and processes

of the human mind, exhibited as applicable to all reasoning, and

which, as abstractions, we may regai'd as existent even when not

operative, i. e. ^.letaphysics. The substance of ^lathcmatics is com-

posed of two metaphysical conceptions ; its axioms are purely and

strictly metaphysical propositions; and its procedure is merely the

deduction by Logic from these axioms and from the definition of

those conceptions of the truths involved in them.

The fact, which would otherwise be inexplicable, that the great

Mathematicians have also been the great ^Metaphysicians of their

respective ages, might have led M. Comte to suspect some intimate

connexion between the two departments of knowledge, if he had not

been blinded by his prejudices.*

But Metaphysics being absolutely rejected, and Logic un-

ceremoniously shoved aside, some primordial science must be intro-

duced in their place to constitute the canon and the touch-stone of

reasoning. This, under the new regime, is to be one of the functions

of INLathematics. The rigorous logical universality of mathematical

science t is announced to us as a new revelation to console us for

the extinction of the old: we are assured that there is no question

whatever which may not be conceived as ultimatel}- reducible to a

question of numbers, | and consequently brought within the range of

mathematical solution. But is this possible in the case of social

phenomena,—History, Law, Morals, Political Economy, A:c.,—to say

nothing of the rejected claims of ^Metaphysics and lleligion? There

is a large verge in these for the application of mathematical procedure,

as the brilliant researches of M. Quetelet have proved; but these

sciences cannot be entirely absorbed by Statistics. M. Comte has him-

self mentioned Pathology as an exception to his maxim. Certainl}^,

in the present state of that science, ^NLathematics is not apphcablc

to it, though we may readily conceive it to be so improved as to

permit a partial employment of mathematical processes. But, in

the other sciences which we have mentioned, the diversity and the

varying intensity of the operative influences, the constant flux

of modifications which they are ever undergoing, must at all

^ Tythagoras, Plato, Descartes, Galileo, Barrow, Newton, Leibnitz, and we
might add Kant.

t Cours de Phil. Pci--., lc<-on iii, p. 102.

I Cours de Phil. Po^., Ic^jon iii, pp. MS, 149. Cf. p. 162.
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times coutiimc to witlidraw them from the range of an exclusive

matlicmatical treatment.* Hence the complaints of "writers on the

socioloi^ical sciences against the introduction of such modes of reason-

ing or ilhistration. It -u-ill not suffice to say that Mathematics is

applicable, hut the phenomena are too complex to admit of mathe-

matical treatment. From whatever cause the impossibility to apply

it to such questions may arise, that impossibility is proof of in-

applicability. M. Comtc admits r that the difficulty of its application

to any but the most simple phenomena is insurmountable; and this,

though not actually inconsistent vrith his previous assertion of its

logical universality, is repugnant to it. If it may be conceived ap-

plicable in theory, but is found inapplicable in practice, this dis-

crepance might be reconciled upon a metaphysical basis ; but after

the abnegation of all Metaphysics, it would be an inadmissible ex-

planation, and M. Comtc can seek no aid from that som-ce.

Wc -were surprised to find that Sir David Brewster had fallen

into the same delusion :
" JSio sound knowledge," says he, " can exist,

hut that which rests immediately on fticts, or is deduced from them

by mathematical reasoning."! Sir David believes in Christianity

and Metaphysics—in the former at least,—and we have a shorter

reply for him. If this position bo true, Avhere is the evidence of in-

spiration or revelation, and whence the truth of religion? Yet ho

aftervrards most justly reprehends the atheism of Comte. Is the

being of God to bo proved or confirmed by a simple algebraic equa-

tion? or the truth of Christianity by a differential formula?

Our animadversion upon the exclusive and unlimited claims of

raathomatical procedure by no means prevents our appreciation of

the value of the science as a means of intellectual discipline and

an efficient instrument in all scientific researches. "Wo cordially

assent to the eulogies bestowed upon it by M. Comte, bating their

exclusiveness ; and while we make this exception, we would remind

him that almost every one of his Lectures is filled with reclama-

tions against the t}Tanny and unrestrained ascendency of the

mathematical spirit, whence, according to him, has proceeded that

specialization of modem scientific inquiry, of which he constantly

complains, § and that prolongation of intellectual anarchy, which he

"^ -TjV 6' uKpt3o?.o-'/iav t)iv fja^rjfiariK'iiV oifc ev urraciv a-ai.rrjTiov. Aristot,

Metaph. A. minus, <•. iii, p. SOa, b. 14. Aristotle Lad discernment cnougli to

perceive that even mathematical accuracy could not be expected in all reasoning,

much less mathematical procedure.

t Cours do Phil. Pos., lecon iii, tome i, p. lol.

X Review of Comte's Cours dc Phil. Pos., vol?, i, ii. Edinburgh Keview, July,

I'siS, No. cxxxvl, art. i, p. 1.

§ Tome vi, pp. G7, 125, 2S9, 290, 302, 310, 812, 328, 330, 345, 152, 45G, 457, 813.
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is desirous of bringing to an end. In f;ict, we agree cordially and

fully tliroughout with M. Comtc's positions, except so fiir as they

are \varj)ed from the truth by the excessive latitude and exclusive

character of his principles ; and slight as the amount of error may
appear, in comparison with the whole body of tlie Positive doctrine,

every fallacy and ever}- pernicious tendency, with the exception of

a few fantastic extravagances, may be legitimately traced to these

fundamental defects.

Dut M. Comte is neither the first, nor the only philosopher, who has

assigned to Mathematics its pre-eminent importance as a discipline

for the mind, and who has required it as propiedeutic to other scientific

studies. Every one is familiar with the celebrated prohibition of

Plato, but is not equally familiar Avith the gromid on which it was

placed by him. He regarded ^Mathematics not as a part of i)hilo-

sophy, but as introductory or progymnastic to it;* and the Peri-

patetics assigned to it a function closely analogous to that which is

attributed to it by M. Comte.f The weight of Lord Bacon's opinion,

as also of John Locke's, is thrown in the same direction; and in

A'ery recent times a learned, but most eccentric writer, who aims

at the same practical ends as Comte, but whose philosophy starts

from the ojjposite pole, and contemplates not the extinguishment, but

the resuscitation of Christianity, asserts the same dogma,i though he

too protests against the present ascendency of ]Mathematicians.§

Li conceding the claims of Mathf^matics in this respect, we mio-ht

possibly be supposed to concede mure tiian could be justly or safely

granted. It may be well, then, to inquire, Whence does its peculiar

efficacy spring, or. which is nearly the same question, What is the

cause of its scientific and logical jierfection. This problem has in

all ages afforded so large a scope for misapprehension and crude

'-' <^aalv on to fiadiiiiaTiKliv ovk lari fi-oor rr/r (l>i/oao6iag, uf Kat 6 TLlurui-

do^il^u- Koi yup ovroc vo iLaiyv,finTiKw oh ('o-u'rt /lipor rz/f dO.oaoplcr, a?.Xd vpo-

)i<Hvaciiu TL, (Jij-ep // ypafijiaTiKij kol ij pjjToptKt) vOev koI -(j uKpoarnptu k--

iypafsv " uyeu/iLTpriTor ovihlr e'lairD." IJavid, Schol. Aristot., p. 12, b. 8; Tide

Co.Tite i, p. 112.

t TO fiadrjuaTiKuv pioov iarl tov dvaio^M-) tkov Kai T^eoAoyiKOv, cjf kqI tCiv 6Co

^erixov r.al -,up li-vXuv iariv ojioiur tu 6: aio'/oyiKj, Kat at/.ov cnoiuc; tlj \}eo-

loyiKu). DiiviJ, Schol. Aristot., p. 15, b. 3, v. 21. This is Comte's distinction

betvTctn pure or abstract and concrete or mixed mathematics. Le(;on iii, tome i,

pp. 138, 139.

X lloene Wronski, Mcssianismc, tome ii, p. 000. We might hare added lloger

Bacon to the above list. "Et harum scicntiaruni (the four great sciences) porta

et clavis est mathcmatioa." Cj^ius Majii.*, ps. iv, c. i, p. 4j, editio Vencta. But

it is easy to mu1ti])ly such authorities.

§ Uocn6 Wronski, Mcssianisme, tome i, p. 18.
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rcasouing; ifc has been so miserably misconceived by idealists of

every shade and school, from Plato to Dugald Stewart, that the

present discussion may have other advantages than those which spring

from tlic reduction of M. Comte's views within correct limits.

The doctrine, that mathematical ti'uth or reasoning indicates the

existence of absolute, eternal, infinite, and immutable truth, was

familiar to Plato and his followers, as is proved by the examination

to which it is subjected in the Metaphysics of Aristotle, and in the

commentaries of his scholiasts. It was revived by Descartes and

Spinoza, received by Leibnitz, reasserted by Kant in the least logical

jiart of his great work, adopted by AV hewell without being com-

prehended, clamoured over by the whole Scotch school, and it again

reappears in Victor Cousin and 2vIorell. Yet even Aristotle and the

Peripatetics perceived that Geometry and the other branches of

Mathematics were founded upon observation.* The argument of

Morell is mere " cramhe repctita ;" but as a repetition in a concise

form of the old staple argument, we may use it as the target for our

batteries. " Take for instance," says he, " any axiomatic truth of

pure mathematics. It is not through mere sensation that you have

arrived at it ; neither is it an arbitrary relation of your o^^^l produc-

tion ; nor is it conceived of in pursuance of any resolution of your

own will. Try as you may, and you cannot alter the conceptions of

pure reason even to an infinitesimal degree," &c. Whence he con-

cludes that mathematical truth is transcendental and ideal.f All

this is true except the inference deduced from it. There is no ne-

cessary or logical relation between the premises and the conclusion.

The premises arc true, because in subjects not immersed in matter,

but confined entirely to the region of the intellect or pure reason,

the assumptions being taken and developed according to the fun-

damental and immodifiable laws and processes of the human mind,

the mind would have to go out of itself, and contradict its own natiu-e,

to arrive at the possibility of considering conclusions in such sub-

jects othei-wise than as they appear. In like manner, and for the

same cause, such facts or truths present themselves without difference

or variation, because they lie beyond the circle of passion and

imagination, and result only from those general laws which arc the

commun and necessary conditions of all intellectual action. Hence
nn iimj.le explanation of mathematical truth may be afforded with-

out any appeal. to an invisible and imaginary universe; and con-

sc-quently if there be such other explication of the facts, the logic of

= Aristot. Metaph. x, ii, p. lOGO, b. 13 ; xii, iii, pp. 1077, 1078; xiii, ii, p. 1090,

a. 13; iii, p. 1000, b. 7 ; aud Aloxan'lor Apltrodisieusis-, Sokol. Aristot. p. o2i.

t Crit. Hist. Phil., xix. Ccutury, pp. 5-1, 55.
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Morell's rcasonin:^ is invalidated, and the premises are insufBcicnt

to sustain the conclusion. Morcll perceived that the reasoning of

Descartes on this subject was in a circle,*—how could he then fail

to perceive the fallacy of liis own?
Into the error of the Idealists M. Comtc was of course secure

against falling. He very properly .traces the strict logical accuracy

of mathematical reasoning to the fact that Mat"homatics is only the

explanation of the relations of mutual dependence existing between

all parts of the abstractions which constitute its subject.f This,

however, is only a secondary proposition, consequent upon the more
general truth which forms the basis of mathematical science, to wit.

that it takes cognizance only of abstractions, which are purely

creations of the intellect,; stimulated indeed by observation, but in-

dependent any further of external matter, and therefore not liable

to be disturbed or infected by the qualifying circumstances, and
changing modifications, and complex aspects of everything external.

These abstractions, once conceived and assumed, are developed in

accordance with the pure and undiluted processes of the mind, and
therefore the science which is founded upon them, consists merely
of the explanation of the new relations discovered or occasioned b}^

the intellectual modifications under which they are conceived to exist.

Hence Comte's explanation is not the primary, but the derivative

cause of the stringent universality and absolute perfection of

mathematical truth. It fails" from being in defect, as the theory of

the Idealists foiled from being in excess.

The rejection of Metaphysics is the stumbling-block in ;M. Comte's
way, which prevents him from arriving, like Aristotle, at a complete
solution of the question. It has also led him into an inconsistency;

for, notwithstanding this rejection, he does finally rest the perfection

of mathematical science upon what can hardly bo regarded in any
other light than as a metaphysical ground. He says that its per-

fection is occasioned by the extreme simplicity of the ideas which
it contemplates.§ Aristotle says the same thing, but with a spirit

of so much larger comprehension as to change the character of the

doctrine.|| He recognises and acknowledges the dependence of

Mathematics on Metaphysics.^ >Vc would ask M. Comte what is

= Crit. Hbt. riiil., iVc, pp. 119, IL'O.

t Comte, fours de Phil. I'os., Iccou iii, tome i, p. 130.

I Tliis Aristotle ckarly perceives, lie says that matLomatical reasoning ia

ii izodicfu^. Motaph. iii, ii, p. lOO.j.

§ Cours de I'hil. Tu:?., lenon iii, tome i, p. >4S.

II
Aristot. Mctaph. x, iii, p. lOGl, a. 2S-b. 8 ; vi, x, p. 1036, a. 9.

^i enei 61 Kal 6 fittdr,uartKig xP'/'at rolr KOivoi^ ISioic, Kal 7ur rovruv upxur «v
elr] OeupF/Tat. r7jr TrpuT/jg <^LXoco>;>iar. Metaph. i, iv, p. lOCl, b. 17.
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the nature of those simple ideas with which Mathematics is con-

cerned? and what is the cause of their simpHcity ? It is that those

ideas are purely metaphysical, and are therefore exempt from the

fallacies and limitations which would be necessarily attendant upon

any discussion beyond the ma^ic circle of purely metaphysical

speculation. The ideas contemplated by Mathematics are pm-cly

iiictaphysical as being intellectual abstractions; and the simplicity

of the science is due to the strict retention of all its processes within

the narrow and definite limits of logical intellection—which is meta-

physical also. AVe are constantly informed by Aristotle and his

commentators that the subject of Metaphysics is, ro ov i] 6v, and

with this the definitions assigned by all great metaphysicians accord. ^=

If this definition is intelligible, is it not obvious that the province

of Mathematics, in its higher and more abstract character, falls

within its domain? if it is otherwise unintelligible, does not the

nature of Mathematics light us to its significance?

Again, ^I. Comte rightly distinguishes between applied Ma-
thematics (?ilathcmatique concrete) and pure Mathematics (Matlie-

matiquc abstraite,) characterizing the former as " experimental,

physical, phenomenal," the latter as purely logical or rationncl.\

Abstract or pure Mathematics are, as we have said, only the develop-

ment of abstractions and assumptions which the mind has defined

for itself. From Vrhatever source these abstractions be taken, whether

we regard them as the spontaneous products of innate intellectual

tendencies, or conceive them to be generalizations and segregations

from observed facts, after they are once received as data, no further

subject-matter is introduced cither by observation without, or genesis

within; but we unroll the im])licit and latent relations, which arc

involved in those data, and prosecute the development under the sole

guidance of the reasoning tendencies of the human mind, or, in other

words, in strict obedience to those vital laAvs of reason, which are

inseparably connected Avith the thinking faculty of man. Hence,

abstract mathematics is entirely the creature of reason, and therefore

strictly logical ; but the necessity of a constant reference to external

fact.=?, whether in the way of observation or experiment, infects

applied mathematics with the deficiency incident to every part of

knowledge derived ah extra, and thus renders it phenomenal, and
of course experimental and physical.

From this discussion of the nature and validity of mathematical

reasoning we may readily deduce the causes of its efficacy as an

° " IMctaphysica ngit turn do enio, tuin dc entis alloctibus." Lcibuitz, De Arte

Combinat. I'roccm. Op. torn, ii, p. 341.

t Cours de Phil. Tos., le^on iii, tome i, pp. 13S, 139.
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intellectual discipline and propedeutic, and also of its almost

universal applicability.

Abstract Mathematics, it follows from -svliat we have just said,

is only concrete logic—it is the strictest logical procedure united

and applied to the simplest and most congenial subject-matter. As
concrete knowledge always presents fewer difficulties than abstract

;

as the practice of accurate and logical reasoning must be more ef-

ficient in inducing a like habit than any theor}^ or art of its procedure

can be, Mathematics, which is the strictest, as well as the simplest

form of concrete logic, must be eminently adapted to become a whole-

some discipline of the reasoning faculties. It is, however, merely

the drill of the soldier, not the science of the general. It generates

a spontaneous accuracy in ordinary practice, but it thi'ows no light

on the validity of its ovrn procedure, nnr docs it render that most
essential service of pure logic—a canon for the detection of error

and the exhibition of its causes. But from this explanation we can

also perceive how the prevailing devotion to mathematical studies

during the three centmies which have witnessed the disregard and

decline of Logic lias been efficacious in postponing even to our own
day the fatal consequences which must llovr from inattention to the

principles on which all reasoning must rest, and the limitations

within which alone it can be valid.

The hydia-headed en-or, yrith which wc have been contending,

springs up again when vre proceed to consider the reasons assigned

by M. Comte for the singular efficacy of Mathematics as an instru-

ment in its application to other sciences. 'J'his he justly refers to

the generality, the simplicity, and the purely abstract character of

the conceptions with which it is concerned.* But there is a step

beyond, which he was prevented from taking by the fast-anchored

eiTor from Avhich his Avhole sy.'^tem takes its departure. Having
commenced with the denial of all Metaphysical science, actual or

conceivable, and having assumed as the scope of his labours the

substitution of a scheme, which might dispense with and render

nugatory all metaphysical inquiry, he was estopped from takin^"- the

necessary step in advance* as it would inf vllibly have led him vrithin

the confines of metaphysical speculation.

We are barred by no such self-imposed limitation, and take this

step in confidence, ilathematical reasoning is the logic of definite

or definable relations. Its forms are generalized and simple ab-

stractions : as such, they are ajiplicable to an}' subject Avhcrc such

relations can be detected ; and, being applicable in all such cases,

they convey their significance without any recognised subject-

= Coura de Pliil. Po:5., leroii iii, tome i, p. 110.
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matter other than those relations, and arc true, independent of the

Pliecialitiea to which in practice they may be applied. This explains

the extent of the range, and the general applicability of mathematical

procedure.

}^o far, the errors of M. Comte have been found all connected, and
Fprin^ing as ramifications from one central error—the supposition

that all knowledge might be embraced within the circle of scientific

reasoning. From this fallacy have sprung his rejection of Theology,

Logic, and ^Metaphysics, his distribution of the periods of human
liistory, and the progress of human intellect into throe stages, his

substitution of Mathematics for the sciences which have been con-

demned. Having refuted his delusions in this respect Ave have
criticised, so far as they require criticism, nearly the whole pecu-
liarities of the Positive Philosophy. Its separate applications would,

indeed, well reward our attention had we time for their consideration,

but they may be judged by the jn-inciplcs we have established in

connexion with the special criticism derived from each separate

science. It is only necessary for the completion of our view of the

Pusitive ]\Iethod to mention the principle of classification employed
in the arrangement and distribution of the successive branches of

science, and then we may pass on to a consideration of the tendencies

of the Positive Philosophy and the dangers to be apprehended from
it, with a brief statement of which we shall conclude our long essay,

leaving for a future notice of the Kepublique Occidentale the con-

sideration of M. Comte's development of his principles and con-
clusions into a scheme of social regeneration and social philosophy.

As Mathematics constitutes the primary and fundamental science

in the Positive System, in consequence of the peculiar simplicity

of the ideas Avhich it contemplates, so the general principle whicli

regulates the relations and successions of the other sciences is,

that those which are the most abstract, or whose speculations
are conversant with the most simple and homogeneous subjects,

are first in rank, in order of development, in perfection, and furnish
the bases for the more complex sciences. A similar view of
cla.ssification seems to have been involved in the reasons assigned
by the ancients for the precedence which they gave to Arithmetic
and Music over Geometry and xVstronoray.* The same principle
IS also employed to determine the subdivisions of the sciences,

which are further distinguished into their statical and dynamical
branches.-;- There can be no doubt that this principle of system-

° Dav'ul. I'rolegg. Fhil. Schol. Ari.'^tot., p. 1.5, b. 31. Cf. p. IG, a. 3S. Asclop.
5^cLo^. a<l Metai.h., p. GOG, a.

t Cours de Phil. Pos., lc(;on i, tome i, p. 3-3.
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atization is more philosophic than any that preceded it, and in-

finitely preferable to all others in the results to -which it conduces.

M. Comte's criticisms on former modes of classification are both

just and acute, and it is not the least tribute which has been paid to

his philosophic ingenuity that the elaborate but too cumbrous and

artificial scheme of Ampere is virtually built upon his, and involves

most of -v^-hat is distinctive in it. Of course, even in this part of

his labours, the exclusion of Theology and JNIetaphysics invalidates

the plan; but it rather renders the scheme incomplete, than affects

the value of his arrangement so far as it goes. He does, indeed,

erroneously deny any distinction between Moral and Physical

Science,*— a distinction which is perhaps exaggerated in the classi-

fication of Am.pt re,—but this was a necessary consequence of the

false and contracted basis on which the whole edifice was reared.

It is, however, easily coiTCcted. But we must also remark that while

it is perfectly true that the more complex sciences require and pre-

suppose the assistance of the more simple sciences, these them-
selves for their improvement need the aid of the more composite
and difficidt. The reaction is not equal to the action, but its in-

fluence is very decided, and all parts of knowledge are mutually
dependent on eacli other,

—

ftUerius sic

Poscit opcm res, ct ccnjunit amice.

M. Comte recognises this intprdepcndcnce, but the tendency of his;

system is to impede the recognition of its importance. One signal

consequence of his system, which he does not fail to reiterate, is

that all the sciences hang together, and explain each other:—that

the attempt to treat them as entirely separate and distinct is to

destroy their value and to insure their ruin, and not theirs only,

but the infection of the whole tone and temper of human intellect.

It is to this effort, whether consciously or unconsciously made, that

he refers that excessive specialisation of modern thought, which is

so intimately connected with the anarchy of the age. The detection

of this error is a service which is entitled to the most cordial ap-

preciation.

The ap{)lication of the principles which we have mentioned and
discussed, results in the development in regular order, of the several

sciences which have been created by human genius and industry.

These arc arranged in a tabular form and in their genetic order in

a scale of classification prefixed to the first volume of the work.

First appears Mathematics, with its subdivisions, the Calculus, (in-

cluding Arithmetic with the various forms of the Integral and Dif-

** Cours de Phil. Pos., Ic^-on Ivi, tome vi, p. 24.
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forontial Calculus,) Geometry, and pure Mechanics. Next comes

Astronomy, divided into Astronomical Geometry and Astronomical

Mechanics. Then follows Physics, Avhlch treats of Barology, Thcrmo-

\iy^\ Acoustics, Optics, and Electrology. From these we proceed to

C'licmistry, Organic and Inorganic, and thus complete the circle of

the sciences of inanimate matter. The next stage introduces us to

the complex phenomena of the world of life, and here the deficiencies

of M. Comte's fundamental principles begin to reveal themselves

iu fatal fallacies. The first science of organized bodies is Biology, or

the theory of animation, a branch of knowledge whose outlines are as

yet sketched only with a wavering and uncertain hand, although the

sagacity and ingenuity of M. Comte are strikingly exhibited in the

general tenor of his remarks. To this head he refers Anatomy, the

Physiology of vegetation, animation, the intellect and the passions,

and under it admits Phrenology into the circle of the Positive

h^cieuces. Having thus completed the theory of human and animal

nature, which he assimilates too closely to each other, he passes on to

a science partly reconstructed, but in great measure created by him-

self, Sociology or Social Physics, and thus adds the crowning stone

to his simple, systematic, and comprehensive plan. Parts of this

last department of study had been previously elaborated, but either

under too isolated a form, or on too arbitrary a basis, but M. Comte

proposes to develop them in their mutual connexion and harmonious

interdependence. Thus h-e objects to a separate science of Political

Economy, on grounds which are not altogether valid, although they

have been too little regarded by the followers of Adam Smith and

llicardo, and which, after having been ably examined by Mr. Mill,

in his system of Logic, have been utterly disregarded by him in liis

treatise on Political f^conomy. AVe cannot dwell upon this portion

of the Course of Positive Philosophy, because it does not legitimately

fall within the restricted scope of this essay, but, admirable as is

the whole work, no portions of it, in our estimation, exhibit so much

depth, comprehension, originality, and acumen as the fom-th and

sixth volumes in which the application of the historical method to the

philosophy of society is developed, and the outlines and conditions

of the new science of Sociology are laid do"\vn.

Thus by a regular and strictly logical progression M. Comte leads

us through the whole circle of Positive science, constructed or con-

ceivable ; and, throughout, his whole system is the consistent evolu-

tion of certain principles which he lays down at the outset. Stage

above stage, in orderly sequence, the elaboi'ate structure rises, pro-

ceeding from the more simple to the more complex in accordance

with the necessary conditions of knowledge, until its ever-widening
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horizon circumscribes the whole sphere of intellectual pursuits which
can foil within the apprehension of the Positive philosopher. Some
branches of knowledge are, indeed, excluded from this vast temple

of human learning, in consequence of an error involved in the fun-

damental position of his philosophy, Avhich infects, more or less, its

whole development ; but overlooking this eiror and its consequences,

no more complete or perfect exposition of the genius, the functions,

the successions, the defects, or the excellences of the various sciences

can be imagined. The mighty edifice, and the fatal fallacy which
is embodied in its construction, remind us, indeed, of the endeavour

at Babel to raise by human effort a ladder to the skies; and of the

legend of Greek mythology which tells how the giants of the elder

world attempted to scale the heavens by piling Pelion upon Ossa,

and Ossa upon Olympus, in the vain hope of hurling the gods from

their thrones. The history of that futile enterprise is written,

—

AftectasSe ferunt regiium cuileste Gigantas,

Altaque congestos struxisse ad sidera inontes.

Turn pater omnipotons misso pcrfregit Olympus
Fulminc, et cxcussit subjecto rdion Ossic.

A like fate attends M. Comte's labours, so far as their ultimate aim

is conceraed; but the mountains Avhich he has reared will remain,

a perpetual memorial of his greatness, and will attest, notwithstanding

his failure to achieve the object contemplated, that his work was the

work of the Prince of the Titans.

Our long exposition of the character and defects of the Positive

Method will enable us to exhibit brielly the character and efficiency

of the Positive Philosophy. It will be readily perceived that it is

a system of extreme sensationalism, or, more correctly, it proceeds

beyond sensationalism in the same direction, by absolutely refusing

to entertain any opinion, or tolerate any theory in explanation of

the origin or validity of human knowledge. It recognises all the

great properties of the human mind, except its religious and meta-

physical appetencies, and receives all the primary conclusions of the

intellect and perceptions of the senses, purely as phenomena, without

taking any cognizance of the existence of cither substance or cause

behind the phenomena. As a partial explanation of human know-
ledge, as a theory of its systematized or scientific branches, we ad-

mit the value and absolute truth of this interpretation—but merely

in connexion with an extra-scientific recognition of the imscientific

sphere of human knowledge and belief It ought to be, therefore,

eminently eiTicacious within its own peculiar sphere in producing

larger, wider, and healthier views of science, though we much fear

its value even in this respect is seriously impaired by the prejudices
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which it will excite, and the fallacious exclusiveness of view which it

will occasion, by its rejection of all religious belief and doctrine.

In fact, science can no more dispense with the recognition, open and

avowed, of an unquestioning faith, than the human race can afford

to discard Christianity. Science, to achieve its noblest triumphs,

to render its most eminent services to humanity, must be irradiated

with that celestial light, "which lighteth every man that cometh into

the world." " Coeli enarrant gloriara Dei," " the heavens declare the

glory of God," and all science is but the dim and imperfect revelation

of the goodness, the majesty, the power, and the wisdom of Jehovah,

It is almost valueless except so fir as it ministers to the greater

happiness, morality, and permanent comfort of man and of society.

Can these things be secui-ed without religion? The unbecoming

flippancy of the speech of jM. Comtc, that the heavens declare only

the glory of Ke\\ton and Laplace, is strangely ill-turned, at a period

wlien all the discoveries in 'Science and Philology tend to confirm

the narratives of Scripture and the precepts of revelation. There

is a maxim immortalized in our own English poetry wliich may be

suitably commended to M. Comte, as the only rebuke of which a

declaration, so unworthy of his lofty genius, is entitled to,

—

An undevout astronomer is mad.

It belongs to the consideration of M. Comte's scheme for the re-

novation of societ}', as expounded in his latest work, to examine the

special aptituile of the Positive Philosophy for this purpose. We
can only say here, that the total negation of all religion allows no

liope of its having any such efficacy, and is by no means in consonance

with his acute discovery of the causes of present anarchy and present

social evils in the unregulated license of the passions, and the decay

of the noblest affections—confidence, justice, charity, mutual regard,

and sympathetic faith.

The Positive Philosophy is then entirely invalid as a reformation

of the intellect of the world, for it excludes the idea of such reforma-

tion in those very points in which it is most imperatively required.

It is vaHd merely in reference to strict science, and for its full validity

even in this respect it requires the cordial recognition and the lively

appreciation at all times of nearly everything which M. Comte ex-

cludes. If received by itself as the gospel of a new era, it jicr-

petuates and increases the very evils which it would redress or avert;

for it petrifies science into the mere instrument of huuian passions

instead of rendering it the obedient instrument for the better fulfih

ment of the duties and destinies of man. Tsotwithstanding all

M. Comte's efforts to awaken a healthier state of feeling, to correct
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the greed and egotism of the day, to refine, elevate, and develop

the affections, it must paralyze these more and more, for the moral

nature of man is not to be found, disciplined, chastened, or ennobled

by scientific precepts, or by intellectual deductions. M. Comte re-

cognises the fatal ascendency \\-hich is conceded to intellect in the

nineteenth century; he strives manfully to hurl the usurper from

the throne ; but it must retain the sovereignty of human life and

conduct, as long as the intellect is the sole alembic for testing the

validity of the rules of human action. From the full comprehen-

sion of all science, of all philosophy, of all life, fio"^vs necessarily

and in-esistibly as the tides of the ocean, the conclusion that beyond
human speculation, beyond human interpretation, beyond the domain

of human reason, lies the absolute, authoritative guide of human
thought and conduct, in the uill of God, revealed in liis Scriptmres,

or as certainly revealed in those indcstnictible instincts which are

interwoven with the very being of man. We do not object to M.
Comte's philosophy because it excludes religion ; but we object to it

because it fails to attain its own ends, because it vainl}'- attempts to

accomplish those things which religion does and alone can ac-

complish, because it does itself reveal the absolute necessity of re-

ligion for the attainment of its own ends, and hence proves its ex-

clusion of religion to be a fatal defect.

We do not think that any of the pi-ofessed followers of M. Comte
can admire his genius and learning, the ponderous strength of his

intellectual powers, their graceful and easy play, his fearlessness,

sincerity, and simplicity more highl}' than vrc do, nor appreciate

more cordially, nor accept more gratefully his philosophy so fiir as

it is correct and applicable ; but the maintenance to the end of that

logical consistency, with which his scheme is concatenated, must
have sho^^l him the defect in his fundamental position and led to its

correction, if his ultra St. Simonism had not rendered the denial of

God and the negation of religion immutable assumptions. Yet,

this is the blunder which has deprived M. Gomte of the hi'^hesfc

crown of intellectual gi-eatness. We admit him to be second only

to Bacon and Aristotle among the mighty intellects of all rime:

had he as rigidly incorporated religious faith into his system, as he

has strictly excluded it; had he shown its indissoluble connexion

and perfect harmony with all knowledge, scientific or other, instead

of endeavouring to show, which he has not succeeded in doing,

its absolute antagonism to science, wc should then have hailed

in him one greater than Bacon, for he would have infallibly furnished

the solution required for the intellectual and social difiiculties of

the times.
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Comte's Positive Philosophy is the last word of modem infidelity

its hi;;hcst, most complete, and philosophic expression; it is the

most undiluted development of the material, money-seeking, selfish

und self-suflicient tendencies of the late centm-ies. A disposition

to reject all restraint, to acknowledge no authority but individual

passion or interest, to recognise the mmmum honum in individual

gratifications, to bow to no sovereign but human reason, and to adore

human intellect with a base and beggarly worship, as corrupting as

it is Wind, has become the main characteristic of this nineteenth

centm-y, and has matured in anai'chy, revolution, and social distress,

its fatal fruits.* These tendencies have at length crystallized them-

selves into a brilliant system in the Positive Philosophy; hut its

brilliancy is death—it is the annihilating stroke of the lightning

which gleams before our eyes, and dazzles us with its fatal beauty.

Let us hope that the last revelation of the philosophy of this world

may be a sign of the coming advent of a better, as the plagues of

Egypt heralded the exodus of the Israelites.

Art. II.—ROGER WILLIAMS.

1. Memoir of Hqger Williams, the Founder of the State of Rhode Island. By

James D. Knowles, Professor of Pastoral Duties in the Newton Theological

Institution. Boston: Lincoln, Etlmonds & Co.

2. Life of Roger Williams. By William Gammei.u Boston: Charles C. Little

& James Browu.

Mr. Knowles has done the cause of morals and religion valuable

service in rescuing from oblivion many important facts, throwing light

upon the true character of Pogor Williams. Several attempts had

been previously made to accomplish this work, but they had all failed.

Dr. Belknap designed to give the life of Roger Williams a place in his

American Biography, and he sought earnestly for materials, but with

indifferent success. It was announced, a few years since, that Southey

intended to write the life of Roger Williams ; the design was pro-

° The aims and tendencies of the civilization of the age have been so ad-

ttiirahly expressed in a few brief formulic by IIoCu.'- Wronski, (Mcs~ianisme.

tome i, pp. 47-40,) that we would have willingly inserted them here, had not our

remarks run to such a length that we have been obliged to omit many topics of

more importance. One expression has so pointed an application to the I'usiiive

Philosophy, as to indicate that the statement was intended as a criticism

upon it, and it may certainly be regarded in that light, as a most forcible and

just exposition of the fatal creed which must spring from the adoption of the

Positivism of M. Comte.
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bably relinquished for the same reason. At Southcy's suggestion

the Ixcv. Mr. Greenwood, of Boston, collected many valuable materials,

but ho, too, for personal reasons, abandoned the undertaking. The
task of our author -vyas a most difficult one. After receiving all the

materials previously collected by Mr. Grcemvood, he says, " In my
further search for information, I soon discovered, that many persons,

vyell acquainted with our early history, knew very little of Roger
AVilliams. In the books 1 found almost every important fact con-

cerning him stated differently. I was obliged to gather hints from

disconnected documents, and to reconcile contradictor}^ assertions;

—

ray labour often resembled the miner, who sifts large masses of sand,

to obtain a few particles of gold." But, difficult as Avas the task,

lie has performed it well.

Mr. Gammell's life of Jloger "Williams presents a tnithful and

striking portrait of the justly styled "apostle of religious liberty."

He relics principally on the facts furnished by. Mr. Knowles, and

lias used them with great skill and advantage. His work is un-

questionably one of the most interesting biogi-aphies to be found

in " Sparks's Library-," of which it forms the fourth volume.

In attempting a brief sketch of the life, character, and career of

the founder of lUiode Island, avc shall make free use of the volumes

before us.

But little is known respecting the early life of Roger Williams.

From the best information received, it is supposed that he was born

in Wales, in 15P0. He possessed the 'Wel-h temperament—excitable

and ardent feelings, generosity, courage, nnd firmness. It is sup-

posed that he was a distant relative of Oliver Cromwell—perhaps

second cousin. T>Jr. Williams does not claim in his writings such

relationship with the Protector, though he often speaks of being

intimate with him. They seemed to have been kindred spirits, whose

hearts beat in unison on those great principles which they labored

so ardently to promote, lloger speaks of a "close conference with

Oliver," on the subject of Popery, which, it is said, they both ab-

horred and feared. How much they may have assisted each other

by their frequent and " close" conferences in the great work to which

they seemed to have been providentially called, will not be known
before the great day of Ihial accounts.

lie became a Christian in early life, though the exact time of his

experiencing regenerating grace is unknown. Ne;ir the close of life,

he observes,
—

" From my childhood, now above threescore years,

the Father of lights and mercies touched my soul with a love to

himself, to his only-bogotten, the true I^ord Jesus, and to his Holy
Scriptures." " The religious character, whose germs were thus early
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plantcil, p-ew and ripened with bis years, amidst the retirement of
his sccliulod studies, and bore fruits in a life of pietj and virtue,
which won for him the respect and confidence of those with whom
lie was associated."

As is the case with most great and good men, the stability of
hjs Christian character and his usefulness wTre laid in Ids early
piety. He was eminently spiritually-minded, and this characteristic
lie rctamcd to the close of life. Few men have ever lived who pos-
sessed throu-h a long life a Christian character so pure and blameless

That Mr. Williams was liberally educated has o-encrally been ad-
mitted, but where, has, until recently, been a ma^tter of doubt It
has been generally supposed that he was educated at the University
of Oxford, under the patronage of Sir Edward Coke, whose interestm lum was first excited by an incident as follows :—

t
h .

r.oun... H„ cunosity uas oxciu-d, and he re-iuested the boy to .^how

tl ;..rHr^';-v» 1, T.Z ^f™"'-^^^''.^-
"Impressed by the evidences of talent

care.

Irom an mterestmg correspondence between Mr. Williams and
Lady Sadler, a daughter of Sir Edward Coke, which was ob-
lamed by Mr. Bancroft when in England, and is now in the pos-
session of the "Khodc Island Historical Society," we learn thot
he was educated as above supposed, which certainly reflects -reat
honour on his generous patron. He drank deeply at the fountains
ot earning, as his writings abmidantly testify. Says Mr. Gammell
Ills mmd was eni-iched and expanded with the best leaniin- of the

age
;

and It is probable, that his preparation for tlie sacre.l proTcssion.
to which he was looking forward, Avas, for the time, unusually thorouoh
and complete." He was thoroughly acquainted with the Hebrew

V/r {ru ', 'f
'''' '^^ *'^' ^-"^'''' ""'"'^ '^ '' '^'''^ ^bil« teaching

John Milton tne Hutch, Milton taught him several other languages
be. des the above. He subsequently obtained a knowledge of ?he
indiau languages of New-England, and wrote a "Key" to those
iai.guages—an interesting and valuable work

wn .v'"'/''-
V,^''

"^"Z^'"
^^' ^"''^'"" '^ ^''' ^'^''^'^ Coke,-his patron

ANOuld naturally ,vish to train his pupil to his own useful and honour-
able profess>on,-and the knowledge he thus obtained ofjurisprudence
had evidently much to do in qualifying him for the dut'es of a legi.s-
at<.r. He soon, however, turned his attention to tlie study of theo-
i'-gy,-a study more congenial with his taste.-and became eminent
"-_ a theologian. "Ho was admitted to orders in the Established
^imrch, though it is not known by what bishop, or in what year he
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was ordained. It is also said that lie was appointed to the charge

of a parish, -while in England, but of this no mention -whatever is

made in his -writings which no-w exist." Ills preaching attracted

considerable attention, and he -was respected and beloved as a devoted

minister of Jesus Christ.

Kogcr Williams embraced the cause of the Puritans. It was an

important period in English history. The great principles of the

Kcformation, first preached in England by Wiclif, now began to

develop themselves in the institutions both of the Church and State.

They were violently opposed by the power of the hierarchy, but

hailed Avith rejoicing by those who had long felt the oppressive yoke,

and desired freedom of conscience. The mighty struggle, which had
commenced with the Refonnation, between the corrupt forms of re-

ligion and the principles of civil and religious liberty, was now re-

vived with great zeal. Elizabeth, who Avas supposed to be friendly

to the Protestants, possessed the despotic temper of her father.

She was in love with the showy rites of Popery. She actually hated

the Non-conformists more than the Papists, and issued her mandate
that the former should submit to tlic ceremonies of the Established

Church.

" Severe la-^vs -were pa«ed by an oliscqiiious Parliamont, aud enforced, -n-ith

rc^idy zeal, by ser^ilo Llslmps. E\ ery niini<ter who refused to conform to all

the, prescribed ceremonies v.-;is liable to be deprived of his oflice ; and a larsre

inimbi-r of the ablest ministers in the nation were thus expelled and filenced.

In order to enforce the laws witli t!l(.- utni.x-t rlu'or, a ne-w tribunal was erected,

called the ' Court ot" High Commission.' eon.-islin;jr of commissioners, apjxiiuted

by the queen. This Court was invested witli power to arrest ministers in anv
part of the kinatteni, to deprive them of tlivir livings, and to tine or imprison
them at the pleasure of the Court. Jnitead of producing witnesses in open
court to prove the charges, they a^sunnnl a jiowcr of administering an oath
ex ojpcio, whereby the prisoner was obli^'fd to answer all questions the Court
should put to him, though highly prejiidiL-ial to his own defence. If he refused
to swear, he was imjirisoued for contempt ; and if he took the oath, he was
convicted upon his own cont'essiun. 15y this Protestant Inquisition, and liy

other means, one fourth ot' the prenihrrs in England are said to have been
under suspension. Numerous jiarishes were de-titutc of preachei-s, and so

many were filled by illiterate and pmiligate men, that not one beneficed clerg}"-

man in six was cai)able of couq^o-ing a sermon. Thus were learned and
pious ministers oppr.:<>ed, merely tin- their conscientious scruples about a few
ceremonies, their families were ruined, the i)eople were deprived of faithful

teachers, the progress of truth hindered, the )>relatist5 were uratiiied, and'a state

of in-itation was produced in the public mind, -which led, in a. succeedin<T reitm,

to the disastrous issue of a blocnly civil war."

Roger Williams, whose political principles were very liberal, and
who held in abhorrence the doctrines upheld by the court, could not

but espouse the cause of the iSion-confornu.sts, or Puritans. James,
whose accession to the throne greatly excited the hopes of the Puri-

ttxns, proved to be
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«« An obstinate and arbitrary monarch, who inflexibly maintained in tbeon,-,

an<l often in practice, those despotic principles which led his son to the scafibld,

and expi'lled .Taiues II. IVom the throne. A mind like that of Williams, strong,

M\'ii-''liin'_s and fearless, -would naturally be opposed to the pretensions of the

kin". His patron, Sir Edward Coke, incurred the resentment of James, for

his Tree principles, and his bold vindication of the rights of the people."

Cotton, Hooker, and many other distinguished ministers were

flleiiced, and Williams, ^Yho had become their associate and friend,

could not expect to escape. With many others, he wisely concluded

to seek an asylum on the shores of Ke^v-England. Consequently,

on the 1st of Dec, 1G30, in the ship Lyon, Capt. Peirce, master, (the

same ship Avhich bore so many of the pilgrims to America,) he em-

barked at Bristol, and, after a tempestuous voyage of sixty- six days,

arrived at Boston, Feb. 5th, 1631. Mr. Gammcll says :
—

" lie was now in the tbirty-second year of liis age, and in tbe full maturity

of all his powers, having already acquired a reputation for eloquence and piety,

which had spread widely in England, and had preceded him to America. His

asTival at iloston is mentioned by Gov. Winthrop, as of ' a godly minister,' and
was doubtless hailed, by the Churches of the infant settlement^; of Massachusetts

liay, as an accession to their strength of the precious gifts of piety and learning.

Tii'ey litde anticipated the startling doctrines lie would put forth; and he had

no intimation of the singular destiny that was preparing for him amid the un-

known wilderness to which he had come. "When he embarked at Bristol, he had
been recently married, and was accompanied by his wife, Mrs. Mary "W illiams,

a lady who lived to share his changeful Ibrtuncs among the checkered scenes

through whicli he subsequently passed, but of whose early history even less is

known than that of her husband."

On his arrival in Boston, he Avas sadly disappointed. He had

come, as he supposed, to the asylum of the exiled Puritans, -where he

would be received Avith open arms by his former associates and friends,

and -where he could enjoy those civil and religious privileges of Vrhich

he had been deprived in his native laud. But he had scarcely entered

the colony before he found that the civil and ecclesiastical authorities

were arrayed against him. lie had fled from persecution, and novr,

to his surprise, he found that the same intolerant spirit -which had

caused so many martyrs to bleed on British soil, and had made
his stay in England intolerable, -^'as actually governing the Massa-

chusetts pilgrims, lie supposed that they had formed a colony and

esUiblishcd a Church in which civil and religious freedom might be

enjoyed, but he now found his mistake. Understanding the principles

by -which they -were governed, he refused to unite -with the Church

in Boston. Soon after his arrival, Mr. Williams was invited by the

Church in Salem to become assistant to their pastor, the Bev. Mr.

Skelton; but the magistrates of the colony remonstrated against his

l>ciiig thus settled. They addressed a letter to the Cluu-ch, in which
tlioy stated the reasons for their remonstrance. First, Mr. Williams
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had refused to join the Church in Boston, " because they ^ould not

declare their repentance for having had communion -^'ith the Churches

of England ^vhile the}' lived there. Secondly, that he had declared

his opinion, that the magistrate might not punish a breach of the

Sabbath, nor any other offence that was a breach of the first table."

As to the first reason assigned, Mr. AYilliams was not alone in be-

lieving that the pilgrims had been in fault in holding commimion
with those who were the greatest cneinies to experimental religion

in England. He looked upon such communion as a compromise with

iniquity.

"ilv. Williams, hor.-cvcr, had alroa'ly romovod to Salem, -where, on the I'ith

of April, 1G31, he v,-as settled as a minister ot" the Church, notwthstaiidiug the.

opposition of the mai:i>trate5, wlio at that time were assembled at Boston. On
the ISth of the toilowing ]\Lvy, after liavinrr been duly propounded, he wa? ad-

mitted a freeman of the colony, and took, the usual oath of allegiance pre-
scribed in such cases. He Tias now, in tlie fullest sense of the -Rord, a citizen

of tlie colony, and one of the mini.sters of its oldest Church. lie had thus
identified himself -with its ititerests by the most significant acts -vNhich he could
perform, and -^vas doubtless as ready to laliour in its service, and to share its

burdens, as any of tho--e who had been appointed to preside over its aifaii-s.

The people of Salem had extended to him their confidence, and his hfe and
ministry tlicrc had confirmed their respect and attachment, and were frivinnr

promise of a long career, as tlieir guide, ami teacher, and friend."

But Mr. Williams was not pcnnittcd to remain here in peace.

Ho and his Church wore constantly harassed and disturbed bv the

ci\al authorities, who claimed a guardianship over the popular faith.

Their advice in the settlement of .Mr. ^Viliiam3 had not been followed,

and this had awakened their stern displeasure. For the sake of

peace and quiet, after the lapse of a few months, in x\ugust, 1G31,

he left a kind and aftectionate people, to whom his labours had been
made a great blessing, and sought a residence beyond the perse-

cuting jurisdiction of Massachusetts ]>ay, in the colony of Plymouth.
Here he was received with great attention and respect. His eminent
talents as a Christian minister, and his deep personal pietv were
properly appreciated. He was soon aihnitted to the Clmrch, and
settled as assistaiit to the Rev. Balph Smith. But althoucrh he
found in the Puritans that came over hi the ^layflower a lai- more
liberal spirit than that which governed their neighbours in ^lassa-

chusctts Bay, he did not feel perfectly at home. His feehngs were
strongly enlisted for the people in Salem, and he longed for the

privilege of again ministering to them the word of life. They ear-

nestly desired his return among them, and strongly invited him back.

Alter an absence of two years, during A\hich time he had formed
strong attachmcnt.s in.Plymouth, though the preaching of his liberal

sentiments had awakened the suspicions of some of the principal
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nicu of the colony, he returned to Salem, and again entered upon

tlic duties of his ministry among a people that he honoured and

loved. The Church in Plymouth were unwilling to lose the services

of so valuable a pastor, and remonstrated -with him against his de-

parture ; but believing it to be his duty, he at once sought and ob-

tained a dismission.

Mr. AViliiams's second residence in Salem forms an important

period of the history of tliis distinguished man. lie resided there

a year without being settled as a pastor ; but at the death of Mr.

Skolton, in 1G34, he entered upon the duties of a regularly settled

minister. A war now commenced, fierce and terrible. The General

Court of Massachusetts must bring lloger Williams to terms ! But

in case of his refusal to submit to their unrighteous demands, he

must be banished from the colony. Such were the conduct and sen-

timents of those who had fled from England to America to enjoy the

right.s of conscience! During the first year of Mr. "Williams's

residence in Salem, even while he ministered "by way of pro-

phecy," he was constantly harassed by magistrates, and was several

times summoned before the Court to answer for his sentiments.

As the Church in Salem had invited Mr. ^Yilliams to become their

minister, they Avished to ordain him ; but against this the Court

sent in a decided remonstrance. "The Church, however, with a

becoming independence, disregarded the remonstrance, and ]\Ir.

Williams was regularly instituted in the pastoral office, in August,

1G34. This act was regarded by the Court as a higliluinded con-

tempt of their authority, which was not soon forgiven, and was at

length punished in a most remarkable and characteristic manner."

At nearly every session of the Court i\[r. ^Villiams was summoned
before it, and his sentiments were complained of, or condemned. " A
few m.onths after his settlement as pastor of the Chui-ch," we find

him again obnoxious to the Court, for having publicly called in

question the king s patent, and also " for usually terming the Churches

of New-England antichristian." Again, in the following April, 1035,

the governor and assistants summoned him to appear at Boston.
" The occasion was, that he had taught publicly that a magistrate

ought not to tender an oath to an unregenerate man, for that we
thereby have communion with a wicked man in the worship of God,

and cause him to take the name of God in vain. lie was heard

before all the ministers, and very clearly confuted." So says Gov.

Winthrop. Had ]Mr. ^ViHiams given a version of the argument,

the result might have been dinerently stated.

The controversy in which Mr. Williams was engaged continued

^Yith increasing violence. Mr. Gammell observes :
—
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" The controvci'sy ^\It.b the authorities of ISIassachusctts, in v/hich the prin-

ciples ot' Williams had impelled him to encage, was now becoming <?ver>- day
niore violent, and running into almost every art of the Court, and every relation

of social life. They still maintained a connexion with the Church of England,
and manifested a respect for its institutions. Williiims retained a vivid recol-

lection of its intolerant acts, and boldly declared its 'bloody tenet of persecu-

tion,' a-s he termed it, to be ' most lamentably contmry to the doctrine of Jesus

Christ.' The magistrates enacted a law, requiring every man to attend public

worship, and to contrll'Ute to its support. This he dunonnced as an open violation

of natural rights, and the prolific source of every form of jicrsecution. ' No one,'

said he, ' should be bound to maintain a worsliip ag:iitist his own consent.' The
ablest divines were appointed to reason with him, and to refute the heresies that

Ecemed wrought into lus very being. I'ltt it w.is all in vain. His opinions were
misrepresented, and carried out to absuiil and uiiauthorized conclusions, and
these were charged npon him as essential parts of his doctrine ; but he con-

tented himself simjily with denying what he did not believe, and reiterating,

vnth irrepressible boldness, the liiith which he held. This faith set a clear and
well-defined limit to the exercise of the civil power. ' It extends,' said he, with
singular accuracy and clearness of perception, 'only to the bothes, and goods,

and outward estates of men;' with cnnseience and with religious opinions,
' the civil magistrate may not intermeddle, even to stop a Church from apostasy

and lieresy.' These were the ojiinions that inflamed the whole body of the

divines, and called down upon his head the sternest censures from both the

ci\-il and ecclesiastical heads of the colony."

Matters had now reached a point uhon something more effective

on the part of the niairistratos of Massachusetts must be done.

They had denied the right of tlic Cliurcli in Salem to a tract of

land in Marblehcad, and in other respects had treated them ivith

great injustice. In July, Mr. William.s was again summoned before

the General Court in Boston," to answer certain charges brought

against him, the substance of wliich has already been stated. At
this Court no witnesses wore exaniiucd, or counsel heard. They
heard his sentiments, and, of com-se, condemned them. In October,

1635, the next General Court was held, before which he was again

summoned. lie now came for the last time, but he came with his

principles. Under the advice of tlie ministers of the colony, the Court

decided that he shotild depart out of their jurisdiction witliin six

weeks. The following is the act of banishment:—
" "\Miereas. 5Ir. linger Williams, one of the elders of the Church of Salem,

hath broached and divulged divers new and dangerous opinions against the

authority of magistrates; and al.«) v.rit ielters of defamation, both of the

magistrates and Churches here, ami th.it before any conviction, and yet main-
tained the same without any retraction ; it is therefore ordered, that the said

!Mr. Williams shall depart out of this jurisdiction witlnn six weeks now next
ensuing, wliich if he neglect to jierf^nii, it shall Ix; lawful for the governor
and two of the magisti-ates to send him to some jila'-e out of this jurisdiction,

not to return any more without license of t!ie Court."

The sentence of banishment produced great excitement among the

people of Salem, and was regarded as an act of pci-secution by the

more sobcrmindcd citizens of the colony. The Court afterwards
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gave him permission to remain till spring ; but learning that he per-

sisted in uttering and maintaining his sentiments, and fearing the

influence of his teachings, they determined to send him to England,

by a ship then about ready to sail. For this purpose he was sum-

moned to attend the Court in Boston, lie refused to obey the

summons, on the ground of ill health. The magistrates, not to be
defeated, issued a warrant for him to be apprehended and taken on
board the ship, which was ready to sail for England. The officers

on going to liis house, found his Avife and children, but he had been

gone several days. Speaking of the banishment of Mr. "Williams,

Mr. Gammell justly remarks :
—

" It is plain that tlie head and front of his offending consisted in his main-
taining, that the civil magistrate has no right to interfere -with religious opinions.

Of the trutli of this principle, and of its paramount importance to tlic well-

being of soeiety, there is no longer any room for ciuestion. It is now the
chorishod sentiment of the people of this country, and is rapidly extending its

sway througlKHit the Protestant world. In the inind of Iloger Williams e\-cn
at an early perio(J of life, it was clearly conceived, and carnestlv p^e^-ed to

its legitiiivate results; though it was there mingled with other opinions, with
which it had no natund connexion. It may also be admitted, that, while in

Massachusetts, he advocated his principle with too urgent a zeal, and with too
little regard for the prevailing ojiinions of the age ; but, after making every
allowance that either justice or charity can claim," his banishment nuist be rc'-

garded as an arbitrarj' proceeding, utterly without foundation either in justice

or in state necessity. It was the offspring of a principle that would "justify

every species of tyranny, and it will forever remain among the few spots that
tarnish the escutcheon of I^Iassachusett^, otherwise radiant with unnumbered
Yirtucs."

It was winter when 'Mr. "Williams was driven from his home in

Salem, deferring to this remarkable period of his histor}" several

years afterwards, he says, " I was sorely tossed for fourteen Aveoks,

in a bitter vrinter season, not knowing what bread or bed did mean."
During his residence at Plymouth, he had become acquainted with

several Indian chiefs, called sachems, and among them was ]\Iassassoit,

the father of King Philip, who governed the Wampanoags, a tribe of

the Pokanokets. This Indian chief welcomed Mr. "Williams to his

cabin, at Warren, or where this beautiful town now stands, aud re-

-ceivcd him with true hospitality. " He granted him a tract of laud

on the Seekotik river, to which, at the opening of spring, he repaired,

and where " he pitched and began to build and plant." But here he
was not permitted to remain. It seems he had not gone quite far

enough into the wilderness. "I received a letter," says he, "from
my ancient friend, Mr. Winslow, then Governor of Plymouth, pro-

fessing his own and others' love and respect for me, yet lovingly ad-

vising mo, since 1 was fallen into the edge of their bounds, and they
were loath to displease the Bay, to remove but to the other side of the
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water; and then, he said, I had the country before me, and might be

as free as themselves, and we should be lovinp; neighbors together."

Wishing to be entirely beyond the jurisdiction of the Massa-

chusetts or Plymouth colonies, he again took up the line of march, and

landed near the mouth of the Mooshausic river, where he commenced

the first "plantations of Providence." Here he found a home, and

was enabled to lay the foundations of a great and growing city, the

name of which was to stand as a perpetual memorial of that super-

intending Providence, which, he believed, had directed him to this spot.

His colony was founded on the principles which he had long ad-

vocated, and for which he had been exiled. Uo pm-chased his lands

of the Indians, (those which were not given to him,) whom he acknow-

ledged as the rightful owners of the soil. The deeds were generally

given in his own name, and he might have retained all his lands as

his own property ; but this he was unwilling to do, as he desired

that the new settlement might be " for a shelter for persons distressed

for conscience." Though he had disposed of all he possessed to

purchase these lands, yet he gave thoni as a free gift to those who
had united with him in forming the colony. Before he could obtain

a charter, the government must be voluntary, but all belon'T-in-^ to it

agreed that " no man should be molested fur his conscience." Thou<^h
great liberty of conscience was admitted, groat peace and harmony
Avere generally preserved in the settlement. In this respect, its in-

habitants v.'erc not a whit behind their Massachusetts neifhbours.

Disturbances, it is true, often afllictcd the colony, but these were not*

the result of the liberal principles introduced into it by its founder,

but sprang from causes which always exist in new settlements.

In the summer of lG-13, he set sail from New-York for England,
to obtain a charter for the infant colouy. This he secured through the

influence of Sir Henry A^ane and other friends of religious freedom,
and re-embarked for America, in the summer of lG-14. He landed in

Boston, September 17, and was permitted to pass through the for-

bidden territory, by virtue of a letter which he presented from several

members of both houses of Parliament, and addressed " to the Governor
and Assistants of Massachusetts ])ay." He was received by liis friends
in Providence amid great rejoicings. Several towns of the " Pro-
vidence Plantations" formed themselves into a government under
the charter. May. 1G47. Disturbances had sprung up in the colony,
owing to misunderstandings and claims that were made to a part of
the territory, supposed to belong to the colony, ^[r. Williams was
again urged to visit England, for the purpose of obtaining the inter-

position of the Council in adjusting those diflicultics. At length,
he consented to go ; and though he found it diflicult to reach Bos?on'
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in consequence of the opposition of the authorities and people of

Massachusetts to his passing through their territory, yet he sailed

from that port for England, iS^ovember, 1G51. During this visit to

England he ^Ya3 thrown into the society of some of its most dis-

tinfniishcd men. He held frequent intercourse v.ith Sir Henry

Vane, Oliver Cromwell, Harrison, the major-general of the army,

Lawrence, the lord president of the council of state, and many

other distinguished men then governing public afiairs. Having ac-

comphshed the object of his mission, as iar as possible, he returned

to Providence, where he found a great work to be done, in removing

the jealousies and feuds, which had become inveterate, and which

had separated and distracted the citizens of the colony. Through his

influence, and a letter addressed to the colony by Sir Henry Vane,

the disputes among the citizens were settled, the government re- or-

ganized, and Mr. Williams was chosen president of the colony.

Peace Avas now restored throughout the settlement.

On the restoration of Charles the Second to the throne of England,

another effort was made to obtain a new charter for the colony, wliich

]Mr. Williams had failed to obtain on his second visit to England,

on account of the unsettled state of affairs in that country. The

effort was successful. The charter was received fi'om the king, July

8th, 1663, and was presented to the General Court of Commissioners

at Newport, Nov. 24, of the same year. It instituted a "govern-

ment clothed with more perfect authority, and better suited to the

condition of the people," and still recognising in full the same prin-

ciple of unlimited freedom 'in matters of religious coucernments,'

on which the colony had been originally founded."- Under this charter,

" Rhode Island and Providence Plantations" continued to act and

prosper until the famous "war" in this State a few years since,

when a Constitution was adopted, though in most respects, not differ-

ing materially from the old charter. The charter, in 184:3, when it

was supplanted by the present constitution of the State, is supposed

to have been the oldest charter of any civil government in the world.

Roger Williams is claimed to have been the first who advocated

the rights of conscience. Says Mr. Bancroft, "Williams was the

first person to assert in its plenitude the doctrine of the liberty of

conscience, the equality of opinions before the law, and in its defence

he was the liaibinger of Milton, and the preciu-sor and superior of

Jeremy Taylor." Says Judge Story, " In the Rhode Island code

of laws we read, for the first time since Christianity ascended the

throne of the Cnjsars, that conscience should be free, and men should

not he punished for worshipping God as they were persuaded he

required." Says another late writer, "The Bloody Tenet was
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proclaimed by him in England and America in 1644, and contained

the substance of the great argument for humanity. Bishop Heber

seems not to have read the book, for he says, ' The Liberty of Pro-

phesying, by Jeremy Taylor, is the first attempt to put the peril-

ous and portentous novelty on record ;' a book not published till 1G47,

of which Williams says in The Bloody Tenet yet more Bloody,

that it is 'a monumental, everlasting testimony to the tnith.' The
great treatise of John Milton, On the Civil ro\ver in Ecclesiastical

Matters, M"as not pubUshed till 1G59; but it is to be remembered
that Williams was an assistant to Milton, -who was secretary of

state in 1G53-1G54, and aided him in the Dutch correspondence;

so that it is very probable ^Milton had already adopted the views

of "Williams on this great subject. The great Locke did not publish

his Letters on this subject till 1G90, just before the 'act of toleration'

was passed in the British parliament." So)ne have asserted that

religious liberty was enjoyed in Holland long before Williams was
born. The assertion is true only to a limited extent. The greatest

religious liberty of Holland excluded Catholics, Lutherans, Baptists,

and others from civil places, while Turks, Jews, and Pagans were

in a far worse condition. This was not the religious liberty for

which Williams was banished from the colony of Massachusetts, and

to advocate which he spent his life.

. As a legislator, counsellor, and governor, Boger Williams has had
but few equals. Of the truth of this remark, the history of the colony

that he planted furnishes abundant proof. The various Indian tribes

of JSew-England were, to a groat extent, under his control. He had
studied their languages and disposition, and had secured their con-

fidence. AVhenever difficulties existed between them and the English,

he was ready to do all in his power to effect a settlement. Through
his interposition, the Massachusetts colony were saved from a long

and bloody war with the Indians. What an instance of Christian

magnanimity we have here I Roger Williams had been banished by
this colon}^ for maintaining the rights of conscience; but we now see

him perilling his own life to save the colony from the horrors of con-

flagration and massacre.

As a writer, he is known by several valuable works; most of

which are now out of print. His first book bears the following

title: "A Key into the Jjanguage of America, or an help to the

Language of the Natives in that part of America called New-
England ; together with brief Observations of the Customs, Manners,
and Worships, >kc., of the aforesaid Natives, in Peace and War, in

Life and Death. On all which are added Spiritual Observations,

general and particular, by the Author, of chief and special use (upon
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all occasions) to all the English inhabiting those Parts
;
yet pleasant

and profitable to the Yiew of all Men. By Roger Williams, of Pro-

vidence, in New-England. London : printed by Gregory Dexter, 1C43."

This work was written at sea, during his first voyage to England,

and is exceedingly valuable for the information it contains of the

languages of which it treats. The greater part of the work has

been republished by the Massachusetts and Rhode Island Historical

Societies, llis seco7id work is entitled, " Mr. Cotton's Letter, lately

printed, Examined and Answered. By Roger 'Williams, of Pro-

vidence, in T^ew-England. London : imprinted in the year 1G44."

Mr, Cotton, in his Letter vindicates the conduct of the magistrates

in sending him from the colony. Mr. Williams replies in this work
in a most able manner. A copy of the work may be found in the

library of Yale College. His third work is called " The Bloody Tenet

of Persecution, for cause of Conscience, discussed, in a Conference

between Truth and Peace, who, in all tender Affection, present to

the High Court of Parliament (as the Result of their Discourse)

these (amongst other Passages) of highest consideration." Printed

in London, 1G44, and consisting of two hundred and forty-seven pages,

small quarto. This work may be found in the library of Brown
University. Mr. Cotton wrote a reply to the work in 1647, entitled,

" The Bloody Tenet Washed and made White in the Blood of the

Lamb, being discussed and discharged of Blood-guiltiness, by Just

Defence." 'Mr. 'W'lWiamss- fourtJi work was a rejoinder to this work

of Mr. Cotton's, with the following title :
" The Bloody Tenet yet

more Bloody, by Mr. Cotton's Endeavour to Wash it "White in the

Blood of the Lamb," 6cc. : printed in London, 1C52, and comprising

three hundred and twenty pages. The library of Harvard College

contains a copy of this work. His next work is entitled, " The
Hireling Ministry None of Christ's," ttc. : printed in London, 1G52.

The doctrine of religious liberty is the subject of the work, a copy of

which may be found in the library of the American Antiquarian So-

ciety at Worcester. He also published a work, called, " Experiments of

Spiritual Life and Health, and their Preservatives. London, 1052."

His last work w as printed in Boston, and has the following title

:

" George Fox diggeil out of his Burrowes, or an Offer of Disputation,

on fourteen proposals made last summer, 1672, unto G. Pox, then

present on Rhode Island, by 11. W." This book comprises three

hundred and twenty pages, and " derives its quaint title from the

accidental combination of the names of Fox and Burrowes in the

work, which had been written in defence of the Quakers." It gives

a full account of his controversy with the (Quakers, and is said to be

the most violent and denunciatory of all his writings. Even some
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of liis gi'catcst opposers commended him for his opposition to the

Quakers. "Mather, in his Magnalia, makes a tirade against Wil-

liams, and compares him to ' a -windmill, that, by its rapid motion,

was like to set the whole comitry on fire,' yet commends him for his

opposition and firm ground against the Quakers."

The republication of the Avorks of Roger Williams is now called

for, and we hope they will soon be given to the public. They would

throw much light on the age in which he lived—an age which Dr.

Chalmers called the "Augustan ago of Christianity." He lived

"through all the days of Goodwin, Owen, and Bunyan; in the times

of llobinson, Baxter, Hooker, Cotton, and multitudes of others, men
of eminence; who, together with John Milton and Oliver Cromwell,

effected a second reformation in the Christian Church. The lives

and writings of these men have been pubhshcd; and such is the call

for them, that new editions arc even now issuing from the press."

" Those Avho admire IMilton, cannot fail to admire Williams ; admire

him, not because they approve of all his views, but because, even

when they differ from him, they will perceive that he is conscientious,

and that his arguments deserve attention and consideration."

Ptogor Williams lived to sec the colony that he planted established

on a firm basis, and in a state of prosperity. He died in Providence,

Pi.. I., 1083, in the eighty-fourth year of his age. His memory will

be fondly cherished while the rights of conscience arc respected;

and posterity will yet do justice to the character, and honour to the

name, of the founder of Khodc Island.

Ap.t. III.—recent editions of THE ANTIGONE OF
SOniOKLES.
[siCONt) PAPF.E.]

225. TTo/Adr ydp tmardoeig. Mr. Donaldson renders very

inelegantly : Troth, 1 have had viany half-way houses of cogitation ;

as if the allusion were to some sut-h places as English " Tom and
Jerry " houses. The literal translation is many haltings of thought,

i. e. deliberation often held me back. In addition to the passages

cited by the editors in support of the interpretation of the scholiast,

cf Plut. Mor., p. 48, B, k-La~uoci^ nai 6ia-rQi^ac /:auj3dveiv,

Aristot. An. I, 8, v,here the word e-iaraoir is used as an antithesis

to ?/ KLvi]aL(;.

234. Mr. Wunder pronounces the common reading corrupt on
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account of the collocation of the pronoun, and the previous employ-

ment of (Jei-po, Avhich, without aoi, expresses all that is necessary.

Emper, also, regards ool as the addition of an interpreter, and con-

jectures that Sophokles wrote, Cx;, nd to firidh' t^tpco, (^>pdaG)v ufiug.

.Such a mode of expression would, undoubtedly, have been used by

an educated speaker. Here, however, the terror and unpolished

chamcter of the sentinel justify the emphatic position of the pronoun,

and its verbose repetition after dsigo fio?.dv. Erfurdt properly

compares CEd. Tyr'. 545, 6.

241. JNIr. Donaldson has adopted. Emper's su[;;:;estion cr-rq'«Cff

in place of the vulgate croxd^f^i-, observmg that the latter verb " has

no signification which suits the context: Greya^^et, which means ijou

roof yourself in or cover yourself over head, is the proper cor-

relative to d-oodg^'vvGM kvkX(x>, you surround, yourself luith a

hedge." Prof AVoolsey rightly retains the common reading, and

remarks excellently that Kreon adapts his language to the soldier,

and uses figiu-es drawn from military matters. Compare Flat. Lcg<;.

p. 705, E, og ui' StKrjv TO^OTOv eKdorore Groxd^rjrai tovtov, and

many passages in Polybius. Render : you take good aim, you aim

eoxcUcnthj well at your maj'k and hedge the matter all around.

The addition of ye serves to heighten the ironical force of ev.

284. Emper has observed that INIr. Wunder's remarks upon the

use of TTorepoi' in a simple interrogation are uncalled for. so far as

the present passage is coneerncd. The alternative inquiry follows

at V. 2\^s. Avhere Lrunck and Erfurdt edit incorrectly ;/.

291. The commentators generally translate dinalug, ut decct.

Mr. Donaldson renders with a truer perception of the meaning of

the passage : and they kept not their -necks in equal poise beneath

the yoke. The adjective dtKaiog has a similar signification in Xen.

Man. 4, 4, 5, 6aai 6e rtveg Kai l-~ov Kal (jovv rw (SovXoiitvci) 6l-

Kaiovc TTotfjGao&ai, where diKalovg is used with singular appropriate-

ness, because the subject of discourse is diKatoaii'T], and a play upon

the double meaning of the adjective, Justus and idoneus, is intended.

Ivuhnken observes that SUatog is applied to a person or thing, in

which nee ahundat aliquid nee deficit, quce muneri suo pur est, nu-

mcris suis ahsoluta. So also Kriiger remarks that the Latin Justus

is frequently said of a thing quod est tale, ut rectc munerc suo

fungatur, vices suas expleat. Compare XeiL Kyr. 2, 2, 20 :
olre

yciQ uQua dij-rov raxv yeroir' dv, fipa^tcov i-~(ov kvovrojv. ovre <U-

K(uoi\ ddiKcov ^vve^er'yiih'ov. Pollux 1, 18G: 7-:-og 6ih:aiog rip'

yi'd^ov, i. c. with a mouth properly trained. Xen. de Ven. 3, 5:

i) udiKog yvudor, maxilla iinproha, i. e. so hard-mouthed as not to

feel the bit. Id. IvTjr. 8, 3, 38 : yijSiov diKawraroi' -dvrcor. Yirg.
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Gcorg. 2, 147 : justissima telhis. The expression d'lKaiov oo)[j.a in

Hippokratcs is defined by Galen: dh-pifSibg loov eKareQiodev.

302, 303. Mr. Wundcr's translation of these verses, qui vero

mcrcede occepta scehis cormjiiserimt tandem aliquando ut pcenas

perfccerunt, is unsatisfactory, since it loaves us in uncertainty, as

Emper remarks, whether we are to refer X{><n'(,) -ore to i^enpa^av,

or to 6ovvai. diKtjv. ^Ve think that they must be joined "svith the

fonner (^Yith a reference to rrdXac in v. 2S0.) That the aorist is

elsewhere used of an action which is future but must certainly

happen, (Plat. Ciu. p. 406, D;-Eur. Med. 7S,) is undoubtedly true,

but inapplicable to our own passac;e, of which the general sense is

as follows : long; since I knew that a party opposed to my authority

existed in the State :— at len<rth by an overt act they have given

me the opportunity of iiijlicling pv.nisliment.

323. jNIr. Donaldson renders: ^Tis sod, when one thinks good,

to think a lie. To this version the objection urged by Emper against

those of Brunck and Boeckh that they ignore the existence of Kai,

is of equal force.

332. ]Mr. Wunder WTites with Keue -rro/Ad re deivd, an alteration

which makes -rro/J.d the subject, and Seivd the predicate : there are

many thijigs ichich are cunning, and vian is the ?nost cunning.

The common reading, by inverting the propositions, is far more
emphatic.

353. The \-ulgate is manifestly corrupt. The metre is defective,

and the futuretense inapplicable to one of a seriesof events represented

by the poet as of habitual occurrence. Of the various attempts

which have been made to restore the passage, Emper and Donaldson

concur in pronomicing Schone's suggestion, i-rruv dxfid^emi dit(pl

X6(f>ov ^i>yc.n; by far the most probable. Doderlein's conjectiure,

iTTnOv de^erai ('n(f)i/,o(l)Ov ^vycov, opiLus augctur or proficit co quod

jugum uft6i?.o(poi' imponit cqno, is a closer approximation to the

reading of the books, but would be hardly intelligible, without the

author's translation. Although, on account of their wide divergence

from the writing of the MSS., we have not yet found any emendation

which seems pre-eminently plausible, we are disposed to believe that

the exigencies of the sense have been best consulted by C. F. G
Arndt iQu<rst. Crit. p. 8) :

—
iTzzrov t'ep^ vrral dit6iXo(f)OV i^vyov.

Comp. Yirg. .-En. 7. 639 : ad juga cogit equos. IStat. Thcb. 7, 136 :

alienaque cogunt ad juga cornipedes.

3GS. Mr. Wunder, witliout giving us a reason, tells us that

n-a^e/'pwj,' is con-upt Mr. Dindorf edits ~apaiQd)v, whilst Emper and
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Donaldson adopt ]Musgrave's emendation -) epaipwv. Prof. YToolsey

very ri'-'htly retains the manuscript reading unaltered, and rcmaiks:

" This rare ^vord seems to mean inserting or tvcaving in by the side

of and thus joining toP That this interpretation is correct is

placed beyond all doubt by a comparison of the follo^ving passages

:

yEsch. fragm. 2G7 ; Archil. 81 ; Xen. Conv. G, 2 ; Longin. -egl

vi^'oig 3, 1 ; Polyb. 18, 1, 13. The Latin asserere is similarly used

in the sense of vindicare, defendere, conservare. The meaning of

our passage is therefore : addirig observance of his coufitrys law

and the oath-bound right of the gods, high is he in the State.

Comp. the observation of the scholiast : 6 TrXrjpibv rovg vouovg Kai

rijv 6iKaioavvr]v, vilH-rro'/.cg yiyverai, o Iotlv, ev r^ ~6Xec I'-i/'/^/or.

40-1. Prof Woolsey calls attention to the illustration "which this

passage presents of the post-position of the antecedent notion, and

its introduction into the relative clause as an apposition to the re-

lative pronoun. This usage is so frequent, both in Greek and Latin

svriters, as to need little explanation. The grammatical point re-

quiring special notice in our o\vn verse is the insertion of the article

(6£tKriKu)g), vihich, in this transposition, is exceedingly rare. A few

examples of its employment are met ^Yith in Plato. Thecct. p. 1G7, Vt :

Irega rocavra, a 6t] rweg to. (pavrdaj-iara vtto aTreipiag d/.)]\}i]

KaXovoLV. Civ. p. 477, C : d apa fLavdaveic, o Pov?.o[iaL /Ijuv

TO el dog. Cf Kriigor Gricch. Sprochl. 51, 12, A7im.

412. Dindorf and Donaldson follow the Triklinian editions in

•wi-iting paloi. The common reading is very properly retained by

Prof Woolsey, and is, in our opinion, greatly preferable. For if

Ka^uEda is to be regarded as in form a historic tense, it has at

least a present signification, and the use of the conjunctive in the

dependent clause imparts singular animation and energy to the lan-

guage of the sentinel.

452. Mr. Wunder, with the approbation of Emper, has enclosed

this verse in brackets, " ex optima G. Dindorfii conjcctura, quaui

nuperrimc mecum commvnicavitr It is matter for regret that the

communications of jMr. Dindorf should in so many instances besides

the present have led ]Mr. Wunder to lay aside the praiseworthy

circumspection which, when left to his own judgment, he invariably

displays. Prof Felton regards the relative pronoun as referred to

tZw h-dru) dnov in the preceding verse, and rovg^e vonovg as donotuig

has leges, quas in mcnte habeo, -rcegi rov -dd-Treiv rovg re'di'ipcj-ar,—
an explanation which removes all difficulty and yields a sentiment

that agrees admirably with the evident intention of the poet.

Krcon asks Antigone if she understood his proclamation {rd kij-

gvxdevra), and subsequently expresses surprise, that she should
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venture to transgress these laivs {rovgds vofiovg,) meaning, of course,

his o^n edict. She replies, that she did not consider his proclama-

tion as emanating from Zeus or from Dike, the co-assessor of the

gods ivho have regulated the j-iglits of the dead.

505. Mr. Donaldson follows Dindorf in ^Yriting ey/cATJoi in place

of ejKXdaoi, -which, in addition to the unanimous support of the

MSS., is defended by Eustathius, and, in no less degi-ee, by the

sense of the passage. For Antigone alludes to a future time in

^Yhich the chorus Avill, spontaneously or upon further provocation,

express its opinion.

519. The evident favour ^vith wbich Prof "Woolscy regarded in

his second edition the emendation of Brunck, has led him to abandon

the common reading rovq vonovq rovrovq. Wc think, however, that

some further reason was necessary for the change than the supposi-

tion that laovg is alluded to and played upon in Kreon's reply.

The vulgate as explained by the scholiast yields a highly appropriate

sense, and the language of Antigone, in v. 517, seems to warrant

the inference that she did not believe in that looniua Iv'AiSov, wliich

is spoken of by Lucian.

551. Emper and Wunder liave admitted Dindorf's conjecture,

dXyoiaa fitv c5^, Kai yt'Awr' ev aol ytvlw. But apart from the cir-

ci^mstance that this alteration is wholly destitute of autborit}-,

the common reading yields a preferable sense : If I do laugh at

you, it is ivith grief, indeed, to myself. Antigone says that

she grieves for Ismcne, alihough she ridicules her as she had

done in v. 519.

578. Mr. Dindorf, who is followed by AVunder, pronounces the

common reading to be "intolerable," and emends ev 61 rdcde X9^
yvralKag eI/ml [iTjd' dveiiiEvag tdv. We believe that a more unhappy

conjecture was never given to the world. The construction is ob-

vious. Vvvaluag is the predicate of rr/rc^t; and the antithesis of

uveiuhmg. We regard it, therefore, as unnecessary to institute any

examination into the arguments by which Mr. Dindorf seeks to

establish the authenticity of the very doubtful word he substitutes

for elvai.

GOO. The ]MSS. exhibit pi^ag reraro. Hermann first inserted 5

before reraro, which restores the metre, and is regarded by all sub-

pecjuent editors as necessary to tlie sense. "We prefer the Icnior cnien-

datio, suggested by Prof Klotz. This alteration (t^rharo) is recom-

mended by the additional emphasis it imparts to the language, and by
removing the objection that the verb dnh is referred grammatically to

<f>dog, but logicall}' to pi^a.—We disapprove !Mr. Wunder's adoption

of Ko-ig (the emendation of Jortin) in place of Kovir, and are glad
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to observe that Prof. Woolsey has follo;vecl a more excellent way in

adherin;:; to the Avritin;; of the books. The -onjriK.'i udsia, although

covering a multitude of sins, will hardly justify our assigning a sword

to the l)i Iiifcri on the authority of such passages as oEsch. Agoni.

f)3S, fitly chosen by Aristophanes {Aiw. 1240) as a mark for his

satire ; Avhilst the whole context and the words immediately following

show that tlie reference is strictly limited to Antigone, and that nuvig

is employed in direct allusion to the fatal dust which she had strewn

over the corpse of Polyncikes.

G05. Prof. Woolsey now follows Hermann in Avriting v~eQ^aaia,

without assigning the reasons which have led him to reject the com-

mon reading. The correction is recommended by its better adapta-

tion to the connexion of ideas, by v-sQf}>Q6ri]oig the explanation of the

scholiast, and by the authority of the two best codices. •
• In the

following verse Dindorf accepts the conjecture of Prunck, (supported

by one MS, of inferior reputation,) and edits icardax^:i from the mis-

taken conviction that the optative cannot stand in a construction

like the present without the particle dv. As our passage, however,

is one in which the objective certainty of the proposition implied in

the question is not doubted in the slightest degree, the employment

of the optative without dv is in complete accordance with Attic usage.

Compare il'isch. Cho'eph. oOi : uA// v-tQToXiiov dvdgbc (p^ovijua ric

?J:yot
; So here rig vrrEQfSaGia Kardaxoi ; xcliat mortal sin can re-

strain tJn/ power? no one. The insertion of dv would imply that

the proposition may be realized, if a certain contingency happens,

or if the implied condition were granted. Its suppression, on the

other hand, gives a stronger negation to the optative, rendering the

denial of a contrary supposition absolute and independent of every

condition or circumstance which might render it less likely to hold

good. Excellently, therefore, docs Hermann remark: '' addilum dv

mntat scntcntiam magisque in cert am rcddit, et fere posse
quid fieri significat.''

GOG. If TravTCTj'/jpiog is retained, it must, without doubt, be taken

in an active sense

—

qui ad senir/m duqif omnia, qui omnia senio

oficit ; but we incline to Emper's opinion that it is not a genuine

Sophoklcan epithet. It seems wholly ina})plicablc to the balmy and

invigorating inliuences of "tired nature's sweet restorer;" and there

is much force in the observation of the critic just named that " as

the gods are represented to be liable to sleep, they must be con-

sidered as obnoxious to grow old, if that is a property of sleep."

He suggests that the blunder originated in the transcriber's ej'c

having wandered to dyi]{)U)q, written as a various reading by the side

of dyi](M
; and that Sophokles probably wrote -ovro6lldTU)(^ after

I'ouKTii Series, Vol. IY —14
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-rravSandrug, Avliicli is an Homeric epithet of llypnos. Bamberger

proposes -avrodijQox; or -avrodrit^oc, -whilst Donaldson, comparing

Ai. 6G0, believes the true reading to be -ayKgarr'i^. We prefer the

conjecture of Riemer -ai'Tcyz/po)^, never growing old, as a closer

approximation to the reading of the books. In the next verse,

where the viilgatc X}vr' aKdiiarot dzm> ofi'onds the metre, Mr. Dindorf

writes ovr' dico~oi decjv viv ii/jveg on liis OAvn authority, whilst ^Mr.

"Wunder follows Hermann in editing ah-firiroi, and Erunck in trans-

posing the order of the words. With these alterations, the line is

read as follows in Jds text : ovre dt:o)v ukhtitol fi/jveg. Mr. Donaldson

is still bolder ; but his alterations will meet few admirers. "VVe think

Seidler's correction, ovr' dudnavroi, confirmed as it is by the j\IS.

Par. 28SG, the m.ost probable emendation which has yet been pro-

posed. Prof. Woolsey is silent.

611-614. We cannot coincide with the opinion of Mr. W^uuder,

that in this dilTicult pa.>sage the words ov6h' tQ-zi have been

erroneously introduced from v. Gl^; and still less with the very

positive assertion of other commentators, that they could not have

proceeded from the pen of Sophokles. Mr. Wunder states that

i-KaQKeaei, if all other difficulties were passed over, cannot possibly

signify vaJchit. As Empor has observed, its strict meaning is un-

doubtedly sufficiet, and '• a more accurate translation would certainly

be, satis valchit." The translation of the whole passage given by
Prof. Woolsey, v.ho reads tp-ov with a scholiast, has apparently

failed to satisfy himself, and does not, in our judgment, convey a

very striking or appropriate sense. We think that the difliculty will

be removed by adopting Empcr's punctuation and arrangement :

—

i~n(^)iih:aet

dva-Cjv f3iuroj -dfi-o'/.ig, KKTOi] ATA2.

This arrangement upholds the writing of the books, yields a satis-

factory sentiment, and emphatically " sets forth the purport of the

lavr." The pcr])le.\ity and mistake of the commentators originated

in their considering the law to have been ONATiiX BIOTi^I IIA:SI-

nOAIi: KKTO^ ATAi ; Avhercas the Avords iivardn' fSioro) Trdu-o/jg

arc to be joined with vunoc odf, and form no part, but simply express

the wide extension of the law OTAEX EPIIEI EKTOi! ATAI.
A very similar passage is found in Eur. Tph. A. 10G2, quoted by
Emper. The wonl rrdn-o/.ir is explained by -ayuoaiuio^ in the note

of the scholiast.

635. The " andjiguity of meaning," involved in tlie participle ?v^'.
has been long ago pointed out by the critics, and in no degree e.x-
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t^'iuls to uTOQdolg. _None but a schoolboy who has jusfc mastered

his Ibrms, would doubt whether this is the indicative or the optative.

This will be apparent if the participle is resolved into a conditional

clause with the hypothetical particle el. Sec Kriiger Gricch.

Sprachl. 05, 5, Anm. '1. Hermann rightly explains the construction,

av not Tuc; -'jn'UJfiag d-oQdo'cc, iogre xQf]'y~a(; dvai, t;^(OJ' xQJ]'^~cg yrtjftag.

The marked approbation with which Kreon receives the assm-ancos

of his son indicates that he mistook his language for a profession of

unlimited and unqualified obedience.

GG4. Wunder and Donaldson have admitted Mr. Dindorfs con-

jecture Toig KoarvvovoLV voel in lieu of the vulgate roic; KQaroioiv

Evi'oel. '• Mr. Dindorf was led to form his conjectm-c from the writing

of the Cod. Laiur. a. : fcpar ovaiv I'od. Both readings are doubt-

less admissible, but we prefer tvroel as a word of wider import.

'SofJv signifies to think about, plan or be anxious about a thing

;

irvotlv, to have iyi one's mind, to fancy or dream of a thing. The
latter verb, therefore, imparts a fuller significance to the language of

the king, and is better adapted to the remainder of the sentence."

Such are the words of Empcr. We believe that it would puzzle

Mr. Dindorf himself to ex]}lain why in this instance he should have

chosen to follow the manuscript above mentioned, and at vv. 505, 575

should have rejected its authority.

674. Emper suspects the accm-acy of the common reading, and

thinks oiv iidxv <SoQ6r h, very old alteration by some metrician for

(juv doQL iidxj-i^, i. e. Gvv 66nec. ndx>]c. the sense of the vrhole passage

being: Insubordination breaks dovn the ranks and causes flight

in concert iciih the foemein''s spear, i. e. anarchy contributes as much
to confusion and overthi'ow as the lances of the enemy. If an}--

change is required, we should prefer ovfiud-xov Sopac : but the ATilgate

is defended by Eur. Ercchth. fragm. 17, 24, cd. J}ind. : ovk di- viv

f^t-tarxov etf iidx'>jv '5op6g. In the following verse dp&ov-

fifvoi does not mean, as ^Ir. AV'under translates, qui erecti slant,

nor, as Emper supposes, qui se re^i patiuntur, but qui rcctam acieni

servant. For Mr. Donaldson observes accurately that although oodoc

strictlj' signifies vertical, and tidvg horizontal, they are both em-

ployed to denote a straight, tmbrokeu line, whether horizontal or

vertical.

077. The scholiast explains role Ko^jjoviitvoiq by ro?c uoxm-mr,

with the approbation of Hcnnann. J^rof. Woolsey more accurately

receives the participle as neuter: iis qvce constitui.

G.S7. Mr. Wunder on his own authority edits /Jyocro. Eat since

ka/Mic txor is shown by the whole connexion to denote i:a/.d)c clgv,-

tif'rox- rt, the necessity for the alteration is not very apparent. '' The
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sense has been made clear," says Mr. Donaldson, " by the particles

•which the poet has employed : although 1 could not and do not Tvish

to arraign the justice of your sentiments, nevcrtiieless (jisvroi) it

might come to pass that this censure -would proceed -with propriety

from another (i. e. y.svoiro Ka?.C)g t'X'^^ '''"^ ertpoy Xeyeiv orroyg

av K.T.X., -where hcJ. pcrfonns that office of emphasis which is best

expressed in English by a stress on the auxiliary). At all events

(obi'), -whether such censure were right or Avrong, it is my natural

oiBce as your son (7Tt6vKa) to keep an eye on your behalf (-rrpo-

OKo-elv, cf. 732 : aov yap ovv Trpo-Kijthiioi) to all thoughts, -words,

and censures -which have reference to your conduct."

COG. 'Mr. Wunder remarks that ovrr ought, in strictness, to have

filled the place of [ir'jre. lie connects the negative particle -with the

infinitives, and proceeds :
" Ejus rci caussajn facile apparet hanc

fuisse, qv.od id inprimis animadvrrli voluit, impedimento fuisse

Antigonam, ne ijiscpultus jaccrct Polyniccs, qv.vm sepv.ltura konore

eum ornarcty Empcr explains more correctly that -while the lan-

guage of Sophoklcs may be viewed as a blending- of two constructions

{ovK daae oXiodar and E~oii]ae in) o/Jn-dai) the use of the negation

^i/i] is justified by the transition from a particular to a general refer-

ence. ""Ilrtf relates, it is true, to Antigone, but, by means of the

second apodosis, (fur the poet hero employs the protasis inter du-

plicem opodosin,) the thought receives a general application: ovx

7/j£, (fcc," the special allusion to Antigone terminating at ^Bn-si.

736. Mr. Dindoi'f edits xP^'l 1'^ on the authority of Dobree. No-

thing, ho-wevcr, can be more unobjectioiiable than the employment

of ye to emphasize the notion of XQ^ ^^^ to set forth prominently

its opposition to reality.

'. 740. In this instance -we approve Mr. Dindorf 's restitution of

Gviinnxd as exhibited by the best MSS. The infinitive ai'/mo^fn',

•v^•hich may be explained upon the supposition of two constructions,

(Jouct avuiLax^'i-v and C)r toiicF, aviiitrtxel,) rests upon the authoiity

of one nianuscri])t of inferior reputation.

782. ]\Iost commentutors understand l:>y UTijuara, divites poten-

tcsqiic, although confessing that the antithesis between " the -wealthy

and the powerful," and the " soft cheeks of the virgin in her youth"

is scarcely Sophoklean. lleisig gives a bettor, probably the true

interpretation: '' Krijiiara sunt illi qui avwrc capti sunt." The ex-

pression tp6jr Khir7]rai riva is fully as legitimate as ^pw$• 'x^i- rcrd,

Pind. Istlim. 7, 20; and since Kri'inara -svas notoriously used " de iis

pcrsonis, quca hfUu captct ant aim viodo snbacta vssent,'^ the phrase

Kri]nara 'V.pu)z(>c was fairly applicable to those over -\vhom Love

exerts his irresistible might. In Plat. Leg^. p. 900 A, men are called
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KT/jjia-a deu)i' Kai Saii-iovuv ; comp. Phccdr. p. 62, D, ijfidg ^eov KTi'mara

tivai. This view harmonizes also Trith the connexion of ideas in

the passage before us. Eros is invoked as the invincible in battle

;

the metaphor being subsequently heightened by the additional notion

that he makes his own possessions or enslaves those whom he atta.cks.

Cf Plat. Pol ix, 3. The peculiar force of ij.inl-reiv, a word bor-

rowed from the language of the palnestra, where simply throwing an
adversary was deemed an incomplete victory unless the victor threw

himselfupon his opponent, is well explained by Eustathius, p. 1301, 25,

oi viKun'Teg iji-i-recv Myovrai, ijyovv j3iai(og i-uitiodai. Hence
t[i7TL~reiv TLvi signifies, rcpente invadere aliqucm iia, ut toiinn

eu.m occupatum tcneas, (cf. ^Esch. Agam. 341 ; Thukyd. C, 24,) and

is very appropriately used in our passage to set forth the resistless

mastery of Love. It will scarcely be necessary to add that kt/iimol

sustains the relation of a proleptic predicate to the action of the verb

•with which it is associated. See Kriiger Griech. Sprachl. 57, 4

and Anm. 1. The objection of Erapcr that the explanation above

givc]v does not bring out the antithetical relation which the intro-

ductory sentences of this invocation bear to one another is, in our

opinion, happily met by the observation of Prof "Woolsey that the

opposition is "between the violence of Love in assaulting his

victims and his mildness on a maiden's cheeks, between his rest-

less roving over the sea and his retired rustic haunts, and between

mortals and immortals over ^vhom ho exercises sway."

797. Mr. Dmdorf expunges the words ev cIqx'^"^ and interpolates

ovx,i between ^i^yd/x.n' and -dgedQoc. Such an alteration is very un-

happy in point of taste, and does violence to the concinnity of the

metaphorical language by the abrupt and grating transition it makes

from affirmation to negation. The common reading is defended by

Eur. Med. 843, ra co(pia -rragedpovg tQorag, aptly quoted by Seidler.

'Ev upx<^^C signifies, in imperando, in administrandis rebus.

830. Pjof AYoolsey explains the sense : It is a great thing for a

7nortal to share alike loith demigods, like !Niobe. AVe think that rolg

laodtoig can hardly be ro'ig rjiiiOeoLg, even if considered masculine.

Emper more accurately pronounces it neuter, " because Sophokles

would hardly employ the lower synonym laoi^eog in reference to Niobo,

whom he had just before called i^eo^ and -&foyevv/jg.^'

840. The emendation of Erfurdt dX/A'nivav, received by Dindorf

and Wunder, seems, as the participle of present time, inferior to the

quasi-adjectival ovAoiiivav, the correction of Poeckh, which is

found in one manuscript, and is supported by Eur. Iplt. A. 793;

Iph. T. 1109.

840. Mr. Wunder corrects t:-:av6a)nai, probably from the gloss
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(hn^oHyaai) written upon the margin of the MS. La. The alteration

is made unnecessary Ly supplying a concessive clause to turrag:

[even though I obtain nothing else] jjou, at all events, I obtain.

Compare llom. Od. 15, 214; 10, 302.

S70. AVunder has -written Iqov, and is followed by Dindorf and

Donaldson. ^Vhy may not the first syllable of hpov be lengthened

by the arsis (as often in epic poetry), and the verse itself retained

as a dactylic pentameter catalectic 'i In v. SG5, Mr. Donaldson

inserts a before ra/Ml6Qon\ "on account of the Cretic rhythm."

Mr. Dindorf adopts a still more unjustifiablo course . in editing

tQXO'tiai- ~cii' -vixdrai' b66v. If these changes are tolerated, we may
well inquire where critical license is to have its termination.

884. Wmider, on Schaefer s authority, i-cnders el %p£i??, si utile

essct, si prodcssct. We agree Avith Empcr that since lamentation

before death is made for the express purpose of retarding that event,

and is so far really and not hypothctically advantageous, it would be

better to render si liccat.

887. Prof. Woolsey very properly receives the reading of the

]\IS. Xai. ucpere hovtjv. It lias not only better authority than d-ire,

but from the annotation of Triclinius, uoure xp') yQacpeiv, ovk dipsre,

appears to have been the common reading in his day.

904. AVe think that all difllculties as to the explanation and con-

struction of this verse are best met by the emendation of G. ¥. G.

Arndfc (Quast. Crit., pp. 0, 10) :—

K air 1 o t: y' £v 'rinqoa roir OQOi'ovoiv ev,

i. e. qi'anqiiam tc quidcm rcctc honoravi judicio cormn, qv.i recte

sapiunf. For the repetition of the modal adverb, cf. 1031 : ev col

(ppori'iiag ev /Jyo). On the frequent interchange and confusion in

ancient manuscripts between w and tlie diphthong ev, see Schaefer s

note on Greg. Cor. p. 4C9. i

940. The metre gives evidence of some slight corruption of the

text. Mr. Dindorf throws out the last four word.s, (forming an entire

verse,) without perceiving that their removal is fatal to the point of

the whole passage. Emper and Donaldson think that uoipavldai

could not have been used as an appellation of the chorus ; and emend
Till' hoipaviduiv I'.ovi'iji' ?.oL-i]i\ v,ith the rejection of jSaoi/.lda, as a

marginal gloss. Prof. Woolsey evinces a sounder judgment and

higher regard for the authority of the manuscripts by adopting Seid-

ler's correction fiaai'/.ijida, which, although an c[.ic form, is found

in dactylic verse at Eur. Hijipol. 12S1 . The objection that KviQavidat

cannot be applied to the chorus, is refuted b}' the scholiast and the

practice of Sophoklos. Cf 970; Old. Kol. S31 ; CBd. Tijr. 85, 882.
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955. Prof. ^YoolscJ, in common with most modem editors, has

adopted Scaligers emendation divxo?.o^, "because the anger of

Lykurgos is the heading thought in this and the follo^ving sentences."

Such a construction, resolving the adjective into a secondary pre-

dicate, may be justified, according to Donaldson, by v. 135 and

'JYach. 036, •where -vgcpogog and dvnrrivoq ai-e, in his opinion, similarly

uscd. We -would not, for our OAvn part, venture against the consent

of the MSS. and the' lemma of the scholiast to make any alteration,

and are glad to find that this view agrees with the latest dictum of

Hermann :
" j-ecte positum advcrhium, verbis ita junclis, ^fvx'&y

v^vx6?.cog £K Aiovvnov, celcri Bacchi ira.''

959. Mr. Wunder defends the common reading upon the assump-

tion that the words oH'-o) fttvog form no part of the liistory

whose main features are here recited, but express a general reflection

of the chorus. h\ this view Prof. Woolsey coincides, and adds that

d-oardC^i is intransitive. The objection to this explanation is, that

the special epithets deivui' and dv&qQLn> can scarcely be thought to

refer to anything else than the madness of Lykurgos. Eniper erases

the comma after d-oardi^ei, and places it after selvog, the pronoun

being placed last in the sentence for the sake of emphasis, and to

mark the parallel between the case of the Thracian king and that

of Antigone. " She too had exhibited her madness in violent words,

V. G03, ?.6yov t' dvoLa nal (poEvCji' 'F.gn'vg; and vrhen the parallel

comes, the emphasis falls naturally on Kelror." We agree with this

critic in considering d~oord^ei transitive, as at iEsch. Suppl. 5S2,

!Muste. 123, and in thinking the repetition of fiaviaig (v. 000) in-

tolerable. As we have, therefore, no doubt that the ])cnultima of

dviaig is occasionally shortened in the Attic poets, (cf Person on

Eur. P/zcen. 1334,) we unhesitatingly accept his most elegant emenda-

tion : tn:eyv(x) 6' dviaic.

9S2. Mr. Donaldson pronounces the word uvTaoe " inexplicable,"

and adopts Dindorf's coiTCction av^aoe in the following sense,

which we need not tell our readers is not to be found in the Greek

:

challenged her sluirc in the old honours of the Erechtheidre.

"We could have wished that he had quoted some examples in illustra-

tion of this use of the active verb nvddo). The passage from the

rhilohtcfcs (v. 240) is not at all in point.

1035. That rCov 6' v-ac yh'ovg cannot possibly stand for iti) (J.-"

rwr tyyn-cjj', has been shown by Wunder and Emper. Tiie latter

critic observes that "the laws of the language will justify no other

interpretation than, ah aliis vero, qui mci generis sunt, the harshness

of such a mode of expression being, however, intolerable." Mr.
Donaldson's ingenious emendation rojv i~', dpyipov yields the iic-
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cessarj sense: by whom, for silver, I have long been bought
and sold. "The ic-semblance between TONTITAirENOrS and
TS2NTnAPrTP0Y led, doubtless, to the corruption which has hitherto

remained in the text."

10G8. We approve Emper's reading and punctuation,

—

dv&' o)V t%fic fiev, ribv di'o) pa?MV icaroj,

i[)vxqv ari/fWf tr rdfpco KaroiKirrag,—
by wliich " t^'c^f is joined, very advantageously to the sense of the

passage, with the participle uarotKioac;. When the finite verb Kar-

(iicioar had once found its way into the text, the insertion of the

copulative particle (re) became an almost necessary consequence."

\V"e would add that KarocKioaq is supported by manuscript authoxity.

10S0-10S3. Wunder considers tiiese verses a spurious inter-

polation, and Dindorf removes them from his text. Donaldson dis-

agrees entirely with these editors, and remarks excellently that

"their oracular obscurity is quite in keeping Avith the lines which
precede." The inadmissibility of Bocckh's opinion that these lines

contain a general sentiment, is forcibly shown in the remainder of

his admirable note, to which with real pleasure we refer our readers.

1090. AVunder observes that tlie genitive rwv ^pci-wi' depends

upon Toy vovi\ and that no dinicuUy will be felt respecting such a

collocation by those who remember tlic Homeric expressions voog

h' or/jdeoGi; h' <PQ^otv, and the like. Tiie analogy is not, however,

exact; for in the formulas alluded to, or/jdea, (pptveg are used in a

strict anatomical sense of parts of the human body in which the

v6o^- vras supposed to have its seat. ]S evertheless we believe that

his statement of the construction of the words rov vovv rCn' (pperCjv

is perfectly correct. Cf. Euv. frag//i. up. Lykiirg. 92: i^arliaipdrai

('^pei'o)v rov vovv tuv iad}.(h'.

1110. Wunder and iJindorf coincide with Hermann's surmise

that some verses have perished after the words d<; l-oxj'tov r6~ov,

and therefore indicate a lacuna by placing asterisks between this

and the following verse. The lost verses contained, in their opinion,

a more accurate description of the place in question and a more
distinct reference to Antigone. We agi-ce with Donaldson that

such a supposition is unnecessai-y. The t:7:6xi)iog r6~oc has been
already described at v. 411: uugov tu -uycov, and "Avas probably

depicted on the right-hand ])criaktos."' The mere mention of the

spot upon which the corpse of Polyneikes lay, and the direction to

take hatchets in their hands for the purpose of cutting down timber
for the funeral pile from the trees which stood there in con-
siderable abundance, (v. 41G: -doav alu(^u)v (^6^t]v v/j^r TreJia'Jof,)
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Tiould be all the description of the locality referred to, that Kreon

in his haste and excitement would be likely to give to his attendants.

" The antithesis in v. 1112 seems to point to an intentional brevity

in describinp; Ids proposed liberation of Antigone." These remarks

are principally drawn from the excellent note of Donaldson.

115G, From AVunder's explanation, ovdetg ydp piog la-rh>, ovre

crag uv uv alveaauu, ovrs 'xeoo)V, bv av iieiixpaLnrjvuoTE, it is evident

that he imderstands oravra of a prosperous state of life, and supplies

to fienipainiji' the participle -eo6i-ra in the opposite signification.

In this view the sense would be : I tieer would venture to praise

the life of any man if prosperous, nor hlame it if adverse. Such

an explanation is ingenious, but the harshness of the supposed ellipse

renders it, in our judgment, inadmissible in the verses before us.

'Onoiov ardvra can only mean, in qvalcmcunque siatum dcvenerit,

as the scholiast, Hermann and Emper have already seen.

1209. Mr. Wunder observes : ''pro 7T£pi,3aiv£i aliud quid a poeta

scripturn fuisse numcris doccmur.'" We do not see the reason why.

The "aliud quid'' he conjectui-es to be -egLTo/.el. Hermann also

thinks -ei^L^aiveL '' insolentius dictum,'' and prefers TTegtm-vel.

Ueptpaivnv and dnr^ijjaivsLv are, however, employed of analogous

phenomena, and Emper remarks tliat Ilomcr has used -£giri?^vd£i'

of sound.

12.33. Prof "Woolsey leaves the student in something like a di-

lemma as to the meaning to be given to Kvcjdovrag. For in the first

part of his note we read, " Comp. Ajax 102.5, where this word has

the sense blade or sivord ;" but at its close, " Lobeck on Ajax loc. cit.

renders this word in correspondence with its usage in Xenophon,

the hilt-pieces of the siuorcl, and with this Hermann and Boeckh

agi-ec" The words of Lobeck are simply these :

" Nomen kv(1)6o)v,

a verbo fcvio propagaturn, propria non gladium, sed remoras

venabulorum ct gladionnn dcnotat." The reviewer may direct at-

tention to the note upon the verse referred to in the Harvard edition

of the Aias, p. 280.

1278. Mr. Wunder, supplying Kanaio the participles from v. 12S0,

adopts Boeckh's rendering : as the true holder and possessor of

misfortune. Emper explains more correctly that the words w^ Ix^^'

T€ Kai KCKTrjiiivog do not belong, as their position would seem to

intimate, to both members of the period, but are limited exclusively

to the first. Hence he interprets : itdiiht thou art hearing i"/i thij

hands one part of thij misfurtunes, upon the supposition that (wc)

thou hast and art fnlhj in possession of (all the evils that have been

allotted thee, let that opinion be dismissed) for thou secmest

to have come ivith a prospect of seeing speedily the other part.
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In this way tlic introduction of ojf is satisfactorily explained, and

the emphatic position of the Avords above quoted, is seen to be due

to the antithesis bet'sveen the participles of the present and the in-

finitive of the future.

12S1. In Jelf 's Greek Grammar, 7S0, Ohs. 2, this verse is quoted

as an illustration of the occasionally pleonastic employment in poetry

of
'i
before the genitive.

. Eocckh more correctly explains : qiiid

autem est pejus aut aclJn/c vudorum ? Mr. Dindorf ^vrites tL 6'

toriv av; and omits all that follows,—his favourite expedient for

getting rid of a ditSculty. We would call attention to the elegant

conjecture of Emper :

—

Ti 6' tariv] ?] KUKiov av kokCjv eri;

1290. Hermann omits the words o; -a7, and Wunder observes

:

"verba quidem w ~al mihi quoquc ct metro et sententice adversari

vidc7iiur." Mr. Donaldson asserts correctly that the allocution

C) -ra'i cannot possibly refer to the slave who is addressed here.

"Why Emper's emendation,

ri (p^jc; u) rrai, riva }J:yiii cot viov^

(aoL being joined with aiKpfunodai and acpdyiov en' oAti^pw regarded

as a parenthetic clause,) should be pionounced " quite out of place,"

we know not. Surely nothing can be more natural, in such circum-

stances as those of Kreon, than an apostrophe to the deceased

Hiemon.

1303, 1302. Most critics agree (see Arndt, Quast. Soph. p. 11)
that there is some corruption in these verses, and that they could

not have proceeded in their pre:;ent f )rm from the pen of the poet.

The objections to the vulgatc are well stated by Emper :
" Although

it is just possible that o^i-d/jKrn^ might have been applied figuratively

to a personal notion as an epithet of violent passion or emotion,

wc should find it hard to produce another example of the use of this

compound adjective in such a lucaning. Admitting it, however, the

connexion of ideas in this passage is broken and perverse. The
words previously uttrred b^' the exangelos refer altogether to Eury-
dike; how can he then, Eurydike being still the subject, connect
these words with the preceding by means of ?/ (5t? Moreover, the

expression Xvn [^//.y^apa kOmivu, if employed in the sense kills

herself, is a very unusual substitution of the active for the middle
voice. Lastly, /3w/u'a -/(«i^, apart from the afiectcd cliaracter of the

phraseology, is very unsuitable to the sense. Why should the queen
be represented, when meditating death, to have figured round the

altar like a danscusc ?
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"Hence," he continues, "I feel satisfied that o^vdrjKTog does not

relate to the queen, but to a weapon exhibited or pointed out by

the cxan;^elo3, ^vith -which Emydike had committed the act of self-

destruction, i^ow of this -weapon (probably the sacrificial knife

from the altar) /.vet j3/J(l>anci, could be said -with entire propriety

The requisite sense is then obtained if, instead of rrt'pff, we read

TTrt'pri', a word which is very applicable to a two-edged sacrificial

knife, and is indeed often used in this sense under precisely similar

circumstances. Such an emendation supersedes the necessity of

assumin;^ a lacuna; for in accordance with a very refiued idiom of

the Greek language, the gi-ammatical here gives place to the logical

subject. "Whilst, therefore, -rtQv^ is the formal subject-nominative

to the words Xvei i3?J(paQa, the queen, who bears this weapon, still

remains the strict natural subject, and the exangelos can accordingly

proceed Kionvaaoa, &c. As, however, his language is still in some

degree obscure, the inquiry of Kreon :

7:01(0 6k Kar^F.AVoar'' Iv (povalg rporrw

;

and the reply, describing in plain terras her suicide

:

Tralaao' vcp' 7j-aQ avrox.eiQ avrifv k. r. A.,

are added for the sake of additional explanation."

So fur, then, for the consideration of individual verses of this play.

Let it not, however, be supposed tliat our having refrained from

remark upon numerous other passages, in which modern editors

liave forsaken the established readings, and interpolated, upon their

own authority, or that of their predecessors, such emendations as best

harmonized with their own notions of what Sophokles oui^ht to have

written, is any proof that we acquiesce in their corrections or the

principle by which their temerity is sought to be defended.

The length to which our article has extended, will, we believe, be

pardoned by those of our readers who love Sophokles, and are

anxious for the diffusion of a thirst for classical learning among

all classes of our countrymen. To the sneer of dry-eyed utilitarians,

who " ccntuui Grcpcos curio centussc liccniur," and who, to borrow

the words of the most eminent of living scholars, "jiihil alind

oiAnnt cjuam pa}ies ct circcnscs, hoc est, pecuni(T cite coiificicnda:

et per dcHcias pjroJigcndcc vias ct rationcs,'' we profess our in-

difi'erence.

"We would, in conclusion, leave it with our more learned readers

to determine, whether, in respect otlthe textual innovations and im-

])Orfect epcxegesis, to which, as characteristic of the age, we have

invited their attention, they have not seen ample reason, in this
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review of tlie labours of sorac of the most rcnornied and erudite

scholars of the day, to desire that the excellent rule, quoted by

Prof Blaclvie from Thomas a Kempis (or the -writer who bears that

name) :
'' Omnis scriptura sacra eo spirifn debet legi quo scripta

est," as essential to the interpretation of the -words of Holy Writ,

should be as rigidly apj)lied in the field of classical criticism?

And -we cannot abstain from congratulating:; Americans that the

necessity of this principle to the correct explanation and treatment

of the " Antigone '' has been most distinctly seen and most faithfully

followed by their distinguished countryman, the urbane and accom-

plished President of Yale. O si sic omnes!

AuT. IV.—KECEXT EDITIONS AND TllANSLATIONS OF PASCAL.

1. Pensces, Fragments ct Lcttres ch' Blaise r.iSC-O,, publits pour la premic're foh
conformcmcnt aiLc viannscrlts origiiiaiix en grande partic incdits. 1,'ar M.
I'ROSPETi Fauoijie. 2 Yols., 8vo. Taris. 1844.

2. The Provincial Letters 0/ lir,.viSE Pa«:al: a new translation, with -Historical

Introduction and Xotes. By Tiio.mas M'CniK, D. D. 12mo. Edinburgh.

3. The Works of Pascal, newly translated and arranged by George Pearcf., Esq.

Vol. I, Pronncial Letters : II, Miscellaneous Writings : III, Thouguts on

Religion, &c. 3 vols. London. 1 847-1 SOO.

Pascal has attracted almost as much attention of late years as at

any former period. Xew editions of his works have appeared in al-

most every country, and almost every literary journal has undertaken,

dc novo, the task of examining and rcjudgiug the strange phenomena
of his life and genius. This revival of interest is due, doubtless,

partly to the revival of Jesuitism ; the very mention of the society

recalls the name of its strongest assailant. Eut Pascal's polemical

renown is, perhaps, the smallest part of his fame. As a prodigy of

intellect, as a man far in advance of his times in profoundness of

thought, as a model of taste and of style, and, at the same time,

as a sad specimen of the weakness of that human nature Avhose

grandeur and whose misery he has so graphically depicted, he will

be, for every age, a problem and a study. Tlie appearance oT the

works mentioned at the head of this article, with several others bear-

ing upon the history and genius of Pascal, affords us a fitting op-
portunity for uar attempt at a solution of tlie enigmas of his career.

Put a full investigation of the subject as avcU as of the books re-

lating to it would require more space than we can allot to one article

;

and we shall, therefore, divide the task, devoting the present paper
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to a brief survey of the new editions of Pascal's writings in France

and of their translations in Great Britain.

The title, " Pascal's Thoughts," has long been a ruling one among

bookseller.s' hsts and librar^^ catalogues ; but the work which passed

under that name until 1844 was hardly deserving the name of an

authentic book in any sense. Yet on the merits of that book, even

such as it was, we should feel it impertinent, at this day, to speak,

c\cn in praise. The verdict of mankind has placed the private note-

book of Pascal above the elaborate productions of most other men.

The literary liistory of the work is very cmious. After the publica-

tion of the "Provincial Letters" Pascal's mind was occupied, for

the most part, up to the day of his death, with preparation for a

"Defence of Christianity," on the largest scale of thought. The

scope and method of the work farmed the subject of frequent con-

versations in the learned circle of the Port Ivoyal; and on one occa-

sion, at least, he stated his plan, in tolerably full outline, to his friends.

Soon after his suffering spirit was removed by death, his friends de-

termined to arrange and publish his posthumous works, among which

the}' found heads and fragments of arguments, sketches of chapters,

stray thoughts and illustrations, evidently intended to form part of

the great work on Avhich his mind had beeq at work for years. He had

formed the plan of a vast edifice, but alas I he had only been permit-

ted to gather a few stones for the building. Numerous " thoughts
"

on other subjects, principally theological and ethical, were also found

among his manuscripts. The manuscripts themselves were in a most

chaotic state. It ajipears that whenever a thought occurred to Pascal,

he jotted it down, not in a note-book, but on a loose piece of paper,

often on the back of an old letter : and all that he did for the pre-

servation of these " Sibylline leaves " was to arrange them in bundles

or on files.

It is not to be vrondered at, therefore, that the " Thoughts," when

published, should have been mere fragments ; the greater wonder is,

that tliey should have been preserved at all. But the worst part of

the story remains to be told. Pascal's friends (of whom Arnavdd,

Is'icole, and the Duke de Koannes were the chief) came to the wise

conclusion that these remains, fragmentary as they were, were too

valuable to be lost to the world. But the Jesuits, whom Pascal had

immortalized by his ridicule, were then all-powerful at court ;
and

it was a very delicate task to publish a theological work, just then,

in Pascal's name. Before the work could appear, it had to undergo

a substantial censorship by a committee of doctors of the Sorbonne,

Jiinc in number. Each of these made such corrections and suppres-

sions as he thouglit necessary to make the work absolutely orthodox

!
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Moreover, Pascal's friends thought themselves at liberty to do any-

thing they pleased vrith these remains, altering at pleasure both the

substiincc and the style. " These fragments," says M. Faugcre, in-

dignantly, Avhich sickness and death had left iiicomplete, suffered,

without ceasing to be immortal, all the mutilations and alterations

Vt'hich an exaggerated prudence and a mistaken zeal could suggest

;

mutilations, caused by the- same orthodox scruples -uhich had actuated

the censors ; alterations, inspired by a desire to improve and embellish

the style of the author of the Provincials !" Madame Perier,

(Pascal's sister,) to her praise be it spoken, resisted all these altera-

tions to the last, and demanded that '-'not a syllable should be

changed;" but she stood alone, and Avas overruled by the literary

clique, who—wortliy men—stupidly dreamed of mending Pascal's

style. In the prefiice to the first edition of the Pensees, (published

in 1670,) ]\1. Etienne Perier gives a very 7iaive statement of the

method of procedure adopted by himself and his coadjutors in pre-

paring the -work for the press, from which it appears, that after re-

jecting the first plan that presented itself, viz., that of printing the

MSS. just as they were, they actually, for a time, entertained the

thought of filling up Pascal's outline, and " supplying, in some sort,

the work he intended to ;i',ritc
!'' Put '• at last," says M. Perier,

Avith inimitable simplicity, ''wc decided to reject this plan also,

considering that it was almost impossible to enter completely into

the thought and plan of an autlior—especially of one dead; and be-

cause the v>"ork produced Avould not have been M. Pascal's, but one
altogether different:' The ]>lan finally adopted was, according to

M. Perier, to select those passages which were most clear and com-
plete, and print them ''without alteration," and to suppress all that

were too obscm-e or imperfect. How much they printed "without
alteration," may be judged from the statement of M. Paugcre, that
" they modified the style in a thousand ways—sometimes breaking

a thought into fragments, and scattering them in an arbitrary way;
at other times joining together isolated and distinct passages;
and finally substituting, in many ])laces, their own common-place
for the original expressions of Pascal. There are not, in the first

or any of the subsequent editions, twenty consecutive lines free

from alteration."'*

^ This is abundantly coufirmed l>y M. Cousin, wlio ppoaks of "alterations Je
niots, altL-rations de tours, alttratious de i>Lra.-:c:), suppressions, substitutions,

additions, couii>ositions arbitraires ct abfurdos, taiitut d'un paraj^raphe, tantot
d'un cliapitro cutler, ct, qui pis est, dck-omposiiions plus arbitraires encore et

•vraimont inconocvable.-; dc cLapitrcs qui, dans Ic Uiauuscrit de Pascal, se pn-
scntaient purfaiteinent iii-s dans toutcs Icurs parties et profondement travailK's."—Rapport u I'.icadnuie, ix.
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Edition followed edition, Avith occasional additions, until, in 1770,

Condovcet published his " Eloge et Pcnsces de Pascal, nouvellc

Lilition." A century—and such a centui-y—had passed away ; the

cncyclopaMlists now ruled instead of the Jesuits; and poor Pascal,

who had formerly to be trimmed to suit the taste of orthodoxy, must

now be re-cditcd in the infidel spirit. Assuredly, as Mr. iaugere

remarks, a comparison of the Pensees of 1G70 with the edition of

177G -would afford a curious illustration of the revolution which the

French mind had undergone in that interval. Coudorcet suppressed

every sentiment of elevated piety and devotion as follies of super-

stition. In 177S this edition was re-issued under the fit supervision

of Voltaire, who added notes remarkable only for their raillery and

their injustice.

In 1770 the first attempt at a complete edition of Pascal's works

was given to the world by Bossuet. The Pensees occupied the

second volume of this edition. It is a curious fact, that when Bossuet

sought for official permission to publish the work, M. Malesherbcs,

then keeper of the seals, advised him to issue it under a fictitious

imprint, and so it appeared as published by Detune, libraire a la

Ilaye, when, in fact, it was published by the bookseller ISIyon at Paris.

^I. Bossuet endeavoured to make his edition as complete as possible,

and obtained many new scraps from different sources, lie did not

attempt, however, a correction of the old errors, but, in fact, added

many new ones of his own.- Such as this edition was, however, it

became the standard, and has been followed, more or less exactly,

by all subsequent editors, and by all English translators, up to 1 S44.

The fact tliat the printed te.\t of the Pensees was thus mutilated

and imperfect had long been known, or at least suspected, by the

literary world; but the full state of the case was not understood

until 1843, when M. Cousin published his Report above cited. The
original autograph MS. -was fortunately preserved in the Boyal

Library, at Paris, and M. Cousin, comparing it with the current text,

easily proved the necessity of a new revision of the " posthumous
works of Pascal." The task was undertaken by M. Faugere, with

a zeal and industry only rivalled by his tact and ability. The basis

of his edition, of course, is the autograph MS., which he describes ^'^

as a large folio volume of 491 pages, containing the scraps to which

Pascal had originally intrusted his meditations, carefully pasted on the

page, or, when both sides of the paper were Avritten on, inserted bet^veen

the leaves. They were not arranged on any intelligible principle,

or, indeed, on any principle -whatever, but thrown together poll-mell

—

here a portion of a fragment, and there another, whole pages some-
" Intro'Iuction, p. xl.
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times intervening between two parts of the same " thought." The
handwriting was almost midecipherable except by an adept. M.
Faugerc also had recourse to all the copies of this MS. known to be

extant, and also to all other papers of Pascal's, or of his friends,

likely to be of use in his editorial labours. Through the course of

these laboiu-s, (an accurate account of which is given in his Litro-

ducfcion,) we cannot follow him further than to say that he has given

us cvcnj xcord of the ]M?., except some few which are absolutely

illegible, allowing himself no liberty whatever of alteration and

emendation. In the matter ot arrangement, however, he was obviously

entirely free; and his success in this regard has been admirable.

The materials are divided into two parts : first, the fragments

pertaining to the great work on "Christianity;" and secondly, all

others—letters, observations, short treatises, &c. These last com-

pose the first volume of his work: the "Thoughts on Religion"

occupy the second. In the arrangement of this part M. Faugere

availed himself of the recorded conversation before referred to, in

which Pascal developed to his friends the general plan of his apology,

dividing it into two part.s—first, the Misery of Man without God

;

second, the Happiness of ^lan with God. Under these heads the

fragments are arranged in as near an approach to logical order as

possible; and in this part of the work M. Faugere was aided, in

many cases, by hints and indicaiions on Pascal's MS. scraps. The
result is a work in -svhich wc may study not only Pascal's views of

religion, but also Pascal himself

Leaving now M. Faugere's work, which confines itself to the

Pensees, let us pass to the recent translations, both of the Provincials

find the Thoughts. It is a curiou.'^ coincidence that the two trans-

lations of the Provincials named at the head of this article appeared

almost simultaneously in London and I'Idinburgh. '}i]\Q first English

translation was contemporary with the letters themselves, (16'57,)

a second appeared in lT4-i^ and a third in ]S1G. Mr. Pcarce and

Dr. M'Crie appear to have each entered upon their work Avith the

design of affording a "faithful" translation of this master-piece of

style. Dr. M'Cric's is executed with tolerable accuracy, though not

with elegance. It is a model, however, when compared with its

London rival. Indeed, it is hardly too much to say of Mr. Pearce's

book, once for all, that it is a travesty of the Provincials. There is

not a page of its four hundred, in which something of Pascal's mean-
ing, and all his gi'aco and elegance, arc not lost. The following

passage from his prefi^cc will show with what admirable self-com-

placency, and at the same time with what liumble stock of preparation,

Mr. Pearcc sroes to work.
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" la translating a composition tbat rises little above the ordinary level, fidelity

to the author'? moaning, and correctness of language, arc sulHoient. But, if

tlio work Ih.' one of a high order of literaiy beauty—one, whose pages delight

not los-s from intrinsic excellence, their power of reasoning and variety of

illu^tnition, than from felicities of diction and graces of style—in such a case,

the ellort to do justice to the great original should rise proportionably higher.

The ear should Ik? carefully relieved from the unpleasing eilect of tiwign idiom.

AVhero the [renius of the native tongoie has sanctioned expressions, that, in a

Ixjlder vernacular, seem insipid, they should be raised: where, to a more sober

ta.-i*', the lanc;uage appears too exalted, it should be subdued. Iv-pecially should

sviupathv be shown by the translator with the higher excellences of the original

composition. He should kindle with its ardour, and rise with its elevation.

In those passages in which genius is wont to gather up her powers, and carry

with resistless force the passions of the reader—and in such passages none,

abound more than Pascal—on such occasions, when the loftiest reach of

tliought pours Its conceptions into a mould of classic beauty, he should then

aim at something of a kindred vigour, and give his humbler aid to transfer with

fidelitv the tlatures of his great model. Ills art is, after all, but an imitative

one. The tlmuiiht—the argument—the eloquence—the spirit and life, are all

the author's. l!ut yet. In the subordinate sphere he occupies, there, is a measure

of excellence to be aspired to; a merit analogous to that in the sister-arts, in

whirh the painting or the statue will be so skilfully copied, that the pra>'tist!d

eye of the connoisseur only can detect the imitation. The dItTercnec, however,

here is, that if any measure of resemblance be achieved, no deception—as in

tiie other cases—can be contemplated. The object in view is only to court

respect and admiration for the nuister-mind that Is attempted to be traced."

"Was there ever candour so charming as this disclaimer of " de-

ception," coming especially from one so evidently capable of counter-

feiting Pascal as Mr. Pearce proves himself to be in this fair sample

of his English -writing'? After this, an instance or two will be qiiitc

sufficient to illustrate his power of reproducing, in English, noc the

delicate refinements of the "Provincials" merely, but even their

substantial sense. Let us select a simple, and yet celebrated passage

as a test. In the fifth Letter, the garrulous Jesuit is made to re-

count a number of obscure casuists bearing the most gothically out-

landish names of Germany and Spain,-'= until Pascal interrupts the

catalogue with that vaive exclamation, strong in its force alike of

irony and argument,

—

" O mou pere ! lui dis-je, tov! elTraye, tons ces ^cns-la etaient-ils clirctlcns?

Comment, Cliretlens. me repondit-il. Xe vous disais-je pas que cc sont les seuls

par lesqucls nous gouvernons aujourd'hui la chretlente V Cela me fit pitie

:

mais je ne lui en tcmoignai rien. et lui deniandai seulement si tons ccs autcrirs-

la etaient jesuites. Mon, mc dit-il, mais il n'importe ; lis n'ont pas laissc dc
dire de bonnes choses."

The rciider will observe that in this passage there is not a particle

of idiom to excuse a deviation from the text. And in proportion

to the cxqui.^ite siuiplicity of the original, all departure from it in

tlic version, however slight grammaticaUy, must be, (vsthciicalhj, a

distortion. Then hear Mr. Pearce :

—

" l^.g.: Achokier, Dealkozer, Dellacrux, Vcracrux, S-iuilauti, Biiozcri, Villagut

Fourth Series, A'ol. IY.—15
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" O, my good father !" cried I, alnrmcd, '• were all tliesc- people Christians?"
" Christians !" said he, " did 1 not toll you they were the only persons by whom,
in the present day, we regulate our stjstem of Christianity?" I was concerned
to hear him say this ; but made no remark ; and only asked him if they were
all Jt-suits ? '• ]S"o," he replied, " but that is of no impoi-tance ; there are ex-

rfjelL^nt tilings in them all."

The. Italics in the French mark the omissions of the translator;

rthoEf in the English, his i/Uerpolations, on both T\hich, together with

his i;u'5-translatious, we must be allowed a word or two. And first,

the phrase, " my good father," is twice faulty : the pronoun should

not be rendered at all; the word "good" is neither expressed nor

implied in the French ; and the two together import a self-possessed

and semi- sneering familiarit}', grossly out of keeping with the simple

and sudden consternation of Pascal. ^Moreover, the nice touch given

to this ironical "alarm" by the word "tout" is perversely omitted.

The word " alarm " is itself wrong ; the emotion intended is obviously

terror^ in a modified degree. The ambiguity of the rest of the

sentence is perhs.ps chargeable to our idiom. The question asked

is not, properl}-, whether "all these people" were Christians; this

would imply that jjart of them had been already recognised as such,

whereas no partitive reference is designed :
" All," finely expressive

of affright, refers only to the magnitude of the number, not to their

collective '^ Christianity." And this is exactly expressed by the

French construction of the phrase. But the Jesuit's reply is stripped

of its most characteristic triiit, the " hoic ;" and he is, at the same
time, made to utter " Christians" with an exclamation instead of an

interrogation. Both betray a great misconception of the refined

spirit of the dialogue. In the next sentence " Ics seuls" is barbarously

rendered " the only persons "—this last word being foisted in by the

translator as if on purpose to confound the sense by substituting

a vaguely generic term for a particular species—the adjective seals

obviously appl3'ing to " Christians " merely. Nor is aujounVhvi
properly rendered by the uncouth phrase "in the present day;"

Still less is chrctientc by "our system of Christianity," which is,

in fact, nonsense. In the next phrase

—

cda me fit pilic—the sen-

timent expressed is nut "concern," nor was it excited by "hearing"'

the Jesuit "say this;" nor is Pascal's forbearance to manifest it

easily recognised in the trivial phrase, " I made no remark,'"—a phrase

absurd, too, when the question whether they were " all Jesuits," is

uttered in the very same breath. In this question, besides, the word
autcurs-lii is left untranslated, although it gives explicitness to the

sense, and serves, at the same time, (particularly Ijy the Va,) to in-

sinuate the writer's tone of lurking raillery. ^Ve have now reached

the last sentence of our extract—and even that is not unexccption-
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able : for " that is of no importance," is a splaj'-footed version of

riimportc ; and " there are excellent tilings in thcni all,'' does scarcely

more justiL'c to the vernacular than to the original.

The P])eciincn -we have given is a fair example of Mr. Pearce's

handiwork in the
'' translation " of Les PrDvincialcs. Let us now

try Dr. M'Cric by the same test passage.

•• O my dear father," cried I, quite alaraied, '' were all these people Cliri^tians ?"

"I low, Christians," returned the caguiit: "did I not tell you those are the

oulv itrilers by whom we now govern Christendom?" Deeply affectod a.s 1

was bv this announcement, I co'acoaled ray emotion from the 7nnii!:, and oidy

a<ked'him If all these authors were Je.-uits? ' Xo," said he; '-but tiiat is of

little consequence ; they have said a number of good things for all tliat."

That the ISforth-Briton is (at least in our judgment) a fxr better

translator of Pascal than his brother of the South, Avill be obvious

enough to the reader -who has followed the above comments with atten-

tion. There is, throughout, less omission and less mistranslation.

Nevertheless, l)r. ^NFCric's interpolations show that he is only less

inattentive than Mr. Pearce to the decorum of the dialogue. The

epithet "dear" is improper enough to give the very shade of Pascal

an Disthetical shudder ; nowhere, in the whole book, we think, does

he employ this form of address. It is more objectionable than even

Mr. Pearce's " good," and imports rather the scorn of a Scotch Pres-

byterian towards the Jesuit, than the semi-reverential air and re-

Epectfid address of the piou^ Port- Royalist and the polite Preuch-

man. Another instance may be found in the introduction of the

word "casuist:" and still another and coarser in the terra '-'monk."

To appreciate the full grossness of these interpolations, let the

reader of taste only turn them- into the French, or try to imagine

them on the lips of Pascal.

The lesser inaccuracies of both translations may be briefl}' seen

from a comparison of them with the following literal rendering of

the passage :
" fither,"— I exclaimed, quite terrified,

—
" all these

strange people, were they Christians ?" " How, Christians ?" replied

he. '• Did I not tell you that they are the only Chi-istians by whom
we now-a-d:iys govern Christendom?" I was shocked at this, but 1

suppressed the emotion, and only asked him if all these authors

of his were Jesuits? "They are not," said he: "but no matter;

they have written, nevertheless, many excellent things."

To this example of ill-success in rendering the delicate vein of

Pascal we might add others of a different quality, but our space will

hardly allow us to do more than to cite the closing paragrapli of the

Twelfth Provincial—a passage justly celebrated as combining the

vigour of Demosthenes with the sublimity of Possuct—and to place
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beside it tlic two Enr^lish translations, permitting our readers to

judge between them :

—

" Voiis croyez avoir l;i force ct rinipunlt.'i, mais je crois avoir la verite et

rinno<:'euco. 'C'est une etraiige ct lon.^ue jrucrrc que cellc oil la violonce essaie

d'oppriiner la verite. Tous le.s cilbrts de la violence no pcuvent aflablir la verite,

ct lie ?crvent qu"a la rclever davantnire. loutes les lumieres de la verite ne

pcuvent rien pour aneter la viulence, et ne ibnt que Tirriter encore plus.

Quand la force combat la force, la plus puis.~ante dctruit la moindre rquand
on oppose les discours aux di^cours, ceux (jui sunt veritables et convaincauts

confondent et dissi[>cnt ceux qui n'ont que la vanite et le nien?onge : mais la

violence et la verite ne pcuvent rien Tune sur I'autre. Qu'ou ne pretendc pas

de la ueanmoins que led clioses soient egales, car il y a cettc extreme dif-

ference : que la violence n'a qu'un cours borne par I'ordre de Dicu, qui en

conduit les effets ii la c'loire de la verite fin'cllc atUique; au lieu que la verite

subsiste eterncllement, et triomplie enfiu de scs ennemis, parcequ'elle est

etcrnelle ct puissant comme Dicu nieme."

We give first Mr. Tcarce's attempt at a translation of this noble

passage :

—

"You tliink youi-sclvos sheltered by the impunity of power; but I stand

on the vantaffe-ground of innocence and truth 1 Lonji and persevering may
be the assaults of violence airainst tliose sacred Ijuhvarks. Ko efforts of rude

power can overthrow truth; they serve only to enhance her lustre; while

truth's most transcendent radiance avails not to an-est the course of violence,

and serves but to irritate it the more. AVhcn fjrce opposes force, the stronger

overpowers tlie weak; when controvei-sies are arrayed against each other, those

founded on justice and reason may silence the clamours of vanity and falsehood

;

but violence an<l truth will ever wage against each other a fruitless and inter-

minolile warfare. Yea, h-l it not then be. concluded that their forces are

balanced, and their weajxms teiwpcred alike. There is l)et^veen them this

immeasurable difference, tliat violcm-c traces a course limited and circimi-

scribcd by the resistless decree of (iod. wliiidi causes all its eflbrts to subserve

the advancement of the sacred cause a=.-ai!cd. But truth shall remain ever

unimpaired, and be victorious over all her enemies; for she is immortal and
omnipotent, like the Eternal himself!"

Dr. M'Crie gives the passage as follows :

—

"You think yon have power and inqiunity on your side; and I think that

I have truth and innocence on mine. It is a strange and tedious war, when
violence attempts to vanquish truth. All the efforts of violence cannot weaken
truth, and oidy serve to give it i'resh vi,L:'>ur. All the lights of truth cannot

arrest violence, and only serve to exasperate it. When force meets force, the

weaker must succund) to the stronger; v.licn argument is opposed to argument,
the solid and the convincing triumph over tlie empty and the fiiLe ; but violence

and \crity can make no impression on each other. Let none supjiose, however,
that the two are, then, equal to each other ; for there is this vast ditVerence

between them, that violence has only a certain course to run. limited by the

appointment of Heaven, which overrules its effects to the glory of the truth

which it assiiils; whereas verity endures forever, and eventually triumphs over
its enemies, being etemal and almighty as God himself."

The Scotch version here maintains its general and easy superiority

:

indeed, it can only be found fault with in regard to the nicer shadings.

But Mr. Pearcc's version is a villanous caricature from the first to

the last syllable. We deliberately ailirm that there is not a sentence
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— nay, hardly a -word—which does not either belie the import or

blur the expression of the original. Even the phrase on which the

whole argument of the passage hinges is entirely disregarded in this

mock- version. C'est ime etrange et longue guerre que cclle ou la

violc/icc cssaie d'opprimer la veritc, says Pascal; and from this

text, and particularly from the word " strange," (as Dr. M'Crie gives

it, tiiough it would, perhaps, be better "imnatural,'') is di-awn out

the silvery thread whereupon is Strang the series of sublime reflections

that follows ; but it is all lost on Mr. Pearce and on those who are

so unhappy as to read his translation for Pascal. To expose, in detail,

the confusions he has wrought in the passage would occupy (and

occupy usefully) one half the space of this article. His book, through-

out, as Ave have said, is full of such. The very doctrine which the

original work was written to vindicate he can neither distinguish nor

designate in English—fluctuating, in his translation (1) of "grace

cfficace'' between the words "effective," "effectual," and "eflicicnt;"

never once, we believe, even by accident, stumbling upon the only

true and proper term, " efScacious."

.Vre we not justified in stopping a moment to ask vrhat con be

tJie condition of British literature and criticism, Avhen we see a pro-

fane parody like this upon the first of modem classics issue from

the metropolitan press, not only unwhippcd of criticism, but we
believe commended by the press, and certainly patronized by the

public, as may be concluded from the recent appearance of the two

volumes which profess to give a translation of Faugrre's edition of

the Pensecs?* Of these we have seen onl}'' the second volume,

containing the " Thoughts on Religion," and find it marked by the

same want of discrimination that we have so signally noted in the

translation of the " Provincials." But we must have done with

Mr. Pearce.

On perusing the immortal fragments of Pascal brought together

by !M. Eaugere, one circumstance has struck us at almost every page

—not so much the fact itself as that we have never seen it noted by

English writers, or even by French. AYe allude to the j^Iagiorisms

^ Hear what the British Quarterly ( !
) says in praise of these a,nd of Mr. Pearce

:

" It \voultl have been difficult, we daro say, upon the whole, to have found a more

graceful [sic) and successful (sic) translator of these volumes than !\Ir. roarce,

known by his previous version of the ' Provincial Letters
;

' though we yot feel

boutul to think that ho allows himself frequently far too much license in render.

Jnf^ the exact statements of Pascal .... Withal, however, there are throUL'hout

his pages abnndant traces of accurate scholarship, pure t.i--te (.^/'.•1, and, above

all, of a hearty admiration, and sometimes fine discerunuiit of tlie beauties of

I'uscal; and we are free, therefore, to commend his volumes as a skilful and

attractive version of the 'Thoughts.' ''
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made from these " Thoughts " by many of our English classics.

Our space will only allow us to allude to a few examples.

Perhaps one of the tritest saws of our criticism, from Pope doT\-n-

wards, is the remark, that the best written books are those which every-

body thinks he could produce himself; and it is a literal translation

from the folloAving phrase in Pascal's admirable A^-t de Persuader:
" Les meilleurs livres sont ceux que ceux qui les lisent croient qu'ils

auraient pu faire." ="•' Dr. Johnson himself, with all his characteristi-

cally English arrogance towards the French language and literature,

has, once at least, drawn from this common source. He apologizes

to one of his blue- stocking correspondents for the length of his letter

on the ground that he "had not time to mnke it shorter;" and this

profound ?7iot is credited to him, we believe, to this day. Pascal,

however, apologized at the end of the sixteenth Provincial, for its

length, in the following terms: Je n'oifait ceUe-ci plus longue que

parccquc je n'ai pas en Ic loisir de la faire plus courtc. Burke, too,

had read Pascal. In the introduction to his " Sublime and Beautiful,"

he lays it down that a definition ought to be the result, not the text, of

a discourse or treatise. For this he has been repeatedly quoted and

lauded, in particular by Dugald Stewart, who has, by the way, him-

self often diluted into his lemonade pages a solid idea from the same

uncredited source,—thus reversing the reproach of Roscommon, and

showing that

The sterliug buUiou of one Gallic lino

Drawn to Scotch >vire, docs tbrough whole pages sLine.

Pascal had made the same remark of definitions, but much more

intelligently, in his fragment on Geometrical method, and had, in

fact, treated the whole subject—especially the distinction between

the Real and the Nominal species—in a manner which British

logicians fail as yet to appreciate, if we may judge by one of the

latest and fir the ablest of them, Mr. John Mill.

The learned reader will probably remember in more than one of

the college philosophers, who immortalized North Britain towards

the end of the last century, to have seen Lord Shaftesbury credited

for having made the heart to be a test of truth, as well as the under-

standing. Pascal had long before said : Nous connaissons la verite

non-seidcmcnt par la raison, mais encore par Ic coeur.\ But we
must cut short our catalogue with one wholesale instance. Li\ Pope's

Essay on ^lan Ave read :

—

"Some, sunk to Leasts, find pleasure end in pain

;

Some, swell'd to gods, confess even -virtue vain."

«> FaugGre, i, 172. t FaugOro, ii, 103.
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Pascal had said :
" Lcs uns ont voulu renoncer aux passions ct devenir

dieux: les autres out voulu renoncer a la raison ct devenir betes

brutes." The same idea reciurs in Pope again speaking of man

generally :

—

" He hangs between, in doubt to act or rest

—

In doubt to deem himself a god or beast."

The Second Epistle opens vrith the famous line :
" The proper study

of mankind is man;" but Pascal had \\ritten: V etude de Vliomme

cest Ic vrai etude qui lui est propre. In a -word, the whole intro-

duction to Pope's Second Epistle is borrowed from Pascal :
* nay,

we may go further and say that ynost of the finest thoughts in this

celebrated Essay could be pointed out in the same teeming repository.

Kor is this said in disparagement of Pope, who, at the vrorst, did

only what has been done by Shakspeare, ]5yron, and all the " better

brothers."' t Moreover, Pope was only the receiver of the stolen

goods ; the theft itself was probably committed by Bolingbroke

—

'* the master of the poet and the song,"—who was at home in the

Erench language and literature, and who, moreover, was in Erance

at about the date of the first publication of the Pensees. We had

almost forgotten Junius, the most successful imitator of the "Pro-

vincials," that has yet appeared. It is, perhaps, needless to remark

that not only are the plan, the tone, and the general character of the

"Letters" of Junius an imitation of Pascal, but that also his best

sarcasms are but the razor- cuts of the keen Frenchman, torn open

into a gash, in accommodation to the thicker perception and coarser

fibre of the English public.

We hope to find room, at an early date, for an extended article

on Pascal.

° Cf. especially FaugOre, ii, 103. Our passage here inevitably recalls Shak-

speare. rascal thus apostrophizes: "Quelle chimerc est-ce done que I'homme?

Quelle nouveaute, quel nionstrc, quel chaos, quel sujet do contradiction, quel

prodige 1 Juge de toutes choses, imbecile ver do terrc, depositaire du vrai, cloaquc

d'incertitude ct d'erreur, gloire ct rebut de I'univers." Shakspeare, on the other

liand, gives only the bright side : " What a piece of work is man ; how noble in

reason; how infinite in faculties; in form and moving how express and ad-

mirable; iu action, how like an angel; in apprehension, how like a God; the

beauty of the world, the paragon of animals!"

t Cinpare the closing paragraph of the Twelfth Trovincial with the noble and

well-known -tanza of our own Bryant. Pascal : " La vi'rite subsiste iterncllement,

ct triomphe enfin de ses enuemis, parcequ'elle est tternelle ct puissantc commc

I>ieu meme." Kryant :

—

" Truth, crushed to earth, will rise again,

—

The eternal years of God are hers

:

Kut error, woun<lod, writhes iu pain,

And dies, amid licr worshippers."
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Art. v.—TID': INTERMEDIATE STATE, AND THE PUNISH-
IMENT OF THE WICKED.

It has been recently ur^i^od Ayith much confidence, and with some show
both of argument and of critical lcarninL^ that it is the doctrine of

the Bible that human beings arc entirely unconscious between death

and the resurrection, and that the puni.<hmcnt of the wicked will

be annihilation. Though these errors are not new, and have before

been thoroughly refuted, yet the earnestness and plausibility with

which they are now propagated, seem to demand at this time a

candid and thorongh investigation. Most of those who hold them
arc materialists, denying that the soul has any existence distinct

from that of the physical organization, and affirming that it is only

an "attribute or result" of the latter. It will be necessary, then,

as preliminary to the discussion of the topics which will be the

subject of this article, to prove tiiat the soul has an existence

distinct from that of the body, and that it may have a separate

existence.

I. Among the arguments for the distinct existence of the soul

are these:

—

1. It is distinct in its attributes and functions. Its attributes arc

not those of matter. The essential attributes of the latter are solidity,

magnitude, and figure. The human body has these, and is therefore

material. But there exist in man eertain other attributes which can-

not be referred to matter, and there must be a form of existence to

which these pertain,—and this v/e Call the soul. The functions of

the body and those of the soul are distinct. Among the former are

respiration, circulation, motion, S:c.; among the latter, reasoning
conception, volition, v\:c.

2. The consciousness of personal identity proves the same point.

During the ordinary term of human life the body is completely

renovated several times, but the identity of the individual is not af-

fected. The impressions of which he was the subject, the emotions

and desires which were active in him daring childliood, are fresh in

the mind of the old man. The soul, which is the seat of these feel-

ings, has not changed with the body, and he is therefore conscious

that he is the identical person that he was in his childhood.

3. Again : were the soul " an attribute, accident, or result of the

physical organization," we should expect that there would be more
agreement than there now is between the powers and the activity

of the soul and the perfection of the physical system, and that the
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loss of parts of the body ^vould, in some sense, affect the capacity of

the soul. There is, doulitless, much truth in the proverb, "A sound

mind in a sound body;" yet it is manifest, that there exists by no

means such coiTCspondence between tlie capacity and activity of the

soul and the condition of the body, as there must be if tlie soul has

no distinct existence. In this connexion it may be remarked that,

if the idea -which -we oppose were true, it uould be a reasonable in-

fei-ence that the soul would repose and decay \;\ih. the repose and

dcca}'- of the physical powers. But philosophers have in their

dreams solved problems on -which they had laboured in vain when

awake, and, frequently, when the body is almost -worn out Avith disease

the soul has increased vigour.

4, We now refer to the teaching of Scripture on this subject, and

it proves, we believe, conclusively the distinct existence of the soul.

Matt, x, 28, "Fear not them which kill the body, but are not

able to kill the soul." If the soul be an attribute or result of the

physical organization, having no existence distinct from that of the

bod}', then its destruction would occur, at the same time and by the

same means, with that of the body. Then men could kill the soul.

2 Cor. v, 8, " Willing rather to be absent from the body, and to be

present with the Lord." The apostle here evidently recognises a

mode of existence distinct from that of the body. It is said in reply,

that in the phrase " the Ijody," he here referred to the Church, which

is called " the body of Chri.st " in 1 Cor. xii, 1-2-27, and Col. i, 18, 24.

But the whole scope of the apostle's argument, from 2 Cor. iv, 10

to v, 9, shows that in the text under consideration he referred to the

human body in this world, and to nothing else. The expressions

"mortal flesh," (iv, 11,) " outward man," (iv, 16,) and " earthly house

of this tabernacle," (v, 1,) certainly do not refer to the Church.

2 Cor. xii, 3, " Whether in the body or out of the body, I cannot

toll." It is plain from this passage that the apostle believed that

the soul had an existence distinct from that of the body, otherwise

he would have known that he was still "in the body" when ''caught

up into paradise." We might refer also to Eccles. xii, 7 ; Micah vi, 7 ;

Lukexxiii, 40; xxiv, 39; Acts ii, 31; vii, 59; xxiii, 8; 2 Cor. iv, 10,

and to numerous other passages.

II. We proceed now to show that the soul is conscious between

deatii and the resui-rcction.

1. The Bible teachos that the dead, both righteous and wicked,

are conscious. This has been the nearly universal belief of Christians

from the days of the apostles. They who oppose this doctrine refer

to a number of passages, contained, with a single exception, in the

Uld Testament. While we believe that this part of the Bible, equally
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witli the Ne-sv Testament, -was tlic work of inspiration, and therefore

authoritative, it is evident, we think, that its light is not so full and

so clear as that of the JS'ew Testament on many suhjccts, and partic-

ularly those which refer to the future state. These were more clearly

revealed when Christ " brought life and immortality to light through

the gospel." The writers of the Old Testament generally speak of

death as fo its effects on -the physical organization, and its results

in relation to the concerns and interests of this world. They speak

just as we frequentl}' do of death and the grave. AVc admonish
our fellow-men to work while the day lasts, because the night cometh,

and that in the grave there is no knowledge or work ; and so did those

writers. But neither they nor we, in these expressions, assert any-

thing for or against the unconsciousness of the soul. "We do not be-

lieve, and we suppose that they did not believe, that the soul is buried

with the body in the grave. We thus explain Job xiv, Vl\ Psa. xlix, 14

;

cxv, 17 ; Eccl. ix, 10, and Isa. xxxviii, 18, 19 as referring to physical

death, and to the gi'avc as the silent receptacle of the body after the

soul has left it.

There are two passages, hoAvever, which, in the vicAv of some, may
require more extended examination. Psa. cxlvi, 4, " In that very day
his thoughts perish," has been regarded b}^ some as containing con-

clusive proof tliat the souls of the dead are unconscious. The
argument depends entirely on the force of the word " thoughts." It

may mean either the act, or the result of thinking. If used here in

the former sense, it might favour the idea of the unconsciousness of

the soul in the intermediate state, for we can hardl}- conceive of a

conscious intelligent spirit without the act of thought. But the plain

sense of the passage is this,—that in the day of a man's death his

plans, purposes, and counsels are brought to nothing. The word
used in the original fully confirms this explanation. It is TZT'rdv

a plural noun derived from the verb r-iy^ "to mould, to forge; and

trop. of the mind, which forms or moulds anything by revolvinrr it"

—

Gcsenius. The noun means, then, a device or counsel, the result

not the act, of thinking. The passage, therefore, proves nothinc' on
the point in question.

Eccl. ix, 6, " For the dead know not anything," is a text, perhaps,

quoted more frequently and with more confidence th.an anj^ other,

by those who deny the consciousness of the soul after the death of
the body, but they always stop at the end of this clause. The wise
man continues in these words, " neither have they any more a re-

ward." "If the one clause is to have its most obvious import, no
good reason can be urged why the other should not. Then we have
the late doctrine of Dr. "Walsh fully established, that death is the
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final and utter end of the -svickcd,—that for them there is no judg-

ment, no resurrection, no future punishment." * The concluding;

clause of the next verse settles the meaning of the whole passage;

"neither have they any more a portion forever in anything that is

done under the sun.'' The passage, if it proves anything in reference

to tlie state of the soul after death, proves too much. It plainly re-

fers to tiiis world, and to the knoivlcdgc, interest, and portion -which

the dead have in its concerns.

The passage in the New Testament refen-ed to ahovc, is Acts ii, 34,

"David is not ascended into the heavens." We do not know that it

is necessary to suppose that the souls of the righteous dead, if

conscious, have "ascended into the heavens." They may exist in a

state of consciousness clscAvhere, which sufficiently answers the argu-

ment from this passage.

There seems, then, to be but little, if any sup])ort in the Scripture

to the idea of our opponents, while in fovour of the contrary doctrine

there are a number of decisive passages. "We quote some of them :

—

P*latt. xvii, 3, " There appeared Moses and Elias talking Avith

him." This is explained by the writers under review in two ways.

Mi'. Z. Campbell says,t " This account furnishes no proof that either

JMoses or Elias was ever on that mountain. The whole was a vision."

He infers this from the 9th verse, "Tell the vision to no man."

The word oQaaa, here rendered " vision," might have been rendered
" spectacle" or " sight

;

" and that this would have been the more ap-

proi)riatc rendering is manifest from the account, in Mark ix, 9, of

what Christ said to the three disciples, "He charged them that they

should tell no man what things thej- had seen." jNIr. Storrs % ex-

plains the matter thus :
—

" As to i\Ioses, it seems likely that he was

raised from the dead, and hence at the transfiguration the kingdom
of God was presented in miniature : Christ in his glory, Elias the

representative of all that will be changed without dying, and IMoscs

tlie representative of all that sleep in death." This is quite plausible,

but an insuperable objection to this view is that it makes Moses
"the first-fruits of them that slept," and "the first-born from the

dead." Mr. Storrs endeavom-s to surmount this difficulty, by saying,
" It is not true, in an absolute sense, that Christ was the first-born

from the dead: for Elisha raised the widow's son. Our Lord also

raised several from the dead before his resurrection." But these

cases are entirely irrelevant. It is true that these ))ersons were

restored to life, after they had really died; but none of us, not even

"^ J. Litch, on the Dor.ni of the V.-ickcl.

t "Age of Gospel 1-idit," p. 22.

I Bible Examiuer.—The lutermcdiate State, Xo. 1, p. 10.
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Mr. Storrs, -will say that they were instances of the resurrection.

They were not instances of that change -which will come upon all the

dead, and of -which Christ's rcsui-rcction -was truly and " in an ab-

solute sense" the first-fruits, and the pledge. These persons, -who

were miraculously raised to life, had not received their incorruptible

bodies, but -were still liable, and in process of time again became

subject, to death, and -will be, -with the rest of mankind, subjects of the

resurrection. But ^Moses, if Mr. Storrs's view is correct,—that he, in

the representation of the kingdom of God on Mount Tabor, -was the

representative of those -^ho should be the subjects of the resurrection,

—

had been, previously to Christ, properl}- a subject of the resurrection,

had received his " spiritual, glorious body :" then he, not Christ, -was

"the first-fruits" of them that slept. It is clear, then, that Moses,

though his body had not yet been raised from the dead, -nas conscious

at the time of the transfiguration.

Matt, xxii, 32, " I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,

and the God of Jacob. God is not the God of the dead, but of the

living." It is said that Christ used this expression to prove not the

consciousness of the soul after death, but the resurrection of the

dead. It is true that Christ designed to teach the resuiTCction of

the dead ; but it is equally true that he asserted that those patriarchs,

though they had been physically dead for centmies, had, -^vhen ho

•was speaking, a conscious existence. This remark of Christ, -while

it silenced the Sadducces in reference to the resurrection, -v\-a.s also

fatal to their notion that a person has no conscious existence after

the death of the body, and, -without doubt, Chi-ist intended to be so

understood.

The case of the rich man and Lazarus is also in point. Both
had died, 3-et both were conscious, though the resurrection had not

occurred, for the five brethren of the rich man -Vi-ere yet alive. It is

said that this is a parable. Many commentators have, \^-c think -with

good reason, considered the account in Luke xvi, 19-31 rather as a

narration of -\^-hat had really occurred. But if it is a parable, and
even if, as ]Mr. Storrs,* in common with the advocates of universal

salvation, explains its meaning, it refers to the relative national or

moral condition and privileges of the Jcv^-s and the Gentiles after

the former had rejected the Saviour, still it not merely favours but

fully sustains the doctrine of the consciousness of the soul after

death. Christ represents a man who had been, during his life,

possessed of great wealth, and though not, it may be, immoral or

vicious, yet worldly and forgetful of God ; also a good man, who had
been, during his life, not only deprived of temporal comforts, but

^ Bible Examiner.
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reduced to tho most abject penury. He speaks of them both as

liavin" died, and as being conscious, tlie former in misery, and the

latter in happiness. "Whether he designed to illustrate the influence

of present Avorldliness on the condition of man in the futm-e state, or

the past and future relative condition of Jews and Gentiles, it is

certain that, in his illustration, he recognised the consciousness of

the soul after death, and if this is a false idea, then Christ used false-

hood to illustrate truth.

Phil, i, 21, "To die is gain." Mr. Storrs'-''- explains this p.assagc "

thus:
—

" 'For to me to live is Christ,' (is to Tnagnify Christ,) and

to die is 'gain.' 'Gain,' for v»-hom? 1 ans"wer, \for Christ;' for

thereby Christ ^Yill be magnified even more than by my life." But

Paul declares that to himself death ^TOuld be gain, " To 771c, to

live is Christ, and to die is gain." That he refers to himself, and

Avhat would be desirable in relation to himself, is evident from the

23d and ll4th verses, " I am in a strait betwixt two, having a desire

to depart, and to be with Christ; which is far better. iS'evcrtheless,

to abide in the flesh is more needful for you." The reason of his per-

plexity, of his being "in a strait betwixt two," was this, that it was

for the good of the Church that he should live, but for himself it

was more desirable that he should die, and more desirable, because

he should then be in a state of conscious existence with Christ.

With his burning zeal for Christ, and his ardent love for the Church,

he would have much preferred twenty years more of usefulness to

the Church and the world to the same period of vnconsriousncss.

Kev. vi, 0-11, "I saw under the altar the souls of them that were *

slain for the word of God, and for the testimony which they held

:

and they cried Avith a loud voice, saying, How long, Lord, dost

thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth?

And white robes were given unto every one of them ; and it was said

unto them, that they should rest yet for a little season, until their

fellow-servants also and their brethren, that should be killed as they

were, should be fulfilled." In endeavouring to dispose of tliis passage,

which is so conclusively in our favour, Mr. Storrs asks, " Had those

souls any conscious being at the time John saw them and heard their

cry? So far from it they Avere not born for several hundred years

after John saw them." We certainly cannot see, and we think that

it v.ill be diilicult for Mr. S. to explain, what his question and answer

have to do with tho bearing of the text on the point at issue. It

does not in the least ufTect the argument, whether John saw, in iiis

vision, what was then actually taking place, or what should take

place after an interval of centuries. Mr. S. proceeds to show that

» Bible Examiner.—The State of the Dead, No. 2.
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the scene -ft-hicli John viewed -was the persecution of the Christians

under the Papacy, and that the cry which he heard Avas the utterance

of their feelings, while they were yet alive, in view of the prolonga-

tion of that persecution. But John, in his vision, saw these souls

as having been slain, as being nov.' at rest, and waiting till their

brethren should be slain also. This is evident from the answer given

to them; "that tliey should- rest yet for a little season, until their

fellow-servants also and their brethren, that should be killed as they

iccre, should be fulfilled." Mr. S. objects, that '' to suppose the feel-

ings expressed, under the fifth seal, by the martyrs were their feel-

ings after they left this world, is to suppose that they were not

happy, if they were conscious.'' AVe do not see that their words

necessarily indicate unhappiness. They imply rather that those who
uttered them longed for the judgment-day. when their blood should

be avenged on their enemies, and they should be fully rewarded.

We doubt not that the conscious souls of the righteous arc anti-

cipating with gi-eat longings "the day of the revelation of the

righteous judgment of God," while the wicked are waiting for it

with gloomy forebodings. There is also some argument for the idea

that the soul does not sleep in the dust with the body, in the fact

that in the Scripture no mention is made of its resurrection, while

there are many references to the resurrection of the body.

2. We have some presumptive argument for the doctrine we
advocate, in what is often witnessed at the death of Christians.

"When the eyes of the body are closed to all earthly objects, and the

ear no longer notices the aft'ectionate words of dearest friends, the

soul seems to look into the spiritual world, and to hear seraphic

music, and, as she llutters awhile on the confines of time, seems to bo
pluming her wings for flight. Can we suppose that she sinks at once

into unconsciousness? The well-known trance of ^h. Tennent
affords, at least, matter of serious thought in its bearings upon this

subject.

3. It is sometimes objected to this view, that if the righteous

exist after death in conscious happiness, and the wicked in conscious

misery, then the state of reward and punishment has commenced,
and the judgment-day will be useless. We believe that the souls

of the righteous, in the intermediate state, are happy, though they
have not yet fully received their reward. Paul being now " absent

from the body, and present with the Lord," is happy, though he has

not yet received the '•' crown of righteousness wliich the Lord, the

righteous judge, shall give him at that day." Peter has not yet
had "an entrance ministered unto him abundantly into the ever-

lasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;" but he
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is not, therefore, unconscious or unhappy. So of all who have died

ill the faith. They have not yet been fully made " partakers of the

inheritance of the saints in light," but they are happy. To be free

from the cares, and trials, and uncertainty of this probationary state

;

from the society of wicked men, from their influence and that of the

world, the flesh, and the devil ; to be absolutely certain that heaven

shall be their eternal home ; to gaze with purified and greatly increased

powers of perception on " the things Avhich God hath prepared for

them ;" to unite in ascriptions of praise to God and the Lamb, will

be happiness far beyond what we can experience in this world, and

yet how far short of that fulness of joy which shall be theirs Avhen

the Judge shall say, " Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the

kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world I" We
believe also that the souls of the wicked in the intermediate state

arc miserable, though not, in the proper sense of the word, punished,

for they have not yet received their sentence. The assurance that

the door of hope is closed, that they arc forever lost, and the " certain

fearful looking-for of judgment and fiery indignation" will be misery.

Yet it is not strictly the punishment of their sins. That will not

be inflicted until they hear, from the mouth of their Judge, the

teiTible denunciation, " Depart from me, ye cm-sed, into everlasting

fire." Of the fallen angels, mentioned in Jude 6, Mr. Storrs says,

"1 suppose it will be admitted by all that the fallen angels are now

tormented ; but that is not the punishment they are to have for their

sins, though it is a consequence of their sins." We say the same

of the souls of wicked men now in hell, and with as good reasons.

III. Having presented some arguments for the consciousness of

the soul between death and the resurrection, we proceed to in-

quire, Will the souls of both the righteous and the wicked exist

forever ?

1. It is generally conceded that we cannot, apart from the Scriptures,

prove conclusively the immortality of the soul,—neither the meta-

physical nor the moral arguments in favour of its immortality amount

to demonstration.

But none who believe in tlic Bible will admit that the soul is

essentially indestructible, in such a sense that it exists by a necessity

of its own nature. It exists because God created it ; and he who
created, can, if ho will, annihilate it. After all our metaphysical

and moral reasoning upon the subject, if it can be shown that the

]>ible clearly asserts that God will annihilate the souls of the wicked,

the question will be entirely settlcil in the minds of all who believe

that it teaches Avhat v/ill be the destiny, in the future state, of the

righteous and the wicked.
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2. We turn then to the Bible for entire assurance on the great

question of the soul's immortality ; and here is assurance found.

Yet, in the Bible, ^ve think, there is no passa;^c Avhich can be strictly

said to declare that all human souls arc immortal. Some have sup-

posed that the account of the creation of the soul, given in Gen. ii, 7,

contains an intimation of its immortality. If there be in this verse

such an intimation, it must- be found either in the expression "the

Lord God .... breathed into his nostrils,"' or in the phrases, "breath

of life," and "man became a living soul." If it be in the former

phrase, then the idea is that God infused a portion of himself, of his

own divinity, into the human body at tliat time. But fe^v "u-ill ad-

mit this idea. Most of us think that there is more poetry than truth

in the line of one of, our hymns :
" Our souls are his immortal

breath." If the proof is sought in the phrases, "breath of hfe," and

"living soul," these do not prove anything; for both of them are

applied, in the first chapters of Genesis, to brutes, and prove the

same thing concerning them. Thus the Avords in Gen. vii, 15, and
in Gen. i, 20 rendered life, arc the same with those rendered in

Gen. ii, 7, "a living suul."

2 Tim. i, 10 has been thought by some to teach the immortality

of all human souls. But the word translated immortality, as well as

the scope of the context, shows that it is not the continued existence

of all human beings, but the glorified condition of the saints which is

referred to. The word here rt-ndercd "immortahty" is d6dapoia,

properly ' incorruption," from n priv. and 6{)eigG), to corrupt, which

is used and similarly translated al.«u in I'lom. ii, 7, where its meaning
cannot be questioned. It is used again in 1 Cor. xv, 42, 50, 53, 54,

and translated "incorruption," and refers not to the future condition

of all men, but to that of the saints; also in Sept., ^Yisdom ii, 23,

and vi, 19, 20. The adjective (iodaa-ar. from Avhich d(i>doQaia is de-

rived, is used in several places in the xScw Testament, referring twice

to the Deity, viz. in Kom. i, 23; 1 Tim. i, 17, and in other places to

the reward of the righteous, as 1 Cor. ix, 25 : 1 Pet. i, 4. Both the

noun and the adjective are used in a somewhat modified sense for

that which is pure and true—as in Eph. vi, 24, and 1 Bet. i, 23 ; iii, 4.

llobinson. in speaking of this text, (2 Tim. i, 10.) says, that the phrase

^o)7)i> Knl dridaQaiav is used here by hcndiad3's for s(j/}i' J^i^aprov,

and that it refers to the future life and hapjuness of the saints.

We regard the meaning of the whole passage to be this,—that Christ

hath, authoritatively and more clearly than had before been done,

revealed the future state of blessedness of the righteous. It is true

that the pious of the earlier dispensations " desired a better country,

that is, a heavenly," and "had respect unto the recompense of re-
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vrnrd ;" yet there was needed a clearer and more decisive revelation

of this truth, and this text affirnns that Christ made such a revelation.

The (>th verse plainly speaks of the followers of Clirist only, and

we think that it is hardly susceptible of proof that tln'^ 10th Avas de-

si "-ned to have any more comprehensive reference.

The only passages in the Bible which clearly teach the endless

existence of all human beings, are those which speak of the endless

ha|>)nnc?s of the righteous and the endless misery of the wicked.

Jf then the Bible does not teach that the punishment of the wicked

shall be endless, it docs not teach, that they shall exist forever, and

the question is resolved into this, " Shall the wicked exist forever in

misery?" The Bible answers this question, we believe, a,ffirmatively.

We examine first those passages which the advocates of annihilation

claim as favouring and teaching their view^s. Their Scripture argu-

ment is threefold. 1. That tlic Bible teaches that immortality is

only through Christ—that they who have not faith in him, will not

have immortality; 2. That the penalty of Adam's transgression

•was death, and that death is equivalent to extinction of being ; and

3. That many passages of Scripture assert directly that the wicked

will be annihilated.

1. It is said, "that ice have j)i'oof from various passages in the

Bible that the iimyiortality of the soul is only through faith in

Christy John x, 28, " 1 give tmto them eternal life." 1 John v,i2,

"He that hath the Son hath life," arc instances. John iii, 15, 30;

V, 40 ; XX, 31 ; Rom. vi. 23, and numerous other passages, are to the

same purpose. If it is admitted that the phrases "life'' in some,

and " eternal life " in other of these passages mean only the existence

of the soul forever, the question is settled. But this, the very point

to be proved, is assumed by Mr. StoiTS. That they mean something

else, we shall show hereafter, only remarking here that the "life^

of which John speaks in his first epistle, is something which the

Christian "hath" in this world; but ^\\\ Storrs and others who
believe with him understand it as not enjoyed till after the rcsun-ec-

tion.* Bom. ii, 7, " "Who seek for glory, ami honour, and immortality,"

is also adduced as proof that the immortality of the soul is the portion

only of the believer. We remark here that the words "immortal"

and "immortality" are ambiguous. They may refer simply to the

existence of the soul as continued forever ; and in this sense we

say that immortality pertains to all men. These words are also

used to signify the freedom of both soul and body from that coiTup-

tion which is the result of sin. In the latter sense we regard " im-

tnortality " as the portion only of such as are described in Horn, ii, 7.

'^ Ston-s's Six Sermons, p. 81.
,
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Mr. Storrs regords it as used in the former sense here, as well as in

each of the four other passages in the Kcw Testament where the

vrord occurs. In discussing 2 Tim. i, 10, we showed from the etymo-

logy and the usus loqucndi of the word ao^apaia, here (Rom. ii, 7)
rendered immortality, that it includes another idea than mere con-

tinued existence ; and we might have remarked that when they would

convey the idea of perpetual existence, tlie Greek writers, both sacred

and profane, use the words dddraror for "immortaV and udavaaia

for "immortality;'' and avoid the ambiguity of wliich Mr. Storrs

has taken advantage. Instances of this use of ddaraoia are found

in 1 Cor. xv, 53. 54 ; also in riato's Phredrus 246, a, and in Lucian's

Deorura Dialogi iv, 5. The use of tliis word in 1 Tim. vi, IG is the

same, and the doctrine of the passage is that Christ, declared in the

15th verse to be " King of kings and Lord of lords," alone hath

immortality or perpetual existence, i. c. of himself independently;

while angels and men, vrhcther good or bad, received it from him

at their creation. '.\.-&dvaro^ is not found in the Bible, but its use

is very frequent in the classic writers, and always in this sense of

existence continued forever. It is })lain, then, that this passage, on

which so much stress is laid by the annihilationists, affords them

no support.

2. It is said, "tliat the poialti/ of Adam's ti'ansgression luas

'death,' and that death is equivalent to 'extinction or cessation oj

being,' or annihilalion.^' Wc remark in reply, that death does

not mean extiriction or cessation of n-istence, but of life. The whole

force of this part of the Scripture argument of the advocates of

annihilation depends upon the confusion of the two ideas, existence

and life. Thus Mr. Storrs says, p. 10, "Die and death primarily

signify to come to nothing—the extinction of life ;" that is, ''extinc-

tion of life" is the same as "to come to notldng" or annihilation.

Li other places he speaks of ''/o cease to have existence'" and

"cessation of being" as equivalent to the term "death." All will

admit that the penalty of Adam's sin was " death ;" but the point

to bo settled is this. Does " death" mean " e.xtinction, or cessation of

e.xistencc ?" Mr. S. assumes that it docs; we deny it. Life and

existence are essentially different. Webster gives a good defmition

of the former ; that it is " that state of animals and plants, or of an

organized being, in which its natural fiuictious and motions are per-

formed." Ho defines the latter to bo "the state of being." Death
is tlie opposite of life, not of existence or creation. The opposite

of these tAvo is annihilation. As a state it is opposed to existence;

as an act, to creation. Then death and aimihilation are essentially

different. A stone or a clod of earth exists ; it has not life. Trees,
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beasts, men exist ; they may have life. "What the essence of life is

we Jo not kno^y ; with many of its phenomena wc are acquainted.

We may describe these phenomena as the performance of certain

functions in consequence of an energy or tendency in that which Hves.

Thus a tree lives when it elaborates sap, puts forth leaves, blossoms,

and fruit. When it can no longer do this, it is dead, though it has

not ceased to exist. ' Death is not, in this case, the cessation of ex-

istcncc, but of life. The same is true of the life of man. We re-

gard this as twofold, answering to the twofold distinction in our nature,

that of body and soul, material and immaterial, physical and spiritual.

AVe speak then of life, as pertaining to the body and to the soul,

ivnd the life of each is essentially distinct in functions, phenomena,

and the means of extinction. That which aficcts and even destroys

one may not affect the other. The functions of the former are those

by whicli the physical organization is developed, matured, and
rcnovat-ed. The soul includes both mind and spirit, and tlie life of

the soul is either mental or spiritual. As mind it has life, and ])er-

forms the various functions of thought, emotion, volition, (fcc. As
spirit it has also life with its appropriate functions, among which

may be mentioned the appreciation of moral truth and duty, the

tendency to love that which is good and pure, and especially to love

God supremely, as he is supremely good and pure, the capacity of

knowing, loving, serving, and living in communion with God" or

rather, perhaps, the developiiient and exercise of that capacity. "When
the functions of physical life have entirely ceased, the body is dea/1,

though it still exists with all the organs to Avhich those functions

pertained. T^he same is true of spiritual life. When, from any cause,

its functions cease, spiritual death ensues, though the soul to wliich

those spiritual fmictions pertained, still exists and still has mental
life. As physical life, when in perfection, is a source and means of

pliysical enjoyment, and as intellectual life afibrds intellectual enjoy-

ment, so spiritual happiness is the result of spiritual life. God' de-

signed that man should be happy in the development and exercise

of the functions of spiritual life, and in its absence there can be no
spiritual happiness. As man then became spiritually dead, he be-

came miserable, and eternal death, which is only spiritual death con-

tinued forever in the future state, will always have, as its result,

eternal misery. Eternal life, which is spiritual life continued through

the intennediate state, and then after the reunion of the soul with

its glorified body, will also have, as its result, eternal happinc.-^s.

Wc regard the common statement, which makes eternal life and
eternal happiness synonymous, and also eternal death and etemal
Jiiisery, as inaccurate. The latter, in each case, is the sure result
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of the fomaor, so constantly and intimately connected, that they have

been frequently confounded.

With these preliminary remarks on the nature of death, and par-

ticularly of spiritual deat/i, Avhich we have considered necessary as

preparatory for our further discussion, "sve now examine the question.

What was the penalty iniiicted on Adam ? The authors under re-

view take the position that it was the loss of "soul-immortality,"

meaninr^ thereby annihilation. There is not a passage in the Bible

which sustains this position. It is claimed, indeed, by Mr. Storrs

that the tree of life was the sign and the means of the continued

existence of the whole man, both body and soul, and that, being' ex-

cluded from that tree, he was cut off from immortality—he lost the

immortality of both bod}^ and soul. That continued existence was,

in some sense, dependent on access to the tree of life, seems evident

from Gen. iii, 22, "Lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the

tree of life, and eat and live forever." Archbishop Whately says,

" That our first parents would have been exempt from death but for

a change introduced into their nature at the fall, is by some persons

taken for granted very hastily, T'he Scripture account in Genesis

rather implies the contrary; namely, that they were to bo preserved

from death by the continual use of a certain medicine (as it may be

called) appointed for that purpose,— ' the fruit of the tree of life.' " *

The same idea is presented b}- Watson in his Institutes, and in

his Sermon on " The Tree of "Life." This seems a very probable

view of the subject
;
yet we nmy regard access to the tree of life

as of higher import, and as conferring benefits gi-eater than this, in

connexion with the life of the soul, not as the means of its continued

existence, but as Watson says, -in his sermon on The Tree of Life,

"It was not only the means of sustaining the immortality of the

body, but the pledge of spiritual life here, and of a higher and more
glorious life in a future state to which man might pass, not, indeed,

by death, but by translation." Excluded from the tree of life, Adam
became the subject of jjhysical death, and was cut off from the pledge

and hope of that higher spiritual life in this and the future state.

The latter was restored to him in the promised " Seed of the woman."
If this be the import of the tree of life, and the effect of exclusion

from it, there is in it no support for the idea of I\Ir. Storrs.

We object, also, that the penalty of the law could not have been

annihilation, because that penalty was not, in any sense or degree,

inflicted on Adam "in the day" of his sin. The denunciation, the

penalty was, "In the day thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely

die." Mr. Storrs thinks that he finds relief from the pressure of

* Scripture Revelations of the Future State.
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tbis objection in the idiomatic form of expression used in the

original. lie says, "The penalty was not, ' In the day thou eatest

thereof thou shalt surely die,' but as the Hebrew htnguage has it,

'dying tiiou shalt die.' That very day the whole man commenced

dying." Those who are but slightly acquainted with the Hebrew

idiom, very well know that our version conveys precisely the

meaning of the original, and ^Ir. Storrs's attempt to answer this

objection cntirel}'' fails. The expression in the Hebrew is tr.'n^ rii?2

the inf abs. with fat. kal denoting certainty.* The same phrase

is used by God to Abimelech, in Gen. xx, 7 ; by Saul to Jonathan,

1 Sam. xiv, 44 ; by Saul to Ahimelech, 1 Sam. xxii, IG ; by Solomon

to Shimei, 1 Kings ii, 37, 42,—in each of which cases it is manifest

that certain and not lingering death was threatened.

We proceed to state in what, according to our view, the penalty

inflicted on Adam consisted. It was in physical and spiritual death,

the former affecting the body, the latter the soul as spirit ; not anni-

liilation in either case, but a cessation of their appropriate functions.

First, Physical death. As we have said, we do not see why the body

of Adam, constituted as our bodies now are, though not diseased,

would not, even without the violation of a single natural law, in

process of time have worn out, have died, but for the renovxiting

power of the tree of life. Access to that tree having been cut off,

Adam's assurance of continued physical life Avas destroyed. From
being possessed of a perfectly healthful and vigorous physical system

and tiie means of its perpetual renovation, he became the subject of

disease and death. Physical death, then, came upon our race in view

of Adam's sin, and we may regard it as a part of the penalty, though

it was not at once fully inflicted. God, in his infinite love, delayed

the complete infliction of this part of the penalty to give to Adam
an opportunity for I'epentance. Adam, doubtless, understood the de-

nunciation of the penalty to refer to physical death, and Paul teaches

the same thing in 1 Cor. xv, 20, 22, where the statement in the 20th

verse, that Christ is " become the first-fruits of them that slept,"

is conclusive proof that the death referred to in the 22d verse, " as

in Adam all die," is physical death; else Christ was the subject of

spiritual death and a spiritual resurrection, that is, of depravity

and the new-birth. The other, and, as we believe, the chief part of

the i)enalty, that which affected the soul, was inflicted in the day

and at the very moment of Adam's sin. Some call this " original

sin;" others, "native depravity;" we have called it "spiritual death."

This Adam suffered in the day of his transgression. The functions

of spiritual life at once ceased ; his soul was at once alienated from

° NorJhcimer's Ileb. Gr., vol. ii, p. 200, and Stuart's Ileb.Gr., p. 20G.
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God. This condition he transmitted to his posterity, so that his

first-born "was a fratricide, and "witliin nine generations all his des-

cendants, then on the earth, Avith the exception of a single family,

had become so wicked that they -were destroyed by the flood.

In this transmitted tendency "we find the only explanation of the

manifest fact that young children exhibit, not perversity only, but

depravity long before they can understand the nature or the results

of their conduct. This death may be continued forever, and eternal

death is not, then, impossible, though there be a continued conscious

existence of the soul. It is an eternal alienation from God, an eternal

cessation or absence of spiritual life. That alienation from God
and an utter yrant of spiritual life \yas endured by Adam, and that

it is the state of all yrlio have not been quickened to new life by the

instrumentality of the gospel and the agency of the Holy Gliost,

is plainly taught in the Lible. Ilom. v, 15, "If thi'ough the of-

fence of one many be dead." 2 Cor. v, 14, " If one died for all,

then were all dead." Col. ii, lo, '"You, being dead in your sins,

hath he quickened." So also Rom. v, 17 ; viii, 6 ; Ephcs. ii, 1 ; v, 14;

1 Tim. V, G; 1 John iii, 14; Jude 12, &c. The life which Christ

came to bestov,- in this world and in the future world, is the opposite

of spiritual death, and is referred to in the following among other

passages. Rom. vi, 1.3, " As those that are alive from the dead."

1 John iii, 14, " ^Ye have pas.'^ed from death unto life." 1 John v, 12,

" He that hath the Son hath life." John v, 24, " Is passed from death

unto life." That this is not a merely relative change in the pros-

pects of the person who is its subject, as Mr. Storrs seems to argue,"!'

but an absolute change in his present condition in respect to his

feelings and tendencies, including, it is true, a change in his prospects,

is evident, not only from the scope of the passages quoted, but from
the experience of every converted man. We might refer to numer-
ous other passages, which, by direct assertion or plain implication,

teach that the life which was obtained for us by the death of Christ,

and made ours through faith in him, is not the immortality of the

soul, but a restoration to spiritual life in tliis world.

3. Our opponents claim that jjianij passages in the Bible teach

the final annihilation of the wicked, and we claim that many pas-

sages teach their endless punishment. These two ideas are plainly

contradictory, and cannot both be taught in the Bible. AVe shall

candidly, and with an earnest desire not to pervert or misinterpret

any declaration of the word of God, examinu ])otli sets of passages,

remarking here, that it will be*important to distinguish between those

which are designed to state definitely what tlic punishment of the

^ Six Sermous, p. 81.
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wicked shall be in the future world, and those which speak only in

general terras of the destructive consequences of sin; and that, as

we said above, while we regard the Old Testament as authority

ou this and other points of doctrine, we regard the teaching of the

Is'ew Testament as clearer and more decisive. AVe notice, first,

those passages which our opponents claim as favourable to their view.

They quote about thirty passages. Most of them speak of the

fate of the sinner as " death," '•' destruction," " perishing," *?cc. Thus :

Kora. i, 32, " They that commit such things are worthy of death."'

Acts iii, '23, " Every soul that will not hear that prophet shall be

destroyed from among the people." 2Pet. ii, 12, " These shall utterly

perish" (original, "shall be utterly coiTupted") "in their own cor-

ruption." It is plain that the two last quoted, and a large number

of other passages vv-hich speak of the " destruction " and the " perish-

ing" of the wicked, mean nothing more than the death of the wicked.

The same ternis are used in reference to the righteous, as Isa. Ivii, 1,

"The righteous perisheth." Acts ix, 21, "Is not this he" (speak-

ing of Saul) " that destroyed them which called on this name at

Jerusalem?" Also Eccles. vii, 15; Psa. Ixix, 4; Jobix, 22; Luke
xi, 51 ; xix, 47. These phrases either do not prove the annihilation of

the wicked in the passages in which they are spoken of, or they do

prove also the annihilation of the righteous in the passages in Avhich

they are referred to. It is plain, then, that they mean simply " death,"

and refer in some cases to physical death, and in some cases to

spiritual and eternal death—the death of the soid, which, as we have

showed, is not annihilation. The passages which use those terms,

in speaking of the punishment of the wicked, include nearly all that

are relied on to sustain the doctrine of annihilation, and prove no-

thing in reference to the diu-ation of the punishment of the wicked.

There are, however, a few passages which deserve special notice, as

the form of expression used in them is somewhat stronger than those

just examined. It is said of the wicked, in Psa. civ, 35, " Let the

wicked be no more;" in Psa. xxxvii, 10, "Yet a little while, and the

wicked shall not be;" and in Job vi, 18, " They go to nothing and

perish." These expressions are equivalent to death, and refer each

of them to the end of the earthly existence, as an examination of

the passages will satisfy any candid inquirer. If they teach the

annihilation of the wicked at all, they teach that it Avill take place

when they leave this world, and therefore exclude the idea of the

resurrection and the judgment, and prove too much, even for our

opponents. Psa. xcvii, 3, " A fire goeth before him, and buvneth up
bis enemies round about." Much stress is laid upon the phrase,

"burneth up," as meaning complete annihilation. The psalmist is
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here depicting what was then occuning, whereas the annihilation

of the wicked, according to those who teach it, will not take place

till the end of the world. The first three verses of this psalm are

a highly poetic description of the destruction of God's enemies from

the earth. The same remark is applicable to Psa. xxxvii, 20, which

is another passage on which they very much rel}^ Obad. 16, " They

[the heathen] shall be as though they had not been." To under-

stand any prophecy we must consider its scope or design. The pro-

phecy of Obadiah was delivered on account of the tyranny of the

Edomites over the Jews, and in this verse it is said that the heathen

should do the same against Edom, that Edom had done against Judah.

This was accomplished a few years after, when the Babylonians,

under Nebuchadnezzar, ravaged Idumea. In this verse it is pro-

phesied of the Babjdonians, who are meant by ' the heathen," that

they should be destroyed, not as individuals, but that nationally they

should cease to exist—should '"be as though they had not been."

The same thing is prophesied against Edom in the ISth verse, " There

shall not be any remaining of the house of Esau." It is plain that

in these two verses there is no reference whatever to the future

condition either of the Babylonians or of the Edomites as individuals,

but to their utter extinction as nations ; and in this sense the pre-

diction has long since been fulfilled. The last passage is contained

in Mai. iv, 1, "The day that cometh shall bm-n them up." This

passage, doubtless, refers to the day of judgment ; and if it teaches

the annihilation of the wicked, it teaches also that their annihilation

will take place on that day,
—

" the day shall burn them up." But

our opponents admit that all tJie wicked will exist and suft'er a period

of time, after the day of judgment, more or less prolonged, according

to their demerit. This passage, Ave think, teaches only that the

punishment of the Avicked—hero, as frequently elsewhere in the

Bible, represented figuratively by fire

—

avIU commence on the day

of judgment, but does not teach anything concerning the duration

of that punishment. Beference to the liebrcAv corroborates this

view of the meaning of the ])hrasc '" bum up." The Avord so trans-

lated here is ::r;p, pihel, frum -j-;, Avhlcli, in the pihel species, ac-

cording to Gcscnius, means " to make burn or kindle." The same

verb is used in the same species in Psa. cvi, 18, Avhei-e it is said,

" The flame biu-nt up the AvIcked," meaning Dathan, Abu-am, and

their company, upon Avhom fire from the Lord kindled. I^umb. XA'i,35.

They Avere not at that time annihilated, yet this text says that they

were "burnt up." The same verb is used, and in the same species

also, in Psa. xcvii, 3, already examined. Each of these passages teaches

only that fire shall kindle upon the Avicked.
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Wc now turn to the passages -whicli teach that the wicked shall

exist forever, and endm-e punishment forever. There are many,

both in the Old and theiN^ew Testament, which are, in our view, clear

on this point. AYe shall discuss only those which seem to us to be

decisive, and to admit of no other meaning. ]\Iatt. xxv, 46, " These

shall go away into everlasting punishment." It is said, by our op-

ponents, that "everlasting" is frequently used in the Scriptures for

that which has an end, and two phi'ases are quoted,
—

" the everlasting

hills," Gen. xlix, 26; and "the everlasting mountains," Hab. iii, 6.

}j0th of these will be found, by examination, to be parts of highly

poetic descriptions ; and the figurative use of this Avord, in such a

connexion, i-s no argument against its literal use in the simple and

direct statement of the punishment of the wicked as given by our

SaAiour. There are a number of other passages in the Old Testa-

ment in which the same word is used for that Avhich will endure for

a great length of time, but not strictly forever. The derivation of

the word rb":?, rendered in these passages " everlasting," indicates

that its primitive meaning is rather " a hidden or indefinite period

of time." It is from the verb cb^, " to hide, to conceal," and it

might, even without a figiu-ative meaning, be applied to things endur-

ing for an indefinitely long period. The word aidiVLOf; is never, we

tlunk, used in the Greek of the Kew Testament for that which is

not absolutely eternal. The only passage in which we have any

doubt, in reference to its ineaning, is Rom. xvi, 2-5, where ;\;pyroif

al(^vioi<; is translated "since the world began." It might have

been rendered "from eternity," and the sense of the whole passage

would be as well sustained as with the present rendering. There

arc more than fifty passages in the iSTew Testament in which this

word is used, and in our version translated "everlasting" or

" eternal," in which no one will dispute that its meaning is absolute

pei-petuity. There are five passages which are pled as instances in

which these words are used for that which has an end. Rev. xiv, 6,

" The everlasting gospel." We see no impropriety in applying this

epithet, in its full force, to the gospel, as its doctrines will be forever

true, its hopes and promises, as well as its denunciations, will be

forever realized. Mark iii, 29 speaks of "eternal damnation;"

Ileb. V, 9, of " eternal salvation ;" and Heb. ix, 12, of " eternal re-

demption." It is said that dumnation, salvation, and redemption

arc acts, and, as such, must have an end. These words may, indeed,

refer to acts, which have an end, but, even in this sense, the epithet

eternal would not be inappropriate, as their results will continue

forever. But these words may also mean states of being:, and are

80 used in the Scriptures ; as such they may be continued forever.
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The remaining passage is Ileb. vi, 2, where " eternal judgment " is

spoken of. It is said that judgment is completed on the great daj^

and therefore cannot be eternal in the sense of endless duration.

If the -word judgment is to be here referred to the act of judgment,

the epithet eternal, in its strict sense, ^yould not be inappropriate,

as the results of that act will be forever experienced. But the word
judgment is used, iu the Scriptures and elsewhere, for the infliction

of judgment, and is then equivalent to ])unishment, e. g. Gal. v, 10.

The word Kgina, here rendered judgment, is often translated damna-
tion, and condemnation, in some cases implying, and in others directly

referring to, punishment. There is no doubt that it may be taken

in- this sense here, and the rendering might with propriety have been

everlasting punishment. This verse, then, is not an exception to the

ordinary use, and that for which we contend, of the word aiwviog,

but an instance of it, and is in our favour. In these five passages,

then, as well as in more than fifty others which are undisputed,

"eternal" and "everlasting" mean that which has no end. If this

text (Matt. XXV, 46) is an exception, it is the only exception. Again

:

it is contrary to all fair principles of interpretation that a word
should be used in the same sentence, and in contrasting the destinies

of two classes of persons, in one ca.se implying duration really end-

less, and, in the other, duration not rc-ally endless, without some in-

timation that the meaning of tiio word, in the two clauses, is not the

same. These considerations arc .to us conclusive, and Mr. Dobney *

feels the force of them, for ho says, (pp. '21?,, 214,) '• Let it be cheer-

fxilly granted, then, that the word everlasting must, in each

part of this text, be understood in its largest, widest sense, as

denoting an absolute eternity. Let this be conceded. And I not

only concede it—I affirm it and believe it." But he reconciles it

with his doctrine of annihilation in this way. He first claims that

"this text is perpetually misquoted. Our Lord is represented as

saying, 'These shall go away into everlasting misery,' (or torment;)

whereas he says nothing of the kind. I affirm as strongly as any

man that the wicked shall go away into everlasting punishment;

but then I deem it my duty to say, as our Lord said, 'punishment.'

I have not the presumpti<iu to correct his phraseology in order to

harmonize it with my notions. But orthodo.xy does this. And it

is only by substituting 'misery' or 'torment' for 'punishment,' that

this text can be made to support the pojiular doctrine." One would

think, from reading the above passage, that Christ spoke the English

language, for "punishment" is &aid to be "his phraseology." Is

Mr. D, ignorant of the fact that "punishment" is only a secondary

^ An Englisli aJvocato of the Uoctiiuo of annihilation.
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meaning of the -svord KoXaair
; and tbat suflering, or torment, comes

nearer to its primitive meaning, Avhicli is " cutting, or pruning," from

ico)m^<^), " to mutilate, to prune ;" and that the same word is rendered

torment in 1 John iv, IS, "Because fear hath torment?" Having
slio\vn, as he thinks, (but incorrectly,) that everlasting punishment,

and not torment, is referred to, he proceeds to prove that there may
be everlasting punishment vrhere there is not even everlasting con-

Bciousness, as follows :
" It must also be allowed that in case God

should really destroy the incorrigible, literally destroy them, so that

they forever cease to be, this infliction of death would be punish-

ment. * * * * And then surely a complete, and final, and irretrievable

destruction, a destruction which is forever, is to all intents an ever-

lasting destruction. And so everlasting destruction would be ever-

lasting punishment." (P. 215.) We answer, that so far from such a

destruction as ]Mr. D. speaks of—namely, a blotting out of existence,

the putting an end to all thought, and feeling, and consciousness—being

a punishment, it woidd be a release from punishment. Such a de-

struction would be an unspeakable boon to the angels now " reserved

in everlasting chains under darkness," and to wicked men, at any
stage of their suffering in hell, whether before or after the judgment-
day. Were self-destruction possible, they would avail themselves

of it at once. We utterly deny the propriety of the use of the term
everlasting in such a case ; for certainly that punishment from which
there is escape, either by a 'change of condition or by a cessation of

existence, has an end—it is not everlasting. This passage, then, is

we think, conclusive, and did no other declaration of the word of

God unequivocally teach the endless punishment of the wicked, we
might rest the doctrine on this single te.xt.

Mark iii, 29, "Is in danger of eternal damnation ;" and Heb. vi, 2,

"Eternal judgment," punishment, have been already noticed, and
are clear proofs.

Matthew xxv, 41, " Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlast-

ing fire, prepared for the devil and his angels." What this fire

is we leara from Kev. xx, 10, "And the devil, that deceived them,

was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and
false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night forever and
ever." It is said that the beast and false prophet are symbolical

beings, and therefore the lake of fire and brimstone are symbolical,

and have no real existence. This may be; and it is not of the least

consequence to our argument wdiethcr the fire and brimstone are

hteral or not. If symbolical, they sj-rabolize suffering, and that

continued /orercr and ever, which expression is never used for any
thing less than endless dui'ation.
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Mark ix, 48, 49, " Where their worm dieth not, and their fire

is not quenched. For every one shall be salted with fire." In
answering the argument from this passage one says,—these aje

figurative expressions. We admit that there are used here vivid

figures ; but figures are designed to convey ideas, and the idea il-

lustrated by these is clearly eternal suffering. This is clear from the

parallel passage in Matthew xviii, 8, where tlie expression is " ever-

lasting fire." Another says that th£ fire shall not be quenched till

the object cast into it is consumed.. But this is adding to the word
of God, and comes not very appropriately from those who claim to be

literalists, and who object so strongly to any departure in others

from the literal statement of the Scripture, or addition to it. The
49th verse plainly shows that those cast into the unquenchable fii'e

will be, not consumed by it, but preserved in it. " For every one

shall be salted with fire, and [or even as] every sacrifice shall be
salted with salt." As flesh, designed for sacrifices, is to be salted

to preserve it from putrcfactiou, so "every one shall be salted

[that is, preserved] with fire."

2 Thess. i, 9, " Who shall be punished with everlasting destruction

from the presence of the Lord." Mr. Storrs explains this passage

thus, (speaking of sinners,)
—

" Too filthy to be in the sight of a
holy God, as they eternally must be if immortal, he destroys them
out of his presence, purifies his universe from the filth of sin

and sinners." He considers the phrase " the presence of the Lord,"

as used in its widest sense, viz., that of ubiquity. Mr. Dobney,
commenting on the same passage, shows very conclusively that

it is not to be taken thus :
—

" The phrase, ' the presence of the

Lord,' was a very ancient one : as was also another and often equi-

valent one, 'the glory of the Lord,' by which was generally meant
that bright luminous cloud of overwhelming splendour which we
commonly call the ' Shekinah,' the well-known symbol of the divine

presence. Sometimes fire is represented as coming forth from this

* presence of the Lord,' or from ' the glory,' either to consume the

sacrifice, as in Lev. ix, 23, 24, or to punish the guilty, as in Lev. x, 2

;

Numb, xvi, 19-35. Eemcmbering, then, the manner in Avhich the

Jewish writers used these two phrases, we see with what perfect

propriety the apostle could use the peculiar language of the text, to

denote that the destruction of the ungodly would be caused by an
all-devouring agency, proceeding forth from the Judge, who comes
with the ' glory ' of the Father." The Hteral roidering of the original,

we think, shows that " the presence of the Lord and the glory of liis

power" is referred to, as it shall be displayed on the judgment-
day. The original is "Olnve^ diKTjv rioovon', o/.e^gov ai6n'ioj\ d~d
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TpocTwToi; Tov Kt-p/oi'," &c., and we translate it thus, " Who shall suffer

[literally, " pay "] the penalty, eternal ruin, from the presence of the

Lord," ttc. The 10th verse shoAvs that this event is to take place

on the judgment-day. It cannot, then, be the annihilation of the

wicked, even according to Mr. Storrs, \;\xo thinks that the ^yicked

will be annihilated at different periods, more or less remote from

the judgment-day, in proportion to the heinousness of their sins.

Mr. Dobney attempts, in connexion of this verse, as in reference to

Matt, xxrv, 46, to reconcile annihilation \;\i\\ everlasting destruction

and punishment,—but unsatisfactorily, as we have shown.

Psa. xhx, 8 ; Isa. xxxiii, 14 ; Jer. xvii, 4 ; Dan. xii. 2, and numerous
passages from the New Testament, in addition to those already ex-

amined, might be discussed in their bearings upon this subject.

But our limits will not permit this, and the passages above com-
mented on are conclusive.

The points discussed in this paper are exciting much interest in

Bome parts of the country. The views of the writers noticed have
been embraced and promulged by a large number of persons who
have been very zealous in disseminating them, and with considerable

success. They refer constantly and, often, very plausibly to the

Scriptures, in sustaining their views, and it has seemed to us de-

sirable that all who believe in the doctrines of the gospel as of the

highest importance in their influence on human conduct and destiny,

should be prepared to meet'thesemen, particularly on the Scriptural

ground of those doctrines. If the thouglits and arguments contained

in this paper shall be of service to any in giving direction or assist-

ance in their inquiries, it will have accomplished its purpose. It

might have been well to have enlarged on some points, and to have
developed more fully several of the arguments ; but it has been our
wish to present in one view, and within the limits of a single article,

the truths of the consciousness of the dead in tlic intermediate state,

and the eternal existence of all human beings after the iud^-ment-

day. These points are so connected, that such a presentation seemed
desirable. We have accordingly suggested the course of argument
which, in our view, will be most effective, with tiie hope that we may
at least assist the investigations of those interested in these subjects.
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Akt. VL—HUXG^\T.Y and KOSSUTH.

Hungary and Kossuth : or, an Amrrkan Exposition of the late Hungarian Revolution.

By Rev. B. F. Tetft, D. D. 12mo., pp. 378. riiiLidclpbia and New-OrleaEs:
John Ball. 1852.

Though the author of this book observes in his preface, that " it is

not intended to be either a history of Hungary, or a biography of

Kossuth," yet its title is not calculated to excite more curiosity than
its contents Nvill gratify. With the exception, perhaps, of the interior

of Africa, Paraguay under the rule of Dr. Erancia, or the empire of

Japan, but few countries were less known to the world than Hungary
before her recent struggle for freedom. With an enslaved press,

and beleaguered about by a circumvallation of despotism nearly a
thousand miles broad, her sighings for freedom were unheard, and
her sufferings comparatively unknown. But in her recent conflict

the tread of armies shook the continent ; and when Hungary, solitary

and alone, set the battle in array against the combined energies of

European despotism, tlie jar of the collision roused the nations and
challenged the attention of the world.

It is not wonderful, however, that the merits of this Hungarian
movement have not been well or generally understood. A rigid

censorship of the press within the Austrian dominions, and the

anti-liberal instincts of neighbouring nations, with the labom'S

of hireling pens in England, if not in America, have combined to

suppress the truth, and give currency to the absiu-d charge, that the

Hungarian revolution was a war of races, originating in the desire

of the ^Magyars to usurp the suprcmac}' and oppress, if not enslave,

the other tribes. The luminous pages of Dr. Tefft expose this stale

slander, and show it to be an invention of Austrian manufacture.

Before proceeding with an examination of the work itself, it is

due to the author to state, that it is not a hastily-prepared production,

written with the hope that it might float into public favour upon the

current of Kossuth's personal pojuilarit}-, but the result of patient

and laborious research, commenced in 1:^4:?, and continued for several

years; and that the book was in press before it was known that

the world-renowned Magyar would visit this country. We shall now
proceed to give a sunnnary of its contents.

Hungary and Transylvania were the Baimonia and Dacia of the

ancients. The original inhabitants were probably the old Cim-
merians mentioned in Greek and Latin f\iblcs. Posidonius makes
them of Cimbric or German origin. About the year G40 before
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Christ a Scythian tribe conquered Dacia, the present Transylvaiiia,

and dispossessed the vanquished people. The conquerors, in turn,

were themselves subdued by the Sarmatians, about the middle

of the first century of the Christian era. Pannonia, the present

Hungary, was then a Roman province, having been subdued by

Tiberius in the reign of the emperor Augustus ; and the vrild Sar-

matians, flushed -^'ith recent conquest, soon pushed their incursions

within the territories of Ptome. when, coming in contact with the dis-

ciplined legions of the empire, they were driven back with great

slaughter. The war was prosecuted at intervals Avith varying success

for fifty years, until, at the beginning of the second century, the

emperor Trajan achieved a final conquest of the country, and Dacia

became a Roman province.

For a hundred and fifty years the wealth and taste of the empire

were lavished upon this new possession, and fortifications were built,

cities founded, roads made, and bridges erected, in so substantial a

manner that their remains are still visible to the modern traveller.

At this period the Goths, another race of barbarians, issuiuLr from

the vast plains beyond the Vistula, and along the shores of the Baltic,

appeared on the borders of Dacia and Pannonia. Attracted by the

evidences of wealth and luxury spread out before them, they swept

down from the slopes of the Carpathians, and entering Dacia with

chivalrous gallantry, encountered and overwhelmed the enervated

legions of Rome, and this beautiful province was thenceforth as a

jewel shorn from the diadem of the Cresars. A century and a quarter

terminated the reign of the Goths, who were vanquished by the Huns,

a hideous race, born on the confines of far-distant China, where they

had established an empire whose history can be traced backwards

for fourteen centuries. Jjcfore the military prowess of these fierce

Tartar hordes, the throne of China had trembled, and the terror of

their arms had spread from the Yellow Sea to the confines of Europe.

Overmntched at length by the policy and strength of the Chinese

mouarchs, the Tartar empire fell, a part of the people remaining

the subjects of China, while the more independent and brave seized

their arms and began a long and perilous emigration to the west.

Before reaching a desirable place of settlement, this multitude se-

parated into two divisions, one of which halted on the banks of the

Upper Volga, while the other settled on the fruitful plains of Sogiliana,

between the Aral and the Caspian, Avhere, under tlie name of ^Magv'ars,

they resided for more than five hundred years, and through a politic

amalgamation with the Caucasian tribes around them, lost most of

their Tartar characteristics, and assumed the appearance and manners

of the European races.
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Meanwliile the fii'st division of the emip;rating Tartars, dissatisfied

with the sterility of their country, again took up the line of march

in search of a milder climate and more generous soil. They finally

readied the Carpathians, and under the leadership of the brave

Rugilas, and after^Yards of the reno^Yned Attila, rushed through the

mountain passes to the easy conquest of the Goths, and fixed by their

complete success the name of Hungary upon the conquered country.

After the separation of the great body of the emigrating Tartars,

the two divisions entirely lost sight of each other for more than five

centuries. In the interim, the Magyars of the Caspian had grovrn

numerous and powerful, -while their brethren of Hungary had under-

gone many misfortunes, by which their power had been completely

broken. Towards the close of the ninth century, the Magyars sent

out a colony to the west, to explore the country and seek a more de-

sirable theatre of action for the nation. This colony reached the

Carpathians, and crossing into Hungary found themselves opposed

by a mixed race of people made up of unknown tribes who came

out to dispute their progress. They had reached the land of their

kindred, but their relationship could not be discovered. The contest

that ensued was of short duration,—the Magyar valour was invincible,

and Huns, Goths, Sarmatians, and Scythians, under the general name
of Sclaves, submitted to their sway, and the Magyar rule commenced

in Hungary. From that period the Magyar has been the ruling race

in Hungary ; and the present people of that name are the descendants

of the emigrants from the Caspian, and remotely from the northern

frontiers of China.

The Magyars have always been passionately attached to civil

liberty, and when they were about to set out in search of a new home,

a general assembly of the people was called, in which the political

wants of the nation were discussed, and a constitution adopted con-

taining the essential elements of republicanism. They also elected

a head chief or commander, st3'lcd Obcrhaupt or Duke ; and under

the command of Almos the}^ set out upon their wanderings. Like

Moses, Almos was not permitted to enter the promised land, but

Arpad, his son and successor, led the Mag3'ar host in its attack upon

Hungary, and after the conquest divided the land among his followers.

Arpad, and three of his successors, ruled over a prosperous and happy

peoj)le, and during this period no essential changes were made in

the Hungarian constitution ; but the renowned iSt. Stephen, who

succeeded, having become a convert to Christianity, Avas persuaded

by the po])e to usurp the regal title. The new convert listened to

the'advice of the iniallible successor of St. Peter, and against the

Tiolent opposition of his pagan subjects he commenced and com-
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jdctcd a thorough revision of the Hungarian constitution. Still the

monarchy established b}' Stephen, though hereditary, vras a limited

one, in Avhich tlie prerogatives of the crown and the rights of the

subject Averc strictly and clearly defined.

'J"he first connexion of the house of Ilapsburg v.-ith the Hungarian

govcnnncnt, occurred toward the close of the 13th century, when

Andrew the Third, of Hungary, married Agnes, the daughter ofAlbert

nnd granddaughter of the celebrated Rodolph. Andrew was the

last male representative of the house of Almos, and in his death, at

the beginning of the 14th centmy, the dynasty of .Vlmos became

extinct. Charles Robert, duke of Anjou, who was grandson, on the

female side, of a predecessor of Andrew, was elevated to the throne.

He was followed by eight successors, who traced their descent in

precisely the same way from the line of Hungarian kings. His

granddaughter Maria, who succeeded her father liOuis the Great,

married Sigismund of German}', who became, in right of his wife.

King of Hungary, and by election Emperor of G ermany. Elizabeth,

diiugliter of Sigismund and Maria, married Albert of Austria, who

was elected King of Hungary in right of his wife;- and afterwards

made Emperor of Germany.

Matthias Corvinus, elevated to the throne in 1457, was the

first of the Hungarian kings who had no connc?don with the line

of her ancient sovereigns. Uladislaus, the second of that name,

succeeded Matthias, and -toward the close of his life connected

his country to the house of Hapsburg by a double union. He
married his son to Maria, and his daughter to Ferdinand, the grand-

children of ]\Iaximilian of Austria, and thus prepared the way for

the subjugation of his country. His sou Louis IL, husband of Maria,

who succeeded, having been killed in battle, in 1525, Ferdinand,

the husband of his sister, laid claim to the vacant throne; but the

Hungarian national assembly, which had strongly opposed the matri-

monial alliance with Austria, refused to acknowledge his claims, and

elevated John Znpolya to the throne by a unanimous election. The

pretensions of Ferdinand were not, however, to be so easily set aside.

The widow of the late king was his sister, and Charles Y., Emperor

of German}', was his brother, and both were disposed, and the latter

quite able, to give liim efficient support. Ferdinand invaded Hungary,

defeated Zapolya in a decisive battle, and Avas elected and acknow-

ledged king. A long and bloody war succeeded between the rival

monarchs, which ended in a treaty, styled the "peace ofGrosswardcin,"

by which it was stipulate.l that hostilities should cease, and that the

country should be divided between them, 1^'crdinand ruling in the

west, and Zapolya in the cast, of Hungary. It was also agreed that
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filioukl Zapolya die durinf^ the armistice, he should be succeeded by

his son Sigisrnund. Zapolya died in 1540, and Ferdinand in 1564,

leaving the -western division of the country to his son, and acknow-

ledging the right of Sigisrnund to the eastern part. Old causes of

contention were revived, and long yeai'S of strife and bloodshed fol-

lovred. Thousands of the best citizens of Hungary, who had risen

to defend their constitutional liberties, were slaughtered in a war of

extermination, until fmally Leopold I., toward the close of the 16th

•century, compelled the trembling diet to proclaim his son Joseph

hereditari/ King of Hungary. The brutal and infamous means em-

ployed to crush the nation and accomplish this end exceed in savage

barbarity the bloodiest acts of the buccaneers of the Spanish

Main. A stern determination to crush, by any means, the Hun-

garian people, and blot out, if possible, even the remembrance

-of their constitution, ^^'as visible in the policy of the Austrian

cabinet until the reign of Ferdinand II. In the mean time

.Luther had lighted the torch of the Reformation, and the doc-

trines proclaimed by him and his coadjutors had found an eager

-welcome among the ]Magyars of Hungary, and a new element was

thus added to the causes of contention that had so long agitated

and distressed this unhappy country. During this reign Home
commenced against the doomed Magyars one of the bloodiest per-

secutions recorded in the annals of Protestantism. The gloomy

and relentless Ferdinnnd let loose all the hellish enginery of J esuitism

and the unbridled cruelty and licentiousness of a mercenary soldiery

upon the helpless Protestants of Hungary. Devastation, ruin, despair,

and death filled the land, l^ong- suffering finally came to an end,

and once more the Magyar spirit was in a flame ; seizing their arms

in their fierce indignation they dashed like the resistless avalanche

upon the imperial armies, overwhelmed and drove them beyond the

frontiers of the kingdom. 'J'lie thoroughly-aroused Hungarians

halted not until they reached A'ienna, where they encountered the

Austrian 'Ccmrnander-in-chief, and vanquished his army under the

•walls of that city. The national assembly having been convened,

solemnly jiroeeeded to depose Ferdinand, who they declared had for-

feited all pretensions to the throne by violating his coronation oath

.-and trampling upon their constitution. By equally-solemn action,

-the vacancy occasioned by tlie deposition of Ferdinand was filled

by the election of Gabriel Petlilen to the throne, who for nine years

was acknowledged and obeyed as their legal sovereign. Upon the

•death of Bethlen, in 1620, the sufl'ragcs of the nation bestowed the

crown of St. Stephen upon George Rakoczy. Thus was the line

-of the Hapsbui'g succession broken by the lawful authority of the
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pc-ople. No sooner had the Hungarian army retired from Vienna,

than Ferdinand began to devise means to recover his lost power.

Satisfied of his own inability to reconquer Hungary, he sent a petition

to the King of Spain, in which he assured his Catholic majesty that

the conQicfc Avith Hungary was a holy war, undertaken and prosecuted

for the honour of the true faith, and for the suppression of heresy,

and concluded by begging assistance in men and money. The
Spanish king embar-kcd heartily in his cause, and the solicited as-

sistance was gi-anted; but the Hungarians were so well united, and

showed so stem a countenance, that Ferdinand prudently acknow-

ledged tlie new sovereign, and concluded with him a truce for tAventy

years, Dm-ing the " Thirty years' war " Austria fomid herself oc-

cupied with concerns of even deeper moment than the subjugation of

Hungary, and the Magyars, comparatively unmolested, were suffered to

maintain their independence; but the peace of Westphalia again

secm-ed to the emperor the possession of this much-coveted country.

The Jesuits again commenced their machinations against the Pro-

te-stant portion of the population, employing but too successfully all

their influence to induce tlie emperor to relight the fires of persecution

in Hungary. The frightful scenes of other years were renewed,

until the patience of the people was exhausted and an abortive effort

made to throw oflf the yoke of Austria. The outbreak was charged

by the Jesuits upon the Protestant teachers, and the whole weight

of Austrian indignation was'felt by this class. Churches and school-

houses were pulled down by soldiers aided by Popish mobs, and two

hundred and fifty Protestant clergymen vrere sold as galley slaves

to the government of Naples at fifty crowns apiece.

Once more the Hungarians rose upon their persecutors, and under

the conduct of Emeric Tokolyi, both a statesman and a soldier, suc-

ceeded in driving the Austrians from the land. x\gain the thunder

of HungariaiT cannon was heard in Vienna, and at the gates of that

city, vanquished and craven Austria granted to Hungary all that

she demanded. The emperor relinquished his pretended hereditary

right to the throne, published a general anmest}', and, in a word, did

anything and everything his Hungarian subjects desired. His re-

ward was a truce of si.x months granted him by the brave Tukulyi.

During the continuance of this truce, the emperor sent a secret envoy

to the Turks to beg assistance, a whining petition for the same pur-

pose to the German em])irc, and still an ambassador to Poland with

the same object in view ; and then despairing of relief fled from his

own court. His intrigues, however, were not in vain. Sobieski,

King of Poland, the greatest general of his age, deceived by his

lying representations, came to his aid; and the Tm-ks, for a rewaid,
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tareaclicrously siezcd Tokolji, and sent him in chains to Con-

stantinople. The revolution was suppressed, and Hungary again a

fettered captive.

The latest effort of Ilimgary to throw off the Austrian yoke previous

to the recent revolution, occurred in the early part of the ISth century.

Its specific object ^yas to oppose the claim maintained b}' Leopold 1.

of hereditary right to the- crown. The leader in this movement was

Francis Leopold Kakoczy, the history of Avhosc achievements pos-

sesses all the charms of romance. A profound statesman, a gallant

i

soldier, a brilliant and persuasive orator, forced to seek assistance

for his bleeding country in foreign lands—returning again to renew

the conflict,—his whole history has been so accurately reproduced

in that of Kossuth, that the Austrians themselves have compared the

latter to the former. The same lofty integrity, the same far-seeing

statesmanship, the same passionate and undying devotion to Hungary,

the same burning zeal in her cause that characterize the noble Kossuth,

marked the character of the earlier patriot.

The effort of the chivalrous Kakoczy, though for a time splendidly

successful, issued in disaster and ruin, and a night of gloom gathered

over the Magyar land to be disturbed only in our own times.

From the connexion of the house of Hapsburg with Hungary,

the leading object of Austria appears to have been the utter ex-

tinction of the Magyar nationality. This is transparent in her

policy for successive centuries. The civil and religious privi-

leges of the Hungarians were first destroyed, then an exter-

minating warfare was waged against their language and national

manners and customs. The use of the Hungarian language was

prohibited in legal assemblies and courts of justice, and even me-

chanics and peasants, who were acquainted with no other tongue,

were made liable to extraordinary ])cnalties for employing it even

in their own families or in the ordinary transaction- of business

:

so that literally a large proportion of the people were condemned

to be mute, or employ tlio language of signs. The dress of the

people, from the magnate to the peasant, was made the subject of

frequent imperial edicts, and to turn down the shirt collar, to wear

the Hungarian frock coat, or the ]NLagyar kaljntg, or native cap, was

made a crime, to be punished by the judges with penalties usually

enforced against heinous or capital offences.

By the constitution her diet or national assembly was the source

of all laAv to Ilungar}'-. It was the prerogative of the crov.-n to

summon this bod}^ but the laAV required that it should be convoked

at least once in three years. Finding this body sometimes rather

refractory, from the disposition of its members to exercise the right
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of free speech and action, it had been the policy of the Austrian

eoverei;:;ns to omit calling it together, and to govern the nation by

imperial edicts. This artifice had been practised so habitually that

at the death of Francis I., in 1832, the Hungarian constitution was

in cfiect a dead letter, and as unregarded by the Austrian ministry

as if it had never existed.

Wishing to settle siich questions as might affect the succession,

Francis, in anticipation of his demise, had, after a long interval,* sum-

moned a diet, -which met the very year of liis death. The spirit of

reform -was paramount in this diet,—the lovrer house having a large

majority of democratic members, and several of the leading minds

of the nation imbued with the same political faith, occupying seats

in the house of magnates. Thus constituted, the diet had no sooner

assembled than it began to agitate bold and radical reforms, which

at once bro.ught it into collision with Ferdinand, the successor of

Francis. The first measure discussed in the diet was the emancipa-

tion of the peasants, who from time immemorial had been a dis-

franchised and degraded race. Dr. Tefft states that a law to this

effect was passed ; but Paget, who was present and heard the debates,

says that after it had been eleven times passed by the lower house,

and eleven times rejected by the magnates, it was finally put off

to another diet.f This diet, however, unquestionably- did inuch to

elevate the nation. The language of the country was restored, a

national literary institution established, extensive internal improve-

ments projected, and generally a course of legislation pursued in

accordance with the progress of the age, and the spirit of enlightened

hberty. These measures, so well calculated to sap the foundation

of absolutism in Hungary, were of course steadily opposed by the

Austrian government. In vain, however, was everytliing done that

the most consummate political craft, unrestrained by any regard for

common decency or honour, could devise to quench the rising spirit

of republicanism among the Hungarians. After a stoi-my session

tlie diet was finally prorogued, and another summoned in 1835.

The French revolution of 1830, and the expulsion from France

of the elder branch of the Bourbons ; the Polish revolution, and the

final conquest of Warsaw by Russia, thus extinguisliing the last

hoj)e of the free in that unhnppy land ; the separation of lielgium

from Holland, w ith the concurrent circumstances, had soami broadcast

^ Dr. Tefift observes, iu a foot note, " Paget says (Hungary auJ Transylvania,

ol. i, p. 129) twcnty-fiic years; but the traveller is in a mistake. Tliere were

Jiets in 1S07, 1812, and 1S2.5." If Dr. T. will refer to the London edition of

Pallet, vol. i, p. IGO, Join Murray, ISoO, he will find the diet of 1825 noticed.

t Vide Paget, toI. i, p. 163.
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among the nations the seeds of a harvest tliat had sprung up rapidly

and was now fast approaching maturity. The spirit of inquiry

abroad among the masses, foresliadowed coming disturbance.

Berlin and Vienna possessed the elements of conflagration. The
period seemed propitious for Hungary, and the majority of the

diet of 1S85 were made of sterner stuff than to quail in the hour of

emergency.

The Baron Wesselenyi Miklos, a man of rare intellectual abilities,

of great energy of character, and gifted with the most impassioned

eloquence, was the acknowledged leader of the opposition or demo-
cratic party in the house of magnates. Failing to check the current

of reform by other means, Austria sought to intimidate the liberal

party by arresting its leader. Dr. Tcflft states that he was arrested

for AYords spoken in debate in the diet on the question of granting

equal rights before the law to the oppressed peasantry ; but other,

and apparently impartial, authorities afhrm that the language for

which he was arrested was used by him at a county-meeting, held

at Szatmar, in Eastern Hungary, when the electors were met to frame

instructions for their deputies as to tlie vote they should give in the

diet on this important question. In the course of his speech he al-

luded to the policy so universally charged against the Austrian

government in Hungary—of exciting the nobles against the peasants,

and the peasants against the nobles ; of teaching each to regard the

other as their natural enemies,' in order by division to weaken both,

and thus strengthen herself—and he stigmatized in strong terms so

treacherous a policy, the ultimate object of which could only bo the

degradation and slavery of the Avholc country. ^^ "Where the Avords

were spoken is a question of slight importance, for that Austria was
ready with the strong hand to suppress the freedom of debate in

the diet is conclusively proved in the case of Balogh, the member
for Bars. This deputy having declared in his place " that he should

not consider himself guilty of any great crime if he adopted the

very words of Wesselenyi," he was included in the prosecution,

and both were put on trial for their lives.

In the diet of 1S32, Kossuth first appears in the moving panorama
of Hungarian history. He was not a regular member, but sat as

the proxy of an absent deputy, and as such was only charged with

very subordinate duties. His rare abilities, however, early made
him distinguished in the councils of the nation, and he soon under-

took to publish a report of the debates and proceedings of the diet,

** Paget, vol. i, p. 31. An Austrian account falsc-l}' states that the Baron was
arrested for addressing a regiment of hussars in the Austrian service and telling

them that their allegiance was at an end.
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tliat. their constituents might have some idea of how the repre-

sentatives performed their duty. The government, in spite of the

law of Hungary and of the protests of the diet, prohibited the publica-

tion of tlic debates, and enforced a rigid censorship of the press.

For a while Kossuth evaded the proliibition by having his sheet litho-

graphed; but his press being seized, he resorted to the expedient of

emplo3'ing an immense number of secretaries, and issuing his paper

in manuscript.

In the arrest of Wesselcnyi, the Austrian cabinet had made a

false step which they would gladly have retraced. Vx'w ate overtures

were made to him, promising him immediate pardon if he would

ask for it: but they were indignantly rejected. The ti'ial of the

impeachment therefore went on, and as the judges Avere the creatures

of Ferdinand, the Baron was condemned, and sentenced to an im-

prisonment of three years in a dungeon.

Nearly at the same time Kossuth with others wns arrested, and

as there was no law in the civil code by which they could be punished.

it was suspended in their case, and they were tried by a court-martial

and sentenced to different periods of imprisonment. Kossuth, who had

been imprisoned for some time preceding his trial, was sentenced

to protracted* confmement in one of the dungeons of the fortress

of Old Buda.

In IS-il the prisoners were released; but when they issued from

confinement, their condition revealed the cruel and relentless character

of the treatment they had received. The secrets of their prison-house

were written upon their persons. The firm constitution of Kossuth

was irrecoverably broken; three of his companions were languishing

in the last stages of mortal disease, another was a maniac, and the

great Wesselcnyi was entirely blind. The imprisonment of Kossuth

added immeasurably to his popularity. He was universally regarded

as a martyr to the liberty of the press, and in 184G a petition for the

abolition of the censorship Avas circulated in Vienna, and when
presented to the emperor, a few days after its appearance, it had
the signatures of more than two thousand well-known citizens of

the capital.

Ko sooner had Wesselcnyi and Kossuth rallied in some measure
from the effects of their imprisonment, than they went for^vard with

renewed vigour in the cause of Hungarian emancipation. The former

traversed the kingdom, addressing the people, and proclaiming in

W'ords of wondrous eloquence the doctrines of liberty and rc-

° We h:ive becu unable to determine precisely tlie term of Kossuth's iinprison-

mt'iit. I'aget says he was condemuod to four years' confinement, in addition to

two years passed iu prison previous to trial.
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publicanism. lie was everyY,'bcrc received -with idolatrous en-

thusiasm, the people carried tlie blind old man from ]:»lace to place

in tbeir arms, and tbe land soon rocked with the throes of coming

revolution. Kossuth zealously seconded the efforts of "Wesselenyi

through the columns of a political newspaper, the editorship of which

he had undertaken.

Notwithstanding tlic combined influence of the gold and power of

Austria, Kossuth was elected a member of the diet of lS-i7, for the

city of Pesth. His power as a debater, his profound sagacity as a

statesman, and his personal popularit}', li^A already given him a com-

manding position in the diet, when both Vienna and Presburg were

electrified by the nevrs of the French revolution of February, 184S.

On the succeeding day he delivered his memorable speech on the

finances and the state of the monarchy, concluding v^-ith proposing

an " Address to the Throne," urging a scries of important and radical

reforms. He finished his speech with these significant words :

—

" 1 prophesy it in the feeling of my truthful and faithful loyalty to

the royal house, that that man Vi-ill be the second founder of the

house of Hapsburg who will reform the system of government on a

constitutional basis, and re-establish the throne of his house on the

liberty of his people."

Strange as it may appear, the fu'st overt act in the Hungarian

revolution took place in Vienna. Kossuth's demand for a con-

stitutional government had found an echo in the hearts of the patriots

of the capital, and men had begun to exercise the inalienable rights of

freemen without molestation. Political questions were freely dis-

cussed, the public press began to speak with boldness ; and before a

single prohibitory statute had been n-pealcd, the people had practically

won a constitution. Desirous that the rights they had asserted

should be confirmed by the government, on the 13th of March a vast

multitude of the citizens of Vienna moved in procession to the palace,

to request from the emperor his express confirmation of the newly-

recovered rights they had assumed and begun to exercise. The im-

becile monarch dared not meet his long-oppressed people, but

trembling with unmanly fears, he fled in terror and consternation,

and concealed himself in some subterranean passages in the rear of

the palace. No persuasions could induce him to leave his burrow,

but from his concealment he treated with his subjects, and granted

them all they required. Thus peaceably was the revolution achieved

which overthrew Mctternich and his cabinet, and secured to the

people the liberty of the press, trial by jury, and the promise of a

liberal constitution.

"When the news of these movements reached the diet, a deputation
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vas appointed, with Kossuth at its head, to proceed at once to Vienna

and wait upon the emperor, with the demand for the restoration of

the Hungarian constitution and the creation of a separate cahinct

for Ilimi'-ury, to be composed of Hungarians, and whose sole business

should be to attend to the aliairs of that country alone. The em-

peror yielded every demand, and the cabinet was created upon the

spot. In this cabinet Kossuth held the post of minister of, finance,

the position of difficulty and importance.

On the IGth of I\Iavch the constitution granted by the emperor

was duly proclaimed by authority, amid the wildest domonstrations

of joy. By tliis constitution the emperor confirmed his recent con-

cessions, and gave the right to the citizens to bear arms and

organize a national guard. The whole series of reformatory mea-

sures received the royal signature on the 11th of April. The new

Austrian cabinet madl}' endeavouring to wrest from the people

their ncvvly-Avon privileges, the national guard rose in rebellion,

and the emperor fled from his capital to Innspruck, amid the

mountains of the Tyrol, leaving his cabinet to their fate. At the

risk of being tedious, vre venture to place on record the very lan-

guage in which Ferdinand confirmed and sanctioned these changes

:

" Having graciously listened to, and graciously granted the prayers

of our beloved and faithful dignitaries of the Church and of the State,

magnates and nobles of Hungary and its dependencies. We ordain

that the before-mentioned laws be registered in these presents, word

for Avord ; and as Ave consider these laws and their entire contents,

both separately and collectively, fitting and suitable, Ave give them

our consent and approbation. In exercise of our royal Avill, avo have

accepted, adopted, approved, and sanctioned them, assuring at the

same time our faithful states, that Ave Avill respect the said laws, and

cause them to be respected by our faithful subjects."

Having thus fiir lost ground at every step in the struggle, the

liapsburg government resorted to the policy of weakening the op-

position by exciting jealousies betAveen the different races of the

JIungarian population. Emissaries were scattered through the coun-

try', Avho succeeded in stirring up a spirit of hostility among the

Servians and Croatians against the Hungarian ministry. This hostility

soon assumed a Avarlike aspect, and under the Baron Jellachicb,

who had just been appointed Ban or Lord of Croatia, it broke out

into open revolt. The emperor when appealed to solemnly denounced

the course of the Ban, summoned hira to appear before him to answer

for his conduct, and Avhen he refused, gravely deposed liim from

office and declared him a public enemy. It clearly appears, however,

that Jellachicb Avas acting under express, though secret, instructions
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from the Austrian cabinet. Perfectly acquainted with the nature of

the game he was directed to play, he continued, notwithstanding his

deposition, to hold his power, and soon let loose his soldiers upon

the inhabitants of southern Hungary. The diet, though beginning

to suspect the duplicity of the monarch, waited for his authority

before despatching a small force which speedily defeated and drove

the invaders from the country. A word of explanation may reveal

the secret of Austria's duplicity. "Without compvdsion she would

concede nothing to liberal principles ; under the pressure of adverse

circumstances she would yield anything to the just demands of her

people, with the mental resolution of reclaiming her concessions

whenever she could do it with safety. All her concessions to Hungary,

and to her own people, were made when her prospects in Italy were

threatening and gloomy. The King of Sardinia, the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, and the King of the Two Sicilies had broken with her,

and circumstances seemed to threaten still greater disasters. Austria

was then willing on any terms to conciliate Hungary; but when the

imperial forces had been victorious in Italy, and a great reaction had

taken place throughout Europe in opposition to democracy, the time

had come for Austria to throw oil' her disguise and act openly against

Hungary. Early in September, Jellachich, having visited the emperor

at Innspruck, was openly acknowledged by the court, and the decree

of deposition revoked. He at once invaded Hungary, but was met

by the Magyars, defeated and driven out of the country in less than

three weeks. The Magyars had in truth opposed the Ban by the

express command of their king, who at the same time, as Emperor

of Austria, had secretly authorized the Ban to invade Hungary;

and when the Magyars had defeated and expelled him from their

territory, the monarch at once published an edict dissolving the

Hungarian diet, ordering the Magyar forces to obe}'' Jellachich as their

commander, proclaiming martial law in Hungary, and appointing

the Ban military dictator of the country!

By this crowning ^ict the duplicity of Austria was demonstrated,

and after another vain effort to avoid the appeal to anus by negotia-

tion, the diet declared itself permanent, and appointed Kossuth

governor and president of the committee of safety. Driven to the

wall, with no alternative but resistance or utter extinction, Hungary

resolved to maintain her position by arms. Austria was prepared

for the conflict. The position of affairs in Italy made it safe to

withdraw a large part of her army from that country and concentrate

her strength for the approaching strife with Hungar}-. After a brief

but bloody struggle in Vienna, the patriots in that city were put down,

and leaving the axe and the halter to complete the work, the Austrian
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anny, 120,000 strong, moved upon Prcsbur^;. A significant event

transpired at this stage of the drama. The imperial cabinet felt

themsolvos embarrassed by the frequent pledges, proclamations, and

oaths by -which the emperor had bound himself to observe and respect

the recent laws passed by the national assembly, and to maintain,

preserve, and defend the liberties and integrity of Hungary. These

pledges could not be denied, and they would not be forgotten by the

world. To avoid this embarrassment, Ferdinand -was induced to re-

sign the sceptre, and his brother Francis Charles, the next heir to

the throne, renouncing his right in behalf of his son, Francis J oseph,

a youth of nineteen, he was immediately proclaimed. The new em-

peror, it was pretended, was not bound by the pledges of his pre-

decessor, and as he refused the coronation oath imposed upon

her kings by the constitution of Hungary, no obstacles in the opinion

of the unscrupulous Austrian cabinet now prevented the progress

of events.

AVe cannot detail, nor is it necessary, the particular events of the

war. Hungary was unprepared with an army or military supplies,

but she had Kossuth. In the perilous emergency this extraordinai-y

man exhibited marvellous energy and resources. Gathering around

him Bem, Gorge3^ Dembinski, Damjanitch, Perczel, Klapka, and

other distinguished men, many of whom were gray-haired veterans

bearing the scars of a hundred fights, an army was soon levied and

prepared to take the field. For a time every encounter was a victory

for the imperialists, every step a triumph. Pesth was abandoned,

and tlie scat of government removed to Debreczen. Here, amid

gloom and disaster, the strong Magyar heart spoke to the world in

the declaration of Hungarian independence, which was proclaimed

on the igtb of April, 1849. Then followed a series of splendid

raanoiuvres and brilliant actions universally disastrous to the Aus-

trians. On every point they were driven back in total discomfiture

and rout, until, at the beginning of iNIay, the Hungarian territory was

unpolluted by a hostile foot, save a few garrisons, which were so

surrounded and shut up that they could not escape.

The result of this campaign and the general prospects of the war

at its close may be infen-ed from the Austrian manifesto of the first

of May. announcing the intervention of Russia :
—" The insurrection

in Hungary," it states, " had grown to such an extent that the emperor

had been induced to appeal to the assistance of his majesty the czar

of all tliC Uussias, who generously and readily granted it to a most

sati.s factory extent." The immense Austro-Russian army, under

the command of the infamous Ha3'nau, moved upon Hungary early

in June. The conflict, though short, was desperate and sanguinary;
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but the .issue could not be doubtful when the gii^^antic weight of Russia

was throvn into the scale against exhausted Hungary.

A brief campaign dispersed or destroyed the Hungarian forces,

and at the end of three months Kossutli resigned his power into the

bands of Gorgey, and Gdrgoy surrendered himself and his array of

24,000 men to the Russians. This ended the vrar.

Kossuth and a few faithful companions fled towards the Turkish

frontier, and sought the protection and hospitality of the Sultan.

Russia and Austria peremptorily demanded the surrender of the

fugitives, Count Sturraer, the Austrian minister at Constantinople,

and ^I. de TitOiT, the Russian envoy, both declaring that the escape

of a single refugee would in the estimation of their governments

constitute a casus belli. The Porte had at first returned a decided

negative to the demand for their surrender, but wavered when this

menacing language was employed by the representatives of the two

powers. Though the English government had shown a warm sym-

pathy for Austria during her troubles, and even given her assurances

of support, yet at this juncture Sir Stratford Canning, the British

minister at Constantinople, took a noble stand in behalf of the hunted

fugitives, and strongly urged the Sublime Porte inflexibly to adhere

to its refusal to deliver them up. The course of the British minister

was fully sanctioned by the govcniment at home, and Lord Palmerston

distinctly advised Sir Stratford Canning, that should Russia and

Austria attempt to enforce their demand, Great Britain would afford

to the Turkish government " the moral and, if necessary, the material

aid it required." And to be prepared for prompt action, in case of

emergency, Sir "William Parker, commanding in the ^Mediterranean,

"was ordered " to proceed at once to the neighbourhood of the Darda-

nelles, in order to take his squadron up to Constantinople, should

he be invited by the Sultnn through Sir Stratford Canning." The
English admiral was also directed to receive on board one of the. ves-

sels of his squadron any of the fugitives whom Turkey might desire

to place beyond the reach of their enemies.

While the Turkish government hesitated, and it was yet uncertain

what might be her final reply to the demands of Russia and Austria,

Kossuth and his companions were advised to abjure the Christian

religion, and by taking the turban avail themselves of the fundamental

law of "Moslcmism, that any fugitive embracing the Mohammedan
faith might claim the protection of the government. Bern. Kmetty,
Stein, and others, yielded to the temptation and embraced Islamism;

but Kossuth adhered to his integrity. His noble answer, when inter-

rogated, won for him, in our estimation, the greenest loaf in the

chaplet that binds his brow, and should be recorded as an illustration
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of the martyr spirit that animates him. " My answer," said he,
" docs not admit of hesitation. Between death and shame the choice

can neither be dubious nor difficult. Governor of Hungary, and
elected to that high place by the confidence of fifteen millions of

my countrymen, I know well what I owe to my country, even in

e.vile. Even as a private individual I have an honorable path to

pursue. Though once the governor of a generous people I leave

no inheritance to my children. They shall at least bear an unsul-

lied name. God's will be done. I am prepared to die
!

"

The interposition of our own government, earnestly seconded by
that of Great Britain, procured the release of Kossuth and his com-
panions in exile, and early in September of last year he embarked
bn board the steam frigate Mississippi, which had been placed at his

disposal by the Bresident of the United States, and left the Dar-
danelles for America. His subsequent career need not be traced;

it is known and read of all men.

It is due to Dr. TciTt to state, that to him belongs the honour
of originating the first public movement made in this country to
procure the release of the imprisoned refugees. Having expressed
his views of the duty of our government in their behalf, in a lecture

delivered first in Cincinnati, and afterwards in Springfield, the Doctor
was invited by both houses of the General Assembly of Ohio tu

lecture on the same subject before them at Columbus, the capital of
the State. He complied; and the lecture made so favourable an im-
pression both upon the citizens of Columbus and the General As-
sembly of Ohio, that in a public meeting the former passed a resolu-

tion and forwarded it to the seat of the federal government, m-ging
upon the president of the United States and upon Congress the
duty of exercising " their utmost p.ower to procure the liberation of
Kossuth, his associates and family, at the earliest practicable period."

llesolutions embracing the same sentiments were passed in the
General Assembly, after a brilliant discussion of the subject, and also

forwarded to the president, and to their senators and representatives
in the Congress of the United States. In addition to thus setting
in motion the plan that has resulted in the release of the illustrious

exile from captivity, Dr. Tefft has now given to the world a historical

work, that will add materially to his own literary fome, while it will

embalm the noble Magyar forever in the memories and hcails of

patriots and Christians.

The discreet reserve maintained by Ko.-suth during his imprison-

ment in Turkey, encouraged among his enemies the belief that upon
Ins release he would retire to private life, hopeless of the em.ancipa-
tion of his country; and under this impression the tongue of slander
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Tras for a time comparatively silent. But no sooner did he tread

the deck of the Mississippi, under the protection of our flar^, and
begin to foreshadow his future plans, than the minions of absolutism

took the alarm, and instantly every enszinc was set in motion to

counteract his efforts, by stigmatizing his character. An attempt

•was made to prejudice the mind of the American people against him,

by subsidizing our agents abroad, and circulating under their sanction

unfavourable representations of Ids character and conduct, which,

scattered broadcast by the press, should shut the hearts of the masses

against his appeals, and deprive him of public S3'mpathy. It is

not affirmed that money was directly employed to accomplish tliis

purpose, but it can scarcely be doubted that influences of some sort

so operated upon our representatives in the ^Mediterranean, that they

forgot the respect due to themselves, as well as their duty to their

country, and the guest it delighted to honour. It is mortifying to

contemplate the picture, and contrast the cowardly malice of civilians,

the weakness of naval officers, with the noble self-respect of the

distinguished exile.

From that moment the most reckless and unscnipulous assaults

have been made upon Kossuth. From motives not difficult to dis-

cciTi, several of his colleagues in the Hungarian ministry have been

induced to unite in this onset. He is 'represented by one as the

champion of aristocratic oppression, and denounced by another

as a socialist ; a third party, accuses him of being vacillating and
unprincipled, while a fourth condemns him as self-willed and un-

governable.

Thus the charges of his enemies against him neutralize each other

;

andAvhile absolutism employs ribald pens to destroy him, and hounds

upon his footsteps the red republican and the haughty aristocrat,

who once bowed to the might of his genius, the object of their

vituperation prosecutes his self-denying mission, and demonstrates,

by his undymg devotion to his beloved Hungary, the sincerity of

his motives and the integiity of his heart. Meanwhile the people

of the father land gaze with mingled admiration and hope upon
his luminous pathway among the nations, identifyiug the future

prosperity of Hungary with his success, and refusing to despair

while he outrides the tempest and bears aloft the torch of liberty.

Al the hazard of wcar^-ing the patience of our readers ayc a])pend

a few remarks, for which we could not hud an earlier place without

disturbing the current of the narrative. It will have been seen that

the right of the Magj-ars to their comitry was that of conquest, con-

firmed b}' undisturbed possession from time immemorial ; the right

of Ferdinand to the throne was not hereditary, but was conferred
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by the suffrap^es of the people; the right of the present sovereign

is tlie ri^^ht of conquest alone, as ho has never hecn elected by the

Hungarian people, or taken the coronation oath. When the ]Magyar3,

in obedience to the commands of their king, had taken arms against

the ]}an of Croatia, and driven him beyond the boundaries of their

tern tor y, their king in effect deserted the cause he had sworn to de-

fend, joined the Ban with an Austrian arm}', ami openly invaded

their country. In consequence of this cruel and unlawful invasion,

and because the young emperor openly refused to receive the crown

of St. Stephen in the legal manner, by swearing to maintain the

separateness ajid integrity of the nation, Hungary declared herself

independent. She was fully justified in her action.*

Gorgey bears the stigma of a traitor. Our author has consigned

him to infamy; and Kossuth himself says, "I raised' Gorgey from

the dust that he might earn for himself immortal renown and for his

countr}' freedom ; and he became Hungary's cowardly executioner."

The surrender of himself and his army at Yillagos, is regarded as proof

of his treason. But we arc not entirely satisfied with the evidence.

That he more than once differed in opinion with Kossuth on import-

ant questions is indisputable, and that he sometimes followed his own

judgment in opposition to the governors wishes, is equally clear;

but that he ever disobeyed his express order, or failed to put forth

his best efforts for the salvation of Ilungary, or violated his allegiance,

does not appear. With resp.ect to the final surrender it would seem

that Gorgey only yielded Avhen resistance had become entirely hope-

less ; and it has never been considered treasonable in an officer to

make the best terms in his power with his enemy, when he can no

longer contend with the faintest hope of success. We are inclined

to think that the towering ambition and military pride of Gorgey,

which could not brook a superior in Kossuth, a civilian, as governor,

Bhortened the war ; but with the immense power of Russia banded

with Austria, arrayed against Hungary single-handed and alone,

the conflict could have had but one termination.

When the Austrian army was driven out of Hungary, in April,! S49,

it is understood that Kossuth advised an advance upon Vienna,

arguing that the capture of the capital, and the consequent rallying

of the patriots in Austria, would place Hungary in a position to

'^ "As Foon as he attack.s tlie constitution of the State, tlie prince breaks the

contract which bouuJ the people to him ; the people become free by the act of

the soveivlgu, and see nothing in hiui but an usurper who wuiM l.i;vl thcni with

oppresMon. This truth is acknowldgod by every sensible writ^^r, whose pen is

not enslaved by fear or rendered venal by interest."

—

Vattrl's Law of Nutions,

b- i, ch. iv, § CI.
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dictate terms to her adversary. But in this plan he was opposed

by Gorgey, -who declined to advance with the strong fortification of

Buda in his rear. The army, of Avhom Gurgey was the idol, sustained

him in his views, and Kossuth seems to have wanted either the incli-

nation or the power to control him. It is affirmed that Gorgey never

possessed the entire confidence of Kossuth, and that even his ap-

pointment to the chief command was more a matter of necessity than

of choice. In making up an impartial verdict, however, it must not

be forgotten that at the crisis of Hungarian afflvirs, Kossuth resigned

his own unlimited authority into the hands of Gorgey, an act difiicult

to reconcile with his own integrity, had he then believed him to be

a traitor. The world has, hov.ever, passed judgment upon Gorgey,

and though his sentence seems to us severe, it is probably irreversible.

The future of Hungary, and indeed of all Europe, appears gloomy

and cheerless. A sad and disheartening reaction has taken place

since the commencement of the Hungarian struggle. If Russian

bayonets do not bristle along the Rhine or on the boulevards of Paris,

the prediction of i^apoleon has become history, and continental

Europe is Cossack. The history of Russia is a history of aggression.

Sprung from a band of Baltic pirates, unknown to the world till

about the middle of the ninth century, she at this moment rules

directly with an iron sceptre over the half of Europe, the whole of

northern Asia and north-western America, countries equal in extent

to one-seventh of the habitable globe, while the insidious power of

her diplomacy is paramount in all the courts of continental Europe.

Light and darkness are not more antagonistic than the principles

of democracy and absolutism. In the end tlie one must extinguish

the other. We talk of the progress of free opinions, and amuse
ourselves with visions of a better time coming, while a night of

absolutism is settling upon the nations. It becomes those who have

yet the forms of liberty to ponder well the lessons of history, and

learn wisdom and duty from the experience of the past. "A pru-

dent man foreseeth the evil and hideth himself, but the simple pass

on and are punished."

While the noble Kossuth pleads with a prophet's voice among
us the cause of his bleeding country, and the eyes of patriot

millions look for sympathy and aid to constitutional England
and free America, they \<\\\ be recreant to the law of nations.^^' to

humanity and to God, if they hesitate to say to the onward tide of

absolutism, "Hitherto shalt thou come, but no farther, and here

shall th}' proud waves be stayed
!"

"> Vide Yattd, Book ii, cb. i, § 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Art. ml—METHODIST rREACIIING.

In accordance with an intimation in our January number, vre re-

sume the subject expressed in the above title, premising, as v,-e then

(lid, that our remarks shall be of the freest character. If they

should even be deemed desultory Vi-e shall not complain, for our
" ideal " of a periodical "work like this, supposes its interest to con-.

5ist in the variety and collocation of its articles—their variety as well

of style as of topics.

In our description of the " Early Methodist Preaching,'.' vre enu-

merated among its characteristics, its exteviporc address, its aim at

direct results, its style, and its topics,—the latter as being almost ex-

clusively the vital, elementary truths of revelation. The results, the

really magnificent results, of this preaching, as witnessed throughout

our continent, are, we alleged, proofs of its potency and appropriate-

ness to the times. It was not only con-elative to the times, but also

and especially to the ecclesiastical system of iAIethodism—its minis-

terial methods—its incessant labours, its itinerancy, (fcc. It was a

product jointly of the times and the system. While we contended that

its essential excellencies should be retained, we admitted that our

own times require some modifications of it. What are these modifi-

cations ? AVhat, in move general terms, should be the characteristics

and methods of our preaching in these times ? This question ex-

presses, precisely enough, the subject of the present paper, extending

it beyond the homiletic traits enumerated to the ecclesiastical pe-

culiarities which justified them. The current demands for improve-

ment take in both, especially in our large cities; and in examining

these demands v.'e must have reference to both.

To those who have read our preceding article on the subject, we
need not say that our predilections for the "primitive school of

Methodist preaching" are strong : we shall not dissemble, that in ad-

mitting the expediency of its modification, in some portions of the

Cliurch, and in describing what that modification should be, m'C shall

be as much inclined to guard its old honour and excellencies as to

concede to the proposed improvements. "We shall attempt rather to

show the limit.^ than the urgency of the latter. We confess a con-

viction of the importance of some of these improvement.?, and yet no

little jealousy of them ; and our ensuing remarks will show the in-

fluence of both sentiments—perhaps in a juster appreciation of the

subject than wc could otherwise entertain. But to the question.

These times require, wc think, more varied prcaclung than was
Fourth Skrils, Yol. IY.—18
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usual among our primitive "Itinerants,"—a more thorough treat-

ment of the details of Christian doctrines and duties. The recency

of the nation, the wide dispersion of its population, the necessarily

long jouniies of our early preachers, and the absence of thoroughly

organized or pennanent congregations, except in few places, led

them to confine their discourses to comparatively few topics; these,

as we have said, were the most essential, the vital truths of the gos-

pel, answering summarily the question, "What shall I do to be

saved?" They entered a town or village, "sounded the alarm,"

held up the cross, and were gone. They were wise in this course

—

that ^vhich was most needed was said, though many things were left

unsaid. They were driving, in all haste, the ploughsliare through

the fallow ground, and scattering broadcast the good seed ; the

time for minuter work m the field, for dressing and training the crop,

would come they knew, and God would, meanwhile, they believed,

raise up appropriate labourers for that necessity. They were the Le-

gi.o Fulminca—the " Thundering Legion,"—whose duty it was to

break and scatter the ranks of the enemy, and to pursue and shout

onward in the rout, scaling ramparts, penetrating fastnesses, but

leaving the spoils of the conquered field to the " reserve " which were

yet in the distance. The latter have come up; they have gathered

the trophies, and now devolves upon us the task of defining the

conquered territory, of fortifying it against future losses, of di\id-

ing, subdividing, and rightl}' governing its provinces.

There is not me)-e rhetoric, but historic truthfulness in this vievr

of the heroic mission of our primitive ministry. At the risk of a

slight but not irrelevant digression, let us glance here a little further

at its character, for its character is no insignificant illustration of its

preacliing. In all sobermindedncss we do not believe its chivalry,

and even romance, are rivalled in modern history, at least since the

days of the Cnisades. These stalwart evangelists were abroad, thun-

dering through the land, when the storms of the Revolution were

coming on, and while they were bursting over the country. Those

who know intimately the early Methodist history, will doubt whether

"Washington and the mns culottes array of Valley Forgo, endured

more hardships, or exhibited more heroic characteristics than Asbury

and his invincible itinerant cohorts. Asbury himself exceeded

Wesley in his annual travels. Ills tour almost yearly was from

Maine t6 Georgia, by way of the AVest, when a few log- cabins

only dotted Ohio, Kentuck\^ and Tennessee; when not one Methodist

chapel, if indeed any other Protestant church, was to be seen be-

yond the Alleghanies; and when he had to be escorted from one set-

tlement or fortified post to another by armed men. lie averaged
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six thousand miles a yeai-, mostly on horseback, on recent roads or

through forests. During forty-five years of ministerial labour in

this country his travels ^vere equal to the circumference of the globe

every four years I And yet this glorious old bishop, -n-ho ordained

more men to the ministry than any Prelatical Bench of the nation,*

and \vho in his personal traits and achievements, as -well as the later

results of his labours, is miqucstionably the first ecclesiastical per-

sonage in the American annals, has never yet been named in any

of our national histories, and probably has not been known to our

liamsays, Bancrofts, Ilildreths, or Goodriches.

And he -was but a representative of the itinerant ministry of tliat

day. Those great times produced such great men as Lee, who jonr-

nied with tAvo horses, one for a relay when the other should be fa-

tigued ; Pickering, with a district that swept from the extremity of

Cape Cod, around to the centre of Vermont; Hedding, travelling

through the storms of winter, from Long-Island. Sound to the Can-

ada line ; Soulc, braving the Borean terrors of the Maine forests
;

Bangs, Coate, Worster, Sawyer, Dunham, Coleman, traversing the

wildernesses of Canada; M' Coombs, Menvin, lloszcl, Sharp, Boehm,

"VVells, Cooper, Garrcttson, jNIills, Smith, and hundreds of others,

who incessantly went to and fro '" crying aloud and sparing not,"

through the Middle States; Dunwody, Peirce, Dougherty, Ken-
nedy, Capers, and many others, equally noble, the heroes of South-

ern ilethodism. And then there were the staunch men of oak, the

sons of thunder, in the West, McKendrce, Roberts, Young, Black-

man, Burke. Larkin, Quin, Finlc}', Cartwriglit, Collins, ^c, the

leaders of the memorable old "' AVestern Conference," when it was

the only one beyond the mountains—when it reached from Detroit to

Natchez, and each of its districts comprised about two of the modem
Western Corifcrcnces. Alas for the man whose heart docs not pal-

pitate at the contemplation of such men, and such indomitable

energy ! Theirs was a hardihood, a heroism which old Sparta would

have applauded with the clash of her shields as cymbals. The
success of Methodism has often been referred to as a marvel—

a

knowledge of the men who composed its first ministry explains the

mystery.

Our history—not merely our Church history, but our national his-

tory—has an obligation yet to discharge towards these men. They

laid the moral foundations of most of the American States. They

*^ He presidcfl in 224 annual conferences, and consecratcil 4.CKX) ordinations.

He began his laV.Mjurs with 000 niembert; in the American >[ethodist Chnrch, and

fell at last at the head of 2I2,<X»0, ^vho have since multiplied to a million and a

luartcr.
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marclicd in the van of emigration bearing aloft the cross, and they

were almost its only standard-bearers throughout the first and most

trying period of oui* ultramontane history. \Vhen the tide of popu-

lation began to sweep down the Western declivities of the Allegha-

nies, and during the forming period of the States of the Mississippi

Valley, they were in motion every-\vhere, evangelizing the rude

masses, and averting barbarism from the land.

Such were the men, such the circumstances of our first ministry.

And under such circumstances it vras wise, we repeat, to limit, as

they did, the range of their pulpit instruction, to those topics vi'hich

were most adapted to the immediate salvation of their hearers. Be-

yond these topics they did occasionally venture, as we have admit-

ted, but in very restricted excursions—in sallies against some of the

polemical dogmas of the day—Calvinism especially—or in defence

of some of the important practical ordinances of the gospel ; their

preaching however consisted of few though poAverful sermons, and

aggregately, of the truths which relate to personal conversion. -

These truths Ave must continue to reiterate, but not so exchisivehj

as did our fathers. Inevitable circumstances—nay, very salutary

circumstances—have intervened, and require of us a greater ampli-

tude and detail of religious instruction, in the older sections of the

country at least. Our cause has consolidated. There is scarcely

a town or village in the denser sections of the nation where the

Methodist chapel docs not appear. In^ early all our chm'ch edifices in

the Atlantic States have been erected or renovated within twenty-

five years;* they contain now stated congregations and thoroughly

organized societies, who, habitually assembling within their walls,

cannot be edified, much less satisfied, with repetitious exhortations

on obvious or familiar topics. The preciousness of such topics will

redeem them, to a great extent, from the defects of the preacher; but

there may be an intolerable excess of a good thing. Men cannot

subsist on honey or milk, but need other, though it be inferior

nourishment. A man can live better habitually on the varied consti-

tuents of the potato than on pure wheat. The axe may be necessary

to fell the forest or cleave the rough mass, but more delicate and

varied implements are needed to work it into useful wares.

But before entering into the details of the modification thus ren-

dered necessary, let us define it more carefully; for we would not ex-

tend it too far, and there is more danger, we fear, of exaggerating than

° This has been a work of vast cntcrpri.se and e.xpcnditure ; could its statistics

l>e presented, we doubt not they would exhiliit the liberality of the denomination
in ti, striking light, and relieve greatly tlie unfavourable comparison sometimes
made between its other philanthropic contributions and those of sister sects.
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of depreciating it. The glory of the primitive school of i\Iethodist

preaching has not yet departed ; its day, its necessity still exist, and

must continue to exist on our o^vn continent /or generations.

First. It is needed still to no inconsiderable extent in our Atlantic

communities. Our old and mature Churches may require the pro-

posed improvements, but all around them are moral Avastes, vtdiich,

instead of being recovered, arc absolutely groAving more desert year

by year. Let us not think, then, that Ave require in our large cities

only educated and polished preachers and restricted modes of

labour ; these we must have, but we yet need there, as much if not

more than in the first days of Methodism, voices " crying in the

wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord"—men who will " cir-

cuit" these cities as did our fathers, and, like them, preach continually

and powerfully the primary truths of religion among the neglected

populace.

We would emphasize the assertion, for there is, we fear, a tendency

to a very opposite opinion. The city mission is a happy idea of the

times, especially as an adjunct of a local pastorate ; but we do not

consider it, as usually conducted, an appropriate appendage to our

own system, or anything like an adequate substitute for our old citi/

itinerancy. Our first preachers did in cities precisely the work which

city missionaries now do, and with how much greater success !
AH

our urban }.lethodism sprang from their labours. They erected their

first batteries in the neglected and impoverished localities. They

gathered converts into their small bands, without the invidious

association of a " mission to the poor." They offered themselves to the

poor ; the poor virtually, though informally, accepted them as their

chosen pastors, and spontaneously formed a tacit contract, a self-

respectful habit of supporting them. These first " city missions"

are now become wealthy and intelligent " city stations," and require

indeed a modified ministerial treatment; but if the field for such

labours remains— nay, is tenfold more ample and urgent—why is not

the old ministerial apparatus, with all its powerful attributes, as ap-

propriate as ever ? Where is the reason for a change ? not assuredly

in the moral condition of our suburban masses ; not in the neces-

sai7 ministerial regimen, for certainly none could be more appro-

priate than the pastoral methods of our fathers. All the original

conditions of Methodist ministerial labour exist, toe assert, vi our

present large communities, only vastly augmented. "What then, wc

again ask, has occasioned the change in our ministerial treatment of

the poor? What else than the illusion which has come over us

with our growing prosperity, that because our Churches, originally

founded among the poor, have outgrown their first humble spheres,
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therefore Methodism has necessarily changed its relative position to

the destitute populace ; it must now look chiefly after the comfort and

intelligent treatment of its well-housed children, and send out only

an occasional messenger to pick up the foundlings of the highAvay

and convey them into a neighbouring shelter ycleped " a city mis-

sion chapel." This is not right ; this is recreance to the old chival-

ric honour of our ministry—it is recreance to the honom- of our

Master in heaven.

The figure, like most figin-es, may be somewhat an hyperbole, for,

thanks be to God, we still to a great extent preach the gospel to the

poor ; but is not this change coming over us ? Is it not one of the

most serious liabilities of our cause ? While our intelligent city

Churches are demanding a difiercnt class of preachers and an im-

proved style of preaching, and also important changes in our minis-

terial methods, let them be reminded that the vast destitute masses

around them require still the old methods, the old class of preachers

and preaching—that none, since the apostolic missionaries, could

more precisely meet their deplorable necessities.

The Lcgio Fulminea, whose task we said it was to break the ranks

and take the ramparts of the enemy, arc, then, still needed even here

in our cities, where our own fortifications display their completed

proportions and victorious flags ; for even here manj^ a hostile for-

tress stands in juxtaposition with our defences; the very citadel is

yet in possession of the foe, iji most of our large cities, and the cir-

cumvallations—the suburbs—are crowded with his forces. We assert

that all these deraon^lizcd regions should be* invaded by "Itinerant

^lethodist Preachers," as the cities were at first. Methodist fam-

ilies would be found scattered among them, as then ; these would take

in the evangelist and open their doors for preaching, as then ; con-

verts would multiply, as then: lay assistants would rise up, clashes

and societies would be formed, and these would grow into self-sup-

porting Churches, as then. AYhy not? Is there any imaginable reason

why not now as well as then? And is there not for such labours now
a great vantage ground, which our fathers had not, in the aid

which our existing Churches can afford them ?

The above has been the historical process of Methodism from the

beginning—it is the process of its present success in its foreign mis-

sion fields, and is precisely what is needed in this its domestic mis-

sionary work. An English friend, Avho is familiar with the Wes-

leyan Missions, gives, in a communication to the writer, the following

summary view of their modus operandi

:

—
" As soon as anv number of his licarers ' receive tlio tiutli in tho love of it,' our

missiouarv unites tliem into a ' class' under the care of a ' leader.' And thus
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ibc hcdc;e of discipline is placed round this cultured spot, and assistance and

gynip.ithy givou to these ' babes in Christ.' The pastoral care is divided -with

liiose loaders, who watch over the little Hocks in the absence of the missionary.

Then, as bo<5n as divine grace has drawn forth and sanctified the abilities of lus

convortsi, the iiiissionaiy finds out who anions them have an aptitude ibr ex-

horLition; lie licenses them to 'exhort;' afterwards, if they improve, to

' preai'h ;' then a ' circuit plan ' is formed, a place provided where a con-

gn^;iation can meet on the Sabbath, and there tliis ' native preacher* in liis

tuni, 'of the ability which God <.'iveth,' speaks to the people 'all the words

of this life.' Such preachers multiply and improve, while the missionary dl-

rectsi their studies, and oversees the whole machiner}-—preachers, leaders,

cLisses, schools, prayer-meetings, &c., until often such circuits rise, like those in

the Friendly Isles, Africa, &:c., to have 20 or 30 chapels, and 50 to 100 ' local

ministers.' Some of these chapels, too. are able to accommodate from 1,500

to 2,000 persons
i
most of them are well filled, and some of them are crowded.

Of the 8,226 'assistants' there are only 843 who are salaried, and -these

give their whole time to the work, as catechists, school teachers, &c. The rest

being chiefly local preachers, interpreters, S:c., give their ser-\-ices gratuitously." *

Now tliis -we affirm has been the universal process of Methodism

until \vithiu a few years ; and what we complain of is, that the

Churches founded by precisely such means, noAV that they have

become isolated and self-supporting, are generally repudiating this

effective |)lan as obsolete, though all their adjacent fields—nay, the

very interjacent fields; often, indeed, their immediate precincts

—

demandjust such energetic labours, and demand them, in most of our

large cities, more urgentJij than ever before. "Exhorters" are

hardly known among us any more ; the " Local Ministry " is falling

into comparative disuse; "Itinerancy" in our cities is being aban-

doned : meanwhile, the populace are perishing in their moral

destitution, and we obtrude upon them an occasional " city mis-

sionary" as an apology for the sacrifice of our once powerful

and still needed methods.

We contend, then, that whatever improvements we may propose

in om- standard of ministerial qualification and modes of ministerial

labour, we should still have, even here in our ripest fields, a large

proportion of just such labours in and out of the pulpit, as per-

tained to the first school of ^lethodist preachers—its same summary
themes, the same direct style, ad populvm, the same aim at im-

mediate results, the same effective methods.

Second. We shall still need them also, to a great extent, in that

large field, the " Provincias Internas " of our territory, lying be-

tween the Atlantic margin and the later settlements of the West where

the " circuit system " is not yet generally broken into stations.

Throughout this vast region Methodism is flourishing, and will, in

less than twenty-five years, be consolidated into great strength.

Its ministry is now improving, but might still faster improve as the

* Rev. \Villiam Butler, now of New-J'ngland Conference.
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increasing supply of candidates allows a more discriminating choice.

Tating it as a Aviiole, it is the noblest sphere for the advancement of

both our ministry and Churches now occupied by us ; but our primi-

tive ministerial characteristics and methods are still appropriate to

it, and could not advantageously be modified, except by such improve-

ments as should not essentially change them.

Third. The vast unsettled portions of the continent, from the

Islississippi to the Pacific, and from the Great Slave Lake to the

Gulf of California, will afford them a magnificent theatre during as

long a period, at least, as the Church has yet recorded in its annals.

We must be permitted to delay on this part of om* subject,

though in no wise proportionately to its importance.

There are several considerations respecting the settlement of

this grand area which should be borne in mind. The population

R'hich is to flood it, and is now pouring into it, will be 7nore largely

foreign than were the earlier migrations of the country. A very

considerable proportion of the first settlers in the new territories

•were from the older States, and they carried with them better

notions of religion and morals, than come to us now from Europe.

He must be of dull vision who does not see the moral liabilities to

the nation which must arise from this transposition of demoralized

European masses into the almost boundless region mentioned.

More than half of the continent is now, and quite suddenly opening

into a stupendous moral battle-field, and men, as mighty as those

we have described, are needed for the conflict.

Again : this population will, for some years, probably be as much,

if not more dispersed than were the earlier emigi'ations, and will

therefore require our primitive ministerial modes of energetic labour'

and travel to supply it. it no longer maintains a frontier margin,

continually thickening thuugii extending, but throws itself into de-

tached positions, anywhere and everywhere, so it but finds local

attractions. The north-west temtories, the Great Salt Lake, Texas,

!New-j\lexico, Oregon, California—these arc its diverse resorts. The
\vhole western extent of the continent is in fine thrown open, the

last barrier has fallen,* and the European masses arc entering it

with a rush. Our '•itinerants" nmst, in old style, with horse

and saddle-bags, i-ush on with them, mingling in the mighty melee,

and bearing up in its very front, if possible, the ensign of the cross.

Were these stupendous migrations to be more consolidated,

''The greatest iinpcdinn-nt, tlic picpo-'^cssion of tlic ground by the Iiiilians,

may be said to be about removed. There are now about -118,000 in all our limits
;

most of theso are the enervated aborifiine.s of our Pacific and iSfcxican domains
;

the estimated number inhabiting our " unexplored territories " is but 30,000.
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some formidable moral consequences would result, but they would
be more accessible to our moral agencies. Coincident, however, with
the accessions to our population have been the extensions of our
territorial area, and the coming multitudes are still to be scattered

as have been the preceding hordes. In 1790, the number of
persons to the square mile in the United States was nine ; twenty
years later, it was precisely the same, though the aggregate popula-
tion had increased from five millions to more than seven. In 1S40,

we had fourteen to the square mile, but the ratio diminished to twelve
—a gain of only tliree since 1790. According to intimations from
the census office the ratio has fallen still lower, to seven and twenty-
two hundi-edths, giving one and thi'ee quarters less to the square
mile than in 1790 I The statistics of this article, tb-oughout, were
prepared before the details of the late census appeared. The latter

will, probably, as in this instance, add to the force of our reasoning.

And can we predict that this coincident extension of teri'itory and
people will not continue, thus giving a general dispersion to our
population, and an almost indefinite missionary field for the Chris-

tian energies of the country ?

They mistake egregiously who think the primitive ministerial

system of Methodism is done with in this country: there is at

this hour opening a largerfield for it than ever. While we con-
tend for modifications in the consolidated portion of the Church, in

order to adapt them to the greatest efiectiveness there, we aflinu,

and we mean literally what we affirm, that they have not yet done
one-half their allotted work in the land.

Further: while this new population will be more entirely /orf/X--/?,

and, from the amplitude of the area and freer access to it, more dis-

persed, it will also be vastly more multitudinous than our immigra-
tions have heretofore been. It is subHme, we were about to say
appalling—this amazing growth of a nation—this exodus of the Eu-
ropean peoples into our mighty wildernesses. "We could once esti-

mate somewhat its ratios, but now it almost defies our calculations.

A few years ago it was ascertained that our western frontier line

moved onward at the rate of about thirteen miles a year; and this

march of a nation, extending from the Northern 'Lakes to tlie

Mexican Gulf,—bearing with it all the ensigns of the highest civil-

ization and liberty—felling the forest, dispelling at every step actual

aboriginal barbarism, planting fields, building cities, erecting temjtles

and schools, constructing canals and roads of iron,—was considered

one of the sublimest spectacles in the history of man ; but now the

line of march is broken, as we have said, into detached columns,

"svhich have taken the extreme points of the field, and the evcrcom-
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ing accessions meet no obstruction, and observe no rules of progrea-

Bion. It is quite probable, that during the next five years the

average annual arrivals of fureigners will amount to half a million

—

they are now fast verging to 100,000 ! What practicable Christian

agencies can meet the wants of these foreign hosts ? Can we think

for a moment of abandoning in this vast region any of the effective

apparatus of Methodism, under such circumstances ? It has been

estimated that during the current decade there w^ill be introduced

into the West, a foreign population equal to the whole present popu-
lation of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin. We repeat, the

prospect is appalhng. The thoughtful man, who reminds himself

of the ignorance and moral corruption of these European hordes,

can hardly suppose that the better moral characteristics of the

nation, already sadly degenerating, can survive the contagion of

such overwhelming vice, or the better institutions of the republic

withstand such a Hood of semi-barbarism. One thing we must be

sure of, viz.:—That every moral resource at our command will

be needed, to maintain, in its present relative status, the moral and
intellectual position of the country.

It is to the ^Vest, we .'ay, that this overwhelming flood sweeps, and
thither moves with it the power of the nation—the political forces

which will take their moral character from these multitudes, and

impart it to us all. The centre of representative population is con-

tinually tending westward. Jn 1700, it was twenty-two miles east of

Wa.shington; it hns never been" cast of the national metropolis

since, and never can be ngain. At the census of ISOO, it had been

transferred to thirty miles west of Washington; in 1S20, it was

seventy-one miles west of that city; in 1830, one hundred and
eight miles. Its westward movement from 1830 to 1840, was no

less than fifty-two miles—more than five miles a year. It is now
probably in Ohio. During about fifty years it has kept nearly the

same parallel of latitude, having deviated only about ten miles

South, while it has ad\-anccd about two hundred miles west. Thus
move the political destinies of the country into wliat we have de-

scribed as the arena of its moral and religious conflicts.

With this territorial enlargement and increased accessions of

European population, the national population, indigenous and
foreign, is destined to swell into aggregate magnitudes truly amaz-

ing—magnitudes which it would seem must hopelessly transcend

any moral provision we can make for them. If the ratios of our

increase hitherto can be relied on, the population of the United

States, in ISOO, will be more than thirty-one mill ioris ; in ISTO,

more than forttj millions; in 1900, more than one hundred mil-
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lions, exceeding the whole present population of England, France,

Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Sweden and Denmark. A step fur-

ther in the calculation presents a prospect still more surprising : by

1930—less than eighty years hence—this mighty mass of com-

mingled races will have swollen to the stupendous aggregate of tvoo

hundred and forty-six millions, equalling the present population of

all Europe. According to the statistics of hfe, there arc hundreds of

thousands of our present population—one twenty-ninth at least

—

who will witness this result.

It is hardly possible to restrain the pen from uttering the spon-

taneous and overwhelming reflections which these statistics suggest

;

but we leave them in their own startling significance.

Such, then, according to the mathematics of the argument, is the

domestic field of evangelic labour opening before us. These calcu-

lations have no episodical irrelevancy here. We have chosen to

])rosent them, as far more relevant than general remarks. They sus-

tain with startling force our position, that the energetic "itinerant"

methods of our early ministry—its methods in the pulpit and out

of it—are still needed ; that there is a larger field for them now in

cm' o^vn country than there ever has been. We shall need, for

generations, Circuits and Districts, and stout-hearted and staimch-

bgdied men to travel them ; and let those who think they see the

expediency of amending our system, in respect to "itinerancy,"

the " presiding eldership," (fcc, to suit it to our denser commu-
nities, (an expediency we are" not disposed to deny,) be reminded

that they should so direct their efforts as to meet a comparatively

local want without inflicting a general disaster.*- We have so

often drawn this adrao7utory inference in the course of these re-

marks, that doubtless the reader thinks it sufficiently reiterated, but

it presents itself to our attention with peculiar impressiveness. We
deem it the capital lesson of our cause at this moment. Ideas of

innovation arc becoming rife among us ; many of them are wise, the

true signs of healthy progress, and few men have affirmed them
more decidedly than the writer of this article ; but with them seems
generally entertained a vague and, as we have shown, most fallaci-

ous impression, that the primitive ministerial system of Methodism
isfast becoming incompatible with the wants of the times—that its day

is about past. It is all-important that this impression should be rightly

qualified, that especially our intelligent and influential members in the

^ Wt! believe our cecksiastioal system is capable of sucli local acoumiuoaations

without injury to its general hannouy. The ehief difliculty to desirable im-

provements among us, is cur /ear of them. Our fathers adapted the system to

t!;cir times : we lack tlieir courage.
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older States, -vvlio can appreciate Methodism in its general capacities,

as "well as in its local success, should be impressed -with the conviction

that it has been thus far but approximating its providential mission,

and that the grandeur of its general designs may still merit almost

any local inconveniencies. The statistical arguments we have pre-

sented cannot fail, if examined, to arrest the attention of the Church,

and to convince it that it ma}' still move on in its old triumphant

march to new, and grander fiekls of conflict, and that all its faithful

adherents should still be \villiiig to make magnanimous sacrifices for

its success.

It can well however be admitted, that some of the desired inodifi-

cations, both of its ecclesiastical system and its liomiletic character,

ma}'- be made ; and having now accomplished what we proposed, as a

chief design of this paper, viz., '• to show rather the U/nits than the

urgency of such changes," we proceed to admit and state some of

the homiletic improvements demanded. We have said that the

times require, especially in the older sections of the Church, more

varied preaching than was common in our early ministry.

First. It should be varied by a larger range ofpractical instruction.

If Avc except some of the main points of practical divinity, the Me-
thodist pulpit will, we think, be found more deficient in this respect,

than any other evangelical ministry in the land. This is a quite ex-

plicit remark, we know, and may be an attractive target for animad-

versions, but we nevertheless aflirm it. Let it be observed, however,

that it refers not so much to the i'rnportance as to the variety of our

practical preaching, rrecisoly here lies the great defect of our pre-

sent ministrations, and it needs plain dealing and speedy correction.

Wince not, brother itinerant, at a few outright references to it, even

though you should not concur in them. Frankness will not hurt us:

and in a work like this, if anywhere, honest individual opinions,

though even erroneous may be respectfully admitted. You will not,

after what has been said, ([uestion our high estimation of the ]\Ie-

thodist ministry—the men of genius or special talent scattered

through its ranks, excel we believe, in number and power those ofany
other American pulpit ; the futhers we have described as a heroic host

;

their successors, who have been educated by similar circumstances, in

the severer fields of our work, arc still, as a body, rare and powerful

men ; but is there not a large class—their successors in the maturer

fields—a class which is fast becoming our aggregate ministry there

—

who, without special talents, are also without the heroic characteris-

tics of the fathers V And is it not the case that there is in this growing

class many of mere indolent mediocrity—men of little study, little va-

riety, and little thoroughness of instruction, and who not unfrequently
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attempt to substitute physical for intellectual energy in the pulpit ?

These assuredly are not the men needed by our matured Churches of

this day, especially amidst the sectarian rivalries of the cities and larger

villages. Their limited topics may be as good as those of the fathers,

but their local circumstances are different. What variety they pos-

sess soon becomes exhausted; and is it not often apparent that their

subjects, however intrinsically good, are but hackneyed props upon

which to hang " First," " Secondly," and " Thirdly," the hasty ex-

cogitations of Saturday night or Sabbath morning.

Practical training, we repeat, practical training in the details of

Christian duty is the present want of Methodism, and for two

reasons.

The first is, the promiscuous character of our })Cople. It is not a

denominational detraction, but a denominational honour that our

Churches have hitherto been chiefly composed of the poorer classes,

those who most need the gospel, and who, when properly trained by

it, become its best examples; but this honourable fact has devolved

upon us a peculiar responsibility,—the promiscuous masses we have

gathered together need specially careful instruction. Under the

ministrations of the fathers they were initiated into the great truths

and the personal experience of religion. The elementary truths of

religion, accompanied with a sound religious experience, are doubtless

a better guarantee of Christian morals than thorough training in the

latter without iha former; but the one canuot supersede the other.

Nor is it necessary for our argument to admit that serious derelic-

tions are more common among us, than among other sects ; it is suf-

ficient to affirm the importance of the practical divinity of the

Scriptures on the one hand, and on the other, that among us too

exclusive a devotion to the consolatory or admonitory aspects of the

gospel—too hortatory a style—have too much limited our practi-

cal instructions.

Another reason for improvement in this respect is, that the great

variety of the practical themes of the gospel would afford more vari-

ety to our preaching, and therefore more attraction to our congi'cga-

tions. The restricted pulpit range of our first preachers, however

suitable to their modes of labour, has too much uniformity for ours.

An attempt to relieve the tameness of this uniformity of thought by
energy of feeling or declamation, may partly succeed—especially in

connexion with good pastoral habits—it may sometimes render it

tolerable to a popular audience through a two years' appointment;

but it will not make up for the defective training of the people, and

must in the "long run" fail to interest, if it does not alienate, our

more intelligent families.
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How rich is the variety of practical themes for the pulpit ! The
practical bearlngjs of repentance, the practical applications of faith;

prayer—private, family, social, public; public worship ; the observ-

ance of the Sabbath; baptism; the Lord's supper; modes of per-

sonal effort for the salvation of men; charity to the poor; charity

to religious opinions ; serial lectures on the historical characters of

the Scriptures; the relations of pastors and people; and the large

range of practical counsels appropriate to husbands and wives, pa-

rents and children, masters and servants, &c.—assuredly he who
with such themes, and their sublime relations to time and eternity,

fails of varied interest in the pulpit, must be inexcusable. It is on

these very themes that the multitudinous assembhes under our caro

most need instruction.

Second. For the same reasons our preaching should be varied

with more doctrinal instruction. Do we mistake in saying that the

charge of vagueness applied to our practical instruction is applicable

to our doctrinal preaching—not to the importance of its subjects,

but their variety? Is there not even among us a tacit dislike to

doctrinal themes in the pulpit, owing in part, it may be, to the viru-

lence with which distinctive doctrines are liable to be discussed, or

the too habitual devotion of some preachers to them, notwithstand-

ing our denominational tendency to ihc contrary?

Whatever truth (jod has revealed should be proclaimed b}' his

ambassadors ; but are there not many such truths which have never

been discussed by some who read these lines, and who have grown

gray in the pulpit ?

It is to be feared that some of those doctrines which we deem

most vital to Glu-istianity arc most neglected, so far as their eluci-

dation or defence is concerned. The Athanasian views of the God-
head Ave identify with the very essence of orthodoxy ; but how seldom

are these doctrines discussed in our pulpits. Our dialectics have

not much to do with them indeed, but our Bible has, and the Scrip-

tural illustration and demonstration of truths so fundamental cannot

certaiidy be unimportant.

Here again we have an ample field for variety of pulpit themes

—

God and his attributes ; Christ, his Godhead, his offices ; the Holy
Spirit, his Divinity and work; the atonement; repentance; faith;

justification; regeneration; sanctification; the resun-ection : future

judgment; rewards and punishments; the spirituality and immor-

talit}' of the soul ; the nature and reality of experimental reli-

gion, iVc.

The objection—a tacit if not an uttered one—that doctrinal preach-

ing would tend to a speculative if not worse spirit in the Church,
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ought not to be admitted for a moment—it is a slander on the

truth of God. There may indeed be dialectic gymnastics at-

tempted in this sublime arena—polemic farces, at which devils as

vvcll as men may recreate themselves ; but the same may be said of

experimental and practical divinity—no perversions of doctrine have

been more monstrous than the recorded delusions of practical and
imvard religion.

On the contrary, the gi-eat doctrines of revelation rightly pre-

sented would form tire most substantial basis for our practical in-

structions, and premises for the most powerful motives of personal

religion. The good sense of the preacher of course must be their

guarantee against abuse ; but it is to be supposed that he who is

counted worthy of this ministry should not be kicking in common
sense, or the reverent appreciation of such impressive themes.

Third. There is another class of subjects not usually comprehended

in our practical divinity, but having a secondary relation to it, at least,

which, occasionally and judiciously treated, would increase much
the variety of our pulpit themes, and afford instruction and interest

to our congregations. Among these we wouW include first the great

modem schemes of evangelization, such as Sunday schools, missions,

tracts, Bible societies. The pastor, especially the "stationed" pas-

tor, should make himself familiar, not merely with the general char-

acter of these enterprises, but with their leading data, if not their

detail, at least so far as they are connected with his oahi denomina-
tion ; not vague declamation will suffice for them—he can show their

substantial value only by substantial facts. It is thus oidy that he

can train his people to a practical interest in them. The Churches

which are most famihar Avith these institutions are those which most
liberall}' sustain them, and it cannot be doubted that their fuller re-

presentation in our pulpits would soon effect an appreciable chano-e

in their success among us. Do we mistake in saying that these

great interests of modern Christianity arc lamentably neglected by
our general ministry, so far as their appropriate representation in

the pulpit is concerned? Our periodicals and special agents cannot

supersede this service.

Again: we would include in the present class of pulpit themes,

those special addresses to the young, the aged, to females, to citi-

zens on the ethics of their political relations. v!v:c., which occasionally

form interesting and instructive series of discourses in the modern

pulpit. Important principles of Christianity are applicable to these

subjects, and, rightly discussed, they may become the special occa-

sions of most special appeals of the truth.

To these we would add, occasionally at least, other topics—those
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wliich arise from aclvontitious questions of the day, or public inter-

ests indirectly related to religion or morals. Pauperism, intemper-

ance, gambling, education, patriotism, great national occasions or

anniversaries, the moral aspects of political events, the uses and

abuses of wealth, the moralities of business life, war, with the practi-

cal peace questions, and even " colonization " and " slavery, " if you
please. We can only refer to these varied classes of subjects. They
present an almost endless scope, and the preacher who avails him-

self of them prudently, can hardly fail to render his pulpit attractive

to the people. We say priidcnlhj, for doubtless there is a liability to

imprudence here. Such secondary topics should have but a secon-

dary place in his instructions. They should be used merely as an

occasional digression from the more essential themes of the gospel.

They have nevertheless tlieir claims and their appropriate seasons.

It is a misfortune for our argument that the non-evangelical pul-

pit of the day has dealt so largely in these collateral topics. Sliding

in them a relief from the less congenial themes of true religion ; let

not this abuse, however, militate against the due use of such import-

ant subjects. They need not interfere with, but may be sanctified

by, our very highest evangelism, and it maybe affirmed that we can

hardly train our people to the highest standard of Cln-istian intelli-

gence and enterprise witlmut their occasional discussion in the pul-

pit. Let us put away tlie thought that such a discussion of them
would interfere with the fervency of our piety or our usual revivals.

The objection would give to the rcvilers of fervent piety and revi-

vals a formidable argument. Our sister evangelical Churches which

arc most addicted to these discussions, not on!}' take the lead in

philanthropic enterprises, but abound in genuine revivals. Our own
more energetic spirit should not lag behind them in either respect.

We have thus indicated some of the modifications which these

times demand in our preaching, especially in the older communities,

where our congregations are not only stated, but abound in intelli-

gence and resources that require such improved treatment. What
an effect on our ministrations, in such communities, would a general

endeavour after tliis improved and varied preaching soon produce

!

More thorough habits of study would be formed ; an improved style

both of thought and address, more deUberatc and exact methods

in the desk, would follow : the whole intellectual tone of our pulpit

would be elevated. It would, in fine, be a partial but most salutary

process of self-education to our ministry, and, combined with their

old distinctions, such as we have described, would soon enable them

to out-rival their competitors in the larger cities, and thus stop efiec-

tually that relative declension of our cause which, according to our
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own reports, lias been taking place in most of tljcm -within a few
years. We insist, as wc did in our former article, that those old

distinctions, or w hatever of them may now be desirable, can be com-
bined with these improvements. Not an iota of our moral power
need be sacrificed.

It is hoped that, while we urge these improvements as appropri-

ate to our general ministry, it is not necessary to guanl our remarks
against a prejudiced constmction. It is admitted that there arc

scattered all through our ranks individual men who have surveyed
thoroughly, in both the study and the pulpit, these large fields

of thought, and who even stand before the public on their most
advanced grounds. Honour be upon such men, for most of

them owe their success to their own unaided endeavours, sustained

amidst the most trying ministerial responsibilities which have been

known since the days of the apostles. Our ministry has also not boon

without a cliiss of men pre-eminent even above these, for reputation

at least, men of renown in the Church, representative men, Avho have

been masters of not only the great themes of the pulpit, but of

the highest ability for their discussion. The names of Summer-
field, Eascom, Cookraan, Fisk, and Olin, have had few contemporary

rivals in sister Churches, and other names, not yet rendered sacred

by death, will hereafter be added to the list. All this we admit, and

yet deem the preceding observations applicable to our general

ministry.

Thus much, then, for the improvement of our preaching ; but this

implies also a correspondent ir/iprovcment of the preacher. We have

alluded to the cfiect which such an elevated standard of pulpit in-

struction would have on his own intellectual character. With our

candidates, however, we should anticipate this improvement, and

our pre-requisites should be such as to secure it. The remark is

not only applicable to the older sections of the Church, but in part

to the most recent; for it has pleased God so to multiply our candi-

dates throughout the connexion, as to allow a very considerable

discrimination in their selection, were we but disposed to adhere to

our legitimate and economical modes of labour. Were it not for the

absurd policy (for such we must be allowed to call it) of breaking up

our circuits into hardly self-supporting " stations," and of gradually

abolishing the local ministry, instead of a v.ant we should now, pro-

bably, have an excess of candidates.* A single western conference

''These unfortunate chanpics arc also ascribed to tbc "i1cm.iu'"l3 of the times,"

a very convenient but fallacious excuse for something iTorse. It wiU hanlly be

pleaded thp.t Metliodism in America is in advance of English Methodism in the

intelligence or gootl taste of its people ; the latter, Lowevcr, finds no difSoultj- in

Fourth Series, Yol. IV.—19
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(Illinois) received last jcdx forty-four probationerg, making its list

of candidates seventy-two, in\(i more numerous by twenty-seven than

its Vrholc list of effccti^ e niombcrs ! Another conference received

twenty-five, giving it a probationei's' list of forty-four; another

twenty-three, giving it forty-seven candidates ; another twenty-one,

giving it thirty-throe. Tiie itinerant ministry of the Methodist

Episcopal Church (^iovlh and South) now numbers six thousand five

hundred men ; the Roman Catliolics report but about one thousand

one hundred; the Protestant Episcopalians about one thousand five

hundred ; the Congregational orthodox about one thousand six hun-

dred; the old-school rresbytcrians about two thousand; the new-
school one thousand five hundred ; the Baptists about five thousand

one hundred.* These comparative statements show that Methodism
is prolific in its resources of men if not of other means for its minis-

try. The supply would be up to its necessities if not above them,

"we repeat, were it not. f^r the late impolitic deviations from its old

and successful itinerant plans ; and even as it is, we believe that with

suitable aids and encouragements, such as other denominations pro-

vide, we could, even now, command a superabundance of candi-

dates.

This fiict is worthy of special remark. It is quite miique in the

current history of the American Churches. While our sister denomi-

nations are universally lamenting the decrease of their theological

students, we rejoice amidst m.ultiplying candidates.! The fact is

full of providential significance; it corresponds with what we have

said of the great providi'Utial mission yet awaiting Methodism in this

land ; it corresponds farther with the new demands of our cause

which have been stated. Eor the latter we should avail ourselves of

it in two ways.

First. Wc should be more choice in our selections from these

increasing candidates. ^\ ould that we could impress the remark

upon our conferences. Let us learn that piety, though the chief, is

not the only cpialiticatiou for the ministry—that gifts as well as

graces are required by our own standards ; and that now, more

keeping up itinerancy aiiJ a pnwciful constantly-working: local ministry, in both

country and city. We hope the old metropolis of .Vmerican MetlioJism, Balti-

more, vill hesitate long to follo\7 tlic example of our other cities in these " re-

forms." There are advantages in the change, but how dearly are they paid for!

- This includes all its preacliers, whether pa.«tors or not. If our local preachers

were included in the estimate of the Methodist miuistr\% its amount vrould be

more than trebled.

j Our only theological s.-hool, while yot in it- infancy, has grown to be numer-

ically the third in the nation, and will undoubtedly soon be the first.
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than at any other period of our history, is this double criterion both
necessary and practicable. AVe certainly arc not yet as cautious

in this respect as our circumstances require ; eneri^ctic zeal without

ability, if successful in its first efforts, or under special circumstances,

is too readily taken as the certain pledge of enduriii;^ usefulness ; and
the untrained novice is urged into the conference, to be too often an
encumbrance ever after, suffering himself as avcU as inflicting suffer-

ing on the Church for the ill-advised urgency of his brethi-en.

Further : ^J"his increasing supply of men should lead to more delay

in their admission to the ministerial service, and thereby secure

better pre^jaration for it. This policy ^vould be Aviso even in such

conferences as suffer somewhat through lack of labourers. The
precipitancy with which we have pressed young men into our labori-

ous ministry has been a crying evil. Jt has sent hosts of them to

premature graves. It has hiflicted upon many physical disabilities

which have subtracted from their usefulness through life. It has

occasioned a starthng ineffective list, which draws upon the resom-ces

of the Chm'ch for support, and suffers notwithstanding, amidst our

very altars. There are no\YJive hundred and eleven superamiuated

and supernumerary preachers, reported in our minutes—nearly o/^e-

eighth of our whole ministry.-'^ Our ministerial lables of mortahty
have scarcely a parallel. jS early half of all the Methodist preachers

whose deaths have been recorded, fell before they were thirty 3-eai-s

of age. The time spent in the itinerant work by GTii has been ascer-

tained: 199 spent from 2 to 5 years; •JU9 fro)ii to 12; 129 from

12 to 25 ; 90 from 25 to 40 ; 32 from 40 to 50 ; and 13 from 50 to CI.

About two-thirds died after twelve '/ears' itinerant service.

Much of this astonishing mortality is attributable to the haste

"with which we have urged youthful labourers into our hard service.

What a Avastc of not only health and life, but of usefulness has this

blindly-zealous policy occasioned. There arc apologetic consider-

ations connected with the subject we know, but none which fully

justify us.

AYe have amended in this respect, but not sufficiently. Few-
sights could be more impressive than an assembled ]\lethodist con-
ference, for it presents the best exam})lc of what moral heroism is

yet extant in our world ; but there arc painful detractions from
the scene. It is scattered over with pallid and decayed men, who
ought to be in the prime of manly vigour. It is composed too much,
and, we fear, increasingly, of immature men,t whose juvenile and yet

^ This includes not the Methodist Episcop.il Church. South.

tBishop Soule, some jcars since, in a puLli.-htd letter refcrrerJ with emphatic
regret to this fa«jt.
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ofLcn enfeebled aspect, seems out of place there—men who have

too early been subjected to the labours and anxieties of our ministry,

and who find that tliC}- can make up for their deficicnL preparation

only by the sacrifice of their health. Better for them, in body and

mind, would it be did we retain our old circuits, for these would re-

quire fewer mental resources, and su]>ply invigorating bodily exer-

cise ; but appointed, as thoy mostly are, to isolated and hardly self-

supporting stations, amidst the rivalries of older sects how can they

sustain their positions Avithout sacrificing themselves?

This offering of human hecatombs at our altars should cease, and

should cease right speedily—whatever plea of necessity for it once

existed, has virtually ceased. Our younger candidates should be

reserved—recognised, but reserved—on a Wesleyan " reserve list " if

you please, and aided in their intellectual preparation for the work

in such manner as to reheve them afterwards from the pressure

under which so man}- now sink.

And this should bo the case, we repeat, not onl}^ in the older but

also in the more recent fields of our ministerial work. In arguing that

the later fields will still indefinitely demand our old homiletics and

old methods, we have not implied that tlic intellectual advancement

of the ministry was to be confined to the older conferences—assur-

edly not! If genuine ability is anywhere needed, it is in the great

arena which has been described as now opening for the final moral

conflicts of the country; and > such ability not only in natural

rudeness, but cultivated and even accomplished, ma}"- find there a

most appropriate field of exertion, and find also in the severities of

our itinerant methods congenial occasions of heroism and self-

sacrifice.

There is, we fear, still lingering among us, and only half latent, a

fallacious apprehension that intellectual improvement, pushed to

any considerable advancement in our ministry, would be hurtful to

its old purity and energy. We forget that Methodism, like the

Reformation, modern missions, and almost every other great

movement of the evangelical world, had its birth in an insti-'

tution of learning. "Jt sounded its first trumpet," says some
one, "and commenced its triumphant march over the world, from

within the gates of a university." jMost of its great leaders were

learned men. Wesley, its founder and legislator, was the Fellow

of a college; Charles Wesley, its psalmist, was a collegian in the

same university ; Coke, its first v\mcrican bishop, and the founder

of its missions, bore the highest title of the learned world; Ben-
son was a university student ; Fletclior was the president of a

theological school ; Clarke was a muster of universal knowledge.
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Among our own great names are tliosc of Rutcr, Emory, Fisk,

Olin, and others of the dead and the living. Were tliese men
unfitted for the demands of Methodism by their intellectual cul-

ture? Were they less devoted, less useful, less faithful to the pecu-

liar duties of our system than their uneducated fellow-labourers?

And would a ministry generally composed of just such men be un-

suitable for even the hardest demands of our work ? No, no ; mental

capacity does not imply moral incapacity. Methodism is com-
patible with large minds, as well as large hearts, and can employ
them on the sublimest scale of their powers. ^Ve soberly believe

that such minds, imbued with the evangelic spirit, can find nowhere
else a more congenial sphere of self-devotion and self-development.

Men of less capacity have been signally useful among us, but it has

been appropriately asked, " What would bo the standing of Method-
ism at this moment, if the mass of our ministry had added to their

natural powers the acquired talents of such men?" Its banners

would in all probability be waving over most of the world.

Let us then heed those indications of Providence which call upon
us better to supjdy our candidates with qualification.';; for their work.

In meeting our present necessities, let us select such as are maturest

in mind and body—not alwaj's the most talented or the most devoted;

for these, if feeble or young, may be prematurely sacrificed, but, in

either case, may be rendered more useful by a preparatory delay.

The extraordinary fact of our large (though, for unnecessary rea-

sons, still deficient) sup})ly of preachers, and the convenience which,

with right management, it oilers for a " reserve " corps, should, we
think, receive extraordinary attention from the Church. Few facts in

our history have been more available for the fuller development of

our ministerial energies. Our wise men should study to turn it to

advantage, devising for this purpose most "liberal things." Such,

too, is the popular demand among us for the intellectual improveinent

of the ministr}'-, notwithstanding the "half-latent" prejudice men-
tioned, that it cannot be doubted the Church would respond with

the promptest generosity to any plan for the benefit of its yountrer

ministry—the ministry to whicii it is to commit its children, and
with which are associated therefore its tenderest 'solicitudes.

But what plan shall we adopt for this jircparatory training?

Presuming that we have thus far carried along with us the con-

currence of most if not all our readers, it might only mar the

infiucnce of this article to conclude it with a discussion of debated

plans of ministerial improvement. However sliglit may be that in-

fluence, we would have it unimpaired on the subjects thus fiir treated,

for we deem them among the paramount Methodist questions of the
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day. Relying, however, on tlic foibearancc which we have already

bespoken for honest, though they should be erroneous, opinions, when
advanced in a periodical like this, where, if anywhere, inquiry should

find both freedom and courtesy, wc shall venture to submit a few

suggestions on the question just proposed.

First, then, we think a reserved list should be kept by each confer-

ence, bearing the names of candidates who may not be immediately

prepared for the ministry, and especially of promising young men
who, even if the conference is not abundantly supplied, should never-

theless be reserved for better preparation and riper years, as this

policy would be an economical one in the result. Such a relation of

candidates to the conference, however slight, would be better than

none at all. Though not admitted, they would at least be recognised.

A tie, now unknown among us, would connect them with the '" regu-

lar ministry," and not be without a partial influence. Whether this

delay leads them to our institutions of learning, or to continue yet

awhile in secular business, they will be more inclined to bear- in

mind and prepare for their destined work; their reading and local

exercises in preaching, would have more habitual reference to it.

Second. \\c should j^rovidc a course of study for this reserved

corps. A course of study for our local preachers has been repeat-

edly called feir, and would tend much to elevate this branch of our

ministerial service. The same course Avould do for reserved can-

didates, and brotln-en v.ho design, to remain in the local ranks. A
modification of our )n-(><'nt conference course, might suffice. The
success of any such requircuK.'nt must, however, depend upon its au-

thoritative character; it should, therefore, be subject to the official care

of the presiding elder, and accompanied with regular examinations,

in the presence of cither the quarterly conference or a committee of

its ministerial member?. Some sort of system, in other words, with

personal rcsportsihilitics, i.s necessary if we would have the design

effective; and those who may object to our further suggestions, should

see that something j.rocise ancl practicable, on the plan here men-

tioned, be provided as the only security against further demands.

Third. Many of the best minds among us think the time has

come in which the Church should require higher literary prerequis-

ites, and provide means for the better education of candidates, or

at least of such as have not themselves the means. The cardinal

religious denominations of the country have such provisions in the

form of "Education Societies." They arc important features in

the philanthropic finances of some of these denominations. It ha.s

been complained that, though no Church has more promising claim-

ants of such aid than ours, and none needs it more, yet none has
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shown less disposition to provide it. ]Men now in our own minis-

try, it is said, iiavc been compelled to receive assistance from the

Education Societies of sister Churches. If the comparative paucity

of our resources, or the m-gency of other interests, have heretofore

excused us from this claim, it is contended we cannot plead the ex-

cuse any longer. We now abound in resources, and it cannot be

doubted that any finoncial project, sanctioned by our leading minds,

and proposing an obvious advantage to the Church, can command

any necessary liberality from it : its popularity and success will in-

deed generally be proportionate to the generosity and greatness of

its designs. lias the time come, then, for the formation of an

"Education Society" among us, for the better preparation of our

ministerial candidates—a great, a denominational society, which

shall take rank by the side of our leading financial schemes?

This project need not involve the question of theological schools,

nor any particular standai'd of ministerial training. It could, like

similar societies in other Churches, })rovidc merely a given annual

appropriation for the support of candidates in our academies or

colleges, subject to few and general restrictions. Personally we

are not prepared to say how far such an institution vi'ould be ap-

plicable to the present circumstances of the denomination; so strong,

however, is the demand for educated, or at least intellectual men,

for the pulpits of our Atlantic churches, that it is believed our

people would take no ordinary interest in it, provided it were pro-

jected on a scale of commanding proportions.

Fourth. There are not a few among us who believe that institu-

tions expressly for theoloi^ical cducuiion are appropriate to our

present circumstances. "Whether justly or oiherwisc, there is also

in the Church a vast amount of not only popular but intelligent op-

position to such institutions. The primitive Methodist preachers, as

we have described them, were, it is justly ailirmcd, the mighty men
of their day, but they came not forth from theological seminaries.

It is replied,, on the other hand, that they were providentially raised

up for their times—that the times have changed, not in respect to

the work, but the workmen—that Providence which especially fitted

them for their times, now indicates that we should ourselves aid in

their preparation. The fu'st preachers of Christianity, it is argued,

were miraculously qualified for this work, but when the early exigen-

cies of the Church were past, miraculous gifts ceased, and the task of

providing pastors was devolved upon the Church; and, continues the

argument, you might as well contend that your missionaries need not

study the language of China, in order to preach there, because the

apostles had the miraculous gift of tongues, as to object to theologi-
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cal education, because they or the ilrst preachers of Methodism were

not academically ti-aincd.

The advocates of theological schools complain that they have not

heen favoured with a fliir hearin;j; through our leadin^r organs. What-
ever may be the opposition of the reader to their scheme, we are

sure he will be vrilling to hear them impartially. To silence this

charge, as well as to present candidly their views, we cannot do bet-

ter than to give the following I'nthcr ardent quotation from one of the

most enthusiastic among them.

" Such institutions," he says, " -nere not considered by the founder of Sle-

thodisni to be foreiy:n to it.> jreuius and interests. In the very first confer-

ence he ever he;M, he h.iinseli" proposed such a measure; the proposition -vvas

repeated in the second session, and -was never lost sight of by the Wesleyan
connexion durin;^ the Ioult intm-val tint elapsed before its resources enabled it

to embody the design in its present noble seminaries. The success of the

measure has demonstrated its wisiJom Have not our circumstances as

a Cl:;irch changed ? Are we not able to afford our ministry ilie intellectual

qualifications which once lliey could not obtain but by special endowment?
And is it not clear, Ironi the v.liole history of Providence, that when such
ability exists, its special .intcrpositiou ceases? It would be a curse on the

"world for Divine Providence to supersede the necessity of our self-dependence
as individuals', or as cornniuniiics. Our fathers arc passing away. Providence
sup])!ics us no more with shcIj nn-n, and thereby clearly indicates our duty to

qualify our ministry according to the means which he gives us. lie vt-ill still

call men to his work, but we nuist open the way for thou. We proj^ose not to

make preachers of liis word, but only to aid those whom he has evidently

called to preach it. AVIn) darus object to .^uch a proposal ? Providence has
le^l us along fnau one inijiruvfuient to ariother, until now this great want
stands in our way like a m. luntain, with fts summit glorious with light. "We
cannot pass round it; I-.t ii<, then, go over it, that our ministry may, like

Moses, come down to the pc.i[ile wilu their brows radiant with its brightness.

Under our old sy^steui tlie repetition of a few well-studied subjects

could liikc the place of fifty under our present arrangement. This is no de-

traction from tlic old systi ni— it was one of its best points of adaptation to an
uneducated ministry. ]>ut now we fix untrained men in small stations, amid
the closest competition, where they are overburdened with pastoral duties,

whicli were unknown to our f.uliers, and expect them to maintain our cause
with success among a poiii'.lation the most enlightened- on tlic globe. How is

it possible for a young u\m\ v.rdiont discipline, without a knowledge of books
or of men, to furnish in-tniction fur twu years under such circmustances ? A
few of our must vigorous minds ma}' ner\e themselves for the necessities of
such a position, but thi- m:i<s of trie mml.-try must necessarily lall into the rear

of the educated ministries of olhi-r sect.< It is objected that education
will pervert our young men. This is one of those vandal sentiments which I

hardly know how to di.-<u-s. Is it a (jucstion, iu this day, whether education
is favourable or Injurious to virtue? Why, then, have we'not waited for its de-

cision before e,-tablishing our academies and colleges? Are we afraid that

Methodism in particular cannot consist with Intelligence? Then it cannot be
true, and the sooner we disiovcr our delusion, the ))etter. Methodism is com-
patible with intelligence. Seme of t!ie greatest intellects have grown up under
its influence ; its glorious tlieolngy and mighty sy.'jfem arc suited to the highest
minds, anti in no other Clmrch can a great mind have freer scope for iLs pow-
ers. But how iloes this objccilem agree v. iili fact ? Have our learned men been
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perverted? Have they not been among tbe holiest and most useful men in our
Church ? Did learning cornipt Wesley, Flctclicr, Coke, or Benson '? Whoso
memory is more sacred among us than Fisk's? And was he perverted by
learning ? Was Ruter, -who left the presidency of a college for the sutVerings

of a missionary, one of the exam2)les from wliich thi-s objection is drawn?
Was Emory another ? Our most learned men have been our hohcst men.
They have been the staunchest friends of our doctrines and our discipline, be-

cause their capacious minds have the better comprehended their excellence.

And is not this the case with the young men who come into the ministry from
our learned institutions V Where do' you find better pastors and more de-

voted preachei-s than they? It is mortitying that ]MetIu)dism should still be
trammelled and enervated by such jtctty' prejudices. ^Ve Methodists do not
yet comprehend the sublimity and promise ot' our cau.~e. "Wc have been dc-
ludetl by the impression that ours is a particular, and not a general system

—

that it is apphcable to a particular class, but not to all classes. Methodism is

universal in its adaptation. We are bearing up unconsciously before the

world the ensigns of the Millennium. Our doctrines and measures have been
transforming other sects ; they are to reach tiie savage and the sage, the sla^e

and the sovereign. We believe it, because wc believe they arc the truth.

Give, then, to Methodism a free action. Let it appropriate to itself all auxili-

aries, especially learnlug. Its gigantio plans are suited for gigantic powers.
Throw the energies of a sanctified and educated mlni,-ti-y into its ])Otent system^
and it will produce results which we have not yet imagined Once
more : it is asserted that ' the history of theological schools, in all ages, shows
their iniluence to be corrupting.' If we object to throloglcal schools because
they have been abused, we may also object to nearly ever}- other great measure.
Episcopacy was observed in the early Clnu-ch as nuich as theological schools

;

must we abandon it on that account? The press h;i.s been foully"abused ; are
we therefore to turn it out of our Book Concern ? llcllglun has been per-

verted in everj' detail; shall we therefore turn atheists? The reason of the

corruption of theological schools was the corru])tIon of all knowledge. Theo-
logical, hke all othe'r schools, will, .of course, be atU'et(.d by tlie intellectual

state of the age in wh.Ich they exist. It was the giMicral juevalence of the New
Platonism that introduced error iuto the Alexandrian sr-lio. .1. lint it introduced

it everywhere else also. It infected J'hilo the Jew, and Longinus the I'agan, as

well as Origen the Christian. It was the introduction of the Aristotelian dialec-

tics that produced tlie metaphysical absunlltles of the s<hools of the middle
ages; but they infected every other departnient of knowledge, alike with theologv.

They were the intellectual characteristics of the times, deluding the monk in

his secluded meditations, a5 well as the student in the school. But we live in

a different age; science is now more thorouglily verified; a new mode of in-

quiry has been introduced, which will never ahow a similar confusion of
knowledge. There may be new corruptions in theolo'/y, but they cannot orig-

inate as did those upon which the objection is founded; they will be such as

will be more likely to be prevented than favoured by knowledge. Theological
schools have, indeed, hke all other good institutions of religion, been corrupt;
but, like all others, they have also been blessed. It would seem, from histor\-,

that Providence has wedded religion ami knowledge, and signalized their

union in most of the great events of the Chunh. The first rays of returning

daylight, after the dark ages, streamed forth upon the world from the cloisters

of the University of Wlttendjcrg. It was from its gates that ]\lartln Luther
came forth, with llio Bible in his hands, to .-ummon the world to its moral re-

surrection. It was from the Unlver.-Ity of Geneva that CaMn, at the same
time, was sounding the alarm among the Alps. And where did the next great

revival of Chrl.-tlanlty take ])lace ? It was among the theological students of

Oxford. Yes ! Methodism, now so fearful of ministerial education, first awoke
in the cradle of English learning. It sounded its first trump, and commenced
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its march over tlic world, in tho. crates of a university-. Where did the first con-

ception of toreign mission.s, from tlic American Churches, originate ? "Within the

Tvalls of a theological school; and trcm that scliool have gone to the pagan world
a greater number of devoted men than from any other source in our land.

The theological school at Ba^lc, in Switzerland, has been one of the greatest

fountains of religious intluem.'e that is in Europe. The one at Geneva" is now
the chief instrumentality in restoring the principles of the reformation to Switz-
erland and France. Tlic groat (hfcndors of religion have nearly all been edu-
cated theologians. Science ha*; no legitimate tendency to evil ; it is the echo
of the same voice which speaks in revelation. Ke\ elation itself has as often

been used for the sujiport of error, as science; and the one must be rtjected

on the same ground tliat the other is."

After this long insertion, wo. hope there vrill be no charge of timid

partiality on the question, against this journal at least. The ex-

tract certainly has ardour enough, if it has not an excess of argument.

AYe leave our reader.^ to judge of the latter. They are as compe-

tent as ourselves to distinguish betAveen its logic and its rhetoric.

It is due to the advocates of this measure to say, that they are of

various opinions respecting it. Some of them think that depart-

ments of theological instruction, suitable for the preparation of

ministerial candidates, can be connected "with our academies and

colleges. ' Others, though ver}- few, Tve suppose, advocate a high

theological seminary, modelled after the best in other Churches, and

requiring considerable preparatory, if not collegiate, training—

a

proposition -which appears to us practically absurd in the present

circumstances of our ministry. Others, and doubtless the greatest

number, propose separate seminaries, on the plan of the " ^^'e5-

leyan Theological Institutions," -which shall be adapted to the actual

wants of the student, whatever may be the deficiencies of his educa-

tion, and shall combine Mith their intellectual advantages thorough

training in such social and pastoral habits as may especially befit his

future office: they would have them be "schools of the prophets,'"

—

ministerial hou.-eholds, maintained under a strictly-religious regi-

men, and excluding the perverting influences and invidious preju-

dices which they allege would affect our young candidates in com-

mon academics or colleges. Such is the experiment now being

made among our brethren of the eastern States.

\\q have thus attempted to show what was the character of our

primitive miinstry ; how far its -preaching and methods are stiU

needed; v.'hat improvements, homiletic ones at least, are desirable-

and some of the means by which it is proposed to secure these im-

provements. Our cause has reached a maturity and magnitude in

this nation which give no little importance to such questions, and we

dismiss the subject with the conviction that, however we have failed to

do it justice, it cannot fail to command the interest of our readers.
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aet. ^tii—short reviews and notices of books.

(1.) Some years ago vrc iiserl to see, every now and tlicn, a paragraph in the

pa-pel's, mentioning the apparition, in some out-ol-the-way corner of the workl,

of a German lady, who was said to have visited all lauds and seen all strange

people. The stories told of her often appeared apo<.'ryj)hal, yet the lady vras

no nujtJt, but a very substantial Austrian female, who has recently convinced

mankind of her reality, by printing a book describing her travels, part of which

is now offered us in '• A Lady's Voyage round (hi: ]Vorld : a selected translation

from the Cer/na?! of IdaPfeiffeu." (New-York: Ilai-jicr & Brothers, 12mo.,

pp. 302.) Though the continuity of the narrative is broken by the method of

selection adopted by the translator, the book alx)unds in curious peeps into odd

places. It is not every lady that has doubled the Cape, attended Queen

Pomare's court-balls, eaten rice with Chinese mandarins, attended mosque in

Delhi, watched the excavations at Nimroud, and gone to prison in Asiatic

Russia.

(2.) Mr. Boiin continues the publication of his several excellent libraries

with praiseworthy promptness. Among the recent issues, we have in the " Sci-

entific Library," ^' Petrifactions and their T(:arh!)iij->,hy G. A. Mantell, LL. D."

(12mo., pp. 49C.) The work was primarily intended as a hand-book for visitors

to the Caller)- of Organic Remains of the British ]\ruscum, and as an explana-

tory catalogue for the scientific student o^ tho-e remains ; but it also auswei-s

for those who never have seen or shall sn" the ^lu-eum, as an illustrated

account of its contents. Tlie " Classical Library" is enriched by a '^Literal

version of Lurretius, by Rev. J. S. "Watsdx, tn which is added the poetical

version of John Mason Good," (12mo.,pp. -lOU,) affording to the mere English

reader a better opportunity of knowing Lucretius than has ever before been

offered. In the " Illustrated Libran,-," we find a '• History and Description of
Modern Wiiies, by CvRrs Redding," (12mo., pp. 440,) which describes the

•wines of various countries, and informs the uninitiated how they can be manu-

factured to order. In the '• Standard J.ibr.iry," we have " Vasai'i's Lives

of the Painters" vol. iv. A supply of all ilic Libraries is constantly kept on

hand by Bangs, Brother & Co., New-York.

(3.) CoNFiR^rATioxs of the general veracity and accuracy of IIfrocotus
accumulate with evciy year's additions to our knowledge of ancient histon.-, and

no library, even of the most moderate jiretonce, can ailurd to be without a

copy of his work. A\'e are theretorc glad to announce a neat rejirint of Beloe's

translation, (New-York : Bangs, Brother &: Co., 13 Park-Row, 1SJ2; 8vo.,

pp. 488.) This edition i> enriched by a lite of Ileroilotus, by Leonard

Schmitz, LL. D., and has all of Bcloe"s notes, with a copious index. It is got

up in e.xoelleut style, both as to printing and binding.
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(4.) TiiK I.oni/s Pkaver lia.s been the subject of many learned treatises

both in ancient and in modern times, but its unfailing abundance, and its mar-

vellous adaptation to the exigencies of each successive age and of every new

development of humanity, make new expositions constantly desirable. We
welcome, therefore, a volume of-' lectures on the Lord's Prayer, by William
K. Williams," (Boston : Could & Lincoln, l-2mo., pp. 241,) which are marked

by the same characteristic clearness of conception, soundness of exposition, and

eloquence of style, that distingui>h the other works of the same writer heretofore

noticed in this journal.

(5.) We announce with pleasure the second number of Xeander's Practical

Expositions, namely, '• Thr Epistle of Jcnucs, practically explained" (New-

York : L. Colby, 18.')2; IL'ino., pp. 115.) Kot intended as a critical commen-

tary, its exegesis is yet founded upon a strong scientific basis, and it penetrates

into the meaning of special passages with a skill that is only surpassed by the

comprehensiveness with which it grasps and sets forth the scope of the Epistle

as a whole. Mrs. Conant does tlic work of translation at once gracefully and

accuratelv.

(G.) Wk are late in reci'ivin;:, and therefore in acknowledging, " Isaiah trans-

lated and explained, hy Jo.-Krii Addison Alexander," (New-York : John

Wiley, 1851; '2 vols., r2nio.) The work is an abridgment of the author's

larger critical commentary on Isaiah, which is now out of print. It has not

been rewritten, but contracted by simple omission. In its present form the

work is admirably adapted to popular reading, while it still remains the best

commentary on Isaiah ibr theological students in our langiiage.

(7.) " .-1?) Addres." delir^ ,;' h.f,,re the Sterlinr/ Medical CoUcfje, by Edward
Thomi'SOX, M. D., D. I)., I'lc.-Idont of the Ohio Weslcyau University," (Co-

lumbus : 1 851 ,) is an earnest appeal to medical men to cultivate logic—an appeal

pre-ciuinently needed. No books are worse written, both as to logic and style,

than the medical books of the jjresent generation, unless, perhaps, the law-books.

Dr. Thompson's addr-css Is full ofsound thoughts, expressed in admirable language.

(8.) The '' Piclorird Fi<.ld-Book of the 7?f-ro?»?('o;i," (New-York : Harper &
Brothers,) contiimcs to ajijicar at regular intcnals. The narrative gi-ows in

interest, if that be possible, and the illustrations are as numerous and beautiful

as ever. A more attractive iV.mily book of history has never been issued in this

country. Nineteen parts have appeared—a few more will complete the work.

(9.) Since Jjunyan's rilgrim, we doubt wjiether a better allegory has appeared

than " Sahuuhr and the Drarjon, a Romance of the Ilariz Prison, by F. W.
SnELTON.]\I. A." (New-York : John S. Taylor, 1852 ; ISmc, pp. 250.) Wc
have read it through at a sitting, and few of our readers who take it up will fail

to do likewise. The fearful results of slander are illustrated in a most striking

and cllcctive style. A\'e commend the book, to young and old, as one that will

enchain their altenlion \vhile it will fix a great moral lesson upon their hearts.
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(10.) The usages of !Mctbodism are becominij a common topic of discussion

and criticism, both in and out of the Church. We could not hinder this if we
•would, and -would not if we could. No mere uaar/rs can be permanent in

stereotyped forms—unless stereot)-ped by death. AVc have before us an excel-

lent ^^ Discourse delivered in the Clinton-street Methodist Episcopal Church,

Newark, N. J., by Rev. L. D. Barrows," the object of which is to show that

Methodism excels other Churches in its ' solf-.-acrific-ing spirit for the salvation

of the race." (^Ir. Barrows calls this " the distinctive feature of Mctliodism ;"

but surely he docs not mean to assert tliat other Churches arc entirely desti-

tute of it.) This spirit of self-sacrifice is shown in three leading features of

Methodism ; namely, class-meetings, church-building, and itinerancy. On the

first of these heads the discourse is clear, pointed, and convincing ; on the

second, It is somewhat .obscure and hesitating. j\Ir. Barrows does not wish to

advocate " an inferior order of church-buikling," but deprecates " expensive "

churches. Closer definition is necessary to make his views practical. So too

he appears to justify pewed churches fvr jS'< w-Enfjland, but to oppose their

introduction anywhere else. The third head is treated very vigorously.

(11.) Wk welcome most cordially tlie first volume of Putnam's Somi-montLIy

Library- for Travellers and the Fireside ; nruncly, " Uvme and Social Philo-

sophy," (New-York: G. P. Putnam, 18^2 ; iL'mo., pp. 20:3.) which is the first

scries of a classified reprint of DIekens's " Household Words." The distinc-

tive characteristics of the "Semi-monthly ].,il)rary" arc, a periodical issue, so

that the books can be mailed ; size and form, fitting the books for the travel-

ler's pocket as well as for the book-case ;
excellence in the selection of matter,

and loK price. The present volume afi'onls a large collection of delightful

readiug for twenty-five cents. Wc trust this series will take the place, to a

great extent, of the yellow-covered works which arc hawked about our steam-

boats and railroad cars ; and that Ivlr. I'ulnani's taste and enterprise will be

amply rewarded by a large sale.

(12.) AVe have received the sixteenth and seventeenth numbers of Mayhew's

''London Labour and the L.ondon Poor" (New-York : Harper & Brothers,) in

which the scnvenrjcry of the great metroj)oIi.s is treated in very full detail. It

were heartily to be wished that the nniniriiiul authorities of some great cities

nearer home than Loudon would take a linf out of Mr. Mayhew's book on the

subject of clean streets.

(13.) Bi:v. J. O. CiioULES passed some inonth.s in Europe last year \>-\i\\

three of his jjupils. The boys kept a journal, and wrote a number of IcUers

to a friend at home, which are now gathered into a neat volume, under the

title of -'Young Americans Abroad; or, ]'<ira/ion in Europr," (Boston:

Gould & Lincoln, 18mo., pp. 371,) which will be very aicej>lable to youthful

readers.

(14.) " ^fcvwries of the drcat ^L 'ropnli:. : or, London from the Tvircr to the

Crystal I^alacc, by F. SAUxnr.Rt*." (lse\v-Yo:k : C. P. Putnam, 12mo., pp. 811.)
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The design of this vohime is to furnish a compact manual for visitors to the

British metropolis. It has the accuracy of a Guide-Book -R-ithout its dr^Tiess;

and abounds in precisely the kind of infonnatiou which a cultivated traveller

most desiderates. And for stay-at-lioaie travellers, who make their excursions

only through the medium of books, avc recommend this volume, as one which,

by its pleasant, easy, and yof. scholarly talk about the famous sjwts of London,

will be to them a most cntertaiuinLraud instructive companion.

(15.) The value of Dr. Gardner's elementary treatises on physical science has

been long known to teachers and students. New editions of the " Meclanics,"

the " Hydrostatics" and the " Opucs" have just been issued by Messrs.

Blanchard & Lea, of riilladelphia ; and the three books are also bound up in

one strong thick volume of 750 pages, fomiing the best and most complete

manual on these subjects extant, to our knowledge. Full questions for exami-

nation adapt the Avork to use as a text-book in schools and colleges.

(16.) AxOTHKR volume of Schmitz and Zumpfs classical series is now ofiered,

viz., " Eclogac ex Q. Iluralli Flacci Pocmalibus" (Philadelpliia : Blanchard &
Lea, 1852 •, iSmo., pp. ;511.) The text is founded on Orelli's. The commen-
tary was begun by the late Dr. C. G. Zumpt, and finished by his son A. "W.

Zumpt. The work is done in the same spirit of care and discretion that charac-

terizes all the books of this excellent series. It is a sad pity they are not better

printed and on better i)aper: though these advantages are probably incom-

patible with the very low price at wliiih the hodki, are sold.

(1 7.) The second volume of tlie reprint of the '• Young Christian Series," is

''The C«r«fr ^Vo?j<;, by JAfOB Ahi:ott." (New-York : Harper & Brothers,

12mo., pp. 380.) Tiie work is designed to illustrate the fundamental truths of

Clu-istianity in clear and plain style, free from technical terms, and adaj)ted to

general u.se. Chi:ist is justly made the centre of the Christian system in this

adiiiirable work, and the great truths of religion are set forth as they naturally

connect themselves with his history. ]Mr. Abbott's peculiar power of graphic

description, as A'.ell as of pure narrative, find abundant scope in a v.-ork of

this plan.

(IS.) "We have heretofore once or twiee conmiended " Woodburj-'s lilethod

witli German," and have now to record a high tril)ute to its merit in the issue

of a work avoweiily motlelled after it, \iz., " A Xac Method of Lmrning the

French Langurujr^ by L<tUis Fasqui:li,k, LL. D., Professor of ^Io<lem

Languages in the University of Michigan." (New-York : M. II. Newman,
1852; 12mo., pp. -lOti.) The w.rk, like Woodbury's, combines both iha

analytic and the synthetic moiles of teaching, giving in I'art I. the rules in the

most simple form, applying them at once, and introducing the idioms of ihc

language gradually, so as not to present too many diflicnhies at once ; and
in Part 11. a tolerably ample Grammar of Ihc language. The work is done

everywhere with conscientious thoroughness.
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(19.) " Sinfulness of American Slavery, by Rev. Cuarles Elliott, D. D."

(Cincinnati: Swormstedt & Power, 1850; 2 vols., 12mo.) By some mishap

this l)Ook has not reached our table till a vcr)- late period ; so that our tardi-

ness in noticing it is not our own fault. The autlior -was appointed by the

General Conference of 1848, to write the History of the Church for the pre-

ceding four years—a requirement Avliich obviously involved a survey of the

subject of slavery. His resources for this survey are ample; indeed, few

libraries can be so rich in the literature of the subject as Dr. Elliott's, if we

may judge from the full list of authorities appencK'il to the second volume ; and

no man could be more patient and diligent in tlie ftiulj of authorities. Dr.

Elliott never undertakes the Investigation of a subject that he docs not sift

thoroughly. Iso book, pamphlet, or even newspaper article of value, can

escape his ever-watchful vigilance. So it has been in the case before us. These

two volumes are a complete rt-pertor)- of facts on the subject of Slavery in its

relations to the moral law. Another volume, on " Servitude and Slavery," is

in preparation ; and the three are intended to show that the " Scripture

neither sanctions nor tolerates slavery: that the regulations of the ISIosalc code

referred to scrcitudc, so as to prevent it from nmuing into slavery." The

liistory of the Methodist Epi-copal Church frum 1814 to 1848 A^ill follow the

third volume.

The work before us is divided into six parts, of which Part I. treats of

" American Slavery and the African Slave trade," and shows that in principle

the two are identical. Dr. Elliott, however, is caretAd to discriminate between

guilli/ and innocent slaveholders :

—

"Some may become the legal owners of shivcs l.y will or inheritance. Others,

though conviuced of the sinfulness of the systmi, may not Lave it in their power
to set their slaves free, for the present, and they huM them in ordor to do them
the greatest good possible. Such, curtainly, cannot Ix; placed in the list of

transgressors or sinners : otherwise, one person, by his act, can make another a

sinner ; or one can bo made a sinner by tip: act of another—wLich is absurd. Such

employ the mere legal tenure to cmancipatu the slave, ami prevent him from

becoming a slave for life, and his posterity after Inm ; or he employs this legal

tenure to do the slave all the good ho can. altliougli he cannot set hiui free.

"There are others who love slavery and the br.vs which authorize and protect

it. They daily strive to render that law more striuficnt. They use their power
over the'slave'for their own benctit, without regard to the rights of man or the

law of God ; and they resist the annulment of slave hnvs."

Part U. shows that slavery deprives men of their natural rights, personal

liberty, property, education, religious privileges, marriage, &c. Part III.

exhibits, in strong colours, the injuries Inlllcted by slavery. Part IV. treats of

its contrariety to the Christian Scriptures: Part Y. of its effects on the master,

the slave, and the community: and Part VI. oflV-rs a number of observations on

the duty and practicability of emancipation. It will be. seen from this brief

statement, that in the volumes before us, and in those that arc to follow. Dr.

Elliott proposes an extensive survey of the whole subject, which, like his great

work on Rom;inIsm, will allbrd in itself a treasury of facts ami arguments on the

matter of which it treats.

(20.) '-The Iliad of Ilcnicr, uiih Notfis for the. me nf Schools and Colleges,

by Jonxl. OwKN,D. D." (New-York: Leavitt & Co., 1851 ; 12mo.,pp. 740.)
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The text is rc])rintcd from Wolfs, witli occasional variations. In the pre-

paration of the notes Profe^-?or Owen has in this, as in all his text-books,

consulted the real -wants of students, preserving a just mean between the two

extremes of raearrreness and prolixity. Trefixed to the text is a summary of

each book, aflbrdinor the ?tudent a general view of the plan of the poem. A
brief grammatical Indix, and a more copious historical one, add greatly to the

value of the edition for ti\e use of students. The type is of the beautiful Por-

soniaa cut—and the whole geltiug up of the work is admirable.

(21.) Among many indication.-r.f fvil to the Cliurob. the demand for works of

practical religion is one of tijc nm-^t hopeful signs of the times. ".4 Wreath

Around the Cross, by luv. A. M<ir.rox 15K0^v^^" (Boston: Gould & Lincoln,

ISmo., pp. 31.3,) is intended to exhibit Scripture doctrine through the medium

of Scripture facts—" to elevate the Cross above alJ, and to plead with all classes

to looli to Jesus." It is accompanied by a recommendatory preface from

Kev. J. A. James.

(22.) The " True PrarUc: of Ildirjion, from the Dutch Shorter Doctrine of

Practice, by Rev. ]:\v.\i.i>u.s KisT, D. D." (New-Orleans: John Ball, 1 2nio.,

pp. 448.) Of tlic writer of this book wc know nothing, except that he wrote

some volumes of sermons, ^K'^ides this manual of practical religion, which has

long enjoyed an extensive circulation in Holland. It would be a most excel-

lent vade-mecum for Christians of all classes, were it less Calvinistic in its

groundwork.

(23.) JMn. Layahi) ha- Hova- a mo-t excellent service to that large portion of

the readlri" public whi' !i v.as prerUided from purcha-sing his "Nineveh and its

llcmains," by it- \\\j.\\ pri'-e, in jireparing " A Popular Account of Diicoveries

at Nittcich, abrii.'(j'.d !;/ thr^ aul/ior from his larger work." (New-York:

Harper & Brothers, 18.')'-' ; ] •2mo., pp. 3G0.) The plan pursued in the abridg-

ment lias been to omit the secoiid pait of the original work, and to introduce

tlie princii)al Biblical and llI^tor!lal illustrations into the body of the narrative.

This last is a "reat imprnvenirnt, and makes the abridgment a better book for

general renders than thf original. The work is beautifully got up, and pro-

fusely illustrated, and is yet s^old at a remarkably low price.

(24.) ''WesicII and MillodiMn, by I.^^aac Tayi.ok." (New-York: Harper &

Brothers, 1 2mo., pp. 32S.) In this work Mr. Taylor abandons the line of

spiritual patholoL'v. and tak.'s to that cf criticism and prophecy. An extended

review will be olTered as foou as possible.

(25.) " T^ctures on the Ili'<!ori/ of France, by the Right Hon. Sir James

STF.riiENS, Profesfor of Modern Ilistor)-, in the University of Cambridge."

(New-York: Harper vSc P>rolhers, 1852; 8vo., pp. 710.) In publishing this

volume, Sir James Stcy)hi'ns disclaims any pretence of entitling himself to a

place in that sm;>.!! and illustrious company of historical writei-s to which Mr.
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Macaulay and Mr. Ilallam belong. Indeed, it is only a Avondor that he would

put before the public, under any cireumstances, a worlc fo rapidly executed

as to be necessarily imperfect. But it is a course of lecture?, not a historj^, and

as such it is to be judged. Appointed to his professorship in 1849, Sir Jame.s

delivered the first twelve lectiu-es in this volume in the si)ring of 1850, and

the remaining twelve in the summer of 1851. 'J'hey arc printed, because,

strange to say, no other introduction to the Historv' of France, worthy of the

name, or fitted to accompany young students in listening to a lecturer, exists

in our language. And for general readers they possess all the attractions

which have made the author's contributions to the rAliiiburgh Ilcview so popu-

lar—viz., breadth of view, clearness of statement, and aniir.ation of stjde. The
book, large as it is, and abounding in discussion as well a^ narrative, is every-

where readable. In view of all its rpialities, it is worthy of a place in every

library.

(26.) " The Successful ^^crcJlant: S/:rtcJ,rs of the Life of Mr. Samuel Budgett,

by W1LI.IAM AuTiUT., A. ]M." (New-York: Lane & Scott, ICmo., pp. 420.)

This is the biography of a man who conunenced trade at ten years of age by
picking up a horse-shoe and selling it for a penny—and ended at fifty-six, as

one of the largest merchants of the West of England. The book is full of

attraction : the reader who takes it up will hardly be inclined to lay it down
till he has finished its perusal. 'Sir. Arthur is known as the author of " A
Mission to Mysore," in which he showed great power of description and capa-

city for clear and pleasant narrative ; and these qualities are strikinjxly dis-

played in the work before us. The book is valuable, not only as a narrative,

but also for its valuable rellections on CLunmi read morals, a subject prolific of

interest in all times, and which never needed tliorough discussion more than

now.

AiiT. IX.—LTTERAHY INTELLIGENCE.

2; I) c 1 g i c a 1

.

EUROPE.VX.

We have received the third volume of iut he \Norksl;ilx>riously and faithfully, aud
" JJacidnon's liitrodurtion fo the Xem Trxid- jiuts hi-) fi'iuIlts in the way of forminc: in-

ment," coinpletin^^ the work. (Lond'in

:

dei.iiideht judirments ou many questions,

Bagsters,8vo.,&Jf)i,p.) It will, as the author which, without his aid, it would require

modestly hopes, prove aceejitalile to the the study of many books to master. We
growing class of theological students who hoj.e the work will soon be reprinted in

are alive to the teudemiis of the age, as •' a -Vnu-rioa.

contribution towards a full undcT<t;uidiir^' TiiK Wc«livaji acritation in England has

of the questions conni'cted with the dipart- given rise to ma)]Y disiussions of mere
ment of Introduction." ])r. iVivids 'u has tran>ient interest, but it has also called

not that highest skill of iuithorshi|)—the forth some writing's of more permanent

selection ofjiwf the points on which per- value. Among these are " 7'Ae Ihlity of
tspicuity and com[detencss dipend, and the Vi'iKlryan JhthnJUm, exhibited and defcndtd

Opt subordination of all others to these— by George Smitu, F. A. S., (author of the

FouiiTU Series, A^ol. IA'.—20
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Patriarchal Age, the Hebrew Teople, Sec.,)

•which consists of two lecture;, ijiviug a

hiatoricul review of the rise, pro;,'ros5, and
present state of Vresleyaii ilcthuJi.-ni, and

a careful comparison of all iti leadinjf pe-

culiarities with the teaching of Holy Scrip-

ture, ilr. Smith has also published a

treatise on " The Doctrine of the Buitnmte,

considrrcd icith special re/trtncc to Wt'i/''/rin

Jlethodiitn." (Svo., 123 pp.) The wurk

treats of .the Divine Institution, tlie ll>Ii-

gious Kesponsibiliries and tlio Scriptural

Claims of the Christian Ministry ; and al-

though it was sugt^ested by the controver-

sies of the times, it avoids jiolcmics as niuch

as po-:>ibIc, aiming rather to [iresf'ii t a port a-

hle summary of Christian tcai liini,' on the

subject of the ministry.

A Ma\uscript of Wiclif's in tlie Library

ofTrinity College, Dublin, has tvjiu recent-

ly published under tlie titl" of '-Three

IVeatises of John ^Vic!if, D. ]>..—!. On the

Church and her Mvn:!<rs: It. On the

Apostasy of the Cliiirch; HI. ("a Anti-

christ." (Dublin.) The work is odited with

notes and a glossary by J. ](. Tuild, D. D.

That veteran writer, Fab':r, w ho has kept

his pen at work with rc-tlcss a<tivity for

half a century, has ju-t fil'. r^d t . the world

what he calls his '•la-t. and ]" rhaps bis

dying, performance" in the " Mnu'/ Mmi-

mr,„.9 of the H','.is<^ nj our Fathir. ^/-iritna'/t/
_

diicns'icrl and jjrrt'tirn/fi/ r,„i-'idind" \n

which he maintaius that this earth from

first to last is the exclusive theatre oi all

which concerns the human race.

Pr.OK. J.iCOEi has puMi;hed, in Herliii.

a volume of " Wi^xfn^'rl.a/tH-he Ahhiwl-

lun'jnt, von Dr. A. Xf.v.M).'i-„" (iJ'".-^ pp.,Svo..)

coutaininij a n)imber of add!<--es and es-

says, theological, moral, and h;^l-irioai.

".4 B.iff Hi,tor<j oft!,'- 11-.'.../'... MIh-

giwil on the ^^'e'<tfr» 'Vm' .,/* Aj'ri<:t, by

William Fox," (Lond-Mi, l^'-l.l is a hand-

some 8vo. volume of C-'l {-.i.'es. \Vhy it

should be called a "brief hi-tory." we are

at a loss to inia-ine : for a m.-re w eari-finudy

prolix: bo-^k we have rarely s.'on. Yet in

spite of this grave fault the lM.ok abonnd.s

in interest. It contains a full aecunt of

the slave-trade, past and present, a ile.Aerip

tiou of the principal Kuroi.ean settlomenti

on the African ceast. a Fketeh of nil that

has l^eeu done by the ^Vesleyan Missions

there, with bioirapbieal ai-cmnts of .all t)ie

Missionaries (Wolevau) uh.. have dicil in

that inipurlaiit held of labuur. As the

author was himself two years in this peril-

ous service, he is well acquainted with the

coast, and has penetrated farther into the

interior than any European now liviug ; he

is well entitled to speak on the subject,

and we bespeak for him an attentive and

favourable hearing.

Ullm.vxn's " Gregory of Nazionzum " has

heen translated by G. V. Cox, M. A., and

published in aneatl2mo.volume by Parker,

Lon<lon. (31S pp.) We regret to say that,

it does not include the dogmatic part, or

the statement and examination of Gregory's

theological opinions ; but it is yet a most

interesting and instructive biograiihy, fur-

nishing a valuable contribution to the ec-

clesiastical history of the fourth century.

We have repeatedly spoken of the excel-

lence, in its peculiar line, of the ''Journal

ofSacred Literature,'" (London : R. B. Black

ader.) edited by John Kitto, D.D., and are

now glad to announce to our readers that

arrangements have been made for its re-

gular distribution in tliis country, at a com-

paratively low price. Messrs. Crosby, Ni-

chols & Co., Boston, have been appointed ge-

neral agents for the work, and will supply it

at .$1 2-j per number, or at $.3 00 per annum.
Sul<^criptions are also received by C. S.

Francis <fc Co., Xew-Tork. The following

statement of the contents of the number
for January, 1852, will give an idea of the

general scope and aims of the Journal.

Art. I. treats of tho "Relative authority of

the Hebrew and Greek Serij.tures of the

Old Testament," and gives a high, yet well-

sustained estimate of the value of the

Septuagint version—not indeed as inspired,

hut as of use to correct the Hebrew original

whenever there is good ground to believe

it is coiTupted. The writer carefully in-

vestigates all the citations of the Old Testa-

ment in the New, and gives us the following

result :

—

Of the 225 quotations contained in the

New Testament Scriptures, there are,

—

1. Quotations agreeing verbatim with
the .Scptu.airint, and agreeing also
with the Hebrew 129

2. Quotations agreeing with the Septua-
gint ii,bi(tim, except that a syn-
onymous wurd occurs once in two or
three lines; or some other equally
tritli no; variation exists 39

3. Quotations agieeing, either verfxUim,

or nearly so with the Septuagint, but
ditVering in sense, more or less, from
the Hebrew 22

Total Septuagint quot.ilions 190
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4. Quotations acrreein? neitlier with

the Hebrew nor the Greek 27

5. Quotations agree! iij: with the He-

brew, but not with theSeptuagint... 8

Art. U. on " the Ministry of Angels," re-

views in order the principal passages of

Scripture relating to the subject. Art. III.

"Solomon's Song," is reprinted from an

article by Prof. Stowe in the American

Biblical Repository for April, ISIT. .^'t. IV.

is a candid examiiiation (in fact the only

intelligent and candid one that we have

seen) of Mr. Forster's book on the Sinaitie

Inscriptions, (" The one primeval Imvjuacjr,

&c., by Rev. C. Forster.") Art. V. discusses

the "Serpent" of Genesis, and endeavours

to show that it is to be regarded as a n.ame

of Satan, and not as descriptive of the

creature in whose form he aj)peared, or

which he used as an instrument in the

temptation. Ai-t. VI. is the conclusion of

an elaborate and erudite article on the

"Rejihtiim," commenced in the October

number of the Journal. Art. VII. treats of

the "Characteristics^ of Miracles," with

special reference to the claims of the Popish

Miracles, (so-called.) Xxi. VIII. is a review

of Ferguson's "Palaces of Nineveh and

Persepolis restored ;" and Art. IX. of Fair-

bairn's F.sposition of Ezekiel. Art. X. is

a critical examination of Matt, v, 21, 21.

Tlic number closes with .Con-espondence,

Xoticcs of Books, and a large amount of

valuable literary and theological, intel-

ligence.

The thirty-third volume of the " Library

of the Fathers, translated by meuil)ers

of the English Church," (London: J. H.

Parker,) contains the first part of Chrysos-

tom on the Acts; and the thirty-fourth

volume gives Chrysostom's Homilies on

St. Matthew, Part ill.

"Pool's Annotations on the Holy Bible"

(in three volumes imperial octavo) has

heretofore been sold at three guineas; but

the jmblishers announce an edition to be

ready early in June, equal in all respects

to that now on sale, for one f/uiuca <ir.d a

half io all purchasers who shall apply before

the first of May, (K. 15. Blackad.r, l':? Pater-

noster Row, L:indon.)

Wf. have received a copy of " The Chrm,,,-

log!cnl y.',r Tcita.ncnf. in which {he Text

of the Authorized Verrien is newly divided

into Parac:vaphs and Sections, with the

Dates and Place? of Transattions marked,

the Marginal Kendtvings of the Translators,

many pirallel illustrative Passages la-inted

at leuu'th, a brief Introduction to each Book,

and a running .Vnalysis of the Epistles."

(liondon : R. B. Blackader, 13 Paternoster

Row.^ The project of issuing snch an edition

had its origin in a conviction that some-

thing could be done to make our invaluable

English version more intelligible to devout

studci'.ts of the word of (k>d, by helps in

arra!igemcnt and jiriiiting. The divisions

into chapters and vers-.-'s ^l-oing entirely of

human origin^ have, in this edition, been

retaiiuil solely for tlie purpose of reference,

—cu'^tom having sanctioned their use ; but

they have I>een made subordinate to another

arrangement into paragraphs and sections,-

accardinc: to the sui^ject-matter ; and these

sections have, by means of figures placed

over each, l>een put into chronological

order. An index is sup[il!cd at the end

sliov.ing wliere any section is to be found.

Quotations I'.-om the Old Testament have

been di...tinguished by being printed in

capitals, and speeches have been denoted

by iuv<.rtcd commas.

Mn. T. K. AuxoLU h^s just issued a " First

Ifbrrir }l,o';" (London, Rivington, 12mo.,

2.jO pi>.,)
which has m;'ny good points to

recommend it to the use of boiiinners in

Hebrew. Another book (which, however,

we have not seen) gives jiromise of utility

to student*, viz. :
" An Analijiit and Critical

InlrrpnOitinn of the Ihhr<:\r Text of the Book

of f/'/i' •d'v, {.receded by a Hebrew Gruni-

mnr and I)is-i.Ttatioi!s on the Genuineness

of the IVnt.ittuch and on the Structure of

•the Hebrew Lauc:naice. By the Rev. "W.

Paul, A.M." 8vo., 520 pp.

L)u. Ronivsnx's " Gre'l- Lpxiron to the

Xrw T'lldmrnt" has been reprinted in

England—^and has also h.-en abridged there

"for the use of schools and students.''

V>'f. h.ive noticed Mr. Conanfs excellent

tran.-l.it ions of Xeaiulcr's Practical Exposi-

tion of riiilippians a;id James, and now
observe th.it both ha\- loen translated,

at the same time, in FJinburgh, by Kev.

Alexaniler Xapier.

Di;. JiMi's TnoM.sos's Expository Lec-

tnres on ."^t. Luke are now completed in

three Volumes, .Svo. (IMinbargh : Adam and

Charles Black.)

Ti!K third volume of Clark's "Foreign

Tiuologlcal Library "
i EdiuburghUor 18.51,

has OUhausen and Wie-^incor's Commen-
tary on I'hili[>T>ians, Titu-~. aiid 1st Timothy.

The fourth volume h.as Hengstenberg on
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tho Revelation of St. John, vol. I. This

•work has now hocn ,5oinj on for .six years,

—each year with increased success. Sub-

scriptions are still received—seven 2;uiue:is

for seven years' issues up to the end of 1^32.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tent.-; of the principal European 'J'heolu'^ical

Journals :

—

Kltto's Jovrnnl of S'Jrrfd Litrriitnre, for

January :—I. Tlie Relative Authority of the

Hebrew and Greek Scriptures of liie Old

Testament: 11. The .Ministry of Atiirels:

in. Solomon's Song : I\. The Voice of I.-rael

from the Rock of Sinai : V; The Serpent

:

VI. The Rephaim: VII. ClJ.ira.t. risti.'s of

Jliraeles : VIII. Ancient Orient. il Pabirf-s

:

IX. The Last Vision of Kzckirl : X. Re-

considered Texts—Correspondence.

Eclrctlc J?cvinc, fir J^xnutry

:

—I. Harly

Independency: II. lloin'vopathy, a Topic

of tlie Dav : III. Memoir of I ;ish'>p Stanley :

IV. "SValpole's A = savsins of the East:

V. Francis's Hist.irv of En'.;lish Railwavs:

W. Life and Writinc's of Dr. Chalmers:

VII. Prentice's Tersona! RecHectioni—
The Manchester School of IV.litics: VUI.

A Paje of French History, IKeembcr, 1S.J1.

Fchrit,rry:—i. Ruilways to India: IT. The

Lives of the Saints : 111. Military Memoirs of

Colonel Skinner: IV. Maurice en th<: (»ld

Testament: V. Sir John Richardson's .Oro-

tic Expedition : VI. !)-I.-rai Vi\ Lov,! V.^-or-^a

Bentiuck: VII. Napoloou aud War: VHI.

Humboldt's Cosmos: IX. The Projected

Parliamentary Reform. March:—I. The
Genius and 'VVritings of Bunyan : II. Li-

beria and American Colonization: IH.

Sir James Stephen's Lectures on French

Historv: IV. The Poetical Works of J.

Edmund Readc : V. Bishop Philpotts : VI.

Lord Mahon's History of England : VII.

Ilildebrand and the Escommunicat;d Em-
peror.

Prospective Review, for February:

—

\.

John Sterling. Carlyle, and Hare : II. Na-

tional Education : HI. Ethics of the Vo-

luntary System—Spence's Social Statics :

IV. Vio1eu:^ia—a Tragedy : V. Bailey's

Theory of Reasoning : VI. Xorica ; or,

Tales of Niirnberg from the Olden Time.

Among the new works in theology and

kindred topics recently announced on the

continent are the following, viz. :

—

Geschichte der Kirche von der frar.zosi-

sehen Revolution bis auf die GegSnwart,

von Joi. lyv. Ritter, Prof. d. Theol. an der

Univ. Breslau. (155 pp., Svo.) Bonn, 1>-51.

Der weltbistorische Zweifel, oder : 1st

Gott nur Idee oder objective Realitat?

Von A'. F. E. Trahndorf. Mit einem Vor-

wort von Dr. R. Sfiei: (203 pp., Svo.) Bar-

men, l^ri^.

Martha und ^laria. Die innere ^lission

und die Kirche, -^on Bruno Lindarr, Dr. u.

' Prof. d. Theol., u. Friihprediger zu St. P.^uii

iu Leipzig. (91 pp., Svo.) Leipzig, 1S51.

AMERICAN.

Moses Stv.^tit died at hi> residence, An-

dover, Mass., on Sunday eveniuij, January

4th, l-vjl. There have been creat.>r men
and greater theologians in .\m'^rica, but

none whose services to theo!o,'y have Imcu

so numerous and so timely. In more senses

than one Moses Stuart not only nmrkcd,

but mixih- an t poch iu .\nicric.i;i and even

in English tb. ulo-y.

Born at Wilton, Conn., in ITSI, he pas-ed

his early years on a farm, gathering such

knowledge as an in.yiisitive tuind could

pick up from observation and from scanty

books, .^t fourteen years of a'je he went

to theNorwalk ncuiemy. auil there, of his

own motion, commenced the «f udy of Latin.

At seventeon he entered the Sophomore

class of Yale Collce, and soon diUin.,'ui.^h-

ed himself by his industry in study ami by

versatility of talent. The conrse cyf study

at Yalo was then meii.'re enouidi, but lie

made the most of it. In 17'0'J he graduated

with the highest honours of his class, and
soon commenced the study of law, which
he prosecuted for two years, occupying him-

self, at the same time, in school-teaching.

In 1«02 he was admitted to the bar, and
soon after assumed the duties of a tutor-

ship in Yale College, and talight there for

a year or more. The following account of

his conversion we take from the Xciiy

nn,jlnmhr, (Feb., ISOl'.;!

*' At the time of his admission tv> the bar.

inquiries and studies of another sort were
ftlready bei;inning to engross his attention.

"President D\vi.::ht was accnstomed in
those days to read occasionally at evening
prayers, a rtiaj.tcT from the translation iu

Maeknijrht on the Epistles. Som. thintr in
that exercise IkiI interested Mr. Stuart : and
he h('::r;iu to study thi' Scriptures on the S.ilv

bath. b.inouiu;: f.ir that purpose from the
Pr.sideut a volume of Macknight. As he
ri'ad. an intiresl deejier than any merely
int.el!eetual inquiry was excited': his re-

lii;ious consciousness was l)eginning to
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be awakened. Presently his Sahbath-day
study of the Scriptures was coutiuued into

the week; his anient and impetuous mind
felt itself grapplinp; with infiuite realities;

reIis:ion had become to him a matter of

immediate inquiry; his personal recon-

ciliation to God was to him the greatest

of all concerns, and the foremost of all

duties. He saw in Christ, as in a glass,

the glory of God ; and thus his views of
life and of the world, and all his plans of
activity in life, were changed. After a
little study of theology under the <ruidance
of IVesidt-nt Dwight. and the writincr of a
sinjfle metaphy^ici>theokvj:ical dissertation,

wdiieh, with a" text prttixed, was made to

answer as a sermon at his exrnninatiou for

licensure, he was duly " ap[irot-.:>teil " by
the Association, and "commeiuk'^l to tlie

Churches as a candidate for the ministry
of the Gospel. Havincj written another
sermon, (from 2 Kings ii, 1-.) lie bcc,'an to

preach. This was about the close of the
yearlSOi."

In 1S06 Mr. Stuart was ordained and

called to the charge of the First Coiigrrega-

tioual Cliurch in New-Haven, in which he

succeeded the venerable Dr. D.ma. His

preaching was (it is said) like a new re-

velation to the people ; his earnestness,

freshness, freedom from all mere clerical

trammels—and above all, his spirituality

and zeal, soon breathed new life into the

congregation. He served this church four

years, and during that time more than 200

names were added to its list of members.

In 1S(19 the foundations of the Theological

Seminary at Andover, (the first school of

the kind in America,) were laid, and Mr.

Stuart was invited to the rrofossorship of

Sacred Literature, which he accepted, with

few qualifications, however, except in-

dustry, talent, and energy. Tlic following

Statements are taken from Prof. Park's dis-

course on the death of Prof. Stuart, as re-

ported in the Con^rc'iationaliH.

" In January, ISIO, he was inaugurated
Professor of S.icred Literature. in this Theo-
locical Seminarv. His knowkJ-e of the

Hebrew then enabled him to translate, with
the aid of Parkhurst's Lexicon, only five

or six chajit^rs of Genesis and a few P.^alms.

His acquaintance with the Greek laiicruage

vas far from being esteii>ive. Ik- was io

1)0 a self-made man. In about two years

he prepared a H.bri-w Gr.innn.ir witliont

the points, for the iTiiniediate use of his

pupils. Thcv were obli/v-d to copy it day
by day from" his v.ritt.-n fhtcts. " In the

third year he publi.dud it; at Ids own ex-

pense. To print a Hcbn w Graniiiuir was
then a stn'iige work. He w,i.> ioinj>olK'd

to set up the types f.irabi.r.t half the p^ira-

dignis of verbs with his uwii h iiids. iic

taught the printers their art. Is he not

upon it would have tilled up ha^

lexpenac'
If the liflife

fitly termed the father of Biblical philology

in our land"? That grammar he afterwards

enlarged and improved in successive edi-

tions, and the bibour which he has expended
upon it would have
01 an ordinary man.

In consulting Schlensner's Lexicon he
met, here ami tlKTC, a German word. No
one could explain to him its meaning. His
curiosity was aroused. At an exorbitant

price lie'obtained the apparatus for German
study, and in a sinsrle fortiULrht had read
the eiitir.' Gospel of .lohii in that huiiruaje.

Self-taUL'ht. \ui persevered through Seder's

Biblische Ilormeneutik, and this work in-

troducL'd him to the wide range of German
literature. Hl- kit himself to be in a new-

world. It was that one volume which,
throu'.di tlie generosity of the trustees of

the institution, en;ibied liiiu to fill our
library with the ricliest collection of Ger-
man treatises tlan in the land. For ten
years, he performed the rugged work of a
pioneer, aiKl in his maturcr life he often
said, that be ilid not know how to be-in
the Ftiuiy of the Bible until he was forty
years old. For forty years he had been in
the wildernes.s. He "entered late in life

upon till' ]ironu.icd possession. Nor was he
merely alone- in the efforts of the first ten
years of his ]Tofi-ssorship. To have been
simjily fri.i'dkss would have been to him
a nlief. liut the suspicions of good men
were excited with regard to the results of
his ( k-rinan study. He endured the whisper-
ings of his brethren. Many of them met
liim with an averted face. Dark jiredic-

tions were uttered concerning him, but he
kept bis eye fixed upon the distant goal.
3u.riiiiig afttr morning, he sallied tbrth
from liis hou-e at five o'clock, throus-h rain,
hail, SHOW, storm, and as his attenuated
fiu'ure breasted the winds of our cold win-
ters, it seemed a tyjie of his spirit, en-
cotint<'riii:: manfully the opposition not of
foes only. Imt of "friends. The time at
length arriv.d f./r developing the influence
of hiseiai.nniniou with the Teutonic mind.
The InitHrian faith had acquired a do-
niiii.uit iiitlueiice in our commonwealth,
lluekmin-ter and Channins had com-
mended it by the gi-aces of their style, and
by the beauties of their character. The
celelirated Haltiniore sermon had begun to
attract a general admiration. Xi this crisis.
Prof. Stutrt publislied his Letters to Dr.
Chaniiing. The in->t edition was exhausted
ill a .-in.Ie v.eek. Two other editions ra-
jddly f..!!o«ed. His opponents admitted
and .idmired his k-arning. His friends con-
fessed their error in resist in;; liis tii rnian
progress. Tliey f. It the imjiortiinee .,i' it

for the Ihureli. iktoru Ids dav. scarcelv
one <,f otir diviiHS was acqu.iiutcd with
German !:l<'r;iti:ri.'. He Iim.: made it common.
^Vilh a great sum, he ob;.iined for us this
freedom."

Of Prof. Stuart's long career at Andover,
•IS teacher and author, we have not room to
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speak nt Icnc-th. No man ever tau,'ht with

greater suoce?s—not becau>e he was ri..re

learned or more accurate than all others, fur

in these respects he had his superiors ; hut

becan=e he possessed that most preeious of

gifts for a teacher—the power of inspiriu'^'

his pupils with his own enthusiasm. His

scholars nnmbev fifteen hundred intn,

scattered over all the earth as preaclnrs,

teachers, and missionaries : and of tli.ui

all, few could be found to fori,'(.'t their obli-

gations to the spirit and the teachiii'^'s of

Moses Stuart. With broken Iioalth he

worked on unremittiuLrly year aft'.T year

—

studying with the ardent z.-nl of youth up
to old age—o;er vi;.^ornus. hopeful, and de-

lighting in his work. He was able of late

years to devote but three or four hours of

each diy to work—but it was tmrk, and its

fruits remain. Hi; published works amount

to twenty-three or four volum<'>, bisidcs

many hundred pages of reviews, essays,

and pamphlets. Compflb-d in ISIS by

wasted health to relin-jiiish the active

duties of his profussurship. he still con-

tinued to study and to v.rite, and but a few

days l)efore his d. .ith he corrected the fniisl

proofsheets of a Ci'mnicntary on the l!ook

of Proverbs, k fall on the ice. followed by

a severe cold, conl'i;iird him ti bis bed, and
typhus fever set in. In a few days it was

clear that his work ^^a- d^no.

"When a-ked -.s\i,0.ur !.. nt.ii.c-.] his

confidence in thv great ;y-,t,!a of truth

which he hid delended. iii.-. ini|>}iatic

reply was, 'Ye-.' 'Hive ym any dmibts

with regard to your f.rmcr Ja•inciple.^•?'

His answer was, ' Xo. I have leiig since

learned,' he said, ' that feeliirrs in reli-ions

experience are deceptive. 1 look mainly

to my life for my evidence. I think my
first iiim in life lias been to glorii'y Ood,

and that I have be--n ready to labour and

suffcT for him.'

" A\hen atllicted with S'-vore jiains he

loved to ri'])cat the w nrd s • V,\Mri-.omc days

and ni,'hts hast tlioii aiMioinied unto me.'

He had thought of de/.th.' long and carefully.

He was familiar with it. He vas ready

for it. It was less even than a Sabbath d:iy's

journey. When he heard the hope ex-

pressed that his last sickness woidd bo unto
'

life, and not unto death, lie replied, 'Unto

the glory of God, but unto death. I am
prejiared to die. Lord, have merey,but thy

will be done !'
'*

A critical survey of rrot','s.;or Stuart's

works will be, for us, a jileasant duty at a

fitting time.

Messrs. Dekby and Moler, Auburn, N.Y.

propose to publish the "Complete Works
of .J.KMKS Af.jilsius, D. D.," partly from

Nichols's tr.anslation, and partly in a now
translation by the Rev. W. R. Bagnall, M.A.,

of the New-England Conference. The whole

work v.ill be comprised in two octavo vo-

lumes of 500 pages each, well printed on

fair type, and botmd in cloth, and will be

sold at the low price of $5.00 per set.

The following is the Tohle of Contents:

I.—OuATioxs—1. The object of Theology.

2. The Author and End of Theology.

3. The Certaiutv of Sacred Theology.

4. The rricsthood of Christ. 5. On re-

conciling Keligions Dissensions among
Christians. II.— .\. Declaration of his Sen-
timents on Predestination, Divi)ie Pro-
vidence, the Freedom of the Will, the Grace
of i'xod, the Divinity of the Son of Uod,
and the .lustificatioii of Man before God;
delivered bv Aujuxns before the States of
Holland, ill.—The Defence of Ar.MiNitrs

against thirty-one Articles, in uhich he
was charged with Noveltv and Heresy on
the sul'ject of Religion. iV.—The Answers
of Ar.MiN"irs to nine questions projiosed to
him, with the other Professors of IJiviuity

at l.evdeii.bv theCurators of the University,
v.—Tweuty-live Public Disputations or
Lectures on some of the principal subjects
of the Christian Pvcligion ; delivered in the
University of Leyden. YI.—Seventy-nine
Private Disputations on the principal ar-

ticles of the Christian Relicrion, commenced
by .\i;5[i\i(.s as the ground-work of a Body
of Divinity. VII.—A I>issertation on the
true and genuine sense of the seventh
ehiipter of the Epistle to the Romans.
VIII.—A Letter to Ilippolytus a Collihus
on the Divinity of the Son of God, the
Providence of God, Divine Predestination,
Gr.ace and Frec-Will, and Justitication.

IX.—Twenty-nine Articles, to be diligently
examined and weighed. X.—A Letter to
John WYTKXEoo.vr.ii, on the Sin acrainst the
Holy Ghost. XL—The friendly diseussion
of .VuMiNiL s and Fr.ANcis Juxius concerning
Predestination. XII.—An Examination of
the Treatise of Wu.li.\m PrrKiss, a distin-
gui-h. d Calvini.stie writer of England, on
the mode and order of Predestination, and
the extent of Divine Grace. XIIL-.\n

Analysis of the ninth chapter of the Epistle
to the Romans.

Wk are glad to see a " Manual for Mis-

siowtri'-i and Snj" riiitcnd'-nts of Jfissions

vml-r tlin care of tkr JfrthodUt ICuiscopal

Church, prepared, we presume, by the ilis-

sionary Secretary and published in pamph-
let form by order of the Roard. It con-

tains a fund of practical details in regard

to tlio (lualifications and duties of mission-

aries ;ind their relations to the Board and
to the Church.
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The " Annual Report ofthe Sunday-School

Union of the Methodist Episcojml Church"
shows a grrttifyin'T increase in the useful-

ness of that escelkut institution, and in

the general work of Sunday schools during

the past year. As usual, the Xew-Jersey

Conference takes the lead in the amount
of contributions to the funds of the Sunday-

School Union. The statistics for the year

fall below the real facts—yet they show
an increase of 6^5 schools, of 8,721 officers

and teachers, of 43.722 scholars, and of

143,47.5 Tolumes in libraries. This interest

,

may now be regarded as thoroughly estab-

lished in the afiectious of the Church.

The Sunday-School Union ha; also issued

" A Brief Exposition of the Chriixuter, Ope-

rations, and CJoimi of the Siniduy-S'-hool

Union of the McthodiH Episcopal Church ,"

which will serve a most useful purpose in

making known the extent of our Sunday-

school operations and their relations to

the Church in all its branches.

Rev. H. J. Fox and Rev. W. f.. Hoyt are

preparing a volume under the title of

f Qundrmninl li.-jister of the MdhoJi^t

EpiscoprtJ Chnrch and Universal Chv.rch

Gazetteer,'^ the plan and importance of

which may be inferred from the following

outline of its prepared contents :—A ^fap of
the TerritorA" included within the Bounds
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, with
Conference aud District Roundaries, and
the location of the Stations ; tlie impftrfaut

parts of the Discipline, with l.>ates of the
Alterations and Mmlitications ; Outlines of

the History of the :\rethodist roiscujial

Church, Colleges, Theological Scho.ds,

Seminaries. Missicmary Society, Sunday-
School Union, Book Concern, Church Ta-

pers, I'eriodicals. &.C., Annual Conferences,

Dates of Formations, Names of Ofticcrs,

Presiding Elders, Deacons, t1io=e on Trial,

Station, Numbers in Society, Monies rai^jcd

by Districts, per member.' General Infor-

mation of the Methodist Episcopal Churcli,

South ; AVesleyan Church ; Canada Church ;

Smaller Weslevan denominations: other
Churches: Laws of the different States,

affecting Ministers or the Church—as on
Taxes, Marriages, Trustees, i^c, .tc.

The w ork will appear soon after the close

of the next General Conference.

We continue our summaries of the con-

tents of American Theological Journals:

—

Theological and Literary Joiirnol, (New-

York,") .Junuarv :—I. Fairburn"s 'J'yiiol.n'y

of Scripture: "iT. Origin of the Sabbath

III. Interpretation of Scrijiture : IV. IV-

signation and Exposition of the Figures of

Isaiah : V. The Fulness of Time ; VI. Or-

der of the Principal Events which are to

precede Christ's Coming.

Eniwnson'a Jierieic, (Boston,) for Janu-

ary :—I. Christianity and Heathenism :

II. AVillitoft, or the Days of James I., aTale :

III. Piratical Expedition against Cuba:

IV. Continental Prospects: V. Sick Calls;

from the Diary of a Missionary Priest.

Qiiartrrli/ Review of the Methodint Episco-

2wl Church, S,uth, for January :—I. English

Infidelitv: 11. Halph ^''aldo Emerson:
III. Egyptian .-bcha-olo-y : TV. Jewish

Sacrifices : V. Pulpit Ilermeneutics : VI.

The Kulc of Faith.

RlUioiheca Sir-ra, (Andovcr,) January:

—

I. Pesurrection of the Body : 11. The Sin-

Offering : HI. Hebrew Criticisms : IV. The
Four Gospels and the Hegelian Assaults

upon them : V. Kingdom of Congo and
the P.onrin Catholic Mission.iries : YI. Theo-

l,.-v of Uichard Baxter: Ml. New England
Theob.gy.

Church Rrvieie, (New-Haven,) for Jan-

uary:—!. Value of the Christian Fathers:

II. Hall burton, Hildreth, and the North
American Iteview : lU. American Epis-

copate lAt'ore the Revolution : IV. Church
Lands in Vermont : Y. Biographical Notice

of Rev. William Crosswell,b.D.: VI.Hum-
jihrcy's History of the Propagation Society.

Chrlyti.in R-;!, ,r, (New-York,) for Janu-
ary :— I. Doctrine of Original Sin : II. Epi-

curus: HI. Distin.'uiAin? Features of the

]!al.t:st Denomination: IV. Unity of the
Race in its Higher Relations: V. Per-

mani-ncy of American Institutions: VI.

Works of Dr. Williams: VH. Robert Sou-
thcy.

M.\,.ns. l.nne .t .''cott are about to pul>-

li-li two v;:huiblo works, one in the depart-

ment ..f r.il.lical Literature, "-1 Kcw Har-
iwiinj oiil Expo.iition of the G<jKpels, con-
sisting of a combined and parallel arrange-
nKMit, on a new plan, of the narratives of the
four Evangelists, according to the author-
ized translation : and A Continuous Com-
mentary, with brief notes subjoined. With
a Supplement, containing Extended Chro-
nological and Toiiographic.il Dissertations,

and a com|.lete Analytical Index. Illus-

trat.d by -M ips and Engravings. By James
Strong, A. M.;" tho other a work of great

interest to the Methodist Episcopal Church,
^iz., " The Evonomy of MrthndiKnx Uhisirat^d

and Jhi'rwled : in a Series of J'iijters. B v T.

E. Bond, Sen., M. D."
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<2r. 1 5 s i c a 1 a n b ill i s r c 1 1 a n c o u s

.

. EUKOPEAN.

The ei^'hth and concluJinij volaino of

the traasLition o? " Schlossor's History of

the Eiirhtecntb Century and of tlio Niue-

teenth till the overthrow of the French
Empire, with special referciioe to ^Ffntal

Cidfivution and Progress" hii>; ;i;.[)i-ared in

London. It is furnislii-d witli cnpii^us in-

dexes to the whole work.

B. G. Teuijner, Lcipzii,', annomices a new
edition of Sophocles from the text of I)in-

dorf, wiOi a Latin version. The first vo-

lume contains Ajax, Kkctr.i, O'.dipiis Kex ;

the seco;id, Q-^dipus Coloneus, Antigouo,

Trachini*, I'hiloeutes. The whole work
costs about $i!.

Mr. Ar.cm.RALi> .^i.isnv i> prcparin_^ for

public;ition "The Ili^Ul^y of I'.iiropo, from

the Fall of Xiipolenn in ISI.") to the re-

estahlishment of ililitary Governjuent in

France, in L^5L"

By the {.rovi^ions of the l.i-t copyrip-ht

agreement hetween Fran^.e luid r!n'.;land

not only are reprints of Knirli-h Cojiyri^ht

Works in France, hut even the introduction

of those from Arnerici, lloll.ind, or any

other country prohihited. This measure

will materially affect the i)uhlishers of the

United Statt;s, and v.ill j.mve c\entua!!y,

perchance, of serviee in hrin^iii^' abinit a'

similar treaty between the American and

English goverunieiit-.

We have received a prospectus for a

new edition of the writings <>f tlie Dutch

Philosopher. Herasterliuys. under the title

"(Etirrci I'hiloKophiqwi d-- F,-«iirr,U Ilrwx-

terJiuin, nouvelle edition, au-m.-ntrc de plu-

Bieurs pieces incdite-, de U'.t , et d'une

6tude sur I'autcur et sa ].hil' -.phir, par

L. S.P.:\riy!.oo!u, D..c»eur cu Theulngic."

The work will be ],ul.!i-hcd at I'treeht, and

completed in ihne volumes, v. ith portrait,

at S3 :.o.

The following •-ketch of editors and con-

tributor.-, to some of the Fn.di-li lli'vi.ws.

is taken from a recent numk-r of the London

Critic :—

Although The EnrMifuou still j.re-

Bcrve<l a title v.hich .s.i mi d to connect it

intimate! v with Scot laud, it lia.l, some time

before ISV?, ceased t" be in any sense a

Scotch Iteview. Not only was it publi-hed

iu Londof, but its editor was an Ki!L'li-ih-

man, and never iu c.nv wav v<Ty ].eculiarly

Scotch, cspccialiv under the inlluence of a

light cosmopolitan thinker like Jeffrey, it

was now in no w.ay to be distinguijhed
from the professedly English Quort^rf)/,

save by the diflereuce of it's political tone.

I'ut in 1S1:2 there happened an event which
shook Scotland from its circumference to

its centre. In the May of that year, two
or three humlred members of the General
Assembly took sad and solemn leave of their

I

old ecclesiastical parliament, and, with Dr.
riialmers at their head, set up the '-Free
Kirk."' The chief '• oruaii " of the disrup-
tion was an Edinburgh newspaper called

Th: Witur,-.,^ conducted v.ith considerable
nerve and talent by Hugh Miller, of 0!d
Kid S'-inrhfcnr notoriety, a man great no
les.s in theology than in ireolo^y, whom his
native abilities and Lady Gordon Cumraino-,
of Altyre, herself geological, ami mother to

the Sciuth African lion-hunter, had helped
up from a very humble obscurity. The
Ediiihimjh, of course, looked coldly, and
The Qiiorterh/ inimically on the seceders

;

and the friendly zeal in their behalf of Mr.
John Robertson, in the jiages of The West-
viinotrr, was of too jiurely secular a kind
for the chiefs of the Free Kirk. After two
years, when it had been found thcit the
most potent furtherer of the secession was
not any minister, however eloquent, or any
layman, however influential, out a mere
newspaper like Thv U7^iMs, it was resolved
to start a quarterly organ, and to call ii;

Ti;e XoKTii Br.iTisu IIkview. Noblemen
and gentlemou, enthusiastic for the Free
Kirk, like the Marquis of Breadalbane,
and Mr. Campbell of ^Monzi, subscribed
funds. ]Mr. lUackie, the Glas^fow publisher,
and Mr. Cowan, the Edinburgh paper-
m.akcr, crave their aid. It was" this Mr.
Cowan that ousted Macaiday at the last

f'dinburgh election. He guaranteed the
carrying on of the speculation for a certain
period.

A Dr. Welch, who had suffered losses in
the cause of the Free Kirk, who was a writer
in Th. Kdud.iinjh Jicv-rw, and the biogra-
pher of I>r. Thomas Brown, was selected
as the editor. Indeed, it was something
done to him that heated the Free Kirk en-
thnsia':ni so as to boil over and form The
Xi>rth liritUh UpkUw. Dr. Welch, « hen the
disruption took place, was " Jloderator."
that is. iVesiilent or Speaker of the Gener.al
A^^eiubly, Professor of Church History in
the Fnivcr-ity of Kdiubur-h, and Secretary,
with a salary of tive hundred ^lounds per
annum, to the Scotch Bible Board. At the
secession he of course cheerfully surren-
dereil the Moderatorship and the Professor-
ship, but saw no reason to surrender the
lui-rativc Pecretarvshi]), of which, however.
Sir Janus Graham took the libcrtv of for-

cibly relieving him. Whereon The Xorth
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Britieh was hastened into existence. Welch
•Ris a man of ability and tact, and began
operattfms witli a proraisiucj staft" of vete-

rans and others, lie did not fall into the
error which, in hi:^ circumstances, micrht

have easily been Cunuiiittod, that of making
his review too theological. His prreat gjun,

Dr. Chalmers himself, tired orf articles

chiefly on politico-economical subjects, his

first being one on Sterling's PiiHofophy of
Trade; but his most famous was that ou
Morell's Hiitory of Pkilonoplii, which was
considered as an annihilating manifesto
against Continental jpeciilation. In physi-

cal science, the biographies Of its heroes,

and books of scientitic iravtl, Sir David
Brewster, the noted «((« utt, was mainly de-

pended on ; he wrote tlie pa])ers on Cuvier,

Humboldt's Cosmos, 'Watt, Cavendish, and
the like, and is still a contributor. Hugh
j^liller led off his series of performances by
a vivid paper in which herring-ti.ihing was
made poetical. Mr. Moncrieif, now lord

advocate, reviewed Jetl'rey's /-'vs/n/*, the

first of a set on the light. literature of the

day. Dr. Heuirh, of Gl.i~gow, recommended
" Christian Union," and Welch himself
dealt with Archbishop Whately. ' Among
the early contributors too. if wo are not
mistaken, was Dr. Samuel Brown, of Edin-
burgh, a singular and gifted individual.

With the zeal of an old alchemist, (but

with a purer enthusiasm.) he has been oc-

cupied many yeaxs Ln eudeavoiu'ing to effect

the mutual transmutation of some of the

primary chemical elements, and by some
of the good people of Edinlmrgh is looked

upon as one in search of tlio philosopher's

Stone. He is a man. however, of sane, cleai;,

and subtle understanding, of v.u ied accom-
plishments, and deejily versed i]i his own
science, the chair of which, in the Edin-

burgh University, he narrowly missed at-

taining. He sometimes lectures with suc-

cess iu public ; he published, a good many
years ago, a series of tracts by " Victorious

Analysis," with a high and beautiful mean-
ing, and more recently the tragedv of

CfaUhjo Gtilllei; and so" he lives on there,

in Edinburgh, with oue believing and help-

ful disciple, a life of scientitic romance in

an age of scientific prose. But to return.

In reli2:ion, the aid had been secured of

the well-know n Isa;u,^ Tavlor, the author of

The Xntiu-al Hixtorn of EnthiMiaim, and of

WetUy end MithodiHin. So that, on the

whole, Th>: X'.rth British Jieiyic startt-d

under very good auspices, and with very fair

promises of success.

Dr. Welch died the year after he had
commenced the labours of editorship, and
it passed into the hands, for a sluut time,

of Mr. E. Maitland. an Ediiib>u-1. advocate,

whence it was recei\eil liy Dr. lliniiia, the

biographer and son-in-law of I »r. Chaliuers ;

80 'that three of our chief reviews were

being coudu. t<d bv s(Uis-in-law of di.-tin-

Kuished \ai.-n—Th>-'QnnrUrh,, by^Mr. Lock-

hart, a son-in-law of Sir Walter .Scott's;

The Edlithiirffh, by Mr. Empson, a son-in-law

of Lord Jelfrey's ; The North British, by Dr.
Hanna, a son-in law of Dr. Chalmers'

;

while :i son of James Mill was editing The
London and Wrstininster. So powerful,
even in literature, is the hereditary prin-

ciple! Sonieuhat more than a year ago.

The X;rth Jlritixh cea-cd to be edited by
Dr. Hanna, and was transferred to Professor
Eraser, its jiresent conductor. Tliis gentle-

man is the son of an Argyleshire minister,

was educated for the Scotch Church, at the
Edinburgh Univtrsity, where be was a fa-

vourite student of iJr. Chalmers, whom ho
followeil into the Free Kirk to become pro-

fessnr of Logic in its metropolitan college.

In EiiL-land, as well as in Scotland. The
Xorth British is said to be doing v.ell among
review'<, not at present a very i'ro«perou3
class of j)Mblicafions. In politics, its prin-

ciples are liberal ; it recognises the interest

and importance of the new social theories,

without committing itself to any of them.
It acknowledges the right of the State to
su]K'rvi^e iiiduslrial arrangements, and
tends towards t!ie advocacy of a general
system of education; altogether its religi-

ous views are orthodox, without, however,
lieing sectarian. In addition to the con-
tributors already named, we can mentiou
that m>'-t shrtwd and hearty observer, Mr.
Samuil Liin^-, the Norvwiy tourist; Prin-
cijial CiuininL'ham. and Professors Fleming
and McDoui:all, of Edinburgh ; Dr. Hamil-
ton, the earnest minister of the National
Scotch ('liurch in Begent's Square; Dr.
Kitto, ver>«'d in Palestine; Thomas de QuLn-
cey. ^\ho has contributed some half-dozen
articl(-s or so, anioii',' them a striking one
on I'ope: the Bcv. Charles King^ley'; the
author of Aden Locke, whose hand we
recognis.'il mauliu'.r Festus-Bailey ; and
Mr .Witlevny I'auizzi, the Librarian of the
British ?»ru-euni, who writes upon Italian
literature and Italian alKiirs, aii<l in a re-
view of Sir Harris Xicolas's Xelsott Des-
pntchts, is said' to have " .settled " the ques-
tion whether our naval liero was right or
wroii',- in liancring some Neapolitan prince
or other. Indeed, t!ie library of the British
Museum Semi-, more than one contributor
to TheXorih Uritish. Thus Mr. John Jones
lately ex].|.iiiie.l in its pages the svstem
pursued ill his ,)wn departnient, and "there,

too, liuures Mr. Coventry Piitmoro, whose
ingeniou> and subtle essays on architecture
are. we confe-;s, more to our ta-te than his
jioetrv. La-t, not least, anion- the con-
tributors to The Xorth Jtritish. i^Mr. David
2\Ia':'-on, a se.irching and meditative writer,
ehi.lly on v^ial topics ve* the critic, too,
of \Vord-\\..rth and C.i'rlvlc's L'lttir-Dny
lhm,,ld.i-,. i'.ut stop—we are for^ettin;,'

one of tile cleverest articbvs that have been
ree.iiilv i.ubli^hed in nnv revi,.\v—that ou
'• Tlie Liter.iry ProfesMon'.'' \\liich appeared
about a \t.-.\T a','o, and i-; f-rotn the pen of a
Mr. Jolin \\'. Kaye, of wIi^'Im we are likely
to hear more.
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• It hail been one of the designs of The
North llrltiih to seeur.^ the_siiji:iort of the
Jlnirlivih Dissenters, but this was soon found
to t>e iuij.ossible. Stimulated bv thi> appt ar-

ance of Th" North British. s,">me wealthy
Enjrlish Dissenters fouudeil TiiK I'.i:iTisir

QiAUiEr.LY IlE^^^w. the llrst nunilior of
wliieb cairie out in February. 1^;"^. tin ii, as
now, under the editor.-l-.ip of ])r. Vau!:h,in.
The doctor is the Priiicipal of the Lanca-
shire Independent College, a leader of the
Couicreirational dissenters, and formerly
preaehed in a ehrinel at Kensiiiit.m. He
writes a great deal in lu> (n\ n ri\i,'w, and
chiefly vrith the aim of dluuniNhin.' the
intlueuce of sueh liviui,' antlmrs of reudwn
as lie considers, from tln-ir iiKJuiiatin;,'

scepticism, dan^rerous to tlie fiitli of the
rising ni-nerati..-,i. The more marked of
Lis jiapers in this liraneh .ire those on
Theodore I'arker, EmcrM-n, and Carlvle.
Yet an article from his p.n in one of the
earliest numbers of his reviiw. entitled,

"Tiie IViesthood of In'tt.Ts." ~:iiil a good
inany thiucrs which were l.-.'ked on bv his

friends .as far too bold. In th.olo-ica! and
biblical literature he has had the assist-

ance of Dr. I'avidson, lik'wisi- of the In-

dependent Col!ti;e. In pnliti.-.i! and social

economy, a irood deal his !.., ••n d..ne bv that
Ptrikin,' medioi'ritv, Mr. IV.v.ard Haines,

the editor oi The L-.^U M:->-Hr;!. Mr. Ed-
wards, formerly of the i',ritl>li Museum,
and now at the head of the Manchester
Free Library, contriiiiited !:n in-truetivc

paper on nubli- lihrari. .. .Viid 'i. re. too,

in thc^e da.hiu- .<ktL-hrs ol Macaulav,
Carlvle, and DT^raeli. d-. «. i:..t ....;. more
recoirtd-o the hand of th'- oi.-.iiljire-ent

Mr. Lewes?
The .same month of tin -.:n'> \i-ir that

•witnessed the birth of '['..• I'.rj.-h tjunrirr-

ly. welcomed to the li'_'ht the l:i>t number
of Thk l'i:o.sfF.nivF. lUviiw. the or;:an of

English rnitariani.-m. as ih.- other is of

orthodox di-ent. Thi.-> .-m.iil and modest-

looking pnblieation lias be-n and is ma-
na:;ed bv a trio of I.anei-liire I nitarian

ministers, the Rev. .T< din .bum^ 'laxbr of

Maueljester, ami th-K.-v. M. -,r.. '! li..m .and

Martinean of Liverpool, in ^'. n.-ral tal, nt,

although it is of a ntiii.-d raihvr than of a

vigorous kind. Mr.Tayb r is eon- id.T.-d to

stand at tlie head of hisc],i>- ; .>nd ctTtainly

roufof his bretl'.ren hiivv j.roduv-id a work
di.-ililavin;,' as mmli a.iiiu<-n us his R.iro-

eprrtorthc /.'./A/iV... L'h '•/ y.:',l-i,id, al-

tnoUE-ii as sermon- manv rnitari.ms would

rank Mr. Martin-au's Ui.^ucur, ..urr thr

Christ;,,,, LU'- hiLTh.T than Mr. T.iyler's

ChriHtlnn .Uj,rrti ,./ I'.ilth <„,.{ //lI^/. Dut

Re mu^t leave these qm-tioii, of privedeiiey

to more competent jnd-.-e-. and coneliide

with sayin','. tli.it while Thr /'m.^r.-tirr.

by the nature of the ea--, circul.ites almost

exclusively anion:,' the s. ct ol" v. hose doc-

trines it is th" onran, y. t it occasionally

contains artieb-s on leutral t-pis which,

from their calm eh-aiice of stvle and dis-

criminatinq: intellectuality, mig-ht be per-
used with pleasure by even the most ortho-
dox.

The contents of the chief English Re-
views in General Literature since our last,

arc as follows :

—

EdiiihurgJi Herie'c, for January :—I. Ge-
nius and Writings of Descartes : II. Bishop
Piiilpotts: III. Recent Progress of Legis-
lation: IV. Church Music: V. Interna-
tional Copyright: VI. Palgrave's History
of Xorm.iudy and England : VII. Ordnance
Map of England : VIII. The Exjiccted Re-
form Hill.

//•(</( QunrtrrJi/ lii'vlrir, for December :

—

I. Haliburton's English in America: II.

Maria Edgeworth : III. A Glance at the
Past and Present Condition of Ireland—
the Exodus : FV. Celtic Records of Ireland :

V. Mr. Dcmpsey's Experieucts of the Land-
ed Interest : VI. The Poor Law in Ireland :

VII. Ruskiu and the Pre-Kaphaelists :—
March :—I. History of the Streets of Dublin :

II. DTsraeli'sBiogiajihy of F.entinck—Free

Trade and Xo Trade : III. Mitford's Literary

Recollections : IV. Maturin : V. Sam Slick's

American Humour : YI. Irish Church
History.

London Qitnrterhj, for January :—I. Rus-

sian and German Campaigns: II. Kevr

Gardens: III. Physiognomy : IV. Junius:

V. Highland Destitution and Iri^h Emigra-

tion :

^
VI. Sir Robert Heron's Xotes : \TI.

Italy : VFII. Louis Xaj.olcon Lonapal-te.

Wcstminitfr lievwir, January :—I. Re-

presentative Reform : II. Shell-ti.^h—their

Ways and Works: III. The Relation be-

tween Employers and Employed : IV. Miuy
Stuart : V. Latest Continental Theory of

Legislation : VI. Julia Von Kriidner as

Coquette and Mystic : MI. The Ethics of

Christendom: VIII. Political Questions

and Parties at Home: IX. Contemporary
Literature of Encrland: X. Retrospective

Survey of American Literature : XI. Con-

temporary Literature of .\merica : XII. Con-

tejuporary Literature of Germany: XIII.

Contemporary Literature of France.

.\MON\i the new works iti Classical and
Gi-ni-ral Literature recently announced iu

Enu'land are the following:

—

Hi-tory of the Whig Ministry of IP^O to

the Passin- of the Reform P.lll. by J. A.

Rovbuck. M. P. 2 vols.. J^vo. :—Life in Bom-
bay, and the neighbourin:: out-stations.

Royal ^^•o., with numerous Illustrations:

—
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The Earl of Albemarle's Memoirs of the

Marquis of Rockingham anil his Contem-

poraries. 2 vols., Svo. :—The Invasions and

Projected Invasions of England. By E. S.

Creasy, M. A. Post Svo. :—Memoirs and

Correspondence of Mallet du Pan. Collected

and edited by A. Sayous. '2 vols. Svo. :

—

The Court and the Desert ; or, Priests,

Pastors, and Philosophers. With an Intro-

duction, by the Kev. Dr. Crolv; 3 vols. :

—

Alfi-ed the Great and his Place in the His-

tory of England. By Dr. R. Pauli. Edit.d,

with an Introduction and Notes, by Tho-

mas Wjight, Esq., F. S. A., ix. Small Svo. :—

Koughiu:^ it in the Bush ; or. Life in Canada.

By Mrs.Moodie, (Sister of Miss Agnes Strick-

land.) 2 vols. :—Scenes and Adventures iu

Central America. Edited by Frederick

Hardman, author of " Peninsular Scenes and

Sketches," " The Student of Salamanca."

Fmall Svo.:—History of Ihigland and FVance

under the House of Lauea.-itcr. AVith an

Introductory View of tlie Early Reforma-

tion. Svo. :—Grote's History of Greece.

Vols. IX and X. From the Restoration of

the Democracy at Athene, down to the Ac-

cession of Phifip of Muccdon, B. C. WS-S.IO.

Maps. Svo. :—Modern India. A Sketch of

the Civil System, and our Present Position.

By G. Campbell, Bengal Civil Service. Svo.

:

—The Illustrated Classical Manual of

Mythology, Biography, and Geography, de-

signed for the Youth of both Sexes. By
W. Smith, LL. D. l.'(.H> Wondcuts. Post Svo.

:

—The Grenville Papers. From the Archives

at Stowe ; iucUiding Mr. Orenville's Politi-

cal Diary. Edited by M'm. Jas. Smith, for-

merly Lilirariau at Stowe. 2 vols., Svo. :

—

Lives of tlie Frii nds and Contemporaries

of Lord Chancellor Clarendon. Illustrati>e

of Portr.uts in his ( lallery. By Lady Theresa

Lewis. 3 Vols., Svo. :—Modern Lidia : a

Sketch of the Civil Administration of India.

With some Account of the Natives and Na-

tive Institutions. By George Campl)ell,

Bengal Civil Service. Svo. :—The First

"iears of the American War. By Lord Ma-

hon. Forming vols. 5 and G of his History

of England. 8vo. :—King Gustavus Vasa;

his Adventures and Exploits. With Ex-

tracts from his Correspondence and Chro-

ni.'les of his Reign. Portrait, Svo. -.—Notes

on Public Subjects, m.ade during a Tour in

the United States and Canada. By Hugh
Seymour Trenienhecre, Esq. Post Svo.:

—

Tile Political Works of Prince Louis Na-
])oleoii Bonaparte. With an Original ]Me-

moir of his Life, brought down to the Pre-

sent Datf, drawn from Authentic Sources,

Critical Notes, Ac.

X.—RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

METHODIST EriSCOPAL CnLT.CH.

A MOVEMENT in favour of Lay Delegation

in the judicatories of the Church has been

going on for some months back. F'or the

information of our reailtrs, and, still more,

with a view to jireserve the facts for tlie use

of tlie future histgrian of the Cliurch, we
present a summary account of all that has

been done from the beginning of the move-

ment until now.

In obedience to tlie call of a Committee of
Kiw, (appointed at a preparatory nieetin£:,)

a large and respectalile mcetiiiL,'- of the male
members oftheJkthodi.tKi.i -copal Chuich
in the city and county of Phil, iilrlpliia was
held in the Inion chiin-h, Thmsday e\en-

iug, December llth, IS.'.l.

At this meeting the following pnamble
and resolutions, aft'T discussion, were

adopted by a very large majority:—

Whereas, to secure success in any great
cut. rpri.~e, it is deemed highlv.important
th.it due r,>],ect bo paid to the mind and
spirit o! tb.- u:.'o upon which it is expected
to make ail imprej.sion :

And, w liereas, in religious as well as civil
govoniinents it is both j.rudeiit and wise
to make iliaii^'es aiul moditieations to
meet the wants and necessities of the
times, us th.y mav be indicated bv the
march of intelhet and the progress of
knou lodge

:

And. where.n-;, (he sove-.nmeut of the
Mriliodi.t Kpi.eopal Church v,as doubtless
foruu d under the indications ot Piovidi nee.
an. I was adinir::bly a.lapted to the times
and cir.iimsl.iTics in ^^llich it ori;,';iiate 1

;

yet, iii:;>niiich as these liave vastl v chaii-.d,
ami e(iii.il ri-lits, intivc.ts and "d. iicndeu-
cies, in civil, religious and .soci.il compacts,
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are amoncrst the ^eat principles of the ni^e

in which we livo.'ve believe the inJiciiti(jn3

of I'roviJeiice arc no less clear, that some
altetatimi in its polity is essential to tlic

aceo^ll.li^hmtIlt of its great nii.^siou to

" sprciul Scriptural holiness over these

lands :

"

And, whereas, it is self-evident that the

eft'orts and energy in any department of

life are generally in proportion to the re-

sponsibility iKlouiring thi-rcti), aiul, ai;])ly-

iiig this principle to the Church, it i>
'(

.nial-

ly evident th;if a lay rejiresentatiou in its

councils would more ecrtainiy SLCure a

di\isionof the responsibilities bi.t\\ccn the

ministry and laity, and tlKTcby arouse to

greater acLixity and u-efulness the ( liurch,

greatly inere.ise its luturi^ prcwpcrity, and
secure the honour au.! glory of (jod:

And, whereas, it behooves all men, every-

where and under all circuni-tance>. to ask
direction at the hand of lulluite \Vi>dom,

and seek the benetit of the counsel of the

wise and prudent ; we tlierefore deem it

important, in so grave a matter as a funda-

mental change in the guviTiinicut of our

Church, to obtain, as far as pmcticable, the

aid of the united wisdom itnd prayers of

cm brethren throughout the ilethodist

connexion ; therefore,

1st. Renohrd. That a committee, to con-

sist of twenty persons, l)e app.dntt d ly the

chairman of "this meeting to act as an Kx-
ecutive Committee, who,-e business it shall

be to adopt the neces^ary me:i>ures to call

a General Convention, to K- held in the

city of riiiladelphia, on Wednesday, the 3J
day of :March. Isc', to consi>t of d.-le-ates

fn'm the various siati,>iis .m.l eirv uiir, « ith- .

in the bounds of our Church, to t.ike into

consideration the p.roprietv .n" petitiening

the General Conference. to'U' held in i'.os-

ton, in !ilay next, for such action iu their

bodv assciiiMed as will secure the intro-

duction of lav delegates into our ('..jifereu-

ces, and such other niodiiications in the

government of our Church, as the wi-d.im

of the convention may suggest or agree

all intention to interfere -.wth tlie episco-

pacy or tlie it in. nuicy of oi;r Church, but

hereby declare our determined purpo>c to

advocate ami >ustain them U>\h.

3d. /.Vv./,.t.'. Uiat we b.ve, honour, rnd
res])ect the mini-try id" our tliurch, .lud

hesitate not in declaring' our ].uroe.<e U
sustain them in th. ir hi-h and holy call-

ing, by our SNaipathici, our [.raver.--, and

our means; ami we .-.inct rely incite tluni

to co-operate v.ith us iu seeking the ch.inge

contemiilated.

4lh. lh>„lr,,l Th,.t tlie edif.rs in con-

nexion with the M. tli-.li-t Kpi-e0|..d

Church be re.iuesied t.. [..ll.lish the- |.r.>-

ceediuLrs.an.l als.i the c:il! f.>r aC..nveution,

as provided for by the tirst resolution.

The Committee subsequently i^sucd the

following

:

AdflrcsH to the Minittry and Laity of tTte

Jlfdhodist Episcopal Church in the United

States.

Pe.\p. Brethp.ek,— The undersigned,

having been appointed a Coinmittee tinder

a resolution adopted at a meeting of

male members of the Methodist Episcop-il

Church, in the City and County of Fhiladel-

phia, held on the eleventh day of Deoemc-er,

If-'A, at the Methodist Episconal Union
Church, in the city aforesaid, deem it due

to yon, as well as to themselves, to make
abrief expo^!tionof the nature and c>bjects

of the present movement.
It is well known that the laity of ov.r

Church have no voice in making and modi-

fying the laws by which, as Church mem-
bers, they are governed. It is also known
to many of you that this exclusion of the

laity from a share in the government cf the

Chtirch has been a source of disooutent

and agitation among its members for many
years. The division which occurred in

1844, and the events which have followed

that division—among which an alarming

diminution in the membership of the

Northern Church is not the least sicrnifi-

eaut—have given new activity to this long-

continued diss.atisfaction.

Fearing a wide-spread disaffection in the

Church, which would result in supiueness,

alienation, and inditi'erenee to interests,

over which the laity have no control, antl

deejdy solicitous for the welfare and pros-

perity of our Zion. a few of the brethren in

this "city assembled together to deUK"'rate

upon the ]iropricty of adopting such mea-
sures as offered the best promise of putting

this subject forever at rest. Believing that

"in the multitude of counsellors there

is safety," they inv ited five members from
each station in this city to unite with them ;

and the meeting, thus constituted, ap-

pointed a committee of nine to call a public

meeting of all the male members of tHe

Church in the City and County of Fhila-

delphia. At this public meeting, after a
free discussion, the preceding resolutions

were adojjted by a large majority.

By reference to the first resolution, it

will be perceived that it is no part of the
duty of the undersisrned to dictate to their

brethren the course to be pursued by them
in this movement, but simply to invite

them to send delegates to a geuerrJ con-
vention of the Church to take into con-
sideration the propriety of petitioning the
next General Conference to make such
changes in the law of the Cluirch as the
proposed convention may recommend.

It will, of course, devolve upon the con-
vention to set forth its reasons lor the
chaii'^res which it may airrce upon, and the
undersigned do not feel called upon to
ent.r up.)n any argument iu anticipation
of its action. "But, as they have reason to
believe that the movement is not generally
uiiderstdd—that it is even regarded by
some of their brethren as dangerous, radi-
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cal, and revolutionary, and that it will

result in discord and schism—they feol

bound most solemnly to disclaim any in-

tention of marrin'^ the peace or mutilatiiic:

the inte2:rity of the Church. Thoy go still

further, and not only disclaim all inter-

ference ivith the episcopacy and itinerancy

of the Church, but they declare their de-

termination to advocate and sustain them
both. So far from takiu'^ any step which
might excite prejudice or distrust in the
mind of thj laity towards the ministry, it

is their earnest "wish to allay and remove
these bybridcjing the gulf which separates

the two orders; so far from threatening'

to withdraw their support from the minis-

try, they d'jclaro their purpose to sustain

them in their high and holy calling, by
their sympathiesTtheir prayers, and their

means :' and so far from ^\isliing to exclude
them from participation in tliis ni'ivemcnt,

thev cordially invite their co-operation in

seeding the contemplated change.
The undersigned are met at the outset

with the arirument that the Church has
prospered under its present form of govcru-
ment. anil has been instrumental, under
God, in bringing more than a million of

souls, into the f.ild of Christ, ami that it is,

therefore, nnvvise todisturb an organization
which has worked out such glorious results.

They submit, in reply, that these results

have been attained, not in convqio^ncc of

the exclusion of the laitv from the councils

of the Church, l)ut in spite of it. They arc

more .justly attributable to the doctrines of

the Church, which address themselves to

the hearts and consciences of the people,

to its itinerancy, its class and jirayer meet-
ings, its Mourners' bench, its earnest min-
istry, its zealous laitv, and its facilities for

reaching the poor. If the Church, by these

means, has accomplished so much, with
a form of government so ojijiosed to the

genius of our political institutions, how
much more might it have done for the

salvation of men and the glory of (iod. if,

with the same doctrines aild usacrcs, it had
had th'- ad\antage of a constitntiun more
in harmonv with the spirit of our age and
people! Without detracting from the

veneration ft-lt by all IMethodists for the
founder of <uir Cluirch, we should do well

to remember that Mr. Wesley dictated our
form of eeclciiastical government at a time
when the [jrinciples of civil freedom, and
particularly the right of the pr0[de to gov-

ern themselves, were not so ^\ell under-
stood as at prc'icnt. He formed his system
of Church polity in accordance with mon-
archical idoius; but since that time, the

great exi>erinu'nt of setf-governmi'nt ha.s

been made in this country, and wbat was
then regarded as a doubftul trial, has now
become a demonstrateil fact.

The undersiincd do not deny that, the

condition of tiie early mcnib<rs of the

Church may have been such as to .jnstit'y

the ministry in assuming the entire legis-

lative, judicial, and executive control ; but
that state of things has passed away; and,
advancing witli the steady progress of

knowl.du'e, the laitv have attained to a

degree of intellectual capacity which quali-

fies tlieni to render valuable aid to their

clerical brethren in the councils of the

Churcli. 'J'hey respectfully submit that

the tutelage of infancy is not adapted to

the condition of manhood, and that every
institution .should, from time to time, so

modify its laws as to conform to the pro-*

gressive movements of civiii/ation. Chan-
ges to suit the exigencies of progress are

written on every page of our country's
history. The constitutions of nearly all

the thirteen States, which originally com-
posed our confederacy, though arla;ited to

the wants of the period in which they were
framed, have been revised and altered to

meet the necessities of the present age.

And while the governments of our sister

Protestant Churches have been so con-
structed as to harmonize with our National
and State institutions, the Methodist Epis-
eojial Churih alone remains inditftrent to

the iiiiprovenients going on around it, and
pertinaciously adiicres to an obsolete and
unjirou'res-ive system. The unilersigned
believe that all civil, social, and religious
organizations are capable of self-'_rovern-

nient. Justice at least requires that those
who j-n'/. should be represented in the
councils of those who expevd.

Tlie tindersiijned furthermore submit
that the movement in which they are en-
gat:ed, so far from being radird, rcvoln'
tinnnrii. and dnuici-oun. is eminently coji-

nn-v'itir.-. juiirij'id, and snfr. It pro;)oses
that all the usages of the Church, which
have been the springs of its prosperity,

shall lie sacredly ]ir. served. It contem-
j.lates no action except l)y the firm friends
of the Chnrcli, through its leL'ally-coiisti-

tuted le,'islature, to whose wisdom they
apjieal, and to whoso authority they sub-
mit. It tlirows no tireliraiul of dissension
within the halhiwed gates of our Zion, but
otiers to spreiiil oil iipoii the troubled wa-
ters of a.'itation and controver.sy. It dis-
claims all motives of .ambition, and seeks
the s.ile objeet of benefitting the entire
t hnrch. )iy drawincr more closelv the bonds
of broth, rhood between the mini-,trv and
laity. It prondscs to aid the ministry, by
sharinj its responsibilities; to infuse"new
ener.'v into the laity, by giving them a
dircet interc-t and inrtuence in 'the work
of the ( Imrch ; and to remove an objection
to our polity whi<-h has driven multituiles
of it-i nio^i valuable members out of the
Cliiirch, and jir.vented multitudes more
from uniting with it.

The nnd. r-^i;:neil cannot suppose, for a
moment, that a qiuvstion of so much ira-

]i Ttanee, stibuutted to so lar.,'e a bodv,
eiabraeing :diii..<t every variety of m>'ntal
constitntion, will be acted npon without
oiipo>ition. lUit in ly they not hope it will
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receive from tKcirlircthrou a culm anfl dis-

i>:is-5ioriat»' inve-ti'::atioti? Tlicy nre far

from believin:; tluit evil is tho nci-(.-;<.iry

result of the discussion of :i .^roat quistinn ;

but they can readily see th:it indultrcncc in

unholy tempers and unkind epitliets, in

place of a brotherly interchaii;:ri; of vi''\vs,

may result in injury to our bel<i\ed Zioii.

They, therefore, earnestly exhort tlieir

brethren thruii^rhout the connexion to en-

deavour, m the consideration of the m'\i-

"gures proposed, to present to the (_'linrcli.

and to the world, the sulilinie sjiectacle of

a vast brotherhood exhihitiu':: in tlieir dis-

cussions the lesiiimate fruits of our hnly
Christianity: '•on earth ji.aci'. and ^'ood-

will toward men."
In conclusion, the und.r-iL'ued sulitnit

for j-our cousideratinn aii'l acti'in the fu!-

lowing preamble and resjlntion. with their

earnest prayers to the ;.'reat Head of the

C'hureh. that he will so ilivi'ct vour hearts

and minds, that your dc'librratlons shall

promote the triumphs of hi-; -osjiel, and
the "spread of Script ur.il holiness over
these lands."

UTiercas, at a mrctircr of tlio members
of the several Methodi-f Kpisc.pal church-

es, in this citv and cnimtv, h.ld at Union
churcli. the lUh Dcccml-Jr. it was deemed
advisable to call a convention, to be com-
posed of delpj;ates froni th-- ditfercnt cir-

cuits and stations thr.'Ujhout the con-

nexion; saiil conventiiin to be h.dd in this

city, on the :5d uf Man:!i next, lo take into

consideration the pruprii-tyuf promtin','

a

memorial to the next (ic'i.ral ( '.mien nee,

asking for such a clian,'c in live ^-overu- .

ment of our Church as wiil secure liie in-

troduction of I.iy delegates into our Cun-
ferenccs : therefore,

Ticsoh-'d, That wo recommend to the

Fcveral circuits and stations ihrenu'liont the

Church to ajipoint lay (b bur.ites in such
vay as may be mo^t convenient, either by
separate action of the circuit ; ami statimis,

or by a general mectui;' in such cities

vhere there arc more I Inn nne station.

Provided, that not ni.TC than ti\e deh^'ates

shall be Sent from any circuit or station;

but, V. hen no appoinlnieiit be made in any
circuit or station, it may be represented by

an V niemljer or members of tin' Foeiet y, nnt

excCLdint,' fne; s lid d-I.-.',itcs beiuu', in

every ca>e, at lea^'. twenty-one years of

a?e,"and three v. irs a memK-r of the

Itkthodist Kpi<coi,:il Llmrcli.

W. H. At.LKV, TllOMA^ W. I'l:t(K,

J. J. I'.oswKi L. AsrmiNV \i r.r.,

John- WtiiTKMAN, r.iini.viM Claukk,
W. P. Tl.T.l V, •'. 11. I'Al-I-.

p. R. .M-\i;ir.r.r, C'Im.v HiK^Kiii.r.,

T. K. COI.I.INS. d. 1- Cill.l^MVN-,

S. .\sii>:i:\n, A. ('im>iim;s,

.lou.v \\y\v. W. P. II.UKKR,

CiiAS. p.. Hai.e, !' II. K<.i.r.otK,

M. CiiAMicK, C. 1'j;i;kisk,

W. W. Piot.tros.

The Coiveiiiion, thus summoned, met in

the Nazareth Methodist Episcopal Church,

Philadelphia, on AVeduesday morning,

March i'd, 18-^2. After devotional exercises

the names of delegates were called, when
about one hundred and twenty answered

—

representing the following churches, vi.-^.

:

St. John's Church, Philadelphia—Libnrty-
st. Ciuirch, Pitijburg— Sanctuary Church,
PIiiladel[ihia—0\ id Church, Seneca Co.,

\. Y.—'Wharton-strect Church, Philadel-

l.l;ia—Ch(d:,caChnrch,Mass.—Pacific-street
Church, Brooklyn—i:benezer Church, Phi-
ladeljdiia—liurlinfctoJi Church, New-Jersey
—Ei-hth-strect Church. Philadelphia-
Nazareth Cliurch. Philadelphia—Beaver-
street Church, Allejhanv Citv—Twelfth-
street Church. Philadelphia—South Com-
mou Church, Alie^'hany Citv—Smithlleld-
street Church, I'ittsburg—l^irst Church,
Pottsville— 3Iadison-street Church, New-
York City—Nia:;:ara-strect Church, Buffalo
—S« an-street Cliurch, Bniialo—Paul-street
Church, Butfalo—Western Church, Phila-

deli.Iua—V>'esley Cha)iel. Washington City
—Trinity Church, Philadelphia— Salem
Circuit, Ohio—Ken3in:,'ton Church, Philc-
del^diia—Washington-street Church, I'rook-
lyn—Prospect-street Church, Paterson, N.J.
—Ebcnezer Church, Manavuuk— Salem
ChurchJ'hiladelphia—M.nint Ziou Church,
Manavank—Vcstrv-street Church, N. Y.—
Cohocksink Churcii, Philadeli^hia—Chester
Church, Pa.—Norwich Church, Vermont

—

Asbury Church, Philudeljihin—Lehman's
Chi.i>el, Pa.—Carlisle Church, Pa.—Had-
dington and r^Ionroc, Pa.—North Russcl-
street C'hureh, Boston—Second Church,
Pottsville-Central-street Chmvh, Newark
—Clinton-street Church, Newark—Frank-
lin-street Church, Newark, N. J.—Putnam
Station, Ohio—Union Chapel, Cincinnati

—

Havana Station, N. Y.

Of these delegates, part were chosen by
the Churches named, and part were vo-

lunteer delegates ; huw large the propor-

tion was of each, we have been unable to

ascertain.

The Officers of the Convention were
chosen as follows :

—

P,c>,!Jc;it—'\V. II. Allen, of Girard Col-
lege. V:r,-Prf.,\lrnt^-Co\sun Ileiskell. of
Philadelphia; W.G.D.ale, of Wasbin-toa
City; John B. Shea, of Pittsburg; Lewis B.
TiOder, P>rooklvn ; Saml. Walker, of New-
York ; F. II. Root, of P.uftalo ; Jabcz Pratt,

of Boston; IV. W. P. Tilden, of Philadel-
i-hi;, : W. C. Lord, of Newark ; Prof. C. E.
hluincnthal. of Carlisle. S'-cntarirH—John
B. Chrisniitn and GcorLTC J. Hamilton, of

Philadelphia; H. S. (iilberl. New York ;

and Saml. Norment, of Washington City.

The Convention rcinained in session two
days, and finally passed the following pre-

amble and resolutions :

—
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Waereax, This Convention is deeply im-
pressed with the responsibility it has ns-

suraod, but, is nevertheless confidently as-

sured, as the result of its observation and
information fmm varions parts, of the ex-

tended work of Methodism, that the time
has fully come when the expediency of

change in our Church policy is clearly in-

dicated by that Providence' which it v.as

always the glory of our Church, in its earlier

history, to watch and follow ; And

WhTcns, Wo, a? members of that Cliurch,

feel that our happiness and our hopes are

identified with th-.' prosperity an<l effective-

ness thereof, in carrying out the .jreat

object of its mission to spread the Scrip-

tures—holiness through all lauds; and

}Yhereii!i, AVe believe that the fenture in

our Constitution which invests the clcrL;y

of our Church exclusivL-ly with le^'ishitive

and governmental powers and prero'^'atives,

is by no means essential to its pros|)erity,

but contrariwise, very detrimental, furnish-

ing a prolitie cause of murmurings, conten-

tions and disaftcctions to our own members,
and a bar to the increase which, uiuler

other circumstances, would accrue to our
Church; the tlioughtful' and considerate,

in very many instance?, declining t.) place

their religions interests where they can
exert no controlling: influence—to say no-

thing of the want'of resemblance to all

other Protestant Churches, which, withniit

an exception, rsco^rniso the right of t!;e

laity to participate in making and modify-
ing the laws bv -iNhich thev are <,'ovcrncd,

leaving the Methodist Episcopal'tlir only
Protestant Church in the linitt.d State's

which refuses the co-operation of the luiiy

in its legislative councils; and

^YherfnK, We verily believe that not only
gi'catcr fcflVctiveiiess will be secured by the
change sought, a fruitful source of conten-
tions and just cause of conndaint removed,
and the fair proportions and arranLjemcnts
of our Zion, in comparison with other
Protestant Churches, stand out in a prom-
inent and advantageous position, but Jill

the financial, benevolent, and charitalde

enterprises growing out of our economy,
vastly promoted, and a fair and full re-

muneration to our preachers and their fa-

milies rendered certain, as it ought to be.

Therefore,

1. Rfioh-rd, That this Convention do
hereby declare, that in their deliberate

judgiiient, tlie ('on-,titutii.n of the ]\retho-

dist Episco[ial Ciiureh niiglit to l>e so .amend-

ed HS to admit the iiitrodni:tion of lay

delegates into the General and Annual
Conferences, under such restrictions as

shall not conflict with tlio riirhts of the

clergy in their appropriate iniiii>terial and
pastoral duti:s and priviki'es; yet so as

to secure etiectnallv tlie voice and intlneni-o

of the laity in tlie legislative urrulc mal.ing

department of the (.'hurch.

i?. li.'^olvd, That the Convention do
hereby respectfully petition the General
Conference to give'tlus subject the thought
and attention which its importance re-

quires, and ill accordance with the spirit

and aim of the first resolution, so to modify
the Discijjliue of our Church, as to provide

for lay delegations in our General and
Annual Conferences. .

3. ]icHoh--il, That, desiring as well to s.ave

the time of tlie General Conference, as to

facilitate t!ie object we seek, we suggest

tlie folhnviim trcucral plan as, in our judg-

ment, fully meeting the case :—First. That
every circuit or station should be allowed

annually, at the la-,t Quarterly Conference
for the year, or otherwise, to elect one lay

delegate (who, by virtue of his election,

shall be a member of the Annual Con-
ference, with the right to vote on every
question cseept in passing the character,

or, on the trial of a preacher) for every
effective minister in full connexion whom
such einnit or st.itiou supports. Secondly,
That the deb -ates thus elected, join the'ir

clerii'al brethr.'U in an election at such time
and in such manner as the Discipline may
prescribe, in electing delegates, clerical and
lay, in equal nuiubers, to the General Con-
ference ; the fX]penses of all the delegates,

lay as well as clerical, to be paid as such
expenses are now paid.

1. Rrsnh'nl, That the members of this

Convention are now, as they ever have been,
strom,'ly attached to the itinerancy and
the episco])aey of our Church, ami they
e;'.rne>t!y rei-ommend the General Confer-
ence to ad.. jit any measures that may be
f Hind ne:-e-s,iry t-. strengthen the latter,

anil iierp.'tiiat.' the former, as they regard
them both as a L'reit means of our y-A-t

success, and essentially necessary to our
future prosperity.

Tf. Hfx'.fnil. That in advocatim^ lav re-
prescntatie.n in the councils of our Church,
ve most e-irne^itly disclaim any intention
of marrin- 'he peace, or mut'iia.ting the
iuteirrity of the Church: and though we
are ud.-I firmly convinced of the propriety
of the m.>venient. and most conscientiously
believe that if carried out, it would prove
one of I he irrcatct possible blessings to the
Church, yet whatever m.ay bo \he im-
mediate re.-,ult. we shall not cease to love
and cheii.htlie Methodist EpiseopalChnrch
and Its doctrines, and we shall ever respect
its constitutional authorities, and acquiesce
in the expressed wishes of a majority of
its nn'mbcrs.

A Commit tee was appointed to lay before

the tJeneral tloiifcrcnce the :\lemorial and
Kesohiti.nis of the Convention, and to ad-

vocate tlie object set forth in them to the

Ust of their ability. The same committee
was authorized to correspond v. ith the
Churches.
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We have thus given a sketch of this cnn-

vontion uii.;l its results, and fire bajipy to

note the Christian temper and sjjirit in

•which its proceedings appear to have been

conducted. As yet, the Church at large

has shown little sympathy -nith the move-

ment. As far as can l>e gathered from tiny

signs that have yet"a[ipeared, the ^letho-

disis of the United States, as a liody, are

fully sati:fied v.ith the present' organiza-

tion of the Church.

CoKGEEr.ATio.VALisM, as a system, cannot,

go along with mi-sionnry activity. The
theory breaks dov.n ino\itably when ag-

gressive movements are needed. A new
illustration is afibrded in a recent call for

a General Comcntiun of Congrogatidualists

proposed by the General .\ssociation of

New-York. W'c extract the f.Jllo-.^il)g j.as-

sages from the " Circular."

I>EAP, Sn:,—At the rncctiiic of tin- Ccnoral
Association of N.-w-'i'i.rk h'id in llmoklyn,
in SeptemJier lust, i!ic f.Houing resolutions

were unaniinnusly adapted :—
" Jietoh-eil. That, thin A.-^ociation respcct-

fully su.c'irc.-t t" Coiicrrrgatioiial niiiii<ters

and Church nif m! . rs in tlie Tuitid ."^tatcs,

the propriety of holdiii.f a (i. noral Conven-
tion or Coiinii!.tjcuii>i(l(T the rvlatinns of

the Conc;regational (_hiin}i polity to Home
Missions, and tremrally to the'si.rcad of
the gospel in this country.

" iiqsohf-d, Tliat a Committee be ati]ioiiit-

ed to correspond witli CoiiL'nirationali^ts in

other Siatm relative toil;.- tiiu" and nuans
of calliuj T-\\A\ ?. (m. nt: >ii, to eo (pptrate

with similar coinniitt- 1- th.it soay bf raised

dn oihtr States, and in any <m nt to is^ue

a call for such a conM.ntiuu in tlie spring

of 1S52."
In bringing this sn1ij( ct to your notice,

R-e -would respect frdlv invite vour attention

to the foriouing considerations tliat led to

the p^opo^a! of a (Ir.sKiui. Co.\vi;Nno\ ok
CoXfJRE'JATlON-At.ls IS.

The v.ork of Home Mi'-'-ioiis, so long eon-

ducted witli barm.my .imi it|irirni-y ly tlie

union of IVebbytrrians and Con.TvLMtion-
alists in tlie .'innrican Honie Mi>-ioiiary

8ociefy, is in d:itr_-er of beinq' comi^ri'mised

bv the den"miiiatioiial -piiit iiow hi eominir
r'ife at the West, and bv tlie ndatinnsd the
A.ILM. S. to siavilM.i.iin-Cliureli. s This

is evident fri'W the action of eetlc^iin-tical

and mini.-tcrial bo<Iies and conventions at

the West, and fr.inx the animadversions of

prominent and nsmiii^ible indiviiiuah

upon the iioliey of tni> \. H.M.S. Many
Vliose \ie\vs are entitled to much con-

sideration, are of opitiiou tliat tlie Home
Missionary Sociity is nmoual in the dis-

tribution of its funds, and that it is unduly
committed to the support of slaveholding

Churches : others, no less eminent for wis-

dom and piet)-, are firm in the conviction

that the A. it. M. S. is administered with
strict inijiartiality; and that in sustaining

the pastors of sbiveholding Churches it is

doing its part for the removal of slavery,

by tiie meliorating influence of the gospel.

In these circumstances it is thought that a
fraternal conference of the friends of Homo
Jlissions in the East and the AVe=t, would
contribute to remove misundersfandincr,

and to settle the principles upon which this

work should be conducted. Such a con-

ference is jiroposcd to be held in the year
1M2, at some point from Albany to Cleve-

land, inclusive, to be composed of ministers
and numbers of Congreeational Churches,
delegated either by ministerial or eccle-

siastical bodies, or IJj particular Churches ;

the object of the convention beincr prayer
and conference with respect to the great

work of Home Missions, and the promoting
of acquaintance, sympathy, and harmony
among those of like faith, engaged as la-

bourers or helpers in that work.
"

Such a convention is rendered more im-
portant by the fact that urgent apjieals are

made from the West to the East for aid in

the erection of church edifices. It shouUl
be carefully considered whether this shall

become a regular department of Christian
benevolence.
As an index of the views of the body in

which this proposal originated, we give" the
following extract from a report adopted
in IS.jO:—

" While, for the sake of harmony and ef-

ficiency in the Churches of our body, as well

as for the general good, we recommend the
relinquishment of all rrclfKUn-tirn! unions
whatever, v.e would no less strongly urge
the continued co-operation of Congrcga-
tionalists with Christians of other deno-

minations, in the work of Home Missions,

as conducted by the American Home Mis-
sionary Society. A divisive movement in

that direction would be injurious to the
cause of Christ, and particularly d:?aftrous

to those by whom it should be bcjiiu. I-et

the principles of our order bo ditfused by
books, discourses, and newspap. rs ; and le't

Congr<gational Churches be jdanted and
sustained distinctively as such, wherever
that is tlie wish of the peojile; but let no
movement be made, and no organization
formed to jiropagatc CongregationaMSM
upon missionary ground."

Will y„u [dJase lay this matter before
your di>trict Association, or other miuis-
t' rial body, at its next meeting, and invite

its advice and co-operation, liy n committee
of conference, or liv corrfspondciu-e with
us? Your brethren in Christ,

Joa. r. TiioMi'sox,

HEKny W. ];» nciiER,

Djhck C. Lansisg.
















